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INTRODUCTION

Volume 5 contains copies of 69 letters commenting on the Draft Generic Environ-

mental Statement (GESMO) WASH-1327 and the NRC's responses to the comments received

from Federal, State and local agencies; environmental and public interest groups,

members of the academic and industrial communities, and individual citizens. An index

to these letters indicating the number assigned to each letter, the author, and organ-

ization represented, is provided in the Table of Contents for Volume 5.

These letters were analyzed to identify major issues for the preparation of the

final GESMO. Twenty principal topics appearing in the various public comment letters

are listed on page 3 with the assigned letter number wherein the listed topic appears.

In Volume 5, after each comment letter, specific comments are repeated, a number

assigned and a direct NRC response supplied. The comment responses generally cite

responsible opposing or supporting views, or both, and arrive at a conclusion based on

the best available information. Where views other than those of the NRC are cited, the

name of the author or organization is identified. The objective of this procedure was

to provide an efficient means of handling the various viewpoints presented, and to be

responsive to all issues raised. Public comments have been taken into consideration in

the preparation of final GESMO. Most of the responses to specific comments include

references to portions of the revised text of final GESMO.

Many comments were directed to the safeguards issues relating to the separation of

plutonium from the spent fuel. These issues are not assessed in this health, safety,

and environmental portion of the final statement. Responses to public comments on

safeguards issues will be included in the safeguards supplement.

Aside from the safeguards considerations, the principal issues put forth by

commenters on the health, safety, and environmental issues of the draft GESMO were:

- Plutonium is toxic and plutonium recycle will introduce unacceptable risks to

public health and safety.

- The Waste Management Program should be clarified as the handling of high

level waste, transuranic waste, and other than high level waste.

- Projected growth of electric utilization has been overstated and will not

materialize if practical energy conservation measures are taken, thus obviating

the need for Pu recycle as a viable alternative for meeting the realistic

energy growth requirements.
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The costs for recovered materials and services and the cost estimates for

supporting fuel cycle facilities were not realistic. Realistic cost-benefit

analysis may indicate that Pu recycle is not a viable option.

The draft GESMO, WASH-1327, was issued in August 1974. The public and government

agencies were requested to submit comments within 60 days. On December 10, 1974, the

AEC issued proposed amendments to the Commission's rules and regulations relating to

the health, safety and environmental aspects of mixed oxide fuels in LWR's (Federal

Register, Volume 39 FR 30186). The proposed amendments were sent to all persons who

submitted comments on GESMO, and all others who requested copies. Thirty-four comment

letters commenting on the proposed amendment were received. Those comment letters

which included comments on draft GESMO health, safety and environmental issues are

included herein with appropriate NRC responses. On May 8, 1975, the NRC issued its

provisional views on safeguards and the deferral of licenses of plutonium-related

facilities (Federal Register, Volume 40 FR 20142). Approximately 240 comment letters

were received. Few comments addressed the health, safety and environmental aspects of

draft GESMO.

In summary, the various actions taken by the former AEC and present NRC to solicit

and address public participation in the preparation of final GESMO, have resulted in

three categories of input. These are:

1. Comment Letters on Draft GESMO

2. Comment Letters on the Amendments to the Commission Rules

3. Comment Letters on the NRC Provisional Views

The records of all these items are maintained in the NRC Public Document Room,

1717 H Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20555. All of the letters of Item 1 and those of

Items 2 and 3 which include specific comments on the health, safety and environmental

and cost-benefits issues related to plutonium recycle, are reproduced in this Volume 5

of final GESMO.
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INDEX FOR PRINCIPAL TOPICS APPEARING IN COMMENT LETTERS

Topic

1. Pu toxicity Pu recycle will introduce
unacceptable risks to the public

2. Safety concerns with MOX fuels in existing
LWR's

3. The projected nuclear industry growth was
overestimated

4. Costs used in evaluations were too low;
benefits were overestimated in terms of
Pu and U values

5. Present radiation standards for handling
Pu are not adequate

6. Pu recycle is a viable method of utilizing
an energy sourcea way of burning up
Pubetter than Pu storage

7. Economics of utilization of Pu are favorable

8. Occupational exposure assessments are
incorrect

9. Selection of alternatives and "basecase"
are unrealistic on account of delays in
reprocessing spent fuel

10. Practicability of recycle of uranium is
questioned with indicated high reprocessing
costs

11. Concern with the release of noble gases
(85Kr)

12. Dissolution of MOX (solubility of Pu02
portion of fuel) was questioned

13. Do not limit Pu in MOX fuels to 1.15 self
generation in LWR's

14. Overconservatism has been used to bridge
uncertainties and tend to result in
unrealistic values dose commitments

15. Present and future Pu plants should be
subjected to Commission's upgraded regulations
pertaining to workers' training; maintenance
of equipment; operation, including security;
an increased NRC inspection is needed

16. Lower risk alternatives to Pu recycle exist

17. Buildup of 2 42 Pu and 2 3 6 Pu after several
recycles can be detrimental to effective
operations

18. Hot particle contention

Comment Letter Numbers

5, 15, 20, 25, 36, 48,
53, 54, 55, 68

25, 34, 36, 37, 46, 55

25, 54

15, 18, 21, 24, 29, 30,
31, 34, 35, 36, 37, 42,
43, 49, 54, 61, 69

5, 20, 63

3, 7, 17, 30

3, 17, 18, 22, 29, 30, 31

15, 17, 20, 21, 25, 48, 54

15, 18, 22, 25, 58, 64, 65

15, 25, 54

15, 21, 25, 36, 54, 62

15, 24

18,
46

21, 24, 29, 30, 34, 42,

18, 21, 44, 50

20, 21

15, 25

25, 30, 46, 53, 54

25, 44, 46, 48, 62, 63
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INDEX FOR PRINCIPAL TOPICS APPEARING IN COMMENT LETTERS (Continued)

19. The waste management program for the LWR
cycle must be defined

20. Concerns with the risks associated with
the transportation of plutonium, Pu0 2 ,
and MOX fuels

Comment Letter Numbers

25, 27, 29, 30, 37, 40,
42, 49, 54, 55, 61, 62

20, 25, 27, 31, 37, 42
45, 54, 59, 62
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Comment Letter No. 1

STATE OF LOUISIANA

... . co ,ssO ON NTE .C'.'C T RLIT'

EDWIN EDWAROS
August 26, 1974.

SENATOR MICHAEL 1.•.KzE7E
P. 0. Box 44455

LEON TA IRVE BAHON ROUGE.LOUISIMA 70804
389-5664

Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director
Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The State Clearinghouse has reviewed your Draft Environmental
Statement on the "Generic Environmental Statement Mixed
Oxide Fuel," in respect to agency impact and responsibility.

Therefore, we are forwarding your draft environmental statement
to the Division of Radiation Control, Board of Nuclear Energy.

Comments will be forwarded directly to you with a copy to our office.

If any further assistance is necessary, please contact this office.

Sincerely,

Regis Allison

State Clearinghouse Director

cc: Mr. Jim Porter

RA:se

HOUSE COMMITEE ....O.. CNONIN-EE SENATE COMMITTEE

J . R,C H H O R .I .- U H oT . . W , L,,,. 0 B no w,

10.[RT hU","WN JOHN •OU,, ,- R.
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Comment Letter No. 2

STATE OF" MISSISSIPPI

0-fCE 01 7.E GOVE[RNO

WILLIAM L.WALLER WM. M. HEADRICK

GOVERNOR COO0DINRTOR OFEDERAL-RT5-t900050

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS

TO: Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director State Clearinghouse Number
for Fuels and Materials

Directorate of Licensing - Regulation l
United States Atomic Energy Commission Date: August 26, 1974
Washington, D.C. 20545

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel (Recycle
Plutonium in Light Water - Cooled Reactors)

X ) 1. The State Clearinghouse has received notification of intent to apply for Federal assistance as described
above.

-- ) 2. The State Clearinghouse has reviewed the application(s) for Federal assistance described above.

-- ) 3. After proper notification, no State agency has expressed an interest in conferring with the applicant(s)
or commenting on the proposed project.

-- ) 4. The proposed project is: ( ) consistent ( ) inconsistent with an applicable State plan for Mississippi.

(--) 5. Although there is no applicable State plan for Mississippi, the proposed project appears to be: ( )con-
sistent ( ) inconsistent with present State goals and policies.

COMMENTS: Final State Clearinghouse review and comment will await indication of
State agency interest in this project.

Edward A. May, Jr.

Assistant to the Coor insr

S0I"t 400. WAtI..S *LO. * o.SI GEORE TR&EV . JACKSON 30201 - (001) 3S4-7570
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Comment Letter No. 3

'""E ru"LPP -YV.4,-FR $012,')
Is A

MISSISSIPPI

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH
2423 NORTIII STATE STREET, P.O. BOX 1700

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39205

ALTON S. COBS. M.D.. M pH September 6, 1974

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
Washington, D. C. 20545

Re: Comments on the generic environmental impact statement on the use of
recycle plutonium in mixed oxide fuels in light water reactors, WASH-1327.

Gentlemen:

The State of Mississippi, through its Division of Radiological Health,
Mississippi State Board of Health, has reviewed the draft GESMO, WASH-1327,
August, 1974, and would submit its comments briefly.

Summarily, our review of WASH-1327 leads to the same conclusions,
more or less, as those stated by the AEC Staff on page S-62 of Volume 1
of the document. Our conclusions are based on the radiological and, to
a lesser extent, the economic implications of incorporating plutonium oxide
into thefuel of light water reactors.

As uranium is a precious and rapidly depleting resource, the incorporation
of a spent fuel product - plutonium - (with all due respect to and awareness
of both the radiotoxicity and chemical toxicity of the element) as cited by
the Staff in their Alternatives 3 and 4 seemingly forms a viable alternative
to dispose of the highly noxious plutonium while deriving maximum benefit
from the utilization of uranium.

With regard to our ultimate objective of protection of public health
and safety, the utilization of plutonium as a constituent of the mixed oxide
fuel of light water reactors serves to reduce the population dose commitment,
according to the Staff's radiological health impact evaluation. This factor,
as it is our major concern, meets with our approval and would receive our
support.

The reduction of plutonium stockpiles via MOX fabrication would appear
outwardly to at least reduce, if not eliminate, the possibility of plutonium
release and contamination from internal subersive activities. This would
appear to be an environmentally sound alternative to that of storage of the
material for an indefinite amount of time.

DOCKETED
[9D DECW

(SEPln1674m'8?

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Directorate of Licensing
September 6, 1974

page 2

From an economic standpoint, we can support, with no hesitancy, the
recycle plutonium effort. We have all seen and felt the effects of rising
fossil fuel costs on the electric power producing industry. Additionally, as
it is known fact that the fossil fuel reserves, as well as the uranium
reserves, are being depleted at a frightening rate, alternative means of
energy production from our natural resources and artifically produced
(plutonium) resources need to be introduced into our way of life as
expediently as possible, without the sacrifice of caution. The Staff's
Alternative 4 "prompt reprocessing of spent fuels and re-cycle of uranium
and plutonium providing for significantly upgraded materials and plant
production measures as might be judged to be consistent with AEC objectives"
seemingly provides a viable means of partially meeting our energy needs at
a reduced cost.

We would like to extend our appreciation to the Staff for giving us the
opportunity to voice our comments on WASH-1327.

Sincerely,

Ronald J. Forsythe
Health Physicist
Division of Radiological Health

RJF/rmp

cc: P. T. Bankston, D.Sc., Director
Office of Science and Technology
State of Mississippi

5-3.1





Comment Letter No. 4

STATE )F KANSAS ^ARZeCODES:)

A~L9/,i,1id rafion

DIVISION OF THE BUDGET 1
hTATIDIOUSE• -TOP'EKA 66•611- "f/i. • /

September 19, 1974 '• .'

Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director \.3
for Fuels and Materiels
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

RE: Environmental Statement on the Use of Mixed Oxide Fuel
in Light Water Reactors
Clearinghouse Number 1389-24.998(ES)

Deer Mr. Smiley:

State Clearinghouse
Starte of Kansas

. _.1 . <'

RNOEUST FOR ACTION O PROPOSAL (UN0DER OFT_,CE OF MAINAGEINT AND I 00 T0 EC2.A•7•_•_

Agency Name 7" HEALTH

Raymond Solee - Office of Comorehensive Health Plgnninc -" pLANNNG /

Clearinghouse Number Applicant's Name

1589-2.998(ES) A~tomio Ener_ý Cotmdision"
Expected Filing Date Project Title

ýnvircnmmtal Statement on lbhe use of Uixed Oxide Fuel
1-i Light Cater Reactors

•'I"UPN NO LATER TH"fAN

September i1, 1974

* ADDTIO3NAL 01FORMATION

Return to Division of the Budget, Department of Adminis-
tration, ist Floor, Statehouse, Topeka, Kansas 66612

A"AILABLE

The enclosed proposal has been submitted to the Division of the Budget under its
clear-nghouse responsibilities described in Office of Management and Budget Circular
A-95. Your review of this proposal as it affects the interest of the state will be.
appreciated. Your appropriate comments concerning the proposal should be submitted
to the Division of the Budget no later than the date specified above.

Comments filed on a proposal may include: (1) the extent to which the project
is consistent with or contributes to the fulfillment of comprehensive planning with-
in the state; (2) how the proposal relates to state objectives; and (3) the effect
of the proposal on your agency's activities.

The referenced environmental statement has been processed by the
Division of the Budget under its clearinghouse responsibilities described
in Circular A-95.

After review by interested state agencies, it has been found that
the proposed project does not adversely affect state plans. We are
enclosing comments received from the Office of Comprehensive Health
Planning concerning this project for your information and referral.

Sincerely yours,

James W. Bibb
Director of the Budget

X No Objections
"at this time"
Objections

(discuss below)

COMMENTS:

Request for Additional Information
(discuss below)

Request for a Conference

JWB: REK: rw

Enclosure

DOCKETE1D

tt SEP2 71974o- 5
0 o 'nftwwusy

w4t AmpnIBI
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Comment Letter No. 5

_•,o•_7 . . .. . . ... . . O.O(11 FR 3t1f6)

The iionoranle ixay Lee Ray
. Chairnan
U.S. Atni-z Energy Coc:rniesion
Deashinron, D.C. R0343

Dear Dr. -RAY:

;e ar•t ritin- to express cur .- aye reser-at'ons Te-
cazdi tnhe Atozic E:121-7 CO":' 5 s5 aoa's pr5zoasa to proceed
an tat nei Lx 'w; on z 3.z a2 U t`ca C UGe o-" nlusLas' -n

In our jusgMent, a Zno 'PIUZGn'uI 0yZ"
is a zonen-ous b•i-iih - Oniy Ce ando aft :! arisks
andn ','e beeun t:hrcunhlv explored and deoa•ed
by the pbOlic and She Cong:ess.

As you ',now well, putcni- is one of the nost vir-a-'ent
c-rzi-no~us '!any 5-i~nziýs 4i : to ý5 znica:5 the Z205Z Z;*•booc•"•fr•a--ntS.Evnmr

are nade. Severn nd ar- .. h r a vLr z:oncaeab0 o: :r-•eanou e-Ul-n ino -dyr-C -
niaed that the desir n and .anuiac-u-e ox a crtde atozic, aocb
is no- n: =IV _'
obstacle in nakina sur, a Cea on Is tne a'.aiia.li-_v ao .-

A Connission des u-- _e -h-
of p

1 "-'-ni hr aL --aau dan--
the i- -- o-'" as s-imiatn 1 a•-,: -'-> or

uhent Di a--cY o -azzz.: f I - Io n c S aý 10r,,,a1I _;__ o n o e C r--. ... .. - woui I ,'nce 7 c Lah to •a •iu~ •or
nuclea-r weaeo=5.

,many rasabs ainIforned about the risks of
plut•nium hnave Ia:n.zd S h un i_ a ue wi1,1 ;:s5 Luwp ec.eornro
proble-s. For exaz-,npc, D2. 3.....,d T. red ci ".1.T. r-ote
recently i e t uo a-sh- At-i7c sceen'is5 tza2t "within
the czninr, saszca r .-.o, Z-,Z ý-.asor ccurlz, O1Cn= thSt the
world vill fLace is e'Iw to arncat the widcespoea issenination
of nucl.-ar weaoons, not onvy zo governren-s sr sa- gove irnenzl

.bodies, but to groups of unauanorized, even anti-social,
elements as well."

W'e have been particula.ly inpressed by the analysis of
the problen prepared by two scientists anr an attorney cn
the staff of the Natural esour-czs Defense Councl. TheNRDC reor,. , e 1ntiec ~ eor er..o,, t 4 I h P .- ,i-I'De Oei 5 Cn" ca .)oTt cn
the Risics of ..-a-ounoe ,In

T
-S-,-- ilne

Novemoer, -,j 4 issue o: 1he u -. is r50Ort et5 resses
great s5e`tiisn that safeguars can be D -nenze uhich
will reduce the risk of plutonium z'hef- zo the vanishingly
small possibility that is essential- it notes that present
safeguard neasures are admitd--l--y inadequaze- and Doints ou0
the numerous obstacles to -upgradino tese safezuards to the
virtually fool-ort! rc'~- -(. slcS

obstacles include: ( he sTeer difficulty or the task
of nain.aining _r naet-al sacrl-z'- over inmense Cuantit2Ls
of t:is nazerial i a wold -here law en-o-oeMe o.icials
have difficult': secu'ia7 c"nf -
rorist activit'as a-' son-iw-¶ cri-e are increasing,
(2) the strenuous ooh nu~clear £iLustrv Z neor:
strict sateguar, )'he la:, inadcquaze enroreaeent oZ
even present sa r s o described in the recent r:port
of zhe General Acosnin -ffe lro,. -';ents Ncedn
the Proerms- for -he -- z_!-n nor- ". -,uz- 'n--1
( '1975 , -- L4) zze :--z- Inz-z ZZ2- M.ost -2:_act.-_i-e_ sM::2,-r=Zas

would eoact a tr-=mnansr -_ie 'a e=s- of civIl liberties " -
and er;va=y =nd &ou------ -- a -d a~cczotc cz'-n.es
that are probably naz. a c to on' sociz- -

t 'as-, -o -o

caoiczs n'•aec oer.ona. stazr-Y ann ci71 --that cus ,a'/e i at environ-

mental Lainact staten "'e h the Cor-aission's sta as 'harsa
For ate arroosal to au-hoaize the coa-aercial- use of -ni'-
fuel ea-noressly ' enmions -s possible new sa --zear.a the *-zz-:Icn

5-5.1



-3- -4-

of a :ar) '-"tVn ool2 rce a o Cn X the ear.nsion
of the 5ilitary a arn M '- Surveiz l;nco 5YSa-n

anto ZO iyO, Z nar power n.uustry.
The Coreca i I I wante inDolicacons
of thee i-- c ; przoosal snan others of similar nature
that nigh: 1ol0o•;.

'Another -r-ooib 0--h2 \nRC retort i the Oublic
health toek osaoc'n:od with usi '- a material of oluroniu-1's
toxicity 3a a .r'-rCinl! comerc-'ial ' u The adeouaoy ci the
Conn.issicn's nr~se'nc -'d2/i:1n n staanda-s aonlicoble
to plu:oniu'- are e serios cha"lQng-' wit'h some qual i f i ed
experts ar~u-ng that '.ose s7anacz are perhans 10,000
times too !a" to oro:rr: t ae 'intil ohia co7ntroversy
is resoiv-od, it is i'"ossi-oi to oredict -"'-health o o'-:cts
of usi-ng ? L a d - -;7-.oas"-4ol= know 'nhaz sta:dards
should gove--n its h"-'dl'o i• r as z eh -onnene.
Moreover, even' Ic tne presen - we-e u.-'is'ut5d,
the fact ttat piuzaniL= is one oa- most cz:ia-c'zenic
sUbstonczs -ýoxn rai.ses .. cueszion of whether we want
a Material o0 unprececented toxicity involved in countless
shipments around :he country.

Because of the i o o the issues roised in the
Nl reTo7r:, we are f-orwarding a cooy to ytnu and 3.10 re"'."e
Conmission's resoonso to it. :n addition to =--
Tý-i--eLd ;-- e- ,".nhve attached a iasC: Oz;feci-:Z
questions we would lihe you to answer regarding saeiguardi
with respect to .lu:oaizo.

In our jud-gnnt, it is encu-bent n-oon the Coomission
to st•v•t with c'aro:- a-d 'ec.oil the safe'gurd measures it
believ-s aro n'c'at v an. a czer any " on acac .hoi--o -g
oluc-rni= 'zcycz z ;it -C :zd the , h:1'
biad an o -.o -ani; no -.no''-'y r.'n =sZ- "o-
eCOzcOit •:dsczl•5• -_h Cc-'--i--,, 5 -, - --- jc~m. - -'a
t/o *-C-:! 2Trpit -=c.leb~c••• '••_ :• -z-2

•$•:." Or •.h C•-•ti:SiZto ere:-Ca.Ed --- v '-C) 3ri- UU

at tho~s:;n5nswers will ý!35. •2v. "*fe car-no- 5".. nly •--e
3r '-;ses~A-- - -'c 7ar.-' - ý- 'n-f
'or eannole adeouate saae-uar-s are -os:fL.e. a., J4
they an-e, that theiar csts in terms o. h-uan zzeedoa and
pria ay sll "b ocotao±e.

These are obviously issues that oeserbe the -lost searcbhlng
public scru:in/ while it is still poseible to make a decision
unencu-noered cv nr_-, t-ro yco-zrznns. :ie look for-sard to your
cooperation in this endeavor.

Sincerely,

ter Mondal'a, U.5.S-."
v .4 • • 17

/
Philip A. Hart, U.SZS.
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The Pon. Diany Lee Ray

Washington, D.C.

Oviestions on Plutoinat~i Rz.,cl:e
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1) Doo2s the Connission plz- to *'rocced with' plut-onium- rcycla
With less thaj a :",ro ri5 -af-e-arC L-St-M 7 ;TeaZZTr
than Zero, wihat leve- ... ý43r daCs the Coniassiio conside-r
acceptable in t-rase, rij.1a te :, rr-ist ic~dents,
unauzthorized nuiclear e~zoosione or ,~tn2u ; raldvces?

2) roes the Cannissior bea're the creationi o. a federal sec-urity
or poic2 faýrcz -s'a neessa' o- dosra-e 2-'uard =ensura?
How lzr-ce ;would suc a ocde? What w.ni..d itsilctiann
be? F~or ennlwould it mrely guarn :;Iuo..a. sanncs
and facilitzre, or. ,tit. alzoe be resan
anzd pzr-evntlag-psie ti' oo a~tz-"'e and recovering iziu
aiter it i stin ifa a' D'Uotar',uM baCAc ;arket Cioes aaelo?ý,

asat least one fot-A--C Cc . .a -e~ys i~- v s S"74ia-eIy 1,
igould th-is sacu-'ty-';ace ba preare to :a~rry cut siugaI~n2I
Op'erntzic.5 ..gazsz 5can -3- u..cer-wo-a M-xe'e :tatsnnarcts

forCZ7d a"ii- nr' e "! n a C. U' secu-ayritye- b

Will it not be r'=ce~sa- -0 a~~~o an e-ou';-ai'-'-n oi
caaaabili. 0i 2t~
-such as sata an d 1 nai law etffor-c'ene g-roups and o-zavaz-e

-secur~ity and ior~~~aces?

.3) in itz drf impaect. statanent for ;:Iutcni=

-r eC7-- -4eAtr szatcs e-: a i~e~

Sen r a bal e--- -i'-e nuliy he
t:=

0f ' C~ 7: UtZ~ _L 071: 7 : Z ;

tion of 07'-3) and~ 0ua ec ... ino";';IU:n
to--ok 7-e rý:I c .S1 5 nve a-

accountabilit r1 coasa."

Lataca raier-ea to pn -'nS aneaaadas niat-c:a
of the reatcourt r-' - -s at wb~ich the legis-aci is ainmea
Has t~ha Cccnissialn a o rs'oze are 0:ez : ZeuCa a sdcuTraty/
systan on cna r2.1 .lu n-ihc and o :cy o n-c' ;c ' -' '

en-aaysa, roir ,d ann aanos, andn now tnesa eatects
n ight c,::aae wi1I .,-s 0o., ta: Melitrary and nuclear weapons
security sysze:nS?

4) Given that nolice bee- n tunable to soot the unde -.- orl d
aer~it o-r eveni 'aintn'n security oyer -, sc~d
dru-s a-n that z'- -lc*a -r;---t n-'-- of i utzni..n;..s I 7-ZI ly
to ae even of~n h e-oin, wniat basis doesth
Connissioo '..lav e_--- beiven"q -,'at a uoniui 5ecu"':7 107ce,
whether -oublic or a. iaz.. *.il '--rorn waco:_eTausi:
peri::=oz. today "n-d ' "to:- nceranizn f-uture -ien- the

but the oulatity ato' ujucni an commerce will hiave swoll n
dramatically'

5) roes the Ccan-ss''ao be-;!V -v-3 1ar -- :'ratzd Ftel C"ycle Facil-2.
ties, twaer nilzi- t '-vcycl alaitzz are locatzd a: one
51tz, th-ebv 7,dcz z .-' n oe oluanu are a

enya- an~- -areC-cc, nat -scuss
the =0oe si-'n-ýia-m Ncl-a: Cwer-Par-- czncec:. wo.ers -reactoTs
as well as cyz- '- "-il~is --. atce a:*,to same sa~te,
thusa liina-naant te .,anisnorta'-aon link alzogverher7

6) Does the Ccz-i5snaan ag-e-di i' the "- iew exp-zssesd by j-oiner
Oak Rki-'- Nati-onal u...-o a-.0V L':reizzo Alt4- :.f-anoert aCa,
more rzcan-ly :) thei eci-tars oz Tne -cc"":ist CSeptenber

197¶'~*~-' -' , c - -l vle ano2u~z : au7,_q: u-ao~rz-

7:ntern-...Z 415i. t-ý "-23.7-7:c--------2=~
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I. Intrc"K:ction

The Atomic Energv Cciusicn, if unchecked, is about to sow

the seeds of a national crisis. The Commission now proposes to

authorize the nuclear power Industry to proceed to use plutonium

as fuel in ce.rmercial nuclear reactors around the country. The

result of a decision approving this commercial use of plutonium

will be the creation of a larce civilian plutonium industry and

a dramatic escalation in the risks posed by nuclear power.

This decision to launch what the AEC calls the "plutonium

economy" is the conclusion of the AEC's recently released draft

environmental impact statement for olutonium recycle-- the

recycling of plutonium as fuel in the present generation of light

water reactors. 2 
The final version of the impact statement, which

is expected to confirm the decision to authorize plutonium recycle,

is due in six to nine months.

Plutonium is not native to Earth: the entire present-day

inventory is man-made, produced in nuclear reactors. Plutonium-

239, the principal isotope of this element, has a half-life of

24,000 years, hence its radioactivity is undiminished within human

time scales. It is perhaps the most toxic substance known. One

millionth of a gram (there are 28 grams in an ounce) has been

shown capable of producing cancer in animals. Plutonium is also

the material from which nuclear weapons are made. An amount the

size of a softball is enough F'r a nuclear explosive capable of mass

destruction. Scientists now widely recognize that the design and

manufacture of a crude nuclear eoxplosive is no loncor a difficult

task technically, tha enly real oestacle being the availability of

the plutonium itself.

Thus, former AtI physicist Donald Gaesanan observes that

"plutonium is a fuel that is toxic beyond human experience." Its

use, he states, "will inextricably involvecur society in the

large-scale commercial production of a substance that is a suit-

able nuclear explosive."3 The successful theft of this material,

as Mason Willrich and Theodore Taylor note, "could enable a small

group to threaten the lives of many people, the social order within

a nation, and the security of the international commnunity of

nations."
4

Zt is the burden of this report that the commercialization

of plutonium will place an intolerable strain on our society and

its institutions. Our unrelenting nuclear technology has pre-

sented us with a possible new fuel which we are asked to accept

because of its. potential commnuercial value.; But our technology.

has again outstripped our institutions, which are not prepared or

suited to deal with plutonium. And those who have asked what

changes in our institutions will be necessary to accomodate

plutonium have come away from that enquiry profoundly concerned.
5

The AEC's impact statement assessment of plutonium recycle

reinforces, and does not allay, these concerns. It concedes that

the problems of plutonium toxicity and nuclear theft are far from

solved and indicates that they iaay not be for some years. Yet it

concludes, inexplicably, that us should pr- -2ed. Whether sterming

from blind faith in the beneficiance of th< technology it has

fostered or from a callous promotion of the bureaucratic and in-

dustrial interests of the nuclear power co:-?lex, the AEC decizion
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cannot be justified in light of what we know and, just as important,

what we do not know.

II. Dimensions of a Co ercia' Plutonium Industry

The fuel. now used in zres nt-day reactors, the light water

reactors or L;;R's, is uranium1 'hich heas been enriched so that the

uranium-235 content is increased from the 0.7 percent present in

natural uranium to about 3 or 4 percent. Uranium-235 is a fission-

able isotope of uranium, the remainder of the fuel being non-fissile

uranium-238. Unlike plutonium, this uranium fuel is not extremely

toxic, and it is not sufficiently rich in uranium-235 to be

fashioned into nuclear weapons.*

While present-day reactors are operating, however, they are

also producing as a by-product moderate amounts of plutonium,

prinitioilly plitondixnw-239. ':A,'t,-pIcal..lar ee reactor, produces

about 200-250 kilograms of plutonium'each year'.** 'Since 'this pli-

tonium is easily fissioned, it can be used as reactor fuel. "Plu-

tonium recycle" is the nuclear industry-AEC proposal to recover

this plutonium produced in LWR's, process it and recycle it as

fuel back into LWR's.

Several critical steps are involved in recycling this plu-

tonium. First, the used or "spent" fuel from the reactor must

be shipped to a fuel reprocessing plant. The spent fuel contains

*/ Only with e>:tre7elv scphi;U icated technol,':- not avai!sble to
Ehe publi c, no~ubly nsecus dn_4sion pianos, can uranium, bc en-
riched to weapons uraae.

* L%'a's camable of oroýu.i. '"'' w (1 million oiwvatts)
of power are ce~- bi n7 Lt -- a% - .. -te
uraniu.--233 in the LWR fuel cazz.ures neutrons.

plutonium, uranium and extrenoly toxic fission products or "high-

level wastes" (strontiu.m-C, cesium-137, etc.). The function of

the reprocessing plant, is to separate these three constituents and

prepare them for their next destinations. For example, reprocessing

plants are supposed to solid'ify the high-level wastes and ship them.

to a permanent AEC repositcry for perpetual management. As yet,

however, the AEC has no such repository. Nor does the agency know

whether the technology and social institutions for isolating high-

level wastes for geologic periods can be made available.

The principal purpose of a reprocessing plant, however, is

to recover plutonium, to convert it to oxide form, and to ship it

to the next fuel cycle stages -- the fuel fabricating and assembly

plants. At a fuel fabricating plant the plutonium oxide will be

mixed with uranium oxide into what is called "mixed oxide" fuel.

This.'mixed oxide fuel will be fabricated into -fuel pel'lets, the

pellets will be placed in fuel rods, and thfese rods wiil be collected

into fuel assemblies. These assemblies will then be sent to the

reactors for use, thus completing the fuel cycle.

The only privately owned fuel reprocessing plant which has

operated in the United States is the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS)

plant at West Valley, New York. Until recently the AEC purchased

the plutonium output of this facility for weapons and research

purposes. Recently, however, the AEC stopped purchasing recovered

plutonium, and in June, 197-, the NFS plant closed for renovation

and enlargesuent. Since mid-!972. then, all spent fuel from LR's

has been sinply stored and not reprccessed, a favorable development

in terms of nuclear theft since the penetrating radiazion of the

high-level wastes virtually insures that plutonium will not be
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stolen as long as it is still mi:,cd with these wastes in the spent

fuel rods.

Two additional fuel reprocessing plants are now being con-

structed, a General Electric plant at Xorris: Illinois, and an

Allied-Gulf plant at _iarn;ell, South Carolina. GE recently announced

however, that its morris plant might never operate and that most

of its investment would be lost due to faulty design and construc-

tion.
6 

Operating license proceedings are scheduled to begin short-

ly for the Barnwell plant.

There are at present no major cormercial plutonium fuel fabri-

cating plants operating or under construction.* The first such

plant is planned by Westinghouse for Anderson, South Carolina.

Nor has there yet been any non-experimental use of plutonium as

fuel in light-water reactors, although the AEC attempted such a

recygle until-stopped by &.lawsuit.7

In--sum. plut6nitum'reycle has not yet begun, .and there is

no major industrial commitment of resources to it at this point.

The reprocessing plants that have been built do not represent a

substantial investment in national terms, and reprocessing plants

may be needed in any case to prepare spent fuel for long-term

storage.

On the other hand, if the plans of the AEC and the nuclear

industry are permitted, a major plutonium industry will develop

quickly. Some 140 tons of plutonium could be recovered from

com.mercial reactors 'y 1935 anl aoo- 1700 tcns by the year 2000.8

This figure for the year 2000 inolutes the plutcnium that will be

*/ There are currently several small cc.mercial facilities that
process plutonium for research ond icvelopen-t ipurposes.

prcducec in the feat wrii-h r •rcor, u:imn tha 7EC plans to

introduce in the mid-1960's. This is a new type of reactor

designed to produce more plutonium than it consumes. A plu-

tonium industry by the turn of the century could involve

hundreds of LWR's fueled with plutonium, perhaps a score of

fuel reprocessing and fabricating plants, and thousands of

interstate and international shipments containing hundreds of

tons of clutcniun.

III. The Toxicity of Plutonium

The most pernicious product of the nuclear industry is

plutonium . Kicrogram quantities in skin wounds cause cancer,

and in the body plutonium is a bone seeker where, once deposited,

it can cause bone cancer. But plutonium is most dangerous when

inhaled. Donald Geesaman explains this hazard:

Vridei a .nuo5betK cd •rcbhia .ooeuti005 : Plutonium.
ferms.:aerooodlheof.,,cro x-si•rea ticulates. '•

lost into uncontrolled air zhese particulates can
remain suspended for a sianificant time, and if in-

haled they are preferentially deposited in the deep
lung tissue, where their long residence time and high
alpha activity can result in a locally intense tissue
exposure. The lung cancer risk asscciated with these
radiologically unique aerosols is unknown to orders
of magnitude. Present uniui standards are cer-
tainly irrelevant and prohably not conservative.
Even so, the fact that under present standards, the
permissible air concentrations are about one part
per million billion is a commentary on plutonium's
potential as a pollutant. Its insolubility and long
half-life make the continuino resuspension of par-
ticulate contamination ýn.other unresolved concern of
serious proportions."9

To determaine hother the..2'a radiation protection standards

for plutonium are inadequate, as Goesaman suggests, Arthur TnMplin

and Thomas Cochran undertook a major review of the biolcoical evi-

dence for the Natural Resources Defense Council. Their conclusions,

found in their renrrt "7.sdiatn l tAridcr inr Rt P½c."
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are that plutondum narticuletcs er "hot narticles" are uniquely

virulent carcinogens and that the current AEC radiation protection

standards governing the am,,ount of plutonium to :hich members of

the public can be e:x.posed are roughly 100,000 times too lax.10

The lung cancer risk associatef w;ith hot particles of plutonium

as estimated by Tamplin and Cochran is comparable to the lethal

dose of botulin toxin, a biological warfare agent. Certainly one

would hope that this nation would give careful consideration, and

pursue all alternatives, before implementing an energy policy

based on such toxic materials.

As a result of the Tamplin-Cochran report, NRDC formally

petitioned the AEC and the Environmental Protection Agency to

reduce the present maximum permissible exposure levels by 100,000.

Neither AEC nor EPA have responded finally to the NRDC petition,

On Radiation Vrotection, the Natio-na-Academy of Sciences, *.the

Biophysical Society and several of the AEC national laboratories;

Moreover, EPA-will shortly commence a series of hearings and other

initiatives on plutonium-related issues, including the hot particle

controversy.

Although the adequacy of the AEC's plutonium standards is thus

a matter of considerable doubt and great controversy, the AEC's

draft impact statement for pli':onium recycle simply assumes that

the present standards are adeqr:te. The entire risk analysis of

the statement, as well as the ultimate decision to proceed with

plutonium recycle, are based ul:cn a premature and unexelainec

rejection of the hot particle Yy.cthesis. Yet, the 2CC is forced

to concede that this hypothesis "is being given careful considera-

We suu:.it tht t:e he.; •e baesis we;oatever to conclude that

plutonium recycle will not cause undue risk to the public health

and safety until it has either satisfactorilo resolved the hot

particle issue or calculated the impacts of plutonivm recycle using

the assumption that hot particles are uniquely carcinogenic. The

draft environmental impact statement for plutonium recycle does

neither.,

It should he rememcbered that there is clear experimental evi-

dence that plutonium is one of the most carcinogenic substances

known regardless of one's views about the hot particle risk: one

millionth of a gram has caused cancer in experimental animals.

Thus, the more basic question is whether we want our energy system

based on a material of unpreceiented toxicity.

Some plutonium contamination of the environment has already

-docGct2red Zde :aJo~a4' tV t - .tmc F . wemn -,sAgde,

from the worldwide plutonium contamination associated with the

fallout from atmospheric weapons tests, there is significant ground

contamination at the Nevada Test Site and the Bikini and Eniwetok

Atolls. The AEC's plutonium weanons plant at Rocky Flats, 10 miles

west of Denver, Colorado, was the site of one of the most-costly indus-

trial fires in history. The leakage of plutonium from contaminated

oil at this site led to an unc:ntrolled source of plutonium which

was some orders of magnitude larger than the integrated effluent

loss during the 17 years of pl:nt operation. As a result of this

source, tens to hundreds of grmns of plutcnium went off site, 10

miles upwind from Denver. The loss was internally unnoticed, the

ultimate deposition is now speculative, as is its human signifi-

cance.12
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One can derive little co.mfort in the current operation of the

small co:.-oercial plutoniuýe fuel 1&brication facilities. The

Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation (NU.EC) of Apollo,

Pennsylvania was recently fin--d S13,720 for a sixteen count viola-

tion of AEC rerusations ran-_'ncT frcm failure to follow radiation

monitoring procedures to failure to comply with certain safeguards

requirements.13 Production workers from the Nuclear Fuel Services

facility in Erwin, Tennessee met with AEC inspectors on August 13,

1974 to complain about the absence of even the rudiments of accepted

health physics practices at that plant.

Occurrences such as these can reasonably be expected to

multiply greatly if plutonium is made a major article of commerce.

IV. Nuclear Theft and Safeauards

A.. The ob] .m. Deafined

&/i iay`• ll "61f-this÷ iear the"wobrld: was made dariatically* aware

of the relationship between nuclear power and nuclear weapons when

India exploded a nuclear device made from plutonium taken from a

"peaceful" reactor built with Canadian assistance. The threat posed

by the availability of plutonium from power reactors is set out by

Willrich and Taylor in their book 'ýuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards

"As fuel for power reactors, nuclear weapon material
will range in co,-mmercial value from $3,000 to $15,000
per kilocram - rouchly con -zre to the value of black
market heroin. The same :nerial might be hundreds of
times more valuable to sone group wanting a powerful
means of detrurtion '- i-trr, the costs 1o society
per -ccr. fnz•A i• 2u• ,, 0t euu~v

purposes wcu.d e i-'-se 'The diszersarl of very small
amounts rf -in---d'.'i,[' ------ : ¢uJ ecii~

evacuation . Leo 7 7 cccle .•.7....
several sqare kilceters f or lonc pericds of time and

costino tens or 'ndres of i o: o' dollars. The
dai::ace cou;a run --o 'Ii- o` dollars Der cram of
pluto;ium s A cle' n:ih a yield or one
kiloton ccul uecsroy a , 0 .TriaLJ installation or
several .... officeul g coitinc hundreds of
millions to billions of'' ht'ndrEds or thou-
sands of eople :".ose heat e severely damaged
by diq.:erss! of pluto'niu, u r tten of
thousanis f -,-' : .- ilad by. a low,-vield
nuclear exesion in aete area represent
incalculable but immense costs to society.1"14

In our troubled world, terrorist activity and other forms

of anti-social violence is an almost daily occurrence. A recent

AEC study identified more than 400 incidents of international

terrorism carried out by small groups during the past six years. 15

In an age of bombs and bomb threats, of aircraft hijacking, of the

ransom of diplomats and the murder of Olympic athletes, the risks

of nuclear theft, blackmail and terrorism are not minimized even

by some of the most ardent supporters of nuclear energy. Thus

.fbziner At6fdic; Ene tgy' Q*dr.i-$iýor,,dr.Cla~re.pqce L_~o egnX.de-

scribed the evolution of a plutonium olac.a marKet:

"Once special nuclear material is successfully stolen
in small and possibly econcmically acceptable quanti-
ties, a supply-stimulated narket for such illicit
material is bound to develop. And such a market can
surely be expected to grow once the source o'f supply
has been identified. As. the market grow':s, the number
and size of thefts can be expected to crow with it,
and I fear such growth would be extremely rapid once
it begins . . . . Such thef- would quickly lead to
serious economic burdens tu the industry, and a threat
to the national security. "16

The critical point here is that these tremendous risks will

become real with the advent of ';lutcnium recycle. Unless plutonium

is reprocessed and recycled, t.i- possibility that it will be stolen

is small, for if the plutenium-:has nor teen '"detoxified" by sepa-

rating it from the high-'.evel wastes in the spent fuel, it is very
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effectively protected from theft, at least for hundreds of years.

;;illrich an3 Tin r riationiua:

"In the 1 iTht-watcr rector U'.;) fucl cycle without
plutonium rec-'cle, plutor'ni which is produced in a power
reactor, if reorocessed, stolpn at the output
end cf a r .d .inz transit frcm the
reprecessin, -)ans to any" 'e-arate storace facility used,
and fr` = n cili ty. Unnil
irradi ate 1 , ,ossibiliaies
in the L} :. cvci i :3

"In the L;.R fuel cvcle with plutonium recycle, in addi-
tion to possibciciz;s witheuu recycle, plutonium might be
stolen durinu transit froi ans separate lona-term storage
faci iy -.-.- --L a u l f.r z ~ o i : o plete

LWR fuel assemblies, each containing a significant quan-
tity of plutonium michn '!so be stolen during transit
from a fuel fabrication plant to a tow.er reactor, and at
a power plant orior to loading into the reactor, although
the weight of each assembly makes this difficult."
(Emphasis added.)17

In sum, plutonium recycle will bring with it all the risks

associated with nuclear theft that numerous authors have described.
1 8

Reasonable prudence dictates, therefore, that we have adequate

• ••. •i-••.kh :ar 1'n' Q£'" •' :• t.'ihg£ .wall ln )1anod.bef~re. b'e.

begin plutonium recycle.

B. Safeguards and the Impact Statement

In the language of the nuclear industry, the various programs

and techniques to prevent nuclear theft and recover stolen nuclear

material are called "safeguards." There is now widespread agree-

ment, at least among those outside the nuclear industry, that

present safeguards are woefull> inadequate. The AEC's own Rosenbaum

Report concluded:

"In r ec ent irs :2 :r mZhic h c ako saf eguards a

real, i:c=inent -.na -. ita:.'-a! `2-ea a n- ed ranidi'- for

the worse. Terroris-s =--..-.s:'.' incread their pro-

fessional slkills, intell~icnce notwomrks, finances and
level *il c.. ............................ .... :t only
do illicit nuc .l.- r %.:,.a:6F., a crreater potential
public hazard than the ra.iological danners associated
with power plant accidents, but . . . the relevant regu-
lations are much less strin . :t."19

It is not that the AEC has no: implemented the necessary safeguards

programs; rather it has not e'en developed an adequate program on

paper.

On the subject of safeguards, the AEC's draft impact statement

for plutonium recycle is a marvel of clouded reasoning and breezy

optimism. The statement concedes that the objective of keeping

the risk of nuclear theft small "will not be fully met for the re-

cycle of Pu by current safeguards measures. 20 Steps which might

be taken to correct current inadequacies are summarized in the

statement as follows:

"1... minimizatiop or elimination of, the. tr~nspor.tation

kiu ~uosm. frpi- rgp~:Sig )maents-to axoia'fl

nerable to an attemtoed act of theft or sabotage. To the
extent that such shipments are minimized or eliminated,
the safeguarding of plutonium would be enhanced. This
objective can be accomplished by locating mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plants in close proximity to or adjacent to
reprocessing plants in Integrated Fuel Cycle Facilities

"2.. Further trotecti on of transoortation functions by
use of massive snitping '-nti es, stecial escort or
convoying measures, vehicle hardening against attack,
improved communications and response capabilities.

"3. Additional hardening of facilities through new
barrier requiroeents, ne'^ surveillance instrumentation,
new delaying capabilities (e.g., incapacitating gases).

"4. U dcr - i n s t`•. . . .. . . .... ... h
the use or rer=cn nol -.co in: c- e''-rance rroceduros, a
Federally cczr - ! n • - n ;dv.... -
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systems for cditori a arching of personnel, and
closer liaison with law: cceoet authorities.

"5. lIr,:-"' r tin ý s.:• r. S -nstivitxt of the
system of internal conzrol ... a ou lity of plu-
tonium.

"6. Use of smi ' u-which w. ould be less
susceptil-e to theft anere difficult to
manufacnu-:rý a:.s a zicause of the re-
quired eiaboraze han;ii..z prccedures. "21

Despite the facts (i) that these proposals are preliminary and

their content not well-defined, (2) that they are still being

studied, some for the first tire, (3) that several would require

Congressional action, (4) that several would necessitate substan-

tial changes- in the structure of the U.S. utility industry, and (5)

that a sophisticated safeguards program would pose a major threat

to civil liberties and personal privacy, the draft impact statement

nevertheless reconomends that we proceed now with plutonium recycle

because "The Commission has a high degree of confidence that through

guards general objective set forth earlier can be met for Pu

recycle."22 The Commission's faith, unfortunately, is hardly

reassuring.

The issues of a federal plutonium police force and personnel

security and surveillance measures will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section,
2 3 

for they are the entering wedge of what promises

to be more pervasive and continuing undermining of our civil rights.

Two other potential safeguarC.c should be mentioned here, however,

in order to hi th-dt th -'e - D4hich the issdcs remain un-

resolved. First, the draft '-'m-t refers to the possible use of

spiked" plutonium, i.e. plutcnium ccmbincd with radioactive

material emitting high levels of penetrating radiation. -The type

of radiation emitted by plutoniom -- an alpha particle -- while

extremely carcinogenic in soft tissue, is not very penetrating and

can be shielded against without heavy cencrdte or lead structures.

The spiking of plutonium with more penetrating radiation would sub-

stantially increase the hazards of handling it and thus decrease

the theft incentive. This step would appear to be an essential

part of any safeguards program, yet it could substantially increase

the costs of plutonium recycle, making it much less attractive to

the industry.

Second, the AEC's lead safeguards suggestion -- the Integrated

Fuel Cycle Facility concept -- actually represents a major watering

down of a far more significant concept, that of nuclear power parks

where reactors as well as fuel reprocessing and fabricating plants

are alljocated at-one site.
2 4 In Pur., judgment, a safeguards sys.

- .tem.'wh±h HOe s'r0of requ re nucle mar- s is'.notaddresng the prob-

lem of theft during transportation in a serious and responsible

way. - Moreover, the nuclear industry's current plans, already well

advanced, do not call for the implementation of even the Integrated

Fuel Cycle Facilities concept.

C. Are Adecuate Safecuards Possible?

While it may be possible to devise an adequate safeguard

system in theory, there is little reason to believe that such a

system would be acceptable in practice.
2 5 

This is true for several

reasons.

First, the problem is immense. The illegal diversion of

weapons material is only one type of anti-social behavior a
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safeguards program must proteci against. Terrorist acts against

the reactcrs, ,hi:ments of racdic.rctive wastes, fuel reprocessing

facilities and waste repositories can result in catastrophic re-

leases of radioactivity. Such thrcats against nuclear facilities

have already octurreS..2S o ,a safeguards system would have

to exist on a vast, worldwide basis. Seme 1000 nuclear reactors

are projected for the United States in the year 2000, with hundreds

of shipments of radioactive materials daily. Hundreds of tons of

plutonium will he in the commercial sector of our economy by that

date.27 Abroad, American firms are constructing nuclear reactors

in countries that have little political stability and in countries,

such as Japan, who have not signed the non-proliferation treaty.

Safeguarding nuclear bomb material would ultimately require a

restructuring of the socio-political institutions on a worldwide

3cale. The Uni.ted :Nations. unfortunately, gives us little r.easonLto.t.

believe that this is a practical reality.-

Second, safeguards measures are strongly opposed by the

nuclear industry. Some indication of the degree to which the

industry is sensitive to the diversion hazards, and the degree with

which the industry is likely to be an effective partner in the en-

forcement and implementation of safeguards programs can be gleaned

from published accounts of the industry's response to the modest

strengthening of the AEC safeguards rules which were first published

in the Fairuary i, 1i`7 .i .3-

Soae of th> cc:=.ý-ts r;-eivel .c z- prsoposed reculations

were:

. it is clea t h s- vrity of..the proposed
[physical secur it,]) p:ere*- greatly exceeds any
reasonableo .. 1"':Lis :- -_d intended

o .' an` ".. tieve the in-
dustry .. s a :.o. s . o occrrences of in-
dustrial sa. .. tag. which would tend to justify the
imposition of rcui,'-. as strict as those proposed.
The C:n -. need . , or
offure. o e.,aa .or
Certainly " '. . . .. noz served by
adopt:ion c- :u-s.-nse72 recuIremcnts disproportionate
to the end sought.

--- from comment of Kerr-McGee;

and,

a move backward to the types of security practices
in the Manhattan District era."

--- from comment of Westinghouse;

and,

"One principal objection is to the emphasis placed on the
use of armed personnel . . . and the seeming reliance on
such personnel to protect against threats to the common
defense and security . . . . To the extent that the pro-
posed regulations . . . require an armed confrontation
between a licensee's security fcrco..and note'ntiit divrl.' "'

osl.%- bopse• •re;u~a .~ 'l4be. db ý, d '.*ur:est d', t. •r£ddf: i of . protection . . is

prompt detection and reporting......"

--- from comment of United Nuclear.

Third, experience with present safeguards is hardly reassuring.

The NUMIEC, over several years of operation, was unable to account

for six percent (100 kilograns) of the weapons grade material that

it handled, and as noted previously was recently fined by the AEC,

in part because of safeguard,; violations. At a recent safeguards

symposium the director of thE AEC's Office of Safeguards and

Materials Managenent observe-- that "we have a lont, way to co to

get into that happy land where one can mrasure scrat effluents, pro-

ducts, innuts a=1 discards to a one percent accuracy. "2 This
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statement takes on particular :;ignificance when it is realized

that only one half of cn of the plutonium utilized by

the co.-mercial sector in the year 2000 is enough to make hundreds

of atomic bombs. The cditors f 12!atincf the Atomic Sc.ientists

have note-3 theat th'e fe-, et " o'c'" of nuclear shipments

highlights a key safeguar -- hijacking. They cite in-

stances where theft of weapons grade materials would have been

relatively easy: a shipment bound for Missouri ended up in Boston;

another shipment betw.een two California cities was eventually

located in Tijuana, Mexico.
2 9 

Finally, a soot check by General

Accounting Off-ice investigators at three AEC licensed contractors

showed that in some cases access to easily portable quantities of

special nuclear material could be gained in less than a minute

using the simplest of tools. At two of the three plants checked.

GAO found weak physical barriers, ineffective guard patrols

and the absence of an "action plan" should material be stolen

or diverted. In contrast, the AEC's inspectors were giving

the same facilities good marks on virtually every security

category.30

Fourth, and perhaps most basically, there is little reason to

believe that safeguards will work when little else does. For ex-

ample, the AEC supports the cryetfon of a federal police force

which might provide an imrmedizt;: federal presence whenever the use

of force mav ce neeed -o nro. ; ase incrediblv yancerous materials

from falling into the hsnns of -b-,e saboteurs

- 1, -

But is there anvone ,ho believes thiat police are effective at a

level co=unensurate wi thte pot(.:a.* 1-i nuclear :azerc? -h o N;.

York City police department was prr'en incapable of maintaining

security over confiscatcd heroin. Are simila.4 losses of plutonium

accoptiblo? The ceneral point here is that our safeguards system

must be essentially infallible; it must maintain what Alvin Weinberc

former Director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, has called

!'unaccustomed vigilance" and "a continuing tradition of meticulous

attention to detail." 31 Yet our human institutions are far from

infallible. Our experience indicates that rather than sustaining a

high degree of esprit, vigilance and meticulous attention to detail,

our governmental bureaucracies instead become careless, rigid,

defensive and, less frequently, corrupt. A basic question, then,

is whether we want to entrust so demanding and unrelenting a tech-

nology as plutonium recycle to institutions which are negligent of

"heir * o" n ,.et'p . ' , -.

and to technical fixes which are untried and unproven.

V. The Threat to Civil Liberties

One principal reason for our believing that an adequate safe-

guards system would not be acceptable in practice is the tremendous

social cost of such a system an terms of human freedom and privacy.

Safeguards necessarily involve a large expansion of police powers.

Sore on-c-i!ion 7tersons ha'.' b-een trained in the-handling, moving

and operation of nuclear wealens. The projected growth of the

nuclear industry will give rile to a parallel and an ultimately

much larger group of persons, in this case civilians, who wti. be
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subjected to security clearance 'ýnd other security procedures

now cna' e i t-- - '_pns program. Indeed, the AEC

makes the following disturbing statement in its draft impact assess-

ment of plutonium recycle:

"SeCCUri4t- r .. . -::: .:'-" -n it cara be
estabils ia.:-.•l . ar t:he persons who
are responsible for the ofanduin o lur im-
plementinz of rela-te safeards= orogram-s are trust-
worthy. Various court rulins in recent 'ears have been
favorable to -2 e. dual privacy and of
individual ri o-wo ese rulins have made it

ifil •.oz an in-
dividual in com-ercial activities to assure with high
probability tat 'e is trustworthv and, hence, poten-
tially acceptnb

1
e ,a a ste'-:ar. -or t me protection of

plutonium. The AEC has re:uested legislation which
would alo backg-roun cnecks o: individ'uas with ac-
cess to plutonium and related material accountability
records. ,-e believe that enabling legislation such
as this is necessary to the further improvement of per-
sonnel selection practices.,"32

The keeping of police dossiers will not be limited to nuclear

industry personnel. The N7e-.1-Ycr- Ties renorted Aucust 11 that

6Texas'sta'te police maintain files on nuclear power plant opponents. 3

The police stated that they had information that some nuclear op-

ponents might attempt to sabotage transmission lines, though they

declined to disclose their information or its source. How much

more government investigation into the private lives of individuals

can be tolerated by a free socimty? Security and surveillance

procedures at best infringe upon the privacy of families and their

friends. At worst, they are thin instruments of repression and

reprisal.

A second A-C st::rmr s is _ he creation of a federal

police forre for mde uratm n L, plucrniur plants and shipments.

The draft i-:mpact sta t-r-.m for mjxutnium ro-:l-o- justiries such a

federal force in tha follo-wing taer:s:

"A federal security system .ould be less ant to have the
varin 'uld he enct un-
tared, in use of In addition,
it shold he notn'd thatt- consequences of a successful
theft or diversion c . .:ou0d ud"oubtedly have
nationwide iacts could best he "haidled by Federal
authri tics;.- --. ct r part-iiation, there
is the pozential for a rorce, more effective wea-
pons, and hotter

But what standards s-hould govern and restrain the operations of

such a force? The AEC has already issued shoot-to-kill orders

once to personnel directing the production, shipment and storage

of atomic weapons, at the height of the Yom Kippur War.
3 5 

Once

a significant theft of plutonium or other weapons material has

occurred, how will it be recovered? To prevent traffic in heroin,

police have asked for no-knock search laws. This infringes upon

one of our most cherished freedoms. To live with plutonium we may

have to abandon this freedom along with others. In the presence

of nuclear black:mail Lhreatg,. .he.iinstitution of.ma-rtia. .]•aw..em§-<,

-inevitable. It has been-said that the widespread availability of

weapons material and terrorists' targets in the nuclear fuel cycle

will radically alter the power balance between large and small

social units.36 It should be added that'the threatened society

will undoubtedly attempt to redress that balance through sophisti-

cated and drastic police action.

In sum, to accommodate plutonium we shall have to move

towards a more intimidated soc~ity with greatly reduced freedoms.

In this respect the following pinssage from the Report of the dis-

tinguis.ed in.. ..nam t .I. groua id szcientists attending the 23rd

Pugwash Conferenco on Scionce .a :-rým Affairs is instructive:

"The trotlcm of t'hft of -u - marial by internal
groups or individuals intent on sabotage, terrorism or
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blackma.il ;-s ao:eed to bc a very serious one, although

of such act'sivi w-i t-cc. r in socialist srates.

We believe that sentiment to be true. It is also apparent that that

is the direction in whic c move to accornodate the nuclear

industry. After havin ions of dollars for our nuclear

deterrent, our civilian nuclear industry might well accomplish

that which our defense systen is trying to prevent.

Dr. Alvin Weinberg, forner Director of the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, is one of the few persons closely associated with the

nuclear power complex who has looked carefully at the political and

regulatory institutions that will be necessary to support a plu-

tonium-based nuclear power economy. Dr. Weinberg's views on this

subject merit close attention.

Weinberg's basic premise is stated in his article "Social

Institutions and Nuclear Energ.," which appeared in the July 7, 1972,

issue of Science:

"We nuclear people have made a Faustian bargain
with society. On the one hand, we offer - in the
catalytic nuclear burner - an inexhaustible source
of energy ....

"But the price that we demand of society for this
magical energy source is both a vigilance and a longe-
vity of our social institttions that we are quite un-
accustoced to .... .... in es, we have established
a military priesthood whith cuards against inadvertent
use of nuclear weapons, w ich maintains what a priori
seems to be a precarious '-!ance between readiness to
go to war and vig.ilance human errors that would
precipitate war. Moreover, tnis is not something that
will go away, at least not sorn. The discovery of the
bo.--b ht m s fn d•u : -. 7 ie 7.2 cn cur ss i! in
stituticns, it c-

hood upon which in a w-ys.. depend for cur survival.

"It se to m .4n , 7 reat some views

Wilfrid f..:ison) t:-:t peaceful nucear e:.ergy proba-
bly will : Uaae daemnds o: the same sort on our society,
and possibly of even longer duration. "37

Here Dr. Wainherg c>hs-.rvcs thai tucleor pcwoer will place unprece-

'dented strains on our institutions. He correctly states that

the nuclear power industry will pcse problem's for society that

eclipse those posed by nuclear wespons.

In an unpublished paper circulated prior to a conference at

the Woodrow Wilson international Center for Scholars in Washington,

D.C., on June 18, 1973, Dr. Weinberg elaborated his views on the

type of institutions required to cope with the plutonium economy:

"One suggestion (proposed by Sidney Siegal) that is
relevant to the situation in the United States would be
to establish a national coroton natterned after
COMSAT to take charge of the generation of nuclear elec-
tricity. Such an organization would have technical re-
sources that must exceed those available to even a large
utility: and a high order of technical expertise in
operating reactors and th'ir sub-systems is essential to
ensuring the continued integrity or these devices.
[Here Dr. Weinberg suggests nationalization of the
industry.]

Each 'count- 1now "a's _zas ow¢nAEC"-t't -tg: snddtdý`ý.

or, in some cases, actuaiy -,onitors or operates reactors.
Perhaps this will be sufficient forever. Yet no govern-
ment has lasted continuously for 1000 years: only the
Catholic Church has survived core or less continuously
for 2000 years or so. Our corseitment to nuclear energy
is assumed to last in peroetuity -- can we think of a
national entity that.possesses the resiliency to remain
alive for even a single nalf-life of plutonium-239?. A
permianent cadre of experts that will retain, its contin-
uity over irn.ensely long times hardly seems feasible if
the cadre is a national tody.

"It may be that an International Authority, operating
as an agent of the Uniteý Nations, could become the focus
for this cadre of expert, _. The experts themselves would
remain under national au sices, but they would be part of
a wrdof .::arts -;ho are held together,

Internaticna! A The Catholic Church is the best

rL~z2Lt -n o a decree e s . .

itsial -and Iis connections
to every ccutr- n:, s (E phasi
added.)
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These are far-reaching concepts presented by Dr. Weinberg.

The basic q2es:itn -h: pusa a:: Wil] the plutonium economy raise

socio-political problems of such magnitude that their resolution

will be unacceptable to sccler:? In attempsting to do the impossible

-- live with utoniu= -- xlr c-catD the intolerable.

VI. The Super-1u.man Recuirements

The commercialization of plutonium will bring with it a major

escalation of the risks and problems already associated with nuclear

power. Plutonium will further strain the already weakened regula-

tory fabric of the nuclear industry.

Dr. Hannes Alfven, Nobel Laureate in Physics, has described

the regulatory imperatives applicable to the nuclear industry:

"Fission energy is safe only if a number of
critical devices work as they should, if a number
of people in ;ey positions follow all.their in-
st~ic.tj ..i an therea is. o sabotace,,no'-hija kinqL
6otEoe. n-•rn rt t n acor fuel crocessnr.6
plant or reaon cessing pla-n or repository anyuchere
in the world is situated in a region of riots or
guerilla activity, and nc revolution of war -- even
a 'conventional one' -- takes place in these regions.
The enormous cuantities of extremely dangerous
material rust not get into the hands of ionorant
people or desperados. No acts of God can be per-
mitted."33

In his article in Science. Dr. Weinberg similarly stresses the

need, ". . . of creating a continuing tradition of meticulous atten-

tion to detail." It is important to recognize that such a tradition

would have to be "created." There are no historical precedents to

suggest that :his is acasibte .n r>.a scale the naZlear

industry. Cr. .oi7ýnr . . .

"what is required s a cn:roý that, from row on, can
be count-_-_' u-:.elgy, to
control it, to p.rervent nts, pr- ;ent iversion.
Moreover, in this ulti-ate world, nuclea9 reactors will
be in Uganda as well as the U.S.A., in Ethiopia as
well as England. An1 one must ensure toe same high
dogree of e:'.aerzise in underdeveloped country as in
the developed country."-q

We quote Dr. Weinberg because he is one, if not the only, pro-

ponent of nuclear power who has given serious thought to its require-

merits. But the public and its decisionmakers must seriously ques-

tion whether it will be possible to attract, train and motivate the

personnel required for these functions. These must be highly quali-

fied persons who will maintain a tradition of "meticulous attention

to detail" even when the glamorous aspects of a new technology be-

come the commonplace operations of an established industry. What

are the qualifications of these people? How does the AEC and the

nuclear industry plan to attract and continuously motivate them?

K& suggest 'that 1t 'is beyond h'2ar't ca~ability to-develop a cadre

of sufficient size with expertise of "very" high order that can be

counted upon to understand nuclear technology, to control it, to

prevent accidents and diversion over many generations, or even over

the present generation.

There is considerable evidence at the present time to suggest

that the fledgling nuclear industry is already unmanageable. For

example, in testimony presentel to the Congressional Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy, Ralph Nader and the Union of Concerned Scientists

on Jarn'. 29.. " 4 , -> "----- - rt-

AEC Task Force dated Cctobar, 1`72. That report stated the

following:
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"Review of llhe oneratin'- hýtory associated with 30
S operaiin7, nuý-: ,:•:: niae]t .n•,.:ring the

"-' " ~ ' .... f the
occwre:el no o~osl to:e.E. ,.:•

occurrences resi ni . ad a' of generic nature
requir'ing oi. .:2 i,iý.--t:icat~ons at other plants.

Fort,' perce:nt of the occurrences "ere"race able to
some :.:te:: to sn-ated
deficienc~es. The rincidents -.:ere caused
by oerrane r errr, i,:in._ecuate
erectio a e deficiencies, random
failure a-nd co-binations zhereof."

Regarding these incidents, on mage 16, the Task Force stated:

"The 1lr.-.. ' - oc r1tA ,••no 4e % -. ith
the fact z hat a- oz them had real safety signifi-
cance, were genrie in nature, and were not identified
during the normal desicn, fabrication, erection, and
preoperatinnai testing chases, raises a serious
question t areie. and inspection
practices both on the part of the nuclear industry
and the AEC."

In addition to these 850 abnormal occurrences, consider the

tritium that recently appeared in the drinking water of Broomfield,

Colorado. Consider the 115,000 gallons of high level radioactive

days while no one monitored the tank. Consider that the radio-

active releases from the famed Shippingport reactor were higher

than recorded. Consider that the executives of the Consumers Power

Corporation failed to notify the AEC that their radioactive gas

holdup system was not functioning. Consider that two reactors

were half completed before the AEC was informed that they were

being constructed over an earthquake fault. Consider that the GAO

found the security at plutoniuL: storage areas totally inadequate

tr t . .. -.....

Considering : I th5s, t*-e-f- is roed roa-on to suggest, because

of the meticulous attention to detail that will be required at

every stage of plutonium rec-ycle, that a decision to proceed with

plutcnium recycle w.ill precipitate an already unmanageable situa-

tion into a national crisis.

VII. Ortions: Alternati-:es to Plutenium Recycle

Given that the risks of 2
1
.utoni"um recycle are unacceptably

high, particularly in light of the present uncertainties, a key

question is what are our options -.- what are the alternatives to

the AEC's proposal to proceed now with plutonium recycle? We

believe that there are essentially three options, each of which

is preferable to the AEC's announced plan.

First, we could phase out nuclear power reactors. There is

i.n

the human and societal hazards of fission reactors which would

only be compounded by plutonium recycle. As evidence of this

apprehension among scientists, a statement of concern over the

environment and world peace (The Raenton Statement) which was

signed by 2,200 scientists, included a call for an end to the pro-

liferation of nuclear reactors. It was presented to U.N. Secretary

U. Thant, and published in the U.N. Courier, July, 1971. Similarly,

scientists from all nations at the 23rd Pugwash Conference on

Science and World Affairs in F .... _-c 1973, concluded:

"1. Owing to motentia 1
,

1._" ornve and as yet unresolyedproblens ro!a:': .'s, - .'•e'n:, di":tnsion of

fissienoar: : i -- releases
arisirng fr_ .V--"'- di!-a,stetS, satctane, or
acts of war, th2 c _:.nz or nuclca:
fission as a •in. .. 'cr -ý.nkind must
be seriously questioned at the oresent time.
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-2. AccordinrlUY, rrOEgearc: dve nt on alterna-

and fuzien e-', ond tChnegies for fossil
fuels - should be greatly a•ccelerated.

-3. Broadly bnsOd studies aiMed at th! assessment of
thc relation 1 .- n n .:n sustainable ener'y
needs, as opposed to proJtczad d2eands, are required."

.: third recomnendation i7plieas tlhe implementation of energy con-

;eý-,ation measures. It is important to recognize that energy con-

,-a.vation can be our major energy source between now and the year

*'Zg. Conservation means using our present energy more efficiently;

need not mean a change in life styles. Coupled with the use of

colr and geothermal energy, energy conservation could eliminate

the need for new nuclear power stations.

Second, we could continue with-the present generation of light-

w.•ilr reactors but strictly prohibit plutonium recycle for the

foreseeable future. Such a decision would be premised upon a judg-

explosive potential to be allow:ed to become an article of commerce.

Of course, we would still have plutonium to cope with, because it

is produced in present-day reactors. But without plutonium recy-

cle there is little incentive to reprocess the plutonium out of

the spent fuel, so the plutonium could remain in the spent fuel

where it is effectively protected from theft and, hopefully, con-

fired and contained.

The benefits of plutonium recycle are small. Plutonium re-

,Y'i1e would reduce rh- . u -- t 0

5;:rcent and reduce the licht".ater reactor fuel cycle cost by

the same amount. But thn nuclear fuel cycle cost represents

less ta.n 20 pcrct,:.t of :.- t.' -- t t,f me from :;uclear plents,

and nuclear plants by 1935 will represent less than 40 percent of

the electric, or about 15 percent (f the totae, domestic energy

supplid., in other words, plutonium recycle involves an economic

savings of less than one-half of one paercent.

Plutonium differs from the high-level wastes in the spent

fuel *in one critical reszect: whereas the radioactivity of high-

level wastes ofi -ho.. . nd- of years, that of plutonium

will continue for hundreds of thousands. Thus, while the problem

of effectively storing both these materials and preventing their

entering the environment are unprecedented in human history, plu-

tonium must be contained for eons longer. For this reason, an argu-

ment can be made that, ultimately, the safest thing that can be

done with plutonium is to burn or fission it in reactors, thus

aaking:i~t, lnto-high-ýlevel*- wAste's r~ther.*,t~baj ltonitus. 'Out- that

is an activity that is best left for decades or even centuries

hence -- for a society more capable and less violent than today's.

Third -- and we believe that this is-an option that must

command general support -- a decision regarding plutonium recycle,

and of course plutonium recycle itself, could be deferred several

years until present uncertainties regarding safeguards and plutonium

toxicity are satisfactorily resolved and a basis has been laid for

a more intelligent judgment regarding the risks and benefits of the

cormmercialitirn of puroniur.. T many questions, both technical

and social, are unanswered tody-., and until these questions are

answerer it would be a crave error, we believe, to rush into the

AEC's plutonium economy.
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Foot notes

The basic question which rust be answered is whether the

public is willing to acc,(-C -h risos of plutonium in exchange

for the promised benefits. The national dcbate which must occur

on this basic question has hardly begun.
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The 7U.thors NRC Staff Response to Specific Health, Safety and Environmental
Impact Commnoents by Senators W. F. Mondale and P. A. Hart

. t -. L La,.:rence Radiation
. .3. -. rina she period June,

9 .re wn.s Division of Biology
,Coritt-e on Sace a S.ste.•s '- -diological Safety.

. -in t er e t o f_ t -• *i"..-a s t 2 h- a r d o f' n !u t o n i u m .
S-{ ois a _hD.der.2e 4:,. Bio:phy.sics fr- the University of

He ý!s 1=_-ý- c:-csivoiv on

c's 1 .cý rý ý-'. st c r ' Plan's ('.-.'-th GCf'.-n). -or the past year he
on scar o while on a ne-year leave of

Gustave Sneth has teen an attorney on the staff of NRDC since
1';70, srccializing on nuclear power pro'le-' . He was the attorney for

e Scientists' Institute for Public Information :n Scientists' Insti-
tute v7 m.EC, 481 F.2d (D.C. Cir. 1973), .'hich rer ired the AEC to prepare
an environmantal impact statement for its fast briaeder reactor development

: :: i7r:. He is a former Pcdes Schar ia law c-er'- to Supreme Court
Hugo L. Blac' and is tne aut-hor of "The Fr!oral Role in Tech

no'_"g, Assessment" in Federa' l v- nn Law (a-nviionmental Law.

Tho-as 2. C" c-:,.n is a nu"clE'-- u-vsicist on "'e staff of NRDC.
Eefore joining :.RDC, Dr. Cochran ..,,as a Senior Research Associate at
Resources for the Future. He is the author of -. Licruid '.Retal Fast
f codejr 0

eactor: 2n Environ-.enta! an'- -oncic Criticue (1974), which
was publishae hy Resources for tne -u-ure. ne is a memoer of the
Federal Pow,:er Com-mission's Task Force on Energy Conversion Research and
rrvelo=ýeen, oart of the National. Po;-:-r Survey. -r. Cochran holds a
Ph.D. de~ree in ohysics from Vandorbilt University and is a former
ACC oealth Physics Fellow.

1. Comment:

"In our judgment, a decision to authorize 'plutonium recycle' is a momentous
one which should only be made after its risks and implications have been
thoroughly explored and debated by the public and the Congress."

Response:

The NRC agrees that a decision to authorize plutonium recycle use in light water
reactors (LWR's) is an important one. A final decision on this important issue
will be forthcoming only after the findings of the draft GESMO have been thoroughly
reviewed in light of public comments received and any new technical developments
since the draft preparation. These detailed assessments of all health, safety
and environmental factors have been considered in the preparation of this final
statement. In addition, prior to the final decision on the widescale use of Pu
recycle in the LWR industry, a supplement draft and final statement on the
safeguards considerations related to plutonium will have been issued, economic
evaluation of the related overall cost-benefits completed, amendments to applicable
rules and regulations made, and public hearings held on all issues. The planned
course of action does not foreclose any options of independent action by Congress,
if Congress desires to become involved.

2. Comment:

"As you well know, plutonium is one of the most virulent carcinogens known.
Many scientists believe it to be as toxic as the most lethal biological
warfare agents."

Response:

While it is true that plutonium is potentially a hazardous material, experience
in both government and commercial plants has shown that large quantities can be
safely handled as detailed in this final statement in CHAPTER II, Background and
Experience with Plutonium, and in CHAPTER IV, Environmental Impacts. The
filtration systems for reducing the release of Pu, which are used in the MOX
fabrication components and spent fuel reprocessing and Pu nitrate solidification
to PuO2 of the fuel cycle are described in detail in CHAPTER IV, Sections D and E,
respectively. CHAPTER IV, Section J, includes a comprehensive radiological health
assessment of the impacts of the Pu recycle industry for the period 1975 through
2000, comparing it to a no recycle option and a uranium only reycle option.
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3. Comment:

"Another problem raised in the NRDC report is the public health risk
associated with using a material of plutonium's toxicity as a principal
commercial fuel. The adequacy of the Commission's present radiation
protection standards applicable to plutonium are under serious challenge,
with some qualified experts arguing that those standards are perhaps
100,000 times too lax to protect the public. Until this controversy is
resolved, it is impossible to predict the health effects of using plutonium
and impossible to know what standards should govern its handling and
release to the environment. Moreover, even if the present standards were
undisputed, the fact that plutonium is one of the most carcinogenic substances
known raises the question of whether we want a material of-unprecedented
toxicity involved in countless shipments around the country."

Response:

With regard to the NRDC contention concerning the health risk associated with
plutonium, the "hot particle" petition which challenges present plutonium
protection standards has been studied by the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements (NCRPM Report No. 46). "Alpha Emitting Particles
in Lungs," and the National Academy of Science. These organizations have been
leaders in the setting of radiological safety recommendations in this country
over the years. Predominant evidence to date, including an AEC report, "A
Radiological Assessment of the Spatial Distribution of Radiation Dose from
Inhaled Plutonium," by W. J. Bair and C. R. Richmond and B. W. Wachholz, does
not support the NROC contention.

The Federal Register Notice on the Denial of Petition for Rule Making, Volume 41,
Number 71, Monday, April 12, 1976, National Resources Defense Council, is
included in Chapter IV, Section J, Appendix D.

For the bases of this denial, reference is made to the Federal Register Notice,
Volume 41, 15371, Monday, April 12, 1976, sections marked: (A) background
information concerning the question at issue; (B) a discussion of the formulation
of the NRDC hypothesis and its corollary; (C) a critical analysis of the hypothesis
and its corollary; (D) the conclusions of the NRC; (E) a discussion of the basis
for existing standards for insoluble plutonium, and (F) a summary of ongoing work
which will be important to the NRC in its future considerations of radiological
protection standards for insoluble plutonium.

The Commission has consistently dealt with plutonium as a toxicant capable of
inducing cancer and has imposed protective measures, for working with or
transporting the material, that are commensurate with its radiotoxicity.
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-Comment Letter No. 7

OFFICE
OF

PLANNING
AND

PROGRAMMING

OE~M) (31~ 3019

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES
M. E. Ball
Director

MAILING ADDRESS
P. O. Box 94607

Lincoln, NE. 68509
LOCATION

1420 "P" Street*.
TELEPHONE

402-47102263

IN REPLY REFER TO

BOX 94601 - STATE CAPITOL - LINCOLN, NEBRASKA - 68509 . (402) 471

G--.,no J. &.jies Even
S,-a P1.-,nng Offive,.

VV. Don Nelson
Direc.o.

ftate of Nebrauka
J. JAMES EXON, Gomernor

September 9, 1974

September 20, 1974

Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

ATTN: Deputy Director for. Fuels and Materials

Gentlemen:

Project 74 08 26 99
GESMO

Under the provisions of OMB Circular A-95, chis office has
conducted a state level review of The Generic Environmental
Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel
in Light Water Reactors.

The enclosed comments were received from the Nebraska Depart-
ment of Environmental Control and the Department of Water
Resources for use in the final planning process.

This letter completes the state clearinghouse function on this
project. n

00 R El ED

Robert D. Kuzelka OCT 1g74t]
Comprehensive PI ing Coordinator m -.f n.) 0

• T!L', ...

Ms. Neoma Parks, Project Review Coordinator
Office of Planning and Programming ,
Room 1319, State Capitol
P. 0. Box 94601
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 ".

Subject: SAI No. 74 08 26 99
Recycle Plutonium in Light Water - Cooled Reacto

Dear Ms. Parks:

My comments regarding the attached report are very brief.
I do not consider myself to be an expert on atomic energy,
but I approve the report and the principle stated therein,
as the report indicates that the implementation of the
program will bring about a saving of all types of fuel
including atomic energy.

ra

Very truly yours,

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

ý.'E. Ball, Director

MEB:ejm
Attachment
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Stte of . James Exon
* 3- Deportment of Co......
Environmental Control ",

Mail, [o3 94653 Slat- fltuse Sta51 o1 Office, 1424 P' Street Linoln, Nebraska 68509 (
4
0

2
) 471-2186

September 13, 1974

State Office of Planning IT
and Programning
State Capitol
Lincoln, Nebraska

Attention: Neoma Parks

RE: Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutonium
in Mixed Oxide Fuel in LWR's - A95 Review

Dear Sir:

We have reviewed the information submitted on the above-referenced
project.

Our only comment is that we are concerned that proper safeguards should
be taken in transportation, transfer, storage, and disposal to preclude any
pollution to land, air, or water and to protect public health and safety
to the maximum possible.

We appreciate the opportunity to review such projects and offer our
comments.

Yours very truly,

Dan T. Drain
Director

DTD/DL/jem
Enclosure
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Comment Letter No. 8

STONE & WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
7315 WISCONsIN AVENUE, WASHINGTON. D. C. 20014

September 30, 1974

Dear Sy,

Thanks very much for sending me a copy of your
GESMO environmental statement. I scanned the summary, but
haven't had an opportunity yet to go into the detail of it.
I agree with Ralph Lapp that it was a good job.

I enjoyed running into you the other day and hope
we can have lunch together in the next few weeks.

Best regards,

Ja•n .Ramey

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for

Fuels and Materials
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

WT 7 1974 9
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Comment Letter No. 9

OESMO (3'1 rlý 301 Fb)

Seymour H. Smiley
Page 2
October 3, 1974

EPRI
[I-ciri Po-,r Rescuh Inshiule

11 11, I ,Ic AeIc
>1, 10,112

h~lo, Cahmr,-~ 94304
14151 .1193-41100

October 3, 1974

Dr. Seymour H. Smiley
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Office of Regulatory Standards
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Smiley:

It is also interesting to note that we feel our efforts
closely complement the GESMO. Our work, which is integrated by
Plutonium Utilization Workshop activities, focuses on development,
testing and analysis of the options which a utility has available --
and an economic and operational evaluation of these options.

I enjoyed discussing our possible mutual interests in this
technology, and I hope that this preliminary GESMO comment is
of interest to you.

Sincerely yours,

E. L. Zebroski
Department Director
Nuclear Systems & Materials

ELZ/srSubject: GESMO -- General Comments

In the course of conducting our own plutonium recycle programs,
several Institute members have had the opportunity to review the
Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide (GESMO) recently
issued by your office.

I thought you might be interested in some general reactions
even while recognizing that they represent opinions of some
knowledgeable individuals and are not necessarily those of
"The Industry" or the Electric Power Research Institute.

One common comment is that the GESMO appears to be the most
thorough and comprehensive environmental impact assessment of
its type which we have reviewed.

Identification of issues, trade-offs and baseline data
appear to be essentially complete and contemporary. Obviously,
there are areas where 'things might have been presented differently' --

or where projections of currently unresolved issues may differ.
But, in the main, these are areas of ambiguity or uncertainty that
would normally be expected when one attempts to apply a generic
statement to the specific installations and specific data which
are the concern of the individual utilities.
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Comment Letter No. 10

COMMITTEE ON TF.C JUOLCIARY
5-0-C1AAMfl-C ON C0NNTILrAJTONANL 50IT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

September 25, 1974

4,II

BA A. "' LI , t. A.\AAA,

-NAAA UL. ALA 1.. VLAAAA'AAL

Dr. Dixie Lee Ray
Chairperson
Atomic aicrg" Ccmmission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr, Ray:

Dr. Dixie Lee Ray
September 25, 1974
Page two

for stringent new security precautions.

While I have no personal opinion about the overall merits of the

use of plutonium for commercial power, I am concerned about any

security requirements that might affect individual rights and liberties.

May I request, therefore, that.you supply the Subcommittee with informa-

tion about the security aspects of commercial plutonium power, and in

particular any reports, draft impact statements, studies or the like

that describe the alternative means available to satisfy the security

question. I would also like to receive a copy of the draft bill or

any other legislative proposals which are alluded to in the draft

impact.statement.

Let me thank you for your attention to this request.

With kindest wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
Chairman

My attention has been directed at certain proposals apparently
under consideration by the Atomic Energy Commission which appear to

have a potential impact on civil liberties and the guarantees of

the Bill of Rights. While the Constitutional Rights Subcommittee,
of course, does not have jurisdiction over atomic energy policy,
any proposal of the Commission which has implications'in the area
of the Subcommittee's jurisdiction over individual rights is of

concern to me.

In particular, I should like to inquire about proposals now
under discussion for security measures that might be necessary in
conjunction with the possible commercial use of plutonium as a
source of atomic energy. I gather that the use of plutonium will
present new problems of security to ensure that the highly dangerous
substance does not cause radiation injury, and that it is not

diverted to unauthorized persons for use in atomic weapons.

In response to this concern, I am aware of a draft impact statement
prepared by the AEC which refers generally to the need for improved
security procedures, to changes in security clearance rules, to reversal
of certain court decisions respecting personal privacy, to a possible
federal atomic security police force, as well as other innovations. I
understend, further, that observers outside the Commission have
expressed great concern over what they regard as the immense new
security problems that Lwould be presented, and the need, as a consequence,

- -- --- --- ----- -L.--

Copy of ino.ri te- cr \ It JL .L . ',V . -') . 2 .y ....

yn !? i

U•..:...._

SJE/lbh
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Comment Letter No. 11

USAiSC-;-lS- crTWlI
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Comment Letter No. 12

,1ýVOE ULE twz

STATE OF IOWA

Office for Planning aijd Programming
523 East 12th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50319 Telephone 515/281-3711

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE
ROBERT 0. RAY

G.-- PROJECT N0T•ICVTION AND REVIEW SIGNOFF
ROBERT F. TYSON

Date Received: August 23, 1974 State identification No: 750101

Review Completed: October 2, 1974

APPLICANT PROJECT TITLE:
Draft Environmental Impact Statement of Mixed Oxide Fuel
APPLICANT AGENCY: U. b. Atomic Energy Lommission

Address Washington, D. C. 20545
Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials, Directorate
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Comment Letter No. 14

4ESMO
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20250

. October 8, 1974

Subject: Generic Environmental Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuel (ESMO)

To: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing--Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

We have received the August 1974 draft of the subject statement which

deals with plutonium recycle in light water cooled and moderated

nuclear power reactors. We have no comments to make at the present

time.

Carl W. Carlson
Assistant Administrator
National Program Staff

i - (W•j

.OCT 131974~
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Comment Letter No. 15
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October 16, 197h

Deputy Director for luels and Vaterials
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. ?05t5

Dear Sir:

Enclosmd art co:,unnts on WASH-1327, G?,SYMO. I have talked to Tom
Cochran of NRDC, Inc., and wish the enclosed com,'.nts to be inc-
luded with NRDC's. Thank You.

Sincerely yours,

Y'arvin Resnikoff
"7 0 T Rachel Carson College

OCT ISITNY at B~uf~falo
1~1 Buffalo, NY 1hl26

(U~t SL& AU~K~ IL~ Q R W 1-06

C01H'TENTS ON W1AS•4- 327 3 g-IE..

Generic Environmental Statement on the use ,OCT.161974-

of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel inf
0
% am da

Light Water Reactors 6'tu

C0 -4

iRe: Fuel Reprocessing
Dr. Marvin Resnikoff
Rachel Carson College
SITNY at Buffalo
Buffalo, N.Y. 14120

1,/ SUMMARY

GrSMO is not a fair and open statement by the Atomic
Energy Commission. The costs to society due to the
use of mixed oxide fuel have been greatly underesti-
mated, in terms of effluent releases from fuel rep-
rocessing plants, worker exposure and actual repro-
cessing costs. The benefits have been greatly over-
estimated in terms of the value of recovered uranium
and plutonium. Ry using these arbitrary and unreal-
istic figures, the AEC arrives at the immediate use
of plutonium in mixed oxide fuel as the best alter-
native; GESVO is therefore self-serving. Realistic
cost figures decidedly tilt the balance towards bury-
ing fuel elements in the near term.

INTRODUCTION

According to the NEPA and the Atomic Energy Commission's

interpretation in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix D, an environmental

statement on the use of NO fuel should include a discussion of

the environmental impact of the proposed action, "any adverse

environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the pro-

posal be implemented", and the alternatives to the proposed

action. This document is then to serve as a basis for the

proposed action. In order to make a reasoned judgment on the

Dr. Marvin Resnikoff, Chairman
Energy Task Force
Sierra Club, Niagra Group
Box 123, Market Station
Buffalo, New )ork 14203.

. UA M 8414B~ e by G I
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use of NO fuel, the AEC must have a document which discusses

these matters truthfully; a cover-up simply defeats the pur-

poses of NEPA and makes a mockery of the entire proceeding.

The public has become more sophisticated in the matter

of fuel reprocessing, as it has with reactor safety, and it

is no longer possible for the AEC to hide the oroblems and

present a rosy picture; we now demand realism. We maintain

and will show in the following Sections that the costs and

benefits presented in WASP-1327 are not realistic, perhaps

deliberately so.

In Section I, we demonstrate that the costs are great-

ly underestimated. Section I.A. is a discussion of the ef-

fluent releases from fuel reorocessing plants. Based on the

past operating experience and projections of AEC contractors,

such as Oak Ridge, we find that the effluent releases will

be greater than GESMSO estimates, that the population-rem es-

timates will be correspondingly greater, and in particular,

that thyroid dose estimates will be orders of magnitude

greater. For example, Tables IV E-9,10 present no increases

in iodine releases due to 110 fuel.

Section I.2. discusses the question of worker exposur-

es at fuel reprocessing plants. Experience at Nuclear Fuel

Services, the only commercial reprocessing facility, has

shown worker exposures to be 6 to 7 times greater than that

amount, and there is no showing by GESNO that they will be

less. In fact, the high neutron activity of MO fuel, due

mainly to Cm-244
, should increase the exposures. The tot-

al personnel exposure of 3000 man-rems for 7 reprocessing

plants is ridiculously low; one plant alone, Nuclear Fuel

Services, may have exposures of that magnitude. In addit-

ion, the plutonium inhalation incidents should also increase

proportionally to the quantity of plutonium processed, un-

less a showing can be made that new fuel reprooessing plants

are inherently much safer than old plants.

Section I.C. discusses the costs of reprocessing fuel.

The basic cost of reprocessing U02 fuels quoted by GESNO is

$30/kg; a more realistic figure, quoted by the AEC itself,

and by the same engineer, is '100/kg. The GESMO estimate

is that these costs will increase by 201 with MO fuel; this

figure has no basis since the technology for dissolving MO

fuel and containing the radioactive effluents has not yet

been finalized.

Section II discusses the alleged benefits of recovering

uranium and plutonium. There is a serious question as to

whether recycled U can be used in fuel elements, that is,

whether it is technologically and economically feasible

to re-use uranium. There is no showing by GESMO that it

is possible.

Pinally, Section III discusses the cost-benefit alter-

natives. If the uranium from spent fuel elements is not re-
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cycled, and if the reprocessing costs are realistically est-

imated, we are led to the conclusion that alternative 2,

burying the fuel rods for later use, is the most viable alt-

ernative, both economically and environmentally, in the near

term. We also believe that the utilities will choose this

option if they are allowed to choose between the alternatives.

We believe that the conclusion reached in this report

is a realistic assessment of the technolopy, economics and

environmental imnact of MO fuels, and that a reasoned judg-

ment would lead the AEC to the same conclusions. There is a

possibility that many of the technological problems in fuel

reprocessing can be solved, with the requisite economic

transfusions (which are not Dart of the costs in GESNO), but

this can only be done at the expense of alternate, more en-

vironmentally compatible, sources of energy. We believe

that the AEC will continue down the Pu path, no matter the

costs. If reason does not deter the AEC, then the only halt

to their arbitrary power will be through the courts and the

electoral process and not through environmental impact state-

ments such as GESMO.

-5-

I. GESNO GREATLY IJ.YOCRESTINATES WME EMVIRONBENTAL ANT
,COMOOIC COSTS OT VIXTD OXIDE FTELS

A. EFPITJUT\TT rMLASES

It is the view of the AEC that, in terms of effluent

releases, reprocessing of NO fuel is not much different than

the reprocessing of UO2 fuel. This viewpoint is expressed

several times in the GESNO. For example, on p.VI-3,

The materials, nroperties and performance of mixed oxide
fuels are in some instances indistinguishable from the
corresponding ITO2 fuels and in most cases the differen-
ces are small.

This point is reiterated on D.VI-4:

... it is Judged by the staff that under both normal and
accident conditions, the effects of fuel type (NO fuel
versus IJO fuel in Lmqis) is not significant in terms of
radiologigal impact to the environment.

And aqain on p. VI-5:

Plutonium recycle is not expected to have significant
effects on the capacity or effluents of the snent fuel
reprocessing industry.

1
Ie take issue with this point of view. In order to

determine the effluents which are released from fuel repro-

cessina plants, we examine specific nuclides in detail. We

make two general assumptions in the calculation that follows.

We assume the 1990 nuclear fuel cycle to be operating at

equilibrium SE (rather than 1.15 SGR). We therefore assume

32.4, of the assemblies in a reactor are fueled with Pu of

61.3% initial fissile content and discharged at 55.4% Pu

fissile content (2nd generation). The remaininq 67.6% of
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the fuel assemblies are enriched UO.2 fuel elements which pro-

duce, on discharge, 70.641 fissile content Pu and which, when

blended with the 55.4f fissile 2nd generation Pu, yields

61.3% fissile Pu. This leads to no substantive change in the

calculations, b•,t allows us to use results which have already

apoeared in the AEC literature. Ne further assume, except

when otherwise noted, that a reprocessing plant is reprocess-

ing only the above 32.4/67.6 mixture of NO/UO2 fuels, in or-

der to determine the full environmental imoact of CIO fuel.

GMSNO considers the entire LIM industry at 1.15 SGR, consis-

ting of 120 PTO IVR reactors and 310 UC 2 LiR reactors, which

dilutes and obscures the full environmental impact of NO fuel

by itself, and nerhaps the local imnact ahbut snecific repro-

cessing sites, thouph it should renresent the entire 1990 nu-

clear industry, if done correctly, of course.

I. Ruthenium

GTSMO states, on n.IV 7-16,

It has been assumed that the off-pas system will re-
duce the ruthenium release from the reproce~sing plant
(including waste solidification) to 1 x 10- through-
nut.

No basis for this statement is oresented in the GESMO; there

exists contrary evidence. At TRuclear Fuel Services, based

on average yearly concentrations as reoorted by the New York

State Oepartment of Environmental Conservation, and average

yearly flow rates in Cattaraugus Creek, the release of ruth-

enium was on the order of 100 to 200 Ci/year. The averape

reactor exposure of the fuel processed, in 1971, for example,

was 790,000 mwd, cooled for qreater than 160 days. Based on

the above reactor exposure, and the effluent release, the de-

contamination factor was on the order of 4 x l0-5. There is

a major discrepancy between this number and that Riven by

GESTO; the burden of Droof is on the AEC to show a decontami-

nation factor of 10-9.

Further, the ruthenium content of MO fuel is approxi-

mately 50'% greater than UOC2 fuel; the net change for a plant

Drocessing only SOR reactors is a 22.6% increase. Needless

to say, these numbers are vastly different than those which

appear in Table IV A-2 and Table IV 7-8. The latter Table

claims 0.13 Ci from a 1500 NT(U + Pu)/yr plant; NFS put out

100 to 200 Ci/yr of Ru-106, processing, on the average, only

100 MTU/yr of aged fuel. The point is, in assuming a decon-

tamination factor as small as 10-
9
(rather than 10-5), GESMO

masks the 50% increase in ruthenium dae to MO fuel.

2. Iodine

G2STIO claims that a model reprocessing facility plus

UP 6 conversion, Pu solidification and high level waste soli-

dification, will put out 0.10 Ci/yr 1-129, and 0.50 Ci/yr

1-131 in Drocessing 1500 MT/yr. Assuming the reprocessing

nlant effluent system of. Fig. IV E-6, Orlan Yarbro, AEC con-

sultant, in testimony at the RmPP gearings, showed that 10%
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of the total 1-129 content would be released as a gaseous

effluent. The addition of mercury to a final vaporizer, not

shown in Fig. IV E-6, reduced the 1-129 releases to 5% or

3.3 Ci/yr; the 1-131 releases were estimated as ten times

that amount. Pased on NFS experience, Nr. Yar-ro's estim-

ates are conservative. The reprocessing of SGR fuels inc-

reases the above amounts by 91. The thyroid dose commit-

ments in Tables IV 1-9,10 must therefore be increased by more

than an order of magnitude; the burden of proof is on the AEC

to show that the iodine effluent releases from a model re-

processing plant are as low as 0.10 Cf/yr.

3. Transuranium Isotopes

The transuranium isotopes are similarly underestimated.

From Table 4.5 and 4.6 of ORN-TN-3965, we extract the foll-

owing information which we present as Table I.

The transuranium isotopes increase dramatically in MO

fuel. If a single reprocessing plant processed only SGR

reactors, as is possible for the older reprocessing plants

that will service the older reactors, the local environmen-

tal effects should increase. This point is emphasized be-

cause it is possible that some effects of NO fuel may be lo-

calized and place an unfair burden on one section of the pop-

ulation, while the larger society accented most of the bene-

fits.

The staff further claims that

committed reprocessing plants can dissolve fuels irra-
diated to the design level of 33,000 mwd/MT without
increasing significantly the environmental impact from
the dissolution

Since the dissolution of PuO2 fuel, mechanically blended with

UO2 fuel, is not well understood, the effluents and environ-

mental impact are not completely known. GESMO's confidence

in this regard is not understandable:

NO fuel made by mechanically blending can be rendered
substantially completely soluble in nitric acid by
control of fabrication variables (homogeneity and sin-
tering temperature) and by irradiation, although dif-
ferent dissolver conditions (higher acid concentration,
higher temperature, longer time) may be required than
those used for U02 dissolution. In addition, MO fuels
can be completely dissolved in nitric acid acid that
contains fluoride ion.

1
1e wish to draw out some of the consequences of the above

remark. According to ORMTL-4436,

mechanically blended PuO--U02 could be converted to a
leachable product by sintering at 16000C for 16 to
48 hr.

Isotope

Am-241

Am-242

Am-243

cm-242

Cm-243

Cm-244

* Fuel
**Fuel

1.59
9.14
1 .82

1.70

3.68
2.40

Table I. Transuranium isotopes in L
1
,tR

32.4% MO
JO,_1uel(Ci)* 10 fuel(Ci)** 67.6%UO2

x 102 1.58 x 103 6.17 x 102

2.27 x 10 2  7.92 x 101

* 101 5.14 x 10 2  1.75 x 102

x 104 2.40 x i05 8.95 x 10'4

3.85 x 101 1.50 x 101

x 10 3 1.36 x 105 4.56 x I04

Waste
% Change from
PW4-UO2 fuel

+ 288%

+ 767%

+ 863%

+ 427%

+ 308%
+1800%

)urnun 33,000 mwd, cooled 160 days
)urnup 33,000 mwd, cooled 150 days
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Temperatures of that magnitude would volatilize the cesium,

and other radionuclides. Dhat would be the consequences?

Studies at ORML indicate that I to 10% of the Pu did not dis-

solve in 8 H TRM3 ; the suggestion is made that the insoluble

residues could be recycled to the dissolver for a longer dis-

solution time, but that more leaching experiments were neces-

sary. 'hat mechanical devices are required for this recyc-

ling, of insoluble residues? The implication of the 400 nage

O0N11-4436 study on aqueous processing is that the problems

of Pu dissolvability had not been solved. The use of HF as

a catalyst would dissolve the Pu and the dissolver vessel as

well, as would say 14 F HMO3 at 1700
0

C for 8 hours. The ef-

fluent releases of iodine or cesium are not well known under

these conditions; it is clear that the composition of the

DOG and the TAN
1 

denend on the exact dissolution conditions,

and so do the effluent releases.

B. 1TORKErR EXOSURET

G1SMO's remarks concerning worker exposure are entirely

inadequate, unfounded and unrealistic. From p.IV D-26,

External exposure of personnel is controlled by the use
of shielding and snecial work permits. The introduction
of Pu recycle is not expected to change the external ex-
posure of personnel, estimated to be 350 man-rem/yr at
the reprocessing olant.

In Table IV 7-1, GISMO estimates the environmental effects for

the entire reprocessing industry, 7 reprocessing plants, pro-

cessing 8800 NT/yr; the total worker exposure is 3000 man-rem

with no difference for Pu recycle. The basis for these re-

marks is not contained in GESO0. However, based on the exD-

eriences of Nuclear Fuel Services, the only commercial fuel

reprocessing plant that has operated so far in the United

States, the above estimates are completely unrealistic.

In 1971, FFS processed about 100 NTU, reactor exposure

790,000 mwd, aged more than 150 days. The plant employed

164 full-time employees and approximately 1000 hort term em-

ployees. The full-time employees received approximately 7.2

rems per employee; the short term employees, some 18 and 19

year olds, received anproximately I rem/employee. The total

worker exposure at WFS was over 2300 man-rem for the year.

If the AEC had allowed the plant to continue processing,

most probably the worker exposures would have continued the

steady upward rise, as shown from a March 16, 1972 inspect-

ion renort:

year 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

exposure(rem) 2.74 3.81 6.76 7.15 closed

A large contributor to this worker exposure was Ru-106, men-

tioned on p.6, which plated the pipes and increased the Ren-

eral radiation level in the plant.

There is no showing in GESFO that a plant processing

1500 MTU/yr, 15 times as much as NFS with more highly irradi-

ated fuel, will have less worker exposure. To compound the
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seriousness of the problem, the introduction of HO fuels will

most orobably increase the exposures even further. The es-

sential reason for this increase is the increase in Cm,

shown in Table 1, and illustrated more clearly in Table 2

below (Table 4.16 of ORNL-4436):

Isot

238.

239

240

241

242

244

Tot

Table 2. Estimated Neutron Source Strengths of Spent
Power Reactor Fuels

LHRa LI•R-Pu Recyclea

Isotope Neutron SourcS Isotope Neutron So
Content (c- ,n) S5' Content (. ,n)

tone (gm/nT) (sec-iNT-IxlO-) (sec- 1 MT-x

Pu 160 5.0 0.4 45 1.4

Pu 5400 0.4 0.0 1500 0.1

Pu 2200 0.6 2.0 1000 0.3

Am 62 0.4 0.0 60 0.4

Cm 4.4 52.9 87.7 35 418

Cm 30 7.3 326 510 124 5

al 66. 416. 544. 6:

urcp

2.1

0.0

0.9

0.0

693

560
250.

that ý to I ft of additional shielding would be reauired

for snent fuel orocessing cells; it is not clear that BNFP

and NFS are designed for this alteration.

Another imnortant area of concern is the number of

workers who have received Pu inhalations, and the project-

ions for the future. In the 6 years of oneration of NFS, a

total of 39 persons involved in 13 separate inhalation inci-

dents have been reported; NFS was processing, on the average,

I kg of Pu/day (see Science, Sept. 20 and 27 issues). A

1500 MTU/yr reprocessing plant, processing fuel with burnup

of 33,000 mwd/HT, will process over 50 kg/day, and 3 times

that for NO fuel. Many of the NFS incidents involved nor-

mal human error and would not have led to serious consequen-

ces in other industries. Therefore, based on previous his-

tory, we would expect that the number of inhalation incid-

ents will increase by an alarming amount in a Pu economy.

C. REPROC'iSSING COSTS

The reprocessing costs have been greatly underestima-

ted in GESMO. On p.VIII-8, the reprocessing plus transpor-

taion costs are quoted as $35/kg; this costvis to be comp-

ared to the value of the recovered U and Pu of approximat-

ely '95/kg, providing a clear economic incentive to reproc-

ess. GESNO mentions, on p.VIII-21, that the cost of repro-

cessing 11O fuel is assumed to be 20% greater than for UO2

Overall Total 480

a Fuel irradiated,33,000mwd/TIT, cooled 150 days

b SF = spontaneous fission

6800

According to ORNL-4436 (D.195),

the neutrons produced by spontaneous fission and
(, ,n) reactions constitute the important source of
penetrating radiation in plutonium product (and re-
cycle plutonium feed).

The dramatic increase in Curium content in Pu recycle will

most probably increase the worker exposures. It is Possible
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fuel "due to potential difficulties in dissolution of the MO

fuel" and nuclear safety restrictions.

The above costs of R35/kg are based on the past reoro-

cessine costs at FFS, and are not a realistic estimate of

the future costs of renrocessing. NFF is presently in the

throes of a construction permit hearing. Our assessment of

the costs to modify the nlant to meet ABC regulations, and

to nrocess 750 1TU/yr is approximately 0ý,200 million; we es-

timate that the reorocessing costs will exceed 2100/kg.

In Supplemental Testimony at the 8FFP construction

permit hearing, Ns. Kathleen Black estimated the reprocess-

ing costs for BNFP as U100/kg. This figure was based on a

complete plant cost of `500 million. The original cost esti-

mate for the BNFP was '380 million, escalated to 'p27
4 

million

last year and `1500 million this year; the renrocessing costs

had to be similarly escalated. This new reprocessing cost

by Mts. Black cannot be lightly dismissed since she partici-

rated. in the nreparation of the GESNO.

0ST>O estimates the future costs of constructing rep-

rocessins olants as $938 million. Five additional plants the

size of Barnwell should cost $2.5 billion, or 3 times as

much as the original AEC estimate; the reprocessing costs

should correspondingly be tripled. As we shall show in Sec-

tion III, a reprocessing cost 3 times as great as the GES0O

estimate tilts the balance towards alternative 2.

II. GESNO GREATLY OVERESTIMATES TME BEFefITS OF REPROCESSING

GESMO has made no showing that uranium can be recovered

and recycled. The GR. model assumes natural uranium (D.IV C_

58), but mentions that depleted uranium could also be used,

if nossible. On D.IV F-5, 0E5SMO states

At Present it is planned t'at recovered uranium will
be recycled to the reactor after reenrichment in the
gaseous diffusion plant. Recovery of fissile materi-
al from the spent fuel elements is economically advan-
tageous if the fissile material can be recycled.

Is there a question that the fissile material cannot be re-

cycled?

Other publications indicate that recycled uranium will

not be used till the far distant future, much past the cut-

off date of 1995 assumed by GES0IO. 0P4L-4436 (D.116) states

It seems likely that, for -any decades, make-up uranium
for the LPFBR fuel cycle will be derived from the stock-
Pile of gaseous diffusion tailings rather than by re-
cycle of uranium from LMFBR fuel reprocessing plants.
Th.e latter uranium will probably simply be stored until
needed.

WASW-1535 re-affirms this view (p.4.4-25)

Studies indicate that the uranium from the LFPBR fuel
nrocessing Plant will not be used to fabricate new fuel
elements until the supply of uranium from the gaseous
diffusion nlant tailings is no longer available (perhaps
after year 2020).

These studies are with respect to the LDIF9R fuel cycle, and

may not hold for the SOR reactor; nevertheless, the burden is

on O'2syO to prove that uranium recycle is useful. lie assume

therefore that unless the ArC buys back uranium from utilities
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thereby creating a false market and value for uranium, that

the utilities have no economic incentive to recycle uranium.

There may be technical reasons for not recycling uran-

ium. Recycled uranium contains U-236 which is a Poison; it

must absorb 3 neutrons before becoming fissile Pu-239. From

Table 3.13 of ORYL-4451, we note that a NT of spent UO2 fuel

contains 4.08 km of U-236 and 7.95 kg of U-235. In terms of

radioactivity, a 1'IT of spent UO2 fuel contains 0.288 Ci of

I1-236 and 0.0171 Ci of U-235. If this recycled uranium were

introduced to a gaseous diffusion plant, the U-236 Poison

would also be enriched; there is no known means to economi-

cally senarate the two isotones

Since GESNOhas not ma&e a showing that recycled uran-

ium can be used quantitatively, we assume in the following

that recycled uranium has no value. The only reason for re-

nrocessing spent fuel is to extract the plutonium. The ques-

tion comes down to-is the cost of rEprocessing greater than

the value of recovered plutonium?

III. COST-BETTEPIT ANALYSIS

can operate uo to capacity due to the enormous projected

iodine releases. An additional 5 or 6 plants of 1500 NTU

capacity will be required, at a canital outlay of at least

p2.5 billion. The GESMO estimates of the costs and the num-

ber of reprocessing plants (Table IV E-4) are out-of-date

and must be revised. For example, on p.VIII-43, GES0 states

that the elimination of four additional reprocessing Plants

in 1990 would Provide a savings of ";650 million; this figure

should be over $2.5 billion (these plants are not'eliminated",

just not being built).

The dollar estimate of Present day plants is also in

error. The economic loss of the present 3 Plants is estima-

ted at t;330 million (p.VIII-43), but escalated to $400 million

on p.XI-42. In fact, the Ifidwest plant can be written off.

The UPFS facility when new was worth $::32 million, but has de-

Preciated in value And may be worthless at present; it is

known that Getty Oil cannot find a buyer for the subsidiary.

On the other hand, the Barnwell facility could be worth ";500

million. If alternative 2 were adopted, therefore, this

would entail a capital write-off of over %1500 million. The

cost and failure escalation of the reprocessing industry is

not only due to inflationary price rises, but everchanging

regulations by the AEC, changes which reflect some increas-

Ing realism to the Problems brought to its attention by cit-

izen groups such as NRDC, Inc.

'Jith the failure of the GE M
4
idwest Fuel Recovery Plant

and the possibility that UPS will not be licensed, or could

not Process 110 fuel, the AFC has only one potential plant

that may be operating by July, 1976, the Barnwell Nuclear

Fuel Plant in South Carolina. It is not clear that the plant
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These minor corrections to the G'VSF0 estimates skirt

the real question in choosing between alternatives 2 and 3,

between storing the spent fuel rods for later use, or repro-

cessin• and re-using the plutonium immediatety. The real

auestion is, how much money will be saved with plutonium re-

cycle in terms of dollar savings on uranium mined and fabri-

cated into fuel elements, and how much does it cost to extract

this amount of plutonium? If the costs are Preater than the

savings, then alternative 2 is more viable at the present

time. As the sunoDly of uranium decreases, it will be more

economically advantageous at some future time to extract plu-

tonium; from the analysis below, that time is not now. ie

believe that the ATL should insert realistic dollar figures

and predict when that time will be.

To determine the viable alternative, we ask first

what is the dollar savings in alternative 3? Ten percent

less uranium will be mined and processed. The savings is

approximately ý'281 million for yellowcake, Aý2 7 4 million for

enrichmnent, and •21 million for UT6 conversion, or a total

of •;576 million. "ith Pu recycle, this amount is saved as

contrasted with UO 2 fabrication. This savinzs in uranium

is equivalent to 44,300 kg of Puf; this plutonium would

therefore have a value of ;1 .3 x 10 4/k. These fimures should

be undated by GTS10. Next, what is the cost in extracting

Pu from scent fuel? According to the Supplemental Testimony

-lr%-

,oEf Ms. Kathleen Black, the cost of reprocessing, storing,

safeguarding, etc., spent fuel, excluding transportation

(which is approximately the same under both alternatives

is $132/kg. Each kg. of spent fuel contains 6.12 gm Puf,

and therefore the cost of reprocessing is $2.16 x 10 4 /kg

Puf. At present, therefore, alternative 2 is more viable

from an economic viepoint. However, this analysis does

not include the costs for storing spent fuel at each reactor,

estimated by GESMO to be $2 million, and does not include the

increased costs, upwards of 20X, for fabricating and dissolv-

ing MO fuel.

The key variables above are the costs of reprocessing

and anciliary costs versus-the costs of mining, and enrich-

ing uranium. It is clear that as the price of electricity

rises, estimated by the EPA to be 13/ per year, exclusive

of inflation, solely due to the costs of constructing new

nuclear facilities at a T7. yearly increase, the enrichment

costs should increase at approximately the same rate. The

AEC is caught in a peculiar bind: if enrichment prices are

raised too drastically, utilities will not construct nuclear

plants. On the other hand, they cannot pressure utilities

to use Pu recycle unless the cost of uranium rises above the

cost to extract Pu. The other variable in the price of urah-
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ium is the cost of mining and milling uranium. As the supply

decreases, this cost should also increase. Eventually there

will be a crossover point where alternative 3 is more viable

economically.

From the point of view of the utilities, there are three

options if they wish to continue the nuclear route. Not going

the nuclear route is, of course, not one of the GESMO options.

The AEC can continue the present managed nuclear economy, buy-

ing back the uranium, and allowing the utilities to retain

rights on the plutonium. This provides a clear incentive to

reprocess. Or, the AEC can present the following free economy

options to the utilities: alternative 2 allows the utilities

to store the spent fuel rods for later use. The utilities

would have to supply capital for a storage pool, or perhaps a

private firm would initiate a fuel storage business/ The uti-

lities would save themselves the reprocessing charges, and the

fuel rods would constitute some uncertain amassed capital. Or

alternative 3 assumes the utilities could elect to ship their

spent fuel to a reprocessor. It is assumed that the uranium

would have no value to the utility, and that the plutonium

would be recovered and re-used, in MO fuel. The utility would

know that fabrication costs and reprocessing costs would be

-21-

20% more than for UO2 fuel. On the basis od costs and free

choice to the utilities, it is assumed that the utilities

would elect alternative 2. At a cost of $132/kg to reprocess,

safeguard and storewastes, one year's spent fuel shipment of

30 MT would cost $4 million to reprocess; it makes sense to

pay $2 million for a storage pool.

As mentioned previously, the AEC has it within its power

to force the Pu economy on the utilities. It could raise the

enrichment price; it could take over the reprocessing industry,

as has been recommended by Hosmer of the ICAE. But on the ba-

sis of a free nuclear economy, Pu recycle is definitely econo-

mically and environmentally disadvantageous. If the AEC neg-

lects the reasonable conclusions of citizen groups and proceeds

on alternative 3, by whatever means they choose, then the only

alternative to the public is through the courts and the elect-

oral process, and not through environmental impact statements

such as GESMO.
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2. Comment (Cont'd)

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments by Dr. Marvin Resnikoff

1. Comment:

"In Section I, we demonstrate that the costs are greatly underestimated.
Section I.A is a discussion of the effluent releases from fuel reprocessing
plants. Based on the past operating experience and projections of AEC
contractors, such as Oak Ridge, we find that the effluent releases will be
greater than GESMO estimates, that the population-rem estimates will be
correspondingly greater, and in particular, that thyroid dose estimates will
be orders of greater-magnitude. For example, Tables IV E-9 and 10 present
no increases in iodine releases due to MOX Fuel."

Response:

Past operating experience in one plant is not necessarily relevant to the expected
overall performance of another plant which differs significantly in design and the
types of installed effluent treatment systems. For the most part, except for
iodine, the independent judgments of the staff and its consultants are in
reasonably close agreement with respect to estimating an upper limit for the
prospective effluent releases from fuel reprocessing plants. Since there is
little data that is directly relevant to how iodine will be distributed in the
liquid waste treatment and acid recovery systems within proposed new plants, this
assessment was based on an overstatement of projected iodine releases from fuel
reprocessing plants. This does not necessarily mean, however, that this amount
of iodine will actually be released annually over the life of fuel reprocessing
plants. Rather, it means that a conservative judgement was made, and that the
environmental impact, if any, related to iodine release is expected to be less
than that shown in this assessment.

Table IV E-8 of CHAPTER IV, Section E, indicates the relatively small increase
in the prospective average annual iodine release that might result from the
introduction of Pu recycle fuel. Tables IV E-9, 10 and 11 indicate the
potential effect on the population's thyroid exposure as a result of iodine
releases, if, indeed, these amounts of iodine were actually released from a fuel
reprocessing plant. Additional discussion related to iodine removal is
presented in CHAPTER IV, Section E, paragraph 2.5, Ruthenium and Iodine Removal.

Response:

Operating experience at the NFS plant between April 1966 and December 1971
identified certain design deficiencies, including some that contributed to worker
exposures. In early 1972, the NFS plant was shut down for modifications to
correct deficiencies and to expand the plant's reprocessing capacity to
approximately 750 metric tons annually. The experience in this plant is not
necessarily relevant to other plants which differ significantly in design. In
CHAPTER IV, Section E, paragraph 3.4, a revised assessment is shown of
occupational exposure related to a fuel reprocessing plant complex which includes
a separation facility, a UF6 conversion facility, a Pu0 2 conversion facility, and
waste solidification and packaging facilities.

Except for plutonium, the transuranium elements such as 
24

4Cm follow the fission
products, in the co-decontamination cycle, to the high level radioactive waste.
Therefore, there would be little, if any, significant effect on worker exposure
due to the introduction of Pu recycle fuel in the separations facility. However,
the isotopic composition of plutonium, and the amount of plutonium to be handled,
does change with the introduction of Pu cycle. This could result in some
increase in exposure to those operating personnel in the Pu0 2 conversion facility
whose activities involve physical handling of plutonium in glove boxes, etc.
Plutonium inhalation incidents are not directly related to the quantity of
plutonium processed and, thus, would not necessarily increase proportionally to
the quantity of plutonium processed.

3. Comment:

"Section I.C. discusses the costs of reprocessing fuel. The basic cost of
reprocessing U02 fuels quoted by GESMO is $30/kg; a more realistic figure,
quoted by the AEC staff, the same engineer is $100/kg. The GESMO
estimate is that these costs w increase y 20 with MO fuel; this figure
has no basis since the technology for dissolving MO fuel and containing the
radioactive effluents has not yet finalized.

Response:

Mixed oxide fuels made by mechanical blending to achieve homogeniety, and
sintered at about 1,650°C for about four hours, are not expected to cause
any problem with respect to the dissolution of irradiated LWR fuel. The
technology for containing the radioactive effluents from the dissolution
of mixed oxide fuel is the same well established technology that is used
in present installations.

The current estimated MOX fuel reprocessing costs and comparisons to estimated
U02 fuel reprocessing costs are included in the cost-benefit discussions in
CHAPTERS VIII and XI. The costs related to fuel reprocessing have been changed
($110 to $190/kg); discussions of UO2 and MOX reprocessing costs are included in
CHAPTER XI, paragraph 2.6.

2. Comment:

"Section I.B. discusses the question of worker exposures at fuel reprocessing
plants. Experience at Nuclear Fuel Services, the only commerical reprocessing
facility, has shown worker exposures to be 6 to 7 times greater than that
amount, and there is no showing by GESMO that they will be less. In fact,
the high neutron activity of MO fuel, due mainly to Cm-244, should increase
the exposures. The total personnel exposure of 3,000 man-rems for 7 reproces-
sing plants is ridiculously low; one plant alone, Nuclear Fuel Services,
may have exposures of that-magnitude. In addition, the plutonium inhalation
incidents should also increase proportionally to the quantity of plutonium
processed, unless a showing can be made that new fuel reprocessing plants
are inherently much safer than old plants."
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4. Comment:

"Section II discusses the alleged benefits of recovering uranium and
plutonium. There is a serious question as to whether recycled
U can be used in fuel elements, that is, whether it is technologically
and economically feasible to reuse uranium. There is no showing by
GESMO that it is possible."

Response:

The technical and economic feasibility of recycling recovered uranium to
enrichment facilities has been discussed in detail by A. de la Garza in
testimony responding to contention 8.b. in the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel
Plant hearing (copy follows). In summary, Mr. de la Garza states, "In my
opinion, there are no effects associated with uranium isotopic contaminants
in recycled light-water reactor fuel which would make the use of recycled
fuel in the form of accepted UF6 operationally infeasible and economically
undesirable at an enrichment plant producing fresh fuel for light-water
reactors." The prospective neutronic penalty related to recycle uranium
is discussed in CHAPTER VIII, Appendix B.

UtlIrll StAll" (01- A[Ii RICA
A1 URIC I.Ii[,;L Y Cu;i)It SSION

BARNiWiELIL NIUCIEAR FUVL PLANT
Docket No. 50-332

SUPPIIIEN.ITARY TESITIONY PFI.ATED 10
ENRICIi.iLNF OF RECYCLED FUEL FRON

LIGHT WATER REACIORS

BY

A. de la Garza

I. INTRODUCTI]ON

This testimony, which supplements the testimony of T. R. liorkinger

on Contention 8.b, is limited to considerations in the U-235 enriching

step of the light water reactor fuel cycle in partial response to

Contention 8.b 
1 . This contention reads:

"8.b. There is no reasonable assurance that uranium can be
economically recycled as'a fuel for light water
reactors because of tochnoloclical problems exper-
ienced with uranium produced by coimierical re-
processing efforts to date, including inadequate
purification and removal of such contanwjmants as
U-233 and U-236."

U-233 and U-236 are isotopes of uranium. Their removal from a mixture

of uranium isotopes would entail use of an isotope separation process,

as is used for the enriching of U-235. To my knowledge, removal of

U-233 and U-236 as a target in itself has never been entertained.

Accordingly, my remarks assume the presence of U-233 and U-236 and

other pertinent isotopes in U-235 enriching.
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In my opinion, there are no effects associated.with uranium isotopic

contaminants in recycled light water reactor fuel which would make

the use of recycled fuel in the form of accepted UF6 operationally

infeasible and economically undesirable at an enriching plant producing

fresh fuel for light water reactors.

In support of my opinion, after some preliminary general information

on isotopic contaminants, I will discuss how recycling reprocessed

spent fuel to enriching, plant relates technologically and'econonmically

to enriching plant operations. In doing so for purposes of illUstration,

I employ some referenced data from the power reactor field, which is

outside my competency. I trust that I have selected representative

data for these illustrative purposes. The presentations made permit

use of other data, if so desired. I will- then review experience to

date at AEC facilities with deliveries to the.AEC of reprocessed spent

fuel uranium. Finally, I will discuss briefly how characteristics of

the centrifuge process might relate to the presence of isotopic con-

taminants in centrifuge enriching plant.

II. BACKGROUND

Uranium as found in nature is a mixture of three isotopes: U-234,

U-235, and U-238. Although the exact isotopic composition may vary

slightly depending on the origin of tlie ore, the currently accepted

standard composition of natural uranium is:

U-234:

U-235:

U-238:

0.0054 wt %

0.711 wt %

99.2836 wt %

Other isotopes of uranium, U-232, U-233, and U-236, are generated in

light water reactors through successive neutron reactions and decay

chains. Of these isotopes, U-236, mainly formed by neutron capture

by U-235, has the highest concentration in spent fuel. The concen-

trations of these three isotopes in discharged light water reactor

fuel will vary depending on the initial fuel composition and reactor

operations. Illustrative isotopic concentrations of discharged spent

fuel, originally made entirely from natural uranium enriched to about

3.1% U-235, are as follows:

U-232: 0.03 x 10-6 wt % or 35 parts U-232 per billion parts U-235

U-233: 0.5 x 10-6 wt % or 0.6 parts U-233 per million parts U-235

U-234: 0.015 wt %

U-235: 0.875 wt %

U-236: 0.425 wt %

U-238: 98.685 wt %

On the assumption of repeated recycling of spent fuel to enriching plant,

the U-236 concentration could ultimately approach about 0.875% U-236 in
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a situation representative of an enriching plant devoted entirely to

sustaining light water reactors recycling spent fuel, i.e., without

making fuel for initial cores of new reactors from virgin natural

uranium. The U-236 equilibrium level (0.875%) in this situation might

occur in the 1990s.

Because of their small concentrations relative to that of U-238, the

natural occurring U-234 and the U-232, U-233, and U-236 are commsonly

called the "minor isotopes" in the U-235 enriching business. The

economic effects on U-235 enriching associated with the recycling of

light water reactor fuel revolve about the presence of these minor

isotopes in feed to the U-235 enriching plants. Such effects, due

to the isotopes introduced by the reactors, are now discussed.

III. DISCUSSION

A. The Direct Presence Effect of Minor Isotopes on Separative Work
Requirements

When the feed to an enriching plant is natural uranium, it is

permissible in most situations of interest to treat the U-234 con-

centration as being negligibly small, and thus, to regard uranium

as a mixture of the two isotopes, U-235 and U-238. The AEC schedule

of base charges and the standard table of enriching services are

based on the assumption of a simple U-235, U-238 two-component

mixture.2 When the concentration of an isotopic contaminant is

greater than the naturally occurring Tevel of U-234, its effect on

U-?35 enrichment may not be negligible. More separative work

wvould be required by an enriching plant to hold the same uranium

flows and U-235 concentrations in the presence of such a con-

taminant than without it.

I have previoausly-indicated that of the minor isotopes in spent

fuel the U-236 concentration is the highest. The attached Figure

1 presents a comparison of enriching plant flowsheets with and

without U-236, illustrating its direct effects in a case approximately

representative of an enriching plant devoted entirely to sustaining

light water reactors with recycling of spent fuel.- It is estimated

that in this situation, which assuredly maximizes input of U-236

to enriching plant, the U-236 concentration of the recycled spent

fuel approaches 0.875% U-236.

All separative work calculations for Figure 1 were based on a U-235,

U-236, U-238 three-component mixture
3
'

4
, rather than the usual U-235,

U-238 two-component mixture, thus including increased separative

work due to the U-236.

It may be seen that the increase in separative work due to the

presence of U-236 in an extreme situation is small in the practical
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sense, amounting only to about 0.25%, I.ihich could be compensated

economically by an increase of 10 per separative work unit (SWU)

in the base charge of $42.10/SWU..
5

Incidentally, Figure 1 also illustrates why the U-236 concentration

in spent fuel approaches a limiting U-236 concentration on repeated

recycling. It may be noticed that the enriching plant waste or

tails contains about half of the U-236 contained in the recycled

fuel fed to the plant. Equilibriurm of U-236 in the cycle is reached

when the U-236 removed in enriching plant waste equals the net

U-236 formed in the reactors. Thus, the U-236 concentration in the

first discharged spent fuel from a reactor may be about 0.4% U-236

and on repeated recycling, increase to about 0.875% U-236.

As stated earlier, the projected concentrations of other mi~nor.

uranium isotopes are much smaller than that of U-236, and the effect

on separative work due to their presence is likewise correspondingly

sma I I er.

B. Indirect Effects of [1-236 on U-235 Concentration in Enriching Plant

Product

In contrast to the fissile U-235 and the fertile U-238, U-236 is

neither fissile nor fertile, and is essentially a parasitic neutron

absorber in light water reactor fuel. As a result, to maintain an

equal energy output of a light water rssactor, fuel containing U-236

will require a slightly greater U-235 enrichment than fuel without

U-236.

The U-235 enrichment increase required to compensate for the presence

of U-236 may be expressed as

Ae % U;-235 = K x (% U-236 in fuel charge),

with the value of K possibly depending on reactor type and operations,

and on the level of U-236 in the 'fuel. Sprague reports K = 0.6 for

a "typical BWR in the enrichment range of 2.2 to 2.8%'U-235,"6 and

elsewhere,7 provides information indicating that.a value of K = 0.6

is applicable to fuel of very low U-236 concentration, while a value

of K = 0.3 is applicable to fuel with about 1% U-236. For other

reactors, a 'more stable single value of about K = 0.3 is reported

over the stated level of U-236 in fuel.
8 

Be that as it may, for

purposes of illustration here, I have assumed that K ranges between

0.3 and 0.6. With these values, necessary increases in the U-235

concentration of enriching plant product for fuel may be scoped.

For the situation in Figure 1, approximately representative of

enriching plant devoted entirely to sustaining light water reactors

with recycling of spent fuel, the U-236 concentration in product is

0.49% U-236. The necessary increase in U-235 enrichment would thus

range from
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ae = 0.3 x 0.49% = 0.15% U-235,

to ae = 0.6 x 0.49% = 0.30% U-235.

Then, for example, instead of requesting fuel enriched to 3.1% U-235

without U-236, to keep the same energy output, a power reactor einht

request fuel enriched from

a low of: 3.1 + 0.15 = 3.25% U-235

to a high of: 3.1 +0.30 = 3.4% U-235

in the presence of 0.49% U-236 in the fuel.

In a situation closer in the future than the above sustaining one,

enriching plant would be making initial fuel charges from virgin

natural uranium in addition to recycling for reloads. Thý recycled

uranium per unit of enriched product uranium would therefore be less

than in the sustaining situation in which this ratio is about one.

Also, since the spent fuel recycled wouldbe from early discharges,

its U-236 concentration would be lower than the 0.875% U-236 equili-

brium value in the sustaining situation. Accordingly, the U-236

concentration in enriching plant product would be decreased, and

increases in U-235 enrichment in product should not be greater.

Increases in product enrichment for fuel in the range of 0.15% to

0.30% U-235 for any reason, including compensation for the presence

of U-236, even if applicable to all product streams at an enriching

plant, are inconsequential in enriching plant operations. The AEC

gaseous diffusion plant complex has produced enrichments ranging

to over 90% U-235 during most of its operating history, and would,

of course, accommodate such increases. But suppose an enriching

plant is designed for optimal operation limited exactly to a U-235

concentration span from 0'3% U-235 in tails or waste to 3.1% U-235

in its top product,..and now, the top product concentration must

be increased to 3.4% U-235. This can be done by means of adjust-

ments to the interstage flows. At the increased concentration, plant

operation would not be optimal, but the decrease in plant separative

capacity would only be about 0.15%, which could be compensated

economically by an increase of 7¢/SWU in a base charge of-$42.10/.

SWU. In the case of the AEC gaseous diffusion plant complex, the

effect would be less.

C. Changes in Enriching Plant Flowsheet Brought About by Spent Fuel

Recycle

When fresh fuel is made under the assumption of spent fuel recycling,

a different resource mix of natural feed and separative work is used

at enriching plant than when the fresh fuel is made without recycling

of spent fuel. In effect, the plant does a different separation job

and sees different flowsheets. The magnitudes of these changes are

of interest.

The attached Figure 2 presents a comparison of enriching plant flow-

sheets, making fuel without and with recycling in the limiting case.
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approximated by enriching plant sustaining light water reactors with

recycle, that is, without making fuel for initial cores of new

reactors from natural uranium. It may be noticed that in this mode,

the fuel U-235 enrichment has been increased to compensate for the

presence of U-236. A value of K = 0.3 for the Ae enrichment has

been a'ssumed. Fultherisore, all separative work calculations were

based on a U-235, U-236, U-238 three-component-mixture,3'4 rather

than the usual U-235, U-238 two-oomponent mixture, thus including

increased separative work due to the third component 0-236. The

depicted flowsheet with recycle is the last of a sequence of cal-

culated flowsheets, starting with recycle of a first.discharge, thtn

a second, and so on, until isotopic concentrations approached equi-

librium. Recent more complete calculations on projected operations

of the existing gaseous diffusion plants have indicated a U-236

concentration in recycled uranium of 0.6 to 0.8% in the 1990s, in

contrast to the projected equilibrium level of 0.875% U-236 for the

Figure 2 situation.

From the illustrations in Figure 2, it may be seen that at the

enriching plant the production of a unit of fuel of equal energy

output with fuel recycling in an extreme case results in a decrease

of about 15% in natural uranium feed requirements and an increase of

only about 4.5% in separative work requirements relative to producing

the fuel without recycling. In total uranium quantity, however, the

total uranium fed to the plant is very nearly the same. Incidentally,

if the increase in separative work needed for recycling were not

available (due to plant equipment or power restrictions), the incre-

mental separative work needed in this case could be replaced by

incremental natural feed at the rate of 2kg natural feed per separa-

tiveviork unit, and the increased natural feed at constant separative

capacity would increase slightly the plant's tails U-235 concentration.

The attached Figure 3 presents another comparison of enriching plant

flowsheets, making fuel without. and with recycling. In this illus-

tration, the recycled spent fuel (in total uranium) ha's been set

to 10% of the total feed to the plant. The situation, which could

occur in the early 1980s, would be representative of recycling

first discharges, while the plant's major load is making initial

cores for new reactors delivering natural uranium. Accordingly,

the U-236 concentration of the recycled uranium has been assumed

to be 0.425% U-236, typical for a first discharge. A value of K =

0.6 for the Ae enrichment has been assumed.

From the illustrations in Figure 3, it may be seen that at the

enriching plant the production of a unit of fuel of equal energy

output with recycling now results in a decrease of 11% in natural

uranium feed requirements and an increase of only about 2.5% in
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separative work requirements relative 'to producing the fuel without

recycling. Again, as before, in total uranium quantity, the total

uranium fed to the plant is very nearly the same. The changes in

plant flowsheet, from operating without recycling to operating with

recycling, would call for minor changes in operating conditions

internal to the enriching plant. Enriching plant, whether gaseous

diffusion or centrifuge, is flexible in this regard, and the indicated

internal operational changes may be accommodated.

An example of a severe change in flowsheet for AEC gaseous diffusion

plants may serve to illustrate enriching plant operational.. flexi-.

bility in practice.9 The fully improved and uprated AEC three-plant

complex is designed for optimal operation at a tails concentration

between 0.2 to 0.3% U-235 with the required products and available

feeds projected for the early 1980s. If feed were to be increased

to the plant above levels corresponding to the design tails range,

production of enriched uranium would increase, but separative capacity

of the plant would decrease. Aside from the question of availability

of natural uranium, if feed were to be increased to the plant by

50%, the U-235 concentration in enriching plant tails would increase

from 0.3 to 0.4% U-235, with product rate increasing by nearly 20%.

Such a change in plant flowsheet would be most severe. Still, the

three-plant separative capacity would decrease by only 3% at the same

plant total power level, and this decrease in plant efficiency could

be compensated economically by an increase of $1.25/SWU in a separative

work charge of $42.10/SIU. The points being made here are that

enriching plant can maintain its separative work output over

large range of imposed flowsheets, and that therefore, separativw

work economics are remarkably stable with respect to such changes.

D. Value of Recycled Spent.uel at Enriching Plant

Figures 2 and 3 have been used to illustrate changes in plant flow-

sheet between recycling and not recycling. This same information

may be used to obtain a value for recycled uranium at enriching

plant. This is done by making a cost balance between recycling

and not recycling at the enriching plant for a given situation

and finding the "breakeven" value for recycled uranium, i.e.,

the value leading to cost indifference between recycling and not

recycling.

In Figure 2, the indicated cost balance for indifference is (aside

from questions of resource price elasticity):

With Without
Recycling - Recycling

DR + 5.798 DN + 3.764 DSW equals 6.813 DN + 3.605 DSW

where the D's are unit values for recycled uranium, natural uranium,

and separative work as indicated by the appropriate subscript. For

the case in which the unit costs of natural uranium (D1i) and of

separative work (DswJ) are about the same, it is found that the breakeven
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value (DRI for recycled uranium i this case is ,bout 55½;, of tise

value of uranium at the same U-235 concentration, but without U-236

present, i.e., calculated as a U-235, U-233 mixture.

Figure 3 is treated in the samb manner as above. In this case, the

value of tihe recycled uranium at enriching plant is about 605 of

the value of uranium of the same U-235 concentration, but without

U-236 present.

The above two examples serve to indicate that, though U-236 reduces

its value, recycled uranium nevertheless has appreciable net value

as feed material to an enriching plant due to significant reduction

in natural uranium requirements. Of course, in its overall valuation

there are economic aspects of recycling outside enriching plant,

and these I must leave to others.

E. Effects of U-232 and U-233

Contention 8.b. 1 mentioned the isotope U-233, but omitted U-232.

Permit me to include U-232, the other minor isotope I mentioned.

Of the four minor isotopes, the AEC has acceptance specifications

on only the content of U-232 and U-233 for UF6 delivered to the AEC.

2These specifications are:

max. 0-232: l10 parts per billion 0)-235

max. U-233: 500 parts per million U-235

With respect to operations and economic resource tradeoffs at the

enriching plant, the projected small concentrations of these isotopes

in accepted UF6 feed result in negligible effects.

F. Expierience to Date

During the period of May, 1966, through November, 1971 , Nuclear Fuel

Services, Inc., West Valley, New York, reprocessed and shipped to

the AEC'about 243 metric tons of uranium as uranyl nitrate solution.

This uranium, which ranged between 0.7 and 2.9 wt % U-235, was re-

covered from spent power fuel from a total of eight U.S. light water

reactors. The uranium was accepted by the AEC as meeting specifi-

cations. The AEC chose to use a portion of the iFS material in

its plutonium production reactors. However, all of the material

was judged to be acceptable for conversion to UF6 for use as feed

to the gaseous diffusion plants. The attached Table 1 presents a

summary of the uranium deliveries and isotopic contents by reactor.

During the period 1970 through 1974, the AEC received and accepted

front French and British spent fuel reprocessing plants some 220 metric

tons of uranium as UF6. The ranges in isotopic contents of this

material are as follows:
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U-235: 0.64 - 4.5%

U-236: 0.009 - 0.34%

U-232: <1 - 101 parts U-232 per billion parts U-235

U-233: 15 - <275 parts U-233 per million parts U-235

The foreign-supplied material has either been fed or is scheduled

for feeding to the AEC gaseous diffusion plants over the next few

months

G. Other Specifications for UF 6 Delivered to the AEC

Reference to the specifications for UF6 delivered to the AEC
2 

shows

that in addition to the previously mentioned specifications on U-232

and U-233 content, there are specifications on 21 other characteristics.

A gaseous diffusion plant is very sensitive to small concefftrations

of chemical impurities which corrode system components, deposit in

equipment, or contaminate the UF6 product. Safe handling and storage

of containers require specifications on highly volatile impurities

and possibly explosive mixtures. Several fission products may

deposit on equipment surfaces, and if introduced into the plant in

sufficient quantities, would increase the level of penetrating

radiation sufficiently to require shielding and remote handling

during operation and maintenance procedures. Significant health

hazards could result. Other radiation could interfere with methods

for locating potentially critical masses of 235U in case of accident.

Reference is made to an AEC Program Status Report, URANIUM 11EXAFLUORIDE

SPECIFICATIOII STUDIES, 1 0 
for further information.

Specifications have evolved over nearly 30 years of gaseous diffusion

plant operations ano UF6 production from natural uranium and low

burnup fuels from AEC production reactors. The published specifications

are set to assure safe and economical operation of gaseous diffusion

plants with respect to the above mentioned areas of chemical corrosion

in equipment, product contamination, storage and handling of material,

radiation levels both for equipment in place and for maintenance

operation, and detection of possible U-235 deposits. Based on my

experiences at gaseous diffusion plants, compliance with published

specifications has assured safe and economical operations at these

plants. I previously discussed experience to date with recycled

fuel from domestic and foreign reactors.

In the criteria for enrichment services, 11 it is stated that the

customer warrants that all feed material meets specifications.

Accordingly, in my discussion of the use of recycled fuel as UF6

at an enriching plant, I have assumed that the material meets

specifications and is accepted for delivery. Material not meeting

the published specifications is not accepted and not used, unless

there are valid reasons for exception in limited quantities.
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H. Centrifuqe Enrichinq Plant

My testimony has been based on operating experience with gaseous

diffusion plants. Enriching plants of the future might employ the

centrifuge process. The separation characteristics of both processms

are essentially the same, inasmuch as in both, the separation factor

for two heavy isotopes is very nearly proportional to the difference

in mass between th'e isotopes. Thus, for example, other things

being equal, fuel enriched to the same U-235 concentration will

have the same U-236 concentration with both processes._

Experience with centrifuge production plant is not available as yet.

Likely, more modular plant construction and flexibility in centrifuge

configurations should lead to better accommodation of changes in

plant flowsheet. Also, the process characteristics 1 2 
of smaller

in-plant inventory, quicker turnover time of in-plant inventory,

and lik-ely more frequent equipment maintenance and replacement

indicate less concern with the introduction of minor isotopes to

centrifuge plant than to gaseous diffusion plant. The AEC is

presently starting operations of a centrifuge component test

facility (CTF) to proof a centrifuge production system on a pilot-

plant scale.
1 3

I. Conclusions

This completes my submitted testimony. I have attempted to examine

the recycling of spent fuel from light water reactors to enriching

plant from the standpoint of enriching plant operations and economics

primarily as affected by the isotopic contaminants U-232, U-Z33,

and U-236 in spent fuel.

I do not see operational changes of consequence at enriching plant

resulting from recycling spent fuel accepted for feed to-enriching

plant.

With respect to economics, the presence of U-236 is identified as

detracting the most from the value of spent fuel accepted for feed

to enriching plant, but in spite of the U-236, recycling of spent..

fuel can result in significant savings in natural uranium feed.

In conclusion, in my opinion, there are no effects associated with

uranium isotopic contaminants in recycled light water reactor fuel

which would make the use of recycled fuel in the form of accepted

UF6 operationally infeasible and economically undesirable at an

enriching plant producing fuel for light water reactors.

Thank you.
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5. Comment:

"Finally, Section III discusses the cost-benefit alternatives. If
the uranium from spent fuel elements is not recycled, and if the
reprocessing costs are realistically estimated, we are led to the
conclusion that Alternative 2, burying the fuel rods for later use,
is the most viable alternative, both economically and environmentally,
in the near term. We also believe that the utilities will choose
this option if they are allowed to choose between the alternatives."

Response:

The cost-benefit comparisons of several alternatives for recycle of
0 c- uranium only and uranium and plutonium recycle are included in CHAPTER XI.

C. I r. I 'I Economic considerations are indicated for each fuel cycle option and
0.,., •"effects of delays in the recycle industry as well as comparisons with a

rr , .•J H: •throw-away fuel cycle are included in final GESMO. The utilities will

I it i be free to choose alternatives even if Pu recycle is approved by NRC.

;0 . 0c, H . Compilations of the 26-year (1975-2000) totals of the environmental factors
r relating to the fuel cycle options are presented in CHAPTER VIII,

S IC ., •Appendix A.

C) 6
00

" 6. Comment:

S; •) H •"We believe that the conclusion reached in this report is a realistic
r 2 assessment of the technology, economics and environmental impact of
": c, o MO fuels, and that a reasoned judgment would lead the AEC to the same

o o ) I •conclusions. There is a possibility that many of the technological
o o ...o o problems in fuel reprocessing can be solved, with the requisite

,0' C a• economic transfusions (which are not part of the costs in GESMO), but
this can only be done at the expense of alternate, more environmentally

• o o •o compatible sources of energy. We believe that the AEC will continue
< -0 • -Q 0 down the Pu path, no matter the costs. If reason does not deter the

, 1• AEC, then the only halt to their arbitrary power will be through the
courts and the electoral process and not through environmental impact

'0 I i i-istatements such as GESMO."

c j Response:

S.... )]. " II C) UEnvironmental impact statements disclose the direct and indirect costs and
benefits of a given proposal. For the benefit of both the public and those

171, .involved in decision-making, these also explore the advantages and
iI I ],oo, disadvantages of various alternatives. As long as all of the costs are

0. 0 included, the conclusions reached are valid and any prejudgments are
L,, c• effectively precluded.

.)- 0C)1
The subject of GESMO is the implementation of plutonium recycle in LWR's
and the assessments of differential impacts on health, safety and

0H ' ) environment for three options--no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and
, '• recycle of uranium and plutonium. GESMO does not discuss the alternate

Q sources of energy.

II I,, •'• - - •In this final GESMO, the cost-benefit analysis in CHAPTER XI has been
',• expanded to compare the economic considerations of three options, no

'o 0 ,. recycle, recycle of uranium only, and the recycle of uranium and plutonium.
, -] , .~In addition, sensitivity analyses related to the effects of delays in the

reprocessing and possible Pu recycle have been included.
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7. Comment:

"We further assume, except when otherwise noted, that a reprocessing
plant is reprocessing only the above 32.4/67.6 mixture of MO/UO2
fuels, in order to determine the full environmental impact of MO
fuel. GESMO considers the entire LWR industry at 1.15 SGR, consisting
of 120 MO LWR reactors and 310 U02 LWR reactors, which dilutes and
obscures the full environmental impact of MO fuel by itself, and
perhaps the local impact about specific reprocessing sites, though it
should represent the entire 1990 nuclear industry, if done correctly,
of course."

Response:

Even though it may not be realistic to assume that a reprocessor would
contract to reprocess only MOX fuels, such an assumption would not change
the environmental impact assessment for the entire fuel reprocessing
industry. In a typical year, say about 2000, if a fuel reprocessing
plant reprocessed only the mixture of MOX/UO2 fuel from Pu recycle
reactors, the impact on the local population might increase, as shown by
the following estimated dose commitment to a maximally exposed individual.

DOSE COMMITMENT TO MAXIMALLY EXPOSED INDIVIDUAL

Basis: 2000 MT/yr Fuel Reprocessing Plant
33,000 MWd/MT fuel exposure, aged 160 days
Blended MOX-UO 2 fuels from Pu recycle LWR's
100% release of 

3
H, 1

4
C, and 

85
Kr to air

mrem/yr

Nuclide Total Body GI Tract Bone Liver Kidney Thyroid Lung Skin

8
5
Kr 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.79 30.8

3H 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40

14C 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.3

1291 0.31 0.29 0.21 0.21 0.21 61.7 0.22 0.2

1311 0.31 0.29 0.21 0.21 0.21 61.7 0.22 0.2

Other F.P. 0.86 42.5 4.07 1.03 1.76 0.58 0.82 0.6

U, Am,
Pu & Cm 0.45 0.04 18.5 2.43 2.28 0.62

TOTAL 7.11 48.9 28.9 9.76 10.3 68.4 8.18 37.3

Thus, compared to reprocessing only U02 fuel, if the plant reprocessed only
MOX-UO2 fuel from Pu recycle fueled LWR's, the dose commitment to the local
population might be increased by as much as 3% to the total body and by as
much as 22% to bone, and GI Tract. Dose commitment to the skin would decrease
about 13%.

8. Comment:

"l. Ruthenium

GESMO states, on p. IV E-16,

It has been assumed that the off-gas system will reduce the
ruthenium release from the reprocessing plant (including
waste solidification) to 1 x l0-9 throughput.

No basis for this statement is presented in the GESMO; there exists
contrary evidence. At Nuclear Fuel Services, based on average
yearly concentrations as reported by the New York State Department
of Environmental Conservation, and average yearly flow rates in
Cattaraugus Creek, the release of ruthenium was on the order of
100 to 200 Ci/year. The total reactor exposure of the fuel processed
in 1971, for example, was 790,000 MWd, cooled for greater than
160 days. Based on the above reactor exposure, and the effluent
release, the decontamination factor was on the order of 4 x lO-s.
There is a major discrepancy between this number and that given by
GESMO; the burden of proof is on the AEC to show a decontamination
factor of 10-9.

Further, the ruthenium content of MO fuel is approximately 50% areater
than U02 fuel; the net change for a plant reprocessing only SGR reactors
is a 22.6% increase. Veedless to say, these numbers are vastly
different than those which appear in Table IV A-2 and Table IV E-8.
The latter table claims 0.13 Ci from a 1,500 MT (U + Pu)/yr plant;
NFS put out 100 to 200 Ci/year of Ru-lO6, processing on the average
only 100 MTU/yr of aged fuel. The point is, in assuming a decontamination
factor as small as 10-9 rather than 10-, GESMO masks the 50% increase
in ruthenium due to MO fuel."

Response:

Based upon the measured gross beta activity in the liquid waste discharges
from NFS, it is estimated that NFS released a total of less than 250 Ci of
ruthenium for the entire period from 1966 through 1974. This assessment
has taken into account the increase in the fission yield of ruthenium
associated with the fissioning of plutonium in plutonium recycle fuel. In
1971, NFS processed about 790,000 MWd of equivalent fission product activity
in fuel aged approximately one year. The measured release of 1'6Ru in the
liquid effluent was approximately 48 Ci. Based on this information, during
operations at NFS in 1971, the release factor for 

10
6Ru, was approximately

7 x l0-6, which is equivalent to a retention factor of approximately
1.4 x l0-5. Subsequently designed fuel reprocessing plants, such as BNFP,
have additional offgas and liquid affluent treatment systems which are
expected to increase the 1'6Ru retention by a factor of lO-4 or more. For
the purpose of this assessment, a retention factor (decontamination factor)
of 2 x lO- has been assumed for ruthenium radionuclides. For the effluent
treatment systems proposed in current designed plants and for prospective
new plants, it is believed that retention factor of lO- for ruthenium
radionuclides is conservative by a factor of more than 10. See CHAPTER IV,
Section E, paragraph 2.5.
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10. Comment (Cont'd)

9. Comment:

"2. Iodine

GESMO claims that a model reprocessing facility plus UF6 conversion,
Pu solidification and high level waste solidification, will put out
0.10 Ci/yr 1-129, and 0.50 Ci/yr 1-131 in processing 1500 MT/yr.
Assuming the reprocessing plant effluent system of Figure IV E-6,
Orlan Yarbro, AEC consultant, in testimony at the BNFP hearings,
showed that 10% of the total 1-129 content would be released as a
gaseous effluent. The addition of mercury to a final vaporizer, not
shown in Fig. IV E-6, reduced the 1-129 releases to 5% or 3.3 Ci/yr;
the 1-131 releases were estimated as ten times that amount. Based
on NFS experience, Mr. Yarbro's estimates are conservative. The
reprocessing of SGR fuels increases the above amounts by 9%. The
thyroid dose commitments in Tables IV E-9, -10, must therefore be
increased by more than an order of magnitude; the burden of proof
is on the AEC to show that the iodine effluent releases from a model
reprocessing plant are as low as 0.10 Ci/yr."

Response:

For the purpose of this assessment, the revised iodine release estimates used
in final GESMO are based on Orlan Yarbro's (ORNL) testimony on the AGNS
Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant, which is summarized in CHAPTER IV, Section E,
paragraph 2.5, Ruthenium and Iodine Removal. Tables IV E-9, 10, and 11
reflect the revised estimate for iodine release and the change related to
the introduction of Pu recycle fuel in a reprocessing plant.

The transuranium isotopes increase dramatically in MO fuel. If a single
reprocessing plant processed only SGR reactors, as is possible for the
older reprocessing plants that will service the older reactors, the local
environmental effects should increase. This point is emphasized because
it is possible that some effects of MO fuel may be localized and place an
unfair burden on one section of the population, while the larger society
accepted most of the benefits."

Response:

A more recent estimate of the change in the transuranium radionuclide com-
position of LWR spent fuel associated with the introduction of Pu recycle
is given in Table IV E-7 of this final GESMO. Nearest theoretical neighbor
dose commitments have been considered. For a 2,000 MT/yr reprocessing
plant the following dose commitments are indicated.

Uranium Recycle Only
% due

rem/yr to Pu

.0075 1.8

.024 27.0

.0079 1.8

U and Pu Recycle
% due

rem/yr to Pu

.0075 2.5

.026 34.0

.008 2.5

Total body
Bone
Lung

The fairness of living at a particular distance from a facility is moot if
all available locations meet acceptability standards.

10. Comment:

"3. Transuranium Isotopes

The transuranium isotopes are similarly underestimated. From
Table 4.5 and 4.6 or ORNL-TM-3965, we extract the following
information which we present as Table I.

Table I. Transuranium Isotopes in LWR Waste

32.4% MO
PWR-U0 2 fuel(Ci)* MO fuel(Ci)** 67.6% U02

11. Comment:

"The staff further claims that

committed reprocessing plants can dissolve fuels irradiated
to the design level of 33,000 MWd/MT without increasing
significantly the environmental impact from the dissolution

Since the dissolution of PuO 2 fuel, mechanically blended with U02 fuel,
is not well understood, the effluents and environmental impact are not
completely known. GESMO's confidence in this regard is not under-
standable:

MO fuel made by mechanically blending can be rendered
substantially completly soluble in nitric acid by
control of fabrication variables (homogeneity and
sintering temperature) and by irradiation, although
different dissolver conditions (higher acid concentration,
higher temperature, longer time) may be required than
those used for U02 dissolution. In addition, MO fuels
can be completely dissolved in nitric acid that contains
fluoride ion.

Isotope

Am-241
Am-.242
Am-243
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244

1.59 x 102
9.14
1.82 x 101
1.70 x 101
3.68
2.40 x 103

1.58 x 103
2.27 x 102
5.14 x 102
2.40 x 105
3.85 x 10'
1.36 x 105

6.17 x 102
7.92 x 101
1.75 x 102
8.95 x 10

4

1.50 x 101
4.56 x 1O0

% Change from
PWR-U0 2 fuel

+ 288%
+ 767%
+ 863%
+ 427%
+ 308%
+ 1800%

*Fuel burnup 33,000 mwd, cooled 160 days
**Fuel burnup 33,000 mwd, cooled 150 days
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11. Comment tContd)

We wish to draw out some of the consequences of the above remark.
According to ORNL-4436,

mechanically blended PuO2 -U02 could be converted to a leachable
product by sintering at 1600%C for 16 to 48 hours.

Temperatures of that magnitude would volatilize the cesium, and other
radionuclides. What would be the consequences? Studies at ORNL indicate
*that I to 10% of the Pu did not dissolve in 8 M HN03 ; the suggestion is
made that the insoluble residues could be recycled to the dissolver for
a longer dissolution time, but that more leaching experiments were
necessary. What mechanical devices are required for this recycling
of insoluble residues? The implication of the 400 page ORNL-4436
study on aqueous processing is that the problems of Pu dissolvability
had not been solved. The use of HF as a catalyst would dissolve the
Pu and the dissolver as well, as would say 14 M HNO3 at 1700'C for
8 hours. The effluent releases of iodine or cesium are not well known
under these conditions; it is clear that the composition of the DOG
and the HAW depend on the exact dissolution conditions, and so do the
effluent releases."

Response:

ORNL-4436, Aqueous Reprocessing of LMFBR Fuels - Technical Assessment and
Experimental Program Definition, June 1970, indicated that an average fuel
residence time of 4 hours (in the dissolver) should be sufficient to obtain
complete plutonium recovery from most fuels, since high irradiation levels at
the high temperatures present in fuel rods tend to produce a homogeneous and
soluble product. Maximum dissolution rates and complete dissolution are
obtained if the fuel is fabricated initially as a solid solution. Although
HF could be used to enhance the dissolution of Pu, it would increase the
corrosion rate of stainless steel equipment and therefore is not normally
used in a fuel reprocessing plant. HF can be used in scrap recovery
operations involving unirradiated materials.

The sintering operation pertains to the preparation of the PuO 2 pellets prior
to the fabrication of fuel elements by the fuel fabricator. There are no
iodine or cesium radionuclides in the PuO2 or UO2 fuel material, and therefore
no such releases are expected during the sintering of the mixed oxide fuel
pellets prior to the assembly of fuel elements. Furthermore, it would be
physically impossible to carry out dissolution in a dissolver at 1700°C for
8 hours in 14 M HNO3. It appears that the information in the referenced
material has been misinterpreted as related to Pu dissolution, particularly
with respect to possible volatilization of cesium and other radionuclides.

12. Comment (Cont'd)

Table 2. Estimated Neutron Source Strengths of Spent
Power Reactor Fuels

Isotope

238pu

2 3 9
pu

240pu

2 4 1Am

2 4 2
Cm

244CM

Total

Overall Total

LWRa
Isotope Neutron Sourge
Content (-, n) SF
(gmfMT) (sec-

1 MT-
1

xlO"
6 )

160 5.0 0.4

5400 0.4 0.0

2200 0.6 2.0

62 0.4 0.0

4.4 52.9 87.7

30 7.3 326

66. 416.

480

LWR-Pu Recyclea
Isotope Neutron Sour~e
Content (-, n) SF

(sec-lMT-lxlOs)

45 1.4 0.1

1500 0.1 0.0

1000 0.3 0.9

60 0.4 0.0

35 418 693

510 124 5560

544. 6250.

6800

aFuel irradiated, 33,000MWd/MT, cooled 150 days

bSF = spontaneous fission

According to ORNL-4436 (p.195),

The neutrons produced by spontaneous fission and (=, n) reactions
constitute the important source of penetrating radiation in
plutonium product (and recycle plutonium feed).

The dramatic increase in Curium content in Pu recycle will most probably
increase the worker exposures. It is possible that 1/2 to 1 ft. of
additional shielding would be required for spent fuel processing cells;
it is not clear that BNFP and NFS are designed for this alteration."

Response:

For the most part, the neutrons produced by spontaneous fission and a, n
reactions are associated with the curium isotopes which will follow the bulk
of the fission products to the high level radioactive waste in the reprocessing
system. A PWR-MOX fuel element irradiated to 33,000 t'¶'d/MT and cooled 160
days would emit approximately fifty times more neutrons than a similarly
irradiated PWR-U0 2 fuel element. The dose rate from a PWR-U0 2 fuel element
on the conveyor in the Remote Process Cell of the BNFP, which is behind five
feet of concrete shielding, is calculated to be approximately 0.02 mr/hr.
The dose rate from a PWR-MOX fuel element, which emits fifty times more
neutrons, compared to a PWR-U0 2 fuel element, would increase approximately 10%.
This illustrates the effect of the increased neutron emissions with respect to
shielding for gamma energy, and also the conservatism inherent in shielding
design for the separation facility. The referenced document (ORNL-4436)
states that additional shielding may be required for LMFBR fuel processing,
i.e., "The higher burnup and specific power of LMFBR fuel necessitate the
use of 1/2 to 1 foot of additional shielding as compared with a similar mass
of LWR fuel at the same post-irradiation decay time (pg. 199)." It appears
that the information in the referenced material has been misinterpreted and
raises unfounded concerns about shielding adequacy.

12. Comment:

"To compound the seriousness of the problem, the introduction of
MO fuels will most probably increase the exposures even further.
The essential reason for this increase is the increase in Cm,
shown in Table 1, and illustrated more clearly in Table 2 below
(Table 4.16 of ORNL-4436):
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Comment Letter No. 16

OFFICE OF TIlE 4A9VEiINO)iR Phone 465-3512

STAl PIANNINC AND RESEARCH / POUCH AD-IUNEAU 99801

September 26, 1974

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, I).C. 20545

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Generic Environmental Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuel (Recycle Plutoniumn
in Light Water--Cooled Reactors)
State I.D. No. 74082701

Dear Sirs:

The Ataska State Clearinghouse has no comments on this draft environment;
impact statement.

Sincerely,

Xf/
, Raymtfid I. Estess

State-Federal Coordinator
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Comment Letter No. 17

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLAN'rATIONS

Department of Administration
STATEWIDE PLANNING PROGRAM
2L5 Melrose Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02907

."\ \L f:&/',

. I".. ,, . ' N'9 -,7..

I " : ' "

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS

I)eparlmnlr of Business Regulation
DI\VISION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES AND CARRIERS
I oo WOebosset Streelt
Irovidence, R.I. 02003 September Il, 1974

OcLober 17( 197, lyU - .

S.II. Smilcy
Deputy Dir-ector for
Fuels and ilaterial:

Directorate of Liccnsin:
U.S. Atomic Energy Co0mrs.n ioD
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smilry:

This i5 to infor: you that this r ency has rcvie.-:cd the
Environental Ti oaet Stetc:nent on the Ulse of ili:-:cd Oxide
Fuel in ThI'; (August, 197)- in accordalnce with O1,iD Circular
A-95.

After havin-- rovie.ed the proposoals nd havrin- bcc. in
contact with o thczr statot ýe a endC, on the milter, we ,ould
like to forward t-he oomaent.o.` on thn t.I. Public UtilitLies
Commnission and the P.I. Department of 1ealth.

Youi very trullY

Chlief, State'.lde P]._allnin;ý

Mr. Daniel Varin
Rhode Island Statewide Planning Program
265 Melrose Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02907

UC

-.43\(

Subject: File EIS-74-11
Environmental Impact Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuel
U, S. Atomic Energy Commission

Dear Mr. Varin:

Since recycling plutonium in order to obtain a mixed oxide fuel
for reactors will save 130,000 tons of uranium oxide, which is equiva-
lent to 10 billion bbls. of oil in the next 20 years and since this
practice has been widely followed in England for some time, it should
very definitely be adopted here.

Before doing so, however, the six additional safeguards listed
on Page S7 of the Environmental Impact Statement should be adopted
and strictly enforced. Presumably this would be a function of the
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission but due to the seriousness of any
laxity in this respect a separate independent agency, such as the
nuclear weapons division of the military service should make
periodical inspections as well.

It would be irresponsible and inexcusable for the government to
allow any individual or group of individuals the possibility of
acquiring or accumulating a supply of plutonium.

DYWV/J01o/j 1

Encl. 2

cc: Nr. aobeert ilendo:a

Very truly yours,

Archie Smith, Chairman
Public Utilities Commission

<zi c '

AS:ABP
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Vy1lar at l~ahbr Isluitib
INTER-DEPARTMENTAL COMMUNICATION

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments by D. W. Varin, State of
Rhode Island

4 .September. . i 19.74
To: . Mr. Walter J. Shea 4 e •v17

Assistant Director for Environmental Health
OEPT: Water Supply and Pollution Control

.... . Mr. James E. Hickey .' 
/ . .. 0I_

Radiological Health Specialist
OEPT:.. Occupational Health 2 9.19 74

SUBJECT: Review of DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, EIS-74-11'

As requested I have reviewed the summary of the draft statement
of the USAEC on the proposed use of recycled plutonium in
combination with uranium as fuel in light water-cooled reactors
concerning which I have the following comments.

The document suggests that the use of recycled plutonium should
be allowed since significant economic and fuel conservation
benefits would result with essentially no increase in adverse
environmental impact over present nuclear fuel cycle operations.
This conclusion would seem to be supported in terms of the prin-
cipal issues stated in paragraph A on page S-1.

Not considered as a major issue, but of some concern to me, is
the increased hazards to workers which might result. Plutonium
when handled in high specific activity quantities presentsextreme
hazards to workers from flammability, chemical toxicity, and
inhalation of alpha-emitting radioactive particles. Also, increased
external exposure might result from use of "spiked" plutonium.

It appears that the handling and working of plutonium would increase
greatly if the proposal is adopted.

While the A.E.C. has been successful in the past in controlling
the risks to the general population from the normal operations
of the nuclear industry, reports of overexposures to workers con-
tinue to appear. I feel that more emphasis should be given occu-
pational exposure in assessing the impact of any increase in
handling of plutonium. Only brief mention is made of this adverse
aspect (lines 4 and S on page 2 of the summary).

There appears to be a typographical error in line 4 of the third
paragraph on page S-10. The year 1955 is used, whereas, 1995 seems
to be intended.

RECEIVED

F.' •:Ti OF ME~lp:-r

1. Comment:

"Not considered as a major issue, but of some concern to me, is the
increased hazards to workers which might result. Plutonium when
handled in high specific activity quantities presents extreme hazards
to workers from flammability of plutonium per se, chemical toxicity,
and inhalation of alpha-emitting radioactive particles. Also, increased
external exposure might result from use of 'spiked' plutonium."

Response:

The potential hazards of handling plutonium oxide in the MOX fuel manufacturing
processes are reduced to close to zero by the rigid requirements for total
confinement. Flammability of plutonium per se, does not apply to the M0X fuel
industry as the oxides of plutonium are not pyrophoric; however, great care is
taken to prevent fires in M0X facilities and design measures are imposed to
mitigate the consequences of fire. Because of the rigid provisions taken to
confine the a emitting particles in the processes used when handling MOX, any
chemical toxicity per se is of no consequence since exposures are far below
the threshold for chemical toxicity effects. For the record the risk of chemical
toxicity of plutonium is not noticeably different from that of uranium oxides
or other industrial chemicals.

The confinement systems, glove boxes and high quality air handling and filter-
ing equipment minimize the possibility for alpha emitting particles being released
to the work areas at the plants.

The considerations and effects of "spiking" is reviewed in the safeguards supple-
ment to the GESMO.
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Comment Letter No. 18

.-"lc t- (4i q Fr Bo 1,'~ S H Smiley -2-
,:q, ,. ',

October 25, 1974

K : 'EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE
2 0 0)25{ AVENUE - NEW 0O1)1< DOlEb (221) DOE-4100

V:1-`-o~tber25, 1974

Mr S H Smiley, Deputy Directqr, ..
for Fuels and materials / .

Directorate of Licensing-Regbletion1  i
U S Atomic Energy Commission\<'. . .'2 , 4¢3
Washington, D C 20545 /

Dear Mr Smiley

The Edison Electric Institute-appreciates having an
opportunity to comment on the Atomic Energy Commission's draft
generic environmental statement on the use of recycled plutonium
in mixed oxide fuel for light water reactors (WASH-1327). The
Institute is the principal national association of investor-
owned electric light and power companies in this country. Its
198 member companies serve some 99 percent of the customers
served by the investor-owned electric utility industry.

we would like to compliment the Commission on a thorough
treatment and a generally good appraisal of a complex subject.
The potential for savings in the order of 10 billion barrels of
oil by 1995 provides substantial incentive for introduction of
plutonium recycle. These savings, however, must be weighed
against the possible environmental, social and economic costs
resulting from this mode of reactoroperation. WASH-1327 has
provided a careful assessment of the considerations involved.

The Institute is in general agreement with the conclu-
sions of this study. The following comments and observations
are offered with the thought that they will assist the AEC staff
in preparing the final report.

The most important point EEI wishes to raise is the rec-
ommendation that approval of reactor operations with recycled
plutonium equivalent to more than 115% of that which could be
self-generated within the core (1.15SGR) should not be given on
the basis that it would constitute an unjustifiable extension of
present U02 reactor technology. It would be extremely unfortunate
if this blanket limit were adopted without compelling reasons.
Many utilities and reactor manufacturers are considering fuel cycle
schemes involving use of SGR limits approaching 2.0. In addition,
some reactors have somewhat greater recycle capability than others.
The Institu.ite believes it would he more appropriate to rely on

substantially higher than those used in the WASH-1327 analysis.
The effect of this understatement of expected costs is to depreci-
ate the economic benefit of using mixed oxide fuels. We urge re-
vision of this section of the report with current cost data in
order to avoid the piecemeal revisions which may be attempted
should the study be published with obsolete costs.

The study does not recognize possible delays in plutonium
availability which may occur as a result of recent setbacks in the
reprocessing industry. Without reprocessing and recycle, the im-
balance between plutonium generation and recycle builds at a rate
ranging between 100 to 200 kg per unit per operating year. Con-
siderable time will be required to absorb such overages, particular-
ly if the 1.15 SGR limit is adopted. In fact, the impact of repro-
cessing delays is expected to be so extensive as to make Alterna-
tive 2 the more likely base case, at least until the early 1980's.

Since evaluation of the study alternatives is the principal
reason for this report, it would seem that consideration of these
alternatives should be included in the "principal issues" that are
being addressed in WASH-1327. The base ease assumption of a coordi-
nated maturing of the mixed oxide fabrication and reprocessing in-
dustries is somewhat overly optimistic. Because of inadequate fab-
rication capacity, early recycle may well require the use of foreign
mixed oxide fuel fabrication facilities to offset domestic deficiencies.

In the comparison of the various alternatives, the impact of
Alternative 2 is shown to be the same as that for Alternative 6. This
is misleading because the ultimate environmental impact of Alterna-
tive 2 after recovery is surely different than the Alternative 6 case
in which the fuel is never recovered. While we assume that the rea-
son for this is the selection of the year 1990 for making the com-
parisons, we suggest that the point be made that a future differential
impact would exist.

The point is made (page S-14, Volume I) that adoption of plu-
tonium recycle could defer the need for new enrichment capacity and
that this delay might make a significant difference in the develop-
ment of centrifuge technology. The implication that plutonium re-
cycle may be the deciding factor between the selection of diffusion
or centrifuge technology for the next increment of enrichment cap-
acity is highly questionable because many other factors are expected
to be more significant in making this choice.

WASH-1327 seems to imply that the industry can calculate
mixed oxide cores as accurately as enriched UO2 cores. There are,
however, greater uncertainties in mixed oxide analyses which must
be taken into account. More importantly, the AEC study should not
serve as a basis fox curtailment of development work to improve cur-
rent calculation abilities for mixed oxide cores.
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S H Smiley -3- October 25, 1974

The conclusion regarding decrease of radiological dose to
total population with plutonium recycle will become a target for
critics of the report, even though the data presented support the
conclusion. We hope that the report is accurate in its presentation
of the underlying assumptions related to those calculations, partic-
ularly those related to the calculation model for exposure to plu-
tonium, both from a radiological and a toxicity standpoint. It
might be helpful if the consequences of alternative assumptions were
indicated where appropriate.

In addition to these general observations, we have enclosed
a list of detailed comments, most of which appear to be typograph-
ical errors or inconsistencies.

Sincerely yours

W Donham Crawford
President

rce
attachment

',I:'J'ATL L!) J()••lkk•,I'''i 0[' ]!' A1] Lj.). ,I9A'T'] C I LS'Ii'A'[i'J']t

ATOMItC ENER;Y COMMTITSSTO(N
DRA"FT C ,A , V ] ANT/\L EIATINN ... '.

ON
MIXED OXIDE rUEL (WASH 1327)

Volume I

Page S-10

In the third sentence of Paragraph 3 the statement is made

"The only potential use of plutonium prior to 2000 would be for re-

cycle in LI-fR'S. Should this not read, "The only potential additional

use of plutonium..."?

In the Sth sentence of Paragraph 3 the statement that

"essentially no research and development has been undertaken

relative to such utilization" of plutonium in HTGR's ignores the EEI

and subsequent EPRI programs. A more accurate statement is mede at

the top of Page S-49 that "Little research and development has been

undertaken relative to such utilization".

Page S-36

In Paragraph 4 the numbers for decrease in cancers in

genetic defects require dimensions.

Page S-41

In Paragraph 3 iz isn't clear that possible accidents

occurring in a mixed oxide fabrication plant should be considered as

incremental effectf. 'he 'total volume of fuel fabrication would be

about the same, and we suspect the probability of accidents is

proportional to the total volume of fuel fabrication.
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Page S-61

In Paragraph 4 the statement is made that, "Future

costs for reprocessing and mixed oxide fuel fabrication are

considered". It is not clear that these cost figures have

been incorporated in the data presented, and we suggest this

should be clarified.

Table S-3

The whole body exposure for Alternative 2 appears to

have the wrong sign. We believe this should have the same sign

as Alternative 6.

Table S-6

Under Fossil Fuel, the savings indicated for natural

gas appear to refer to gas used in mills and conversion facilities

and would be additive to that shown in terms of equivalent coal.

We suggest a footnote for explanation.

Table S-6

Under Solid Wastes, we suggest that the category of

actinides should show a breakdown of isotopes similar to that for

gases and liquids, and in particular should indicate inclusion

of any plutonium.

Table S-9

The impact of transportation accidunts is covarod in

this table, but this subject appears to have been omitted from

the discussion.

Table S-11

There appears to be a sign error in the whole body

exposure for Alternative 2.

Table S-13

This again is a comment similar to that for Table S-6

questioning whether an isotopic breakdown should be shown for

the category of actinidos under high level waste.

Volume II

Chapter 1, Page 7

The second paragraph, last sentence fails to recognize

or mention the americium-241 buildup problem which is associated

with the Pu-241 decay problem. This buildup creates additional

problems for recycle.

Chapter 2, Page 18

The second paragraph reads, "In a typical fuel management

scheme the fuel will remain in the reactor for about 2 years". This

should be ;evised to reoa 3 to 4 .ears.

Chapter 2, Page 19

The first two equations at the top of the page are

identical.

Chapter 2, Page 38

In the sectnd paragraph: "...and high linear heat

ratings (approximately 20,000 MWd/Mt)" should be struck, as it

is redundant.
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Chapter 2, Page 40

The last sentence of the first paragraph is internally

inconsistent.

Chapter 2, Page 44

The second paragraph reads that: "An average enrichment of

4.2 w/o fissile plutonium..."We believe the intention is 4.2 w/o

PuO2 .

Chapter 3, Appendix A

The first 8 pages are not clearly labeled. The first 4

pages cannot be distinguished from the next four pages, although

the data are different.

Volume III

Chapter IV-D

This chapter assumes that glove-box type operations will

continue to be the design basis for mixed oxide fabrication facilities.

The accuracy of this assumption is questioned in that higher radiation

and neutron fields are anticipated in the future with the use of

plutonium containing higher percentages of the heavier isotopes.
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NRC Staff Resoonse to Specific Comments by Edison Electric Institute Response:

I. Comment:

"The most important point EEl wishes to raise is the recommendation
that approval of reactor operations with recycled plutonium equivalent
to more than 115% of that which could be self-generated within the
core (1.15 SGR) should not be given on the basis that it would
constitute an unjustifiable extension of present U02 reactor technology.
It would be extremely unfortunate if this blanket limit were adopted
without compelling reasons. Many utilities and reactor manufacturers
are considering fuel cycle schemes involving use of SGR limits approaching
2.0. In addition, some reactors have somewhat greater recycle capability
than others. The Institute believes it would be more appropriate to
rely on case-by-case analysis to establish this limit."

Response:

The use of 1.15 SGR as a model reactor was based on the results of the survey
of the industry plans for the use of recycled plutonium in currently designed
LWR's. The specific value of 1.15 SGR should not be interpreted to mean that
there is an inherent safety or environmental limit at 1.15 SGR (or close to
this value) on the use of recycled plutonium in reactors. This is not the case.
On the other hand, it should not be concluded that there is not some limit
beyond 1.15 SGR at which the safety and/or environmental consequences of the
use of recycle plutonium in reactors are not comparable to that of U02 . To
identify-this limit precisely was not considered to be justified in this
generic analysis of Pu recycle in LWR's. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0.

2. Comment:

"The cost-benefit analysis appears to be overly conservative,
particularly in light of the presently projected costs for the
year 1990. Cost projections in common use by utilities are
substantially higher than those used in the WASH-1327 analysis.
The effect of this understatement of expected costs is to depreciate
the economic benefit of using mixed oxide fuels. We urge revision
of this section of the report with current cost data in order to
avoid the piecemeal revisions which may be attempted should the study
be published with obsolete costs."

Response:

Costs, throughout GESMO, have been revised and reflect the best available
estimates. The bases for these estimates are discussed in CHAPTER XI,
Section 2.0, and also parameterized in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

3. Comment:

"The study does not recognize possible delays in plutonium availability
which may occur as a result of recent setbacks in the reprocessing
industry. Without reprocessing and recycle, the imbalance between
plutonium generation and recycle builds at a rate ranging between
100 to 200 kg per unit per operating year. Considerable time will be
required to absorb such overages, particularly if the 1.15 SGR limit
is adopted."

In line with the current status of the industry, the assessments in final
GESMO discuss that the earliest date for starting plutonium recycle is 1981.
See CHAPTER VIII, paragraph 4.2.1. The effects of delays in the implementa-
tion of Pu reycle and of the uncertainties in the economic parameters are
assessed in CHAPTER XI, Sections 3.0 and 4.0. Even if reprocessing is
delayed for a few years, the 1.15 SGR nominal loading of LWR's is adequate
to utilize the plutonium as it might be recovered without requiring an excessive
buildup of plutonium inventories.

4. Comment:

"In fact, the impact of reprocessing delays is expected to be so
extensive as to make Alternative 2 the more likely base case, at
least until the early 1980's and in the comparison of the various
alternatives, the impact of Alternative 2 is shown to be the same
as that for Alternative 6. This is misleading because the
ultimate environmental impact of Alternative 2 after recovery is
surely different than the Alternative 6 case in which the fuel is
never recovered. While we assume that the reason for this is the
selection of the year 1990 for making the comparisons, we suggest
that the point be made that a future differential impact would exist."

Response:

The alternatives in the final GESMO have been revised to reflect realistic
(current) industry. The resulting impacts are integrated over the time
period 1975 - 2000; the impacts of the new Alternative 2, delayed reproces"'--
of recycle, are very different from those of Alternative 6, which is the
fuel cycle -- no recycle. The alternatives and impacts on the environmeh.,
discussed in CHAPTER VIII and the related cost-benefits are reviewed in
detail in CHAPTER XI.

5. Comment:

"Since evaluation of the study alternatives is the principal
reason for this report, it would seem that consideration of
these alternatives should be included in the 'principal issues'
that are being addressed in WASH-1327.. The base case assumption
of a coordinated maturing of the mixed oxide fabrication and
reprocessing industries is somewhat overly optimistic. Because
of inadequate fabrication capacity, early recycle may well require
the use of foreign mixed oxide fuel fabrication facilities to
offset domestic deficiencies."

Response:

Although there are presently no commercial-scale MOX fabrication plants, it is
anticipated that private industry in the United States will provide sufficient
capacity to meet domestic requirements. Fabrication capacity can, of course,
be added more rapidly than reprocessing capacity.

In the event early recycle were to require consideration of the use of foreign
MOX fabrication facilities, any proposed export would be reviewed with the
Executive Branch and by the NRC prior to any export authorization. As required
by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, this review would need to ensure, among other
things, that the export would be subject to the terms of an Agreement for
Cooperation (which include provisions for the application of safeguards) and
would not be inimical to the common defense and security of the United States.
No such export would be authorized unless it was assured that adequate safe-
guards and physical security measures would be in effect in the importing
country.
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6. Comment:

"The point is made (page S-14, Volume I) that adoption of plutonium
recycle could defer the need for new enrichment capacity and that
this delay might make a significant difference in the development
of centrifuge technology. The implication that plutonium recycle
may be the deciding factor between the selection of diffusion or
centrifuge technology for the next increment of enrichment capacity
is highly questionable because many other factors are expected to be
more significant in making this choice."

Response:

This statement made in the draft GESMO was not intended to imply that Pu recycle
was the deciding factor in selecting an enrichment process. The selection of
the manufacturing process to be used in the expansion of the uranium enrichment
industry is not considered to.be within the scope of the final GESMO.
Consequently, the projection of the enrichment industry in the FES is based
on the new plant construction schedule proposed in the Draft Statement,
"Environmental Statement, Expansion of U.S. Enrichment Capacity," ERDA-1543.
This schedule assumes that the first new enrichment plant would be a gaseous
diffusion facility while all subsequent plants would use the gas centrifuge
process. In addition, in final GESMO, assessments have also been
included for an alternative wherein all future enrichment plants will be
the gas centrifuge type. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section F, paragraph 4.4.1.

7. Comment:

"WASH-1327 seems to imply that the industry can calculate mixed
oxide cores as accurately as enriched U02 cores. There are,
however, greater uncertainties in mixed oxide analyses which must
be taken into account. More importantly, the AEC study should not
serve as a basis for curtailment of development work to improve
current calculation abilities for mixed oxide cores."

Response:

The discussion in CHAPTER IV-C-3 was intended to delineate the differences
in neutronics of all-U0 2 cores and mixed oxide cores. The section has been
rewritten and the conclusions strengthened. One reason for the shortness of
the section is the availability of comprehensive literature surveys and
critiques on the subject.

Although the NRC position is that the state-of-the-art is such that cores
with partial mixed oxide loadings can be safely designed, it is agreed that
considerably more research and methods development is desirable. There is
great incentive to reduce uncertainties in accuracy of determining power
distributions, reactivity coefficients and control rod worths to reduce the
margins in design that must be incorporated to allow for uncertainties.
Improvements will be reflected in improved performance and economics due to
a reduction in conservative allowances that must be considered in safety
related quantities.

Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3

8. Comment:

"The conclusion regarding decrease of radiological dose to total
population with plutonium recycle will become a target for critics
of the report, even though the data presented support the con-
clusion. We hope that the report is accurate in its presentation
of the underlying assumptions related to those calculations,
particularly those related to the calculation model for exposure to
plutonium, both from a radiological and a toxicity standpoint. It
might be helpful if the consequences of alternative assumptions
were indicated where appropriate."

Response:

Plutonium dosage calculations and syndrome risk estimates are treated on a
par with those of other radionuclides in GESMO. An effort has been made to
not favor plutonium, where inequitabilities of conservatism chosen seen
inevitable.

Detailed Comments

Plutonium is treated equally with other radionuclides, in final GESMO, for
estimating dose cormeitments, and health effects. However, because of the
special interest in plutonium, its contribution to the dose commitment is
described in the text and in addition, CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C
contains a detailed discussion of plutonium in man and the environment.

9. Comment: (reference pg S-41)

"In Paragraph 3, it isn't clear that possible accidents occurring in
a mixed oxide fabrication plant should be considered as incremental
effects. The total volume of fuel fabrication would be about the
same, and we suspect the probability of accidents is proportional to
the total volume of fuel fabrication."

Response:

The probability of fuel fabrication accidents may be proportional to the
volume of fuel handled; however, the impact-from a MOX fuel fabrication
plant accident could be different than an accident in a U02 fuel fabrica-
tion plant. For this reason, the impacts were assessed and considered
incremental impacts. See CHAPTER IV, Section D for details on this subject.

10. Comment: (reference Table S-6)

"Under Fossil Fuel, the savings indicated for natural gas appear torefer to gas used in mills and conversion facilities and would be
additive to that shown in terms of equivalent coal. We suggest a
footnote for explanation."

Response:

In final GESMO, the following data on the energy used in the total fuel cycle
of the three fuel cycle options (no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and
recycle of uranium and plutonium) are tabulated: therms of gas; gallons of
fuel oil; gigawatts of electricity; tons of coal per year, used in producing
66% of the required electricity. Refer to CHAPTER VIII, Appendix A.
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11. Comment: (reference Table S-6)

"Under Solid Wastes, we suggest that the category of actinides
should show a breakdown of isotopes similar to that for gases
and liquids, and in particular should indicate inclusion of
any plutonium."

Response

The principal environmental impact related to the disposal of radioactive
wastes generated by the LWR fuel cycle industry is the long term commitment
of land. This is tabulated in the Summary and Conclusions. Additional
information about the types and quantities of radioactive waste generated
by the LWR fuel cycle industry may be found in CHAPTER IV, Section H.
Because these radioactive wastes are not dispersed in the environment, a
breakdown of the quantity of isotopes similar to that given for release of
gaseous and liquid effluents would not add similar relevant information.

12. Comment: (reference Table S-9)

"The impact of transportation accidents is covered in this table,
but this subject appears to have been omitted from this discussion."

Response:

The impacts of transportation accidents are discussed in detail in CHAPTER IV,
Section G.

13. Comment: (reference Chapter I, pg. 7)

"The second paragraph, last sentence, fails to recognize or mention
the americium-241 buildup problem which is associated with the
Pu-241 decay problem. This buildup creates additional problems for
recycle."

Response:

This comment which refers to the first paragraph relating to a discussion
of the "additional problems of recycle" caused by the buildup of 24lAm from
the decay of 

2
41pu is covered in more detail in CHAPTER IV, Section I,

paragraph 2.2.

14. Comment: (reference Chapter 3, Appendix A)

"The first 8 pages are not clearly labeled. The first 4 pages
cannot be distinguished from the next four pages, although the
data are different."

Response:

Appendix A is a replication of the computer printout based on the ERDA
NUFUEL program forecasting nuclear capacity showing nuclear power projec-
tions and associated supporting fuel cycle data. The difference in the
data related to certain tables which list values on a calendar year
basis while others are on a fiscal year basis. This final statement has
a new set of data in Appendix A based on more recent nuclear power
capacity projections. All tables are on a calendar year basis and cover
the three options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of
uranium and plutonium.

15. Comment: (CHAPTER IV-D)

"This chapter assumes that glove-box type operations will continue
to be the design basis for mixed oxide fabrication facilities.
The accuracy of this assumption is questioned in that higher
radiation and neutron fields are anticipated in the future with
the use of plutonium containing higher percentages, of the heavier
isotopes."

Response:

The discussion on the handling of recycle plutonium has been revised to
indicate requirements for shielded cells (see CHAPTER IV, Section D,
paragraph 2.1.2.6).
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Comment Letter No. 19

*WaoR. LEROYe CAe
PENTEP. M

d-1,1e -0ý1ý1I'1-0Kl
N.E 101h & S- -1,,, .- h-,,, C.- .- ph-t I.-0

October 23, 1974

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C.

Attention Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing - Regulations

Dear Sir:

With respect to the draft, Generic Environmental Statement

Mixed Oxide Fuel, and to the request for comments thereon, we have
no adverse comments to make at this time.

Very truly yours,

Robert L. Craig, Director
Radiation Protection Division

RLC: cb

C,-4~Uk
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Comment Letter No. 20

gr5o
PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP

2000 P STREET. N. W.

SUITE 711

WASHINGTON. D C. 20036

October 29, 1974

lDenuty Director for Fuels 2nd Eaterials
Directorate of I ienaqnn-R1egulation
U.S. Atomic. Enery Commission
W.ashinFton, D.C. 20545

\\I1/ i<,
/ •- 1 ,•

.,/ . .: " .•

./-,/ ... .' /\

O: " ///

/h . .. . ' -~

Deer Sir:

The enclosed statement is submitted as a comment invited

by the Commission's notice of nublication of the draft

Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel (39 FR

301R6). The Generic E.:nvironmental Statement indicates the

Commission's determination to imnlement the nolicy of

recyclino olutonium into light water reactors. The enclosed

statement contpins comments on this nronosed molicy, as well

as on the Environmental Statement itself.

Yours truly,

John b/ b ,t .

John Ahhotts

Comments on WASH-1327
leneric Environmental Statement On The Use
Of 7ecycle Plutonium In Mixed Oxide Fuel In

Light HIater peactors

John Abbotts
Public Interest Research Group
Washington, D.C.

1. Introduction

The decision by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to

recycle nlutonium in light water reactor fuel increases the

dangers of the nuclear fuel cycle by a quantum jump. Plutonium

recycle will drastically increase the potential risks of

nuclear theft, occupational radiation exnosure, and general

population radiation exposure. The decision to implement

plutonium recycle As narticularly disturbing because the AEC

does not seem adequately concerned over the potential dangers.

The Generic 7nvironmental Statement on FVixed Oxide

Fuel (GES.C), arenared by the AEC, does not realistically

address these notentlal danc.ers. i;here it does recognize that

nroblems exist, CEDE?( oromises that they can be solved by

the AEýC--if not aresently, then at some unspecified time in

the future. Solution details, however, have not been formulated.

It is instructive, therefore, to ignore GESM.'s reassuring

tone and examine the actual experiences of the nuclear industry

with plutonium and other snecial nuclear materiqal. Such an

examination reveals that present safeguards practices are

inadequate end that the comnanies that deal with plutonium

have demonstrated an inability to pronerly handle or account

for that substance. S;erious unaradina in these areas is

required even if no nlutoniu- is ever recycele.
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There are thus unresolved oroblems which must be resolved

before plutonium recycle is implemented. At least one of

these problems, the safeguards issue, is so serious that its

proper resolution could drastically alter the structure of

American society. The dangers of the 'plutonium economy"

are many in number and large in magnitude. It would be

illogical and imprudent to subject this country to those

dangers until some basic actions are taken to mitigate their

potential consequences.

2-1

2. The Safezuards Problem

The introduction of plutonium recycle will increase

the problem of safeguarding nuclear material from theft for

the following reasons:

1. In the uranium fuel cycle, the predominant species

of Special 'Juclear Faterial (SNi) is Uranium 235. The uranium

fuel is enriched in U-235 only in small percentages. If a

terrorist were to steal a fuel rod, he would have to carry

out the steos of chemical senaration and several stages of

enrichment to create weapons-grade uranium. Creation of an

unauthorized nuclear weapon from the. uranium in reactor fuel

would be extremely difficult.

2. In the uranium fuel cycle, plutonium exists only

in spent fuel. A terrorist desiring plutonium would have to

steal a spent fuel assembly and reprocess the plutonium

himself, or acquire the plutonium after it is separated at

a reprocessing plant.

3. In the mixed oxide fuel cycle, only chemical separation

would be necessary for a terrorist to acquire weapons-grade

plutonium from any fuel rod, virgin or spent.

4. Plutonium recycle will add the mixed oxide fabrication

plant. Plutonium stolen at the fabrication plant or in transport

to the plant would require relatively simple chemical separation

for the thief who desires weapons-grade material.
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5. A terrorist with plutonium could create havoc even

without fashioning a bomb. Because of plutonium's extreme

toxicity, a terrorist could achieve his ends merely by

threatening to disperse the plutonium among a concentrated

nonulation. Such a prave toxicity problem does not exist with

uranium.

G:ESVO recognizes the increased dangers which plutonium

recycle will introduce when it states:I

"The areas of greatest difference between the present
uranium fuel cycle for LJR's and the L,.'P mixed oxide fuel cycle,
where additional safeguards must be considered are:

-shipment of ulutonium from reprocessing plants to mixed
oxide fuel fabrication plants,

-conversion and. fabrication of mixed oxide fuel,
-shipment of fabricated mixed oxide fuel to LW1's, and
-storage at the reactor sites." (emphasis added)

and: 2

... uranium used in mixed, oxide fuel is not essentially
different from that used in the U02 fuel cycle and is not a
material of high strategic importance in that it cannot be
used to construct a nuclear explosive and would not pose much
of a radiation hazard if dispersed by sabotage. Plutonium,
on the other hand, can be used to produce a nuclear explosive
and, because of its high radiotoxicity, could be a threat to
the public health and safety if released through an act of
sabotage or by other means."

In spite of these statements, GESMO does not seem to

appreciate the gravity of the safeguards problem. The

publication comes to the conclusion that:
3

"T'he introduction of plutonium recycle into a situation
already dominated by other strategic SIM materials would
not in itself significantly affect the requiredsafeguards
measures. Based upon the projected utilization of strategic
SNN until the year 2000, it is noted that plutonium recycle
would constitute less than one half of the total strategic
SNY' handled except for a few years in the 1980's when it is
about 50'. of the total."

2-3

But this is hardly reassuring. It is difficult to understand

how the AEC can come to the above conclusion. The non-weapons

use of SNM has thus far been limited almost entirely to the

Naval Reactors program. Plutonium recycle will introduce

SNM in large amounts into new areas of the commercial sector.

And the SEN introduced will be plutonium, which the AEC

acknowledges presents a substantially greater threat than

uranium. By 1980, the non-weapons sector can expect to

handle as much plutonium as the total SNM it handles today.
4

Nor is it reassuring to find that
5

"After fEhe 1980's7, the orojected growth of the HTGR
sigh Temperature Gas 7Teactor7' and the LMFBi fTiquid Netal
Fast Breeder Peactor7 create the need for quantities of SNM
that are significanTly in excess of the quantities involved
from plutonium recycle in L!E1N's"

The drastic increase in danger presented by plutonium recycle

is horrifying enough. The thought that the plutonium from

plutonium recycle might one day be dwarfed by other sources

is even more horrifying, especially if safeguards practices

are not drastically improved.

Recently, several different groups or persons have

found the AEC's safeguards inadequate.6,7'8,9 InsPections

of three facilities authorized to handle SEE pyrformed by

the General Accounting Office (GAO) found discrepancies

such as the following:

1. WIeaknesses in fences existed.

2. Guards were unqualified to fire their smAll

arms, could not Pe all areas of the plant from the points

at which they stood guard, and did not vary the times or

routes of their patrols.
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3. Locks on doors were broken; alarms were inoperative

or easily defeated.

4. At one facility, the insnectors actuated an alarm

and waited 30 minutes for someone to respond. No one did.

5. At another facility, upon request of the inspectors

the facility failed to make a periodic check-in with local

police. The police responded as they were supposed to,

dispatching a patrol car to the facility. The patrol car

went to the wrong facility, 14 miles away.

6. GAO inspectors found serious discrepancies at each

of the three facilities. Each facility had been visited by

AEC inspectors within the previous year, and each AEC inspection

reported that the plant "met" or "exceeded" AEC safeguards

requirements.

Inspections nerformed by the GAO on the transportation

of SNM found the following problems:?

1. In one case, a flatbed truck with an open cargo

compartment was used to ship SNM.

2. Drivers of the trucks with SNM were alone and unarmed.

3. The trucks had no alarm or communications systems.

4. One truck had no preplanned route, and no call-in

noints.

Followine the GAO reports, the AEC instituted new safeguards

requirements. These may very well correct all the GAO

inDReOtion deficiencies. But there is a difference between

maklng regulations a~d demonstrating that they have been

implemented. GESMO should give some assurance that the basic

deficiencies discovered by GAO have been resolved.

2-5

The safeguards measures which GESMO introduces are largely

in response to criticisms of the Rosenbaum8 and Ford Foundation9

reports. GESMO proposes six possible measures that might be

taken to solve the safeguards problem. They are: 1 0

1. Locating mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants together

with reorocessing plants in Integrated Fuel Cycle Facilities

(IFCF's). This would eliminate a key transportation step.

2. Improving protection during transportation, through

such measures as hardening vehicles or containers against

attack.

3. Additional hardening of facilities.

4. "Upgrading of operating and guard functions through

the use of personnel security clearance procedures, a Federally

operated nuclear security system, more advanced systems for

monitoring and searching of personnel, and closer liaison

with law enforcement authorities."

5. Imnroving the system of internal control and accountability

of plutonium.

6. Use of "sniked" plutonium (containing isotopes

issuing high levels of penetrating radiation).

The AEC is advancing these proposals as suggestions

only, and has not made a final decision on which safeguards

should be implemented for plutonium recycle. Each of these

options requires further study and analysis. For example, the

use of spiked olutonium would make it more difficult for a

saboteur to fashion a nuclear explosive. But it would also

present shielding requirements for industry which could impose

a severe economic penalty.11 In addition, spiked plutonium
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is more convenient for the terrorist who wishes to create

havoc without fashioning a bomb. A spiked fuel rod would

provide the terrorist with intense penetrating radiation, in

addition to plutonium, to use against the populace.

The establishment of IFCF's requires even more careful

study. GESIMO admits that 1 2

"such a plan would require careful analysis of a number
of social, economic, environmental, and political factors."

GESMO rejects the concent of "nuclear parks", sites composed

of reactors in addition to ICF's. Part of the reason for this

rejection is that 1 3

"The danger of having such a large fraction of an area's
total generating capacity concentrated in one site, with the
resultant vulnerability to a single natural or man made
disaster, is obvious."

The question must be asked if IFCF's, with a large and concentrated

inventory of radioactive material, do not also present unacceptable

vulnerability to disasters. A related problem which must

be evaluated is the potential of a nuclear accident in one

oortion of the facility to affect other Portions of the

facility--either through direct effects; or through a required

evacuation which would leave the radioactive inventory unattended.

But the GESMO safeguards proposal with the most far-reaching

ramifications is number 4. This would establish a national

plutonium police force and initiate a plutonium reliability

system, with security checks on all persons who would be

involved in handling plutonium. Such steps would go far to

solve the safeguards problem, but eight in turn affect civil

liberties to an unacceptable extnnt.

2-7

GESMO admits the potential impact of olutonium recycle on

individual liberties when it addresses one possible safeguards

solution:14

"Require AEC clearance of all personnel with access to
plutonium, material records or vital equipment. Security
problems are much simnlified when it can be established with
high probability that the persons who are responsible for the
handling of plutonium or implementing of related safeguards
programs are trustworthy. Various court rulings in recent
years have been favorable to the protection of individual
privacy and of individual right-to-work. These rulings have
made it difficult to make a personnel background check of an
individual in commercial activities to assure with high
probability that he is trustworthy and, hence, potentially
acceptable as a steward for the protection of plutonium."
(emphasis added)

In spite of these disturbing implications, recent legislation

granted the AEC power to conduct security clearance checks

on non-government employees. One can only ask that the

AEC proceed with great caution in exercising this power.

Any widespread program of security checks should be preceded

by a careful analysis of the possible effects of such a

program on civil liberties.

There also exists the question of whether the American

people would be willing to accept another national police

force, were the plutonium force established. This force

would be likely to have enormous powers to invade individual

privacy, particularly if investigating nuclear theft. "No

knock" drug raids on the wrong homes, which several people

have experienced, might seem mild when compared to the abuses

possible with a plutonium nolice force. In summary, a careful

analysis of the damage such proposals mirht do to the structure

of American democracy must be undertaken before reliability
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screening, wide-spread background checks, and another national

police force are established as policy.

The AEC has admitted that present safeguards are inadequate

for plutonium recycle:
1 6

"Safeguards measures are designed to deter, prevent, or
respond to (1) the unauthorized possession or use of significant
quantities of nuclear materials through theft or diversion;
and (2) sabotage of nuclear facilities. The safeguards program
has as its objective achieving a level of protection against
such acts to insure against sianificant increase in the overall
risk of' death, injury, or prooerty damage to the public from
other causes beyond the control of the individual. It is judged
that this objective will not be fully met for Pu recycle 22
curren-t safeguards measre,"mphasis added)

But in almost the same breath, the agency indicates its

intent to proceed with plutonium recycle:l?

"Indications at this time noint to decisions on upgrading
fiafeguards7 within about 1 year after issuance of the final
OESNO statement."

The AEC approach to the safeguards problem is clearly

inadequate. The agency admits that present safeguards are

inadequate for plutonium recycle. While failing to address

basic discrepancies such as broken locks and unqualified

guards, the AEC puts forth six proposals for possible action.

None of these proposals has even been developed on paper.

This is so even though some of them may have serious

political and environmental effects, and one proposal has

the potential to change the character of American civil

liberties. Yet the agency reassuringly states that it will

Imnlement plutonium recycle, and solve the safeguards problem

in perhaps a year's eime.

2-9

The rationale for proceeding with plutonium recycle

before establishing a safeguards program is that only small

quantities of nlutonium will be handled while the safeguards

decision is bein- made.18 But this would seem to discount

the nossibility that unforseen delays or complications could

postpone the safeguards decision. Implementation of a safeguards

program would also take some finite time, and might also

experience delays. >4Jith each delay, the amount of plutonium

in circulation would increase. It thus seems illogical to

implement plutonium recycle before implementing a program

to mitigate plutonium's safeguards dangers. It would seem

more prudent to delay plutonium recycle at least long enough

for the safeguards solution to catch up to the problem. Beyond

this delay, there are other steps that must be taken in the

safeguards area before plutonium is recycled for commercial

use:

1. The AEC must demonstrate that it has adequately

corrected the discrepancies of the GAO reoorts. The GAO

or another indenendent agrency should certify that this is

so. Such certification would not mean that AEC safeguards

were adequate for plutonium recycle. Nut it would indicate

that AEC safeguards have in fact imoroved, and would provide

a basis for some confidence in the agency's ability.

2. The six nossible solutions enumerated in GESMO
1 0

should be subjected to the. most detailed review and analysis.

a. In particular, the AEC after careful analysis

must state its nosition on the establishment of Integrated
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Fuel Cycle Facilities. If the agency feels that IFCF's are

necessary and justified, an Environmental Impact Statement

(EIS) should be submitted, and construction of IFCF's should

not begin until this H13 has completed its review cycle.

This may he nerformed as oart of the Nuclear Energy Center

Site Survey required by the recent Energy Reorganization

Act
1 9

, as long as the problem of IFC's is separately addressed.

b. In particular, the arency after exceedingly

careful study must state its nosition on the establishment

of a national plutonium police force, plutonium reliability

screening, and widespread security clearance checks. If

the agency believes such measures are necessary and justified,

they should be taken only with the approval of Congress

described below. This sten may be performed as part of the

safeguards study required by the recent Energy Reorganization

Act,20 as long as widespread reliability screening and

security checks are senarately addressed; and as long as

ootential civil liberties effects are addressed for all

areas.

3. The AEC must have an adequate safeguards program

for plutonium recycle at least drawn up on paper. The program

should be submitted to Congress with a detailed statement

on the program's potential effects on civil liberties. The

safeguards oroaram should be imolemented only with Congressional

approval.

Section 2-Footnotes:

1. WASH-1327, The Generic Environmental Statement On
The Use Of R•ecycle Plutonium In Mixed Oxide Fuel In LWd's
fT77-SF-5-raft, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, August 19-74,
p. V-4

2. GESMO, c. V-9

3. GESMO, n . V-119

4. GESMO, p. V-8, Table V-1

5. GESMO, o. 'V-4

6. General Accounting Office Report to Congress:
"Improvements Needed in the Program for the Physical Protection
of Soecial Nquclear Itaterials" , November 1973

7. General Accounting Office Rieport to Congress:
"Protecting Special !Nuclear Iiaterial in Transit: Improvements
Made and Existing Problems', April 1974

8. "A Scecial Safeguards Study", a report to the AEC
on the Adequacy of Current Safeguards (the "Cosenbaum report"),
Congressional R lecord, 120: $6623-$6626, April 30, 1974

9. Mason '
4
illrich and Theodore B. Taylor, Nuclear Theft:

Risks and Safeguards, Cambridge, 1974. Study for the Ford
Foundation Energy Policy Project.

10. GESEO, o. V-SO

11. GESMO, n. 1,4_

12. GESNO, n. V-5O

13. GESMO, n- WIII-69

14. GESR-iO, p. '-42

15. U.S. Public Law 93-377, 93rd Congress, August 17,
1974, Section 7

16. GESEIO, r. V-49 and V-50

17. GESMO, V. 1-50

18. GIIS7, .O0,nT. V1-51

19. Energy Rleorqanization Act Of 1974, Section 207,

Conaressional výecord_ , 120: H1012P-H10139, October 8, 1974

20. Ibid., Section 204
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3. At the Nuclear Fuel Services (N'S) plant in West Valley,

Mlew York at least 15 separate incidents between 1966 and

1973 resulted in overexrosures to at least 38 persons.1 At

a meeting in February, 1972 between the AEC and BFS, AEC

officials accused the comnany of a "failure to make reasonable

efforts to maintain the lowest levels of contamination and

radiation" and of a "failure to adequately instruct or

effectively train employees ... in the radiation hazards

involved in their job assicnments."I Three months later the

plant shut down for expansion, and has not onerated since.

The Nuclear Fuel Services plant has also caused

degradation of the environment near the plant. Plutonium

contamination, along with contamination by other radioactive

elements, has been found in the air around the plant and in

Buttermilk and Cattaraumrus Creeks, on the plant boundary.3,4,5

The NFS performance has been so inept that it has inspired

the Attorney General of the State of New York to petition

the AEC. The petition asked that NS not be allowed to resume

operations until it has demonstrated that it has adequate

safety precautions to nrotect workers, that the site on

Buttermilk Creek is environmentally suitable for the plant,

and that there is a public need for the expansion of the

plant.
6

4.l Nuclear Materials and -Engineering Corporation (NUMEC),

a subsidiary of Babcock and Vilcox, operates two plants in

Pennsylvania. These Plants have several deficiencies in

several areas. In the fall of 1965, NUNEC was unable to

3-1

3. Inability of private industry to handle Plutonium

Plutonium recycle will add the mixed oxide fuel fabrication

plant to the nuclear fuel cycle, and will increase the amount

kO olutonium handled by private industry. Some non-governmental

facilities have already been involved in handling and recycling

plutonium into fuel, chiefly in connection with the Fast

Flux Test Facility. The records of facilities which presently

handle plutonium do not inspire confidence. The nuclear industry

has shown that it cannot safely handle plutonium and that

it cannot properly account for special nuclear material.

Plutonium occupational exposures and plutonium environmental

contamination have resulted from industry ineptness. The

performance of plutonium handling facilities should be drastically

upgraded prior to implementing plutonium recycle.

Following are the performance records of some companies

which have handled olutonium:

1. Gulf United Nuclear Fuels oroduced small amounts of

plutonium fuel in a Long Island laboratory from 1970 to

1972. Operations were terminated. some time after a fire and

explosion on December 21, 1972 injured. one worker, contaminated

two, and "grossly contaminated" a working area.1,2

2. Kerr-McGee operates a plant at Cimarron, Oklahoma.

Since Aoril 1970 the plant, which employs only 100 workers,

has reported 17 overexposure incidents involving a total of

73 nersons. The most serious of these was a fire an Narch

5, 1973 which ignite¶" spontaneously in a bag of plutonium

waste and contaminated seven persons.
1
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account for 100 kilorrams of weanons-grade uranium.
7 

Although

the working crew is only about 100, 30 persons were overexposed

to airborne plutonium in at least 13 incidents from 1969 to

the present. Six of these resulted from repeated leaks in

a sinterinr furnace over a one-month reriod during the summer

of 1973.1

On August 12, 1974 the ASC fined NUHEC '12,170 for 16
8

separate violations related to health, safety, and security.

In a letter to !213Cr citinr the reasons for the fine, the
0

AEC stated:

"Our review of the !IUNIEC enforcement history for the
calendar year 1973 and the violations noted in insoections
durinc calendar year 197k indicates a history of reoeated
violations and unfulfilled commitments to correct violations."

The ASC informed NU>N7C of its intent to fine the company on

June 5, 1974. As an indication of the eomnany's oroblems,

six days later a worker was contaminated by nlutonium as a
10

result of a failure in a glove box. 0 lUESC maid its fine

on August 12, 197?!. Fifteen days later, yet another worker

suffered nlutonium contamination by another gove box failure.
1 1

Kerr-VcGee, NF'., and NUS.iFC reoresent the country's

three main commercial plutonium processors. Their records
I

have led an indenendent viewer to observe:

... it is hard to see that any of them is quite in
command of the technolory.

The record reveals a dismal repetition of leaks in
glove boxes; of inonerative radiation monitors; of employees
who failed to follow instructions; of manafers accused by
the AEC of inentness nod failine to orovide safety supervision
or training to emnlovtes; of numerous violations of federal
rerulati ons end 1 irrse renuires<ents; of neutenium sni]Is
tracked throuch rorridors, and, in half a dozen eases, beyond
plant boundaries to automobiles, homes, at least one restaurant,
and in one instance to n county s-eriff's office in :ew York."

3-4

Parenthetically, industries outside the uranium fuel

cycle and even the ASC itself have also demonstrated an

inability to handle plutonium. The most notorious examples

of this include the 1969 Socky Flats fire, the Rocky Flats

Oil Storage Contamination area, and 2<0 square miles of

plutonium-contaminated land at the Nevada Test Site. The

most recent examples of such accidents indlude the spill

from an industrial treatment system at an A-S olant into a

city street in Los Alamos, and the discovery of Pu-238

outside the Vonsanto plant at Miamisburg, Ohio. In the

latter case, industry spokesmen admit they have no idea how

the plutonium got outside the plant.

There is thus much logic iq asking for an ungrading

in industry's ability to handle plutonium before workers

and the general population are asked to endure the risks

of greater plutonium contamination. The following action

should be taken to demonstrate that commercial industry

can handle plutonium before plutonium recycle is implemented:

1. The ASC should draw up an action plan for facilities

which presently handle plutonium. The purpose of this plan

would be to upgrade the training of workers, the maintenance

of equinment, and the oneration of the elants, including

the security and ancountebility aream.

2. This plan should be implemented along with rigorous

AEC on-site insaection. After at least a one-year observation

neriod, the AFC should renort to Congress when it believes

that the industry's ability to handle plutonium is satisfactory.
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3. Upon receiving this reoort from the AEC, the Congress

should designate an indenendent agency, such as the GAO,

to certify that the AEC's assertion is correct and that

industry's ability has imnroved to a noint where plutonium

recycle can be imnlerentel with acceptable risk from environmental

nltnto'ilm nnntamination

Section 3-Footnotes:

1. "Plutonium (I): Questions of Health in a few Industry",
Robert Gillette, Science, lR: 1027-1032, September 20, 1974

2. Telegram from Gulf United Nuclear Fuels to AEC
Region I Directorate of Regulatory Operations, December 21,
1972, AEC Docket 70-36

3. The luclear Fuel Cvcle, Chanter VI, "lluclear Fuel
Reprocessing: Radiological Impact of West Valley Plant",
Union of Concerned Scientists, Cambridge, 1973

,. State of Mew York, Department of Environmental
ronservation, 1970 Annual Beoort of Environmental Radiation
in New York State

5. State of New York, Denartment of Unvironmental
Conservation, 1971 Annual benort of Environmental Radiation
in 'Jew York State

6. Ruffalo, New York Courier Exoress, Sentember 14,
1974

7. "Fear of Nuclear Theft Stirs Experts, AEC", Thomas
O'Toole, 5dashington Post, R.ay 26, 1974

8. Letter from AEC Directorate of Regulatory Operations
to NUFEC, August 12, 1974, AEC Dockets 70-135 and 70-364

9. Letter from ARC Directorate of Regulatory Operations
to NUIEC, June 5, 1974, AEC Dockets 70-135 and 70-364

10. Letter from NUNEC to AEC Directorate of Regulatory
Onerations, July 5, 1974 reporting exposure of June 11, 1974,
AEC Docket 70-36h

11. Letter from NUWEC to ARC Directorate of Regulatory
Operations, August 28, 1974 renorting exoosure of August
27, 1974, AEC Docket 70-135
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4. Other Recommendations

In addition to the action that must be taken on safeguards

and industry nractibes, there are other steas which must be

taken before plutonium is recycled in light water reactors

for commercial use;

1. The AEC must require that no plutonium from American

reactors be recycled as reactor fuel to foreirn countries.

(4SNO recognizes that International Atomic 'Inergy Agency

safeguards are not adequate because they rely on bookkeeping
1

methods, and ignore physical security measures. It is

also obvious that transporting plutonium overseas would

make the safeguards oroblem more difficult. This recommendation

must be accepted to deter the proliferation of nuclear-weapons

canable countries end limit the chances of plutonium theft

by international terrorist Prours.

2. The pages above demonstrate that alutonium recycle

will 7reatly increase the dangers of nuclear fuel cycle.

Before plutonium recycle is imnlemented, the potential effects

of such a nolicy must be scrutinized in the closest manner,

and should be subject to extensive national debate. There

is thus a strong reason to hold nublic hearings-several if

necessary-on this policy. Specifically, a generic hearing,

including the right of cross-examination, must he held on

plutonium issues at least by the time the final Generic

Environmental Statement is available.

4-2

3. Followine public debate and the further research

required by other recommendations in this statement, plutonium

recycle should be imnlemented only with the consent of Congress.

A policy with so many potential dangers should not be implemented

by mere arency fiat.

Section 4-gootnote:

1. n0S40, p. V-38
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5. Summary

Following are the recommendations made in other parts

of this statement. All actions outlined below should be

completed before plutonium is recycled into light water

reactors for commercial use:

Safemuards:

1. The GAO or another indenendent aRency should certify

that the safeguards discreoancies discovered by orevious

GAO insnections have been corrected.(n. 2-9)

2. The six nossible safeguards enumerated in GESMO

should he subjected, to further review and analysis:

a. In particular, the A£C must state a position

on the establishment of IFCF's. If the agency feels IFCF's

are necessary, an EIS should be submitted and review of

the SIS completed before construction of IFrF's begins. (p. 2-10)

b. In particular, the AEC must state a position

on the establishment of a plutonium police force and widespread

plutonium reliability screening. If the agency feels these

programs are necessary, Congressional approval should he

required prior to implementation. (p. 2-10)

3. The entire safeguards program for plutonium recycle

must be drawn up at least on pacer. The proposed program

should be submitted to Congress with a detailed statement on

the program's potential effects on civil liberties. The

safeguards program should be imnlemented only with Congressional

approval. (D. 2-10)

5-2

Inability of industry to handle plutonium:

1. The AEC should draw up an action plan to upgrade

the cerformance of plutonium-handling facilities. (p. 3-4)

2. This action npan should be imDlemonted along with

rigorous APC on-site insmaction. After at least a one-year

period, the AEC should report to Congress when it is satisfied

with the industry's ability to handle plutonium. (p. 3-4)

3. The Congress shall then designate an independent

agency to confirm the AEC assertion and certify that industry's

ability is acceptable for implementation of plutonium recycle.

(p. 3-5)

Other recommendations:

1. The AEC must forbid any plutonium from American

reactors to be recycled as reactor fuel in foreign countires.

(p. 4-1)

2. Public hearings must be held on the plutonium recycle

issue. (p. 4-1)

3. Congressional approval must be required before

plutonium recycle is initiated. This shall be beyond and

in addition to Congressional annroval of a plutonium safeguards

program recommended above. (p. 4-2)
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3. Comment (Cont'd)

NRC Staff Response to Conmnents by Public Interest Research Group

1. Comment:

"The decision to implement plutonium recycle is particularly
disturbing because the AEC does not seem adequately concerned
over the potential dangers.

The Generic Environmental Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO),
prepared by the AEC, does not realistically address these
potential dangers. Where it does recognize that problems exist,
GESMO promises that they can be solved by the AEC -- if not
presently, then at some unspecified time in the future.
Solution details, however, have not been formulated."

Response:

The decision to implement plutonium recycle will be made only after the
health, safety and environmental (HS&E) impacts are fully assessed in the Final
NEPA Environmental Impact Statement - (HS&E); the safeguards (SG) considerations,
in supplemental draft to GESMO, completed; a detailed cost-benefit analysis
prepared; and the preparation of proposed standards and amended associated rules
on plutonium recycle and safeguards. Public comments on the draft (SG) supple-
ment will be solicited and public hearings will be held prior to any decisions
on the rulemaking for or against the use of MOX fuels in LWR's.

in the air around the plant and in Buttermilk and Cattaraugus
Creeks, on the plant boundary.3,4,

5 
The NFS performance has been

so inept that it has inspired the-Attorney General of the State of
New York to petition the AEC. The petilion asked that NFS not be
allowed to resume operations until it has demonstrated that it has
adequate safety precautions to protect workers, that the site on
Buttermilk Creek is environmentally suitable for the plant, and
that there is a public need for the expansion of the plant. "

Response:

The NFS plant was designed and operated to meet the requirements of 10 CFR
Part 20, that at the time of licensing was considered adequate. However, the
spent fuel reprocessing operations were shut down in 1972 to expand plant
capacity and upgrade the operations to be responsive to the present regulatory
principle of "as low as reasonably achievable".

Licensing actions covering construction and operations will be evaluated
against current licensing requirements, for potential environmental-and
societal economic impacts.

2. Comment:

"The records of facilities which presently handle plutonium do not
inspire confidence. The nuclear industry has shown that it cannot
safely handle plutonium and that it cannot properly account for
special nuclear material. Plutonium occupational exposures and
plutonium environmental contamination have resulted from industry
ineptness. The performance of plutonium handling facilities
should be drastically upgraded prior to implementing plutonium
recycle.

Response:

The safeguarding of plutonium and the measures to be recommended for accounta-
bility are reviewed in the safeguards draft supplement. The plutonium handling
facilities required for Pu recycle have been modeled for assessment of environ-
mental impacts for both the public and workers. Prior to the licensing of each
plutonium facility, a full safety report as well as the NEPA environmental
report will be submitted for review by the NRC to ensure conformance with all of
the latest regulations related to Pu handling under normal and accident conditions.
GESMO is not a substitute for the case-by-case license application reviews to be
prepared by the NRC.

The existing licensed facilities where plutonium is handled are pilot scale
operations or for multi-purpose custom manufacturing. These plants cannot
be compared to the single purpose commercial facilities represented by the
model plants assessed for environmental impacts in final GESMO.

3. Comment:

"The Nuclear Fuel Services plant has also caused degradation of
the environment near the plant. Plutonium contamination, along
with contamination by other radioactive elements, has been found

4. Comment:

"Parenthetically, industries outside the uranium fuel cycle and
even the AEC itself have also demonstrated an inability to handle
plutonium.'

"There is this much logic in asking for an upgrading in industry's
ability to handle plutonium before workers and the general
population are asked to endure the risks of greater plutonium
contamination. The following action should be taken to demonstrate
that commercial industry can handle plutonium before plutonium
recycle is implemented:

1. The AEC should draw up an action plan for facilities which
presently handle plutonium. The purpose of this plan would
be to upgrade the training of workers, the maintenance of
equipment, and the operation of the plants, including the
security and accountability areas."

Response:

Federal regulations require that applicants for licenses for handling
special nuclear materials, including plutonium, must be qualified by reason
of training and experience to use the material for the purpose of the
license application. The following is quoted from Part 19 of the Code
of Federal Regulations:

"S 19.12 Instructions to workers.

All individuals working in or frequenting any
portion of a restricted area shall be kept informed
of the storage, transfer, or use of radioactive
materials or of radiation in such portions of the
restricted area shall be instructed in the health pro-
tection problems associated with exposure to such radio-
active materials or radiation; in precautions or
procedures to minimize exposure, and in the purposes and
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4. Comment (Con~t'd

functions of protective devices employed; shall be in-
structed in, and instructed to observe, to the extent

within the worker's control, the applicable provi-

sions of Commission regulations and licenses for the

protection of personnel from exposures to radiation or

radioactive materials occurring in such areas; shall be
instructed of their responsibility to report promptly to

the licensee any condition which may lead to or cause a
violation of Commission regulations and licenses or

unnecessary exposure to radiation or to
radioactive material; shall be instructed in
the appropriate response to warnings made in

the event of any unusual occurrence or malfunction
that may involve exposure to radiation or radio-
active material; and shall be advised as to the

radiation exposure reports which workers may
request pursuant to §19.13. The extent of
these instructions shall be commensurate with

potential radiological health protection
problems in the restricted area."

The plans and procedures for training of workers, the maintenance of
equipment, operation, safety and safeguarding of plant and material
are detailed in the safety and environmental impact assessments of the
operations. These are reviewed and assessed in detail prior to licensing.
These plans, when approved, become the basis for the regular inspections
of a licensee by NRC for conformance.

5. Comment:

"2. This plan should be implemented along with rigorous AEC
on-site inspection. After at least a one-year observation
period, the AEC should report to Congress when it believes
that the industry's ability to handle plutonium is
satisfactory.

"3. Upon receiving this report~from the AEC, the Congress should
designate an independent agency, such as the GAO, to
certify that the AEC's assertion is correct and that
industry's ability has improved to a point where plutonium
recycle can be implemented with acceptable risk from
environmental plutonium contamination."

Response:

The Congress has established NRC as an independent agency to regulate the
nuclear industry and make determinations concerning adequacy of industry's
ability to handle plutonium.

Inspection plans for plants where special nuclear material is handled are
prepared in accordance with the technical specifications or license
conditions prepared as part of the licensing procedures.

The operation of licensed LWR fuel cycle facilities are under continuous
review and steps are taken to upgrade operations as the need arises on
a plant-by-plant basis.

6. Comment:

".1. The AEC must require that no plutonium from American reactors

be recycled as reactor fuel to foreign countries."

Response:

There is a large and growing LWR industry throughout the world capable of
producing and utilizing plutonium for use in foreign recycle programs.
Whether and to what degree there will be a foreign demand for U.S. produced
plutonium cannot be determined at this tine, as it will depend upon several
variables in and decisions by foreign countries.

Should other countries request U.S. produced plutonium, any proposed export
would he carefully reviewed both within the Executive Branch and by the NRC
before any export authorization would be granted. The determinations and
findings which would have to be made prior to authorizing any such export are
discussed in the response to Comment Letter 18, Comment 5. A review of a license
application to export U.S. produced plutonium would also carefully consider
the form in which the material would be exported (for example, as separated
plutonium, mixed oxide fuel, or fabricated fuel rods).

7. Comment:

"2. The pages above demonstrate that plutonium recycle will
greatly increase the dangers of nuclear fuel cycle. Before
plutonium recycle is implemented, the potential effects of
such a policy must be scrutinized in the closest manner, and
should be subject to extensive national debate. There is thus
a strong reason to hold public hearings several if necessary
on this policy. Specifically, a generic hearing, including the
right of cross-examination, must be held on plutonium issues
at least by the time the final Generic Environmental Statement
is available."

Response:

The NRC recognizes the importance of the issues related to Pu recycle and
accordingly has issued a public notice indicating a comprehensive program
as follows:

1. Prepare a final statement on the health, safety and environmental
issues of Pu recycle.

2. Prepare a draft supplement statement on'the alternatives and
recormmend safeguards considerations for Pu recycle - followed by
a final statement after a public comment period.

3. Issue proposed rules on the use of MOX fuels in LWR's.

4. Hold public hearings on Items 1, 2 and 3.

5. Render a Commission decision and final rules for Pu recycle after
the public hearings.
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8. Comment:

"3. Following public debate and the further research required by
other recommendations in this statement, plutonium recycle
should be implemented only with the consent of Congress. A
policy with so many potential dangers should not be implemented
by mere agency fiat."

Response:

Refer to response to Comment No. 7. During the period of the preparation of
the draft GESMO and now the final GESMO on health, safety and environment
(and the new supplement on safeguards considerations), the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy is advised of actions relating to the actions being taken
by the NRC. The decision of Pu recycle is the responsibility of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

It is again restated that, should the NRC decision approve the implementation
of Pu recycle, GESMO, per se, is not a vehicle for the licensing of widescale
use but each Pu facility must be licensed on a case-by-case basis.
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Comment Letter No. 21

%L ELECTRIC COMPANY. 175 CURTNER AVENUE, SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95125
,de - Phone (408) 297-3000, TWX NO. 910-338-0116

GENERALQ, ELECTRIC

Mr. S. H. Smiley -2- October 25, 1974

October 25, 1974

10

r. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director

uels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Subject: Generic Environmental Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The Nuclear Energy Division of the General Electric Company is pleased

to provide comments to the Commission on the Generic Environmental
Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO) and its analysis of this subject.

General Electric concurs that a comparison of the use of mixed oxide
(MO 2 ) with uranium oxide fuel is the most reasonable method of present-
ing the information.

GESMO utilizes an assumed simplistic model for comparing the environ-

mental effect of MO 2 fuel use with the environmental effect of the same

electrical generating capacity using only uranium fuel. In general, the
model and method of comparison provide a reasonable basis for deriving

a conclusion concerning the environmental effect of mixed oxide fuel in
light water reactors. However, it appears that certain details of the

model and of the comparison should be modified for clarity and com-

pleteness. The comments attached to this letter are offered for the

Commission's consideration with the view toward making GESMO a

more comprehensive document. The attachment contains two parts:
General Comments and Detailed Comments.

General Electric has not commented on the cost-benefit section of GESMO

because all of the bases used in the preliminary analyses are not set forth in the
draft GESMO document. Meaningful assessments as to the viability of plu-
tonium recycle and the impact of alternate courses require comprehensive

cost projections, supported by validated data.

Also, some subjects are yet to be resolved 'kith respect to the transpor-

tation of plutonium, safeguards, fabrication plant requirements (such as

location, design, process requirements, handling and accountability)
and the transportation of mixed oxide rods and fuel bundles. Resolution

of these subjects must, in the end, be reduced to a set of regulatory
requirements which can be applied with consistency and which form
the basis for the development of the commercial plutonium recycle

industry.

General Electric has conducted detailed technical and commercial
evaluations of the mixed oxide fuel business, reflecting utility require-

ments and needs. Extensive product development, testing and com-

mercial reactor irradiation programs have demonstrated the per-
formance characteristics and capability of BWR systems to utilize
mixed oxide fuel. The technology exists to manufacture and operate

recycled fuel in the BWR. However, with the many regulatory issues

yet to be resolved, there is no firm basis at the present time on which
General Electric can make a commitment for a commercial mixed

oxide facility. It appears that it will be some time before all the un-

certainties will be resolved to the degree such a commitment can be

made.

Until the issues are resolved satisfactorily, General Electric will
continue to make mixed oxide offerings on a price-in-effect basis to

cover future requirements.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the GESMO document and trust

that our comments will contribute to a more meaningful evaluation of

the environmental effects of the use of mixed oxide fuel in light water
reactors.

Very truly yours,

G. Stathakis
Vic President and General Manager

Nu rear Energy Products Division
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ATTACHMENT

PART A

GENERAL COMMENTS ON GESMO

I. GE supports the proposed gradual transition into the plutonium recycle
era. During the transition period, the 115% Self-Generation Reactor
(SGR) would provide this gradual changeover. However, the simplified
formula on page IV B-7 of Volume 3 limits the ratio of the total
plutonium to fissile nuclides in the as-charged fuel to 0.65. Such a
limit on this ratio might accelerate plutonium loadings in the first
few years and is not consistent with the pattern shown in Figure IV
C-27. Resolution of this question would be helpful. Beyond the
transition period, these values would be inappropriate to use as
limits for Boiling Water Reactors (BWR) because the BWR fuel
bundle design uses the mixed oxide in an island surrounded by uranium
oxide (UO ) fuel rods. Each mixed oxide bundle is designed to be
essentialiy identical to an all UO2 bundle in important operating
characteristics; thus, UO2 reactor technology is generally applicable.

It may be desirable to use certain reactors as plutonium burners.
Such a BWR could load more than double the plutonium which would
be loaded in the 115Y SGR case in the early years. If this were done,
the plutonium would be concentrated in a fewer number of reactors
which would further reduce the net total environmental impact.

Before the Atomic Energy Commission makes a final regulatory
decision on this subject, further technical discussions should be
held concerning the details of various possible methods of defining
plutonium loading limits.

2. GESMO should clarify whether the 115% SGR value is a limit or a
modeling concept.

3. GESMO uses the BEIR Report* as a basis for stating risk estimates.
Most of the base data in the BEIR Report come from experience with
high doses, high dose rates, or both. The BEIR Report uses the
assumption of a linear relation between dose and effect in extrapolating

*The effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels of Ionizing
Radiation

GENERAL g•,ELECTRIC
Attachment - Part A
Page 2

to predicted effects at low doses and low dose rates. It is generally
recognized that those assumptions represent the upper bound of the
risk and that the actual risk lies somewhere between zero and the
effects quoted. The BEIR Report is recognized as conservative
because no credit is taken for either threshold effects or biological
repair mechanisms that operate at low dose rates. Therefore, it is
suggested that the first complete paragraph on page S-a of Volume 1
be revised to read as follows:

"Using estimates (BEIR Report) for hypothetical cancer
and genetic risk from radiation dose, the reductions in
dose reported in Table $-I have been calculated to reduce
the annual hypothetical risk to the whole population .... .

In addition, it is suggested that the conservatisms of the BEIR Report
be described in GESMO. Such material should appear as an appendix
in Volume 3 and should include at least the information given in
Appendix B of the Attachment to this letter.

4. Mixed oxide fuel, as used in GESMO, is referred to as oxide fuel
containing 3 to 5% plutonium oxide (PuO ) in natural UO . Previous~22
mixed oxide fuels and present mixed oxide fuel assembly designs
contain individual fuel rods which exceed 5% fissile plutonium per
mixed oxide rod. Also, although PuO is frequently mixed with
natural UO depleted 0O or UO rehalmed in a fuel reprocessing
plant may aiso be used. aE suggests that the definition of mixed
oxide fuel be clarified throughout GESMO as referring to a maximum
of 5% average fissile PuO in UO 2-plus-PuO2 per fuel assembly.

5. Paragraph F on pages S-46 and S-47 in Volume 1 contains a summary
of adverse environmental effects and mitigating actions which might
be taken to offset these effects, including the possible future retention
of Krypton 85 at reprocessing plants. GESMO should clearly indicate
that retention of Krypton 85 in facilities in the United States will
not significantly alter the United States population dose because
retention of Krypton 85 at all reprocessing plants throughout the
world would be required to achieve the United States population dose
reduction alluded to in the GESMO. General Electric first commented
to the AEC on this matter in our comments on draft Document No.
WASH-1250. Included in the GE comments (letter dated January
16, 1973, from G. J. Stathakis to Milton Shaw) was the following:
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"The report in several places assumes that retention

of Krypton 85 and tritium from reprocessing will take

place in the future. on the basis that the technology can

be developed. We suggest that this future decision is
properly subject to an evaluation of the need, cost and

advantage of the very minor reduction in dose that can

be achieved. Also, we note that the effectiveness of
this step depends on similar action on a world-wide basis.

6. Paragraph 3 of Volume 1, on page S-47, includes a general statement

of actinide removal from wastes, and the high (40, 000 to 70, 000)

decontamination factors required to limit the need for long-term

storage of high-level wastes to 600 years. Paragraph 11 of
Chapter XI should include a description of the feasibility and

cost of such decontamination action, or paragraph 3 on page

S-47 should be deleted.

7. Radiation doses that might be delivered to individuals at locations

on the boundaries of sites and beyond were calculated for the six

possible combinations of reactor types and fuel. Such calculations
are based on assumptions and result in conservative estimates (as

stated, for example, on page IV C-101 in Volume 3). We believe

that environmental statements should utilize as bases the best-

estimate of what is to be expected. This concept is consistent
with the Annex to Appendix D, 10 CFR 50. Most of the overly

conservative assumptions which appear in GESMO do not permit

a true evaluation of mnixed oxide or of the differences between

mixed oxide and uranium oxide fuels. A particular conservatism

arises from the overly conservative assumptions of source terms
and methods of evaluating dose from a given release. Most of

these assumptions and methods result from the use of the final

environmental statement for the "as low as practicable" evaluation
of the effect of light water reactors on the environment (ALAP-

FES); but in some cases, GESMO uses even more conservative
assumptions and methods than does the ALAP-FES.

General Electric's detailed comments on the various factors of
conservatism are provided in the Attachment to this letter. It

is concluded that GESMO overestimates doses from both the

UOz and MOz reactor plants by significant factors. Doses from

liquid effluents are overestimated by one to two orders of mag-

nitude. The noble gas radiation dose and the thyroid inhalation

dose are overestimated by about one order of magnitude or more

(depending on actual milk usage pathways). We believe that these

conservatisms, further detailed herein, should be removed from

the GESMO document because such overstatement of impact is

not in the best interest of the public, the industry, or the regu-

latory agencies.

8. Section B of Chapter 4 discusses mixed oxide fuel fabrication. The

method used in the model analyzed includes only blending of plutonium

oxide and uranium oxide powders. Other processes and shipping forms

under development by the industry include alternatives such as co-
precipitation of mixed oxide, pretreatment of feed material to achieve

ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain improved scrap reprocessing

steps to minimize the amount of plutonium contaminated waste gener-

ated, and other solid form plutonium compounds for shipment. These

processes do not represent environmental impacts substantially

different from those described, and the risk to the environment may

be not greater than that which is produced by a process which blends

the plutonium and uranium oxide powders. Accordingly, the second

paragraph on page IV D-3 should be revised to add the following

statement:

"Other. processes and shipping forms under development
by the industry include alternatives such as co-precipitation

of mixed oxide, pretreatment of feed material to achieve

ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain improved scrap

reprocessing steps to minimize the amount of plutonium
contaminated wastes generated, and other solid form

plutonium compounds for shipment. These processes

do not represent environmental impacts substantially
different from those described herein...
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9. Paragraph G, "Occupational Exposure, " on page IV D-31 discusses
exposures in mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants. For clarity, to

more adequately describe the mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant
occupational exposure situation, that paragraph should be revised

to read as follows:

"10 CFR 20 limits require that external dose not exceed

5 rem/year or accumulated value of 5 (N-18) where N
is the worker's present age. Although as low as practicable
limits have not been determined for plutonium fabrication

plants, it has been assumed that gross shielding will be used
to reduce the level to a design limit of 0. 25 mRere/hour.
Continuous exposure of operators at this dose rate would
result in normal exposures of about 10% of 10 CGR 20
limits. Maintenance operations will give rise to additional

exposure. For purposes of this statement, it has been
assumed that external exposure to the plant work force
will average about 40% of 10 CFR 20 limits, or 2 rem/year.

Data show . . . "

10. General Electric recognizes the importance of safeguards in the
use of special nuclear material. Chapter 5 of GESMO contains
a comprehensive summary of current requirements for safe-

guarding special nuclear materials in existing and future facilities.
Since current experience with safeguards has been almost solely
with existing facilities which have been backfitted to meet present
requirements, it is difficult to assess the long term results on
future facilities where early design can incorporate present
requirements. However, it probably will be shown that current
requirements do not represent optimum conditions for efficient
effective and prudent safeguards of special nuclear material

throughout the fuel cycle. It is further likely that the mere
inclusion of some or all of the potential additional measures

proposedin GESMO would not optimize safeguards for plutonium
recycle. It is essential that safeguards be analyzed as a total

system, with results of that analysis resulting in a framework
within which flexibility is available to accomplish determined

results. Concepts such as co-location of plants, spiking of
separated plutonium, additional transportation restraints
and personnel and guard security measures have long-term,

far-reaching effects and must be considered in the analysis.
We are concerned that describing "what could be done" in

GESMO may be tantamount to suggesting "it should be done.

GESMO must remove this inference. For this reason, we

do not comment specifically on the proposed additional safe-
guards listed in GESMO, although we concur with some of them
as useful within the total safeguards system concept.

Safeguards must be treated as a generic subject applicable to
the entire nuclear power generation industry. Therefore, an
independent environmental statement should be developed which
demonstrates the effect of current and future safeguards require-

ments. Such an analysis should put safeguards risks in perspective
with other risks to the general public such as has been done for
nuclear power reactor operation. This analysis, and any resulting
regulatory requirements, must be completed and issued prior to

publication of the final GESMO document. A separate environmental
statement on safeguards is consistent with the reference in GESMO on
the subject of waste disposal to another environmental statement
referenced in GESMO which has been recently published as Document
No. WASH-1539, "Management of Commercial High Level and Transu-
ranium-Contaminated Radioactive Waste."

11. Section G of Chapter 4 contains the radiological health assessment
for the recycle of plutonium in mixed oxide fuel. Tables IV J-4
through IV J-6 compare 50-year dose commitments to certain
organs of the entire population resulting from the anticipated use Of
recycled plutonium in 1990 with the dose commitments that would
be expected if only UOZ fuel were used. For the analysis, the entire
population dose is divided into occupational and general public doses.
Occupational doses are shown in Table IV J-2. However, only whole
body dose is given in that table. Only the external whole body oc-

cupational dose is factored into the dose comparisons in Tables IV
J-4 through IV J-6. Occupational internal dose commitments are

omitted. In the use of both the uranium and mixed oxide fuel, some
relatively low level internal exposures occur. GESMO should
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acknowledge this fact, as appropriate, throughout the document;

for example, in paragraph IV D. 2. G on page IV D-31 which
discusses occupational exposure in a commercial scale mixed

oxide fuel fabrication plant. It is believed that this internal
exposure should be included in the dose equivalent evaluations

and will not change the conclusions of GESMO.

12. GESMO makes no reference to the export and import implications
of the use of mixed oxide fuel. The implications upon the United

States of the international shipment of plutonium including imports
of plutonium processed outside the United States, overseas fabri-

cation of mixed oxide fuel for domestic use and international ship-

ments of mixed oxide fuel rods need to be considered in this
environmental statement.

DETAILED COMMENTS ON GESMO

Volume 1 - Summary and Conclusions:

Page S-3

Table S-1 - The column heading Population Rem should be revised to
read, "Population Rem Per Year."

Page S-13

Paragraph 2 - The definition of mixed oxide which limits MO2 fuel to
plutonium oxide in natural uranium oxide, and Figure S-S on page S-26
of Volume 1 does not credit recovered uranium to the recovery-mixed
oxide fuel cycle. These references and definitions of mixed oxide
conflict with the footnote on page IV C-20 in Volume 3 which states:
"In the SGR mode of operation, the fissile plutonium discharge in a
previous cycle is reprocessed, blended with natural uranium, depleted
uranium, or uranium tailings . (Emphasis Added)

GESMO should be revised here, and elsewhere, to take credit for all
reuseable components of spent fuel as mixed oxide; otherwise, the entire
waste management recovery cycle and mixed oxide aspects of the nuclear
fuel industry are detrimentally represented. For example, the third
sentence of paragraph 2 on page S-13 should be revised to read as follows:

"Mixed oxide fuels, as used in this statement, referes to
oxide fuel containing plutonium oxide (PuO ) in uranium
oxide (UO2 ) , and plutonium recycle refers io their direct
substitution for equivalent slightly enriched UO2 fuels."

Page S-36

Third Complete Paragraph - The sentence, "these reductions are insig-
nificant compared to the 30,000,000 cancers and 12,000,000 genetic defects
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expected in 1990 in just the United States population" needs clarifi-
cation as to whether it refers to new cases occurring in the year
1990, or deaths, or to something else. The basis for those numbers
should be referenced and should appear somewhere else in the GESMO

document.

Volume 2 - Chapters 1, II, 111

Page 1-13

Table I-I - The table of permissible air concentrations for uranium and
plutonium for occupational exposure is given without the important

explanation of relation to period of exposure. For uranium, an MPC

is correct after a few weeks of exposure because of the relatively short
biological half-life in the body. But, since plutonium has a very long

biological half-life, the MPC for the long radiological half-life plutonium
isotopes is correct only at the end of 50 years of occupational exposure,
with inhalation at MPC assumed during the entire period. For a short

inhalation period, use of the MPc grossly overestimates the resulting
dose. Therefore, a footnote should be added to Table I-I which reads

as follows:

"Due to effective half-life in the body, the uranium MPC's

are correct after a few weeks of continuous exposure. For
a long-lived plutonium isotope, the MPc assumes continuous

exposure for a working lifetime, and thus, the MPC's are
conservative for shorter periods of exposure.

Page 1-14

Paragraph 1 - The last sentence, "Pu contents of mixed oxide fuels
are expected to be less than 5% of total U + Pu" should be clarified

to read "average fissile Pu contents of mixed oxide fuel assemblies
are expected to be less than 5% of total U + Pu. "

Page 1-14

Paragraph 2 - The definition and application of 1. 15 self-generation
reactor (SGR) as used in GESMO is not clearly stated. The concept

is used as a "reference or model reactor upon which the safety and

environmental impact of limited substitution of plutonium for U-235
is based"; but it is also stated that "plutonium recycle limitations

imposed by the Model 1. 15 SGR will not cause significant revision
of plans to recycle the plutonium in LWR's. " The use of 1.15 SGR
as a model is clear; its impact as a limit is confusing. The use of

1. 15 SGR as a limit is difficult to evaluate and can result in varying
quantities of recycle plutonium because it is highly dependent on the
fuel design and the previous"fuel cycle history for a particular reactor.

There are several inconsistent statements in GESMO when referring
to the quantity of fuel implied by 1. 15 SGR which also make it difficult
to interpret as a limit:

a. Volume 2, Page 1-14

"1. 15 SGR would contain about one-third MO? fuel

rods .... "

b. Volume 3, Page IV A-Z

"MOZ fuel being of the order of 30-40% of the fuel

reload"

c. Volume 3, Page IV B-7

"about 1/3 of the pins contain MO 2 "

d. Volume 3, Page IV C-63

"Approximately 40% of the fuel rods in the 1. 15 SGR

reload assemblies contain recycle plutonium in the form

of mixed oxides.
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e. Volume 3, Page IV C-64, Figure IV C-27

Whereas the above statements all refer to equilibrium

1.15 SGR, this figure shows the buildup of mixed oxide
fuel timed from the startup of uranium cores. This should

be indicated as a typical case and should clearly indicate

whether the ordinate axis is % MO 2 fuel by weight or by

number of rods.

On the basis of the above comments, we suggest that the 1. 15 SGIR be

clearly and consistently defined as values used for evaluation purposes

only, and that if a regulatory limit is to be applied, it will be carefully

defined and determined after an in-depth review and discussion with

industry.

Page I (A)-3

The plutonium 241 half-life is stated here as 13 years. This value should

be revised to read 15 years for internal consistency within GESMO.

Page II-

Second complete paragraph - The second sentence uses the words "credible
conditions, " an obsolete term. It is suggested that this term be replaced

with the words "conservatively selected design-basis conditions.

Page 11-27

Paragraph 5 - The location of reference lists in this section is confusing.

For example, reference (6) noted at the top of this page is on a list on

page 11-65, after several other subsidiary reference lists on intervening
pages. It is suggested that a page number for the references be indicated,

or some other means of clearly identifying the locati on of the references
should be provided.

Page 11-30

Paragraph e. - The last three words of this paragraph, "credible

environmental conditions, " should be replaced with the words "con-

servatively selected design-basis conditions, " for consistency in

considering expected conditions in an environmental statement rather

than hypothetical possible conditions.

Page 11-48

Table II-1Z - The table should be corrected by replacing it with the

following:

Annular Hole

Solid Dished 0. 1 in. 0. 2 in.

Density, % of theoretical

Enrichment, %

Hole Size, diam. , inches

Dishing, %

Rod, No.

92 95

1.22* 1.22*

92 92

1.36 1.59

0.100.* 0. 200**

- 3.0

4 4 12 12

Page 11-50

Table 11-14 - The value for the "fuel density, %/o of theoretical" for dished

fuel should be 94 instead of the 92 shown.

Page 1I-51

Paragraph (3) - The information in paragraph (3) should be replaced with

the current information as shown in Appendix A to this attachment.
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Page 11-62

Paragraph 1 - The fourth sentence should be revised by replacing the
phrase "under all credible accident conditions" with the phrase "under
conservatively selected design-basis conditions" for consistency with
current terminology.

Volume 3 - Chapter IV:

Page IV A-9

Table A-5 - It should be clarified that the stated natural background
dose is per year.

Page IV A-i

Table A-6 - The table heading should clarify that doses are to off-site
individuals. It is assumed that the accident impacts were taken from
a particular SAR or SER; the references should be given.

Page IV C-3

Paragraph "Accidents" - This paragraph appears mislabeled because the
paragraph discusses normal operating conditions. The discussion states
that fission gases are removed from the coolant and dispersed into the
atmosphere under controlled conditions via tall stacks. The "controlled
conditions" should be clarified or this statement should be deleted. The
"tall stacks" is not correct for plants with radiogas decay systems, such
as those PWR's with storage tanks or the BWR's with charcoal systems.
Accordingly, the paragraph should be revised as follows:

1. Revise the heading "Accidents" to "Operational Releases to the
Atmosphere.

Z. The second and third sentences should be deleted and replaced with
the following:

"The fission gases released to the coolant are removed

from the process, treated as necessary, and released
to the atmosphere in accordance with pre-established
technical specifications."

3. The fourth sentence should be deleted and replaced with the following:'

"Similar specifications will be applied for the use of MO?
fuel to achieve the same environmental dose objectives.

Page IV C-g

Figure IV C-4 - This figure shows a typical core-lattice unit which, in
this case, includes temporary control curtains for initial core loadings.
This figure should be replaced with a core-lattice unit drawing for a
BWR/5, or BWR/6, which does not use temporary control curtains,
but uses, instead, selected rods which contain gadolinia burnable
poison.

Page IV C-9

First Paragraph - The last sentence should be revised by replacing the
words "coolant-injection" with the words "core spray" so that the sentence
reads as follows:

"Typical emergency core cooling systems involve either
a low pressure core spray system (early BWR's) or a
high pressure core spray system (latest BWR's) which -
are provided to assure adequate cooling of the core in the
event of a leak that results in depressurization of the
reactor system.

Page IV C-13

First Paragraph - The shield building described in this paragraph is not
for "radiation emanating from the reactor proper" but rather for radiation
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sources which may exist in the containment as the result of an accident.
Accordingly, this paragraph should be revised to read as follows:

"The most advanced BWR plants ... to the escape of gaseous

effluents, as well as shielding to minimize radiation levels
from sources inside the containment as a result of design-

basis accidents.

Page IV C-74

Third Complete Paragraph - With regard to the BWR, the assumption
that all the tritium in effluents comes from the fission source is incorrect,
as the sources include the deuterium in reactor water and minor leakage

from both control blades and fuel. Therefore, the sentence which begins,

"In a BWR .... should be deleted through the end of the equation and

should be replaced with the following:

"In a BWR, minor sources of tritium in effluents arise from

deuterium in reactor water and minor leakages from control
blades, as well as fission tritium in fuel. The formation
rate of fission tritium in MO2 fuel will be somewhat higher
than in the UO 2 fuel, but its effect on tritium effluents will

be small. Therefore, the overall source term should show
little change, and current experience may be used. "

Also, on page IV C-75, Table IV C-9, item 5, should be revised by
replacing 26 curies/year/reactor-with 20 curies/year/reactor, which

is the same as the UOz-fuel reactor source term.

Page IV C-76

Table IV C-9, Items 13 and 14 - A basis is not stated for the assumption

that turbine building iodine all originates from steam leakage and that
'a partition factor of one applies (see GE-ALAP testimony of P. R. Hill,
GE Exhibit #5, November 9, 1973). .Therefore, items 13 and 14 should

be deleted and replaced with the modified approach as will appear in the

AEC Regulatory Guide 1-CC when it is issued after the promulgation of

10 CYR 50, Appendix I.

Page IV C-77

Table IV C-9, Item 22 - The fraction of the primary coolant activity
levels shown are generally overestimates (see GE-ALAP testimony

of H. L. Loy, GE Exhibit #4, November 9, 1973). Therefore, item

ZZ should be modified in accordance with AEC Regulatory Guide I-CC
when issued after the promulgation of 10 CFR 50,, Appendix I.

Page IV C-77

Table IV C-9, Item 
2

3. a. (3) - This item appears to be a misprint. It
should be revised to read as follows:

"Hold-up time - Xe 43 days; Kr Z days.

Page IV C-77

Table IV C-9, Item 23. c. (1) - There is no basis for indicating the need

for charcoal absorbers (called adsorbers in this paragraph) on the reactor
building exhaust, based on the source terms given in items 3, 11 and 14
in Table IV C-9. Therefore, this item which now reads "treatment:
charcoal absorbers" should be replaced with the following: "treatment:

none.

Page IV C-78

Table IV C-9, Item Z4 - There is no basis given for the assumption that
as much as 10% of the treated high-purity and low-purity wastes will be

released rather than recycled. This is far in excess of what might
reasonably be expected in a maximum recycle system (see GE-ALAP
testimony of H. L. Loy, GE Exhibit #4, November 9, 1973). The most
probable percentage release of treated high-purity wastes is zero percent.

Therefore, all sources originating with the high-purity waste system should
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be deleted and activity levels from the low-purity systems should be
modified in accordancewith our comment above concerning item 22
of Table IV C-9.

Page IV C-87, C-g8

Table IV C-il - The liquid effluent releases shown are high based on
the comments above concerning source terms. This table should be
corrected based on all changes made in accordance with comments
above concerning items 5, 22 and 24 in Table IV C-9.

Page IV C-89

Table IV C-12 - There appear to be some errors in the gaseous effluent
release values. For example, the values in this table are inconsistent
with the source term, item 16, in Table IV C-9 on page IV C-76. Ap-
parently, Table IV C-12 is for steam jet air ejector and ventilation -

releases only. Since the source of these releases cannot be deduced
from preceding data in the GESMO document, the values should be
revised according to the comments above. Also, it appears that no
credit is given for the fact that the ALAP hearing record shows that
iodine releases in ventilation were about one-half organic iodine which
is known to contribute no significant dose on pathways dependent upon
deposition on the ground. Therefore, a factor of two reduction in
iodine source terms should be applied or otherwise corrected for in

the agricultural dose estimates.

Page IV C-95

First Paragraph and Table IV C-18 - This discussion concerns a reactor
plant which has once-through condenser cooling. Plants which utilize
cooling towers or ponds are not mentioned. This appears to be a major

- omission in GESMO as many large dual unit stations will have some form
of closed cooling water systems with coolant effluent limited to blowdown
and other minor coolant flows. A section should be added to the report
which describes this situation. In that section it will be important to

evaluate doses with realistic waterway dilution factors, avoiding the
unrealistic assumption that aquatic organisms and water users live
in the coolant discharge pipes (see the comment on page IV C-99 below).

Page IV C-95

Last Paragraph on Page - It is apparent that the X/Q values for atmos-

pheric diffusion are taken from the ALAP-FES where ground level or
10-meter height release assumptions were made. Tests at the operating
Peach Bottom reactor have shown that diffusion from a roof vent is much
better than is assumed by the AEC. Therefore, all of the evaluations in

GESMO should be revised using an increased atmospheric diffusion factor
of about three for noble gas release and a factor of about ten for radio-
iodine releases.

Page IV C-99

Paragraph Titled, "Dose Rate Estimates" - Apparently, the aquatic doses

are based on concentration in the discharge canal. A statement is made
that mobile life forms do not spend much time at these concentrations,
however, dose estimates should be made at a more realistic dilution
location. All doses from liquid effluents should be evaluated based on
realistic waterway dilution as it applies to each dose pathway. In the
minimum case, this should include the dilution achieved in the mixing
zone evaluated for conformance to thermal release requirements.

Page IV C-102

Paragraph Titled, "Direct Radiation' - No reference could be found in
GESMO as to how the direct radiation doses were estimated. Footnotes
to tables on pages IV C-103 and IV C-104 say only "calculated from power
level, distance to boundary, use factor and shielding considerations. " The
calculational method should be referenced or shown.

Page IV C-103

Table IV C-21 - The table shows off-plant doses from a two-unit BWR

station. The air submersion doses from noble gases are shown to
produce 5. 7 millirem per year to the skin and 3 millirem per year to
the total body. The total body dose is also applied to the GI tract, thyroid
and bone; since the total body dose is not an ingestion dose, this analysis
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is not in agreement with methods of revised proposed Appendix I,
dated February 20, 1974, which shows external dose as not being
applied to individual organs: In addition, the noble gas release of

2200 curies per year (see page IV C-89) per unit is only 140 micro-

curies per second for the two-unit station. At such a release rate,
the skin and total body doses in Table IV C-21 appear high by about

an order of magnitude. It is believed that some of this overestimate
probably comes from the semi-infinite cloud calculational error

(see comment below concerning page IV J(A)-2). Details of how doses
were estimated are not evident and should be shown or referenced.
The dose estimates apparently include assumption of outdoor exposure

at the fence post all year. The same is true for the iodine inhalation
doses of 3 to 4 millirem per year. The iodine milk doses of 50

millirem per year to adult thyroid and 460 millirem per year to

child thyroid include all the overestimates which General Electric
has called to the Commission's attention in the ALAP hearing,

principally:

A. Iodine chemical form; overestimate by a factor of two.

B, Roof vent diffusion; overestimate by a factor of ten.

C. High iodine deposition velocity; overestimate by a factor

of about two.

D. High transfer, grass to milk; overestimate by a factor of two.

E. Assumption of fence post cow and baby; overestimate by a

factor of two to 100, depending on actual cow location and
actual milk usage.

It should be noted that the Commission abandoned the fence post cow

concept on February 20, 1974.

Detailed technical comments of the General Electric position on realistic
dose evaluation are available in the ALAP record as follows:

1. GE-ALAP reply statement, filed March 14, 1974.

2. Transcript, oral argument, ALAP, before AEC Commissioners,

June 6, 1974, pages 91 to 134.

3. GE-ALAP comments on dose evaluation, filed July 16, 1974.

Therefore, it is suggested that dose estimates should be revised as

appropriate. The finite cloud calculation method should be used for

noble gas gamma doses. The atmospheric diffusion for a roof vent
should be used (see above comment on page IV C-95, last paragraph
on the page). Reasonable occupancy factors should be included. The
atmospheric diffusion factor should be revised for calculation of iodine

inhalation dose (see comment above oh page IV C-95, last paragraph
on the page) and a reasonable occupancy factor should be included. On
iodine agricultural pathways, corrections should be applied for iodine

chemical form, roof vent diffusion, deposition velocity, and grass-to-

milk transfer factor, all as indicated above. On milk usage, the three

likely modes should be evaluated: 1) a baby drinking raw milk directly

from the family cow; 2) adult only usage of such milk; 3) commercial

dairy dilution of such milk.

Page IV C-104

Table IV C-22 - The BWR direct radiation dose should be listed in the
total body column rather than in the dose (mRem/year) GI tract.

Page IV C-109

Tables IV C-27 and 28 - The BWR population man-rem and millirem per

year doses should be recalculated based on the above comments. Tables
IV C-27 and 28 indicate a significant inconsistency with current AEC
evaluations on actual projects. The tables indicate that total doses of

13 to 14 man-rem apply to a 50-mile radius population of 3-1/2 million.
The final environmental statement for the Perry Plant, issued in June,

1974, contains the AEC calculation of a dose of 1.8 man-rem for a very -
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similar 50-mile population of 2-3/4 million. We believe the approximate
order of magnitude difference may be due to the various overestimates
of factors as enumerated in comments above.

Page IV D-7

Table IV D-2 - The table should be revised to show a plutonium possession
limit (kg) for General Electric Company of 150 instead of the 15 shown.

Page IV D-13

Paragraph D. 1. c (2) - The co-precipitation process description in the
last sentence should be revised to show that the milling and screening
step is not different than for the oxalate process. It is suggested that
this revision be accomplished by modifying the description of the last
process step on the top of page IV D-1 to read: "Milling and screening
to the desired mesh size, producing the (U, Pu)

0
2 powder.

Page IV D-16

Paragraph D. 1. e - The third paragraph concerning sources of plutonium-
contaminated liquids should be expanded to include other most likely

process liquids such as those from off-gas scrubbing systems, nitrate
conversion filtrates, fire protection systems, and secondary cooling
systems; the least likely sources should be at the end of the list, i.e. ,
"scrub water or . The paragraph should be revised to read as
follows:

"Liquids contaminated with plutonium arise from operations

such as--

dirty scrap recovery operations (wet processing
of contaminated scrap)

maintenance operations (cleanup of process enclosures
.after equipment failures)

off-gas scrubbing system (scrubbing solutions)

nitrate conversion processes (filtrates and wash
solutions)

secondary cooling systems

fire protection systems in plutonium processing
areas (abnormal occurrences)

scrub water or hot shower water from first aid
facility (abnormal occurrences). "

Page IV D-18

Paragraph D. 2. a - The first sentence after Table IV D-5 is: "Plutonium
handling operations are carried out inside equipment located within

process enclosures (glove boxes) . Radiation from plutonium
material will, in many cases, preclude operations within unshielded

glove boxes. Therefore, shielded cells will be required. The sentence
should be revised to read as follows:

"Plutonium handling ... (e. g., glove boxes).

Page IV D-29

Paragraph D. Z. c (2) - Calculations of the nonradiological process effluent
emitted from the fabrication plant, set forth in D. 2. c (2), page IV D-29,
are not consistent with Table IV D-12 on page IV D-41. For example:
1. 5 kg per year of fluoride ion translates to 20.5 grams per day, assuming
20% operation of the dirty scrap line. (1. 5 kg/year = [4.1 grams/day]
[20%] = 20.5 grams/day. ) This does not check with the 0. 1 gram per
day set forth in the first line on page IV D-29. We believe these calcu-
lations should be reviewed and revised as appropriate.

Page IV E-22

Table E-8 - There appears to be an arithmatic error in the 1-131 entry

since 0. 50 plus 0. 50 does not equal 0. 50.
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SAMPLE BWER IMO FUEL DESIGN

Page IV J(A)-Z

Paragraph a. - The use of the semi-infinite cloud for gamma dose

may be approximately correct at some great distance from the point

of release, but it greatly overestimates doses at distances of usual

interest beyond a site boundary. The degree of overestimation of

dose depends on whether the release is from a stack, a roof elevation
vent, or some lower elevation; but this model always overestimates

the dose. All doses in GESMO based on the assumption of a semi-

infinite cloud should be appropriately revised as mentioned in our

comments above.

The deposition velocity of one centimeter per second may be only

slightly conservative for elemental iodine, but that velocity results

in large dose, overestimates for organic iodine and particulates. As

discussed in our comments above,- a more realistic deposition velocity

should be used throughout dose calculations in GESMO.

o Design Description

The reload Plutonium Recycle Prototype fuel for the Quad Cities I reactor
is designed with the same envelope dimensions as the initial core fuel.
It can, therefore, be inserted, without restriction, into all locations
within the reactor core. Figures 1 and 2 describe the general character-
istics of the prototype reload plutonium recycle fuel bundles and Tables
11 and 12 summarize the significant characteristics and differences relative
to the initial and the planned U02 reload fuel. The basic lattice arrange-
ment of 49 rods in a 7x7 array remains the same as the initial core fuel,
with a centrally located spacer capture rod, and eight tie rods located

symmetrically around the periphery of the fuel bundle.

The prototype Pu recycle reload fuel bundle is of the same general
mechanical configuration that the General Electric Company has been
designing and manufacturing for the past twelve years. The reload fuel
uses gadolinium for reactivity control augmentation. Gadolinium contain-
ing reload fuel has been the subject of past AEC dockets, i.e., Dresden-l,
Big Rock Point, Humboldt Bay Unit 3, Dresden-2, and 3, Quad Cities 1 and 2,
and Nine Mile Point. The first core fuel also contained gadolina. The
reload fuel incorporates design improvements recently implemented in initial
core fuel such as Browns Ferry-l, Peach Bottom-2, and Cooper Station and
is the same fuel as previously loaded in Dresden-3 and other stations.

Two types of prototype Pu recycle assemblies were designed. Four assemblies
of Type A31 contain 40 of the 48 rods and are designed to be loaded in
the central reactor positions around the center control blade. The fuel
rod array for these assemblies is shown in Figure 1. The uranium enrichments
are the same as the standard U02 reload fuel with the exception of the 10
Type 5 high-enrichment U02 rods which were introduced to improve power
distributions. The four identical Type A31 assemblies are designed to be
irradiated under well controlled conditions in the center of the reactor
so as to maximize the benefits of possible follow-on program gamma scans
and isotopic measurements.

Two types of plutonium are utilized: Dresden-l recycle (80% fissile) and
AEC plutonium (90% fissile). The Dresden-i recycle plutonium is used in
the reduced concentration mixed oxide (MO2 ) rods at the outside of the

M02 rod island and provides some local power peaking flattening as well as
improving the steam void dependence of the local power peaking.

The remaining eight MO2 rods were utilized in a special peripheral fuel
assembly design, Type A32, shown in Figure 2. Two rods of each of the
four mixed oxide rod types are incorporated in this design. Irradiation
of the Type A32 assembly will provide a directly comparable low power
environment for fuel rods identical to those located in the central fuel
assemblies, thus aiding future evaluations of the observed fuel performance,.
The environment at the periphery also results in the coolest possible
BWR neutron spectrum and will provide reactor physics data of significance.

A-i
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URANIUM FUEL

FUEL TYPE

1 - 2.56 wt% U-235
2 - 1.94

3 - 1.69.

4 - 1.33

5 - 3.30

6 - 2.56 + Gd2 03

PLUTONIt4 FI L
(NATURAL U, 91% TD)

HOLLOWq PELLETS
(0.15 i.d. CORE) SOLID PELLETS

P 3 *-2.34 wt% fissile P**-2.14% wt% Pu
fissile

P 4 -3.62 P 2 -3.52

UR

No. of
Rods

1
PLUTONIUM FUEL

(Natural U., 95% T.D.)
RANIUM FUEL HOLLOW PELLETS

(0.150 i.d. Core) SOLID PELLETS

Fuel Type No. of FNo. of
Rods Fuel Type Rods Fuel Type

22 1 - 2.56 wt% U-235
9 2 - 1.94 wt% U-235
8 3 - 1.69 wt% U-235
1 4 - 1.33 wt% U-235
3 5 -. 2.56 wt% U-235 + Gd203

2 P 3*-2.34 wt%
Fissile

2 P 4 -3.62 25%
Fissile

2 Pi* - 2.14 wt%
Fissile

2 P 2 - 3.52 wt%
Fissile

*80% FISSILE PuO2 , ALL OTHERS 90% FISSILE

*80% Fissile Pu, All Others 90% Fissile

FIGURE 1 Prototypical Island Design-Pu Recycle Fuel Assembly, Type A31
FIGURE 2 Peripheral Fuel Assembly Design, Type A32
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TABLE 1

INITIAL CORE AND RELOAD FUEL ROD DESIGN SPECIFICATION

FUEL INITIAL CORE FUEL RELOAD 1 FUEL

taterial U02  U02  48 MIXED OXIDE RODS

initial Enrichment, w/o Fissile
High 2.47 2.56' 3.6

Medium 1.70 1.94 3.5
Medium Low 1.20 1.69 2.35
Low 1.33 2.15
Average for Bundle 2.12 2.30

Pellet Geometry
Long Dished 26 rods 0 rods
Long Undished 23 rods 0 rods
Short Chamfered (undished) 0 rods 49 rods
Short (undished) 24 rods
Short Annular 24 rods

Pellet Diameter, inches 0.487 0.477 0.487
Pellet Inside Diameter, inches ---- 0.15

Pellet Density 95.0 95.0 91.0

% of Theoretical

Melting Point, *F 5080 5080 5000

CLADDING

Material Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2

Thickness, inches 0.032 0.037 .032

?,nl Rod O.D., inches 0.563 0.563 .563

FUEL RODS

A•,2 ve length, inches 144.0 144.0 144.0

Gas plenum length 11-1/4 11 11

!1- 1 ITO] i ,m Ioliumi-

TABLE 2

INITIAL CORE AND RELOAD FUEL ASSEMBLY DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

RELOAD 1 FUEL
48 MIXED OXIDE

INITIAL CENTRAL A31 PERIPHERAL A32

FUEL BUNDLE CORE FUEL RELOAD 1 FUEL ASSEMBLIES ASSEMBLIES

U02  U02

Geometry 7x7 7x7 7x7 7x7

High Enrichment Rods 30 32 22 24

Medium High Enrichment Rods 16 10 10 10

Medium Low Enrichment Rods 3 6- 6 6

Low Enrichment Rods 1 1 1

Poison Rods Per Bundle 2-3 3 5 3

Mixed Oxide Rods None None 10 8

Rod Pitch, inches 0.738 0.738 .738 .738

Water to Fuel Volume Ratio 2.42 2.53 2.53 2.53

Heat Transfer Area, ft
2  

86.5 86.5 86.5 86.5

CHANNELS

Material Zr-4 Zr-4 Zr-4

Outside Dimension, inches 5.438 5.438 5.438.

Wall Thickness, inches 0.080 0.080 0.080

Channel Length, inches 162-1/8 162-1/8 162-1/8

SPACERS

Number per bundle 7 7 7

Material Zr-4 with Inconel Springs Zr-4 with Inconel Springs



APPENDIX B

EXCERPTS FROM THE RASSMUSSEN REPORT

"Late effects of nuclear radiation have recently been treated in detail
by the BEIR Committee of the National Academy of Sciences - National

Research Council (ref. 13), and by the United Nations Scientific Com-
mittee on Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) (ref. 14). The two

studies differ in philosphy and approach regarding late somatic effects

obtained primarily from ,data at high doses and dose rates to estimate
the risk at low doses and low dose rates of most concern to the general
population. While the UNSCEAR group did not make such an extrapolation,
the BEIR Committee was required to use whatever means were at their

disposal to extrapolate risk estimates to very low doses and chose to use
the linear dose-effect hypothesis to accomplish this end. It is the general
understanding that the estimates arrived at are upper limit figures and
that the true values lie somewhere between these values and zero. The
magnitude of late effects calculated in this study have used the con-

servative BEIR Report values..

"Late somatic effects, with few exceptions, are manifested only after
an interval of years or decadcs following the irradiation and are in-
distinguishable from diseases that occur in non-irradiated populations.
Thus, in any specific individual a particular late effect cannot be defi-
nitely attributed to radiation. Excess mortality from all forms of
radiation induced cancers during the first 25 to 27 years after, irradiation
is estimated by the BEIR Report to be between 50 and 165 deaths per 106

man-rem. This estimate assumes a linear dose-response relationship
from high to low doses. This study has used a value of 100 latent deaths
per 106 man-rem.

"Genetic effects are classified in the BEIR Report into three types: dominant
diseases, chromosomal and recessive diseases, and congenital anomalies.
Dominant diseases include most of the obvious birth defects. Chromosomal
and recessive diseases are produced at such a low level by radiation that,
for this study, they are not considered significant in relationship to the
other two types of genetic effects. Congenital anomalies refer to more
complex inherited traits which cause the person to have a predisposition
to certain diseases such as diabetes, cancer, and mental retardation.
The BEIR Report estimates the genetic effects of a single exposure of
106 man-rem to be between 10 and 100 additional cases of dominant
diseases and 1 and 100 additional cases of congenital anomalies. " (1)

"6.6.4. 2 Latent Somatic Effects of Ionizing Radiation

In a recent publication (ref. 13), prepared by an Advisory Committee of
the U. S. National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
entitled the "Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiation, " relevant human
and animal data were evaluated in order to appraise the present radiation
standards for human exposure and provide risk estimates in terms of
population dose.

"The data, although inadequate for a complete evaluation, include popula-
tions exposed to external radiation, to internal emitters deposited in lung
and bone, and exposure durations from instantaneous to a whole lifetime.
Thus, at least some data are available that bears on most of the factors
that are suspected to be variables in production of late somatic effects.
However, most of the data are obtained from persons exposed to high
LET (linear energy transfer) particulate radiation, and do not yield
information which is useful in assessing the effect of low LET radiation
which are highly dependent upon the rate at which the dose is received.
These data do, nevertheless, suggest the need for use of the proper
factor for relative biological effectiveness in order to bring data on high
and low LET radiations together and justify the utility of expressing the
dose in terms of rem. Table VI-13 is a summary from the BEIR Report
predicting the increased incidences of various late diseases per year as
a function of dose per unit population. Again, it must be remembered
that the values are upper limits. The reader is hereby referred to the
BEIR Committee Report (ref. 13) for complete details on the source of
data and the methods used to derive the values given.

TABLE VI-13

CANCER INCIDENCE RATES

Cancer Type

Leukemia

Lung

Breast

Bone

Gastro-intestinal Tract

Other Cancers

Deaths Per Year Per
Million Man-Rem

1-2

1.3

1.5

0. Z

1.0

1.0

B-2

B-i
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"The Beir Report estimates that the excess cancer mortality is 50-165
deaths per million man-rem, during the first 25 to 27 years after exposure,
and that these estimates may be in error by as much as a factor of 5.

Note that although these numbers may represent the upper limits for
risk, many of the populations from which these risks were derived have
not lived out their full lifetime and additional malignancies may yet

occur. ,(2) (Emphasis Added)

(1) Draft WASH-1400, "Reactor Safety Study" (Rassmussen Report)-)

Appendix VI, pp 34-35

(2) Ibid, pp 47-49

NRC Staff Response to Comments by General Electric

1. Comment

"GESMO utilizes an assumed simplistic model for comparing the
environmental effect of MO2 fuel use with the environmental
effect of the same electrical generating capacity using only
uranium fuel. In general, the model and method of comparison
provided a reasonable basis for deriving a conclusion co;;cerning
the environmental effect of mixed oxide fuel in light water
reactors. However, it appears that certain details of the
model and of the comparison should be modified for clarity and
completeness."

Response:

In this final GESMO, the description of the model 1.15 SGR has been
expanded. Two new tables have been added, Table IV C-9 and IV C-10
to supplement Figure IV C-26, which shows the percent MOX fuel in
the reactor at each refueling, as it approaches equilibrium. The
amounts and isotopic composition of plutonium and other selected
nuclides in the reload and spent fuel assemblies are presented for the
16 annual reloads required to reach equilibrium conditions. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.2.

2. Comment:

"General Electric has not commented on the cost-benefit section
of GESMO because all of the bases used in the preliminary analyses
are not set forth in the draft GESMO document. Meaningful assess-
ments as to the viability of plutonium recycle and the impact of
alternate courses require comprehensive cost projections, supported
by validated data."

Response:

CHAPTERS VIII and XI have been revised to state all bases and assumptions used.
Costs figures are carefully developed and documented in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0.
Moreover, the sensitivity of the results of these cost bases is examined in
CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

3. Comment:

"Also, some subjects are yet to be resolved with respect to the
transportation of plutonium, safeguards, fabrication plant
requirements (such as location, design, process requirements,
handling and accountability) and the transportation of mixed oxide
rods and fuel bundles. Resolution of these subjects must, in the
end, be reduced to a set of regulatory requirements which can be
applied with consistency and which form the basis for the development
of the commercial plutonium recycle industry."

B-3
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3. Comment (Cont'd)4 4. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

This comment is well taken in that prior to widescale use of MOX fuels in the
LWR industry the regulations for each component of the fuel cycle where Pu
is handled will have to be spelled out. At the time of the release of this
final statement, the proposed rule changes for the use of MOX fuels in LWR's
will be issued. Also, the draft and final supplement on safeguards considera-
tions are in preparation concurrently with the hearings on the proposed rules
and the final issues on health, safety and environmental issues of recycle
plutonium. It is the intent that final rules be promulgated at the time
the final decision is made on Pu recycle.

The potential for so-called plutonium burners is acknowledged in final GESMO.
A concentration of recycled plutonium somewhat above the concentration
expected to be used in most LWR's of current design within the next ten years
(1.15 SGR) was examined to determine what effect, if any, Its use would have
on those reactor characdteristics which might affect the probability and
consequences of accidents, as compared to currently designed LWR's fueled
with U02 . Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.1.

5. Comment:

"GESMO should clarify whether the 1.15% SGR value is a limit or a modeling

concept."

Response:

The 1.15 SGR is used in GESMO only as a model. However, in proposed rulemaking
action, 1.15 SGR would constitute a limit insofar as requests to use mixed-
oxide fuel in quantities less than 1.15 SGR would not require the preparation
of an;environmental impact statement.

4. Comment:

"GE supports the proposed gradual transition into the plutonium
recycle era. During the transition period, the 115% Self-Generation
Reactor (SGR) would provide this gradual changeover. However, the
simplified formula on page IV B-7 of Volume 3 limits the ratio of
the total plutonium to fissile nuclides in the as-charged fuel to
0.65. Such a limit on this ratio might accelerate plutonium
loadings in the first few years and is not consistent with the
pattern shown in Figure IV C-27. Resolution of this question
would be helpful. Beyond the transition period, these values
would be inappropriate to use as limits for Boiling Water Reactors
(BWR) because the BWR fuel bundle design uses the mixed oxide in an
island surrounded by uranium oxide'(U0 2 ) fuel rods. Each mixed oxide
bundle is designed to be essentially identical to an all U02 bundle
in important operating characteristics; thus, U02 reactor technology
is generally applicable.

"It may be desirable to use certain reactors as plutonium burners.
Such a BWR could load more than double the plutonium which would
be loaded in the 115% SGR case in the early years. If this were
done, the plutonium would be concentrated in a fewer number of
reactors which would further reduce the net total environmental
impact.

"Before the Atomic Energy Commission makes a final regulatory
decision on this subject, further technical discussions should
be held concerning the details of various possible methods of
defining plutonium loading limits."

Response:

The 115% SGR model provides a specific level of plutonium utilization that is
used for calculating environmental effects. It does not limit the route to this
level of self generation operation, as illustrated in Figure IV C-26, nor does
it give specific approval for accelerated plutonium loadings in the first few
years of implementation. The prudent transition to large scale use of MOX will
be reviewed on a plant-specific basis.

In this final GESMO, the model reactor developed characterizes the 1.15 SGR
in terms of a quantity of Pu charged as MOX. For the purposes of the statement
an LWR is judged to be within the limits of 1.15 SGR when the weight percent of
total Pu to total heavy metal content (Pu + U) in the as-charged fuel is less
than 1.8.

6. Comment:

"GESMO uses the BEIR Report as a basis for stating risk estimates. Most of
the base data in the BEIR Report come from experience with high doses, high
dose rates, or both. The BEIR Report uses the assumption of a linear relation
between dose and effect in extrapolating to predicted effects at low doses
and low dose rates. It is generally recognized that those assumptions re-
present the upper bound of the risk and that the actual risk lies somewhere
between zero and the effects quoted. The BEIR Report is recognized as
conservative because no credit is taken for either threshold effects or
biological repair mechanisms that operate at low dose rates.

In addition, it is suggested that the conservatisms of the BEIR Report be
described in GESMO. Such material should appear as an appendix in Volume 3 and
should include at least the information given in Appendix B of the Attachment
to this letter."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section J has been revised, referencing NCRP 43 in
acknowledgement of the lack of evidence to support extrapolating the linear response
theory to extremely low doses and dose rates. However, this practice is followed
to show the results of applying the theory.
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9. Comment (Cont'd)

7. Comment:

"Mixed oxide fuel, as used in GESMO, is referred to as oxide fuel containing
3 to 5% plutonium oxide (Pu0 2 ) in natural U02. Previous mixed oxide fuels and
present mixed oxide fuel assembly designs contain individual fuel rods which
exceed 5% fissile plutonium per mixed oxide rod. Also, although Pu0 2 is
frequently mixed with natural U02 , depleted U02 reclaimed in a fuel reproces-
sing plant may also be used. GE suggests that the definition of mixed oxide
fuel be clarified throughout GESMO as referring to a maximum of 5% average
fissile PuO2 in UO2 - PuO2 per fuel assembly."

Response:

Five weight percent plutonium in natural U02 was chosen as an example. There is
no technical basis at this time for restricting the amount of plutonium that may
be used in fuel rods for LWR's other than core performance and safety limits as long
as handling and transportation requirements are satisfied. Referto CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 3.4.1.

8. Comment:

"Paragraph F on pages S-46 and S-47 in Volume 1 contains a summary of adverse
environmental effects and mitigating actions which might be taken to offset
these effects, including the possible future retention of Krypton 85 at re-
processing plants. GESMO should clearly indicate that retention of Krypton
85 in facilities in the United States will not significantly alter the United
States population dose because retention of Krypton 85 at all reprocessing
plants throughout the world would be required to achieve the United States
population dose reduction alluded to in the GESMO. General Electric first
commented to the AEC on this matter in our comments on draft Document No.
WASH-1250. Included in the GE comments (letter dated January 16, 1973, from
G. J. Stathakis to Milton Shaw) was the following:

'The report in several places assumes that retention of Krypton
85 and tritium from reprocessing will take place in the future
on the basis that the technology can be developed. We suggest
that this future decision is properly subject to an evaluation
of the need, cost and advantage of the very minor reduction in
dose that can be achieved. Also, we note that the effectiveness
of this step depends on similar action on a werld-wide basis.'"

Response:

In final GESMO, quanititative releases of 8SKr, 
3
H, 

14
C are assumed from spent

fuel reprocessing CHAPTER IV, Section J, Table IV J-22 indicates population dose
reduction possible by retaining these nuclides.

Response:

In final GESMO, the subject of partitioning of actinides in the high level wastes
has been clarified. It is not obvious that the separation of actinides would
significantly impact on the overall economics of waste mangement or the fuel cycle
options assessed.

10. Comment:

"Radiation doses that might be delivered to individuals at locations on the
boundaries of sites and beyond were calculated for the six possible combina-
tions of reactor types and fuel. Such calculations are based on assumptions
and result in conservative estimates (as stated, for example, on page
IV C-10I in Volume 3). We believe that environmental statements should utilize
as bases the best-estimate of what is to be expected. This concept is con-
sistent with the Annex to.Appendix D, 10 CFR 50. Most of the overly con-
servative assumptions which appear in GESMO do not permit a true .evaluation
of mixed oxide or of the differences between mixed oxide and uranium oxide
fuels. A particular conservatism arises from the overly conservative
assumptions of source terms and methods of evaluating dose from a given
release. Most of these assumptions and methods result from the use of final
environmental statement for the 'as low as practicable' evaluation of the
effect of light water reactors on the environment (ALAP-FES); but in some
cases, GESMO uses even more conservative assumptions and methods than does
the ALAP-FES.

"General Electric's detailed comments on the various factors of conservatism
are provided in the Attachment to this letter. It is concluded that GE-SMO
overestimates doses from both the U02 and M02 reactor plants by significant
factors. Doses from liquid effluents are overestimated by one or two orders
of magnitude. The noble gas radiation dose and the thyroid inhalation dose
are overestimated by about one order of magnitude or more (depending on
actual milk usage pathways). We believe that these conservatisms further
detailed herein, should be removed from the GESMO document because such
overstatement of impact is not in the best interest of the public, the
industry, or the regulatory agencies."

Respos:

In final GESMO, on the health, safety and environmental impacts of Pu recycle, the
reader is kept aware where overestimates of releases of radioactivity and calculated
doses prevail. In contrast to an environmental statement for a specific installa-
tion, where it is appropriate to estimate close to expected performance,'a generic
statement has the objective of accommodating the licensable spectrum of performance.

9. Comment:

"Paragraph 3 of Volume 1, on page S-47, includes a general statement of
actinide removal from wastes, and the high (40,000 to 70,000) decontamination
factors required to limit the need for long-term storage of high-level wastes
to 600 years. Paragraph 11 of CHAPTER XI should include a description of-the
feasibility and cost of such decontaimination action, or paragraph 3 on page
S-47 should be deleted."

11. Comment:

"Section B of Chapter 4 discusses mixed oxide fuel fabrication. The method
used in the model analyzed includes only blending of plutonium oxide and
uranium oxide powders. Other processes and shipping forms under development.
by the industry include alternatives such as coprecipitation of mixed oxide,
pretreatment of feed material to achieve ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain
improved scrap reprocessing steps to minimize the amount of plutonium con-
taminated waste generated, and other solid form plutonium compounds for ship-
ment. These processes do not represent environmental impacts substantially
different from those described, and the risk to the environment may be not
greater than that whiph is produced by a process which blends the plutonium
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11. Comment (Cont'd) i 13. Comment (Cont'd)!-

and uranium oxide powders. Accordingly, the second paragraph on page IV D-3
should be revised to add'the following statement:

'Other processes and shipping forms under development by the industry
include alternatives such as coprecipitation of mixed oxide, pre-
treatment of feed precipitation of mixed oxide, pretreatment of feed
material to achieve ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain improved
scrap reprocessing steps to minimize the amount of plutonium con-
taminated wastes generated, and other solid form plutonium compounds
for shipment. These processes do not represent environmental impacts
substantially different from those described herein.'

Response:

In the text of final GESMO, other proven processes and forms for MOX fuel
fabrication could be used with essentially the same environmental impacts as
those of the methods described in the statement. See CHAPTER IV, Section D,
paragraph 1.3, for a discussion of other processes.

12. Comment:

"Paragraph G, 'Occupational Exposure,' on page IV D-31 discusses exposures
in mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants. For clarity, to more adequately
describe the mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant occupational exposure
situation, that paragraph should be revised..."

Response:

This comment was noted but not incorporated into the final text as suggested. Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) has performed a study on occupational exposures
to be expected in a model GESMO MOX fuel fabrication plant. The maximum estimated
exposure, taken from the LASL study and incorporated into the final GESMO, average
approximately 23% of the 10 CFR Part 20 external exposure limit and about 1% of
the International Commission on Radiological Protection internal exposure
recommendation for occupational workers. See CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 4.4.

which discusses occupational exposure in a commerical scale mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plant. It is believed that this internal exposure should be
included in the dose equivalent evaluations and will not change the
conclusions of GESMO."

Response:

Selected organ doses resulting from occupational exposure are accounted for in new
tables in the final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section J. The data presented are the
dose commitments from a U. S. Nuclear Industry over a 26-year period, 1975 - 2000,
comparing the three fuel cycle options, no recycle of uranium or plutonium,
recycle of uranium only, and the recycle of uranium and plutonium.

14. Comment:

"GESMO makes no reference to the export and import implications of the use
of mixed oxide fuel. The implications upon the United States of the inter-
national shipment of plutonium including imports of plutonium processed
outside the United States, overseas fabrication of mixed oxide fuel for

g
4

, c, Jdomestic use and interhational shipments of mixed oxide fuel rods need to be
considered in this environmental statement."

Response:

GESMO is directed toward the impacts of the recycle of plutonium in LWR's in
the United States. Although its scope does not include a specific assessment
of probable impacts of processing foreign or imported mixed oxide fuels or
fabricating mixed oxide fuels for export, it should be noted that any such
foreign business would alter only the numbers proportionate to the degree of
associated activity. It would not alter the nature of the already assessed
impacts; If the total size of foreign nuclear programs is roughly equivalent
to the size of the U.S. programs over the projected time period for GESMO
(1975 through 2000) and for example, one were to assume that one-quarter of the
plutonium to be available in the rest of the world were to be imported for
processing, fabrication and subsequent export, then the impact would be expected
tu be about one-and-a-quarter times the already assessed impact. Whether and to
what degree such foreign business would be brought to the United States cannot
be determined at this time. At any rate, it should be noted further that the
GESMO study does not substitute for the in depth licensing reviews for individual
export and import activities.

13. Comment:

"Section G of Chapter 4 contains the radiological health assessment for the
recycle of plutonium in mixed oxide fuel. Tables IV J-4 through IV J-6
compare 50-year dose commitments to certain organs of the entire population
resulting from the anticipated use of recycled plutonium in 1990 with the
dose commitments that would be expected if only U02 fuel were used. For the
analysis, the entire population dose is divided into occupational and general
public doses. Occupational doses are shown in Table IV J-2. However, only
whole body dose is given in that table. Only the external whole body occu-
pational dose is factored into the dose comparisons in Tables IV J-4 through
IV J-6. Occupational internal dose commitments are omitted. In the use of
both the uranium and m-ixedoxide fuel, some relatively low level internal
exposures occur. GESMO should acknowledge this fact, as appropriate,
throughout the document; for example, in paragraph IV M.2.0 on page IV D-31,

15, Comnent: (seepage S-13)

"Paragraph 2 -- The definition of mixed oxide which limits MO2 fuel to
plutonium oxide in natural uranium oxide, and Figure S-5 on page S-26 of
Volume 1 does not credit recovered uranium to the recovery-mixed oxide fuel
cycle. These references and definitions of mixed oxide conflict with the
footnote on page IV C-20 in Volume 3 which states: 'In the SGR mode of oper-
ation, the fissile plutonium discharge in a previous cycle in reprocessed,
blended with natural uranium, depleted uranium, or uranium tailings
(emphasis added)

"GESMO should be revised here, and elsewhere, to take credit for all reusable

components of spent fuel as mixed oxide; otherwise, the entire waste management
recovery cycle and mixed oxide aspects of the nuclear fuel industry are
detrimentally represented. For example, the third sentence of paragraph 2
on page S-13 should be revised to read as follows:
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15. Comment (Cont'd) 17. Comment (Cont'd)

'Mixed oxide fuels, as used in this statement, refers to oxide
fuel containing plutonium oxide (PuO 2 ) in uranium oxide (U02 ), and
plutonium recycle refers to their direct substitution for equivalent
slightly enriched U02 fuels."

Response:

In Figure S-5, and also in Figure S-4 and throughout the draft GESMO, recovered
uranium has been assumed to be routed through the enrichment plants to eventually
reappear in reactor fuel as low enriched uranium. Some portion of the recovered
uranium could be alternatively used in MOX fuel as well as enrichment plant
tails. However, in the context of the overall LWR industry, the only way to
recycle all of the recovered uranium is by re-enrichment of at least the major
portion of the uranium. The quantity of the plutonium available for the fabrica-
tion of MOX fuel about the year 2000 will be sufficient to utilize only about
2600 MT of recovered uranium in the mixed oxide; whereas, there could be at that
time about 1O,O00 MT of recovered uranium.

It is not intended that the use of natural uranium in MOX fuel, as modeled in
GESMO, shall be interpreted to preclude the use of recovered uranium or depleted
enrichment plant tails or even low enriched uranium in individual reactor cases.
Refer to CHAPTER 1,. paragraph 1.3.?.

16. Comment: (page S-36)

"Third complete paragraph - the sentence, 'these reductions are insignifi-
cant compared to the 30,000,000 cancers and 12,000,000 genetic defects
expected in 1990 in just the United States population' needs clarification
as to whether it refers to new cases occurring in the year 1990, or deaths,
or to something else. The basis for those numbers should be referenced
and should appear somewhere else in the GESMO document."

Response:

For the final GESMO the health effects estimates have been recalculated based
on new health effects factors that are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section J,
Appendix B.

17. Comment: (page 1-13)

"Table I-I - The table of permissible air concentrations for uranium
and plutonium for occupational exposure is given without. the important
explanation of relation to period of exposure. For uranium, an MPC
is correct after a few weeks of exposure because of relatively short
biological half-life in the body. But, since plutonium has a very long
biological half-life, the MPC for the long radiological half-life plu-
tonium isotopes is correct only at the end of 50 years of occupational
exposure,.with-inhalation at MPC assumed during the entire period. For
a short inhalation period, use of the MPC grossly overestimates the
resulting dose.",

Response:

This is a valid comment. The subject of application of MPC's is covered in
CHAPTER I in the discussion of Table I-1.

18. Comment: (page 1-14)

"Paragraph 2 - The definition and application of 1.15 self-generation
reactor (SGR) as used in GESMO is not clearly stated. The concept is
used as a 'reference or model reactor upon which the safety and environ-
mental impact of limited suEstitution of plutonium for U-235 is based;'
but it is also stated that 'plutonium recycle limitations imposed by the
Model 1.15 SGR will not cause significant revision of plans to recycle
the plutonium in LWR's.' The use of 1.15 SGR as a model is clear; its
impact as a limit is confusing. The use of 1215 SGR as a limit is
difficult to evaluate and can result in varying quantities of recycle
plutonium because it is highly dependent on the fuel design and the
previous fuel cycle history for a particular reactor. There are several
inconsistent statements in GESMO when referring to the quantity of fuel
implied by 1.15 SGR which also make it difficult to interpret as a limit:

'On the basis of the above comments, we suggest that the 1.15 SGR
be clearly and consistently defined as values used for evaluation
purposes only, and that if a regulatory limit is to be applied,
it will be carefully defined and determined after an in-depth
review and discussion with industry.'"

Response:

The concept of the 1.15 SGR, the GESMO model reactor, has been defined in
detail in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraphs-4-l-and 4:2. -For a
more detailed-response for this comment refer to Comment 4 of this Comment
Letter No. 21.

19. Comment: (page IV C-3)

"Paragraph 'Accidents' - This paragraph appears mislabeled because the
paragraph discusses normal operating conditions. The discussion states
that fission gases are removed from the coolant and dispersed into the
atmosphere under controlled conditions'via tall stacks. The 'controlled
conditions' should be clarified or this statement should be deleted. The
'tall stacks' is not correct for plants with radiogas decay systems, such
as those PWR's with storage tanks or the BWR's with charcoal systems.
Accordingly, the paragraph should be revised as follows:

"l. Revise the heading 'Accidents' to 'Operational Releases to the
Atmosphere.' -

"2. The second and third sentences should be deleted and replaced with
the following:
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19. Comment (Cont'd) 21. Comment (Cont'd)

'The fission gases released to the coolant are removed from the
processes, treated as necessary, and released to the atmosphere in
accordance with pre-established technical specifications.'"

Response:

The paragraph was identified erroneously in the draft GESMO as noted in this
comment. The changes suggested have been included in this final GESMO
CHAPTER IV, Section C, Summary. The accident discussion appears in CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraphs 5.3 and 5.4.

20. Comment: (page IV C-74)

"Third Complete Paragraph - With regard to the BWR, the assumption
that all the tritium in effluents comes from the fission source is
incorrect, as the sources include the deuterium in reactor water and
minor leakage from both control blades and fuel. Therefore, the
sentence which begins, 'In a BWR .... ' should be deleted through the
end of the equation and should be replaced with the following:

'Also on page IV C-75, Table IV C-9, items 5, should be revised by
replacing 26 curies/year/reactor with 20 curies/year/reactor, which is
the same as the U02 -fuel reactor source term.'"

Response:

General Electric Licensing Topical Report NEDO-I0871, "Technical Derivation of
BWR 1971 Design Basis Source Terms," by J. M. Skarpelos and R. S. Gilbert, dated
March 1973, indicates that deuterium activiation and leakage from control blades
account for the production of approximately 18 curies per year of tritium, which
is approximately 20% of the calculated annual release of tritium. Therefore, the
major source of tritium released to the reactor coolant is considered to be leakage
of tritium produced in the fuel rods by ternary fission. In'the final GESMO, the
annual quantity of tritium expected to be released has been revised to take into
account releases in gaseous effluents, consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.112 dated
April 1976. The revised releases of radioactive materials in liquid and gaseous
effluents are given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Tables IV C-16 and IV C-17.

Response:

In the final GESMO, the calculated iodine releases have been revised to be
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.112, "Calculation of Releases of Radio-
active Materials in Liquid and Gaseous Effluents from Boiling Water Reactors,"
dated April 1976, and NUREG-0016 dated April 1976. The revised releases
are given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-16 and IV C-17.

22. Comment: (Page IV C-77)

"Table IV C-9, Item 22 - The fraction of the primary coolant activity
levels shown are generally overestimates (see GE-ALAP testimony of
H.L. Loy, GE Exhibit #4, November 9, 1973). Therefore, Item 22 should
be modified in accordance with AEC Regulatory Guide 1-CC when issued
after the promulgation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I."

Response:

In final GESMO, the fraction of primary coolant activity levels are essentially
the same in both WASH-1258, (the source of the values in Table IV C-9) and in
Regulatory Guide 1.112, and NUREG-0D16, both dated April 1976. Refer to revised
parameters are given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-14.

23. Comment: (page IV C-77)

"Table IV C-9, Item 23.c(l) - There is no basis for indicating the
need for charcoal absorbers (called adsorbers in this paragraph) on the
reactor building exhaust, based on the source terms given in Items 3,
11 and 14 in Table IV C-9.

Therefore, this item which now reads, 'treatment: charcoal absorbers'

should be replaced with the following 'treatment: none.'"

Response:

In the final GESMO, the calculated iodine releases have been revised to be
consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.112 and NUREG-O016, both dated April 1976.
Based on the revised calculations, the charcoal absorbers are expected to
be required for a typical site. The revised iodine releases are given in
CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-17.21. Comment: (page IV C-76)

"Table IV C-9, Items 13 and 14 - A basis is not stated for the
assumption that turbine building iodine all originates from steam
leakage and that a partition factor of one applies (see GE-ALAP
testimony of P.R. Hill, GE Exhibit # 5, November 9, 1973). Therefore,
Items 13 and 14 should be deleted and replaced with the modified approach
as will appear in the AEC Regulatory Guide I-CC when it is issued after
the promulgation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix I."

24. Comment: (page IV C-78)

"Table IV C-9, Item 24 - There is no basis given for the assumption that
as much as 10% of the treated high-purity and low-purity wastes will be
released rather than recycled. This is far in excess of what miqht
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24. Comment (Cont'd)

reasonably be expected in a maximum recycle system (see GE-ALAP testimony
of H. L. Loy, GE Exhibit #4, November 9, 1973). The most probable
percentage release of treated high-purity wastes is zero percent.
Therefore, all sources originating with the high-purity waste system
should be deleted and activity levels from the low-purity systems should
be modified in accordance with our comment above concerning Item 22 of
Table IV C-9."

Response:

In the final GESMO, the percent of processed liquid waste that is discharged
has been revised to 1% for high purity waste and 10% for low purity and
chemical waste, consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.112 and NUREG-0016, both
dated April 1976. The revised releases of radioactive material in liquid
effluents are given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-16.

25. Comment: (page IV C-87, C-88)

"Table IV C-ll - The liquid effluent releases shown are high based on the
comments above concerning source terms. This table should be corrected based
on all changes made in accordance with comments above concerning Items 5, 22
and 24 in Table IV C-9."

27. Comment: (Page IV C-95)

"First Paragraph and Table IV C-18 - This discussion concerns a reactor plant
which has once-through condenser cooling. Plants which utilize cooling towers
or ponds are not mentioned. This appears to be a major omission in GESMO as
many large dual unit stations will have some form of closed cooling water systems
with coolant effluent limited to blowdown and other minor coolant flows. A
section should be added to the report which describes this situation. In that
section, it will be important to evaluate doses with realistic waterway dilution
factors, avoiding the unrealistic assumption that aquatic organisms and water
users live in the coolant discharge pipes (see the comment on page IV C-99
below)."

Response:

For the final GESMO, doses from radionuclides released in liquid effluents were
calculated assuming dilution which is typical of a large number of river-sited
reactors. Likewise, the atmospheric dispersion parameters were chosen to corre-*
spond to typical site boundary distances and average meteorological conditions.
These assumptions are in accordance with the NRC's directive to be realistic as
stated in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, issued April 30, 1975.

28. Comment: (Page IV C-95)

"Last Paragraph on Page - It is apparent that the X/Q values for atmospheric
diffusion are taken from the ALAP-FES where ground level or 10-meter height
release assumptions were made. Tests at the operating Peach Bottom reactor
have shown that diffusion from a roof vent is much better than is assumed by
the AEC. Therefore all of the evaluations in GESMO should be revised
using an increased atmospheric diffusion factor of about three for noble
gas release and a factor of about ten for radioiodine releases."

Response:

The Peach Bottom tests were conducted for a limited number of vent flow rates and
the site has unique topographical characteristics. Therefore, the evaluation
restricted the application of the test results to only the Peach Bottom Plants.
Since the flow rate per vent, which is dependent on the number of release points,
can vary widely according to plant design, the result of the Peach Bottom study
cannot be applied generically to all sites. The effects of low vent flow and
topography have not been demonstrated. Also refer to response to comment No. 27.

Response:

In the final GESMO, the calculated releases of radioactive material in liquid
effluents have been revised to be consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.112 and
NUREG-0016, both dated April 1976. The revised releases of radioactive
materials in liquid effluents are given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-16.

26. Comment: (page IV C-89)

Table IV C-12 - There appear to be some errors in the gaseous effluent release
values. For example, the values in this table are inconsistent with the
source term, ITEM 16, in Table IV C-9 on page IV C-76. Apparently, Table
IV C-12 is for steam jet air ejector and ventilation releases only. Since the
source of these releases cannot be deduced from preceding data in the GESMO
document, the values should be revised according to the comments above. Also,
it appears that no credit is given for the fact that the ALSP hearing record
shows that iodine releases contribute no significant dose on pathways dependent
upon deposition on the ground. Therefore, a factor of two reduction in iodine
source terms should be applied or otherwise corrected for in the agricultural
dose estimates."

Response:

The values in the table in the draft GFSMO were those calculated for the air
ejector and ventilation releases only. The calculated releases have been
revised in final GESMO to include releases from the mechanical vacuum pump and
to include revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.112 and NUREG-0016, both dated
April 1976. In the calculation of the thyroid doses to individuals 50% of the
iodine-131 was considered to be in the form of organic iodides which did not
enter the milk pathway, consistent with Regulatory Guide 1.109, dated March
1976. The revised releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents are
given in CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-17.

29. Comment: (Page IV C-99)

"Paragraph titled, 'Dose Rate Estimates' - Apparently, the aquatic doses are
based on concentration in the discharge canal. A statement is made that
mobile life forms do not spend much time at these concentrations; however,
dose estimates should be made at a more realistic dilution location. All
doses from liquid effluents should be evaluated based on realistic waterway
dilution as it applies to each dose pathway. In the minimum case, this
should include the dilution achieved in the mixing zone evaluated for
conformance to thermal release requirements."
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29. Comment (Cont'd) 31. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

For the final GESMO, doses from radionuclides released in reactor liquid effluents
were calculated assuming dilution, typical of a large number of river-sited reactors.
Likewise, the atmospheric dispersion parameters were chosen to correspond to
typical site boundary distances average meteorological conditions. These assumptions
are in accordance with the NRC's directive to be realistic as stated in 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix I, issued April 30, 1975.

30. Comment: (Page IV C-102)

"Paragraph titled, 'Direct Radiation' - No reference could be found in GESMO
as to how the direct radiation doses were estimated. Footnotes to tables on
pages IV C-103 and IV C-104 say only 'calculated from power level, distance to
boundary, use factor and shielding considerations.' The calculational method
should be referenced or shown."

Response:

In the final GESMO, direct radiation doses are estimated based on observations at
operating plants. No calculational models are used.

It should be noted that the Commission abandoned the fence post cow concept
on February 20, 1974.

Detalied technical comments of the General Electric position on realistic
dose evaluation are available in the ALAP record as follows:

1. GE-ALAP reply statement, filed March 14, 1974.

2. Transcript, oral argument, ALAP, before AEC Commissioners, June 6,
1974, pages 91 to 134.

3. GE-ALAP comments on dose evaluation, filed July 16, 1974.

Therefore, it is suggested that dose estimates should be revised as appro-
priate. The finite cloud calculation method should be used for noble gas
gamma doses. The atmospheric diffusion for a roof vent should be used (see
above comment on page IV C-95, last paragraph on the page). Reasonable
occupancy factors should be included. The atmospheric diffusion factor
should be revised for calculation of iodine inhalation dose (see comment
above on page IV C-95, last paragraph on the page) and a reasonable occu-
pancy factor should be included. On iodine agricultural pathways, corrections
should be applied for iodine chemical form, roof vent diffusion, deposition
velocity, and grass-to-milk transfer factor, all as indicated above. On
milk usage, the three likely modes should be evaluated: (1) a baby drinking
raw milk directly from the family cow; (2) adult only usage of such milk;
(3) commercial dairy dilution of such milk."

Response:

Total body doses result from gamma irradiation reaching a tissue depth of 5 centi-
meters. At this depth, internal organs are assumed to receive a dose which is
numerically equivalent to the total body dose. For comparative purposes, these
organ doses are presented for the various cases under consideration.

All calculations are performed using the last NRC staff modeling assumptions which
are described in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix A. These latest modeling
assumptions are in accordance with NRC's directive to be realistic as stated in
10 CFR 50, Appendix I, issued April 30, 1975.

31. Comment: (Page IV C-103)

"Table IV C-21 - The table shows off-plant doses from a two-unit BWR station.
The air submersion doses from noble gases are shown to produce 5.7 millirem
per year to the skin and 3 millirem per year to the total body. The total
body dose is also applied to the GI tract, thyroid and bone; since the total
body dose is not an ingestion dose, this analysis is not in agreement with
methods of revised proposed Appendix I, dated February 20, 1974, which shows
external doses as not being applied to individual organs. In addition, the
noble gas release of 2200 curies per year (see page IV C-89) per unit is
only 140 microcuries per second for the two-unit station. At such a release
rate, the skin and total body doses in Table IV C-21 appear high by about an
order of magnitude. It is believed that some of this overestimate probably
comes from the semi-infinite cloud calculational error (see comment below
concerning page IV J(A)-2). Details of how doses were estimated are not
evident and should be shown or referenced. The dose estimates apparently
include assumption of outdoor exposure at the fence post all year. The same
is true for the iodine inhalation doses of 3 to 4 millirem per year. The
iodine mild doses of 50 millirem per year to adult thyroid-and 460 millirem
per year to child thyroid include all the overestimates which General Electric
has called to the Commission's attention in the ALAP hearing, principally:

A. Iodine chemical form; overestimate by a factor of two.

B. Roof vent diffusion; overestimate by a factor of ten.

C. High iodine deposition velocity; overestimate by a factor of
about two.

D.. High transfer, grass to milk; overestimate by a factor of two.

E. Assumption of fence post cow and baby; overestimate by a factor of
two to 100, depending on actual cow location and actual milk usage.

32. Comment: (Page IV C-109)

"Table IV C-27 and 28 - The BWR population man-rem and millirem per year doses
should be recalculated based on the above comments. Tables IV C-27 and 28
indicate a significant inconsistency with current AEC evaluations on actual
projects. The tables indicate that total doses of 13 to 14 man-rem apply
to a 50-mile radius population of 3-1/2 million. The final environmental
statement for the Perry Plant, issued in June, 1974, contains the AEC calcula-
tion of a dose of 1.8 man-rem for a very similar 50-mile population of 2-3/4
million. We believe the approximate order of magnitude difference may be
due to the various overestimates of factors as enumerated in comments above."

Response:

Refer to response to Comment 31 of this Comment Letter No. 21.
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33. Comment: (Page IV D-16)

"Paragraph D.1.e - The third paragraph concerning sources of plutonium con-
taminated liquids should be expanded to include other most likely process
liquid such as those from off-gas scrubbing systems, nitrate conversion
filtrates, fire protection systems, and secondary cooling systems; the least
likely sources should be at the end of the list, i.e., 'scrub water or

Response:

Additions on the sources of Pu contaminated liquids have been made in the final
statement in paragraph 1.5 of CHAPTER IV, Section D.

34. Comment: (Page IV D-18)

"Paragraph D.2.a - The first sentence after Table IV 0-5 is: 'Plutonium
handling operations are carried out inside equipment located within process
enclosures (glove boxes) .... ' Radiation from plutonium material will, in
many cases, preclude operations within unshielded glove boxes. Therefore,
shielded cells will be required. The sentence should be revised."

Response:

The discussion on the handling of recycle plutonium has been revised to indicate
requirements for shielded cells as well as glove boxes. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section D, paragraph 2.1.2.6.

36. Comment: (Page IV E-22)

"Table E-8 - There appears to be an arithmetic error in the 1-131 entry since
0.50 does not equal 0.50."

Response:

In final GESMO CHAPTER IV, Section E, Table IV E-8 has been revised to show this
correction.

37. Comment:

"Paragraph a - The use of the semi-infinite cloud for gamma dose may be ap-
proximately correct at some great distance from the point of release, but
it greatly overestimates doses at distances of usual interest beyond a site
boundary. The degree of overestimation of dose depends on whether the release
is from a stack, a roof elevation vent, or some lower elevation; but this
model always overestimates the dose. All doses in GESMO based on the
assumption of a semi-infinite cloud should be appropriately revised as mentioned
in our comments above.

The deposition velocity of one centimeter per second may be only slightl3'
conservative for elemental iodine, but that velocity results in large dose
overestimates for organic iodine and particulates. As discussed in our
comments above, a more realistic deposition velocity should be used throughout
dose calculations in GESMO."

Response:

This comment has failed to recognize that GESMO deals with the total population as
well as the hypothetical individual at a plant perimeter, and that an inconse-
quential few may be located so close that aeolian borne effluent will not have
diffused to a radius in excess of a few hundred meters. Futhermore, over the course
of the year, the aeolian borne effluent will flow in all directions, so that the
perimeter inhabitant is submersed in a concentration item integral of broad extent.

Rounding the deposition velocity from 1.7 to 1 cm per second is not considered
excessively conservative in view of the observed variances from 1.7.

35. Comment: (Page IV D-29)

"Paragraph D.2.c(2) - Calculations of the nonradiological process effluent
emitted from the fabrication plant, set forth in D.2.c(2), page IV D-29, are
not consistent with Table IV D-12 on page IV D-41. For example: 1.5 kg per
year of fluoride ion translates to 20.5 grams per day, assuming 20% operation
of the dirty scrap line. (1.5 kg/year = [4.1 grams/day] [20%] = 20.5 grams/
day.) This does not check with the 0.1 gram per day set forth in the first
line on page IV D-29. We believe these calculations should be reviewed and
revised as appropriate."

Response:

The non-radiological process effluents have been re-evaluated and the values have
been corrected in the final GESMO. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 4.5
and Table IV 0-1.
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Comment Letter No. 22 :

"CUNITED STATES /n L0

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
RICHLAND OPERATIONS OFFICE

P.O. BOX 550

RICHLAND, WASHINGTON 99352

October 25, 1974

S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director
for Fuels and Materials

Directorate of Licensing
Headquarters

COMMENTS ON DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT MIXED OXIDE FUEL

Attached are comments on the subject statement prepared by

Westinghouse Hanford Company, which operates the Hanford Engineering

Development Laboratory. RL Divisions have no comments to offer.

I. COýVENTR (IN DRAFT ISSUE OF LIASI-l327
"GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATFMENT MIXED.OXIDE FUEL"

(Pecycle Plutonium in Light Idater-Cooled Reactors)

1. Pp. S-4 and S-42

... the introduction of plutonium recycle into a situation already

dominated by other strategic SUM materials would not in itself significantly

affect the required safeguards measures. Based upon the projected utili-

zation of strategic SNM until the Year 2000, as shown in Table S-2, it is

noted that plutonium recycle would constitute less than one-half of the total

strategic SNM handled except for a few years in the 1980's when it is slightly

more than one-half of the total."

This key issue is presented as clearly, fairly and positively as

forecasting of future energy "mixes" permits. However, it is almost certain

to be a focal point of criticism by intervenors. They are likely to regard

it as obvious buck-passing amongst the LU!R and the LMFBR and HTGR programs,

each program claiming it only slightly aggravates a problem already inevi-

table because of other nuclear activities. As the current larnest on-ooino

nuclear power generator, LKR and, thus, Pu recycle in LWIR's,will have to

blaze the trail in answering objections raised by the following statements,

without jeopardizing the interests of "future" nuclear systems:

(a) "... the greatest potential adverse impact of plutonium

recycle involves the increased exposure of plutonium to

theft or sabotage." (pg. S-47)

(b) "The transportation of plutonium and-unirradiated LVIR fuel

containing plutonium will require special safeguards to

protect against theft or misuse of the plutonium. This is

because plutonium can be easily purified chemically and

made into a nuclear weapon, whereas low-enrichment uranium

must be further enriched." (pg. 11-3)

(c) ". . . the biochemistry of plutonium is such that assimi-

lated plutonium is distributed differently within the body

and is only very slowly eliminated from the hor'y compared

ELP:NVT

Atcachment:
As stated

ýAssistant
Manager for Programs
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to uranium. This combined with the very much higher specific

activity of plutonium causes the biological hazard of pluto-

nium. to be markedly greater than that of uranium." (pp. 1-9

and 1-13)

2. Pp. S-8 and S-48

"The six alternative dispositions of plutonium produced in LWR's consid-

ered in the GFSMO are:

(1) Prompt reprocessing of spent fuel, recycling the recovered uranium.

and storing the plutonium for future use. This alternative represents the

current situation and is the base case anainst which the other alternatives

were compared."

Prompt reprocessing is not the current situation, with neither NFS, MFRP,

nor BMFP operating (see pg. 11-25) or expected to be operating before 1978,

?, or 1975. A footnote indicating that alternate 2 "represents the situation"

from 1972 to 1975 would be in order.

3. Pp. S-14 and S-15

"Under current conditions of enrichment operation. 3 to 4 tons of natural

uranium fuel is needed for each ton of slightly enriched uranium produced.

. . . each ton of enriched UO02 replaced by a ton of MOX results in a net

savings of 2 to 3 tons of natural uranium. Based upon AEC projections, the

industry requirements for uranium in about 1990 would be reduced by about 9

percent if plutonium were recycled."

With natural uranium containing 0.71% U-235, 6 to 7 tons of natural

uranium fuel would be required for each ton of 3% uranium produced, assuming

a tails content of 0.2 - 0.3% U-235. Fven when augmented with uranium

recycle from spent fuel, Fig. S-4 (pg. S-25) shows 5.8 tons of natural

uranium being used to produce a ton of slightly enriched material. Thus, the

net savings of natural uranium appears significantly underestimated.

Similarly, the recycling of plutonium, present to the extent of 0.6% in

spent fuel (pg. S-2) and for which reprocessing losses (equivalent to the

"tails" for U-235) are negligible, would appear to reduce uranium require-

ments by ca. 20% (0.6/3.n) not just 9%. While adjustments for differences in

fission energy, cross section, and lead times may alter these factors some-

what, it appears that the major source of benefit from Pu recycle may have

been grossly underestimated in this evaluation.

4. Pg. S-46

"The Commission has a high degree of confidence that through implemen-

tation of some combinations of the above concept the safeguards general

objective set forth earlier can be met for Pu recycle. Indications at this

time point to decisions on upgrading within about 1 year after issuance of

the final GFSMO statement. On this basis, it is further believed that the

safeguards problem is manageable and that there does not appear to be any

safeguards related rationale sufficient to delay a decision to permit the

use of plutonium in mixed oxide fuel for light water reactors. The necessity

for making an early decision is to assure time for implementation of the

measures consistent with the projected phase-in of plutonium recycle. During

the decision and implementation period there will be very little plutonium

being used as mixed oxide fuel in LWR's (see Table S-10): therefore, there

will beessentially no perturbation to the safeguards situation from early

plutonium recycle."

As with point (1) above, while this issue is presented fairly and

positively, it will almost certainly be a focal point of objection by

intervenors. They will want to defer approval of the EIS and of plutonium

recycle itself until after decisions and implementation of safeguards

upgrading. The justification offered "for making an early decision" is

hardly likely to sway them. Thus, they will prefer alternate (4) over

alternate (3) (pg. S-48); and, of course, alternate (6) or even alternate

(7) (Don't produce spent fuel in the first place!) would be still better.

5. Pg. S-47

"Perhaps the greatest adverse Impact of plutonium recycle involves the

increased exposure of plutonium to theft or sabotage. This potential

would be substantially reduced by close-couplina MOX fuel fabrication

plants with spent fuel reprocessing plants."

Both of these statements are very true and basic to. the entire document.

Accordingly, don't these points deserve greater prominence, e.g., by appearing

long before pg. S-47?
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6. Pp. S-49, S-22 and S-23

"While significant quantities of plutonium may be required for the initial

fueling of FBR's, such requirements are projected to never exceed the then-

current plutonium production rates; consequently, storage of plutonium for

eventual use in FBR's is not a viable disposition possibility for all of the

plutonium produced in LUR's . ... Thus, if excess plutonium were stored,

the only eventual end use for that excess plutonium would be for Pu recycle

in LiUR's."

There are other scenarios of future nuclear power mixes that project

a much larger and earlier penetration of the market by LMFBR's. In fact,

considerable concern has recently been expressed -- especially since the

release of the Cornell workshop report -- that plutonium availability may

be inadequate to support the expected rapid growth of the LMFBR industry.

Accordingly, with AEC support from Dixy Lee Ray on down, considerable

attention is now being given to achieving higher performance, specifically

shorter doubling times, for LMFBR's by means of core and fuel design modi-

fications, including even renewed attention to so-called advanced fuels

(carbide or nitride) for this purpose.

The critics are almost certain to pounce on this disparity in scena-

rios presented by the plutonium recycle (relatively low LIFBR participation

in nuclear power generation through Year 2000) and the LMFBR (relatively

high) environmental impact statements. The threat of such embarrassment

could be conveniently forestalled by candidly acknowledging that (a) a

broad range of future scenarios is possible depending on many difficult-to-

predict factors, (b) plutonium recycle in LWR's is highly logical and

probable but not inevitable, i.e., relative to LMFBR use of plutonium, and

(c) for GESHO purposes, a large-scale Pu recycle situation has intentionally

been selected to emphasize the prospective impacts. Then, if a smaller

scale use of Pu recycle should occur, the impacts would be proportionately

less.

Incidentally, for a brief but excellent discussion of alternative

nuclear power mix scenaries, and the factors affecting such a mix, see

Willrich A Taylor, "Nuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards," Pp. 60-63. In

their "scenario that corresponds most closely to the mix of reactor types
In the AEC forecast", of the total 1200 thousant megawatts of installed

nuclear electrical capacity projected in the Year 2000 (LUMR, LMFBR, and

HTGR), 412 thousand are LMFBR's.

7. Pg. S-62

"Consequently, it is further concluded that prompt use of plutonium

with upgraded safeguards will provide the maximum benefits at the minimum

cost and should be implemented by the nuclear industry at an early date."

This appears to be a rather clear recomrgdation of alternative (4)

(prompt reprocessing of spent fuels with U aQ Pu recycle, with significantly

upgraded safeguards procedures). While alternatives (4) and (3) (same,

without safeguards upgrading) are clearly quite similar except for the

safeguards situation, it may appear strange to many readers that alternative

(3) "is the basic plutonium recycle case which is evaluated in this generic

statement." See Point 4 above for comment on likely critic reaction.
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'NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments On Health, Safety & Environment
By Richiand Operation Office

1. Comment:

"Prompt reprocessing is not the current situation, with neither NFS, MFRP,
nor BNFP operating (see pg-II-25) or expected to be operating before 1978,
?, or 1975. A footnote indicating that Alternate 2 'represents the situation
from 1972 to 1975 would be in order."

Response:

The reprocessing schedules for all alternatives have been revised to be consistent
with the current industry status, See CHAPTER VIII, paragraph 5.2. The prompt
recycle, Alternative 3, is defined as: spent fuel reprocessing starting in 1978,
uranium recycle starting in 1978 and Pu recycle starting in 1981. However, based
on a realistic assessment of further delays in commercial reprocessing, it now appears
that reprocessing and recycle could not begin until 1981. Alternative 2 discusses
a delay of this magnitude and the economic impacts are detailed in CHAPTER XI.
Analysis has shown that there is a slight cost penalty involved in a short delay and
almost no change in the environmental costs.

2. Comment:

"With natural uranium containing 0.71% U-235, 6 to 7 tons of natural uranium
fuel would be required for each ton of 3% uranium produced, assuming a tails
content of 0.2 - 0.3% U-235. Even when augmented with uranium recycle from spent
fuel, Fig. S-4 (pg S-25) shows 5.8 tons of natural uranium being used to
produce a ton of slightly enriched material. Thus, the net savings of natural
uranium appears significantly underestimated."

Response:

These comments are correct in that the savings of natural uranium indicated in
the Summary and. Conclusions of the draft GESMO didnot correspond with the savings
shown In CHAPTERJIV, Section F. In this final GESMO, three fuel cycle options
are assessed and natural uranium savings with the recycle of uranium only and
uranium and Pu recycle are compared to no recycle. See CHAPTER IV, Section F,
Table IV F-l.

Comment Letter No. 22 (Cont'd)

A 9% reduction was an overall industry average where many reactors were relatively
new and not yet realizing the full benefits of plutonium recycle. In the final
GES1'O, the similar industry wide savings for the period 1975 through 2000 are 13%
relative to uranium only recycle and 22% relative to no recycle.

4. Comment:

"There are other scenarios of future nuclear power mixes that project a much
larger and earlier penetration of the market by LMFBR's. In fact, considerable
concern has recently been expressed -- especially since the release of the
Cornell workshop report -- that plutonium availability may be inadequate to
support the expected rapid growth of the LMFBR industry. Accordingly, with
AEC support from Dixy Lee Ray on down, considerable attention is now being
given to achieving higher performance, specifically shorter doubling times,
for LMFBR's by means of core and fuel design modifications, including even
renewed attention to so-called advance fuels (carbide or nitride) for this
purpose."

Response:

The scenario utilized in the draft GESMO was judged for that purpose to be the most
realistic and, hence, was used throughout the environmental statement in order to
develop realistic estimates of the impacts of plutonium recycle on the LWR industry.
It should be borne in mind that a smaller plutonium recycle industry would involve
proportionally smaller impacts, both adverse and favorable and the cost benefit
ratio for plutonium recycle would be largely insensitive to the scale of plutonium
recycle in LWR's.

This final GESMO assesses the impact on the LWR industry due to the implementation
of Pu recycle based on the ERDA low growth energy projection (1975), without the
breeder as the reference case. However, cases based on a moderate high growth rate,

'including FBR's, are treated in some evaluations to provide sensitivity indications.
The data indicate no developing shortage of plutonium for fueling in the period
studied, 1975 through 2000.

3. Comment:

"Similarly, the recycling of plutonium, present to the extent of 0.6% in spent
fuel (pg S-2) and foruwhich reprocessing losses (equivalent to the 'tails'
for U-235) are negligible, would appear to reduce uranium requirements by a
20% (0.6/3.0) not just 9%."

Response:

These comments are correct in that the savings of natural uranium indicated in
the Summary and Conclusions of the draft GESMO did not correspond with the savings
shown in CHAPTER IV, Section F. In this final GESMO, three fuel cycle optionp are
assessed and natural uranium savings with the recycle of uranium only and uranium
and Pu recycle are compared to no recycle. See CHAPTER IV, Section F, Tables
IV F-l and Table IV F-la.

5. Comment:

"This appears to be a rather clear recommendation of alternative (4) (prompt
reprocessing of spent fuels with U and Pu recycle, With significantly upgraded
safeguards procedures). While alternatives (4) and (3) (same, without safe-
guards upgrading) are clearly quite similar except for the safeguards situa-
tion, it may appear strange to many readers that alternative (3) 'is the
basic plutonium recycle case which is evaluated in this generic statement.'
See Point 4 above for comment on likely critic reaction."

Response:

The reference alternative dispositions of recycle have been changed i* final;GESNO
to correspond more closely to the current status of the LWR industry. The specific.
alternative which is labeled as the reference case does not make a difference in
the comparisons. Labeling one alternative asa reference case merelyaffords a
common base for comparisons. Alternative 3 in final GESMO assumes reprocessing
spent fuel and recycle of uranium only In 1978 and recycle of uranium and plutonium
in 1981 as the bounding case. See response to Comment No. I of~this Comment Letter
No. 22 for discussion of delays.
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Comment Letter No. 23
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Thankyou, denr sinnter I ondale, for expressing to

hIs. Ray of tile ,kC fenr. so wilely -- -nit nl..s so

helplos31y -- hl.ld by those .-who h'sve any inkling

of the dangers even now p'osed by the use of plu-

tonium, ani who care at all for their own and

others' health and freedom.

It is a pity that the N.Y. TILLS left its quotes

of your and Senator Hart's letter to tale tenth

page: to my mind it is a matter of front-paGe.

headline importance, outweighing even inflation,

let alone otnor matters that appeared on page one.

I forget who said that war was tLo grave a matter

to be loft to generals: clearly you and Senator

Hart feel the sime about plutonium (and atomic

energy in wenerdl, one assumes) and the AEC. The

whole country shtould be grateful to you, ani one

can only hope t:,at you are able to enlist the

support of the ýublicd. the Congress and the

Administration.

-iIncerely yours,. , U-. .,

•.- L •'o•.I (/

I/.
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NRC Staff Response to Comments by Ms. E. L. Wolff

1. Comment:

'Thank you, dear Senator Mondale, for expressing to Ms. Ray of the AEC fears so
widely -- and alas so helplessly -- held by those who have any inkling of the
dangers even now posed by the use of plutonium, andwho care at all for their
own and others' health and freedom."

Response:

Refer to Comnent Letter Number 5 from Senators Mondale and Hart and responses thereto.
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Comment Letter No. 24

C39 F tZ 5al 74.)
Atomic Industrial rum, Inc. , ,'.L
475 Po,ýk Aunoe So .h
CoNeYork. NewYork '9076.L4
Telephone: (212) 72b-8300 /
Cahie: Atomnforurn Newyork Wt\<

T 7 October 28, 1974 DOI 0 197A

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545 '.

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation- C I

Subject: Conments on Draft, "The Generic Environm DEC
Statement on the Use of Recycle Plutoniu
Mixed Oxide Fuel in LWR's"(WASH-1327) \ I '

Deer Sir:

The attached comments have been developed by an Ad Hoc Plutonium Recycle
Task Force of the Atomic Industrial Forum's Committee on Nuclear Fuel
Cycle Services. A list of the Task Force membership is also attached.

The Task Force commends the AEC for the staff effort and care reflected
in the draft GESMO and believes that the statement will contribute impor-
tant support to the ultimate recycle of plutonium-bearing fuels in light
water reactors. The Task Force also *commends the AEC for seeking the com-
ments of the nuclear industry and other interested parties on the draft
statement.

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission -2 - October 28, 1974

The Task Force appreciates this opportunity to review the draft statement

and hopes its comments will facilitate early issuance and adoption of the

final statement.

Sincerely,

Rali hW. Deuster, Chairman
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Services Committee

RWD/jmc
Attachments

The comments are submitted with the objective of strengthening the draft
statement and address the following five general areas: cost-benefit
analysis, limitations of scope, safeguards, health and safety, and format.
Additional comments of a more detailed nature, derived from a page-by-page
review of the draft statement are presented separately.

The Task Force's detailed comments seek to correct certain inaccuracies,
address additional topics and clarify points that appear to have been
based on incomplete or obsolete data. They are offered with the hope
that they will shorten review of the statement during the hearing that is
to be held. For the most part, the exceptions taken by the Task Force to
certain of the proposals set forth in the draft GESMO are attributable to
the Task Force's belief that there is a greater need to quantify environ-
mental impacts insofar as possible through cost-benefit analyses. This
is especially true in those sections of the statement treating on safe-
guards.
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Atomic Industrial F rum, Inc.
475 Park Avenue So,
New York. New York 1:)016
Telephone: (212t 725-8300
Cable: Atoraforum Newyork

F]7 Cost-Benefit Analysis
Attachment I of 4

General Comments on the GESMO

It is generally known throughout the industry that the capital costs enumer-
ated in Table S-14, "Capital Invested (Millions of 1974 Dollars about 1990)"
are outdated. Table S-14 cost estimates overall are low by about 20%. Sel-
elected areas, such as reprocessing and mixed oxide fabrication are perhaps
low by several hundred percent. Similarly, the operating cost assumptions
for materials and services in Table S-15, "Projected Costs for Materials
and Services in 1990 (Millions of 1974 Dollars)" are generally low by vary-
ing amounts.

Using more recent estimates of capital and operating costs, the differential
annual cost for the year 1990 to the users of LVIR's generated electrical ener-
gy, if plutonium is not recycled, is approximately 0.8 mil/KIH (compared to
0.4 mills/KWH in Table S-4), or about $2 billion cost penalty compared to
the $i. billion penalty indicated in GESM0. If neither plutonium nor uranium
is recycled, the cost penalty for the year 1990 will likely be in excess of
$2.5 billion. It should be emphasized that the economics for a single fu-
ture year case are not nearly indicative of the overall magnitude of poten-
tial cost savings attributable to plutonium recycle in LWR's. For the year
1980 through the year 2000, the users of LWR's generated electrical energy
will pay a cumulative total penalty of nearly $50 billion if plutonium is
not used in light water reactors, and nearly $60 billion if neither plutonium
nor uranium is recycled. This cumulative penalty to society through the year
2000, which is in 1974 dollars, is more than the total capital investment
that will be needed to support the LWR fuel cycle.

In the overall evaluation of plutonium recycle, the most realistic analysis
would assume some delays in the schedules as outlined in GESMO. Certainly
some slippage in almost all schedules is inevitable without solid commit-
ments to key milestones from the AEC and its licensing and regulatory agen-
cies, from the nuclear industry, from the Government in its energy policies,
and from the general public at large. It would be appropriate in GESMO to
analyze the impact of schedule slippages on the cost-benefit of-plutonium
recycle. The initial delays in reprocessing should be addressed. Also, an
alternative case analysis which should be included in any further studies
on the sensitivity of schedules is that case which considers a slippage in
the breeder (FBR's) schedule of 5-10 years. Under these circumstances, a
comparison should be made between the alternatives of LWR plutonium recycle
through the year 2000 and uranium utilization only. This approach would
provide the proper perspective on which to judge the merits of various fuel
cycles. Furthermore, this comparison should be carried out on a cumulative
basis since the true impact occurs over the number of years the program is
implemented.
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A critical issue in the couiideration of the GESMO assumptions and alter-
nate case studies is the fact that without plutonium recycle in LWR's, the
growth of a breeder industry. will be slowed considerably. Experience
gained with handling large amounts of plutonium through 1990 and beyond is
essential to the growth of the industry and will provide the framework for
licensing and public acceptance. Under this basis, four of the six cases
evaluated by the Commission would no longer be considered viable options
for the breeder concept.

Finally, in GESMO, the impact of plutonium recycle on the price elasticity
of yellowcake is assumed to be negligible or non-existent. This assumption
must be challenged on the basis that the demands placed on U3 08 without
plutonium recycle are likely to far exceed by a considerable margin the val-
ues projected in GESMO.

Limitations of Scope

As we interpret the GESMO, there are severe scope limitations which either
restrict the applicability of the GESMO, or imply that operations outside
of the GESMO scope will not be permitted.

Manufacturing Facilities

The report would have greater credibility and usefulness if it also covered
the period of time when the MOX fuel cycle industry is evolving and growing
(1975-1990) as well as when it reaches maturity (estimated - 1990). As the
report now exists, it relates only to the wide scale use of Pu in MOX fuels
for LWR's in the year 1990. At that time (1990) an estimated 6-8 MOX fuel
fabrication plants of approximately 200-300 MT/yr. capacity would be re-
quired, the inference of the report being that these MOX fuel fabrication
plants, which do not now exist, would be new and would meet the concepts
and requirements of an upgraded safeguards program yet to be'defined. No
consideration is given to the five pilot-development MOX fuel fabrication
fadilities now existing and which could be viable for the interim period
between 1975 and 1985, provided they are not required to meet 1990 safe-
guards and other standards during the interim period. (See "Manufacturing"
section under "Health & Safety"). These existing plants are needed for de-
veloping both LWR and Breeder fuel.

When evaluated in relation to the upgraded safeguards concepts, it .is ob-
vious that these existing pilot facilities will be obsolete by 1990 stan-
dards. However, it is not clear that the same measures needed under the
heavy throughputs of 1990, are needed while throughputs are still very low
and adequately controlled by existing safeguards methods. Since there will
be a need for these pilot facilities between 1975 and 1990 an environmen-
tal assessment and cost-benefit analysis should be made to determine the.

extent to which existing plantsashould be operated, partially upgraded and
perhaps even expanded without adversely affecting the environment or de-
tracting from an adequate safeguards program. Inasmuch as the AEC actively
encouraged each of the companies operating pilot MOX fuel fabrication facil-
ities to get into the plutonium business, every effort should be made to
enable the existing facilities to be gainfully used and fully depreciated
in a safe and prudent manner before such facilities are declared obsolete
under 1990 standards. As already mentioned, this analysis should consider
the small capacities of the existing MOX fuel fabrication plants, and the
fact that the facilities have already been upgraded to meet current AEC
safeguards requirements.

Limits on Recycle Amounts

Detailed discussion in GESMO relative to the model LWR indicates that the
1.15 self generated recycle (SGR) value used is an average calculated from
operating experience with existing LWR's. The report summary, however,
goes one step further and implies limiting Pu recycle to the 1.15 SGR level.
Since one might expect improved operating performance in all LWR's by 1990
it would seem more appropriate for the report to evaluate the impact on the
environment of the highest Pu recycle technically possible for LWR's and
to allow each reactor to recycle all the Pu it generates under equilibrium
conditions.

In like manner, the report uses an upper limit of 5% Pu in uranium and men-
tions only natural uranium as the carrier. Some reactors may require slight-
ly higher Pu concentrations than 5% and could economically use depleted on
slightly enriched uranium rather than natural uranium as a carrier. These
alternatives should be considered by the GESMO report.

Statement of Purpose

It would be most useful if the stated purpose of the GESMO could be en-
larged'to make it clear that environmental considerations covered by the
report need not be duplicated for inclusion in environmental statements sub-
mitted by LWR operators, reprocessing plants and mixed oxide fuel fabrica-
tion plants when Pu is ultimately recycled or new facilities are construct-
ed. If this is not allowed there seems to be little use for GESMO except
as a starting point for more discussion and perhaps the basis for repeti-
tive environmental statements.

Safeguards

We feel that GESMO should emphasize the fact *that considering the existing
supply of plutonium and Its current utilization, the current safeguards
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system, as recently promulgated by the Commission, provides reasonable as-
surance that the health and safety of the public will be protected. We,
therefore, concur with the Commission that the active safeguards system
should be continued including the ongoing assessment of changing considera-
tions. It is recognized that as safeguards are reassessed, upgrading may
be necessary in the future. Future upgrading, particularly in areas of
the government's responsibility, was addressed recently (October 9, 1974)
in a speech by the Forum's President Carl Walske. His speech is attached
for your information.

The GESMO in its present form presents no real cost-benefit analysis with
respect to upgraded safeguards programs vs. status-quo programs. The re-
port also seems to imply there are no alternatives to the concepts proposed
(although we do not believe this to be the actual intent). Since defini-
tive safeguards programs will not be issued for at least another year, some
thought should be given to separating the detailed discussions of safe-
guards proposals from the GESMO and treating these as a separate issue at
a later date.

Of those concepts which have been identified by the Commission as a means
to improve safeguards significantly, we consider co-location as having a
very long-range potential rather than being a viable near-term alternative.
On the negative side, co-location could impose commercial difficulties
which would affect the ability of fuel service suppliers to respond in a
timely manner to the needs of fuel users.

With respect to the transportation aspects of co-location, we believe that
adequate transportation safeguards can be provided within the present sy-
stem and commensurate with the type, form and amount of the nuclear mate-
rials involved. Therefore, there is no absolute requirement to eliminate
transportation in any segment bf the fuel cycle. In any case, it must be
recognized that transportation could not be eliminated altogether. The
Commission has indicated as one of the advantages of an integrated fuel
cycle facility that it would make use of onsite protection measures more
efficient. But on balance, considering the small portion of the total
fuel cycle costs which would be incurred for safeguards even with possible
improvements, the benefit of any added efficiency gained by reducing trans-
portation or by integrating facilities could not offset the added costs
associated with co-location.

We suggest that the concepts involving spiked Pu or debilitating gases be
discarded. Considering the fact that there are other reasonable means
available which cancbe employed to attain the Commission's objectives,
these schemes are quite unattractive. It is difficult to see how the bene-
fit could outweigh the increased hazard created.

- 5 -

In conclusion, we believe that the present system of safeguards is generally
adequate for the current state of the industry and such improvements as are
desirable can be made in an orderly evolutionary way. We are convinced that
much of the concern being expressed today is based upon situations which may
have existed at certain facilities prior to the implementation of the pre-
sent safeguards system and upon an inadequate understanding of the techno-
logical and other improvements that are now incorporated in the present sy-
stem.

Health and Safety

Environmental Radiation

The radiation doses in the environs from reactors using mixed oxide fuel
are calculated using as a basis WASH-1258 "Final. Environmental Statement
Concerning Proposed Rule Making Action: . . . 'As Low As Practicable' . . .
Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents". The GESMO evaluation, therefore, contains
the same problems of overconservative assumptions and overconservative meth-
ods of calculation of doses as that document. In fact, the GESMO evaluation
fails to utilize several of the improvements made in calculational techniques
and assumptions made by the AEC. Several specific examples are offered to
illustrate the nature of overconservatism in Attachment A to the comments.

"Hot Particle" Problem

Possible effects of the so called "hot particle" problem should be discussed
in more detail in the final GESMO. As long as the Commission has not devel-
oped a final position on this subject, a possibility exists that it will be
necessary to reduce the allowable airborne concentrations of plutonium by
significant factors. A discussion of the impact of such a potential reduc-
tion should be included in the final GESMO.

Manufacturing

The GESMO addresses only hardened manufacturing facilities designed, built,
and operated according to some combination of the GESMO assumptions and new
regulations which apply to plutonium in the fuel cycle. If mixed oxide
fabrication loads are less than projected in the GESMO there may be a need
to use existing facilities during the period addressed in the GESMO. The
existing facilities will, therefore, have to be modified to meet some in-
terim regulatory safety requirements. As a result, occupational safety
and environmental safety impacts of the interim facilities may not be con-
sistent with the GESMO. The final GESMO should present an analysis'of this
eventuality.
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The final GESMO should include additional analysis of the consequences of
accidents in the manufacturing facilities. The consequences of loss of con-
finement and loss of shielding are more severe than in the U02 fabrication
plant where the uranium has much less radiotoxicity and external radiation
exposure is of little concern. In order to reduce the risk of accidents to
acceptable levels, design, construction and operation of recycle fuel manu-
facturing facilities will result in greater capital and operating expenses.
The factor of 1.5 greater than the cost of uranium facilities used in GESMO
appears to be low.

Format

The following comments are presented as a means of clarifying the GESMOC
through some changes in format:

Although Volume I contains a good summary of the information pre-
sented in GESMO, it is often difficult to locate the detailed
discussions in the later volumes which are related to the gene-
ral statements and tables in Volume I. To clarify these state-
ments and tables, it isrecommended that chapter and section
numbers of the applicable detailed discussions be referenced in
Volume I.

A rather detailed table of contents is provided for the report.
However, it would be very helpful if a subject index were also
included. The same specific subjects are discussed in several
locations throughout the report. Therefore, it is difficult
for someone studying a particular aspect to find all of the
separate related discussions.

The report, and in particular Volume I, is quite repetitious.
The value of a brief summary at the beginning is recognized.
However, in reading through the report, one wastes time in cov-
ering the same ground several times.

If the data were expanded and all technical inaccuracies cor-
rected, the Volume 3 technical data would be useful with regard
to the out-of-reactor portion of the licensing process. The
Volume would be extremely useful to industry with regard to the
reactor portion of the licensing process if it contained a table
for indicating theimpact of Pu recycle as was provided by the
Commission with respect to the impact of the uranium fuel cycle.
This may have been the Commission's intent judging from the ti-
tles of the Tables IV A-7 and IV A-8 listed, in the Table of
Contents, however, these tables of GESMO are missing.

The paragraph designations used in GESMO are confusing, consider
the use of a straight number system. With the number system, the
reader could easily determine what main section and subsections
a specific paragraph is contained in. For example, paragraph
l.b.(1l.(a) of Chapter IV, Section E could be straightforwardly
designated as 1.2.1.1 of Chapter IV, Section E or Paragraph
4.5.1.2.1.1.

Numerous general statements are made in GESMO which should be
further clarified by placing them in context. For example, it
is stated that the immediate recycling of plutonium would re-
duce the requirements for uranium mihing by about 9% around 1990.
It would be beneficial to add what fraction of the total benefit
(in dollars) this reduction represents. This type of clarifica-
tion would make GESMO much. easier to understand and it would
strengthen many of the arguments presented.

The purpose of the GESM) seems to get lost in the words (page
S-13). It should be possible to state the objectives more clear-
ly and then to equate the conclusions to them.
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Atomic Industrial I irum. Inc.
475 Park Ave-nle So, t
New York. Now Yor k 10016
Telephone: (212) 725-8300
Cable: Atomforum Newyork

ZFF_ Attachment 2 of 4

DETA 11.1i1 COMMENTS

Page

S-2 Paragraph 4. This paragraph states that "accidents in the
mixed-oxide fuel fabrication plant, a facility that does not
occur in the UO2 fuel cycle, are similar in consequence
to accidents at UO fuel cycle facilities. . .". This is only
so if plutonium fagrication plants are designed and built like
reprocessing plants. If this is the implication, it should be
more clearly stated or the paragraph revised.

S-3 Table S-I. It would help if there was a footnote indicating the
size of the 1990 LtR industry and what fraction of the fissile
material is plutonium. Vt is also not clear if the Kr-85 is
released or removed from the effluent streams.

S-4 Paragraph 3. The definition of self-generated quantities of
recycle is somewhat ambiguous. Does this refer to total amount
of plutonium available or equilibrium amounts? Although the
choice.of 1.15 times self-generated recycle for the reference
case is reasonable some statement should be made about the relative
effect of larger quantities of plutonium in recycle fuel (up to 200%).
In view of the delays in start-ups of spent fuel reprocessing
plants it may be necessary or desirable for the industry to recycle
larger than self-generated quantities of plutonium in order to
work off the backlog of reprocessed plutonium which will develop
after a number of reprocessing plants have begun operation. Thus,
the report should also consider the relative effects of
significantly larger than 115% self-generated plutonium recycle.

S-4 Last Paragraph. The GESMO seems to place unnecessari ly heavy reliance
on a situation "already dominated" by other strategic SlIM materials.
There is considerable uncertainty in the timing of the LMFBR and
the HTGR programs. Furthermore, it is suggested the amounts of
special nuclear materiel projected for the riTGR and LMFBR programs
be more specifically identified. It is not obvious whether Pu
for military uses is included in the "other" category.

This paragraph also seems inconsistent with later statements
since it indicates that plutonium recycle will not significantly
affect required safeguards since other SlM dominates the shipping
picture. Later, however, on pages S-6 and S-7, the statement is
made that tire current safeguards provisions are inadequate and
further work is being undertaken to study methods of upgrading
them.

S-5 Table S-2. If the IottlOms _li11C SUi-I without the plutonium recycle
progralmi or Slim loss recycle plutonium? is the top line addi tional
S;SM iLICr to pIlaonilsm recycle? Also, it is not clear if the quantities
are total plutonium or lissile plutonium.

Detailed Comments on the GESMO
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S-7 Pa raqraph I. Some reference to *the timing for the co-location
concept is believed to be important. The concept, if viable,
becomes more important as the number of fuel fabrication and
reprocessing plants increases. It is not a very important
or effective method of improving safeguards whi le the number

of plants are very few. Furthermore, the opportunities of

co-locating with any of the partially constructed reprocessing
plants are difficult to access so that it is not clear that
co-location can be a practical solution for use in time for

the first additions of fabrication capacity.

S-7 Concept 6. Some mention of the fact that "spiking" is likely
to be the most expensive of all the alternatives should be made.

S-7 Paragraph 7. Although this paragraph implies that the above
are only concepts which are under study, it is recommended that

the Commission make this more positive. It should be clear that

the six listed concepts are merely examples and that the
Commission is not now locked into any of these, and that many

alternatives will be investigated before firm determinations

are made.

S-7 Paragraph 8. Upgrading of safeguards about one year after issuance
of the final GEStlO is likely to delay decisions on the construction

of any manufacturing facilities for mixed oxide fuel. Since the use
of additional safeguards seems to be a rather firm conclusion,
it would seem more advisable to recognize that evaluation of the
alternative safeguards methods will proceed in parallel with the
GESMO. The timing on. release of upgraded safeguards regulations
should not be tied to the timing of the final GESMO but rather

proceed as expeditiously as possible.

S-8 Paragraph 9. The conclusion that "alternative 4. ranks best"
cannot be made directly from the data presented in Table S-3
(page S-9). Based on that table, alternative 3. is the best.

S-9 Table S-3. Depending on the manner of safeguard upgrading, the
whole body radiation exposure for alternative 3. and 4. may not
be identical ("'spiking" may greatly increase the exposure).

The value under wlole bodyradi ation exposlre '"plus 2ilV should

be 'minus 21"'".

The ability to calculate the cost differential between Cases Ill

and IV is highly questionable considering the vast differences
between the costs of the six subcases considered in Item 4.

What is the time basis for this table? (Annual?)

Page

S-ID

S-ID

S-IO

5-11

S-12

Paragraph 3. "1955'' should be "1995".

Paragraph 4. Clarification is required. This paragraph first
ilies that some LWR plutonium will feed LMFIPR's and then
states "the only potential use of Pu" is LWR recycle.

Paragraph S. Alternative S. which involves permanent storage
of plutonium is claimed to present a reduced safeguards threat
compared to the base case. It is not immediately apparent that
having a large stockpile of plutonium involves less of a hazard
than smaller amounts in recycle.

Table S-
1
4 (and preceding text). There is no indication whether

the costs presented are based on current dollars or costs
escalated to the 1990 comparison date. Also, Table S-4 indicates
that costs include upgraded safeguards but does not state which
safeguards are included (although it seems apparent that the costs
of the various safeguards proposals will vary widely).

Paragraph 6. In the conclusion to approve plutonium recycle, (and
in a number of other places in the report), the implication is
that the approval of more than 1.15 SGR would not be given. It
would be unfortunate if this blanket limit was adopted without
compelling reason and it would be much better to rely on a
case-by-case analysis. Some reactors will very likely have
greater recycle capabilities and needs than others.

Conclusion 2.B. Remarks relative to timing of the decisions for
upgrading safeguard measures should be omitted as discussed in
the comment on Page S-7, Paragraph 8.

Conclusion 2:C. Some expansion of the statement to identify those
safeguard measures which will be promptly implemented would be
helpful.

Paragqraph1. This should be reworded to indicate that plutonium
recycle constitutes a federal action which potentially affects
the quality of the envi ronment.

Pjaragj 2 p 2 . The manner in which this paragraph is worded opens
up the question as tojust what purpose time GESMO does serve. It
is recommended that the paragraph he wCitten in a more positive
vein, indicating the purposes the GESMO serves, and its limitations..

Paragraph 3. The uranium prices are too low and need to be updated.

S-12

S-12

S-13

S-14

S-14

524.7
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Page

S-15

S-15

S-15

s-16

S-18

S-20

Paraigraph 3. Should 238Pu be 
2 3

9pu?

Paraqraph 4. The stated concern for 241Am conflicts in basic
approach to the consideration using "spiked" plutonium to improve
safeguards.

It does not appear- that the costs and effects of plutonium
repurification to remove Am have been included in the evaluation
of alternatives. In particular, there should be a cost savings
for alternatives 3. and It. (immediate Pu recycle) as opposed
to alternative I (base case). Undoubtedly the costs are relatively
small but they should not be ignored.

Footnote. Does "other isotopes, e 2g. 36 Pu" include 23
8
Pu7

If so, the statement is incorrect. 23bPu is not an inleortant
fissile material but is extremel]) important to evaluating overall
environmental impact, including cost benefit analysis.

Paragraph S. This should specify that MOX spent fuel contains
larger quantities of Pir and transplutonium isotopes.

ParanrajyL)2. In contrast to the judgment nude in the GESMO,
dissolution of mixed oxide fuels may well present significant
difficulties to the reprocessor. Complete dissolution of
plutonium tawill probably require the addition of fluoride in
quantities sufficient to cause corrosion in the stainless steels
used throughout most head-end processes. Major modifications
to flow sheet and equipment will, therefore, be necessary in all
existing reprocessing plants.

Paravýrah 2. "TWR' should be "LIR''".

S-35

S-35

S-35

S-36

s-40

Page

S-31 Table S-7. Assuming that Table S-7 represents the worldwide
effects of the U.S. LWR industry, the title of the table
should read, ". . FROM THE U.S. LWR INDUSTRY."

116
hParaqra I 4. Quantity of 2 x 10 Btu needs a time dimension

2per ýye arT.

Paragrarph G. Is the "residual heat" the total heat value of the
waste from 10 years decay to infinity? The term should be
defined or clarified.

The size and capacity of the waste canister (W' 0 x 10' L, 3.2 MT
fuel at 2 ft

3 
waste/MT) or a reference to Page IV H-12 should be

shown in paragraph 6.

Last sentence, bottom of page. This sentence should be changed
to read, "Since the quantity of waste is small and since the

waste is stored and not released to the environment, there would
be minimal environmental impact.''

Paraqra h 3. Change the first sentence to read, '. . .0.27 and
0.1 cases per year respectively".

Table S-9. An attempt to quantify the radioloqical effects
of transportation accidents should be made. The term "small"
is indefinite.

Footnote. The last two sentences in the footnote should be omitted.
A reference to Page S-36 might be desirable.

Table S-10. The estimates of Puf utilization in commercial LWR
recycle fuel shawn in Table S- 1should be updated to reflect
the availlability of reprocessing facilities. In particular, it
appears that there will be no recycle plutonium in 1976 and
something less than 2400 kgs Pu in 1977.

Paragraph 5. A reference should be made to the recommendations
of Wilirich and Taylor as stated on page V-37.

In the third sentence of Paragraph 5., "o'0)liment" should be
" i nip I 1lnen t' .

Para9l Z._2 Time elevent of cust las been olni tted from
the discus!;ion of safeguards in tIle first tleo paragraphs.
Any increase or tightlleni g of safeguards measures should consider
the cost aini cost benefit to be derived from such changes.

S-43

S-21 Paragraph l_. Relating plutonium inventory to FBR fuel requirements
seems veaniingless since FliR require-•ents increase approximately
five Limes between 1990 and 1995 arid approximately twenty times
between 1990 and 2000.

S-22,23 FigureS S-. 5-?, S- 3. Are the amounts in the figures annual
or cumimulatine?

S-27,28 Are tile a1Mlounts In the. tables Zilillia I Or Cm11mnvlati ye?

S-28 Talll S-6. Tho use of fossil fuel shoauld be clarified.
hiatI 11r cenase of time oielgy remitiirevllents; for time cycle

are asstmmied to be sulpp lied by fossil fuel?

S- 45
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page

S-45

s-45

s-46

Concept: I. It LShould be noted that w-i th Integrated Fuel Cycle
Facili ties (minimization of Pu shipping) the utility might be
forced into using the specific fabrication facility which is on

the reprocessing plant site (or vice versa).

Concept 6. It should be noted that the use of "spiked" plutonium
migjht prove to be impractical or uneconomical due to the cost
of processing such material in the PuO2 conversion and fuel
fabrication operations. One of the pu`poses of reprocessing is
to minimize fission product content so that semi-remote handling
is possible..

Paraqraph 2. This paragraph expresses a time relationship between
the issuance of the final GESMIO statement and the decisions on

safeguards upgrading. This relationship appears to be contrary
to the ultimate purpose of GESMO. Several of the concepts under
study could have a significant impact upon the environment and the
cost benefit of plutonium recycle. For this reason, decisions
on upgrading of safeguards requirements need to be made as soon as
possible regardless of the date of the final GESMO statement.

In addition, Pu conversion, storage, and I-lOX fabrication facilities
are being designed and/or constructed today. Postponement of
safeguards decisions will only lead to inefficient backfitting
and costly construction and operational delays. A statement
should be made in paragraph 2. acknowledging the existence of
present-day fMOX fuel Fab plants.

F. Paragraph 3. The statement: "Spent 1.15 SGR fuels would
contain about 16% more tritrium and 11% less 

8
5Kr than spent

U302 fuels'' should be referenced.

Paragraph 3. This paragraph should mention the proposed
disposition of the transuranics after separation.

Paragraph 5. The various safeguards concepts beinq considered have been
detailed earlier and it appears too restrictiva to single out
one of the concepts in Paragraph 5. It is, therefore, suggested
that the second sentence be omitted and the third sentence
be restructured.

Figuire S-7. Alternaativc I in this figure should show a. Pu Storage
abo" a -t7out aeisk-imilar to the box in Alternative 5.

Table S-Il. Uilrd, r_.A .t.r i yLýg.Z. , the Mihole Body Radiation Exposure
should be negative (-211%).

page

S-53

S-54

S-55

S-57

S-58

Table S-12. Under Alternative 6 the number of Transportation
Shipments should be '-2500".

The 77,900 MT SISJ base case enrichment quantity should be
footnoted to the effect that it includes 44% (or 30,000 MT
SW1,) of foreign enrichment requirements. This note will
make Table S-12 consistent with the separative work units
discussed on page S-61.

Last paragraph. Table number should be S-13.

Table S-13. Under Alternative. 6, the kgs. of Puf accumulated in
storage through 1990 should be '-309,200".

Paragraph 5. Sentence 4 should read, "Those operations where
additional safeguards measures should be considered over
Alternative I. . .". A need or requirement has not been
established; reference the wording and intent of the second
paragraph on page S-42.

Paragraph 2. The last sentenccq speaks of '. . .the AEC's
need to upgrade the safeguards program." Again, this need
has not been established, and the sentence should probably read,

the AEC's decisions on an upgraded safeguards program."

Tre p aragraphenti tled Cai tal Investments should state that
costs are calculated in 1974 dollars and that Table S-14 represents
total accumulated capital investment to 1990 (if that, in fact,
is the case).

The paragraph entitled Materials and Services Costs should state
that costs are calculated in 1974l dollars and that Table S-15
represents annual expenditures in 1990 (if that, in fact, is
the case).

Table S-14. Under Alternative 6 and in the sup.o__rting data
.in Volum.Ii, the reason for a $70 mi l lion capital cost differential
above the base case for "Spent Fuel Transportartion" is not clear.
Increased mi Ieage accounts for 'the operating cost differential
in Table S-1`5 (pg. S-60) but the reasos, for the capital cost
differential is not apparent.

Table S-15. The differential changes in "'Mining-Mlilling'' costs
betwee•r the alternatrives in Table S-15 do not appear to be consistent.
Table S-12 er, page S-53 shows that the increase in mining-milling
quantities for Alternatives 2 and 6 is approximately equal tq the
quantity decrease in Alternatives 3 and 14 (e.g., milling is
+11,900 tLols U 308 in Alto rnativos,2.and 6 versus -10,000 tons

s-147

s-147

S-51

S-52

5-59

s-6o

5-24.9
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S-60 (Cont'd) U 0 in Alternatives 3 and 4) . The operating cost figures in
T3ble S-15, however, show a significant dollar change

(+$670 mi lion for Alternatives 2 and 6 versus - $300
million for Altcrnatives 3 and Q). If these figures are
correct, some explanation should be given either in this
sumnmary section or in Volume 4. It appears that footnote "d"
should also apply to the ''Waste Management" item since the
previous table (S-14) indicated that waste management capital
costs were absorbed by the federal government.

Page

1-14 Paragraphs 2 and 3. This seems to establish a firm limit on
quantity of plutonium charged iii MaO. Is this the intent?
MOX should be defined.

1-17 What is the time basis of values in Table 1-3.2? Are these
annual or cumulative?

11-2 Paraqraph 1. "Estimates of nuclear power generation capacity. .

Where is this shown? A reference should be provided.

S-61

I-2

1-3

1-3

1-7

1-8

Paragrajrh 2. The enrichment cost of $48.30/kg SWU for
Alternatives 3 and 4 showin in the last line of paragraph 2
appears to be incorrect. Table XI-12 on page XI-35
indicates a figure of $55.06/kg SWUJ. This latter figure is
also consistent with the -$400 million enrichment cost
differential for Alternatives 3 and 4 shown in Table S-15.
Use of the $48.90/kg SWU cost would yield a differential of
about -$600 mill ion.

Section A. It would be beneficial if the purpose of GESMO
should be more simply stated.

Paragraph 2. Next to last sentence beginning with, "for
comparison, . . .". This seems out of place. Makes the whole
paragraph sound defensive.

Section B, Ist sentence. Need to define central station.

The out-of-reactor fuel cycle operations are presented.
Subsequently plutonium and radioactive wastes are discussed.
There is a need to establish what is done with "tails".

Fin ,r 1-3. Need to define acronym:,and use consistent units.
Show diepleted 'tel Is' stream from enrichment. The whole
balance is difficult to follow.

Does projected cost of yallowcake include escalation?

fig I ure 1-4. Consistent unitas should be used - define acronyms.

Figlure I-f0. Is plutolniunl storage/invcntory clumulative to 1990?
The depleted U - "tLai Is" - s trca, n should be sho..e as part of
ba lance . liolc balance is hard to follow.

Paragrallh I, ,;econd s-n irnce. lihginnileg with "thus, it would be
..is ve:ry dillicul t to fol low.

11-3

11-3

11-4

2nd Line from top. .. .... "ingested significant amounts of plutonium
What is-significant? This should be related to MPC

Paragraph 2, 2nd sentence......"under the defense in depth design
• . .". is not clear.

a Ig - and TaIl cII- seem to imply an optimistic schedule
for spent fuel recovery operations in U.S. (and, therefore,
earlier than expected plutonium availability). Start-up date
for the plants on Page 11-25 is not achievable. This fact
is implied in the definition of Case I (Base Case) for the
cost/benefit calculations, but may make alternatives 3, 4 and 5
unrealistic. Perhaps more information could be presented on
effects of delays in implementation of recycle and on effects of
various cost parameters (storage costs, capital investment costs)
on the results.

11-5 Paragraph 4, last sentence. Delete "The chart below,".

Il-5 Paragraph 5, last sentence. This sentence should reference
Table 11-2.

11-12

11-14

11-20

1 1-24

11-24

Figure 11-4. The cost/unit on right side of chart is confusing.

Table 11-3. This schedule is probably not realistic as noted
above •Page i1-4 comment).

Table 11-7. Half life of Pu-241 given as 13.2 years. IV C-58
lists tlhe value as I1I years. The currently accepted value is
%15 years (consistent with Volum:e I S-15)).

Parairilph 2, Ist sentence, correct spel lang of ''about".

ParanralIh 2. Vi liI regard to the coefficients of reactivi ty
''a r •Ic r should be ''more negaI e'ti'.

The discussion on calculational Uncertainties is inconsistent
with a subseqtuent passage (Volunec 3, IV. C-59) on the same subject.

1-10

I-12
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page

11-25 Ist sentence. lNeed a period after parenthesis.

11-25 Parag•*rah I. Since cores containing mixed oxide assemblies
are more stable GESMO indicates that "part length fuel rods"
may be eliminated. The reference should be to part length
control rods.

11-25 Last paragraph. The start-up dates for existing or planned
reprocessing plants should be up)dCated.

11-26 Parhgraph 3, 1st sentence. Delete "very'.

11-27 Pararaph 5. No mention is made of the hazards of plutonium

nitrate.

11-27 Paragraph 5. Neutrons due to subcritical multiplication can also
be very significant.

11-28 Section b. The beta contribution from Pu-2
4

1 is not discussed.

11-29 Section c and d. It is not clear whether this section is still
restricted to plutonium oxide. Also, there is a statement that

plutonium absorbed through time skin deposits in the bone which
seem to contradict section a. on page 11-28.

Appendix In the Appendix to Chapter II, dealing with criticality accidents
in chemical processing, it is recommended that the material recently
published by Olsen,. Hooper, Uotinen and Brown on "Empirical Estimation
of Number of Fissions from Accidental Criticality in Uranium or
Plutonium Systems" (ANS Transactions, winter meeting, 1974) be
included. This work is not nmrely a compilation of data on
miscellaneous accidents, but presents an empirical means of
estiimting the energy release from various criticality accidents.

14 -1
11-32 Para_.aph13. 3 x IW should be 3 x 10

11-35 ParaQrLajh 3. ". . ., the fuel fabricators designed their LWR fuel

facilities to produce. . .".

11-38 Paraqrapls 2. There are redundant phrases concerning burn-up and
linear heat ratings. Clarification is required.

11-40 Pargrar, a1  1. Statemmisnt on cladding mnterial of construction needs
clarificaLion.

11-40 It is not clearly stated what type of reactor Saxton was. (PWR)

11-48 Tale II1-12. No value given for hole size; footnote implies
values pine for % dishing are hole sizes.

page

11-52

11-62

11-64

Table 11-15. "Pu concentration, % + .10 "is not clear
( is 17-om the ratio or a percentag-e?).

Paragraph i4. Mixed oxide reprocessing may require additional
capacity in the plutonium purification facilities, not additions.

Paraqraph l. "In all transuranium elements-certain small losses.
Statement needs clarification.

30% heat generation increase lasts over what time period?

11-64 Paragraph 3. 4.5 microcur~es per pound.

11-65 Par h I. "Present plans are to hold. . Statement needs
clarification.

111-4-7 Figures I'I-1,2,3. Shouldn't ordinate scale be labeled "103 Megawatts"
instead of megawatts x 103?

111-8,9 Figures II1-
1
iA & B are unnecessary. The same information is

provided in Table IIl-Il

llI-I The number of fuel reprocessing plants and mine-mill complexes
wsay not be attainable in the period specified.

IV A-2 Paragraph I. Reference in the first paragraph to "1/3 of the total
power" is confusing, since iower is an instantaneous measure.
Is the word ''energy" meant instead of "power"? This same confusion
exists on other pages (e.g. IV B-2).

IV A-5 Figure IV A-2. No stream is shown in this figure for spent
recycled plutonium or uranium, which have negligible value.
It appears that continuous mixing with newly produced recycled
material would not be economical, Also, no tails stream
is shosan from the enrichment plant on this figure or figure
IV A-I and similar figures in Section 3.

IV. A-6 Tasle IV A-I. W4hat is tise basis of values in this table, annual?

IV A-7 Tabsle IV A-7. Units in Table IV A-2 need clarification.
iFt I5l•Fr in mi )lions Ci per year?

IV A-8 Table IV A-4m. Same conesent .

IV B-7 Paragr I. Regarding the lsa o. ntence of the firstj2Lrg3p1
under Z~a., did AEC consider the added costs at reactors recycling
Ps? This stataeiiont implies they did not; in cost/benefit analysis

it lshould be considered.
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IV C-2 Paragraph I. Is "equivalent plutonium" total Pu or fissile Pu?

IV C-3 Under "Accidents" the first sentence seems to be more appropriate
to r-1-r'mal Operation". This should be clarified.

IV C-3 Is the GESt40 serving any purpose if each request for licensing
mixed-oxide assemblies must be evaluated oln a case-by-case basis?
Also line ' "normaly" should be "normal". At the end of this
paragraph, the phrase "just as each new type. . ." could be
placed at the end of the second to last sentence, if this is the
actual intent. Third line from bottom change "basically" to
"ini tia Ily'.

IV C-1 Lasn __ia, _h. Thb last paragraph refers to both 63 rods and 64
rods i°l a MIR assembly. Actually there are 63 fuel bearing rods
plus one non-fuel hearing rod (water-hole rod).

IV C-8 Some figures (such as Figure IV C-4) are out of date and do not
match text discussion (e.g., Figure IV C-1l).

IV C-I3 Paragraph 5. i00 tons - standard or metric? PhIR core was expressed
in pounds. Also, this description applies to the design of only
one of three vendors.

IV C-20 Paragraph 2, line 8. Add "IV" before 'C-i''.

IV C-24 Second sentence. The intent of the second sentence on this page is
unclear,. Was 1974 used only to compute the values of isotopic
abundance shown in Table IV C-I? If so is this conservative or not?

IV C-28 'aragraph 2, 3.a. Suggest the following wording changes:

in 12jne0 2change "changes are" to "di fferences is" and add
"which" after "'sotope'."

in -linme3_ change "and the'' to "causes a".

/• L rd..of _3ma. do "thernial-hydraulic cons i deration"
inllude fuel temperature, fission gas release, etc? If so the
statement is not accurate as discussed later in GESMO.

IV C-29 Parulqraph 3. Should Speci fy that Saxton and San Onofre were PWR's.

IV C-32 Paraqi rap 2. Is there am error in the Li.s-.e.¢.trnLe in the
second paragraph unde,.r Control Rod W.orth, regarding the thermal flux
Ieve I lbeing "only half"? It is certainly reduced but not by a
factor of two. The argument fol lowing this statement sti 11 stands,
ho,u(!v, .

-13-

IV C-33 Paragraph 5. The fifth paragraph is weak since it implies a
differene betweie UgO2 an d KOX. Could it be cshanged as follows-
"The worst-stuck-rod control requirement may be unchanged
and is affected by fuel loading patterns."?

.araoLa1_7•. The meaning of the last sentence in this paragraph
is unclear.

Paragraph 8, line 2. Between "in" and "mixed" add "core containing".

IV C-31 Line 5. In line 5 replace "necessity of" with "need for" since it

is difficullt to imagine reducing a necessity.

Paragraph 3, line I. Change "effect" to "affect".

At the bottom of jp.ac are words "above in Chapter V" correct?
If Chapter V is the correct reference, "above" should be "'below".

IV C-35 Why are Gd, Xe and Sm cross sections shown?

IV C-38 After firsV tgpraq~a-_hI, there should be two conclusions. From
reading the text that follows it is not clear what they are.

Paragraph 2, line 3. Change "since" to "and'as a result'.

IV C-39 At the bottomLo.page change "is generally true" to "may be".

IV c-43 First line. Change "would" to "could". No evidence is provided
supporting this conclusion. Last sentence in second paragraph
is a preferred approach in this area also.

IV C-55 The statement that "these increases are largely offset by
the reduction in control. . .of mixed oxides" is not clear as
to meaning. What may be meant is that "these increases are
largely offset by the lower initial reactivity of mixed oxide
fuels."

What is meant by "the required volume of coolant becomes excessive"?

Wlhat is referred to at the end of the first ear agraph; i.
"beneficial effect" on whatf

IV C-58 Line 2. Change "'results in" to "produces".

h., line 2, add "is" after "natural uranium" and in lilne.3
change "and'' to ''an".
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IV C-59 Should anoLher "bu'let' be added stating to the effect that
"Ile's experilmental data is available for normal ization''?

IV C-61 The next to last pjaranrah should be more fully explained.

IV C-64 Label is missing on ordinate of graph (QJl.O.).

IV C-71 Reference 1: ". . The Big Rock Point. . .".

IV C-72 I tem (6). Change "Creaction" to "Creation".

IV C-l00 Paragraph I. The syntax of the _f _LtLj_,iaig.ne is incorrect.

IV C-l00 Paragraph 2. The syntax of the second L•_ennce is incorrect.

IV C-104 Table IV C-22. The dose from direct and scattered radiation should
be "Total Body'' rather than 'GI Tract''.

IV C-112 Table IV C-33. Heading should read Man-Rem/Year.

IV C-113 Paragraph 2. It is stated that "The most significant difference
in man-rem does occur as a result of water ingestion for river-
sited boiling water reactors." While water ingestion shows
the largest percentage change, differences in dose from other
exposure pathways are more significant, e','*n though the percentage
change may be smaller.

IV C-113 Paragraph 5. First sentence should read "The transportation of
fresh fuel.

IV C-1111 Paragraph 2. A more typical effluent cleanup system should be
employed so that infant thyroid doses are typical of that normally
expected.

IV C-115 Paraqraplh 3. The statement that "At worst, some SGR fuels exhibit
as much as a 14% increase in the iodine thyroid dose source. . .
more typically. . a I0% increase" is not consistent with
Table IV C-36, which shows a maximum increase of 8% and typically
no increase in iodine dose source.

IV C-116 Paraqrapt I. The last sentence should refer to Table C-37.

IV C-Il7 Table It' C-37. This table is confusing because of the comparison
of different plutoi iiul types at differing exposures. Are the
Pu-2 - 3 and Pu-l - 2 cases selected for the calculation of the
element dose ratios the most limiting cases?

-15-

IV C-120 Table IV C-Ilo and IV C-41. in view of the difference in inventoryratios (Table IV C-37),wlty are the radiological consequences

of postulated accidents identical both with and without plutonium
recycle.

IV D Chapter IV-P assumes that glove-box type operations will continue
to be the design basis for MOX fabrication facilities. The
accuracy of this is questioned in that higher radiation and neutron

fields are anticipated in the future with the use of plutonium
containing higher percentages of. the heavier isotopes.

IV D-3 GESMO assumes that eight fabrication plants are operated in 1990
while only f-ive would be required. While there is likely to be
some overbuilding, the greater than 50% excess capacity seems large.

IV D-3 Paragraph 4. The 1990 release should be specified as the annual
release. Do annual dose coimimi tinents include Beta dose from Pu-2

4
1?

IV D-4 Are Beta doses included?

IV D-6 Paragraph 1. The enrichment of PuO fuel may be greater than 5%,2..
and the diluent may be depleted or slightly enriched uranium
rather than natural UO2.

IV D-9 Paragraph 6. The production of M102 fuel rods by a combination of
chemical and mechanical operations would seem to be independent
of the installation of equipment at reprocessing plants to convert
plutonium nitrate to a solid.

IV D-13 ParagraIph 3. Depleted or slightly enriched uranium may also be used
in place of natural UO2 .

IV 1-17 Paragraph 4. Enrichment of PuO2 may be greater than 5%. The first
sentence should read '. . enough fuel for about 25 reactors
operating at thle 115% SGR loading.

IV D-20 Paragraph 5. Slightly enriched uranium may also be employed.

IV D-21 Paragrapl 2. Error in syntax.

IV D-26 Paragraph 2. Proven technology may exist for solidifying Purex
wastes, but AEC burial and transportation requirements have not
been form ila ted.

-6
IV D-26 Paraqrajh 1 7. 9 x 10 u1Ci (")/sec

IV 1-31 Paragraph 2. Isn't I rem/yr used in the AEC for interpreting
"as-low-as practicable" limilts for personnel exposure?
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IV D-32 Paragraph 6. What is the basis for estimating airborne releases
of plutonium? Why are releases expressed in alpha curies
only; 30-50% of dose from LWR plutonium comes from beta of Pu-241.

IV D-33 Table IV 0-8 also indicates alpha curies only. Do estimated
doses include beta effects of Pu-241?

IV D-37 Fabrication of MOX fuel may require some operations in remotely-
operated cells.

IV D-38 Is the beta dose included in Table IV D)-il?

IV D-39 Paragraph 2. The value stated for filter efficiency (10- 9) is in
error; This is the transmission factor. The basis or reference
for this value should be indicated.

IV D-39 Paragraph 1. Basis for filtration efficiency and air loading
should be given.

IV E-2 Paragraph I. Specify "Annual requirements in the year.

IV E-5 The paragraphs on reprocessing facilities are outdated and should
be revised.

IV E-7 Paranraph 3. Mixer-settlers are used extensively; centrifugal
mixer-settlers aren't.

IV E-14, It appears that iodine removal should be discussed. Iodine
15,16 removal is indicated in Figure IV' E-6.

IV E-16 Paragraph 2. Last statement unclear; throughp_ujt instead of
throughout?

IV E-25 Table IV E-12. The annual dose commitments appear to be high
compared to similar numbers in earlier environmental statement
submittals and the EPA Environmental Analysis Report, EPA-520/
9-73-003D.

IV E-26 Paragrapr h 1. Whtat is the basis for the statement "the isotopic
compos i tiOn of uraniuam isotopes is somcwhat less biologically
hai;:ardous ki th Pu recycle than Wi thout. . ."?

IV E-30 Parurej-) In_. \Why is the criticality ex.lirsion 10 times srse
in [f el reprocessing than in the fabrication p rocess (10 vs.

I fissions)? No justification is given for the difference.

Page

IV E-31 Paragraph 2. Syntax error in second sentence.

IV F-2 Paragra"h 2. What is the basis for the statement "These values
(9 and 11%' reduction in uranium mining and enrichment demand)
are significantly less than the theoretical 15% reduction
in uranium consumption. . ."?

IV F-6 U 0 Costs in Table IV F-3 should be S/lb. Although the
fLo~note of Table IV F-3 notes that these costs are the costs
at which uranium could be produced, rather than the sales price,
greater emphasis should be given to this distinction since the
sales price may be 50-100% higher.

IV F-15 Paragraph 1. The decrease in facilities (175 underground mines
and 13 open pit mines) is not consistent with Table IV F-4
(total decrease of 180 facilities).

IV F-29 Paragraph 4. "...studied including: (1) Phase.

IV F-32 Table IV F-6. Are the total electrical power needs for added
capacity supplied by gas centrifuge plants in addition to or
in place of the requirements for gaseous diffusion plants.
Why aren't the "Aneeds" for diffusion and centrifuge
plants in the ratio of ten assumed in the basis given in the.
footnote?

IV F-33 Paragraph 7. The reference to Table IV F-5 is incorrect; the
reference should be to Table IV V-6 or 7. The minimum range of
electrical energy required (75 million megawatt hours) seems
low and. cannot be obtained from either Table IV F-6 or 7. The
quoted values of coal consumption (144.8 and 39.9 million metric
tons without and with recycle respectively) are not consistent
with Table IV F-7.

IV F-3t4 Paraqraph 4. The next to last' sentence should read "Small
radiological releases from the diffusion complexes, consisting
only of uranium and uranium daughter products,...'.

IV F-36 Paraqfrajh 1. The quoted reduction of particulates and oxides
of nitrogen by about 65,000 metric tonnes each is not consistent
with Tablc IV F-7 whinch shows a 50,000 MT redaction. The 1.6%
reduction im chemical effluents is not consistent with the 1.5%
reduction in coal combustion quoted oni page IV F-35,

IV F(A)-I The total for no Pa recycle of the water discharged to ground
should read 108,000.
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IV G-44Pag G

IV G-9 Paragraph 6. Depleted or slightly enriched uranium may also
be employed.

IV G-lO Table IV G-3 shows a 30% increase in dose to transport
workers and a 47% increase in dose to the general public
for transportation of PuO 2 to storage with Pu recycle;
in view of the order of magnitude reduction of the quantity
of plutonium going into storage, this increase seems
unlikely.

IV G-12 Paragraph 4. Depleted or slightly enriched uranium may also
be employed.'

IV G-13 Paragraph 3. Since the reduction of transportation steps prior
to uranium fuel fabrication could have easily been factored into
the analysis, why was this conservative simplification made.

IV G-23 Paragraphs 4 and 5. Depleted or slightly enriched uranium
may also be employed.

IV G-24 Alpha waste associated with obsolete equipment or decommissioning-
related rubble (masonry, structurals, etc.) which will not fit
into drums will have to be specially crated and sealed to prevent
dispersal of radioactivity. This type of container may be unsuitable
for ultimate disposal, but will be required for many years of interim
operations.

IV G-30 Line 4, Paragraph 2 should include sorption, followed by shipment to a
central facility for incineration, and chemical destruction of
organic bulk followed by recovery of Pu from residues or burial.

IV G-39 A more comprehensive analysis of risk may show that PuO2 shipments
in certain areas can be safeguarded more effectively by point-to-
point aircraft shipment, using either rotary or fixed-wing
equipment rather than by road shipment. This statement is made
with full recognition of recent federal legislation to ban all
aircraft shipments of Pu.

IV G-42 First sedtence. Modify to show dose if half of fuel shipments
are made by truck.

Performance of PuO2 (and Pu nitrate) shipping containers during
transportation accidents should reference more recent papers by
U.S. (BiWlL) and French (CEA) authors, in Sessions 12A and 11 of
the Fourth International Symposium on Packaging and Transportation
of Radioactive Materials (Sept. 22-27) 1974. AEC-sponsored
work at 8NWL showed that the Pu transportation risks are three orders
magni tude less than for meteorite hits, if current-day fireproof
packaging is used. Prior evaluations should be re-ranked and these
new findings be incorporated in Table IV-G-9 to give proper
perspective to the low risk of shipping Pu nitrate (if correctly
packaged). Overseas processors are expected to continue shipping
Pu nitrate because of equivalency of risk compared to PuO . See
author's final manuscripts as presented at September 22-23 meeting
in addition to CONF-740991.

IV G-48 Actual data on package closure from an AEC-sponsored survey should
be referenced and used. See reference above.

IV G-54 In paraqraph 3., use of qualitative phrases such as "very small",
''highly unlikely", etc. should be supplanted by probability ranges
like 10 to I07 per year where assessments have already been published.

IV G-54 Item (n), Paragraph 1, last sentence should say "oxide or other
formi shown to be of equal or lower safeguards and transportation
risk"'. AEC criteria for oxide vs. nitrate shipment need to be
re-examined in the light of recent findings coupled with safeguards
impact.

IV G-55 Accident risk statements, such as last sentence of item -f.
are not sufficient unless the phrase "in the vicinity of"
are made clear by example. Isotope dispersal by waterways from
a "major impact" site could be geographically far-reaching.
Also amplify results of local confinement and cleanup opportunities
if a "major impact" accident occurs.

IV G-56 Last paragraph under "Routing". The railroad associations have
passed recent rngulations and recommendations which affect the
routing of rail cask trains. These details should be explained
in the GESMO if AEC and industry perceive them to be long-lasting
and relevant to the routin6 issue.

IV G-59 Line 4 suggests rewording as follows:. . ."assemblies, and limit the
shipment of separated plutonium to only that quantity which is
needed to balance the manufacturing loads (peak and valley effects)
within the network of fabrication and reprocessing facilities."
Delete statement referring to "elimination of need to ship
separated Pu" because this idealistic condition could not be
maintained at all times. Even if idealized IFCF siting could
be achieved in 20 years, the transition period would require
interplant shipment of plutonium.
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IV 1H-2 Paraqgrph 1--insertion in line 4 "to increase the total
transuranium alpha activity sent to burial by a factor of five.
Emphasis in subsequent statements should be on safe long-term
alpha management, not just on heat generation and handling.

IV H-2 Poragraph 4 and IV H-10, Paragraph 5. In order to keep the volume
down to estimated levels in GESMO report, current proposed AEC
rulemaking must be changed to redefine exempt low-level alpha
wastes by a new operationally-acceptable criterion (a) because
10 nanocurie per gram level is not practical to measure and
administer and (b) because AEC recommendation to include all
waste generated in ''controlled areas'' would inflate the burial
volume and cost out of proportion to the benefit, especially
considering $100 per cu. ft., projection for transportation
and long-term management.

IV H-3 60 megacurie difference in hull burial is explained on Page IV H-20,
but long-lived alpha buried with hulls changes in opposite
dirrection from activation products, therefore, actinide curie
comparison should be given in separate line.

IV H-4 No explanation is given for the maximum credible accident and
why it involves only one waste canister. This section is too brief.
The accident safety issues are not adequately covered.

IV H-15 Table IV H-3 should show separate subtotals for long-lived alpha
and beta activity.

IV H-21 Footnote*' should be reworded to. state the end result required,
i.e., quantitative leachability and devitrification stability
of "glass" and then discuss generic aspects of one or more
preferred solidification process routes, rather than deferring
the analysis.

IV H-41 See note on IV H-21, also. The conversion to glass would require
opening and emptying of the RSSF canisters or total fusion of
canister plus contents. Discarded canisters disposal is not
merit i oned.

In )astpiareirarah and on Paen IV 11-42, line 6, statements on
shielding at lSSF Io not seem consistent wi th high neutron and guiana
streaming in storage cask configuration shown on Page IV 11-36.
A different air duct configuration would be needed to reduce
surface dose to 2 mr/ihr.

IV 11-3 ParaqrjL l) 5_ "ii illigrams" and ''millicuries" require specific
definitions. If this level of alpha release is meant, then it
is high relative to MDX fabrication plant normal stack release.

Page

IV H-46 What is the environmental effect of meltdown in a canister? Can
r 47 the discharges be controlled. Which concept for RSSF Is the

safest. Which is most tamper-proof and fail-safe? Such
sondierations when left to the imagination of the public reader,
are likely to lead to confusion.

Statements made in WASII-1539 "Environmental Statement - Management
of Conimercial Iligh Level and Transuranium-Contaminated Radioactive
'd.astoe" page 2.5-2 indicate that RSSF design includes protection
against nan-made intervention, assumed to mean with malicious
intent. What is actually provided to prevent dispersal by sabotage?

IV H-57 The concept of storing all plutonium waste at remote RSSF's with
central incinerators should consider at least one eastern site
to serve the-fuel fabrication and reprocessing operations in this
region of the U.S.

IV H-59 Last paragraph. Volume reduction should be changed to 3 to 4
because field experience survey shows secondary scrap generation
(filters, refractory, e-tc.) affects net volume reduction, especially
with incineration.

IV H-61 Paragraph I. Rationale for considering only remote desert region
is not clear for Pu waste RSSF.

IV, 1-4 Suggest deleting p ga 1) 1 in its entirety since soft gamma
contribution from Am-2 I is a minor factor, considering that the
new generation of fabrication plants have no choice except to
be well-shielded and the Am-241 problem will be taken in stride.

IV 1-5 Line I. After criticality prevention add "high accuracy inventory
measurements for safeguards compliance".

Ill C Change the word "when" to "if" in line 1 of the last paragraph.

IV 1-6 The storage inventory without recycle should be changed
to show buildup starting in 1978 net 1976 since there will
be no reprocessing carryout until about 1978.

IV J-6 Improvements in control of occupational exposure during
uranium mining and mi Iling have not been listed as to effect
on fifty y(ear dose coimiii tinenet. This information should be
added for balance. Lilr,:wise, the impact of several inadvertent
releases from reprocessing plants or mixed oxide fabrication
plants have not been assessed and listed in time fifty year dose
CoI1mi tnient.
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IV J-7 Item C, Line 7. Plutonium fallout of 320 kilocuries ratioed

to the area of the Uni Led States should be given in addition

to the worldwide fallout.

Paragrapl~h . After reference 2 the text should indicate

an analysis by C. R. Richmond which was published in 1974

following the Second Annual Life Sciences Symposium at

Los Alamos during May.

IV J-16 Transportation accidents should be included in this table.

IV J(a)-4 Most resuspension data have been based on experiments in arid

terrain. There is a lack of useful data in heavily vegetated

areas such as the Middle Atlantic Region. Resuspension data
with uranium shown on Page IV J(a)-6 may indeed be conservative

but considering that the bulk of the population is located

in the eastern half of the country, more realistic data

should be made available.

IV J(c)-7 Item 2. 1971i publication by C. R. Richmond, LASL, should

be listed as a primary reference since it deals with the
hot particle problem.

IV J(c)-9- The text is silent as to the toxicity of plutonium when combined

17 with uranium in a mixed oxide compound. To date there have been

no studies on the radiotoxicity of various mixtures of plutonium

with uranium. Although only a small percentage perhaps 5-15% of
the total tonnage of mixed oxide being processed in the year

1990 represent solid solution mixed oxide in the finely divided

processing stages, if this combined form followed a pathway which

resulted in adverse effects in regard to either bone or other
critical organs, it should be identified at an earlier enough
date to appropriately adjust the models. To our knowledge
there are no animal experiments currently funded in the Unite'd
States which will evaluate the effect of the mixed oxide particle

itself. Uranium and plutonium would be expected to

disproportionate in the body fluids and the results may be

more complex to interpret and apply than for PuO2 or other

100% pltitonium compounds.

v-6 Secondsral. Improved statistical treatmenits should probably

be included as one of the means of improving safeguards systems.

v-6 Last -paraqraih. While it is stated that "a early evaluation

of the concepL is necessary" GESH0 should recognize that the
decision is already late. One manufacturer is currently faced
with siting a mixed oxide fuel plant requiring "larqe capital
investments" for which considerable engineering has been done.
Perhaips there should be an acknowledgment that earlier plants
may not be co-located, but that as the industry matures co-location

would improvo the overall safeguards. This would put the concept

into proper perspective; it should not be a "go--no go" situation.

Page

V-7 Section 6. This does not appear to acknowledge the considerablyincreased difficulty of making fuel with "spiked" plutonium.

V-28 Bottom of paHe. Mere and in other sections of the GESMO the
entire approach seems to be based on hardened manufacturing
facilities, It would be highly beneficial (and probably
a necessity) to address the problem of existing facl 1 i ties.

V-39 Last paragraph. A similar listing of the disadvantages would
seem to put things in better balance.

V-40 Paran•aph 3. The weight of shipping containers for LWR plutonium
oxide will probably range from 2500 to 5000 pounds due to
shielding and confinement requirements.

V-41 Last paragraph. Some estimate of the probable costs of these
systems would be appropriate.

V-44 Parag.raph 6. This approach (incomplete separation) is not
consistent with previous statements which imply conversion would
have to be done at the reprocessor due to the ban on plutonium
solution shipment.

V-44 Paragraph 7. The implication is that only additional shielding
is required for fabrication of spiked fuel. In fact, entire
new processes would have to be designed and QA activities would
be greatly complicated. It is entirely conceivable that there
may be.no practical way to fabricate fuel under these conditions.

V-45 Paragraph I. It seems much more likely that the fuel fabricator
would be more concerned with health effects than a bomb builder.
The population exposure as related to manufacturing personnel
should be taken into consideration.

v-45 Paraqraph 2. An increase.in fabrication cost of $500/kilogram
-(whih is probably not at all unrealistic) would likely render
plutonium recycle uneconomic. Also, the effects decreasing fuel
reliabili ty (consequently enhancing population exposure due to
fuel failures) because of decreases in the effectiveness of the
quality assurance programs is not addressed.

VII-2 Pa.raqraphI. The lead sentence indicates that not all differential
effects are adverse. howevor, the discussion is limited to only
those effects which are adverse to plutonium recycle. Although
such an approach is undoubtedly conservative, it serves to
weaken the overall impact statement in that it fails to identify
both favorable and adverse effects. It is believed this chapter
should be expanded to identify both the favorable and adverse
unavoidable environmental effects assignable to plutonium recycle
as they differ from uranium fuel.
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VII-12 Paragraph Ii. This indicates "additional measure to further limit
any adverse effects iag. be possible. . .". However, the specific
need for implementation of each approach is not justified
in the report. Such quantification is believed essential for the
final impact statement. Specifically, citing criteria for
recycle plutonium facilities, guidelines on 'as low as practical"
releases for the facilities, improved safeguards, additional spent
fuel shipment cask safety design criteria, long term waste
management criteria, and possibly other items must be prudently
developed and estabiished prior to the accurate assignment of cost benefits
to the various alternatives considered.

Vii-14 Paragraph 6. The meaning of "action levels" is unclear.

ViI-I5 Last paragraph. "Fuel melt down" probably refers to clad nelting.

VII I-8 Paragraph 4. Spent fuel transportation plus reprocessing cost
of approximately $35/kilogram are undoubtedly too low.

VII1-13 Paragraph 3. Under the alternative of reprocessing spent fuel
imsvdiately and storing for later use, the build-up of Am in the
recovered plutonium during storage and its associated impact
seems to be ignored. Americium builds up in the recovered products
through the decay of Z4

1
IPu and in turn decays with a very strong

alpha emission. The concentration of americium in the stored
plutonium is dependent on the elapsed time since reprocessing and
the isotopic concentration of 241Pu in the plutonium. Typical
plutonium recovered from reprocessing L.IR fuel which is stored
much in excess of one year prior -to fabrication no longer can
meet the current industry's specifications on americium concentration
for recovered plutonium. The presence of americium in the plutonium
and its associated strong alpha emission, imposes a significant
radiological handling problem to the mixed oxide fabricator.
Consequen tly, the need for chemical separation of the americium
from the plutonium is requi red prior to mixed oxide fabrication.
The major disadvantages of this additional separation step are:

(1) the production of additional plutonium bearing
wa s te.

(2) the potential of introduinle g addi tional chemical
impur ities in tihu pluoni u'n offsent.

*(3) the need to reconsti tute the plutonium back to
its original oxido form for ci ther shipping or
uraniuni bhlIiding requi roslents.

P4) the major economic isipact of the addi tional
separation step.

Page

VIII-13 When assessing this alternative in the final impact statement,
(Cant' d) both the cost benefit analysis and the environmental consequences

of this additional requirement should be considered.

V 11-16 PEarara hi 3. The use of depleted uranium as a carrier for
the plutonium should be addressed. Utilization of tails
assay materials, currently an unused waste from the uranium
enriching process, should result in the significant benefits
to this alternative.

VIII-16 Paragraph 4. This alternative would also have the same potential
benefits of using depleted uranium as a carrier.

VIII-17 Paragraph 2. Alternative 6 seems to be discussed in paragraph i.
not j.

VIII-21 Paragraph I. A mixed oxide cost of twice uranium fuel fabrication'
is probably too low even considering current regulations, and
is likely to increase rather than decrease as additional regulations
are implemented. A cost of three times uranium fuel, over the
entire time period (a surcharge of two times) should be subject
to less argument. (The recent public bid openings at TVA
and LADWP provide more concrete information on current pricing.)I

VII1-21 Paragraph 2. The $35/kilogram number for reprocessing and
spent fuel transportation needs to be updated.

VIII-33 Paf2ragrph 4. The long term plutonium storage costs appear
to be exceedingly low. The reason for this is not immediately
clear and is recommended that the bases for the estimates
be further explained.

VII1-37 There is some question as to the reasonableness of the estimated
value of plutonium. Perhaps AEC could indicate the basis on
which these estimates were made. Also, it would be desirable
to include a statement on the sensitivity to a plus or minus
change of $1/gramn.

Vii 1-48 Pa__rajgrnjh2. See comments under VI ll-21, Paragraph 1.
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VII t-65 Paragraph I. The unit costs of separative work, U 08 , and other
factors used in the calculation of plutonium value ýeed to be
reviewed and revised to correspond with recent changes in the
industry. Refer to other comments related to unit costs, escalation,
and sensitivity to a plus or minus range when estimates are used.

VIII-65 Paragraph 2. The fabrication cost differential discussed in this
paragraph does not relate to earlier parts of the GESMO that

rention up to $500/1tg increase for safeguards concepts, such as
spiking the plutonium. It would be desirable to track all
cost-related items through the entire report to assure
cons i s tency.

VIII-69 Section C. This paragraph is confusing. It is suggested that it
be rewritten to relate more closely with the other paragraphs
discussing integrated fuel cycle facilities.

VIII-73 Section D. The cost to protect against theft of fresh fuel and
the cost of additional hardening of barriers against theft of
plutonium, each estimated at $1,000,000 for each reprocessing
plant and for each mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant, is suspect.
It is suggested that the discussion -be expanded to indicate how
these figures were derived.

VI II-75 Section M. The first sentence of this paragraph is not consistent
with earlier parts of the GESMO, which indicated that costs would
more than double when using "spiked" plutonium. It is suggested
that the report be reviewed for consistency in matters of this sort.

Xl - The capital cost of facilities generally looks low. Since the
General major contributor to the benefits of Alternatives 3 and 4 are the

savings in investment in Enrichment and Mining-Milling facilities,
this modification will not affect the results.

One item open to question is the capital investment needed at
a nuclear power plant to receive, store, and use Pu recycle fuel.
It is not clear where this has been included. If one assumes
it could add $5 million to the cost of each reactor recycling
plutonium, the added costs to reactors is $600 million. l.f this
figure is appropriate, the impact is small but is indicative of
hidden costs which may need to be further investigated as
licensing regulations evolve. Credibility of the report will

be enhanced if all such cost items are identified.

XI-22 The concIu ion i 2ajbJrg. should be expanded to discuss
the apparent Linability of the nuclear industry to get
reprocessing and manufacturing facilities constructed.
The problem areas should be outlined.

-27-
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XI-24 Table XI-1O. The 1990 $12.83 figure for the U 0 price in the
terms of unescalated 1974 dollars is low and w lI distort the
economic comparisons. This is indicative of the low cost
numbers used in the report. It is recognized that there has
been a dramatic increase in costs related to various components
in the fuel cycle during this last year. For this reasons,
all cost numbers and related economics should be updated.

XI-29 Table XI-ll. The previous comment also applies to this table.
All U 0^ cost projections used in the report need to be updated
in or~er to enhance the credibility of the economic conclusions.

XI-44 Paragraph 3. Please expand the discussion to point out why the
plutonium storage facilities would be similar to high-level
waste disposal facilities.
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Plroic Affair, and
Intormation Proov i

ATTACWiIEINT A

Examples of Overconservatism in Dose Calculations

1. The use of the semi-infinite cloud model for gamma dose may
approach being correct at sonie great distance from the point of
release, but it is not correct nt distance of usual interest.
The resulting degree of conservatism depends on whether the
release is from a stack, a roof vent, or a lover elevation. The
correct model to use is the finite cloud gamma model.
(p. IV J-(A)-2)

2. The X/Q values used are based on ground level release assumptions.
Recent tests have shown that roof vent diffusion is much better
than previously assumed by the AEC. (p. IV C-95)

3. The submersion total body dose from noble gases calculation
was applied to GI tract, thyroid and bone. The revised
Appendix I (2/20/711) does not apply submersion dose to
individual organs. (p. IV C-103)

4. Details of iodine inhalation dose calculations are not evident and
.need to be reviewed. They apparently include assumption of out-door
exposure at fence post all year. (p. IV C-103)

5. The iodine milk doses include all the overestimates which were
shown to be objectionable at the ALAP hearings, namely
(p. IV C-103):

a. Iodine chemical form-overestimate by q factor of 2

b. Roof vent diffusion-overestimate by factor of 10

c. High Iodine deposition factor-overestimate by factor of 2

d. High transfer; grass to mi lk, overestimate by factor of 2

e. Assumption of fence post cow and baby factor of 2 to 100
depending on actual cow location and milk usage. (The
AEC abandoned fence post cow concept on 2/20/74.)

SAFEGUARDS-THE INDUSTRY'S ROLE AND VIEWS

Carl Walske
President

Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc.

The U.S. nuclear industry, or nuclear energy community-whatever we may cail is-consists of hundreds of compa.
nies and other organizations interested in commercial applications of nuclear energy. Most, if not all, of them are
members of the Atomic Industrial Forum-some 625 as of today. Their opinions naturally vary on any issue which
affects the development of nuclear energy, though oftentimes there is a general consensus view. So it is with the
matter of safeguarding nuclear material of weapons grade-or special nuclear material.

While the Forum has not polled its membership on safeguards questions we on the staff have had a number of discus-
sions with a good sample of responsible people from our member organizations. These include people from fuel
reprocessors and fabricators, utilities, reactor manufacturers and transportation companies. On the basis of these dis.
cussions I have some feeling for what"the industry" is thinking about safeguards. As I talk I shall also mix in my
own views, identifying them where they may be special to my own experience.

First of all, the industry is proud of the record to date. There have been no diversions. There has been no sabotage.
There have been a few cranks, or other malicious persons, who have made threats. Most of these, unfortunately,
probably were inspired by the publicity which has been given the subject. In the view of many of us, the publicity
was unfortunate, but that's water over the dam now and we have to deal with the situation as it is.

I said that the record to date is perfect and that's true. Of course, the quantities of plutonium and highly enriched
uranium handled in the industry have been miniscule by comparison with what lies ahead as we move toward the
eighties. The industry knows this and fully appreciates that strengthened controls are necessary to deal with the large
amounts of special nuclear materials which we anticipate.

Now, is it possible to protect special nuclear material sufficiently so that reasonable people will agree that any risk
from diversion or sabotage is negligiblc? Ibelieve that it is and at a cost which, although high, need not be so high as
to cripple the economics of nuclear power.

The current safeguards system. as spelled out in new AEC regulations, is a clearly strengthened one as compared to
what we had just a year ago. I believe it goes a long way towards what we need. At the same time there are certain
aspects of this safeguards system which can be further improved. Some are appropriate to the industry's area of
responsibility, some to the government's area. The balance of this paper discusses these possible improvements. They
are, I believe. supported generally by the nuclear industry.

I shall be talking about the security personnel with the special nuclear material, physical protection, accounting and
monitoring of special nuclear material in plants, communications, the command function, reinforcements and intelli-
gence information. All these are necessary and complementary in building a first-class protective system for any-
thing-whether it's gold bullion or special nuclear materialg. They are necessary for special nuclear material at a fixed
installation or in transit.

Guard forces and physical protection with special nuclear material can provide a first line of defense. It is not neces-
sary that this line be impregnable. provided it is backed up with a reliable communications system which can be used
to call up adequate reinforcements from a friendly command. Accounting for and monitoring of special nuclear
material, ideally on a current basis, can signal departures from normal conditions, that is, sound a warning that some-
thing has gone wrong. Intelligence information, when available, is even better; it can signal in advance that something
is about to go wrong.

Let's talk now about guard forces. First of all, most people in the industry would prefer to manage their own. other
things being equal, but there is a problem. AEC regulations call for the use of armed force, if necessary, to prevent
diversion or sabotage of special nuclear materials. In my own view this is appropriate, but in the civilian nuclear
industry it is essentially unprecedented. It brings with it a responsibility beyond the experience of most commercial
organizations and one which threatens with a morass of legal liabilities. However, there is a compromise on the ques-
tion of who should provide and manage guard forces. The compromise approach is to divide functions between those
requiring the use of armed forces and all others, The former should be performed by governmental forces; the latter
by security personnel directed by the company responsible for the special nuclear material.
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For example, at fixed installations, monitoring and searching, if necessary, of plant personnel; materials accounting
and monitoring; and maintenance and testing of physical security systems can all be done perfectly well by personnel
under the plant management. In fact, they can be done with less upset to plant operations and to plant personnel-
insiders dealing with insiders.

However, should the situation call for the use, or threatened use, of firearms to deal with a security problem-
attempted diversion or sabotage-properly authorized public law enforcement forces should be brought into play.
Such forces may be stationed at or near the fixed installation, or they may be on call from their normal station near.
by. Obviously, they must be in a position where they can provide a timely reaction. For most fixed installations
local police units may prove to be the most satisfactory.

Guards accompanying special nuclear material in transit must be able to meet force with force. Local police forces,
in general, will not be able to respond rapidly enough to deal with attempted diversion and sabotage. Largely for
this mason many in the industry feel that such guards must be under governmental control and mast be authorized
to act in emergencies under governmental orders. This might be done by using a special, governmentally organized
force, or by civilian guards under contract to the government.

In all cases-material at fixed installations or in transit-guard forces should be well trained and required to exceed
minimum physical and mental qualifications. They should be requalified by government inspectors on a periodic
basis. Most importantly, guards should be given clearly defined authorities to govern their actions in the various
emergency situations that could arise.

Physical protection of special nuclear material may include fences, lighting, vaults, and detection and alarm systems
at fixed installations; and for material in transit it may include heavy containers or armored vehicles. These comple-
mant the assigned guard personnel. In general, the industry has accepted end agreed with AEC requirements for
physical protection. There should, however, be a continuing review of these requirements, on the one hand, to see
that no "Achilles' heels" are left in the protection systems and. on the other hand, to eliminate costly features which
make only marginal additions to security.

AEC regulations currently permit shipment of special nuclear material-as defined in 10 CFR Pars 73-either ins
conventional truck with an armed escort vehicle manned by two arsed guards, or in a specially designed truck or
trailer without an armed escort. The design of such a special truck or trailer must include a capability for immobili-
zation of the vehicle and must provide armor and other deterents to physical penetration. In a properly designed
overall protective system the deterence to physical penetration will allow sufficient time for reinforcements to
arrive at the scene of a diversion attempt.

In general, the industry is sympathetic with the armored vehicle approach when it is applied to special nuclear mate-
rials in a sensitive form suited to easy movement and direct usage in nuclear explosives, that is, separated highly
anriched uranium or plutonium in the metallic or oxide form; However. when either of these fuels is contained in a
fabricated fuel element, they are awkward to transport and they must be separated chemically or physically In order
to be used as Ingredients in a nuclear explosive. Thus, the industry's feeling is that for truck shipments of separated
or concentrated special nuclear material, we should phase over, as practical, to the use of the armored vehicles. Until
this is achieved and while conventional trucks are still in use. I believe that more than one armed escort vehicle
should accompany shipments and each escort vehicle should have at lest two armed guards.

Shipments by air, where possible, can generally be made the most secure. I enticed recently that the JCAE's Conway
Committee tias recommended against plutonium shipments by air, except in cases involving national security. This
appears to me to be unfortunate. The risk of extensive aerial dispersion in a plane crash is certainly minimal. Careful
choice of flight paths and special packaging could reduce even this small risk. It seems to me wong to give up our
most seure means of transporting plutonium.

Shipments abroad of special nuclear material must provide for adequate protection until a shipment is safely In the
hands of its intended recipient. It goes without saying that Precautions must be taken against hijacking and also that
recipients must be capable of protecting material in their custody.

Reliable personnel are an absolute must if we ea to hare good security. Although socuriy-type clearances ae for-
es to the civilian industry, nevertheless a lelowsnce program appears appropriate. It would apply to all personnel
having accs to significant quantities of special nucle matoerials, Thm AEC has now obtained legisdation neesary
for such a program. I beliew the industry, In general, understancs the need for this and supports it.

Such personnel clearances should certainly reduce the cont., n of those-such as the author of the Rosenbaum
report-who postulate that "insiders", including senior management and operating personnel working within a fasll-
ity or transportation company, could be involved in sabotage or diversion.

Furthermore, such cleared employees of licensees need be searched only exceptionally on entering or leaving protec-
ted areas containing special nuclear materials. Monitoring with instruments should suffice, with spot check searches
only infrequently. As I said earliai, any such physical monitoring or searching should be the responsibllity of parson'
nel employed by the plant management.

At the same time I must say that socurity-type clearances are not to be taken lightly. It is most important that our
society carefully preserve the rights of its members. Security clearances can obviously be abused. It will be up to all
of us to guard vigilantly against any uich abuse.

Much effort and much expense have gone into accounting and monitoring systems for special nuclear materials "in
process" in a plant. Presently available techniques suffer from two great faults: First, their accuracy is such as to
leave sizeable quantities of special nuclear material in a doubtful status; and, second, they report on losses only after
they have happened, not at they sem happening. All the same, the industry generally support ltae rational application
of the present techniques. There is, however, a strong faling that it is illogical to incur greatly increased costs by
shutting down plants frequently for overall inventories and by reducing allowed inaccuracies beyond what is straight-
forward. Unfortunately, the answers from the present system will be inaccurate, whatever the effort expended.
Therefore it is sensible to use the present system only for what it is capable of doing-that is, detecting gross losses
or diversions.

Beyond the present system, we may hope to have real time and accurate accounting someday. I don't know how
achievable this may be, but it is certainly the right objective. Even now we can use special precautions whenever
there are inter-area transfers at a plant. These could include independent weighings, checks of seal integrity, and
other routine accounting actions and measuring actions to aid in the prompt detection of diversion.

Let us turn now to the question of communication systems. As I said earlier sucd systems serve the purpose of per-
mitting local guard forces at a fixed installation or with a shipment to call for assistance, that is, to call for reinforce.
ments. Obviously, such a purpose wilt only be met if the communications are highly reliable and If reinforcement
forces ae available for timely reaction from authorities having such forces at their disposal,

The AEC presently requires a license to maintain communications betomen his so-called control point and the guard
forces at his installation or with shipments containing special nuclear materials. Carriers must make advance arrangel
ments to esgure support from law enforcement agencies. For shipments the presnat system relies on (Il the use of
radio-talephones which ae not effective in lre areas of the United States, although they we working well In pres-
ant operating ares; (2) local or state law enforcement agencies for reinforcements; and (3) support arrangements as
can be made between such law enforcement •gencies and the licensee.

The are several important Improvements that should be made to the present system. First. the communications
should be based on a federally operated, high frequency network. Such a network has proven highly reliable in main-
taining radio contact with virtually all areas of the U.S. Se•6od, a federal command center, perhaps supported by
regional centers, should be established. It would receive and act promptly on reports of attempted diversion or sabo'
tage involving special nuclear materials. Such a communications system and command center would be for both
fixed installations and shipments.

The federal agency responsible for operating the federal command center should be responsible for consummating
agreements with local and state police, the national guard and federal armed forces for provision of reinforcements.
As mentioned previously, effective local law enforcement agencies are particularly well suited for responding rapidly
to inciderts at fixed facilities. Generally, state and federal forces will be more affective for Incidents affeting mete-
riot in transit. The egreements will certainly involve state governors for state police and the national guard; they will
Involve the President for federal armed forc". Now legislation may be necessary to implement these arrangements. It
is my impression that this area of federal communications, a federal command center and authority and implement.
ing agreements, is the tingle moss impwortant sa facing uses we mov to Improv the protective system. You will
note that this. as I have peseted it, is a task requiring the initiative and leadership of the federal govemmsent.

A special type of reinforcement capability would be needed if a diversion attempt were to prov successful, that is. If
a divner were to escape the first line of defense. In this event retrieval of tle special nuclear material would be our
objective. A retrieval operation would logically we nationwide intelliglinc information and therefore would best be
handled by using a federal force under federal direction. This might be basically an FBI operation under ste Attor-
mwy General.
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Intelligence information available to the FBI, Treasury Department, CIA, Department of Defense, AEC, and state
and local law enforcement agencies will never be sufficient to forecast all threats that may be developing. However,
the totality of information available to these agencies can be very helpful in reducing risks. It is not clear to me that
a good mechanism now exists for the prompt reporting of such information to a central, responsible command
authority of the type previously mentioned and, also, the prompt dessemination of such information to law enforce-
ment agencies, If it is not being done well, as I suspect, it should be corrected.

I have discussed a number of improvements that would strengthen our present safeguards system. The major new
tasks are in the area of governmental responsibility, although I have mentioned some additional tasks foe the indus-
try. These would not, in my view, involve an appreciable increase in present safeguards costs. In fact, the AEC's new
regulations-in effect since December 6, 1973, and now being implemented-went a long way to provide the neces-
sary measures required of the industry.

As we look on ahead to the future, the nuclear industry will continue to work with the AEC to employ more strin-
gent methods and procedures. Safeguards cannot be static as the nature of the problem changes. Both industry and
government must move forward together to meet their vital responsibilities in this area.

My main points in this paper, aimed at strengthrening our safeguards system are, I believe, generally acceptable to the
nuclear industry. These points are:

1. Local guard forces and physical security measures should be sufficient to detect, report and delay attempted sabo-
tage or diversion until reinforcements arrive.

2. Guard and security forces at fixed installations should be under the supervision of the plant management, except for
those guards charged with the use of armed force. These last should be governmental forces, or at least governmen-
tally organized and supervised guards.

3. Guards accompanying special nuclear material in transit should be under governmental control and should be author-
ized to act under governmental orders in emergencies. They may, thus, be government employees or contract guards
under government orders.

4. Moreover the federal government should be direct!y and fully responsible for security of special nuclear materials in
transit, coordinating and making use of local, state and federal resources.

5. For shipments of concentrated special nuclear material phasing over of conventional truck transportation should be
undertaken, as practical, to the use of armored vehicles with iinmobilizing features. The design of the transport
vehicle should include a strong barrier against penetration, which will allow sufficient time for reinforcements to
arrive.

6. Physical protective features for special nuclear materials should complement guard forces in such a way that no
"Achilles' heels" are left, but also so that costly features providing marginal additions to security are eliminated.

7. Agreements should be consummated, as necessary, between the responsible federal agency and local, state and feder-
al officials for the prompt use of their forces when necessary. These agreements should include arrangements for op-
erations by a federal retrieval force and for exchanging threat information with law enforcement and other agencies.

8. A federal communication system and command center should be created to support and coordinate the response of
local, state and federal security forces in the event of attempted sabotage or diversion attempts at fixed installations
or during transport.

9. Improved real time accounting procedures should be developed and implemented, at which time the dependence on
MUF and LEMUF for detection of diversion should be greatly reduced.

10. An employee clearance program should be established for licensee personnel who have accesss to significant quanti-
ties of special nuclear niateria.

I regret that adequate safeguards require so much government involvement, particularly by the federal government.
It would certainly be prelerable if the industry could handle this problem entirely "in-house". Unfortunately, that
does not seem to be a practical way to reach our objective of providing propter protection to special nuclear materi-
als. We must, it appears. proceed with an industry-government partnership with each carrying out its role where it
can do the best job.

In conclusion, I want to re-emphasize that the nuclear industry recognizes the importance of protecting nuclear facil-
ities and special nuclear materials at fixed sites and in transit We are confident that potential risks will be held at
such a tow fovet that they will be acceptable in the ludgment of reasonable people.
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety &
Environment by the Atomic Industrial Forum

1. Comment:

"The attached comments have been developed by an Ad Hoc Plutonium Recycle Task
Force of the Atomic Industrial Forum's Committee on Nuclear Fuel Cycle Services.

"For the most part,'the exceptions taken by the Task Force to certain of the proposals
set forth in the draft GESMO are attributable to the Task Force's belief that there
is a greater need to quantify environmental impacts insofar as possible through cost-
benefit analyses."

Response:

The environmental impacts of the various alternatives have been quantified in greater
detail in this final statement. For those discussions, see CHAPTER IV, Environmental Impacts,
and CHAPTER VIII (and Appendix VIlI-A) Alternatives for the Pu Recycle Industry.

2. Comment:

"It is generally known throughout the industry that the capital costs enumerated in
Table S-14, 'Capital Invested (Millions of 1974 Dollars about 1990)' are outdated.
Table S-14 cost estimates overall are low by about 20%. Selected areas, such as
reprocessing and mixed oxide fabrication are perhaps low by several hundred
percent. Similarly, the operating cost assumptions for materials and services
in Table S-15, 'Projected Costs for Materials and Services in 1990 (Millions of
1974 Dollars)' are generally low by varying amounts.

"Using more recent estimates of capital and operating costs, the differential
annual cost for the year 1990 to the users of LWR's generated electrical energy,
if plutonium is not recycled, is approximately 0.8 mil/KWH (compared to 0.4
mills/KWH in Table S-4), or about $2 billion cost penalty compared to the $1
billion penalty indicated in GESMO. If neither plutonium nor uranium is recycled,
the cost penalty for the year 1990 will likely be in excess of $2.5 billion. It
should be emphasized that the economics for a single future year case are
not nearly indicative of the overall magnitude of potential cost savings attributable
to plutonium recycle in LWR's. For the year 1980 through the year 2000, the
users of LWR's generated electrical energy will pay a cumulative total penalty
of nearly $50 billion if plutonium is not used in light water reactors, and
nearly $60 billion if neither plutonium nor uranium is recycled. This cumulative
penalty to society through the year 2000, which is in 1974 dollars, is more than
the total capital investment that will be needed to support the LWR fuel cycle."

Response:

All cost figures in final GESMO have been updated to reflect the best current
estimates. Fuel cycle costs for each alternative have been cumulated through
the year 2000, as recommended in this comment.

The total penalty for failure to recycle is calculated to be about $18 billion
($3 billion discounted). The calculated cost of failure to recycle uranium and
plutonium can vary materially depending on assumptions made and discount rates
used in the analyses. For additional detail, see CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

3. Comment:

"It would be appropriate in GESMO to analyze the impact of schedule slippages
on the cost-benefit of plutonium recycle. The initial delays in reprocessing
should be addressed. Also, an alternative case analysis which should be
included in any further studies on the sensitivity of schedules in that case
which considers a slippage in the breeder (FBR's) schedule of 5-10 years.
Under these circumstances, a comparison should be made between the alternatives
of LWR plutonium recycle through the year 2000 and uranium utilization only.
This approach would provide the proper perspective on which to judge the
merits of various fuel cycles. Furthermore, this comparison should be carried
out on a cumulative basis since the true impact occurs over the number of
years the program is implemented."

Response:

The suggested sensitivity studies are included in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0. These
indicate that delayed reprocessing decreases the economic advantages of recycle.

The question at hand is the recycle of Pu in LWR's. The cross impact of the use
of LWR generated plutonium for FBR's has been purposely eliminated in order to be
able to evaluate the cost-benefits and assess the environmental impacts of the
recycle of Pu in LWR's independently of the fast breeder program.

4. Comment:

"A critical issue in the consideration of the GESMO assumptions and alternate
case studies is the fact that without plutonium recycle in LWR's, the growth
of a breeder industry will be slowed considerably. Experience gained with
handling large amounts of plutonium through 1990 and beyond is essential to
the growth of the industry and will provide the framework for licensing and
public acceptance. Under this basis, four of the six cases evaluated by the
Commission would no longer be considered viable options for the breeder
concept."

Response:

It is felt that the decision to recycle plutonium should be made independently
from considerations of the breeder program. Hence, the costs of no recycle for
the breeder development are not considered appropriate for discussion in final
GESMO. This is discussed in detail in CHAPTER XI, paragraph 3.9. This approach,
notwithstanding the above comments, is well taken.

5. Comment:

"Finally, in GESMO, the impact of plutonium recycle on the price elasticity
of yellowcake is assumed to be negligible or nonexistent. This assumption
must be challenged on the basis that the demands placed on U3 0. without
plutonium recycle are likely to far exceed by a considerable m3rgin the
values projected in GESMO."
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Response:

The market price model for yellowcake employed in this final statement is described
in CHAPTER XI, Appendix A. The rate of usage of the resources does affect the
market price. Additionally, the model uses an "estimated cost of recovery" instead
of the "forward cost" concept, thus an estimate of the market price is generated.
Because of the inherent uncertainties in such an exercise, the effect of the
uncertainties is examined by parameterizing the price of U308 and looking at the
effect on incentives to recycle, See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

Response:

To perform a quantitative evaluation of recycle plutonium in LWR's, it is necessary
to first establish the basic conditions governing the partial substitution of
recycle plutonium for uranium-235. For reasons stated in the draft GESMO, 1.15
SGR was selected as the model used in the analysis for assessing reactor performance
characteristics during normal operation, accident consequences, and environmental
impact during normal and accident conditions. Transportation of fuel assemblies to
and from the LWR site and fuel assembly storage and handling at the site have been
evaluated consistent with the 1.15 SGR operating mode. Operation at values greater
than equilibrium 1.15 SGR would require further evaluation. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 4.1.

A concentration of recycled plutonium somewhat above the concentration expected to be
used in most LWR's-of current design within the next ten years, was examined to
determine what effect, if any, its use would have on those reactor characteristics
which might affect the probability and consequences of accidents, as compared to
currently designed LWR's fueled with U02. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 3.3.

Five weight percent plutonium in natural UO2 was chosen as an example, not a limit.
This is further clarified in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.4.1.

6. Comment:

"Manufacturing Facilities

The report would have .greater credibility and usefulness if it also covered
the period of time when the MOX fuel cycle industry is evolving and growing
(1975-1990) as well as when it reaches maturity (estimated - 1990). As the
report now exists, it relates only to the wide scale use of Pu in MOX fuels
for LWR's in the year 1990, At that time (1990) an estimated 6-8 MOX fuel
fabrication plants of approximately 200-300 MT/yr. capacity would be required,
the inference of the report being that these MOX fuel fabrication plants,
which do not now exist, would be new and would meet the concepts and requirements
of an upgraded safeguards program yet to be defined. No consideration is
given to the five pilot-development MOX fuel fabrication facilities now
existing and which could be viable for the interim period between 1975 and
1985, provided they are not required.to meet 1990 safeguards and other standards
during the interim period. (See 'Manufacturing' section under 'Health and
Safety'). These existing plants are needed for developing both LWR and
Breeder fuel."

Response:

The final GESMO has been revised to include the impacts of three fuel cycle options
on the environment and economics: no recycle, recycle of uranium only and uranium
and plutonium recycle, all on an integrated basis for 26 years from 1975 through
2000.

8. Comment:

"Statement of Purpose

It would be most useful if the stated purpose of the GESMO could be enlarged to
make it clear that environmental considerations covered by the report need not
be duplicated for inclusion in environmental statements submitted by LWR operators,
reprocessing plants and mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants when Pu is ultimately
recycled or new facilities are constructed. If this is not allowed there
seems to be little use for GESMO except as a starting point for more discussion and
perhaps the basis for repetitive environmental statements."

Response:

7. Comment:

"Limits On Recycle Amounts

Detailed discussion in GESMO relative to the model LWR indicates that the 1.15
self-generated recycle (SGR) value used is an average calculated from operating
experience with existing LWR's. The report summary, however, goes one step
further and implies limiting Pu recycle to the 1.15 SGR level. Since one
might expect improved operating performance in all LWR's by 1990 it would
seem more appropriate for the report to evaluate the impact on the environment
of the highest Pu recycle technically possible for LWR's and to allow each
reactor to recycle all the Pu it generates under equilibrium conditions.

"In like manner, the report uses an upper limit of 5% Pu in uranium and
mentions only natural uranium as the carrier. Some reactors may require
slightly higher Pu concentrations than 5% and could economically use depleted
or slightly enriched uranium rather than natural uranium as a carrier. These
alternatives should be considered by the GESMO report."

GESMO is not intended to be a substitute for the environmental reports required by
NEPA for licensing applications. Each plant licensing application will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis. In the licensing application for use of recycle
Pu in LWR's, if the decision on recycle is positive, it will not be necessary for the
reactor applicants to develop the environmental impact data for the entire supporting
fuel cycle. GESMO provides a basis for the assessments of the environmental impacts
of the supporting fuel cycle including waste management and transportation systems.
Case-by-case evaluations will be required for the site and design specific items of
the license application.

9. Comment:

"The GESMO in its present form presents no real cost-benefit analysis with
respect to upgraded safeguards programs vs status-quo programs. The report also
seems to imply there are no alternatives to the concepts proposed (although we
do not believe this to be the actual intent); Since definitive safeguards
programs will not be issued for at least another year, some thought should be
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given to separating the detailed discussions of safeguards proposals from the
GESMD and treating these as a separate issue at a later date."

Response:

The Comnmission has recognized the importance of a timely decision on Pu recycle and
has directed the staff to prepare this final statement on the health, safety and
environmental impacts of recycle. While these issues are being heard, an addendum to
GESMO on the related safeguards considerations and the overall cost-benefits is being
prepared. This addendum will be issued for public comments and only after a final
statement and hearings on the safeguards and cost-benefits issues will a decision be
made on Pu recycle.

10. Comment:

'Environmental Radiation

The radiation doses in the environs from reactors using mixed oxide fuel are
calculated using as a basis WASH-1258, 'Final Environmental Statement Con-
cerning Proposed Rule Making Action: .... 'As Low As Practicable' ... Nuclear
Power Reactor Effluents.' The GESMO evaluation, therefore, contains the same
problems of overconservative assumptions and overconservative methods of cal-
culation of doses as that document. In fact, the GESMO evaluation fails to
utilize several of the improvements made in calculational techniques and assump-
tions made by the AEC. Several specific examples are offered to illustrate the
nature of overconservatism in Attachment A to the comments."

Response:

The dose calculations performed for the final GESMO are based on the latest NRC staff
modeling assumptions and are described in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix A.
The latest models reflect the Commission's guidance for realism as stated in 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix I, which was issued April 30, 1975.

11. Comment:

"'Hot Particle' Problem

Possible effects of the so-called 'hot particle' problem should be discussed in
more detail in the final GESMO. As long as the Commission has not developed a
final position on this subject, a possibility exists that it will be necessary to
reduce the allowable airborne concentrations of plutonium by significant factors.
A discussion of the impact of such a potential reduction should be included in
the final GESMO."

Response:

The NRC has developed a final position on the so-called 'hot particle' issue. Refer
to:

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission; "Plutonium and Other Trans-Uranium Elements:
Sources, Environmental Distribution, and Biomedical Effects;" Washington, D. C.:
WASH-1359.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency: "Proceedings of Public Hearings:
Plutonium and Other Trans-Uranium Elements;" Washington, D. C.: ORP/CSD-75-1,
December 1974.

National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements; "Alpha-Emitting
Particles in Lungs; Washington, D. C.: NCRP Report No. 46, August 15, 1975.

For the NRC denial refer to the:

U. S. Federal Register: "Natural Resources Defense Council (Docket No. PRM-20-5)
Denial of Petition for Rule Making;" Washington, D. C.: 41 FR 15371, April 12,
1976. The denial responds to the petition relating to: Stay of approvals;
establishment of exposure maxima; establishment of surface contamination levels,
amendments to 10 CFR Part 100; and requests for public hearings.

The Federal Register is replicated in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D.

12. Comment:

Manufacturing

"The GESMO addresses only hardened manufacturing facilities designed, built, and
operated according to some combination of the GESMO assumptions and new regula-
tions which apply to plutonium in the fuel cycle. If mixed oxide fabrication
loads are less than projected in the GESMO there may be a need to use existing
facilities during the period addressed in the GESMO. The existing facilities
will, therefore, have to be modified to meet some interim regulatory safety
requirements. As a result, occupational safety and environmental safety impacts
of the interim facilities may not be consistent with the GESMO. The final GESMO
should present an analysis of this eventuality."

Response:

Existing facilities should have the same impact on the environment as the model plant
in proportion to throughput during normal operations. Under accident conditions, how-
ever, each existing facility will have a different impact. These impacts have been
addressed in the individual environmental impact statement for the licensing of the
facilities. The operator of an existing facility is required to comply with new
regulations pertaining to the hardening of the facility.

13. Comment:

"The final GESMO should include additional analysis of the consequences of
accidents in the manufacturing facilities. The consequences of loss of confine-
ment and loss of shielding are more severe than in the U02 fabrication plant where
the uranium has much less radiotoxicity and external radiation exposure is of
little concern. In order to reduce the risk of accidents to acceptable levels,
design, construction and operation of recycle fuel manufacturing facilities will
result in greater capital and operating expenses. The factor of 1.5 greater than
the cost of uranium facilities used in GESMO appears to be low."

Response:

The consequences of major accidents were addressed in the draft GESMO in CHAPTER IV,
Section D, paragraphs a through d. The accidents addressed were determined to be the
accidents that would result in the greatest potential exposure. Minor accidents were
considered as part of normal operating releases in GESMO assessments. Estimates of the
consequences of accidents like small fires, qlovebox tears, etc., are available in
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BNWL 1697, "Considerations in the Assessment-of Effluents from Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabri-
cation Plants." The cost basis (factor between U02 and MOX plants) was the best esti-
mate of cost of these facilities at the time. This cost increased as new regulations
require more restrictive design for MOX facilities. Details on facility costs are
reviewed in CHAPTER XI.

to the reactor portion of the licensing process if it contained a table for indi-
cating the impact of Pu recycle as was provided by the Commission with respect to
the impact of the uranium fuel cycle. This may have been the Commission's intent
judging from the titles of the Tables IV A-7 and IV A-8 listed in the Table of
Contents, however, these tables of GESMO are missing."

Response:

In final GESMO, the summanry tables of environmental effects of the fuel cycle and
transportation are maximizing tabulations valid for any choice of recycle option.
GESMO provides the environmental impact data for the supporting fuel cycle activities
required by licensing actions for the implementation of plutonium recycle in LWR's.
These data are summarized in Volume 1, Summary and Conclusions, Tables S-7 and S-8
and in CHAPTER VIII, Appendix A.

14. Comment:

"Although Volume 1 contains a good summary of the information presented in GESMO,
it is often difficult to locate the detailed discussions in the later volumes
which are related to the general statements and tables in Volume 1. To clarify
these statements and tables, it is recommended that chapter and section numbers
of the applicable detailed discussions be referenced in Volume 1.

"A rather detailed table of contents is provided for the report. However, it
would be very helpful if a subject index were also included. The same specific
subjects are discussed in several locations throughout the report. Therefore, it
is difficult for someone studying a particular aspect to find all of the separate
related discussions."

Response:

Volume 1, Summary and Conclusions, of the draft GESMO was a detailed summary of the
entire environmental statement which generally tracked the data as presented in the
various chapters. The format for the summary for this final statement has been modi-
fied to some extent in that a question and answer section has been included in an
executive summary. Also, cross references for tables, figures and text have been
included in the document to supplement the table of contents and provide the reader
with direct references to more detailed descriptions, analyses and bases for materials
presented.

,17. Comment:

"The paragraph designations used in GESMO are confusing, consider the use of a
straight number system. With the number system, the reader could easily determine
what main section and subsections a specific paragraph is contained in. For
example, paragraph l.b.l(l).(a) of Chapter IV, Section E, could be straightfor-
wardly designated as 1.2.1.1 of Chapter IV, Section E, or Paragraph 4.5.1.2.1.1."

Response:

The final GESMO paragraph numbering system has been changed similarly to that
indicated in this comment. The identification by chapter numbers of the draft
statement have been retained. All page, figure and table numbers for specific
chapters include that chapter designation for ready reference.

15. Comment:

"The report, and in particular Volume 1, is quite repetitious. The value of a
brief summary at the beginning is recognized. However, in reading through the
report, one wastes time in covering the same ground several times."

Response:

GESMO covers the complete LWR industry considering the differential impacts on the
total fuel cycle with the implementation of plutonium recycle. In order to adequately
cover all aspects of the impacts and meet the requirements of the NEPA, this generic
statement of necessity becomes rather voluminous. Because of the importance of this
document and the widespread interest in the Pu recycle issues, a complete self-standing
document, covering all features and assessments of the health, safety and environmental
impacts, has been included in Volume I - Summary and Conclusions. The final GESMO also
has a separate short Executive Summary.

18. Comment:

"Numerous general statements are made in GESMO which should be further
clarified by placing them in context. For example, it is stated that
the immediate recycling of plutonium would reduce the requirements for
uranium mining by about 9% around 1990. It would be beneficial to add
what fraction of the total benefit (in dollars) this reduction repre-
sents. This type of clarification would make GESMO much easier to
understand and it would strengthen many of the arguments presented."

Response:

In final GESMO, various parameters on the economics of three fuel cycle options, no
recycle, uranium only recycle, and uranium Pu recycle and the impacts of delays have
been presented in detail. Refer to CHAPTER VIII, Appendix VIII-A and CHAPTER XI.

16. Comment:

"If the data were expanded and all technical inaccuracies corrected, the Volume 3
technical data would be useful with regard to the out-of-reactor portion of the
licensing process. The Volume would be extremely useful to industry with regard

19. Comment:

"The purpose of the GESMO seems to get lost in the words (page S-13).
It should be possible to state the objectives more clearly and then
to equate the conclusions to them."
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Response:

The Commission (AEC) had determined that widescale recycle of plutonium in light
water cooled nuclear power reactors constituted a major Federal action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment and required the preparation of an
environmental impact statement pursuant to Section 102(C)(2) of NEPA.

GESMO is the EIS required by NEPA in support of Commission proposed regulations
relating to widescale use of recycle plutonium in MOX fuels for LWR's.

NOTE: The following comments and responses are related to the
"Detailed Comments" by Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc. on
health, safety and environmental issues. Where comments
relate to general corrections or clarification, responses
are incorporated in the final text. Comments related to
safeguards considerations are covered in the safeguards
supplement to GESMO.

20. Comment:

"S-2 Paragraph 4. This paragraph states that 'accidents in the mixed-oxide,
a rication plant, a facility that does not occur in the U02 fuel cycle,

are similar in consequence to accidents at U02 fuel cycle facilities .... '
This is only so if plutonium fabrication plants are designed and built like
reprocessing plants. If this is the implication, it should be more clearly
stated or the paragraph revised."

Response:

This statement in the draft GESMO relating to potential accidents was not directed
at "all facilities"--but was intended to compare the UO and MOX fuel fabrication
processes and facilities. For more details on this poiht, see CHAPTER IV,
Section D.

21. Comment:

"S-3 Table S-1. It would help if there was a footnote indicating the
size of the -- 90 LWR industry and what fraction of the fissile material
is plutonium. It is also not clear if the Kr-85 is released or removed
from the effluent streams."

Response:

The three LWR industry options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of
uranium and plutonium, are fully described in CHAPTER III based on low growth nuclear
energy projections through jear 2000. This final GESMO considers the integrated
environmental impacts for 26 years and does not consider a specific year for a mature
industry. However, a "snapshot" view of what the industry would be composed of in
terms of material flows and the number of fuel cycle facilities needed in the year
2000, has been included in several chapters and sections (example CHAPTER I, Figures
1-2, 1-4, and 1-7, CHAPTER III, Figures 111-7, 111-8, and 111-9 show the industry in
the year 2000 and the integrated materials flows for the 26-year period. Also, the
size of the LWR industry for each of the three recycle options is shown at'5-year
intervals in. Tables 111-1, 111-2, and 111-3. Matetials flows for each option are
shown for each year of the 26-year period in Appendix A of Chapter III.

The dose calculations, in final GESMO, are based on the 100% release of 85Kr from
the reprocessing plant effluents.

22. Comment:

"S-4 Paralraph 3. The definition of self-generated quantities of
recyc is somewhat ambiguous. Does this refer to total amount of
plutonium available or equilibrium amounts? Although the choice of
1.15 times self-generated recycle for the reference case is reasonable
some statement should be made about the relative effect of larger
quantities of plutonium in recycled fuel (up to 200%). In view of
the delays in start-ups of spent fuel reprocessing plants, it may be
necessary or desirable for the industry to recycle larger than self-
generated quantities of plutonium in order to work off the backlog
of reprocessed plutonium which will develop after a number of
reprocessing plants have begun operation. Thus, the report should
also consider the relative effects of significantly larger than 115%
self-generated plutonium recycle."

Response:

Additional details of the model 1.15 SGR have been added to CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 4.2. The 1.15 SGR was selected as a reasonable limit for plutonium
recycle based on a survey of the intentions of industry. The 1.15 SGR model was
examined for the effects of using recycled plutonium, if any, on the LWR nuclear
performance characteristics insofar as those characteristics might affect the
environment or change the probability and consequences of accidents. It is clear
that at this 1.15 SGR level, the proven U02 reactor technology is applicable; and
for plutonium recycle at less than 1.15 SGR values, the effects on the health and
safety of the public are negligible. The foregoing should not be interpreted to
mean that there is an inherent safety or environmental limit at 1.15 SGR (or close
to this value) on the use of recycled plutonium in reactors. This is not the case.
On the other hand, it should not be concluded that there is not some limit beyond
1.15 SGR at which the safety or environmental or both consequences of the use of
recycle plutonium in reactors are not comparable to that of UO2 . To identify this
limit precisely was not considered to be justified in light of the results of the
survey of the industry plans for the use of recycled plutonium in currently designed
LWR's and the results of past MOX demonstrations. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 4.1.

23. Comment:

-4-- P aragraph. The GESMO seems to place unnecessarily heavy
reliance on a situatTon 'already dominated' by other strategic SNM
materials. There is considerable uncertainty in the timing of the
LMFBR and the HTGR programs. Furthermore, it is suggested the amounts
of special nuclear material projected for the HTGR and LMFBR programs
be more specifically identified. It is not obvious. whether Pu for
military uses is included in the 'other' category.

This paragraph also seems inconsistent with later statements since it
indicates that plutonium recycle will not significantly affect required
safequards since other SNM dominates the shipping picture. Later,
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however, on pages S-6 and S-7, the statement is made that the current
safeguards provisions are inadequate and further work is being under-
taken to study methods of upgrading them.

S-5 - Table S-2. Is the bottom line SNM without the plutonium recycle program
or SNM Tess-recycle plutonium? Is the to -line additional SNM due to plutonium
recycle? Also, it is not clear if the quantities are total plu~hnium or fissile
plutonium."

Response:

This text material is revised extensively. The centerline assessment of a final
GESMO is without considerations for the HTGR and LMFBR and is a full assessment of
the impact on the environment due to the possible implementation of Pu recycle in
LWR's and assuming that all Pu generated is utilized in MOX fuel for LWR's only.

24. Comment:

"S-8 - Paragraph 9. The conclusion that 'alternative 4. ranks best'
cannot be made directly from the data presented in Tables S-3 (page
S-9). Based on that table, alternative 3. is the best.

"S-9 - Table S-3. Depending on the manner of safeguard upgrading,
the whole -body radiation exposure for alternative 3. and 4. may not
be identical ('spiking' may greatly increase the exposure).

"The value under whole body radiation exposure 'plus 21%' should be

'minus 21%'. . .

"What is the time basis for this table? (Annual?)"

Response

S-8 - The comment related to paragraph 9 is valid. The conclusion for ranking of
the alternatives in the final GESMO has been derived from the detailed comparisons
presented in the Cost-Benefits CHAPTER XI.

S-9 - The whole subject of safeguards considerations are covered in the safeguards

supplement to GESMO.

The comment in reference to plus 21% is valid; it should have been minus 21%.

The time basis for the items in Table S-3 are "annual."

In final GESMO the assessments and environmental impacts are on a low growth projec-
tion of nuclear energy without the breeder reactor program. This indicates a
continuously growing recycle Pu industry for LWR's. The impacts are integrated over
the years 1975 through 2000.

26. Comment:

"S-lO - Paragraph 5. Alternative 5. which involves permanent storage
of plutonium is claimed to present a reduced safeguards threat compared
to the base case. It is not immediately apparent that having a large
stockpile of plutonium involves less of a hazard than smaller amounts
in recycle."

Response:

The safeguards considerations are covered in detail in the safeguards supplement to
GESMO.

In the evaluation of the safeguarding of plutonium, the bounding conditions are
prompt reprocessing and recycle, the base case, Alternative 3, the highest risk and/
or no recycle, Alternative 6 (send spent fuel to a Federal repository) the lowest
risk. All other alternatives fall within these bounds relating to the safeguard
considerations relating to Pu.

27. Comment:

"S-12 - Pare raph 6. In the conclusion to approve plutonium recycle,
Tan in a number of other places in the report), the implication is
that the approval of more than 1.15 SGR would not be given. It would
be unfortunate if this blanket limit was adopted without compelling
reasqn and it would be much better to rely on a case-by-case analysis.
Some reactors will very likely have greater recycle capabilities and
needs than others."

Response:

Recycle of plutonium in LWR's in quantities greater than the equilibrium 1.15 SGR would
require further evaluation. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.1.

28. Comment:

"S-14 - Paragraph 2. The manner in which this paragraph is worded
opens up the question as to just what purpose the GESMO does serve.
It is recommended that the paragraph be written in a more positive
vein, indicating the purposes the GESMO serves, and its limitations."

Response:

The need for GESMO is presented in CHAPTER I, as well as the intended purpose.
Should Pu recycle be authorized, the assessments presented in final GESMO would
cover the requirements for environmental impacts of the fuel cycle and LWR's, which

25. Comment:

"S-lO - Paragraph 4. Clarification is required. This paragraph
first implies that some LWR plutonium will feed LMFBR's and then
states 'the only potential use of Pu' is LWR recycle."

Response:

The draft GESMO statement should have read "The only potential use for the 'bulk' of
the LWR-produced Pu. This statement has been clarified in the final GESMO. The
draft did consider the growth of the recycle Pu industry up to the time that the
recovered Pu would be diverted to the FBR's.
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would be necessary to accompany the facility safety analysis for licensing purposes.
Of course, each facility will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis for its particu-
lar locality, demography, and other site specific requirements such as natural
phenomena.

29. Comment:

"S-15 - Paragraph 3. Should 
2 3

8Pu be 
2 39

pu?

"S-15 - Paragraph 4. The stated concern for 
2 41

Am conflicts in basic
approach to the consideration using 'spiked' plutonium to improve
safeguards.

"It does not appear that the costs and effects of plutonium
repurification to remove Am have been included in the evaluation
of alternatives. In particular, there should be a cost savings
for alternatives 3. and 4. (immediate Pu recycle) as opposed to
alternative 1 (base case). Undoubtedly, the costs are relatively
small but they should not be ignored."

Response:

In paragraph 3, 
23 9

pu was inadvertently omitted from the listing of plutonium
isotopes.

In this final GESMO, a fully detailed review of the economics relating to delays in
reprocessing, storage of plutonium and the three options of no recycle, recycle of
Pu only and recycle of uranium and plutonium are included in CHAPTER XI. For
plutonium characteristics and americium-241 formation, refer to CHAPTER IV,
paragraph 2.3,

difficulties to the reprocessor. Complete dissolution of plutonium
will probably require the addition of fluoride in quantities suf-
ficient to cause corrosion in the stainless steels used throughout
most head-end processes. Major modifications to flow sheet and
equipment will, therefore, be necessary in all existing reprocessing
plants."

Response:

The dissolution of MOX fuels is discussed in more detail in final GESMO in CHAPTER
IV, Section E, paragraph 1.2.1.2. References are made to experimental data wherein
irradiated MOX pellets, which were sintered at about 1,650°C for about four hours,
showed little difference in dissolvability between MOX and UO pellets. Also,
experiments indicated that irradiated MOX fuel pellets were sgmewhat more soluble
than UO2 pellets.

32. Comment:

"S-21 - Paragraph 4. Relating plutonium inventory to FBR fuel
requirements seems meaningless since FBR requirements increase
approximately five times between 1990 and 1995 and approximately
twenty times between 1990 and 2000.

"S-28 - Table S-6. The use of fossil fuel should be clarified.
What percentage-of the energy requirements for the cycle are
assumed to be supplied by fossil fuel?"

Response:

Re S-21 - In the final GESMO, the assessments of the impacts on the environment due
to the implementation of plutonium recycle were integrated over a 26-year period
from 1975 through 2000. All assessments were made on the basis that all of the Pu
generated in LWR's would be processed into MOX fuels for fueling LWR's only. No
consideration was given and no credit taken for stockpiling recovered Pu for the
FBR industry. In addition, the nuclear energy projections used were only for the
LWR industry to year 2000 excluding the HTGR and FBR industries.

Re S-28 - The assumption has been made in the final GESMO that over the same 26-year
period, two-thirds of the electric power consumed by each element of the LWR industry,
including the nuclear reactor plant auxiliaries, is produced by coal burning plants.

30. Comment:

"S-15 - Footnote. Does 'other isotopes, e.g., 
2 3

6Pu' include 238pu?
If so, the statement is incorrect. 

2
38pu is not an important fissile

material but is extremely important to evaluating overall environ-
mental impact, including cost benefit analysis."

Response:

As indicated in response to Comment No. 29 above, 
2 39

Pu was inadvertently omitted.
The statement should have indicated 238pu, 2 3 9

pu, 240pu, 2 41pu, and 
24 2

pu.

It is to be noted that there are other isotopes of plutonium, e.g., 
2 3

%pu, but these
others are of little importance.

33. Comment:

"S-43 - Table S-10. The estimates of Puf utilization in commercial
LWR recycle fuel shown in Table S-10 should be updated to reflect the
availability of reprocessing facilities. In particular, it appears
that there will be no recycle plutonium in 1976 and something less
than 2400 kgs Pu in 1977."

Response:

This table has been deleted from the final GESMO. The assessments of the impacts of
plutonium recycle are only compared within the LWR industry and the differential
impacts related to uranium only recycle and no recycle of uranium or plutonium.
The alternatives of delayed reprocessing have been examined in detail with compara-
tive cost-benefits included in CHAPTER XI.

31. Comment:

"S-18 - Paragraph 2. In contrast to the judgment made in the GESMO,
dissolution of mixed oxide fuels may well present significant
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34. Comment:

"S-47 - Pararaph 3 This paragraph should mention the proposed
disposition of the transuranics after separation."

Response:

The potential disposition of transuranium elements is discussed in CHAPTER IV,
Section H. The model waste management concept assessed in final GESMO considers

the disposition of plutonium for the two fuel cycle options--recycle of uranium only
and recycle of uranium and plutonium. In both options, the separation of the
plutonium in the reprocessing plants would leave the transuranium elements (i.e.,
curium, americium, etc.) in the high level wastes which would be solidified and
sent to the Federal repository.

of the fuel cycle costs using 1975 dollars are based on projected unit costs, and
discounted process costs for the various alternatives for recycle described in
CHAPTER VIII. The overall cost-benefit analysis including upgraded safeguards
considerations are included in the safeguards supplement to GESMO.

37. Comment:

"S-59 - Table S-14. Under Alternative 6 and in the supporting
data in Volume 4, the reason for a $70 million capital cost
differential above the base case for 'Spent Fuel Transportation'
is not clear. Increased mileage accounts for the operating
cost differential in Table S-15 (pg S-60) but the reason for
the capital cost differential is not apparent."

Response:

All costs have been updated in final GESMO. Refer to response to Comment No. 36.

35. Comment:

"S-53 - Table S-12. Under Alternative 6, the number of
Transportation Shipments should be '-2500.'

"The 77,900 MT SWU base case enrichment quantity should be
footnoted to the effect that it includes 44% (or 30,000 MT SWU)
of foreign enrichment requirements. This note will make Table
S-12 consistent with the separative work units discussed on
page S-61.

"S-55 - Table S-13. Under Alternative 6, the kgs. of,

Puf accumulated in storage through 1990 should be '-309,200.'"

Response:

The data noted in these two comments have been changed in final GESMO to reflect the
impacts of recycle of plutonium and uranium in the LWR industry. For detailed infor-
mation on transportation, refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G, and for Pu storage refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section I.

In final GESMO, only the enrichment quantities related to domestic requirements
have been used in the impact assessments related to the LWR industry--foreign enrich-
ment requirements are excluded.

38. Comment:

"S-60 - Table'S-15. The differential changes in 'Mining-Milling'
costs between the alternatives in Table S-15 do not appear to be
consistent. Table S-12 on page S-53 shows that the increase in
mining-milling quantities for Alternatives 2 and 6 is approximately
equal to the quantity decrease in Alternatives 3 and 4 (e.g.,
milling is +11,900 tons U3 08 in Alternatives 2 and 6 versus -10,000
tons U10 in Alternatives 3 and 4). The operating cost figures in
Table S-T5, however, show a significant dollar change (+$670 million
for Alternatives 2 and 6 versus -$300 million for Alternatives 3
and 4). If these figures are correct, some explanation should be
given either in this summary section or in Volume 4. It appears
that footnote 'd' should also apply to the 'Waste Management' item
since the previous table (S-14) indicated that waste management
capital costs were absorbed by the Federal government."

Response:

All costs for final GESMO have been updated. Refer to response to Comment No. 36.
Note that Alternative 4 has been deleted and all costs for safeguarding special
nuclear materials are upgraded in the evaluations of all alternatives.

36. Comment:

"S-58 - The paragraph entitled Capital Investments should state
that costs are calculated in 1974 dollars and that Table S-14
represents total accumulated capital investment to 1990 (if
that, in fact, is the case).

The paragraph entitled Materials and Services Costs should state
that costs are calculated in 1974 dollars and that Table S-15
represents annual expenditures in 1990 (if that, in fact, is
the case)."

Response:

The fuel cycle costs and the cost-benefits for the alternatives to prompt recycle of
plutonium have been expanded in final GESMO, CHAPTER XI. The sensitivity analyses

39. Comment:

"S-61 - Paragraph 2. The enrichment cost of $48.90/kg SWU for
Alternatives 3 and 4 shown in the last line of paragraph 2
appears to be incorrect. Table XI-12 on page XI-35 indicates
a figure of $55.06/kg SWU. This latter figure is also consistent
with the -$400 million enrichment cost differential for Alterna-
tives 3 and 4 shown in Table S-15. Use of the $48.90/kg SWU
cost would yield a differential of about -$600 million."
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Response:

All costs for final GESMO have been updated. Refer toresponse to Comment No. 36.

40. Comment:

"1-7 - The out-of-reactor fuel. cycle operations are presented.
Subsequently plutonium and radioactive wastes are discussed.
There is a need to establish what is done with "tails".

Response:

"Tails" from enrichment plants are presently stored as UF6 in heavy storage cylinders
for potential future use and are not included in the differential assessments of
impacts on the environment in comparing the three fuel cycle options, no recycle,

uranium only recycle and uranium and plutonium recycle. In the context of the
decision to recycle plutonium or not, the reduction in tails has an insignificant
impact on the environment in relation to the total LWR industry radioactive waste
management program.

41. Comment:

"1-8 - Figure I-3. Need to define acronyms and use consistent
units. Sow depleted 'tails' stream from enrichment. The whole
balance is difficult to follow."

Response:

The numbers in Figure 1-3 in draft GESMO represent a "snapshot" of about the year
1990. The flow of materials indicated is not intended to constitute a material
balance. The numbers reflect the production quantities projected for 1990 and
varying lead times in the growing industry. In final GESMO, similar diagrams are
presented but the "snapshot" is taken about the year 2000.

Total impact from depleted tails from the enrichment plant have not been indicated,
since there would not be a significant differential environmental impact when
comparing the overall impact for the three fuel cycle options.

42. Comment:

"1-12 - re 1. uIs plutonium storage/inventory cumulative to
1990? The depleted - 'tails' - stream should be shown as part
of balance. Whole balance is hard to follow."

Response:

For general comments relating to Figure 1-6, flow balance and the depleted tails
see the response to the previous comment No. 41.

The plutonium storage/inventory quantity indicated is not cumulative to 1990. The
quantities are for 1990 flows with consideration of inventory held in temporary

storage at the spent fuel reprocessing plant and at the MOX fuel fabrication plant
(often referred to as "pipe line" storage).

43. Comment:

"1-14 - Paragraphs 2 and 3. This seems to establish a firm limit
on quantity of plutonium charged in MOX. Is this the intent?
MOX should be defined."

Response:

The wording in the draft was not intended to place a firm limit on the quantity of
plutonium used in mixed plutonium dioxide and uranium dioxide (U, Pu) 02 designated
MOX.

In CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0 presents a detailed description of the final GESMO
model reactor and the fuel characteristics for the equilibrium 1.15 SGR. It is not
intended to be interpreted as a limit for safe operation for MOX fuel loadings of
LWR's.

44. Comment:

"II-4 - Page II-4 and Table 11-3 seem to imply an optimistic
schedule for spent fuel recovery operations in U.S. (and,
therefore, earlier than expected plutonium availability).
Start-up date for the plants on Page 11-25 is not achievable.
This fact is implied in the definition of Case I (Base Case)
for the cost/benefit calculations, but may make alternatives 3,
4, and 5 unrealistic. Perhaps more information could be
presented on effects of delays in implementation of recycle and
on effects of various cost parameters (storage costs, capital
investment costs) on the results."

Response:

Descriptions of plans for reprocessing reactor fuels have been revised in light of
the existing industry. The alternatives assessed and the cost benefit analysis in
this final statesient consider several perturbations of the recycle industry including
the option of no recycle. A full discussion of cost parameters and related sensi-
tivities to recycle values Is included in CHAPTER XI.

45. Comment:

"11-27 - Paragraph 5. No mention is made of the hazards of
plutonium nitrate."

Response:

CHAPTER II provides an overview of background and experience with plutonium. For a
full discussion on the effects and impacts of Pu, refer to CHAPTER IV. Section J.
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46. Comment:

"11-28 - Section b. The beta contribution from Pu-241 is not
discussed."

Response:

The beta contribution is considered in dose calculations presented in CHAPTER IV,
Section E and sunmmarized in CHAPTER IV, Section J.

47. Comment:

"11-29 - Sections c and d. It is not clear whether this section is
still restricted to plutonium oxide. Also, there is a statement
that plutonium absorbed through the skin deposits in the bone
which seems to contradict section a. on page 11-28."

Response:

Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section J for a full discussion on plutonium radiological
effects and impacts.

49 Comment Cont'd

In the final GESMO the tabulations have been expanded to show the industry growth at
5-year intervals up to year 2000. The industry size in the year 2000 and total
quantity of materials handled over the 26-year period are indicated in Figures 111-7,
111-8 and 111-9.

50. Comment:

"III-1. The number of fuel reprocessing plants and mine-mill
complexes may not be attainable in the period specified."

Response:

In the draft GESMO, the numbers of facilities indicated were for the LWR industry in
the reference year 1990. The numbers of fuel cycle facilities required in final
GESMO are based on projections for nuclear power growth through 2000. The purpose
and scope of the statement is to assess the differential environmental and economic
impacts that would be attributed to the projected number of model plants and
facilities needed to meet this LWR industry growth, utilizing recycle Pu as compared
to the recycle of uranium only and the no recycle options. An evaluation of the
industry capability to expand at the required rate is not considered to be within
the scope of GESMO.

48. Comment:

"Appendix - In the Appendix to Chapter II, dealing with criticality
accidents in chemical processing, it is recommended that the material
recently published by Olsen, Hooper, Uotinin and Brown on "Empirical
Estimation of Number of Fissions from Accidental Criticality in
Uranium or Plutonium Systems" (ANS Transactions, winter meeting,
1974) be included. This work is not merely a compilation of data
on miscellaneous accidents, but presents an empirical means of
estimating the energy release from various criticality accidents."

Response:

The Appendices A & B are included in the final statement to help the informed layman
gain an appreciation for the special problems that would be associated with the
processing of plutonium. The inclusion of the technical information on empirical
estimation of the number of fissions from criticality is not appropriate for this
chapter. It is to be noted that all Pu facility licensing applications must include
a complete safety analysis which will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis by the
NRC prior to the granting of construction permits and operating licenses.

51. Comment:

"IV A-5 - Fi ure IV A-2. No stream is shown in this figure for spent
recycled p utonium or uranium, which have negligible value. It appears
that continuous mixing with newly produced recycled material would not
be economical. Also, no tails stream is shown from the enrichment
plant on this figure or figure IV A-1 and similar figures in Section 3."

Response:

Refer to the response to Comment No. 41 for the purpose of these flow charts. Spent
uranium and plutonium per se have not been considered to be a deterrent to the growing
LWR fuel cycle for the 26 year period assessed in final GESMO. Any spent uranium would
be handled much the same as "tails" from an enrichment plant in terms of storage or
disposal.

In establishing the model reactor, consideration was given to the generation of plutonium
over an extended period until it reaches, after 16 years, a 1.15 SGR at equilibrium by
recycling the Pu generated back into the reactor, where it was generated each successive
year. Thus, the recovered Pu after the first year (Pu-l), would be recycled and the
recovered Pu after the 2nd year would be "2nd year plutonium," etc. Under these
hypothetical conditions, the Pu mix would be the worst possible in terms of undesirable
isotopes, particularly 

2 4 2
pu. Actually it would not be economically feasible to segre-

gate the Pu-l, Pu-2, Pu-3, etc., as noted above, in the reprocessing plant and then
keep strict control of the specific Pu through fuel fabrication. In the period through
the year 2000 essentially all the Pu generated and separated will undergo a natural
blending in the processes obviating the need for any bleeding off of so called "spent
Pu."

There would be no need to discard any of this recycled Pu over the period assessed
but the continuing recycle does present a neutronic penalty to the LWR cycle and
economic and neutronic penalties have been incorporated in the sensitivity studies
presented in CHAPTER XI.

49. Comment:

"111-8,9-Figures 111-4A & B are unnecessary. The same information
is provided in Table III-I."

Response:

This comment is only partially true, since the figures III-4A and III-4B were
included in draft GESMO to reflect the growth pattern of the LWR industry up to the
reference year (1990).
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52. Comment:

"IV B-7 - Paragraph 1. Regarding the last sentence of the first paragraph under
2.a., did AEC consider the added costs at reactors recycling Pu? This statement
implies they did not; in cost/benefit analysis it should be considered."

Response:

The economics related to recycle plutonium in the entire LWR cycle are reviewed in
detail in CHAPTER XI. Cost-benefits and cost comparisons have been made for the
3 fuel cycle options of no recycle, recycle uranium only and recycle of uranium and
plutonium. The impacts of delays in recycle have also been included in tie
economics evaluations. The incremental cost of handling MOX fuels compared to U02
fuels is judged to be insignificant and is not included in the overall cost-benefit
analysis.

53. Comment:

"IV C-2 - Paragraph I. Is 'equivalent plutonium' total Pu or fissile Pu?

"IV C-3 - Under 'Accidents' the first sentence seems to be more appropriate to
'Normal Operation.' This should be clarified.

"IV C-3 - Is the GESMO serving any purpose if each request for licensing mixed-
oxide assemblies must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis? Also line 3
',onorally' should be 'normal'. At the end of this paragraph, the phrase 'just
as each new type...' could be placed at the end of the second to last sentence,
if this is the actual intent. Third line from bottom change 'basically' to
'initially'."

Response:

"Equivalent plutonium". Equivalent plutonium is the designation for the plutonium
recovered from LWR's in contrast to plutonium recovered from one specific reactor
for the 1.15 SGR model. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0.

"Accidents". This heading was in error in draft GESMO. "Operational Releases to
the Atmosphere" is the proper identification for this paragraph where fuel clad
defects and fission product leakage into the coolant is discussed.

Aside from addressing the balance of the fuel cycle, GESMO addresses the licensing
of fuel assemblies in several important ways. First of all, GESMO assesses the
most adverse environmental impact from the operation of an LWR with mixed oxide
fuel in quantities related to the 1.15 SGR level. Proposals to use MOX fuel in
quantities less than GESMO values would not require the preparation of an addi-
tional environmental impact statement. Secondly, GESMO discusses the performance
of reactors containing MOX fuel. The underlying physical and neutronic properties
of MOX fuel can be described generically and the description could be presented
as a topical report to the NRC for approval and then referenced in the case-by-case
plant analysis.

54. Comment:

"IV C-4 - Last paragraph. The last paragraph refers to both 63 rods and
64 rods in a BWR assembly. Actually there are 63 fuel bearing rods plus one
non-fuel bearing rod (water-hole rod)."

Response:

This paragraph has been changed in final GESMO to refer to the 63 fuel bearing
rods only. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 1.1.

55. Comment:

"IV C-8 - Some figures (such as Figure IV C-4) are out of date and do not match
text discussion (eg., Figure IV C-ll)."

Response:

The text of final GESMO has been changed to note that Figures IV C-3 and C-4 show only
49 fuel rods but are representative of the 63 fuel rod assemblies in all other respects.
Except for the number of fuel rods in the fuel assemblies the figures are adequate for
the illustrative purposes intended. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 1.1.

56. Comment:

"IV C-13 - Paragraph 5. 100 tons - standard or metric? PWR core was expressed
in pounds. A this description applies to the design of only one of three
vendors."

Response:

The text in final GESMO has been changed to refer to one of the PWR core types that
contains about 92 metric tons of slightly enriched uranium dioxide. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 1.2.

57. Comment:

"IV C-24 - Second sentence. The intent of the second sentence on this page
is unclear. Was 1974 used only to compute the values of isotopic abundance
shown in Table IV C-l? If so, is this conservative or not?"

Response:

The text of final GESMO has been changed to note that for purposes of calculation
it was assumed that all available plutonium was to have been recycled beginning
1974. Table IV C-I is based on this assumption. The Table illustrates the
gradual change in plutonium composition with time, after plutonium recycle is
initiated. The final GESMO core analysis Is based on the equilibrium conditions
shown in Tables IV C-5, C-9, C-ll, C-12, and C-13 where the amount of fissile Pu
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is even lower than the 66% total for the year 1985 taken from Table IV C-1 and is
therefore more conservative in the allowance for aged plutonium and associated
radioactivity effects. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0.

-2 cases selected for the calculation of element dose ratios the most limiting
cases?"

Response:

Table IV C-37 of the draft GESMO is identified as Table IV C-36 of the final GESMO.
The various plutonium compositions defined at the bottom of the table represent the
compositions of plutonium that is recovered from a uranium core, and MOX rods that
contain plutonium that has been recycled once or twice. It is assumed that the
plutonium recovered from LWR's is blended and that the identity of plutonium that
has been recycled once or twice as shown here is not retained. The blended GESMO
model LWR plutonium contains a portion of each. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0.

58. Comment:

"IV C-113 - Paragraph 2. It is stated that "The most significant difference
in man-rem doses occur as a result of water ingestion for river-sited boil-
ing water reactors." While water ingestion shows the largest percentage
change, differences in dose from other exposure pathways are more signifi-
cant, even though the percentage change may be smaller."

Response:

This comment on dose differences has been reflected in the final GESMO CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 5.2.

59. Comment:

"IV C-114 - Paragraph 2. A more typical effluent cleanup system should be
employed so that infant thyroid doses are typical of that normally expected."

Response:

This comment on doses has been reflected in final GESMO in CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 5.2.

62. Comment:

"IV C-120 - Table IV C-40 and IV C-41. In view of the difference in inventory
ratios (Table IV C-37), why are the radiological consequences of postulated
accidents identical both With and without plutonium recycle?"

Response:

Tables IV C-40 and C-41 of the draft GESMO are identified as Tables IV C-39 and C-40
of the final GESMO. When the isotopic inventories are weighted by dose conversion
factors--Table IV C-37 in final GESMO--the differences between the GESMO model reactor
and uranium only cores are less pronounced. Also, the slight increase in radiation
dose due to the model reactor increase in 1311 is offset by the decrease in krypton
and xenon radiation doses.

63. Comment:

"IV D- Chapter IV-D assumes that glove-box type operations will continue to be
the design basis for MOX fabrication facilities. The accuracy of this is
questioned in that higher radiation and neutron fields are anticipated in the
future with the use of plutonium containing higher percentages of the heavier
isotopes."

Response:

The final GESMO has been modified to state that gloveboxes and shielded cells may
be used in MOX fabrication facilities. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 2.1.

60. Comment:

"IV C-1l5 - Paragraph 3. The statement that "At worst, some SGR fuels
exhibit as much as a 14% increase in the iodine thyroid dose source ...
more typically ... a 10% increase' is not consistent with Table IV C-36,
which shows a maximum increase of 8% and typically no increase in iodine
dose source."

Response:

The average increase of 1311 in the GESMO model reactor compared to the uranium
only reactor is 4%. See Table IV C-13 in final GESMO. Table IV C-36 in the draft
GESMO, identified as Table IV C-35 in the final GESMO, has been revised accordingly.
The maximum thyroid dose ratio of 1.14 relates to the small fraction of the
plutonium that has been recycled once to about 27,500 MWd/MTHM, recovered along
with new plutonium generated in the U02 of the rods containing this plutonium, and
recycled again for about one-fourth of its second recycle.

64. Comment:

"IV D-3 - GESMO assumes that eight fabrication plants are operated in 1990 while
only five would be required. While there is likely to be some overbuilding, the
greater than 50% excess capacity seems large."

Response:

In final GESMO the MOX production requirements were used as the basis for the integrated
dose commitments and other impacts for the industry using a model plant size of 360 MT/y,
In the year 2000 about eight model size plants would be required.

61. Comment:

"IV C-117 - Table IV C-37. This table is confusing because of the comparison
of different plutonium types at differinq exoosures. Are the Pu-2 -3 and Pu-l
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65. Comment:

"IV 0-6 - Paragraph 1. The enrichment of PuG2 fuel may be greater than
5% and the diluent may be depleted or slightly enriched uranium rather
than natural UO1."

Response:

These facts are recognized and addressed in the final statement. The model for
the environmental impact, however, is based upon about 5% fissile Pu and using
natural uranium. The environmental impacts, using depleted or slightly enriched
uranium, do not differ significantly from that when using natural uranium.

66. Comment:

"IV D-9 - Paragraph 6. The production of MO fuel rods by a combination
of chemical and mechanical operations would seem to be independent of the
installation of equipment at reprocessing plants to convert plutonium to a
solid."

Response:

This sentence was intended to indicate that when reprocessing plants install
nitrate to oxide conversion equipment it is expected that the oxide produced will
be suitable for MOX fabrication without further chemical treatment. The final
text of CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 1.3 has been revised in the final GESMO
to clarify this statement.

67. Comment:

"IV D-13 - Paragraph 3. Depleted of slightly enriched uranium may also be
used in place of natural U02."

Response:

This comment is true; however, natural uranium was used as tile calculational
model. Because of its higher plutonium content it produces a slightly greater
overall radiological impact than when slightly enriched recovered uranium is mixed
with Pu02 to make MOX fuel.

68. Comment:

"IV D-17 - Paragraph 4. Enrichment of PuO2 may be greater than 5%. The first
sentence should read '...enough fuel for about 25 reactors operating at the
115% SGR loading.'"

Response:

In the final GESMO text, CHAPTER IV, Section D-1.0 has been revised to indicate that
with the low growth nuclear projection used for this statement, 25,000 MT of MOX fuel
would be available for about 13% of the total LWR fuel requirements for the.period
1975 through 2000.

69. Comment:

"IV D-26 - Paragraph 2. Proven technology may exist for solidifying Purex
wastes, but AEC burial and transportation requirements have not been
formulated."

Response:

This comment is correct. Specific requirements are yet to be developed; however,
the existing regulations indicate safety measures to be taken .for interim handling
of solidified wastes until this can be done. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H
for the concepts for radioactive waste management being pursued by ERDA, which
are the basis for assessment in final GESMO.

70. Comment:

"IV D-32 - Paragraph 6. What is the basis for estimating airborne releases
of plutonium? Why are releases expressed in alpha curies only; 30-50% of
dose from LWR to plutonium comes from beta of Pu-241."

"IV D-33 - Table IV 0-8 indicates alpha curies only. Do estimated doses
include beta effects of Pu-241?"

Response:

Airborne releases are based on the model plant and some operating experience at
existing MOX plants. Alpha curies were used because it is common analytical
technique to measure releases according to the alpha content. Beta doses, how-
ever, are included in the total doses reported. An explanation of the use of
the alpha curie in this way is contained in the final GESMO text. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section J.

71. Comment:

"IV D-39 - Paragraph 2. The value stated for filter efficiency (10-
9
) is in

error; this is the transmission factor. The basis or reference for this
value should be indicated."
"IV D-39 - Paragraph 1. Basis for filtration efficiency and air loading

should be given."

Response:

Radioactive airborne effluent quantities from the model MOX plant incorporated in
the final GESMO have been determined from actual operating experience rather than
by engineering analysis of the ventilation system. The final GESMO employs the
terminology "release fraction", which is defined as the fraction of plant through-
put which is discharged to the atmosphere. The release fraction of l109 was deter-
mined by Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory from operating experience data recorded
at existing plutonium plants. See CHAPTER IV, Section D-2.0.

72. Comment:

"IV E-7 - Paragraph 3. Mixer-settlers are used extensively; centrifugal mixer-
settlers arenit."
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Response:

The test on process equipment in final GESMO has been revised to indicate mixer-
settlers (see CHAPTER IV, Section E-l.0).

A Review of Criticality Accidents, LA-3611, by William R. Stratton, indicates total
fissions for solution systems have ranged from 4 x 101 to 4 x 1 0 19 fissions. Initial
bursts estimated for an incident in a reprocessing plant, on October 16, 1959, was
the largest of those excursions. This incident is documented in a report titled
Nuclear Incident at the Idaho Chemical Processina Plant. IDO-10035.

73. Comment:

"IV E-14, 15, 16 - It appears that iodine removal should be discussed. Iodine
removal is indicated in Figure IV E-6."

Response

Iodine removal is discussed in final GESMO CHAPTER IV, Section E, paragraph 2.1.4.

In this incident, about 200 liters of highly enriched (93% 
2 35

U) uranium solution
siphoned to a 5,000-gallon tank containing about 600 liters of water. The initial
burst was about 1017 fissions, and criticality was sustained for a few minutes.
The resulting power excursion created on the order of 1019 fissions, sufficient
to boil away nearly half of the 800-liter solution volume. Based primarily upon
radiochemical analyses for 

9
9Mo in the resulting solution, the magnitude of the

total excursion may have been 4 x 1019 fissions. Plant personnel received no
significant gamma or neutron doses, but beta dosages were 50 rem (one person), 32
rem (one person), and smaller amounts (11 persons) all obtained while the building
was being evacuated. The building was reentered 45 minutes later. No significant
property damage resulted from this accident.

A criticality event is postulated to occur in the dissolver if the neutron monitors
erroneously permit dissolver acid solution, without the soluble nuclear poison, to
fill the dissolver to a satisfactory level to permit operation of the shear. The
postulated conditions require a multiple of administrative errors and equipment
malfunctions.

Assuming the criticality event (about 5 x 1015 fissions per second) is terminated
by emptying the dissolver of solution (an opT•ation requiring about 30-40 minutes),
the total fissions would be approximately 1 0Iv over a period of 45-60 minutes.

In a recent design change AGNS hap modified their evaluation for the Barnwell plant
to a conservative value of 2 x l0 .

74. Comment:

"IV E-25 - Table IV E-12. The annual dose commitments appear to be high com-
pared to similar numbers in earlier environmental statement submittals and the
EPA Environmental Analysis Report, EPA-520/9-73-003D."

Response:

Table IV E-12 in final GESMO has been revised; however, the revised values are also
higher than the subject report. For the purpose of this assessment, conservative
judgments were used which, in general, reflect the upper range of source terms (radio-
active releases) and the result in conservatively estimated dose commitments.

75. Comment:

"IV E-26 - Paragraph 4. What is the basis for the statement 'the isotopic
composition of uranium isotopes is somewhat less biologically hazardous with
Pu recycle than without ...

Response:

This incomplete statement has been deleted in the revised final GESMO text. There
is a reduction in 

85
Kr release when reprocessing MOX fuels. For additional data

refer to CHAPTER IV, Section E, paragraph 3.5.

76. Comment:

"IV E-30 - Paragraph 1. Why is the criticality excursion 10 times worse in fuel
reprocessing than in the fabrication process (1019 vs. 1018 fissions)? No
justification is given for the difference."

Response:

The difference in criticality potential in reprocessing plants when dealing with
liquid solutions is a magnitude greater than that encountered the handling of solids,
oxides, in the MOX fabrication plants.

77. Comment:

"IV F-2 - Paraera h 2. What is the basis for the statement 'These values
(9 and 11% Qeduction in uranium mining and enrichment demand) are significantly
less than the theoretical 15% reduction in uranium comsumption...'?"

Response:

The statement was based on an observation in WASH-1242, Nuclear Fuel Supply 1973,
page 2, that a typical 1,000 MWe LWR requires about 200 tons of U3 08 year for
refueling while recycling Pu could reduce annual makeup requirements to about 170
tons of U3 08 indicating a theoretical reduction in uranium consumption of 15%.
However, since only a portion of the LWR's would be operating on recycled plutonium
due to the projected industry growth, the actual reduction would be somewhat less
than this theoretical value.

This statement no longer applies to the final GESMO assessments wherein comparisons
are made for the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only and
uranium and plutonium recycle.

78. Comment:

"IV F-6 - U308 Costs in Table IV F-3 should be $/lb. Although the footnote
of Table IV F-3 notes that these costs are the 6ts at which uranium could
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be produced, rather than the sales price, greater emphasis should be given
to this distinction since the sales price may be 50-100% higher."

Response:

This error has been corrected in the FES. The table referred to is now Table IV F-2
in the final GESMO. "Forward costs" as used in this section are defined as those
operating and capital costs yet to be incurred at the time an estimate is made.
Refer to the footnote in Table IV F-2 of CHAPTER IV, Section F, paragraph 1.2.

82. Comment:

"IV F-36 - Paragraph 1. The quoted reduction of particulates and oxides of
nitrogen by about 65,000 metric tonnes each is not consistent with Table IV
F-7 which shows a 50,000 MT reduction. The 1.6% reduction in chemical effluents
is not consistent with the 1.5% reduction in coal combustion quoted on page
IV F-35."

Response:

This comment is correct relating to the draft GESMO. Revisions have been made in
this final environmental statement on the basis of the industry requirements to
meet revised energy growth projections. Table IV F-16A of CHAPTER IV, Section F
lists estimated environmental impacts from plant effluents, resource use and power
consumption assuming the next new enrichment plant would be gaseous diffusion and
subsequent plants gas centrifuge.

The consideration that all of the new enrichment plants would be the gas centrifuge
type has been included for comparisons of overall impacts. See Table IV F-16B
of CHAPTER IV, Section F.

79. Comment:

"IV F-15 - Paragraph I. The decrease in facilities (175 underground mines and
13 open pit mines is not consistent with Table IV F-4 (total decrease of 180
facilities)."

Response:

Due to revised nuclear power projections used in final GESMO, this comment on the
number of mines is no longer directly applicable but is accommodated by the revised
text of CHAPTER IV, Section F, paragraph 1.7 and Table IV F-5.

80. Comment:

"IV F-32 - Table IV F-6. Are the total electrical power needs for added capacity
supplied by gas centrifuge plants in addition to or in place of the requirements
for gaseous diffusion plants. Why aren't the 'Aneeds' for diffusion and centrifuge
plants in the ratio of ten assumed in the basis given in the footnote?"

Response:

This comment is not applicable to the final GESMO because of the changes in energy
projections and the bases for assessment that the first new enrichment plant will be
gaseous diffusion and subsequent plants will be gas centrifuge. The new data consider-
ing the three fuel cycle options are given in Table IV F-ll of CHAPTER IV, Section F,
paragraph 4.4.

In addition, in CHAPTER IV, Section F, a comparison was made of effects of the buildup
of the enrichment industry considering all of the new plants that would be the gas
centrifuge type.

81. Comment:

"IV F-33 - Paragraph 7. The reference to Table IV F-5 is incorrect; the reference
should be to Table IV V-6 or 7. The minimum range of electrical energy required
(75 million megawatt hours) seems low and cannot be obtained from either Table IV
F-6 or 7. The quoted values of coal consumption (44.8 and 39.9 million metric
tons without and with recycle respectively) are not consistent with Table IV F-7."

Response:

This comment is valid relating to the draft GESMO. Revisions have been made in the
final statement as reflected in CHAPTER IV, Section F, Tables IV F-12 and 16.

83. Comment:

"IV G-9 - Paragraph 6. Depleted or slightly enriched uranium may also be
employed."

Response:

Throughout the final GESMO where it is pertinent to refer to the uranium used in the
MOX fuel for environmental assessments, reference has been made to the use of natural
uranium. Final GESMO also points out that while natural uranium has been used for
assessing the effects on the environment, there is no intent to reject the possible
use of depleted or slightly enriched uranium. For an economic discussion on the use
of depleteduranium, refer to the response to Comment No. 123 of this comment letter.

84. Comment:

"IV G-10 - Table IV G-3 shows a 30% increase in dose to transport workers and a
47% increase In dose to the general public for transportation of PuD to storage
with Pu recycle; in view of the order of magnitude reduction of the 4uantity of
plutonium going into storage, this increase seems unlikely."

Response:

In the draft GESMO, the dose estimates for the single entry "PuO2 to storage or other
uses" include the two items of transportation shown in Table IV G-1, "PuO2 to Storage
or Other Uses" and "PuO 2 to MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant."

85. Comment:

"IV G-13 - Paragraph 3. Since the reduction of transportation steps prior to
uranium fuel fabrication could have easily been factored Into the analysis, why
was this conservative simplification made?"
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Response:

In final GESMO, the decrease in the environmental effects, due to the reduction in the
transportation steps prior to U02 fuel fabrication, has been quantified. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section G, paragraph 1.3.

86. Comment:

"IV G-24 - Alpha waste associated with obsolete equipment or decommissioning-
related rubble (masonry, structurals, etc.) which will not fit into drums will have
to be specially crated and sealed to prevent dispersal of radioactivity. This
type of container may be unsuitable for ultimate disposal, but will be required
for many years of interim operations."

Response:

The paragraph has been revised in final GESMO to indicate that, alternatively, waste
that will not fit into a 55-gallon drum will be specially crated and shipped in pro-
tective overpacks such as the Super Tiger. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G, paragraph
3.2.3.

87. Comment:

"IV G-30 - Line 4 Pare raph 2 should include sorption, followed by shipment to
a central facility f inc neration, and chemical destruction of organic bulk
followed by recovery of Pu from residues or burial."

Response:

Currently, there are no known plans to utilize a central facility to process alpha
wastes for plutonium recovery prior to disposal. Accordingly, this has not been in-
cluded in this scenario.

88. Comment:

"IV G-39 - A more comprehensive analysis of risk may show that PuO2 shipments in
certain areas can be safeguarded more effectively by point-to-point aircraft
shipment, using either rotary or fixed-wing equipment rather than by road shipment.
This statement is made with full recognition of recent federal legislation to ban
all aircraft shipments of Pu."

Response:

This comment on shipment by air being more effective regarding safeguards considera-
tion is noted. Safeguards considerations are being evaluated in a supplement to this
health, safety and environmental portion of GESMO.

89. Comment:

"IV G-42, First Sentence. Modify to show dose if half of fuel shipments are
made by truck."

Response:

In final GESMO, dose assessments are based on 40% of the shipments of irradiated fuel
will be shipped by truck and 60% by rail. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G.

90. Comment:

"IV G-44 - Performance of PuOp (and Pu nitrate) shipping containers during trans-
portation accidents should reference more recent papers by U. S. (BNWL) and French
(CEA) authors, in Sessions 12A and 11 of the Fourth International Symposium on
Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials (Sept. 22-27) 1974. AEC-
sponsored work at BNWL showed-that the Pu transportation risks are three orders
magnitude less than for meteorite hits, if current-day fireproof packaging is
used. Prior evaluations should be re-ranked and these new findings be incorporated
in Table IV G-9 to give proper perspective to the low risk of shipping Pu nitrate
(if correctly packaged). Overseas processors are expected to continue shipping
Pu nitrate because of equivalency of risk compared to PuO%. See author's final
manuscripts as presented at September 22-27 meeting in ad ition to CONF-740991.

"IV G-48 - Actual data on package closure from an AEC-sponsored survey should be
referenced and used. See reference above."

Response:

Tables IV G-7 and IV G-g of the draft GESMO--now IV G-8 and IV G-lO in final GESMO--
have been updated to reflect latest accident data which is based on "Draft Environ-
mental Statement on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes,"
NUREG-0034 (March 1976).

Since an effective rule requires that quantities of plutonium greater than 20 ci be
shipped as solids after June 17, 1978, shipments of plutonium nitrate solution have
not been considered in GESMO.

Actual data taken from the Battelle survey have been referenced in the GESMO report.

For the revised discussion on transportation accidents, see CHAPTER IV, Section G-5.0.

91. Comment:

"IV G-54 - In paragraph 3., use of qualitative phrases such as 'very small,'
'highly unlikely,' etc., should be supplanted by probability ranges like 106

to lO per year where assessments have already been published."

Response:

In final draft, the text has been revised to refer to Table IV G-lO which refers
to projected probabilities for extra severe accidents for the various nuclear materials
under consideration. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G-5.0, Transportation Accidents.
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92. Comment:

"IV G-54 - Item (e), Paragraph 1, last sentence should say 'oxide or other formshown to be of equal or lower safeguards and transportation risk.' AEC criteria

for oxide vs. nitrate shipment need to be re-examined in the light of recent find-
ings coupled with safeguards impact."

Response:

For discussion on "oxide or other form," refer to previous response to Comment No. 90
of this comment letter.

Response:

This is a valid comment and this statement relating to transporting quantities of plu-
tonium related to manufacturing loads is not included in the final GESMO text.

93. Comment:

"IV G-55. Accident risk statements, such as last sentence of item f. are not
suTficient unless the phrase 'in the vicinity of' are made clear by example.
Isotope dispersal by waterways from a 'major impact' site could be geographically
far-reaching. Also, amplify results of local confinement and clean-up opportuni-
ties if a 'major impact' accident occurs."

Response:

The text of final GESMO has been revised. Cleaning activities have been considered
in CHAPTER IV, Section G, Appendix A.

In final GESMO the accident risk statements have been amplified. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section G, paragraph 5.6. Clean-up after an incident information has been included in
CHAPTER IV, Section G, Appendix A.

96. Comment:

"IV H-2 - Paragraph I -- insertion in line 4 'to increase the total trans-
uranium alpha activity sent to burial by a factor of five. Emphasis in subsequent
statements should be on safe long-term alpha management, not just on heat genera-
tion and handling."

Response:

In final GESMO, additional data on transuranic wastes, including increase in volumes
with Pu recycle, has been included in CHAPTER IV, Section H. Safe long-term waste
storage or disposal is required for all fuel cycle options, no recycle (storage and
disposal of spent fuel), uranium recycle only, and uranium and plutonium recycle;
the objective of this statement is to identify the incremental effect of Pu recycle.

97. Comment:

"Paragraph 4 and IV H-1O, Paragraph S. In order to keep the volume down to estimat-
ed levels in GESMO report, current proposed AEC rulemaking must be changed to re-
define exempt low-level alpha wastes by a new operationally-acceptable criterion
(a) because 10 nanocurie per gram level is not practical to measure and administer
and (b) because AEC recommendation to include all waste generated in 'controlled
areas' would inflate the burial volume and cos~f-ut of proportion to the benefit,
especially considering $100 per cu ft, projection for transportation and long-
term management."

Response:

In final GESMO, it is assumed that the proposed amendment to 10 CFR Part 20 will be adopted,
wherein transuranic (TRU) wastes will be transferred to a Federal repository. Non-
TRU wastes would be buried in licensed burial grounds. The estimated volumes of
wastes from MOX fabrication and spent fuel reprocessing plants have been derived
based on the best available data from operating experience. The costs and cost-
benefits detailed in final GESMO CHAPTER XI deal with the costs of handling and
storage/disposal of TRU wastes in a Federal repository.

94. Comment:

"IV G-56 - Last paragraph under 'Routing. The railroad associations have passed
recent regulations and recoumnendations which affect the routing of rail cask
trains. These details should be explained in the GESMO if AEC and industry per-
ceive them to be long-lasting and relevant to the routing issue."

Response:

Routings of rail cask trains issues are still unresolved. The outcome of the
recommendations would probably have no significant radiological impact on the results
already considered.

95. Comment:

"IV G-59 - Line 4 suggests rewording as follows: ... 'assemblies, and limit the
shipment of separated plutonium to only that quantity which is needed to balance
the manufacturing loads (peak and valley effects) within-the network of fabrication
and reprocessing facilities.' Delete statement referring to 'elimination of
need to ship separated Pu' because this idealistic condition could not be maintained
at all times. Even if idealized IFCF siting could be achieved in 20 years, the
transition period would require interplant shipment of plutonium."

98. Comment:

"IV 11-3 - 60 megacurie difference hull burial is explained on Page IV 11-20,
but long-lived alpha buried with hulls changes in opposite direction from activa-
tion products, therefore, actinide curie comparison should be given in separate
line."

Response:

The table in final GESMO has been revised. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H.
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99. Comment:

"IV H-4 - No explanation is given for the maximum credible accident and why it
involves only one waste canister. This section is too brief. The accident
safety issues are not adequately covered."

Response:

In final GESMO, the discussion and assessment of accidents at the waste repository
have been included in CHAPTER IV, Section H-3.0.

100. Comment:

"IV H-15 - Table IV H-3 should show separate subtotals for long-lived alpha
and beta activity."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section H has been revised and now reflects and assesses
waste characteristics based on the three fuel cycle options integrated over the 26-
year period from 1975 through 2000.

101. Comment:

"IV H-21 - Footnote** should be reworded to state the end result required, i.e.,
quantitative leachability and Uevitrification stability of 'glass' and then
discuss generic aspects of one or more preferred solidification process routes,
rather than deferring the analysis."

Response:

The "end result required" in the solidification of high level wastes for disposal
in a Federal repository is now being formulated by ERDA. At present, there exist
the general criteria listed in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix F.

In this final GESMO, the environmental impact related to the disposal of solidified
high level radioactive waste is based on an assumption that these wastes would likely
go into a Federal geological repository.

103. Comment:

"In last paragraph and on Page IV H-42, line 6, statements on shielding at
RSSF do not seem consistent with high neutron and gamma streaming in storage
cask configuration shown on page IV H-36. A different air duct configuration
would be needed to reduce surface dose to 2 mr/hr."

Response:

This comment is appropriate based on the preliminary design concepts included in
draft GESMO (Figure IV H-10 was a simplified sketch of the RSSF storage unit).
Neutron and gamma streaming is a significant factor in these storage units.
Several conceptual designs have been developed more recently that reduce the
radiation streaming to acceptable levels. Experimental-calculational studies
were performed at Hanford to verify design calculations with the use of a proto-
type storage unit.

104. Comment:

"IV H-43 - Paragraph 5 'milligrams' and 'millicuries' require specific defini-
tions. If othis leveTof alpha release is meant, then it is high relative to
MOX fabrication plant normal stack release."

Response:

In final GESMO, reference is made to the total milligrams of waste that have been
estimated to be released from the waste repository under a credible accident con-
dition. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H.

105. Comment

"IV H-46 & 47 - What is the environmental effect of meltdown in a canister?
Can the discharges be controlled? Which concept for RSSF is the safest? Which
is most tamper-proof and fail-safe? Such sondierations (considerations) when
left to the imagination of the public reader, are likely to lead to confusion."

Response:

The radioactive waste management program in the final GESMO is focused on geologic dis-
posal of HLW, plutonium and transuranic wastes. The following data is based on con-
ceptual designs, not the final designs of the RSSF evaluated in the draft GESMO.

-- Environmental Effect of Meltdown of Canister102. Comment:

"IV H-41 - See note on IV H-21, also. The conversion to glass would require
opening and emptying of the RSSF canisters or total fusion of canister plus
contents. Discarded canisters disposal is not mentioned."

Response:

The final process for conversion of waste from liquid to solid has not been estab-
lished. The general sequence of events in the handling of waste canisters at the
geologic repository has been included in CHAPTER IV, Section H. Inasmuch as such
facilities have not been in operation, estimates of annual individual dose commitments
have been calculated based on release data from similar activities.

In the design of interim storage facilities for solidified high level waste,
various cooling concepts can be satisfactorily applied. Sufficient engineer-
ing safety can be utilized in the design of any of the cooling concepts (water
basin, air cooled vault or sealed storage cask) to preclude a canister melt-
down occurrence. However, should a meltdown occur more than one canister would
most likely be involved except for possibly the Sealed Storage Cask Concept.
Heat transfer calculations, using pessimistic assumptions, indicate that
the canisters could melt and a puddle of molten waste and molten metal could
build up on the concrete floor of the vault or water basin. The molten mass
would boil off the more volatile constituents of the waste, including certain
fission products and possibly some transuranics. The temperature attained
and the amount of radiation present would be high enough to prevent personnel
from occupying or maintaining the structure. Hence, these volatilized con-
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stituents would ultimately be released to the atmosphere.

As the molten puddle increased in size, it would move through the concrete
into the ground below and the depth that it travels into the ground would
depend upon the amount of waste involved and the density of the molten mass
in relation to that of the surrounding earth materials. Ultimately, it would
form a molten pool in the ground as it reaches temperature equilibrium with the
surrounding earth, and a crust would form to contain the molten mass. The
pool of molten material would stay within the crust and slowly bubble until,
in time, the heat generation rate would be sufficiently reduced through
radioactive decay to allow the molten material to resolidify.

Control of Meltdown Discharge

Controls would be exercised to prevent a meltdown from occurring.

Relative Safety of the RSSF Concepts

It is believed that all of the RSSF concepts under consideration can be designed
to equivalent degrees of safety. The designs of these concepts are not suffi-
ciently advanced to allow a judgment of which particular storage concept could
be designated as safest. At any stage of design development, selection of the
safest concept would depend upon judgmental considerations, since rigorous
evaluations of accident probabilities and consequences are heavily dependent
on the calculational assumptions which are chosen.

Most Tamper-Proof and Fail-Safe Comparison

The Sealed Storage Cask Concept is generally considered to be the most tamper-proof
and fail-safe storage concept, since the high level waste canisters are stored
individually, with passive cooling, and each canister is contained within a rugged
steel cask and further protected by a massive concrete radiation shield. Safe
storage area operation requires little, if any, attention by Man. Constant human-
surveillance is considered prudent, however, since malicious tampering could reduce
heat removal capability or cause a loss of radioactive material confinement.

Disposal of Radioactive Material by Sabotage

No nuclear facility can be designed to maintain radioactive material confinement
despite any conceivable sabotage technique. While the various RSSF's are designed
with heavy shielding and protection against natural phenomena that provide some
protection, none of the facilities are intended to be designed specifically to
withstand sabotage attempts. The planned plant physical protection systems would be
designed to resist entry of potential saboteurs. These facilities would include
certain features that are required for facilities that possess fissile material;
these requirements are specified in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part
73, entitled, "Physical Protection of Plants and Materials." Safeguards considera-
tions are covered in a supplement to GESMO.

107. Comment

"IV-H-59 - Last paragraph. Volume reduction should be changed to 3 to 4 be-
cause field experience survey shows secondary scrap generation (filters, refrac-
tory, etc.) affects net volume reduction, especially with incineration."

Response:

In final GES!1Q the discussions of the incinerator concept for volume reduction of
TRU wastes have been deleted.

108. Comment:

"IV H-61 - Paragraph 1. Rationale for considering only remote desert region
is not clear for Pu waste RSSF."

Response:

The waste management chapter in final GESMO has been revised, indicating that
the wastes will be sent to a Federal repository. The repository considered in
CHAPTER IV, Section H, is the geological disposal concept.

109. Comment:

"IV 1-4 - Suggest deleting paragraph 3 in its entirety since soft gamma con-
tribution from Am-241 is a minor factor, considering that the new genera-
tion of fabrication plants have no choice except to be well-shielded and the
Am-241 problem will be taken in stride."

Response:

This paragraph has been deleted from the final GESMO. This comment is valid in
that the shielding for added neutron radiation, required at the Pu storage facility
will also serve to shield the soft gamma radiation from 24 Am.

110. Comment:

"IV 1-6 - The storage inventory without recycle should be changed to show
buildup starting in 1978 not 1976 since there will be no reprocessing carry-
out until about 1978."

Response:

This section has been revised in the final statement, CHAPTER IV, Section I,
paragraph 2.2 to indicate the requirements of Pu storage for delayed recycle of
plutonium and considering the possibility of reprocessing and recycle of uranium
only starting after 1978. CHAPTER VIII reviews in detail the alternatives of
delayed reprocessing of spent fuels.

106. Comment:

"IV H-57 - The concept of storing all plutonium waste at remote RSSF's with
central incinerators should consider at least one eastern site to serve the
fuel fabrication and reprocessing operations in this region of the U. S."

Response:

The types of facilities and locations for storage and disposal of transuranic waste
are being studied by ERDA and final decisions have not yet been made.
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111. Comment:

"IV J-6. Improvements in control of occupational exposure during uranium
mining and milling have not been listed as to effect on fifty-year dose
commitment. This information should be added for balance. Likewise, the
impact of several inadvertent releases from reprocessing plants or mixed oxide
fabrication plants have not been assessed and listed in the fifty-year dose
commitment."

Response:

The application of future improvements in radiation exposure control have not been
taken into account in final GESMO, except to recognize that the estimated exposures
are greater than the average to be expected in most steps of the fuel cycle.

It is now indicated that the low impact from accidental releases, multiplied by
their low frequency of occurrence is accommodated by the conservatisms compounded
into the estimates of dose commitments from routine operation.

112. Comment:
"IV J-7. Item C, Line 7. Plutonium fallout of 320 kilocuries ratioed to the
area of the United States should be given in addition to the worldwide fallout."

Response:

In the final GESMO, this datum was not used to establish the areal concentration
in particular locale, but to indicate that man's habitat is already committed to
the accommodation of plutonium.

"IV J(a)-4 - Most resuspension data have been based on experiments.in arid
terrain. There is a lack of useful data in heavily vegetated areas such as the
Middle Atlantic Region. Resuspension data with uranium shown on Page IV
J(a)-6 may indeed be conservative but considering that thebulk of the popu-
lation is located in the eastern half of the country, more realistic data
should be made available."

Response:

The assessments on resuspension have been made on available information, which
included more than data based only on experiments in arid lands as indicated in
this comment.

116. Comment:

"IV J(c)-7 - Item 2. 1974 publication by C. R. Richmond, LASL, should be
listed as a primary reference since it deals with the hot particle problem."

Response:

Refer to response to Comment No. 113 of Comment Letter No. 24.

113. Comment:

"Paragraph 4. After reference 2, the text should indicate an analysis by
C. R. Richmond which was published in 1974 following the Second Annual Life
Sciences Symposium at Los Alamos during May."

Response:

Several 1974 publications in which C. R. Richmond participated are among the
references listed in the Federal Register Notice, 41 FR 15371, April 12, 1976,
"Natural Resources Defense Council (Docket No. PRM-2D-5) Denial of Petition for
Rule Making," which is Reference 15 in CHAPTER IV, Section J of final GESMO.

114. Comment:

"IV J-16 - Transportation accidents should be included in this table."

Response:

In final GESMO, transportation accidents have been included In CHAPTER IV,
Section J, Table IV J-26. This table replaces Table IV J-15 of draft GESMO.

117. Comment:

"IV J(c)-9-17 - The text is silent as to the toxicity of plutonium when
combined with uranium in a mixed oxide compound. To date, there have been
no studies on the radiotoxicity of various mixtures of plutonium with uranium.
Although only a small percentage, perhaps 5-15% of 1990 represent solid
solution mixed oxide in the finely divided processing stages, if this combined
form followed a pathway which resulted in adverse effects in regard to either
bone or other critical organs, it should be identified at an earlier enough
date to appropriately adjust the models. To our knowledge there are no animal
experiments currently funded in the United States which will evaluate the
effect of the mixed oxide particle itself. Uranium and plutonium would be
expected to disproportionate in the body fluids and the results may be more
complex to interpret and apply than for Pu0 2 or other D00% plutonium compounds."

Response:

Although the suggested information would be useful to health physicists working
with MOX exposure cases, GESMO's treatment of considering Pu as a soluble ion for
the dose estimates to all organs except the lung and as an insoluble particulate
in the lung would still be used to maintain the conservative stance of the generic
assessment.

118. Comment:

"VII-2 - Pagraph 1. The lead sentence indicates that not all differential
effects are adverse. However, the discussion is limited to only those effects
which are adverse to plutonium recycle. Although such an approach is undoubtedly
conservative, it serves to weaken the overall impact statement in that it
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fails to identify both favorable and adverse effects assignable to plutonium
recycle as they differ from uranium fuel."

Response:

CHAPTER VII was planned to comply with the guidelines for preparation of environ-
mental statements, which call for the inclusion of a discussion of means for
mitigating adverse environmental effects of the proposed action. In earlier
chapters, beginning with the Sumnary and Conclusions in Volume 1, emphasis is
given to the fact that the net effect of plutonium recycle is a reduction in
environmental impact of the nuclear fuel cycle. The comparative environmental
effectsof all LWR fuel cycle plants and activities are described in detail and
evaluated in CHAPTER IV.

Response:

The costs have been updated in final GESMO. Now spent fuel transportation and
reprocessing costs total approximately $165 (CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0).

119. Comment:

"VII-12 - Paragraph 4. This indicates 'additional measure to further limit
any adverse effects may be possible .... ' However, the specific need for
implementation of each approach is not justified in the report. Such quanti-
fication is believed essential for the final impact statement. Specifically,
citing criteria for recycle plutonium facilities, guidelines on 'as low as
practical' releases for the facilities, improved safeguards, additional
spent fuel shipment cask safety design criteria, long term waste management
criteria, and possibly other items must be prudently developed and established
prior to the accurate assignment of cost/benefit to the various alternatives
considered."

Response:

It is beyond the scope of this generic environmen'tal statement to develop and
discuss in detail future criteria and guidelines for design and operation of LWR
fuel cycle facilities. The discussions in CHAPTER VII are intended to describe
aspects of the fuel cycle that may benefit from application of new technology for
reducing environmental impacts and thus to give an idea of what improvements one
could reasonably expect to be made. GESMO has assessed the differential impacts
on the LWR fuel supply industry due to the implementation of uranium only and
uranium and plutonium recycle based on current technology.

120. Comment:

"VIII-14 - Paragraph 6. The meaning of 'action levels' is unclear."

Response:

The phrase, "the levels at which corrective responses are triggered," was inserted
after "action levels" in the final statement.

121. Comment:

"VIII-8 - Pa rarh 4. Spent fuel transportation plus reprocessing cost
of approximate kilogram are undoubtedly too low.

122. Comment:

"VIII-13 - Paragraph 3. Under the alternative of reprocessing spent fuel
immediately and storing plutonium for later use, the build-up of americium
in the recovered plutonium during storage and its associated impact seems
to be ignored. Americium builds up in the recovered products through the
decay of 

2 4lPu and in turn decays with a very strong alpha emission. The
concentration of americium in the stored plutonium is dependent on the elapsed
time since reprocessing and the isotopic concentration of 

2 4 1
pu in the plu-

tonium. Typical plutonium recovered from reprocessing LWR fuel which is stored
much in excess of one year prior to fabrication no longer can meet the current
industry's specifications on americium concentration for recovered plutonium.
The presence of americium in the plutonium and its associated strong alpha
emission, imposes a significant radiological handling problem to the mixed
oxide fabricator. Consequently, the need for chemical separation of the americium
from the plutonium is required prior to mixed oxide fabrication. The major
disadvantages of this additional separation step are:

(1) the production of additional plutonium bearing waste,

(2) the potential of introducing additional chemical impurities in the
plutonium effluent.

(3) the need to reconstitute the plutonium back to its original oxide form
for either shipping or uranium blending requirements.

(4) the major economic impact of the additional separation step.

When assessing this alternative in the final impact statement, both the
cost benefit analysis and the environmental consequences of this additional
requirement should be considered."

Response:

In final GESMO the subject of the storage of plL'onium is addressed in CHAPTER IV,
Section I. However, the conditions of storage were assumed to involve only first
cycle plutonium and this only for a maximum of seven years. With these assumptions,
the buildup of 

24
1Am is not considered a serious problem.

If future commercial specifications on the 
24 1

Am content of MOX fuels are more
stringent than now anticipated, provisions could be made at any one of the plu-
tonium handling facilities for the required plutonium repurification operations.
The need for such facilities is not anticipated, hence these have not been pro-
vided in any of the GESMO model plants.

123. Comment:

"VIII-16 - Parraraph 3. The use of depleted uranium as a carrier for the
plutonium should-ea dressed. Utilization of tails assay materials, currently
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an unused waste from the uranium enriching process, should result in the
significant benefits to this alternative.

"VIII-16 - Paragraph 4. This alternative would also have the same potential
benefits of using depleted uranium as a carrier."

Response:

Although depleted uranium could be, as indicated in these comments, "used as a
carrier for plutonium," to do so leads to a higher cost substitute fuel than does
MOX made with natural uranium. The additional plutonium required to replace the2 35

U present in a kg of natural uranium MOX would be, for example, 4.9 g Puf.*

The cost of natural uranium in a kg of MOX (using the use weighted average cost
for U308) would be about $71.**

If the depleted uranium were acquired free and then converted to U02 for the
same cost as the incremental cost for conversion of natural uranium there would be
a saving of $70.60 in U308 costs afforded by the additional expenditure of 4.9 g
of fissile plutonium. Since that same fissile plutonium has a use weighted fuel
value of $24/g Puf (see CHAPTER VIII) or $119 total when used with natural uranium
for plutonium recycle, its use in conjunction with depleted uranium is decidedly
less economical. The above analysis ignores several higher order effects
and interactions, because their combined effects are small and would not change
the conclusion.

*Considering 235U equivalent enrichment + 0.033 in MOX
Depleted tails at .003
Amount of U02 in MOX fuel = .952 3

SU in natural J = .007115
Substitution value Pu/U = 0.8

Additional Pu required in a kg of natural uranium = [(0.033 - 0.003) x 0.95 -
(0.033 - 0.007115) x 0.95] 1.24 x 1000 g/kg = 4.9 g Puf

**Cost of natural uranium in kg of MOX natural uranium cost in a k9 of MOX =
0.95 x 2.204 lbs/kg x 1.179 lbs U308 /uranium x 28.1 lbs/lb U3O8.

124. Comment:

"'VIIi-21 - Paragraph 1. A mixed oxide cost of twice uranium fuel fabrication
is probably too low even considering current regulations, and is likely to
increase rather than decrease as additional regulations are implemented. A
cost of three times uranium fuel, over the entire time period (a surcharge of
two times) should be subject to less argument. (The recent public bid open-
ings at TVA and LADWP provide more concrete information on current pricing)."

Response:

The MOX fabrication cost in final GESMO has been updated to reflect the best
current estimate of three times the uranium fabrication cost. The basis for
this estimate is developed in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. The sensitivity of the
results to this factor is examined in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

125. Comment:

"VIII-21 - Paragrah 2. The $35/kilogram number for reprocessing and spent
fuel transportation needs to be updated."

"VIII-33 - Paragraph 4. The long term plutonium storage costs appear to be
exceedingly lowX.Thiereason for this is not immediately clear and is recommended
that the bases for the estimates be further explained."

Response:

The costs in final GESMO have been updated to reflect best current estimates. The
basis for the cost estimates is discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0.

126. Comment

"VIII-37 - There is some question as to the reasonableness of the estimated
value of plutonium. Perhaps AEC could indicate the basis on which these
estimates were made. Also, it would be desirable to include a statement on
the sensitivity to a plus or minus change of $1/gram."

Response:

In the final statement, the values of plutonium are calculated for various years
and the components of that calculation are presented in detail. Refer to CHAPTER VIII,
Alternatives and CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits. The major components of the value
of plutonium are the prices of yellowcake-and separative work and the increased
cost of MOX fabrication over that for U1 fuel The average value for plutonium
for Alternative 3, prompt reprocessing ahd recycle, over the period 1975-2000
is about $24 per gram Pu fissile.

127. Comment:

"VIII-65 - Paragraph 1. The unit costs of separative work, 1U30 and other
factors use-diinthecialculation of plutonium value need to be rbviewed and
revised to correspond with recent changes in the industry. Refer to other
comments related to unit costs, escalation, and sensitivity to a plus or
minus range when estimates are used."

Response:

The market place model employed in this study is described in CHAPTER XI, Appenlix A.
The rate of usage of the resources does affect the market price. Additionally
the model uses an "estimated cost of recovery" instead of the "forward cost" concept;
thus an estimate of the market price is generated. Because of the inherent uncertain-
ties in such an exercise, the effect of the uncertainties is examined by para-
meterizing the price of U308 and looking at the effect on incentives to recycle.
See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

The separative work cost was taken as $75/SWU, the generally accepted price at
which private industry may enter the market. This cost is also parameterized and
varied to see the effect on the incentives to recycle. See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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128. Comment:

"VIII-65 - Paragraph 2. The fabrication cost differential discussed in this
paragraph does not relate to earlier parts of the GESMO that mention up to
$500/Kg increase for safeguards concepts, such as spiking the plutonium.
It would be desirable to track all cost-related items through the entire
report to assure consistency."

Response:

The particular inconsistency noted in this comment has been eliminated in this
part of final GESMO. Safeguards considerations and safeguards costs are analyzed
in the safeguards supplement.

129. Comment:

"XI - General - The capital cost of facilities generally looks low. Since
the major contributor to the benefits of Alternatives 3 and 4 are the savings
in investment in Enrichment and Mining-Milling facilities, this modification
will not affect the results.

"One item open to question is the capital investment needed at a nuclear power
plant to receive, store, and use Pu recycle fuel, It is not clear where this
has been included. If one assumes it could add $5 million to the cost of each
reactor recycling plutonium, the added costs to reactors is $600 million.
If this figure is appropriate, the impact is small but is indicative of hidden
costs which may need to be further investigated as licensing regulations
evolve. Credibility of the report will be enhanced if all such cost items are
identified."

Response:

The capital costs of facilities reported in the draft statement are low. These
costs were formulated at a time when all capital costs were undergoing extremely
rapid, almost unprecedented escalation. The cost estimates used in the final state-
ment are generally higher and are thought to be realistic based on 1975 prices.

The capital investment required at the power plants was estimated to be $0.5 million
per reactor plant for additional safeguards handling MOX fuels. Other incremental
costs would be insignificant.

The final assessment of the safeguards considerations and related costs will be in-
cluded in the final safeguards supplement statement.

In final GESMO in CHAPTER XI, an effort has been made to identify and quantify all
cost items of the fuel cycle, Where quantification was not practical, cost items
have been identified, a range of costs established, and the effects on the cost-
benefits qualified.

130. Comment

"XI-22 - The conclusion paragraph should be expanded to discuss the apparent
inability othe nucear industry to get reprocessing and manufacturing
facilities constructed. The problem areas should be outlined."

Response:

The purpose of GESMO is to explore the environmental impacts and the benefits
and costs of various alternatives for Pu recycle. An exploration of the state
of the nation's present reprocessing industry would tend to confuse rather than
elucidate the issues assessed based on an assumed future mature Pu recycle industry.

131. Comment:

"XI-24 - Table XI-lO. The 1990 $12.83 figure for the U3 08 price in the terms
of unescalated 1974 dollars is low and will distort the economic comparisons.
This is indicative of the low cost numbers used in the report. It is recog-
nized that there has been a dramatic increase in costs related to various com-
ponents in the fuel cycle during this last year. For this reason, all cost
numbers and related economics should be updated."

"XI-29 - Table XI-ll. The previous comment also applies to this table. All
U3 00 cost pCojections used in the report need to be updated in order to en-
hance the credibility of the economic conclusions."

Response:

See response and Comment No. 127 of this comment letter.

132. Comment:

"XI-44 - Paragraph 3. Please expand the discussion to point out why the
plutonium storage facilities would be similar to high-level waste disposal
facilities."

Response:

There are numerous differences between plutonium storage facilities and high level
waste disposal facilities. Plutonium storage is now thoroughly discussed in
CHAPTER IV, Section I.

For the fuel cycle option of uranium recycle only the plutonium would be treated
as high level wastes and be sent to a Federal repository.

133. Comment:

"Attachment A - Examples of Overconservatism in Dose Calculations

1. The use of the semi-infinite cloud model for gamma dose may approach
being correct at some great distance from the point of release, but
it is not correct at distance of usual interest. The resulting degree
of conservatism depends on whether the release is from a stack, a roof
vent, or a lower elevation. The correct model to use is the finite
cloud gamma model. (P. IV J-(A)-2)

2. The X/Q values used are based on ground level release assumptions.
Recent tests have shown that roof vent diffusion is much better than
previously assumed by the AEC. (P. IV C-95)
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3. The submersion total body dose from noble gases calculation was applied
to GI tract, thyroid and bone. The revised Appendix I (2/20/74) does
not apply submersion dose to individual organs. (P. IV C-103)

4. Details of iodine inhalation dose calculations are not evident and need
to be reviewed. They apparently include assumption of out-door exposure
at fence post all year. (P. IV C-103)

The iodine milk doses include all the overestimates which were shown to

be objectionable at the ALAP hearings, namely (P. IV C-103):

a. Iodine chemical form-overestimate by a factor of 2

b. Roof vent diffusion-overestimate by a factor of 10

c. High iodine deposition factor-overestimate by a factor of 2

d. High transfer; grass to milk, overestimate by a factor of 2

e. Assumption of fence post cow and baby factor of 2 to 100 depending
on actual cow location and milk usage. (The AEC abandoned fence
post cow concept on 2/20/74.)"

Response:

Dose calculations in final GESMO have been recalculated, not to eliminate conser-
vative methods, but to utilize the same codes for all steps of the fuel cycle as
are used for reactor effluent dose evaluations. The methods are described in a
rewritten Appendix A of CHAPTER IV, Section J.
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P •ah Ah, Offi.

664 HAMILTON AVENUE

PALO ALTO. CALIF. 943801

413 327-408D

Deputy Director 'or Fuels and Materials
October 30, 1974
Page Two

5. Letter from Senators Walter F. Mondale and Philip A.
Hart to Chairman Dixy Lee Ray, dated September 26,
1974. We have reviewed Mr. Muntzing's October 7
response to the questions raised by Senators Mondale
and Hart and consider that response to be superfi-
cial and inadequate. In our judgment the senators
have raised important questions which deserve careful
and considered discussion in GESMO.

We would also like to associate ourselves with the "Comments
on WASH-1327: Fuel Reprocessing" prepared by Dr. Marvin Resnikoff,
Rachel Carson College, SUNY at Buffalo, New York.

The West Michigan Environmental Action Council joins with
NRDC in offering these comments for your consideration in revising
the DRAFT GESMO.

Sincerely,

J.G. Speth

JGS/pa

Enclosures

Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Sir:

Enclosed are two sets of the Natural Resources Defense Council's
comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's draft generic environmental
impact statement on the use of mixed oxide fuels (DRAFT GESMO). These
comments consist of the following parts:

1. "The Plutonium Decision: A Report on the Risks of
Plutonium Recycle," dated September, 1974. This
report raises a number of questions and issues to
which we believe the AEC should respond, including
issues relating to plutonium toxicity, safeguards,
socio-political implications of plutonium recycle,
and the question Of whether the "plutonium economy"
can be successfully regulated both now and into the
indefinite future.

2. "NRDC Comments on WASH-1327: General Comments."

3. "NRDC Comments on WASH-1327: Volume 3, Chapter IV,
Section J," relating to plutonium hot particles.

4. "NRDC Comments on WASH-1327: Volume 4, Chapter V,"
relating to safeguards. These comments are being
forwarded to you under separate cover.
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415 327-1090

NRDC Comments on WASH 1327

DRAFT Generic Environmental Impact

Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuels

[GESMO]

Thomas B. Cochran
J.G. Speth

General. Comments

The Atomic Energy Commission's draft Generic Environmental

Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuels (DRAFT GESMO) is hopelessly biased

and one-sided. It consistently presents the case for permitting

the nuclear industry to process plutonium and use it as fuel in

present-day reactors while at the same time ignoring and belittling

the tremendous risks to the public health and safety associated with

such a course.

In its concerted effort to justify the prompt initiation of

plutonium recycle, the draft GESMO:

- ignores the major controversy over the adequacy of

the AEC's current radiation protection standards

applicable to plutonium and simply assumes the present

standards are adequate to protect the public;

- fails to describe in any meaningful way the unpre-

cedented horror of nuclear terrorism and omits

discussion of the costs in terms of human freedom

and privacy of the measures proposed to safeguard

nuclear materials from theft and sabotage;

- consistently fails to recognize and discuss fairly

both facts (e.g., the poor record of the nuclear

industry to date in implementing safeguards and in

protecting industry workers from exposure to plu-

tonium) and opinions (e.g., those of Drs. Willrich,

Taylor, Feld, Alfven, Weinberg, Sheinman and others

regarding the severe difficulties of developing and

implementing an "adequate" system of safeguards)

which cast doubts on the advisability of recycling

plutonium;

blithely assumes that additional safeguards measures

yet to be devised and implemented will have the effect

of reducing the risk of nuclear terrorism to the

level of other social risks beyond the control of the

individual;

inflates the projected economic benefits of recycling

plutonium but minimizes the economic costs of proposed

safeguards; and
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- overlooks completely one of the principal alternatives

to the agency's plan to move swiftly to authorize plu-

tonium recycle: the deferral of any decision on plu-

tonium recycle unless and until current uncertainties

regarding plutonium toxicity and adequate and acceptable

safeguards are satisfactorily resolved.

In light of these and other shortcomings, the DRAFT GESMO must

be judged to be seriously misleading concerning the options before

us and their actual risks. The basic purpose of an environmental

impact statement is to provide federal decisionmakers and the public

generally with a fair and accurate appraisal of the environmental

risks and benefits of a particular federal proposal and the alter-

natives. This objective is fully applicable to draft, as well as

final, impact statements. As stated in the Council on Environmental

Quality's NEPA Guidelines:

"The draft statement must fulfill and satisfy to the
fullest extent possible at the time the draft is pre-
pared the requirements established for final statements
by section 102(2) (C)." 40 C.F.R. § 1500.7(a).

In particular, the CEQ Guidelines emphasize the requirements

of fairness and full disclosure in draft statements:

"Agencies should make every effort to discover and
discuss all major points of view on the environmen-
tal effects of the proposed action and its alterna-
tives in the draft statement itself." 40 C.F.R.
§ 1500.10(a).

The DRAFT GESMO fails to satisfy these important NEPA requirements.

Because the DRAFT GESMO fails to present relevant facts and responsible

opposing views, because the risk and economic analyses of the state-

ment proceed from erroneous or unsupportable premises, and because

the statement does not embody the good faith objectivity that is re-

quired, the AEC has not fulfilled its responsibility to provide the

information and analysis mandated by NEPA.

AEC Response to These Comments

In preparing certain previou2 impact statements we have exam-

ined, the AEC has paid little attention to comments received from

members of the public or other federal agencies in the text of the

statement itself but has instead simply "answered" these comments

in a separate section of the statement. Frequently these "answers"

represent an incomplete and inadequate response. Occasionally, the

agency even rephrases the comment in order to make it easier to

respond.

We believe these procedures are inconsistent with NEPA's re-

quirements:

- that the statement be "responsive to the comments

received;"

- that "comments received shall be carefully evaluated

and considered in the decision process;" and

- that the statement "remain an essentially self-

contained instrument"
1

The CEQ NEPA Guidelines specifically provide that

"where opposing professional views and responsible
opinion have been overlooked in the draft statement
and are brought to the agency's attention through
the commenting process, the agency should review
the environmental effects of the action in light
of those views and should make a meaningful refer-
ence to the existence of any responsible opposing
view not adequately discussed in the draft statement,
indicating the agency's response to the issues
raised." 40 C.F.R. § 1500.10(a).

The NEPA Guidelines then indicate that the required discussion of

responsible comments must be "in the text of the statement." Id.

I/ CEQ NEPA Guidelines, 40 C.F.R. 59 1500.2(b), 1500.7(a),
1500.8(b).
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General Deficiencies

This section of our comments discusses certain general defi-

ciencies which we find in the DRAFT GESMO and which, like the more

detailed comments which follow, must be corrected in any subsequent

version of GESMO. These deficiencies are first listed and then

discussed.

1. The deferral of a decision regarding plutonium recycle,

and of course plutonium recycle itself, for several years (as opposed

to indefinitely) until present uncertainties regarding safeguards

and plutonium toxicity are satisfactorily resolved is not discussed

as an alternative.

2. The cost-benefit analyses are limited to the year 1990

with the'stream of benefits and costs for other years excluded.

3. The occupational exposures and environmental costs for

alternatives are based in large part on data presented in "Environ-

mental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle," WASH-1248. 2 
This biases

the results in favor of plutonium recycle. Similarly, the "without

plutonium recycle" case used throughout the DRAFT GESMO (e.g.,

Chapter IV) includes reprocessing of spent fuel even though the

realistic alternative to plutonium recycle is storage of unrepro-

cessed spent fuel, an alternative the DRAFT GESMO states would

"eliminate the reprocessing industry" (pages 5-10). This use of

the wrong base case biases the results in favor of plutonium recycle.

4. The costs to society due to the use of mixed oxide fuel have

been greatly underestimated, in terms of effluent releases from fuel

/ U.S. AEC, Fuels and Materials Directorate of Licensing, "Environ-
mental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle," WASH-1248 (April, 1974).

reprocessing plants, worker exposure, and actual reprocessing costs.

The occupational exposures and radiological effluents associated

with model spent fuel reprocessing and mixed oxide fuel fabricating

facilities appear to bear little resemblance to historical and

present operating experiences. This biases the results in favor of

plutonium recycle.

5. The analysis of the health risk associated with inhalation

of hot particles is based on the invalid assumption that it is.

conservative to average the dose to the lung tissue over the entire

lung, thereby ignoring the potential enhanced risk of hot particles

(particularly plutonium dioxide particulates), where hot particles are

defined in NRDC's report, "Radiation Standards for Hot Particles."3

6. The conclusion that there are no safeguard related reasons

for delaying plutonium recycle is based upon the wholly unsupported

and unjustified assumption that in the future safeguards capable

of reducing the risks of nuclear theft, terrorism and sabotage to

a level commensurate with other involuntary public risks (i) can

be devised in theory, (ii) can be made acceptable both politically

and economically, and (iii) will be implemented in practice with the

perpetual vigilance and meticulous attention to detail that are

essential.

Discussion

1. Deferral of the plutonium recycle decision -- An option that

we believe must command general support is to defer for several years

*/ Tamplin, Arthur R. and Thomas B. Cochran, "Radiation Standards for
Hot Particles: A Report on the Inadequacy of Existing Radiation Pro-
tection Standards Related to Internal Exposure of Man to Insoluble
Particles of Plutonium and Other Alpha-Emitting Hot Particles,"
Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D. C. (February 14, 1974).
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the decision to recycle plutonium, until such time that present

uncertainties regarding safeguards and plutonium toxicity are

satisfactorily resolved and a basis has been laid for a more in-

telligent judgment regarding the risks and benefits of the commer-

cialization of plutonium. This is the third option discussed in

the NRDC report, "The Plutonium Decision."'4 The FINAL GESMO should

display the costs and benefits of delaying the recycle of plutonium

by X years, where X = 2, 4, . . . 10, for alternatives (1) and (2)

discussed on page S-8 of DRAFT GESMO. Alternative (4) becomes the

limiting case (X = 0). Alternative (3) would still be the same as

alternative (4) without upgrading safeguards.

Nucleonics Week on October 24, 1974, reported that GE is offering

to customers of its "indefinitely incapacitated Midwest Fuel

Recovery Plant" a proposal to store spent nuclear fuel in lieu of

reprocessing and noted that an industry source

"argues that $10,000/tonne/yr for storing spent fuel is
cheap when compared to the projected cost of storing
plutonium -- 'in the event plutonium recycle is not
allowed.' He says a charge of $3 per gram of plutonium
per year is very likely, and that this equates roughly
to a charge of $20,O00/tonne/yr for storing uranium in the
original spent fuel. 'And that,' he adds, 'is in addition
to whatever you pay for the reprocessing itself. It may
turn out that for the next decade or so it will be cheaper
to store spent fuel razher than do anything with it.'"
(Emphasis added)

In the same report, Nucleonics Week discussed a joint venture

(E.R., Johnson Associates and Merril, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith)

to design, finance, build and operate a spent nuclear fuel storage

facility, and also reported,

V/Speth, J. Gustave, Arthur R. Tamplin and Thomas B. Cochran, "The
Plutonium Decision: A Report on the Risks of Plutonium Recycle,"
Natural. Resources Defense Council, Washington, D. C. (September, 1974),
page 28.

"AEC is now looking at the potential spent-fuel
storage problem from two sides. The commission this
month began a survey of avaJi. ible utility-owned storage
pool capacity in an effort to determine how imminent
the prospect of a bottleneck is; previously, AEC informed
GE officials -- in response to their request -- that
government-owned spent-fuel storage capacity was extremely
limited and that expensive modifications would be required
to make even that suitable for commercial fuel assemblies.
At the same time, the commission has announced that by
the end of this year it will issue a regulatory guide on
the licensing, design, and plant-protection require-
ments for independent spent-fuel storage installations."

Clearly, delaying plutonium recycle a few years is a very real

alternative actively being considered by the nuclear industry and

the AEC. By ignoring this alternative DRAFT GESMO has demonstrated

that it is out of touch with the realities that presently confront

the utilities.

2. Limiting the cost benefit analysis to 1990 -- As a first

cut it may be useful to examine the benefits and costs of an alter-

native in a single year, however, decisions involving important

societal issues should be based on a weighting of all the costs

against all the benefits. This of necessity requires an examining

of the entire stream of benefits and costs over a time as long as

they are felt. Clearly, one can not adequately compare the costs

and benefits of delaying the recycling of plutonium 0, 2, 4 ....

years, simply by looking at the costs and benefits of each alternative

delay period in the year 1990. For this and other reasons, the

present analysis in DRAFT GESMO does not comply with NEPA's cost-

benefit analysis requirement.

3. Environmental costs based on WASH-1248 -- WASH-1248 was

meant to provide a "conservative or pessimistic" (by AEC evaluation)

estimate of the environmental cost of the uranium fuel cycle based
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on today's (1973) operations. The summary of WASH-1248 states that

the primary basis of the survey, "is today's industry with only

minimal allowances for advances that may be accomplished in the

future,"5 and "Where a single predominant operation has not been

used, the mode of operation that imposes the most significant impact

on the environment has been selected as the model."6 For example,

Kr-85 removal at fuel reprocessing plants was not considered as a

future basis of operation, although this is considered feasible and

desirable by EPA; and the model uranium mining operation was an

open pit mine although open pit mining accounts for about one-half

of the ore production in this country to date. As noted in DRAFT

GESMO, "If Kr-85 removal were implemented, population dose commit-

ments with plutonium recycle would exceed those without recycle.
7

Since the alleged benefits in plutonium recycle are largely attributable

to reductions in environment costs associated with the uranium fuel

cycle, the use of pessimistic or conservative assumptions in as-

signing environmental cost associated with the uranium cycle leads

to bias in favor of recycling plutonium.

Similarly, the DRAFT GESMO assumes that spent fuel reprocessing

and plutonium separation will occur in both "with plutonium recycle"

and "without plutonium recycle" cases. This assumption, which is

completely unjustified in the "without recycle" case, deprives the

5/ WASH-1248, op. cit., p. S-2.

6/ Ibid, pp. S-4, S-6.

7/ DRAFT GESMO: U.S. AEC, "Draft Generic Environmental Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuel (Recycle Plutonium-in Light Water-Cooled-Reactors),"
WASH-1327 (August, 1974), Volume 3, Chapter IV, p. IV E-5.

reader of an accurate assessment of the public health consequences

of foregoing plutonium recycle and, since the risks associated

with fuel reprocessing are substantial, strongly biases the results

in favor of the recycle option.

4. Understatement of the costs to society due to the use of

mixed oxide fuel -- Radiological effluents, occupational exposures

and reprocessing costs at the model fuel reprocessing plant in

DRAFT GESMO appear to bear little resemblance to the NFS operation

at West Valley, New York, before it was shut down. The model mixed

oxide fuel fabricating plant in DRAFT GESMO is based on the proposed

Westinghouse Recycle Fuels Plant Environmental Report. Operational

exposures and radiological effluents estimated for this model plant

bear little resemblance to present practices at the Kerr-McGee plant

at Crescent, Oklahoma, the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant (NFS) in

Erwin, Tennessee, and Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation

(NUMEC) in Apollo, Pennsylvania.

With respect to the NFS facility in West Valley, the comments

by Dr. Resnikoff provide clear evidence that DRAFT GESMO estimates

the occupational exposure at fuel reprocessing plants is completely

unrealistic, based on the history of NFS's operation at West Valley,

the only commercial fuel reprocessing plant that has operated so

far in the United States. 8 
A most blatant omission is the exposure

to short term, "transient" nuclear workers, discussed more fully

in the Science article, "Transient Nuclear Workers: A Special Case

8/ Resnikoff, Dr. Marvin, "Comments on WASH-1327: Generic Environ-
mental Statement on the use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel
in Light Water Reactors. Re: Fuel Reprocessing," Rachel Carson
College, Buffalo, New York (October, 1974).
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for Standards," 9 
by Robert Gillette. We attach this (and two other

articles by Gillette discussed subsequently) as an integral part of

these comments.

Resnikoff notes that GESMO underestimates the cost of repro-

cessing by a factor of three, citing the testimony of Ms. Kathleen

Black in the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant construction permit hearings.
1 0

As Resnikoff notes, this estimate cannot be taken lightly since

Ms. Black is a member of the AEC staff, and helped prepare the DRAFT

GESMO.

The safety record at NFS at West Valley, Kerr McGee at Crescent,

and NU;4EC at Apollo, are discussed more fully by Robert Gillette

in the attached Science article, "Plutonium (I): Questions of Health

in a New Industry." Gillette reports:

"The safety record compiled by the three main commercial
processors [NFS (West Valley), Kerr McGee, and NUMEC] is
subject to differing interpretations, but from a review
of inspection reports made public by the AEC, it is hard
to see that any of them is quite in command of the technology.

The record reveals a dismal repetition of leaks in glove
boxes; of inoperative radiation monitors; of employees who
failed to follow instructions; of managers accused by the
AEC of ineptness and failing to provide safety supervision
or training to employees; of numerous violations of federal
regulations and license requirements; of plutonium spills
tracked through corridors, and, in half a dozen cases, be-
yond plant boundaries to automobiles, homes, at least one
restaurant, and in one instance to a county sheriff's office
in New York. "11

9/ Gillette, Robert, "'Transient' Nuclear Workers: A Special Case
for Standards," Science 186 (11 October 1974).

10/ Black, Kathleen, "U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Barnwell Nuclear
Fuel Plant, Docket No. 50-332: Supplemental Testimony Related to
the Net Value of Uranium and Plutonium Recovered by Reprocessing,"
(1974).

Li_ Gillette, Robert, "Plutonium (I) : Questions of Health in a New
Industry," Science 185 (20 September 1974), pp. 10,29-1030.

The reader is referred to pages 1031-1032 of the attached article for

a compilation of exposure incidents based on interviews and on in-

spection and investigative reports made public by the AEC.

It appears that the authors of DRAFT GESMO are totally un-

familiar with the record at these facilities, particularly as it

pertains to health and safety practices. For example, the DRAFT

GESMO states, "The probability of a major fire in a plutonium

facility is small,'.12 yet'Gulf United's Plutonium Facility at

Pawling, New York, was permanently closed following a chemical

explosion, a fire and a second explosion on December 21, 1972. This

accident resulted in extensive plutonium contamination within the

facility, a breach in the exhaust system in the plutonium handling

room area, and the release of an undetermined quantity of plutonium

from the building through blown out windows. According to Gulf

United's analysis of the accident,

"At the time of the explosion, one employee was
standing directly. in front of a large window in the north
wall of the facility. He observed that the window was
intact when he left the building. It was subsequently
found that every pane in this window had been blown out
or broken, which suggests that a second explosion took
place, presumably when all of the employees were at the
remote assembly building 0.9 mile away, and the plutonium
facility itself was unattended.. It is evident that a
fire followed the initial explosion and it is plausible
that this fire caused one of the bottles of flammable
solvent to gradually heat up and rupture, dispersing its
contents in air to form another explosive mixture. That
no one heard a second explosion is understandable if it
occurred when all of the personnel were in the remote
assembly building."13

12/ DRAFT GESMO, op. cit., Volume 3, Chapter IV, p. IV D-39.

13/ Gulf United Nuclear Fuels Corporation, "Report of Incident at
Gulf United's Plutonium Facility at Pawling, New York," Elmsford,
New York (January 19, 1973), p. 11.
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The DRAFT GESMO implies that such fires should be rare, and in

any case small, because the licensees follow AEC Regulations,

proported to be adequate. For e~xample, the AEC states in DRAFT

GESMO,

"Regulatory Guide 3.6 presents methods acceptable to the
Regulatory staff for a fire protection program which
should prevent, detect, extinguish, limit, or control
fires and explosions and their concomitant hazards and dam-
aging effects. Licensees must operate within these or equiv-
alent constraints. Under these conditions, the probability
of having a fire of the magnitude considered in this state-
ment is considered highly unlikely. "14 (emphasis added)

This statement could not be further from the truth, since licensees

are notorious for failing to follow regulations. For example,

following the explosions and fire at Gulf United's facility, AEC

inspections at this facility between December 21, 1972 and October

31, 1973 identified the following violations and safety items:

"A. Violations

1. Failure to continuously evaluate the stack effluent."15

[Gulf United failed to make such surveys as were necessary

to assure compliance with 10 CFR 20.106, "Concentrations in

effluents to unrestricted areas."]

B. Safety Items

"Accepted radiological and nuclear safety practices
dictate that: (1) procedures, facilities, and equip-
ment are adequate for effective control during emer-
gencies: and (2) that emergency drills be routinely
conducted.

a. Contrary to the above, your [Gulf United's]
emergency alarm signal system was inadequate
in that the alarm was not audible to all persons
at the main site location.

b. Contrary to the above, your [Gulf United's)
Emergency Policy and Procedures were not main-
tained by the current emergency call list ...

c. Contrary to the above, and as prescribed in your
[Gulf United's] Emergency Policy and Procedures,
no annual emergency training drill was conducted
in 1972, and the formal training program for
personnel was not scheduled.

d. Contrary to the above, your [Gulf United's]
remote assembly building was inadequate for per-
sonnel decontamination in that drain water from
shower and wash facilities could not be collected
and analyzed prior to release.

e. Contrary to the above, your [Gulf United's]
procedures did not provide that proper survey
instruments accompany injured contaminated
personnel when referred for medical treatment.'"16

A subsequent AEC inspection in June, 1973, during cleanup

operations identified the following additional violations:

1. Failure to have waste drums properly stored inside
building. The drums of unrecoverable waste were stored
outside of any builidngs...

2. Failure to. have a contamination survey station at the
exit of the Plutonium Laboratory and to require per-
sonnel to perform surveys prior to leaving the contam-
ination zone ....

3. Failure to either provide a criticality monitoring
device for material stored in the Plutonium Laboratory
vault or to analyze whether or not a criticality moni-
toring device located about 15 feet away with about
3 feet of intervening concrete would provide the re-
quired radiation detection."17

16/ Letter from James P. O'Reilly, Directer, U.S. AEC Directorate
of Regulatory Operations, Region I, to Gulf United Nuclear Fuels
Corporation in reference to Docket No. 70-903, dated May 17, 1973,Enclosure No. 2, Description of Safety Items.

17/ U.S. AEC, Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region I.
'-Inspection Report No.: 70-903/73-02," routine-unannounced inspection
conducted by Mr. Kinney on June 28-29, 1973 of activities authorized
by AEC License No. 871 at "Licensee: Gulf United Nuclear Fuels
Corporation, Grassland Road, Elmsford, New York," Docket No. 70-903.

14/ DRAFT GESMO, op cit., Volume 3, Chapter IV, p. IV D-39,

15/ U.S. AEC, Directorate of Regulatory Operations, Region I.
"ITnspection Report No.: 70-903/72-02," special inspection conducted
by Mr. Lorenz on December 21, 22, 26, 27 and 29, 1972 of activities
authorized by AEC License No. SNII-871 at "Licensee: Gulf United
Nuclear Fuels Corporation, Grasslands Road, Elmsford, New York,"
Docket No. 70-903.
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Gulf United is not unique in its failure to follow regulations.

NUMEC was recently fined $13,720 for a sixteen count violation of

AEC regulations ranging from failing to follow radiation monitoring

to failure to comply with certain safeguards requirements.
1 8 

One

of these pertained to the failure to install an adequate fire alarm

system, and another pertained to the storage of flammable materials

in a glove box. Similarly, NFS Erwin facility was recently cited

for five licensing violations all related to health and safety.
1 9

These cases represent a small sample of the total AEC licensing

violations, and the cases where fines have been levied, such as NUMEC,

are rare. On August 25, 1974, the New York Times reported,

"For the year ending June 30, for example, commission
inspectors found a total of 3,333 violations in 1,288 of the
3,047 installations they examined.

According to the commission's own definition, 98 of these
charges were considered to be the most serious of three cate-
gories of violation. By this definition, they posed a
health threat in that they caused or were likely to cause
radiation exposures to employees or the public in excess
of permitted limits, involved the release of radioactive
materials in the environment beyond permitted limits or were
a security threat.

During the year, however, the commission imposed punish-
ments on only eight occasions. It revoked the license of
two small companies and levied civil penalties against six
others totaling $37,000."

The same article quotes Anthony Mazzocchi, legislative director for

the Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers,

"The fact that the A.E.C. finds violations in one-third
of the installations it inspects is clear evidence the
regulations do not work,"

18/ AEC News Releases, Vol. V (August 14, 1974), p. 4.

19/ Letter from N.C. Moseley, Director, U.S. AEC Directorate of Reg-
ulatory Operations, Region II to Mr. William Manser, Jr., Plant Mana-
ger, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee (18 October 1974),
Re: "RO:II:FJL 70-143/74-01."

Mazzocchi also noted that,

"he was aware of a number of -.ituations where inspectors
had found repeated violations but had taken no action.

He cited Nuclear Fuel Services of Erwin, Tenn., where he
said there had been at least 15 separate incidents since
1969 in which more than 50 workers had been exposed to
radiation above permissible limits. Despite these repeated
incidents a commission spokesman confirmed Mr. Mazzochi's
statement that the agency had never suspended or revoked or
otherwise penalized Nuclear Fuel Services."

Finally, we note that the violations cited by the AEC probably

represent a small sample of the total. For example, the violations

at the NFS Erwin facility, noted above, were discovered only after

production workers requested a meeting (held August 13, 1974) with

AEC to complain about unsafe working conditions at that facility,

and we would hasten to add that NFS is not unique in this respect.

A second example of the misrepresentation in the DRAFT GESMO

of current practices at fuel fabrication facilities is the following

discussion:

"An explosion in a mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant can
occur at the sintering furnace, at the clean scrap reduc-
tE1ioperation, in the dirty scrap recycle operation, or
at locations where combustible material may be located.

Sintering furnaces and the clean scrap reduction operations
used hydrogen diluted with an inert gas. The hydrogen
is mixed with the diluent gas outside of the building.
Several sets of redundant controls are installed on the
gas supply to prevent gases with high concentrations of
hydrogen from entering the building.

The dirty scrap process uses a solvent, generally kerosene,
that does not present a major explosive hazard. The use
of solvents in processenclosures is limited.

The consequences of an explosion are similar to those of
a fire. The amount of plutonium reachinqand passing
throuoh the filters is estimated to he the same as that
in the fire (see above), and has the same offsite effects."'2
(emphasis added).

20/ DRAFT GESMO, op. cit., Volume 3, Chapter IV, p. IV D-40.
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Production workers from Nuclear Fuel Services facility in

Erwin, Tennessee, meeting with AEC inspectors on August 13, 1974,

reported that the NFS scrap recovery operation was conducted in a

building with 5 "barn" doors which remained open during scrap

recovery operations, the building being ventilated directly through

these doors with the aid of large fans (no filters). One of the

NFS Erwin licensing violations noted above pertained to excessive

contamination in the scrap recovery building.
2 1 

While this was a

U02 scrap recovery operation -- no Pu02 had been processed within

the past year -- it exemplifies the differences between the real

world and the theoretical operations of the DRAFT GESMO model

facilities.

5. Ignoring the enhanced health risk of plutonium hot

particles -- Among the most serious failings of the DRAFT GESMO is

the fact that the health consequences of plutonium recycle using the

hot particle risk estimate are not presented. We have provided

under separate cover comments on the DRAFT GESMO related to the hot

particle discussion.
2 2 

Subsequent to the submission of our comments

on the hot particle discussion in DRAFT GESMO, the AEC has released

a white paper, "A Radiobiological Assessment of the Spatial Dis-

tribution of Radiation Dose from Inhaled Plutonium," [WASH-1320]

by W. J. Bair, C. R. Richmond, and B. W. Wachholz. NRDC has in pre-

paration a critique of this report which will be available by

mid-November. If the AEC intends to use WASH-1320 in preparation of

the FINAL GESMO, we request that our critique of WASH-1320 be an

integral part of our comments.

Westinghouse's Environmental Report on its Recycle Fuel Facility

(the facility on which the GESRO model mixed oxide fabrication piant

is based) provides estimates of the airborne particle size distribu-

tions both before and after filtration by HEPA filters at this

proposed facility. These distributions are dominated by hot particles.

Unless the AEC is implying a commitment to promulgate regula-

tions which are consistent with the assumption in DRAFT GESMO and

which are applicable to hot particles, the'health effect from normal

and accidental releases from facilities processing spent fuel and

fabricating mixed oxide fuel are indeterminate. They could be more

than 10,000 times the estimated health effects associated with pluton-

ium in DRAFT GESMO.
2 3

6. Inadequate assessment of safeguards problem -- The treat-

ment of the safeguards problem in the DRAFT GESMO is grossly inade-

quate on several counts.
2 3

a First, the societal risk is not mean-

ingfully explained. The nature and magnitude of the threat posed

by terrorist and black marketeers is not described. For example,

one searches in the DRAFT GESMO for an elaboration of, and comment

on, the "Rosenbaum Report's" conclusion that the terrorist threat

has "changed rapidly for the worse." Does the AEC staff agree with

this assessment of its own consultants, or is it a responsible

23/ See discussion, pp. 5-7 of "NRDC Comments on WASH-1535, Re:
Plutonium Toxicity," Submitted to the AEC February, 1974 by the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Washington, D. C.

23a/ Additional comments of safeguards issues and their treatment in

DRAFT GESMO are to be found in the NRDC report, "The Plutonium Decision,:'
op. cit.

21/ Letter from N.C. Moseley, Director, U.S. AEC Directorate of Reg-
ulatory Operations, Region II to Mr. William Manser, Jr., Plant Mana-
ger, Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., Erwin, Tennessee (11 October 1974),
Re: "RO:II:FJL 70-143/74-01."

22/ Tamplin, A.R. and Thomas B. Cochran, "NRDC Comments on WASH-1327
DRAFT Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuels
[GESMOY Re: The Hot Particle Discussion in Volume 3, Chapter IV,
Section J.1. and Section J, Appendix D, Pages IV J-7, IV J(D)-l to 41."
Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D. C. (September 1974).
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opposing view? What are the factors making the tarrorist threat

increasingly real and potent? Is thlis threat likely to get worse

in the future? Another dimension of the societal risk is the con-

sequences of acts of nuclear malevolence or of the development of

a plutonium black market. A brief discussion of this critical issue

is tucked sway in Chapter V, but no where is the public really pre-

sented with the facts of what might be in store for it if the AEC's

untested proposals do not work. Second, the DRAFT GESMO consistently

underestimates the difficulty of developing effective safeguards,

of securing their adoption and of ensuring their effective implemen-

tation both now and into the indefinite future. much of the data

and many of the considerations relevant to these points -- little

of which is discussed in the DRAFT GESMO -- are set out in the

accompanying report, "The Plutonium Decision: A Report on the Risks

of Plutonium Recycle." A third topic which is not addressed in the

DRAFT GESMO is the socio-political impact of effective safeguards,

e~. their effect on personal privacy and civil liberties. These

issues a~re likewise discussed in "The Plutonium Decision." in light

of all of these considerations, it is imperative for the AEC staff

in responding to these and other comments (1) to state with clarity

and precision exactly what additional safeguard measures it considers

essential. and what, level of protection such safeguards would provide

to the public and (2) to recommend that plutonium recycle not proceed

until such measures are adopted and put into effect. Any other res-

ponse by the staff would be irresponsible in light of the gravity

of the problem and the mandate of the AEC.

Detailed Comments

Volume 1 -- Summary and Conclusions

The Summary and Conclusions sections of the DRAFT GESMD are

even more biased, monolithic and unresponsive to the facts than

the statement as a whole. Since these sections will be the most

widely read portions of the statement, they must include a discus-

sion of responsible opposing views in each section and subsection.

Also, the summary sections must meet the same standards of candor

and objectivity required for the overall statement and must accur-

ately reflect the underlying statement. They cannot be the place

where the ABC edits out unflattering observations and unpleasant

facts in order to present a carefully edited picture of plutonium

recycle to the public.

Volume 3 -- Chapter IV

Section A -- Summary

As noted previously data are provided for the year 1990 only.

Data for other years (e~., 1980 and 1985) should elso be provided

either here or somewhere else in the, report. The figures and tables

in the Summary should be cross-referenced with figures, tables and

discussion in other parts of the report so the reader can easily figure

out how and where the data were obtained, and what assumptions were

made. For example, the reader does not know where the data in Table

IV A-5 (p. IV A-9) comes from, what assumptions were made, etc.,

without reading the entire report and then trying to figure out what

data in other tables were summarized to get these figures.

2.b Fuel Cycle Facilities (pp. IV A-10, 11)

It is stated,
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"The history of the fuel cycle operations to date indicates
that accidents in fuel cycle i-acilities that could result in
significant effects on the olfsite environment are highly
improbable. This record of the commercial nuclear fuel
cycle industry has been accomplished by the consideration of
safety as a controlling factor in all its functions."24

This is pure bunkum which is unsupported by the history of plutonium

facilities, licensed or AEC-owned. The DRAFT GESMO fails to mention,

much less discuss the GULF-United facility at Pawling, New York, which

as noted earlier was closed permanently following a severe explosion.

The AEC's plutonium weapons facility at Rocky Flats was the

site of one of the most costly industrial fires in history. It has

been reported that there were 70 small fires in 1969 and 35 in 1970.25

While this facility works with pyrophoric plutonium metal as opposed

to Pu02 it would be interesting to know how many of these fires could

similarly occur in commercial mixed oxide plants.

Also, the leakage of plutonium from contaminated oil at the

Rocky Flats site led to an uncontrolled source of plutonium which

was some orders of magnitude larger than the integrated effluent

loss during the 17 years of plant operation. Clearly this type of

off-site release is not unique to the weapons facility. In fact,'

as noted previously, Gulf-United's plutonium facility at Pawling,

New York, was cited for storing contaminated waste outside any

building in violation of its license.

Section B -- Introduction

l.a The LwR Industry -- U02 Fuel Only (p. IV B-2)

The LWR uranium fuel cycle (Figure IV B-1) is defined to include

fuel reprocessing and plutonium storage. There are presently no

24/ DRAFT GESMO, op. cit., Volume 3, Chapter IV, pp. IV A-10,
IV A-12, and again on IV B-12.

25/ Shapley, Deborah, "Rocky Flats: Credibility Gap Widens on Plu-
tonium Plant Safety, Science 174 (November 1971), pp. 569-571.

commercial fuel reprocessing plants operating or licensed and none

are required under alternative (6) or alternative (2) until some

undetermined future date. GESMO should give equal billing to these

other alternatives here and in the sumrdaries and of course equal

billing to the additional alternatives we propose (deferral of re-

cycle for 2, 4 . . . 10 years).

2.a MOX Loading of Reference Reactor (p. IV B-7)

DRAFT GESMO assumes here and elsewhere that the reference

reactor uses a MOX loading corresponding to 115% of the Self Generating

Reactor (SGR). However on p. IV C-59 it is stated, ". . . there is

some doubt that 100% plutonium as a fissile fuel (no enriched

uranium rods) will ever be proposed for a LWR," and on p. IV C-2,

"It is believed that by the time the performance character-
istics for plutonium utilization in LWR's, in quantities
greater than 1.15 SGR values have been determined to be
acceptable, sufficient fuel and core performance data as well
as plutonium recovery and fabrication experience will be
available from LWR's that recycle plutonium at less than
1.15 SGR values and the choice of a full plutonium LWR or
other intermediate loading'may then be optional."

The implication here is that MOX loading s somewhat greater than 1.15

SGR can be- expected but are presently unacceptable. Since the AEC

has not promulgated standards restricting reactor loadings to 115%

SGR even temporarily GESMO should discuss fully the safety and

environmental implications of fuel management concepts up to and

including 100% plutonium as fissile fuel in a reactor.

3. Effect of Pu Utilization

3.a Summary (p. IV C-28)

The following statement appears:

"The inhomogeneity of fissile material in physically
blended mixed-oxide fuel pellets can be controlled in
fabrication such that the materials behavior approximates
the homogeneous case."
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GESMO should discuss fully the quality control measures to

assure this inhomogeneity, their effectiveness, and the safety and

environmental implications if the required homogeneity is not met,

i.e., if a large number of fuel rods contain a large number of Pu02

particles greater than 500 u diameter (see discussion pp. IV C-43 to

IV C-47).

3.b MOX Fuel Fabricating Plant (p. IV B-8)

The DRAFT GESMO should discuss fully the environmental

and safety implications of present day scrap recovery processes,

particularly the operation at the NFS facility in Erwin, Tennessee.

Section C The Light Water Reactor with Plutonium Recycle

Summary

General (p. IV C-2)

See discussion of B 2a (p. IV B-7 above)

3.b LWR Plutonium Irradiation Experience (p. IV C-29)

To what extent can and does the U.S. AEC have control

over U.S. manufacturers experimenting with recycled plutonium in foreign

reactors, e.g., General Electric's large reload program in the

Garigliano reactor in Italy?

Control Rod Worth and Control Requirements (p. IV C-32)

The following statements appear:

"If too large a fraction of the core contains mixed oxides,
this flexibility is lost and substantially more control rods
may be required to provide the necessary control and safety
margins."

and

"In BWR's, the loss of control-rod worth is avoided by locating
U02 fuel pins adjacent to the control-rod locations and
placing the mixed oxide fuel rods in islands in the interior
of fuel assemblies, away from the control rods."

and

"Assuming that the fraction of mixed oxide fuel rods in the
core is small enough to alloa,; good fuel management . . ."

It is clear that reactor control can be significantly affected by.

MOX concentrations greater than 115% SGR assumed in the DRAFT GESMO.

This is a clear example of the need to discuss fully the safety and

environmental implications of fuel management concepts up to and

including 100% plutonium as fissile fuel in the reactor.

c. Behavior of Plutonium-Fueled LWR's

Transients and Accidents (p. IV C-55)

This discussion is woefully inadequate. Presumably it is

relevant to MOX loading 115% SGR, or less.

It is stated,

"The PWR steam-break accident may require more control
rods or a higher boron-injection rate, but careful fuel
management will minimize these requirements. The rod-ejection
accident may be more or less severe, depending on the core
design."

These accidents and their consequences should be discussed fully.

What, for example, happens if fuel management is not careful; if

several MOX rods are misplaced?

5. Radioactive Releases (pp. IV C-72 to IV C-122)

The comparative assessments of public exposure due to routine

and accidental releases of radioactive releases from U-fuel and

115% SGR MOX fueled reactors are based on source terms which in

turn are based on fission product inventories (and corrosive pro-

ducts, etc.) and release fractions. It is assumed implicitly that

the accident frequencies and routine leakages rates are the'same

for both reactor fuels. But it is clear from previous discussions

that MOX fueled reactors require a higher degree of quality control
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both at the fuel fabrication plant (to insure homogeniety of MOX

fuel and proper fuel management) and at the reactor (to insure proper

fuel management). This could inhance considerably the level of routine

and accidental releases from MOX fueled reactors. We are at a loss

to understand why the AEC does not include this consideration when

comparing exposures -- public and occupational -- for the two

types of fuel, since this factor could more than off-set any

apparent differences due to inventories of radioactivity in the

reactor.

Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication (p. IV D)

NRDC's principal criticisms of this section have been covered

earlier in the discussion of critical deficiencies, particularly

deficiencies (4) and (5).

Figure IV D-3 (p. IV D-14)

In view of the NFS-Erwin operation, it is erroneous to assume

that radioactive gaseous effluents from the recycle scrap recovery

operation are controlled by HEPA filters.

2. Commercial Scale Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Plant

a Model Plant (p. IV D-17)

The model plant is assumed to be "located on a 1000-acre

site in a rural location." The Exxon Nuclear facility is located in

the heart of downtown Richland, Washington. It is certainly not

conservative to assume the model plant is remotely located.

(p. IV D-20) The radioactive gaseous effluents from the model

plant assume the HEPA filters are reliable, yet we believe a careful

review of AEC inspection reports would reveal discovery of breaches

in the air filter systems, 2 6 
and failures to monitor the pressure

differential across filters as frequently as required in the facility

license.27

It is stated, "The CSMOFFP is designed and operated to minimize

the probability of accidents." The facility is not operating, and

if this statement were true with regard to the design, it could not

operate economically.

(1) Radiological Effluents from CSMOFFP, Table IV D-6 (p. IV D-28)

The concentration for an alpha-emitter in stack for LASL should

read "0.5 X 10-14. The FINAL GESMO should present data for all

facilities, including NFS-Erwin, Exxon and DOW-Rocky Flats, for

each year of operation. Where data is not available an explanation

should be given, for example, with respect to the total release from

NUMEC. There is no excuse for that information not being available.

This table should also present data on the yearly plutonium through-

put. The DRAFT GESMO referenced the LASL data presented in "Plutonium

Information meeting Transcript," 2 8 
but fails to note the observation

on page 66 of the Transcript, that when the facility (Building 12)

was torn down, the discharge was 2.9 X 10-12 pCi/ml, or a total of

1400 uCi(x) which is 100 times the reported annual release.

4. Environmental Impact of Plant Operation (p. IV D-32)

These calculations neglect the hot particle effect as we have

previously discussed.

26/ Gulf United Nuclear Fuels Corpora'tion, "Report of Incident at
G--ulf United's Plutonium Facility at Pawling, New York," Elmsford,
New York (January 19, 1973), p. 4.

27/ U.S. AEC, Directorate of Regulatory Operations, RegionI. "Inspec-
tion Report No.: 70-364/73-01," routine, unannounced inspection con-
ducted by W.W. Kinney on March 7-9, 1973 of activities authorized by
AEC License No. SNM-414 at NUMEC, Docket No. 70-364, p. 5.

28/ U.S. AEC, Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards,
Pl•utonium Information Meeting, Los Alamos, New Mexico (January 4,
1974).
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5. Accidents (p. IV D-36)

This discussion is contrary to the record of the industry as

previously discussed.

Section E Reprocessing Operations

Summary

General (p. IV E-2)

This discussion begins with the erroneous statement,

"The introduction of plutonium recycle in LWR's does not
affect the total amount of fuel reprocessing required."

The point is, without plutonium recycle, reprocessing is not a neces-

sary option. The discussion throughout this section is based on the

biased assumption that the alternative to plutonium recycle is repro-

cessing and storage of plutonium.

1. The Irradiated Fuel Reprocessing Industry (p. IV E-5 to E-9)

All references to General Electric's Midwest Fuel Recovery

Plant should be revised to reflect the debacle that this facility

represents. Also, it is not at all clear that NFS at West Valley

will resume operation. We understand that Getty Oil, which owns

the facility, would like to unload it, but are unable to find a

buyer. Finally, we doubt anyone realistically believes the Barnwell

facility will be reprocessing 1500 MTU in 1976. Projections of fuel

reprocessing through-put in the near term (See Table IV E-3 on p. IV

E-6) need to be revised to reflect the realities of the present fuel

reprocessing industry.

(a) Particulate Removal (pp. IV E-14 to E-15). See Detailed

Comments with reference to page IV D-20 pertaining to HEPA filters.

What were the particulate release fractions at the NFS-West Valley

plant when it was operating? How do these compare with the values

assumed for the model facility?

(b) Krypton 85 Removal (p. IV E-15). What are EPA's views on

the feasibility, and implementation schedule for Kr-85 removal at

fuel reprocessing plants? Why wasn't EPA's schedule used for the

model plant? Who has final authority on setting Kr-85 release

standards for the uranium and plutonium fuel cycles -- EPA or AEC?

(d) Ruthenium Removal (p. IV E-16). See page 6 of Dr. Resnikoff's

comment on WASH-1327 [GESMO].

Iodine Removal (Table IV E-9 and E-10) and Worker Exposure.

See pages 7 and 10 of Dr. Resnikoff's comments on WASH-1327 [GESMO].

Transuranium Isotopes (Table IV E-9 and E-10). Hot particle

considerations have been ignored as previously discussed.

e. Accidents (pp. IV E-26 to E-34). Here again, hot particle

considerations have been ignored.

One class of accidents that have been ignored are those which

are human deliberate. The following discussion by Professor

Donald Geesaman, while directed at reactor accidents, is equally

applicable to the fuel reprocessing plant.

"A major reactor accident, i.e., one that is not
included in the design basis envelope, can derive from
various sources. One such source is the random, but
sequential, failure of engineered components in a way
that the sufficient conditions for .a major accident
mode are satisfied. Redundancy, quality control and
engineered safeguards can, in principle, make the
incidence of such accidents arbitrarily small.

"Another possible source of major accident is tech-
nological oversight. Using the aerospace industry as
an analogous industry that is based on a high technology
and carries an obvious residium of risk, then examples
of technological oversight are the material fatigue
history of the Comet I, and the airfoil instabilities
of the early Electras. Comparable oversights in nuclear
technology may result in major reactor accidents.
Technological remedy should avoid repetition.

"A third source class is defined by accidents
derived from human error of an operational nature.
Again drawing on the aircraft analogy, the occasional
accidents caused by pilot error would be of this type.
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Such accidents are presumably a possibility in nuclear
industry, but again, in principle, training, engineered
safeguards and redundancy may make the possibility
vanishingly small.

"Fourth are the act of God class of accidents.
Crashes due to violent weather, or accountable to for-
eign objects striking the jet intake of pilot's glass
shield, are examples from the aircraft industry. Earth-
quakes or meteors could be of sufficient physical mag-
nitude to cause a major accident at a nuclear reactor.
The likelihood is or can be made small.

"I have somewhat arbitrarily indicated that the
incidence for all four of these source classes of
accident can be made small. This judgment is made
relative to a fifth class of accidents which are
human deliberate. The previously described sources of
major accidents ignore the primary causal agent for
technological events in contemporary society. That agent
is rational man. Human intelligence has become the whole
thrust of evolution, and most of life is subjugated to
it. Things occur on earth usually because men have willed
it. Thousands of aircraft crashes have occurred and they
have mostly occurred as a result of deliberate human
efforts directed to that end. Over a thousand high
technology aircraft were destroyed ever Vietnam more than
would probably be lost due to other accident sources in
hundreds of years of commercial aviation. This ob-
vious class of hazards is generally ignored, though
politically motivated international hijackings, crank of
kidnap domestic hijackings, and rare insurance motivated
air disasters, have drawn subliminal attention to the
inherent frailty of a technology that puts hundreds of
people in a cylinder of aluminum moving at 600 mph some
seven miles up in the air. Are the aircraft systems
stable against pilot incapacitation, small disruptive
fires, or even high altitude decompression? Fortunately
the size and nature, of the population aboard a single
aircraft makes destructive intervention politically
unattractive. Nor is there substantial economic motivation.
These fortuitous circumstances do far more to protect
against aircraft disaster, than all the luggage scanning
and human surveillance combined.

"Reactor accidents will happen when men want them
to happen. The Second Law of Thermodynamics ia almost
an elegant way of stating that it is easier to destroy
something than it is to construct it. Sabotaging a
reactor is necessarily a minor technological task compared
to building one. There is a tec 'hnelegy of disordering
order.. It ia a low technology and it cannot be ignored.

"The argument can be carried to an extreme without
sacrificing meaning . Automobiles happen in our natural
world, but they don't happen in a random natural way.
They happen in an ordered natural way mediated by human

intelligence.. Compute the probability of the appro-
priate proportions of iron, copper, aluminum, carbon, etc.
assembling themselves by random process into a functional
motor vehicle. It is an unlikely event, much as it-'is
.an unlikely event that fluctuations in the random motions
of sir molecules will break a window or lift a table.
Automobiles happen, but they happen through human inter-
vention, and similarly for reactors. if the human factor
is neglected from hazard considerations, then one can-
infer not only that there will be very few accidents,
but in fact, no accidents at all since it can equally
well be argued on this basis that there will be no
reactors available to have accidents.

"How does the above relate to the AEC's stated objective
for reactor safety? For this objective there must be
some accompanying aerospace ritual in which conditional
probabilities are multiplied to obtain the probability
of a possible failure mode, and a sum done over such
failure modes. This may lead to a crude representation
of the first four sources of major accident, which may
in turn provoke technological, economic and social res-
ponse that will bring the real incidence into compliance
with the objective, or will modify the objective itself.
It is not the intention here to approve or to criticize
that ritual. The point is that the fifth source of
accidents will net and cannot be included there, and
in the process the baby goes out with the bathwater.

"Reality is mere inclusive than the wet dreams of
the systems analysts. There are Klaus Fuchs and Lee
Harvey Oswald. There are heroin thefts at the New
York Police Department and gambling hanky-panky in the
highest echelons of AEC security personnel. There are
Huston plans and White House plumbers; Argentinian kid-
nappings and Chilean coups. There are the angry sectarian
confrontations by the Spanish Basgues and the Canadian
Separatists and the I.R.A. There is terrorist violence
at Khartoum and Munich and Tel Aviv; the attack an
Princess Anne and the Hearst Kidnapping. There are
resurgent nationalism and alienated minorities, the
hopeless, the peer, the vicious, the pathological, and
most important of all, the brilliant, for raw human
intelligence spreads across all human classifications;
and 'where there's a will there's a way.' So when the
nuclear kilowatts start humming in the electric blankets,
and night is at the window, only a society of blind
eyed energy addicts will find comfort in the remote
numerate of conditional probabilities. '20

29/ Geesaman, Donald P., "Comments on the Draft Environmental
Impact Statement Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program
(WASHI-1535)," School of Public Affairs, Univ. of Minnesota, Min-
neapolis, Minnesota (24 April 1974) , pp. 2-5.
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To appreciate the possible consequences of a deliberate

terrorist attack on a fuel reprocu.;sing plant we attach as

Appendix D the testimony of Dr. John Gofman, presented

before the South Carolina State Legislature. One of the calculations

that Dr. Gofman presented was the fallout from a radioactive cloud

representing 1% of the Barnwell high level radioactive waste inven-

tory following the explosion at the Barnwell facility of a 5 to 20

kilowatt fission weapon. Gofman estimated . . .

"Fresh agricultural produce from this region of
144,000 square miles would be obviously unsalable. While,
after a period of months, the milk level will be much re-
duced, the agricultural produce from the region would be
unacceptable for many years, because of radioactivity
acquired in the produce via the soil-root pathway (much,
much less active than the early milk, but unacceptable).

"It is important to have a good idea of what 144,000
square miles of agricultural land being rendered unusable
really means. For the wind direction considered, this
would mean rendering unusable for agriculture the following:

Approx. 1/10 of South Carolina
plus approx. 1/10 of North Carolina
plus approx. 1/5 of Virginia
plus most . of West Virginia
plus approx. 1/6 of Ohio
plus more than 1/2 of Pennsylvania
plus approx. 1/4 of New York State
plus a significant part of Ontario province in Canada.

"This represents a miminum tabulation, for fallout
rendering agricultural land unusable will still be occurring
beyond 48 hours, and hence encompassing more of Ontario
province, Quebec and much more of New York State.

"The economic costs alone will undoubtedly be in the
multi-billion dollar category, not to mention indignation,
rage, fear, and dislocation." 30

If one considered a-plant located in another portion of the

country, similar results could be anticipated. In fact, wind tra-

jectories for other locations would be more compatible with the

30/ Gofman, John W., M.D., Ph.D., Some Imoortant Unexamined Questions
C--oncerning The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing Plant, Testimony
before the Nuclear Study Committee of The Legislature of the State of
South Carolina, Colombia, South Carolina (January 7, 1972).

prospects of contaminating the area discussed by Gofman. By the

year 2020, some 25 reprocessing plants of the size discussed by

Gofman may be in existence.

In NRDC's Comments on WASF-1535, "Socio-Political Impacts,"

we noted,

"If a nominal yield nuclear bomb (5-20kt) were ex-
ploded at the Barnwell facility and thereby injected 1%
of the inventory (assuming ten years storage) into the
atmosphere, this would be equivalent to the Cs

1 3 7 
and

Sr
9 0 

in the fallout from all previous atmospheric nuclear
weapons test (22 megacuries of Cs 1 3 7 

and 15 megacuries
of Sr

9 0
). The population dosage would therefore be simi-

lar to that from weapons test fallout. Table 2 presents
these dosages to some 2 billion people in the north
temperate latitude resulting from Cs

1 3 7 
and Sr

9 0
. The

shorter half-lived material would be expected to add some
10% to these dosages but we shall not use it here.

"The gonad dose in Table 2 is also the whole body
dose. Considering this is the average dose to 2 x l0N
persons, it implies a population dose (whole body or
gonad) of 170 x l06 man rem. Using the data from the
BEIR Report* on the somatic and genetic effects of
radiation, we obtain the following health effects:

15,000 to 75,000 cancer deaths from Cs
1 3 7

5,000 bone cancers and leukemias from Sr
9 0

10,000 to 250,000 genetic disorders from Cs
1 3 7

•/ NAS-NRC, Report of the Advisory Committee on the Biological
Effects of Ionizing Radiation, The Effects on Populations of Exposure
to Low Levels of Ionizing Radiation, (The BEIR Report), National
Academy of Sciences- National Research Council, Washington, D.C.
20006, Nov. 1972.
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TABLE 2

Fallout Dosage in North American Latitudes

mrads
SOURCE GONADS BONE MARROWTABLE 1

Hard Gamma Ray Contributors Built Up in the Fuel
ReDrocessina Plant Inventory at 5 k 10 vears

Isotope Half-Life

Zr
9 5

Nb
9 5

Ru
1 0 3

Ru
1 0 6

Cs
1 34

Cs
1 3 7

65 days

35 days

40 days

1.0 year

2.1 years

30 years

Megacuries
per ton
daily input

0.3774

0.7127

0.1329

0.7641

0.2031

0.1329

Megacuries Final Equilibrium Inventory
per 5 tons (Megacuries)corrected for
daily input decay at

5 years 10 years

EXTERNAL

Cs
1 3 7

INTERNAL

Sr90

Cs
1 3 7

26
85

26
147

59 59

62

1.887

3.564

0.665

3.821

1.016

0.665

176.2

180.0

38.4

2011.0

1128.8

1165.1*

4700

176.2

180.0

38.4

2071.0

1340.0

2200.0

6000.0

undergoe

Source: UNSCEAR, Ionizing Radiation: Levels and Effects,

Volume I: Levals, A report of the United Nations Scientific

Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation to the General

Assembly, United Nations, New York, 1972.

Total

*The Cs 1 3 7 
inventory has been

while in storage.
corrected for the slight decay it

Since we will require it later, the Sr
9 0 

inventory is expected
to be 91/133 x Cs

1 3 7 
inventory, or (0.68)xCs

1 3 7 
inventory.

In megacuries, this is 792 megacuries of Sr90 at 5 years and
1500 at 10 years.

**We calculated these using Gofman's value at 5 years.
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In considering these numbers, it is important to recall
that only 1% of the inventory was assumed to be injected into
the atmosphere. It is conceivable that the amount released
could be an order of magnitude larger. As a consequence,
the estimate of the health effects could be an order of
magnitude larger as could the effects estimated by Gofman.
And we have not considered here the very sizable early
effects of the local fallout.'"31

As Gofman has said, the consequence could be, "a lot of diplo-

matic leverage for terrorists," and we might add, a militant small

nation.

Section F Supporting Uranium Fuel Cycle

The discussion of availability of domestic uranium resources

and the domestic uranium mining industry should include a discus-

sion of the three uranium studies cited by Nucleonics Week (October

24, 1974, pp. 6-7), namely: (1) EPRI's report, "Uranium Resources

to Meet Long-Term Uranium Requirements;" (2) the Battelle study

headed by John Burnham; and (3) the working paper, "Uranium

Resources in the United States: An Overview," prepared for MIT's

Energy Lab. by Richard Graves.

In connection with the third alternative that NRDC proposed --

delaying plutonium recycle for several years until safeguards and.

plutonium toxicity issues are resolved, we note that many of the

environmental impacts, including those related to uranium produc-

tion, would be essentially unchanged from the immediate plutonium

recycle case. This is because the stored plutonium would be even-

tually recycled at whizh time the environmental costs (and benefits)

3/ Tamplin, A.R., J.G. Speth, and T.B. Cochran, "NRDC Comments on
WASH-1535 Draft Environmental Statement Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor Program Re: Volume III, Section 5.4, Socio-Political Impacts,
pages 5-29 to 5-35," Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington,
D.C. (1974), pp. 11-14.

would be realized. In other words, the net costs (or benefits)

would be those associated with the shift in the time over which

the costs (or benefits) are felt.

Section G Transportation of Radioactive Materials

Since the environmental impacts of transport in nuclear fuel

are of most significance as they relate to the safeguards issue

(discussed in Chapter V), additional comments on this section of

DRAFT GESMO will not be made.

Section H Radioactive Waste Management

The decisions regarding plutonium recycle and high-level radio-

active waste management are inseparable since it is not necessary

to process spent fuel and recover the high-level waste until

plutonium recycle commences. We note that the AEC chose to address

these two issues (plutonium recycle and radioactive waste management)

in separate environmental impact statements (WASH-1327 and WASH-1539,

respectively), and that with the creation of ERDA and NRC these

statements will be completed by separate agencies. Despite the

institutional difficulties, we believe it is imperative that these

two statements be coordinated, cross referenced, and consistent.

NRDC has submitted separately detailed comments on the waste

management environmental impact statemen t (WASH-1539). Hence, we

are not providing extensive comments on this, the waste management

section of DRAFT GESMO. However, we offer the following brief

comments.

(1) The discussion in the Radioactive Waste Management section

is based on the biased assumption that if plutonium recycle is not

approved the spent fuel will be reprocessed, the plutonium stored,
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and the high-level radioactive waste shipped to the RSSF. This is

nowhere more evident than in the first paragraph that begins,

"The impact of plutonium recycle in LWR's on waste
management will be to reduce the quantity of wastes associated
with the uranium feed chain activities . . . by 9 to 11 percent,
and to increase plutonium-contained wastes generated at the
reprocessingplant by 1 to 2 percent, and to generate wastes
from mixed oxide fabrication plants . . . . High-level wastes
resulting from the reprocessing operations will contain larger
quantities of transplutonium elements (americium and curium).
The volumes of these later wastes will not be necessarily
increased, .... " (p. IV H-2)

Equal consideration must be given to other alternatives (storage

of spent fuel with no reprooessing) including deferral of recycle

for 2, 4, . . . 10 years.

Accidents (p. IV H-4)

The discussion here begins with,

"Credible accidents in waste management facilities
are expected to be of very low frequency, and if they occur,
to have little environmental effect."

We take strong issue with this statement. As noted earlier (PP. 32

to 35) in NRDC's Comments on WASH-1535, "Socio-Political Impacts," we

discussed the effect of a 5 - 10 kt nuclear weapon (delivered by a

national, subnational or terrorist organization) on the waste

storage area of a fuel reprocessing plant. This was followed by

the following discussion of the effect of a 1 megaton weapon on

the RSSF reference design (water basin concept):

"Moreover, the Cs
1 3 7 

and Sr
9

0 inventory at a repository is
anticipated to be 5 to 10 times larger than that at a repro-
cessing plant. As a result, such an incident at a repository
could produce effects that would be 5 to 10 times greater.
In the extreme, the effects could be 1,000 times greater than
those from the fallout of nuclear weapons tests, i.e., 10 to
250 million genetic disorders and 20 to 80 million cancer
deaths. It would appear that a successful nuclear 'attack
on one of these surface storage facilities could be far worse
than the AEC believes." (p. 14)

Such an unscheduled event falls in Geesaman's fifth class of acci-

dents, those which are human deliberate (See discussion on pp. 28

to 30). These cannot be ignored, there is no basis for assuming

them to be of sufficiently low frequency, and they clearly have an

enormous -- unequaled -- environmental effect.

Chapter VI Probable Adverse Effects Which Cannot be Avoided,

Chapter VII Means for Mitigating Adverse Environmental Effects,

Chapter VIII Alternative Disposition of Plutonium, and

Chapter IX Relationship Between Local, Short-Term Use of Man's

Environment and the Maintenance of Long-Term Productivity

The discussion in these chapters contains a number of previously

identified errors and deficiencies which have been carried over from

other sections of the report, e.g., defining the fuel cycle (without

plutonium recycle) to include fuel reprocessing and plutonium storage,

and the inadequate treatment of plutonium toxicity and safeguards.

These errors and deficiencies should be corrected.

Chapter VIII

Appendik A -- Tables of Environmental Factors

For reasons stated previously, e.g., the reliance on WASH-1248

for uranium fuel cycle data, many of the entries in Table VIII Al

are biased in favor of plutonium recycle and should be corrected.

Chapter XI

Cost Benefit Analysis of Alternative Dispositions of Plutonium

As noted in our discussion of "General Deficiencies" this

cost-benefit analysis is wholly inadequate primarily because

of an erroneous economic data base and because the entire stream

of costs and benefits was not considered. The cost-benefit analysis
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does not meet the requirements of NEPA, or for that matter, the

standards required of utilities by the AEC as set forth in Regu-

latory Guide 4.2. It is imperative that the AEC set forth (in one

place) all the economic assumptions, and sources of data used to

calculate the cost of reprocessing, fabrication, enrichment,

uranium value, etc. It appears that the cost estimates in DRAFT

GESMO are a mixture of old, outdated, estimates, e.g., assuming

reprocessing costs are $30/kg, and some newer estimates, e.g.,

separative work prices. The age of the data base should be pre-

sented wherever possible. For example, is the reprocessing cost

estimate an old mid-1960 estimate escalated to 1974 dollars?

The cost-benefit analysis is almost completely void of sensi-

tivity analyses that would show the effect of changes in the key

cost assumptions.. Predicting whether plutonium recycle is econo-

mically attractive is like predicting the winner of a floating

crap game. The outcome is fairly sensitive to several key cost

assumptions, for example, reprocessing costs, which have changed

dramatically in the last few years and/or which can be expected

to change in the future.

ill, .ýzX A

many preclinical departments, mor-'
student teaching could be done' with-

out seriously detracting from tire other
important activities of the professional

faculty, and that small increments in
rnumbers of teachers can result in large

increments in numbers of students (f31.
While this view does not go unchal-

lcnged. enrollments of upward of 200

students per class are not uncommon in
the United States, now. There are no

reasons to suspect that such numbers
would not be realistic for British

schools.
The fundamental principle of the

Todd commission recommendations is

the "divided" school, with preclinical
leaching in one place, and clinical

teaching in another. This is as Oxford
and Cambridge used to be. The Ox-

bridge schools are now building to the

day when they will be able to provide
all clinical instruction for their students

in their own clinical facilities. With re-

gard to London. the results of my sur-
vey. and the alternative proposals that

have been discussed, would imply that

the Todd commission recommendations
for increased school size make good
long-range planning, but that removal of

the preclinical departanents from prox-

imity to their parent teaching hospitals is

misguided and, in the long run, ruinous

to the preclinical departments.

Finally, the Todd commission recom-
mendations with regard tO London have

relevance to other medical educational
problems in the United States. London
is a great metropolis with 12 medical
schools, and it is the only city in Great

'Britain with more than one medical
school. In the United Slates. there are
many cities with more than one mcd-
eel school and six cities have three

or more. Competition. coinlicts, and
duplication arc incvitahlc in these

situations. tIhe Todd commission rec-
ommendetions on London provide a

model, albeit imperfect, of overall
planning for medical education and.

therefore. for health care, in American
cities with more than one medical
school. While "Todd pairing" has

many opponents, in those instances
where such pairing is already being

put into effect there arc-many evidences
of the pairs gaining mutual benefits,

including the centefing of excellence
in certain clinical disciplines at one

institution or another, and long-range

planning for shared or coordinated

laboratory and teaching services.

Conclusion

In the United States, circumstances
still permit each university to set its

own course und r relatively broad and
generous guidelines. The options for

our facilities are relatively unrestricted
and they can play. important roles in

determining university policy. We need

never reach a stage which many can
label "crisis," if events -are predcter-

imined by appropriate planning. The
survey described herein points to the

need for specific long-range planning

of the future of preclinical departments
in each university. The overall health

c - system is clearly involved in "tlte
p. atms described in Britain. The com-
ivg of a new order of health care in

the United Slates should cause planners

to accelerate their work.
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breathing at the wrong time and place
(see page 1028), with the result that he
inhaled a massive dose of airborne plu-
tonium.

He left the plant in 1968, but much
of the plutoniunm is still inside him.
He remains in apparently robust health,
but he wonders about the future. It
is trie, doctors have told him. that
plutonium is one of the most potent
carcinogens known, at least in animals.
But it is also true, they have pointed
out. than in 30 years no human malig--
nancy or other illness has been tied
to plutonium inhalation. But the doe0
tors aren't sure why, and Martin con,
tinues to worry that the mildly radioac-
tive "hot spots" in his chest and
underneath his sacrum may, in time,
lead to cancer.

" 'What dous this really mean for me.
that's what I want to know," he said
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NPEWS AND COMMENT

Plutonium (I): Questions of
Health in a New Industry

Will Martin is an assembly-line
worker at an automobile plant near
Buffalo, New York. He is a genial and
soft-spoken bachelor of 29, and a
troubled young man. Doctors have told
him that he has little reason for con-
tern, but Martin worries nonetheless

about the possible elfects on his future
health of an tunusual and very modern
kind of industrial accident lie sualfcred
7 years ago.

It happened one September. after-
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noon in 1967 while Martin was em-
ployed at a naclcar fuel reprocessing
plant located in the green rolling hills
Soutth of Buffalo and owned by Nuclear
Fuels Services, Inc.. a subsidiary of the
Getty. Oil Company. The $35 million
plant, which ýis closed down now for
repairs and a major enlargcment,
chemically extracted uranium and by-
prodact pluhtoium front the used fuel
rods of nuclear power reactors. Simply
pat; M;artin%' accident amnted to



in a recent conversation i c living "Will Martin" is a pseudony to little more than 200 out of some
room of his parents' home. Ile an- protect the maoi's privacy, but his ex- 10,000 who have worked with plu-
swers his own question: "I guess t won't periences and his anxieties are real. In tonium-who have accumulated '5
know what's going to happen until it many ways lie iv typical of a small "body burden" greater than radiologicua
happens." but growing number of Americans-a health authorities consider safe or pre-

dent for this metal. It would b, an the fact that detailed medical studies of seems to be that the long-term oceupa-
exaggeration to say that their lives are souse 25 GI's heavily dosed with plu- tional hedlth effects of plutonium
in jeopardy, or, alternatively, that they tonium at Los Alamois during World are still very much a mystery.
have absolutely nothing to worry about. War 11 have revealed non signs of disease It is not a trivial mystery, for a small
Some reassurance can be gleaned front over a period of 30 years. But tie truth commercial plutonium industry now

On Inhaling Plutonium:
It was less of an "accident" in the ordinary sense of as the first shoe covers, then pulled off his hood and

the word than an indiscretion, a momentary lapse of mask and gulped fresh air. As he moved toward the
discipline whose consequcnces thus far have been either radiation monitors, the alarms went off.
nonexistent or too subtle to detect. Someone stepped toward him with an alpha radiation

Martin had gone to work in 1965 at the Nuclear Fuels counter. It buzzed madly near his hair and hands. Plu-
Services reprocessing plant at the age of 19, directly tonium dust was up his nose and down his throat. A
from the Arnmy, and 2 years out of high school. Lacking technician held the microphonealike probe near his
any special skills in nuclear matters, he was designated mouth. Martin exhaled and the instrument's counter
as ain "unlicensed operator" and assigned an assortment swung off scale. Even his breath was radioactive.
of tasks such as decontaminating equipment, helping to Health and safety technicians sped Martin to an emer-
load reclaimed plutonium and uranium for shipment and gency room for decontamination. Several hours later,
storage, and taking samples from the plant's chemical after repeated "nasal douches" with saline water and
process lines. All of these tasks involved a relatively high several shampooings to remove external plutonium dust,
risk of contamination in a plant that was quickly gain- Martin was sent home. No one yet knew how much he
ing a reputation for such accidents, had inhaled and how much was left in hinm, but he re-

On the afternoon of 9 September 1967, Maitin's as- members that someone told him that night to drink
signment was to enter the "Sample Extraction Aisle"- beer--that urination would help remove whatever re-
one of many airtight, concrete corridors in the plant's mained. Martin replied that he didn't drink.
massive, windowless main building-to fill seven glass It was an unsettling experience, but Martin continued
vials with plutonium nitrate for laboratory analysis. The working at the plant as health technicians awaited the
sample area was known to be heavily , . - . results of a urinalysis. A few days after
contaminated front leaks and spills, .l%_ " the incident the results cane back from
and regulations called fnr a cntami . a Buffalo laboratory: ordinarily one
nation suit." Mlore a cocoon thin A "alpha count" per minute from a literrathigovesu and"shorea coveso onthan a '] counts.per minute, indicat insmedgre an in-
suit, it consisted of two pairs of cover- of urine indicated some degree of an-
alls, tiltiple layers of plastic andd 7 I halation; Martin's registered 7800rubber gloves and shoe covers, a cloth. _ • .. tous per minute, indicating an in-

hood, and a heavy rubber "respirator" ) . 'haltion of 40 to 50 tines the nani-
that looked like a gas mask. mum permissible lung burden.

Martin recalls that temperatures in " By now the AEC had begun to look
the sample aisle that day hovered near into the incident, and company doctors
90 degrees. His task took more than ' decided to hospitalize Martin for treat-
an hour. The air that came through the , ments to accelerate his excretion of
face nmask filter was hot and stale and , plutonium. It was to be as alien an
smelled of rubber and sweat. Perspira- experiene for the Bertram Chaffee
tion streanmed down his face and Memorial Hospitul in the small tonal
steaned the window of ehe mask At town of Springville, New York, as it
4:35 in the afternoon, as he stepped was for Martin. To the medical staff,
through an airlock and out of the aisle, ' '$ he was a source of trepidation and an
the foremost thought oil his mind was , , ..• . '5 object of curiosity. Here, he began to
to hreathe fresh ;i', and that was his learn first hand about thle nystiqoe,
undoing. f / , if and the stigma, that is part of being a

His suit was laden with plutonium radiatin accident "vietims."
dust by now, and to avoid inhaling it "All they knew was that I was a
seant following an elaborate minuet s , 4 contansisiation case. They didn't know'

of disrobing. First would conio the , . ' , what to make of it," Martin said in a
outer shoe covers and gloves, followed .'"..".... recent conversation. "They covered the
by the outer coveralls. Then, without "' walls and corridors in plastic, I guess
breathing, would conic tsie face mask becaiuse they thought I'd spread the
and hood, to he sealed in a plastic bag. stuff."
Then and only then was breathing al- s \ ' Treatment consisted of several intra-
lowed. "Coteiuxvnualiou snits" vorn hy rudha- venous, I-gram doses of a chelating

Martin couldn't wait. He got as far tinwoerg , agent called DTPA (dielhylene tri.

One Man's Long Story
aminepentaacetic acid) that chemically captures heavy
metal compounds and aids in flushing them through the
kidneys and intestinal tract.

Martin lay in bed for a week, feeling fine except for
the needle in his arm and the doubts and uncertainties
that had begun to settle upon him. Company officials,
fearing that events might seriously upset Martin, briefly
barred AEC investigators from interviewing him. While
the AEC Was barred from his room, Martin recalls,
nurses and other hospital staff peered in on him more
often than seemed necessary. "They seemed to think
something was happening to me, maybe that I was chang-
lag, growing vampire teeth, or something."

Several years later, the hospital's administrator would
confide to an AEC official that he and his staff were a
bit leery of treating contamination victims front the nu-
clear plant. The administrator guessed that perhaps half
the medical staff %,old be willing to respond to a radia-
tion emergency at the plant.

By October, Martin had returned to work but was
restricted from further contact with plutonium. He had
begun the first of a series of "whole-body counts--six
scanning sessions, all with negative results, would ensue in
the next 4 years-but the story does not end there.

Martin says the company assured him that he was
"clean," but before long he began experiencing crushing
headaches that he attributed to a new sensitivity to ra-
diation. The headaches would last 3 and 4 days, and
the best his doctor (who was also the plant physician)
could suggest was that he needed an eye examination.
Marlin's solution instead was to leave the NFS plant, in
October 196$. for a new job that involved no contact
with radioactivity.

Although assured that he was free of plutonium, the
company continued to contact him occasionally for ad:
ditional whole-body counts. A seventh came in July
1972. This time the results left Martin badty shaken.
The first six had been negative, but this one showed
plutonium deposts in his ribs and Icings-as much as
98 nanocuries. or 2.5 times the maximum permissible
body buhrden.

For several weeks Martin brooded ahout this turn
of events. Ile confided to friends that he was worried
about leukevsia. He broached the suhject of workesan's
compensation to a lawyer aicquaintanee, but the lawyer,
noting that he wais in apparent good healh, told him it
was a rather "strange" case and tione that tie was not
qualified en pursue. "'hen 'in early tFe'ruary 1973 he ap-
pealed to the AEC for help. It was a airg. handwritlcn
exegesis of the accident and substuvelit events and it
ended by saying that "I never had the shakes hefore, u
now since I have becut told Ihis I am shaking frequently.
I appeal to you for help in my case."

The letter was addressed only to "Atomic Energy
Commission, Wastington, D.C.," and it posed a test of
the severest kind for a large bureaucracy. In this case,
the AEC responded swiftly and beyond the bare re-
quirements of the law.

Within a few days the letter had reached James P.
O'Reilly, the commission's chief regulatory officer for
the region covering Buffalo; he and his inspectors were
intimately familiar with the NFS plant and its long
history of contamination incidents. O'Reilly sent inspec-
tors to the plant to dig up Martin's files and interview
the principals in the case. Later, the commission hired
a medical consultant to review these records and the
new anatyses that would be made. New radioanalyses
of urine were performed. The AEC made arrangements
for Martin to travel to the. Monsanto Corporation's
Mound Laboratory" in Dayton (a major weapons facility)
for another, authoritative whole-body count. The con-
clusion now was that Martin retained 40 nanocuries, the
maximum permissible body burden. AEC officlals 'say
they discussed this Wsith him, and assured him that there
is very little chance of harm resulting.

The AEC had gone, to considerable expense to set
Martin's mind at case. To headquarters. O'Reilly justified
it on grounds that it was useful research-another bit
of data to calibrate internal dose. measurements. He also
had a more personal justification: "When a guy gets
different answers from different people and he's fright-
ened to death, then it's time for the government to step
in."

Martin says he was impressed with the way the AEC
stepped in without taking sides. He seems to harbor no
real bitterness toward the company, which bore the cost
of the initial treatment and subsequent tests. And still,
questions remain. Clutching a thick sheaf of papers from
the AEC's medical consultant, which explained the
test results in rather technical terms. he still wonders
what it all escans. "How do they know nothing's going
to happen? Who's going to compensate if somehiting
does? I feel that I'm at a standstill in this now," Martin
says.

The record of 30 years of human contact with plu-
toiliunt is strongly in his favor, but statistics are cold
comfort to a man in doubt. And he is not alone. A
friend, who uiderweei a similar experience at the same
plait in 1973. was bhielly hospitalized shortly thereafter
for an eaotional distiusavec. Martin's friend belieses
tIht a contributiig factor was site gnawing and persistent
uncertainty that goes with ieing "contaminated." Ilow-
cyer little phNvival havis there vnay he for such concerns,
is is alcrtetheasu pHittuslscuisb n that they shasre. "'He will
ahvays be questioning himself, always wosdering." says
site fricnd.-hR.G.
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stands at the threshold of a maj x-
pansion in the 1970's, as the steu of
bombs takes on an important new role
as a fuel for gencrating electric power.

The vast majority of human expo-
sures and overexposures to plutonium

during the past 30 years have occurred,

in the name of national security, in

the half-dozen huge and quasi-secret in-

dustrial plants from Hanford to Los
Alamos to Denver and Dayton and

Aiken, South Carolina, that comprise
the nation's nuclear weapons complex.

In the past few years, however, a

new pattern has begun to emerge. In-
creasingly, and wieh a frequency that
seems disproportionately high. incidents

of plutonium inhalation are being re-

corded front a s-rll group of privatel'
owned and operated fazilities cogagjd
not in weapons work but in reclaiming

plutonium from reac:,'r fuel and re.
cycling it in new reC:,',r fuel. The Nu-

clear Fuels Services piart near Butlalo
is one such plant. Two others arc
the Nuclear Materials and Engineering

Corporation (NUMEC) plant near

Pittsburgh and a Kerr-McGee plant at

Cimarron, Oklahoma. Both are ngraged
in making plutonium fuol-mainly for
the Atomic Energy Commission's Fast
Flux Test Reactor at Hanford, Wash-

ington, a key element of the govern-
erent's breeder reactor program.

A fourth company, Gulf United Nu-

clear Fuels, produced small amounts of

NSF Gets a Record $768 Million
The National Science Foundation (NSF) budget for the current fiscal

year will be $768 million-a record high and about S100 million above
last year's figure. Some $666 million of the total was included in.a reg-
ular appropriations bill signed on 6 September by President Ford and
the rest provided in special energy R & D funds. Although NSF must
now work out the apportionment of the nmoney to programs with the
Office of Management and Budget. NSF officials expect a substantial in-
crease in funds for the agency's basic research budget as well as for
energy research.

NSF's RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) program is
scheduled for another big increase this year with $149 million earmarked
for the program. Congress voted a $50 million limit on RANN research
not related to energy this year. Last year. RANN spent a total of about
$93 million with nonenergy research limited to $47 million.

The time may not be far off when ahbeginning will be made in shifting
energy research projects from NSF authority. The assumption has been
that RANN would initiate research in major problem areas and then
transfer the R & D programs to operating agencies. Passage of a bill
creating an Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA),
which is now before a House-Senate conference committee, would create
a new base for energy R & D.

Science education, a section of NSF which hasn't shared the rising
trend in the agency's budget in recent years, will actually have its funds
reduced from $67.5 million last year to $65.15 million for this year.
Also singled out for restraint was research in the social sciences. As a
result of misgivings over the record of social science research in NSF
expressed in Senate hearings, particularly by Senator William Proxmire
(D-Wis.) (Science, 16 August), it appears likely that expenditures will
be held at about last year's level of $41.8 million.

NSF officials expect a sizable increase in funds this year above the
$291.3 million spent last year in scientific research project support, which
goes primarily to fund basic iesearch in the universities. Despite spending
floors and ceilings imposed on certain portions of the NSF budget by
Congress and cuts decreed by the Executive, as much as $50 million
more may be available for basic research. Inflation, of course, will reduce
the effects of any increases.

Congress this year has been more active than usual in attaching
instructions for spending on specific programs. As a result, NSF officials
regret having less flexibility in allocating funds among programs, but in
general seem pleased with the size and shape of this year's budget.-I.W.

plutonium fuel at a Long Island lab-
oratory between 1970 and 1972, then
dropped out of the field after a fire
and explosion on 21 December 1972
injured one worker, contanminated two,
and. according to AEC's investigative
report of the accident, "grossly contam-
inated" a working area with plutonium.

The three remaining companies, plus
five others waiting in the wings, form
the vanguard of a budding new "com-
mercial" plutonium industry. In spite
of a strikingly blemished safety rec-
ord chalked up by the active three,
and in spite of the continuing uncer-
tainty of the occupational health haz-
ards involved, the AEC is moving now
to encourage a major expansion of the
plutonium fuel industry.

Having thought about it since the
mid-1950's, the commission has con-
cluded that the time is ripe at last for
"plutonium recycling." By the time this
new industry hits its stride in the late
1970's, the AEC expects to have li-
censed three large fuel reprocessing
plants and eight big new fuel fabrica-
tion plants handling a flow of 7000
kilograms of plutonium a year-a vast
increase over the present-day trickle of
a few tens of kilograms. With the ad-
vent of breeder reactors in the 1980's,
the AEC predicts, the flow will swell to
several tens of thousands of kilo-
grams a year. The justification for all
of this is that not recycling spare
plutonium to generate electric power
would be a waste of a natural resource;
and using it in present-day reactors is
expected to reduce the nation's annual
demand for uranium by as much as 10
percent.

Because of its extreme toxicity and
its tendency to euro spontaneously,
plutonium is customarily treated with
a degree of caution accorded few other
substances. When possible, it is handled
by remote control; when human hands
are necessary, it is handled in clear
plastic or glass'glove boxes, with arm-
length rubber gloves built into access
ports. Working areas are briskly ven-
tilated and air is finely filtered. Air
samplers and radiation nmonitors abound
and, ideally, they work.

The safety record compiled by the
three main commercial processors is
subject to differing interpretations, but
from a review of inspection reports
made public by the AEC, it is hard to
see shat any of them is quite in com-
mand of the technology.

The record reveals a dismal repeti-
tion of leaks in glove boxes; of
inoperative radiation monitors; of em-
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ployees who failed to follow instruc-
tions; of managers accused by the AEC
of ineptness and failing to provide
safety supervision or training to em-
ployees; of numerous violations of fed-
eral regulations and license reqrrire-
ments; of plutonium spills tracked
through corridors, and, in half a dozen
cases, beyond plant boundaries to auto-
mobiles, homes, at least one restaurant,
and in one instance to a County sheriff's
office in New York.

The following compilation of ex-
posure incidents is based on interviews
and on inspection and investigative re-
ports made public by the AEC:

Nucleoir Freelf Services. At least 15
separate incidents between late 1966
and early 1973 exposed at least 38 per-
sons to "excessive concentrations of
radioactive materials" and all inhaled
or ingested these materials. Amounts
generally were below maximum permis-
sible lung or body burdens, although
measurements often proved faulty or
imprecise.

An incident at the NFS plant on 5
January 1973 seems typical, although
it occurred after the plant had closed
for decontamination and enlargement.
As two workers were pumping con-
taminated water into a tank, the hose
slipped free, spraying one with radio-
active sludge from a decontamination
pit.

"I ducked but it caught me right in
the face," the worker told Scieece in a
recent interview. (He and others were
located in spite of the fact that the
AEC deletes workers' names from re-
ports it releases to the public.) "The
water had filter medium in it that
catc*hes fission products from the pit."
the man explained. "I remember that
it tasted gritty."

A Geiger counter held near his face
registered 15,000 counts per minute.
This contamination was removed by
repeated scrubbings, but later analysis
showed that he had inhaled or swal-
lowed small amounts of radioactive
ruthenium, cobalt, cesium, and 12 per-
cent of the maxninuni, allowable lung
burden of plutonium.

Kerr-McGee. Since April 1970 the
company's plutonium plant, employing
100 workers, has reported 17 over.
exposure incidents involving a total of
73 pci-sons. An AEC spokesman noted
that fewer than 73 irseividuabl Were
overexposed, but that souse persons
were involved in more than one in'
cident.

The most senaios 0g these was a fire
on 5 March 19i73 which broke out
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A "Giant Step" in Power Pricing
A recent dacisirn by the Wisconsin Public Service Commission may

prove to be the opening wedge toward changing the traditional declining
block rate structure cerployed by utilities throughout the country.

The commission, in considering an application for a rate increase by
the Madison Gas and Electric Company, said the system of reducing
unit charges for electricity for bulk users should be modified in favor
of "flat" rates, except in cases where the declining rate can be proved
to encourage the most efficient allocation of energy. It also ordered the
company to inaugurate a system of peak load pricing, with higher rates
set for summer months when air conditioning puts the greatest stress on
the system.

What started out as a routine application for rate increases was turned
into a precedent-breaking proceeding when two consumer groups, the
Environmcne.l Defense Fund (EDF) and a local group called Capitol
Community Citizens (CCC), intervened in the case. The commission
agreed in all essential respects with the EDF-CCC brief, which argued
that a system of "marginal cost pricing" based on estimates of "long-
rem incremental cost" to the company would lead to efficient energy
used at the most equitable cost to consumers. Simply put, this means prices
should be set to reflect the actual cost of production and transmission
of a customer's gas and electricity and should not be designed.. as the
declining block rate structure is. to stimulate consumption by reducing
unit (kilowatt-hour) prices as consumption increases. Higher unit costs
during peak load times reflect the fact that auxiliary generating facilities
are inefficient and, therefore, more costly to operate. The immediate
effect of marginal cost pricing is to make users aware of the actual
costs of their electricity, with the result that sensible decisions by the
individual customer are reflected in more efficient energy allocation by
the producer. The long-run effect* of this policy should be to curb ex-
pansion by utilities because price structures will discourage profligate
power use and reduce peak demands.

In addition to calling for a winter-summer price differential, the com-
mission directed that different day and nighttime rates be implemented
for large industrial users. The cost of metering appears to prohibit time-
of-day pricing for small users, but the commission has ordered the com.
pany to study and experinment with this policy as well.

Utilities have so far shown little interest in dropping. their time.
honored rate structure in favor of marginal cost pricing. Yet they may
find it to their advantage as'fuel becomes more expeasive and it be.
comes clear to them that tle days of uninterrupted growth-a phe-
nomenon on which the industry is based-are past.

As the commission chairman pointed out, the Wisconsin case, which
took 2 years to wrap up, has become a "natiornal test cqse on electric
rate design." It has received considerable notice among economists as
well as environnmentalists, and a number of other state public service
commissions have asked the EDF, which has already been intervening
in selected rate cases around the country, to present its reasoning at
similar proceedings.

David Freeman. who heads the Ford Foundation's Energy Policy
Project, calls the Wisconsin case "a gaint step out of the promotional
age and into the conservation age." It is also tangible evidence of the
dramatic shifts in the economy in recent years. Ernest R. Habicht of the
EDF points out that the Wisconsin decision embraces well-known
economic theories "that have lain on the shelf for the past 75 years.':
Now, says Habilcht, resistance to change has been eroded by the fact
that utilities are being "eaten alive'! by inflation. Utilities have run out
of economies of scale and 'there is no oew technology imminents to
reverse the dismal trends. This scing so, the declining block rate structure
has changed front a lift so a drag.-C.H,
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spontaneously in a bag of ! n:sn
waste, contaminating seven persons and
a large working area. No overexposures
at Kcrr-McGee were fell to be "signifi-
cant," the AEC spokesman said. addisg
that definition of this term "is some-
thing of a gray area."

NUMEC. Figures are imprecise, but
the record shows that at least 30 per-
sons (among a working crew of around
100) were overexposed to airborne pitt-
tonium in at least 13 incidents from
late 1969 to the present. Six of these
exposures resulted from repeated leaks
in the same piece of eqtipmsent-a
plutonium oxide sintering furnace-in
a I-month period in the summer of

.1973. Fourteen other workers near the
furnace weere found to have fresh plu-
toniwm in their nasal passages but none
was counted as. having been over-
exposed.

AEC officials make the point that
reports of overexposure do not neces-
sarily mean that a worker has inhaled
more than regulations allow. This is
because AEC licensees are required to
report every instance in which ambient
air concentratious of plutonium (and
other radioactive substances) exceed
prescribed limits, regardless of whether
excessive uptake by workers is detected.
Mindful of this caveat, S. H. Smiley,
the AEC's deputy director of licensing
for fuels, says that on the whole "We've
had a rather excellent record compared
to other industries. These exposures are
mostly minor stuff. Nothing in the way
of a 'problem' has come to our atten-
tion that would cause us alarm, al-
though anything we can do to reduce
these incidents, and is practical, is
worth doing."

Indeed, the AEC's official registry of
radiation overexposures-encompassing
events from 1968 to this May-lists
only five plutonium inhalation incidents.
Two occurred at AEC weapons facili-
ties, one at NFS (the hose incident),
and two at NUSIEC.

There is an important reason -for
this disparity, apart from the fact that
souse overexposures truly represent itt
intake no larger than that caused by
normal. chronic inhalation. It also hap-
pens that the registry counts only those
overexposures in which inhalation is
Unambiguously conffrmed. And con-
firming that inhalation has actutally
taken place-to say nothing of ntcasutr-
ing the amoutnt inslaled-is diflictlt and
fraught with opporttnities for error.

There are swo methods of eontirma-
lion and nteasurement. One is to
analyze ao exposed worker's urine or
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fecal voids for plutoniunm and the o;
is to scan his body with special radia-
lion counting instruments to pick up
emissions characteristic of this element.
Both methods-"bioassay" and 'count-
ing"-have often produced results of.
qtestionable reliability and lung Count-
ing equipment is notoriously inseotsi-
live. AEC reports contain a number of
instances in which "bioassay" data have
bren lost, mislabeled, or otherwise
rendered useless. Moreover, the mini-
mum amount of plutonium detectable
by lutg scanning instruments often
equals half or more of the masimum
burden permitted.

"You can measure external radiation
doses simply. directly, and unanmbigu-
cusly." Gen W. Roy. 'the AEC's chief
of radiological and environmental
health for operations, acknowoledged in
an interview. "Bui internal doses are a
horse of another color. Quantifying this
is extreuely difficult."

The end result of this difficulty is
that the finding of "less than detectable"
amounts of plutonium in an overex-
posed worker may mean very little,
except to disqualify him from inclusion
in the official registry.

Given the uncertainties of long-term
effects of quantities that are difficul to
measure, how does the AEC justify a
major expansion of the commercial
plrtonium industry?

Smilex. amorn others. contends that
most oserexposurcs are minor. and he
says that new and more sophisticated
plants rooing op for licensing will be
far cleaner than their predecessors.
"There will he more automation. less
human contact," he says. "I woutld
look for the number of these incidents
to decline in the fturre."

Roy is similarly sanguine about fu-
ture plants. "There has been a recogni-
lion of this kind of problem. And so
much is known 0o00 about the design
of [plutonium] plants that wasn't known
in the early '60's."

Improving the technology of pluto-
niunm confinemento may help. but past
experience suggests that technology
isn't everything. At least as essential is
art enlightened corporate management,
willing to spend money on employee
training, on mnaintenance of equipment.
and on adequate staffs of health and
safety technicians.

The record thrs far depicts a con-
tinrring struggle between the vt~roayers
of the three eosmmercial plroirrut
plants and AEC inspeciors. with the
latter scoring oinly mixed success.

Three tintes in 1967 and 196f the

AEC presented the NFS plant near
Bulfalo with the choice of closing down
temporarily or being closed down to
remedy health, safety, and environ-
mental violations. The denouement of
several years' struggle came in a meet-
ing between the two sides at NFS
headquarters in Rocknille. Maryland.
in February 1972. There, AEC of-
ficials accused the company of a "fail-
ure to make reasonable efforts to main-
tain the lowest levels of contamination
and radiation . . ." and of a "failure
to adequately instrrct or effectively
train enrployees , . . in the radiation
hazards involved in their job assign-
ments."

Three mooths later the plant began
uhat company officials describe as a
long-planned shutdown. Whether it
would have been allowed to keep run-
ning is problematical. "They vere head-
ting for a shut-down," one AEC official
said.
• At the Kerr-McGee plutonium plant
in 1973. AEC inspectors found 16 viola-
tions of plant license requirements or
federal radiation regulations, all of
which regulatory officials attributed to
a "lack of management controls" and
to inadequate staffing.

Although the AEC has been empow-
ered since late 1971 to leve civil fines
for safety violations, regulatory officials
say that present policy is to do so only
when a licensee fails to take prompt
remedial action or seems willfully to
disregard AEC regulations and license
requireients.

Such apparently was the case this
year with NUMIEC. In June, the AEC
fined the company's Pennsylvania fuels
plant S12.000 for 16 separate violations
relating to health, safety, and security.
This was the first time the commission
had fined a nuclear fuel facility. In a
5 June letter to NUMEC, James P.
O'Reilly, the AEC's chief regulatory
officer for the northeastern states, ex-
plained this unusual action by noting
that the company's performance during
the previous 20 months "indicates a
history of repeated violations and un-
fulfilled commitments to correct viola-
tion,"

Six days later a pinhole leak in a
plutonium glove box at NUMEC con-

.tanrirated one worker. The amount in-
haled stas said to be "significant" but
nevertheless -far below' the level that
would impair his health.

All in all, it would seest that the
lhtg-heralded debut of a "plttoniuns
economy" has been less than aurspicious,

-ROoERT Gil I.11.1111
tacrtr•'. stry. ret¢'

- APPENDIX B

generator in the base of the cell Is
the cone-shaped rocket out throur) the
flying shards of the cell cover and, a
few feet clear of the ground, the rocket
motor ignites. Almost simultaneously.
the missile pitches over on its set
course, aimed by a split-second nicec-
lion of Freon into its rocket exhaust,
and becomes a distant streak in the
sky almost before onlookers realize it
has left its cell.

Sprint is controlled at each instant
of its flight by Central Logic and Con-
trol, a computer designed by Bell Labo-
ratories, the research arm of the Bell
telephone system. The unique feature
of the machine is that to handle its
rather elaborate task in real time it
contains not one but a tandem of 10
central processors, with a capacity of
performing about 10 million operations
a second.

Besides its 10 central processors,
Central Logic and Control consists of
12 program stores, each with a capacity
of 16,000 words, 15 variable stores con-
stituting a "scratch-pad memory" for
radar data that need only be held a
short time, two input/output controls,
and two timing and status units. The
system can be divided into formally
equal "green" and "amber" partitions,
which check each other in.real time for
malfunction. The green partition com-
ponents are the ones that fight the bat.

tIe, the amber are for testing ar
maintenance. If the amber side detects
any malfunction in the green, it in-
stantly switches in one of its own cor-
responding components in place of the
faulty green component. As with the
radars, redundancy is cultivated to a
high degree to ensure the equipment
stays on line when needed.

The essence of the Safeguard system
is the system design and its embodiment
in the software, written by Bell Labora-
tories with IBM as a subcontractor.
According to Shea, Bell has performed
the software job in an "exemplary
fashion," notably by designing in a sig-
nificant performance margin.

Bell Laboratories, with its produc-
tion arm, Western Electric. is the- prime
contractor for the whole Safeguard sys-
tem, a job which it undertook at the
request of the Army. Unlike other de-
fense contractors, Bell's main business
is not dependent on Defense Depart-
ment contracts, which may make for
greater objectivity in rendering advice.
"Bell Labs has dealt very candidly with
the -government and has never over-
stated what they felt could be accom-
plished," says Shea. By all accounts
the Bell design team has played its part
in- putting Safeguard together with re-
markable efficiency-all performance
specifications have been met or ex-
ceeded, and the North Dakota site is

being completed on schedule. Tte cost,
however, has. bee•t greatly exceeded-
running sose $1S3 billion hbove' the
1969 estinmate for Safeguard-but for
reasons largely beyond Bell's control.
such as inflation and schedule changes.
The story of Bell's achievements in de-
signing Safeguard cannot, however, be
told, since the company declines to
discuss this ultimate service to its
subscribers.

When completed the Safeguard site
in North Dakota will be operated for
a year and a half to gain operational
experience and may then be reduced to
working a 40-hour week. The critics
may be right in doubting its strategic
effectiveness-"Technically it's a fine
thing, but it's like a train thatdoesn't
go anywhere," says one opponent-yet
anyone visiting the pyramid in the
North Dakota wheatfields crammed

-with its powerful and elegant machinery
cannot help absorbing a sense that it
will work, and that the Soviet Union
was well advised to bargain for its lim-
iatioan. It is, if nothing else, a notable
monument to Western technology and
preoccupations, one which, like the fu-
nerary pyramids of ancient Egypt. will
move future generations to marvel equal-
ly at-the civilization's extraordinary tech-
nical skills and at its unswerving devo-
lion to the mortuary arts.

-NICHtOLAS WADE

thority on the subject and for many
years a leading health physicist at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. But, Snyder
adds, "we are still on edge about this."

Faced with this uncertainty-and
with the rising prospect that plutonium
would begin to spawn a commercial
nuclear fuel industry in the mid- or
late 1970's-the Atomic Energy Com-
mission (AEC) began in the summer
of 1968 to set up a medical data bank
to monitor the health of thousands of
men occupationally exposed to plu-
tonium. It was hoped that the data
bank, which the AEC now calls the
United States Transuranium Registry,
would serve as a medical trip wire-an
early whrning systens-that would either
confirm by its silence that exposure
limits adopted in the late 1940's were
adequate for workers, or sound an
alarmn soon enough to head off tIhe
kind of occupational health disaster that
befell radlitn workers in the early part
of Ithe century, soaue of whoos are still
developing ntalignancies traceable to
their jobs.
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Plutonium (H): Watching
and Waiting for Adverse Effects

If any of you have a pet beagle, guinea pig, or'haoteter that is intolved in a
plutostnium spill, we can suake a /airly accurate prognosis and oitline an adequate
cottrse of treanrnent. [Birt (t besi, the practice on ectrapolating arinsal data to
'san is of questionable validity, autd the extent to which this sray be done wnth
confidence ahould be established by /ssusan data ao soon asa possible.-Jolsv A.
NORCROSS, former director of the United States Transuraniurm Registry, 1972

Almost from the time of its discovery
in 1940, and certainly by the late
19

4
0's, radiological health researchers

were well aware that plUttostittrt's great
potential value was fully rartched by
its enormous biological hazard. Studies
with laboratory animals 25 years ago,

- for example, quickly exsatlilshid that
internal dosres of plutoniium israssred
in micrograms were an even smore
potent carcinogen than radium.
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A great deal mare has been learned
since then about the behavior of plu-
tonium in animals, as the above quota-
lion suggests. But even though plu-
tonirim has become an increasingly
important and ahundant industrial sub-
stance, the res of small internil
doses on workers exposed to this
strange nsetal remain unneonfortably
Uncertain. "The record so far is pretty
good," says Walter S. Snyder, an au-



Today, the Transuranium Reg
.has passed beyond many of its initial
organizational difficulties and has settled
into what promises to be a long, quiet
watch for signs of adverse health elects.
Centered at the AEC's Hanford Reser-
vation in eastern Washington state, the
registry has become the repository for
medical data on some 6000 nuclear
workers, almost all in plutonium opera-
lions. And it has begun to report the
results of autopsies ft plutonium work-
ers as the information becomes avail-
able. About 40 autopsies have been
performed thus far.

Peaceful as its existence is. the regis-
try is not without its problems and its
critics. For one thing, selling industry
on the concept of a medical data hank
has not been easy, and the' job is not
yet finished. It also happens that medi-
cal data collected so far comes almost
entirely from those men most recently
exposed to plutonium and other radio-
nuclides, and who are therefore least
likely to show any adverse effects in
the near future-if such effects are ever
to be found at exposure levels currently
encountered by nuclear workers.

Whatever its shortcomings, though,
the registry represents an innovation in
preventive medicine and, in a sense, 'a
novel experiment in technology assess-
ment. As such, it serves to illustrate the
difficulties-both social and scientific-
of guarding against future catastrophes
of occupational health.

Officially, the Transuraniom Registry
is part of the Hanford Environmental
Health Foundation, a private organiza-
tion that the AEC has contracted to
provide medical services for the nearly
7100 employees at the 570-square mile
Hanford Reservation. With an annual
budget that fluctuates between $80,000
and $105,000, tihe registry employs one
full-time administrative assistant, a part-
ltite consultant, and a part-time direc-
tor, William D. Norwood. A physician
and researcher at Hanford for many
years, Norwood, at the age of 72, says
that he's looking for a younger man to
take over but hasn't yet found a re-
placement.

The registry's basic approach has
been one of classic epidemiology. It
-seeks to collect medical records of as
many plutonium workers as possible and
then to find correlations, if any, be.
tween "bodyhburdens" of plutonium or
Other radioactive elements and any
changes in longevity or patterns of dis-

.ease that develop. The registry is espe-
cially----hbut not exclusively-interhstnd
in men known to have absorbed rela-
27 SETrrE•titrt 1914

lively large amounts of plutonium, either
through inlalation or through cnntami-
nated skin wounds. tlie twto main routes
of intake. Most carel'iit watch is kept
for workers who may develop malig-
nancies of the hone, long, liver, or
*trachheobronchial lymnph nodes, where
plutonium tends to concentrate.

Those workers who sign authoriza-
tion forms for autopsies are given a
special identity card to carry, and if
they leave the nuclear industry before
they die, the registry pays for them to
have periodic physical exams and
"body burden" measurements. When
the worker dies, the registry pays the
family $350 toward funeral expenses.
Other deceased enrollees can be traced,
and their death certificates located,
through their social security numbers.

Problems ot Privacy

All of this brushes up against sticky
questions about an individuafs right to
privacy. To avoid problems in this area,
the AEC has made cooperation with
the registry-both by companies and by
their individual employees--etirely vol-
untary. In addition, all medical data,
which is stored on computer tapes, is
numerically coded by the registry to
protect each worker's identity. Even so,
Norwood said in a recent telephone
conversation, "We've really had to sell
the idea to industry." Besides questions
of privacy, he said, "Some ncompanies
are afraid that we'll scare their em-
ployers by talking about the hazards of
plutonium. So we have gotten varying
degrees of cooperation."

After some initial resistance, the na-
tioial laboratories and the big nuclear
weapons plants handling large amounts
of plutonium have all begun cooperat-
ing fully, with the exception of the
Savannah River production plants run
by DuPont at Aiken, South Carolina.*

lit contrast with AEC's own facilities
and those run by its contractors, the
registry has encountered a stonewall of
resistance front soens of the smaller
private companies in the vanguard of a
new and potentially major new segment
of the. nselear industry-the manufac-
ture of "mixed" uranium and plutonium
oxide fuel for conventional nuclear
power plants. The AEC is expected to
move toward encouraging production of
this new fuel within the next year (Sri-
etce, 20 September).

•* ' o 1ta erns d~r lhe rr.ltsie dais only on wereis
knwen to h-, r takein bian 5 osre a4the -~ill- Irm-lsltbl, boay ud en 40'
nanaIuies. . delniinasien sas ra ws. dailti
to nake. TIe coa,,ear erteplss -oktrs' nasser
nvth anded reit.

Two companies that intend to make
plutoniuem fuel on a large scale-West-
inghouse and Exxon Nuclear-have
agreed to cooperate fully with the reg-
istry, once production begins in about
3 years.

But two other companies in the plu-
tonium fuel business have balked. These
are Nuclear Fuel Services; Inc. (NFS),
whose spent fuel reprocessing plant near
Buffalo, New York, is closed pending
AEC approval of a major enlargement;
and the Nuclear Materials and Equip-
ment Corporation (NUMEC), whose
plutonium plant at Leochburg, Pennsyl-
vania, near Pittsburgh, is producing fuel
for the AEC's breeder reactor program.
Together, and when fully operating,
the two companies employ only about
200 persons "at risk" of exposure. But
both plants have suffered a number of
leaks and spills of plutonium that have
led to contamination of workers, seem-
ingly in disproportionately high num-
bers.

Norwood said that NUMEC "hasn't
said yes and they haven't said no," but
that NFS seemed to have stopped an-
swering his letters. "They haven't re-
sponded to sty last two or three."

A spokesman for NFS told Science
that lie wasn't familiar with the letters,
but that the company's management at
present regards participation in the
Tiansuranium Registry as "inappropri-
ate," although no final decision has been
made. The spokesman, vice president
Clanude E. 'Fountain, said that the com-
pany's position was that even inviting
employees to participate in the registry
voluntarily might be construed as "co-
ercion."

Did the company invite employees to
contribute to United Fund atid local
blood banks? "Of course," said Foaun.
lain, "But we view that differently."

A spokesman for a third private
plutonium plant, located, near Cimar-
ron, Oklahoma, and owned by Kerr-
McGee, said the company does not yet
know eanugh about the registry to give it
a "blanket.endorsement" but that Kerr-
McGee "welcomes added information."'

In Norwood's view, the noncooperat-
iog companies are more likely to hurt
themselves than the registry and its
goals, although their resistance does
deny the registry access to a number
of persons exposed to plutonium oxide,
a form of the element considered by
some anthorities to be particularly haz-
ardous. He notes that, "if some former
employee comes alosg and sues these
companies for compensation, it.might
look to the people trying the case that
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the company did not do, ything
it possibly could to protect employee
health."

Norwood said that he had been in-
formed that the Nuclear Energy Liabil-
ity-Property Insurance Association. the
national insurance pool that underwrites
private nuclear facilities, had, strongly
urged the noncooperating companies to
change their position.

How successful has the registry's re-
cruitment been? No accurate figures are

Briefing -

NAS Okays Auto
Emission Standards

The health-related auto emission
standards embodied in the 1970 Clean
Air Act ore basically on target and
there is "no substantial basis for chang-
ing the standards," according to a
recently completed report by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences-National
Academy of Engineering. Presumably
the report will help buttress the act
against weakening amendments when
it comes up for review and overhaul
nrext year. The act was supposed to be'
up for renewal this year, but it has
been carried over with on interim bp-
propriotion.

The half-million dollar study was
ordered by the Senate Public Works
Committee last year following extensive

-hearings at which auto makers took
issue with the standards, saying they
were too strict and the required emission
control devices were not cost-effective.

The academy committee disagrees
with both contentions. While data are
still inadequate, it says, the evidence.
that has accumulated since the stan-
dards were promulgated tends to con-
firm their desirability, and the safety
margins are indeed "relatively modest."
What's more, the report says the stan-
dards are justifiable in cost-benefit
terms. It estimates the annual cost of
reaching stotutory emission standards
at $5 to $8 billion, and assesses the
benefits of clean air at between $2.5
and $10 billion a year.

The study was structured in three
parts to analyze the effects on human
health of specified pollutants, Ihe rela-
tion of auto emissions to ambient air
quality, and the costs and benefits asso-

,elated with auto emission control.

available, but upwards of 7000 to I
persons may not he employed in pIes-
tonismn operationis. 'Te registry has
signed tip about 60010 of these workers,
and some 850 of ihen have agreed to.
autopsies.

According to rough estimates sup-
plied to Science by the AEC, howvever,
about 17,000 persons are thought to
have worked in plutonium operations
from the beginning of the Manhattan
project to the present. If so. that means

the registry is monitoring only the most
recent one-third of the population con-.
sidercd to have been occupationally
"it risk" to exposure to plutonium.

• But finding and enlisting the coopera-
tion of the first two-thirds has so far
not been practical, Norwood said, ex-
plaining that, for one thing, early em-
ployment records are far from com-
plete.

Even so, the apparent loss of the first
11,000 plutonium workers would seemn

The report estimates that air pollu-
tion con be said to be implicated in
about 1 percent of all U.S. deaths each
year .and that autemobiles contribute
up to one-fourth of this pollution. So
automobile exhaust fumes may send as
many as 4000 people over the edge
each year.--C.H.

Weather Mod Research
Under a Cloud

The U.S. government has been try-
ing to mount successful weather modifi-
cation research programs since the'late
1940's, but "on effective national wea-
ther modification research program has
not been established," according to a
recent report of the General Account-
Ing Oice (GAO).

If successful, such research could
help "alleviate drought, reduce the de-
structive forces of hurricanes, suppress
lightning . , . and dissipate fog," the

"study says. But the csstntry lacks the
capability to do these things 'operation-
ally in part because the research has
been conducted in a. fragmented way
by seven federal agencies and depart-
ments, the report says.

In fiscal 1974 the government spent
$17.4 million on this research, but GAO
concludeo that the money could have
been better used if all weather modifi-
cation research programs were consoli-
dated into a single agency.

The GAO employed unusually crisp
language to describe the failure of the
Interdepartmental Committee for Atmo-
spheric Sciences (ICAS) in coordinating

• these programs. ICAS was set up in
1959 as a solution to the problem of
fragmentation among agencies which
was apparent even then. But now,

"ICAS apparently has had little or no
impact on increasing coordination and
accelerating progress in weather modi-
fication 'research."

Ar an example of the inability of
agencies to sacrifice their priorities to
joint endeavors, GAO looked at the 5-
year National Hail Research Experi-
ment, begun in 1972, for which the Na-
tional Science Foundation is 'chiefly
responsible. After several agencies
agreed on a plan, the following de-
fections occurred: the Agriculture De-

- partment decided not to study the
economic benefits of hail suppression
(so NSf did) and did not make a
study of lightning which was con-
sidered "imperative" to the project.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administratinon supplied one airplane
for 1 year only, -instead of the three
pledged for the life of the project. The
Atomic. Energy Commission did not
measure hailstones and make planned
tracer studies, And the Department of
Defense, instead of supplying two heli-
copters, told NSF it could have one,
provided that NSF paid the bill-which
NSF couldn't. GAO did not say whether
the truncated Project has been a scien-
tific success: ". .. we found, com-
paring the planned efforts with the
actual efforts that, for the most part,
agencies could not and did not meet
all their obligations.'

Most of the federal agencies asked
to comment on the study criticized it.
The Agriculture Department's comment
said GAO hod not-substantiated its
premise that existing research pro-
grams were defective. Like most of the
comments, it fought the proposed unl-'
fled program: '1 would not wish to
defend a budget request on the bash
that it enabled us to participate in a
national weather modification pro.
gram," the author sail.-D.S.
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APPE•NDIX C

to represent a considerable handica
addition, some scientists who are ael-
cdally worried about the health effects
of plutonium question the registry's

heavy emphasis on long-term epidensiol-
ogy. Among them is Donald P. GOesa-
man, a biophysicist at the University of
Minnesota's School of Public Affairs.

"If all they're looking at is body
burdens and the cause of death, this
may be next to useless," Geesaman says.
"God only knows what else plutonium
workers are exposed to-tritium, other
radionuclides, hydrocarbons you never
dreamed of. For meaningful results you
have to look on a fine scale for pathol-
ogy near local depositions in tissues."

Norwood replies that a few close
examinations of autopsied bone have

been done, but that techniques need re-
finement and uncommonly large deposi-
tions are necessary now.

In large measure the TransuraniurM
Registry's sensitivity as an early warn-
ing system depends upon the nature of
the effects, if any, to be discovered.
The appearance of a rare malignancy-
a bone sarcoma, for example-ansong
the first few dozen autopsies would be
a clear signal that something was aotiss.
But hundreds of deaths among the reg-
istry's enrollees might be required to
detect a statistical increase in garden

variety lung cancer.
In the meantime, there is a growing

urgency to the central question: Are
current occupalional stziandards for plu-
tonium, set in 1949, still adeqoate? As
the nation moves toward the consmer-
cialization of plulonisina. the standards
have become an issue between environ-

mentalists on one side and the propo-
nents of nuclear power and the radia-

tion standards community on the other.
Earlier ftis year, for instance, the Nat-
ural Resources Defense Council, a re-
spected environmental law group, con-
tended in a lengltly technical paper that
current exposure limits for airborne plu-
tonitum were too high by a factor of at
least 100,000. Others, like Karl Z.
Morgan, an eminent health physicist at
the Georgia Institute of Technology,
believe that a solid biological case exists
for reducing the present maximum per-
missible body burden of plu:oniunt by
a factorof 40 or 50. This limit is now
set at 40 nanocuries, an amount of
material about equal to a pencil-point
dot on i piece of paper. .

Many health physicists, however,
believe that no change in the standards.
or only a snrall one, is warranted. Fre-
quently cited as a reason for reassurance
is the lack of apparent effects in a group
of 25 GI's who were heavily contami-
nated by plutonium during the IMan-
hattan Project and'who have been moni-
tored carefully ever since by researchers
at Los Alamos. Chester Richmond. for

any years a leader in plutonium effects
work at Los Alamos, notes that the only
signis of pathology in'these men so far
are "metaplastic changes found in the
nyrsttlum" of souse of the men. Such
changes, though a possible precursor of
malignancy, are not uncommon in mid-
dle-aged men who smoke.

Even though their number is small,
Richmond continues, "I feel very re-
assured that our standards are not way
out of line as souse have suggested. If
they were-by orders of magnitude-
you Would have seen something in this
group, perhaps a bone sarcoma. They
would have raised a red flag."

Walter S. Snyder, a member of the
internal exposure committee of the
International Comntission on Radiologi-
cal Protection, the leading standards
organizatlon, is similarly sanguine but
cautious. No adverse effects have been
seen hats far, he notes. but if there was
one lesson learned front the radium
workers a half cetauny ago it is that
radiation-caused malignancies may take
decades to manifest themselves.

"We are still on edge about this,"
Snyder says of plutonium. "We're play-
ing a game with very little human data."

-RonrERT GILLETTE

E'sv,, in e lrst It his r o-ran frihs on
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to 3 April next year and, with good
luck, to conclude with a treaty-signitg
session back in Venezuela next summer.
Not all world conferences are the same,
of course. The Law of the Sea Confer-
ence siffers significantly in ains and in
dynairics from the population and food
conferences, for example. Its object is

a. major revision of maritime law, with
the stormiest issues involving territorial
limits, fishing rights, and the exploitation
of minerals beneath the seas. The con-
ferences on environment, Ipopulation.
anal food do not focus on specific ques-
tions of idteersational law but. to make

progress, require the accommodation of
social and cultural differences as well
as the reconciliation of conflicting ceo-
noauic'and political interests. Thei issues
under discuission can it]i be viewed as
different aspects of the problems of un-
dcrdcevclpun-t.

A fauniliar phlenoisnon al the ena-
ferences has been the bitter, often ritatal-
stic criticisi of the United States by
rise developing countries anal socialist
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be growing agreement among econ-
nists that efficiency in the economy
being significantly hampered by ar-

ngements favoring special interests
id by sheer bureaucratic meddling.

Thsere 'eas non nasth sign t% flit %ran.
it of an impending great leap forward

economic theory. Of course, no
arxnit or New Left edonomists were
vited to the Washington session.
here is concern among many econ-

nists about finding ways to assess the
ereased impact of international eco-
)amic developments on the American
-onomy and also to understand do-
estic economic behavior that doesn't
:cord with the assumptions which
rern orthodox economic policy deci-
ant. But no new "general theory

appeared to be threatening the Keynes-
ian conventional wisdom.

Macroceonomies. ths study of the
economy as a whole. which might be
cxpeete, to produce promising 'ideas
lot ju:shls' pn

1
icy. tierta so be in somea-

thing of a recession. Mieroeconomics,
the study of portions of the economy,
on the other hand, is where many pro-
fessional economists say the most in'
teresting work is being done these days.
Mieroeconomic study, not only of busi-
ness firms or particular industries, but
of such things as crime, marrioge, wel.
fare programs, and environmental
problems seems to be yielding illuminat.
ing results.

Econometric model builders have
had serious disappointments with big

"Transient" Nuclear Workers:

A Special Case for Standards

UN Conferences: Topping Any Agenda
Is the Question of Development

The World Population Conference
ended on 30 August in Bucharest with-
out producing explicit agreement that
there was a world population prohlem,
and the United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference in Caracas wound up a siay
earlier without doing any legislating.
What both the UN-sponsored meetings
did contribute was sharper definition of
the division between the developing
countries and the Western industrialized
countries, particularly the United States.
Does this mean that the conferences
were failtires-prthaps that the world
conference is likelier to produce eon-
.froniation than cooperation? Or does it
simply stean liat the problsles ad-
dressed at Bucharest and Caracas ore of
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such magnitude anal complexity that it

is naive to expect instant resuits?
The question is a fair one since the

world confercce form is very much in
vogue. A cycle that began m ith the Con-
ference on the Huonsn Environment ia
Stockholm in 1972 accelerated with
this sumier's meetings, and will con-
tinue with a Wortli Food Conference
from 5-16 November in Rome. on iI-
ternational Women's Year Conference
in Bogot.1 next summer, and a World

Conference on H.unman Settlements io
Vancoiver is 1976.

The UN Contferere ci rise LIa, of
the Sea, which is tise dIlrd of its kiidl,
was. is effect. recessed. and is schcduled
to renr....e in Geneva froni 17 March

Doftalo. New York. For the Buffalo
ea's unemployed laborers. for the
Lonlighters. college students, and the
)ung men recruited from small farm.
,. towns south of the city, the guar-
stce of half a day's pay for a few
inutes' work was an offer they couldn't

:fuse. Attracted by the prospect of
tSy money, they flocked by the hun-
reds to the Nuclear Fuel Services eom-
any between 1966 and the middle of

972 to perform some of the dirtiest
ha in what one official of the Atomic
nergy Commission (AEC) calls "the

Icly end of the nuclear business,"

The business of Nuclear Fuel See-
rce.(NPS) is the chemical extraction
f uranium and plutonium from the
ighly radioactive spent fuel rods of
uclear power reactors. Situated in pas-

3ral, wooded hills 40 miler south of
luffailo, the chemical plant was the
ation's first cosmercial fuel process-
sg facility. Although the technology it

sed was far frorn experimental. the
iPS plant proved less than a smashing
-chnical success. Almost from the rinse
opened in 1966 until it teased operet-

"g in June of 1972 (for a major repair
nd enlargement prograns to be ainished

1977) the plant tulre.d repeated
teakdowns and leaks of radioactivhiy.
a0 clean things tsp and 'aate repairs.

ICe company relied heavily on tie Bfut
ala area's Abundant labor pool.

During 5½1; years of operation, ac-
cording to correspondence between NFS
and she AEC, the company each year
hired an average of 1400 "supplemental"
workers from surrounding communi-
ties. making up a temporary, contin-
ually changing work force that out-
numbered the plant's permanent. trained
operating staff by more than 10 to I.
With an apparent minimum of insiruc.
tion in safety procedures and the poten-
tial hazards of their jobs, the supple-
mental men were put to work
decontaminating equipusent and work-

ing areas, burying low-level nuclear
waste, and repairing radioactive equip-

ncunt.
'Some of these workers were as young

as IS and others are alleged to have

been recruited from bars for an after-
noon's work. Souse would last a week
or more on the job. Others reached
legal exposure limits within minutes
and wern promptly paid off-huff a
day's pay fat around S3 an houri-
aid replaced, in the derisive phrase of

a former full-timen employce, by "lt~h
sodies."

On the average accrding to AEC
inspection reports, ihe platt's -tepo-
carpy woskes recaived a hohle-bedy
radiastaot cose of 1.73 In 2 testi, an
enrorrsst sit cosirer d hal'ta ul, bit
tIe equivalent sieveilsaless of .ive chest

s-rays. IThis is less than rtie naraisinrm

maithcmatical models of the U.S. econ.
omy. Some observers think that, when
ways are found to aggregate the new
data from she microcconomists into the
big models, it will prove possible to
impltare tire qsality Cr1 the forecasting
which is so important to- making
Keynesian policy work.

It may be that the results of perfect.
• ing Keynesian policies would be only
academic in the face of the quadrupling
of oil prices. The lesson taught by ex-
perience with the New Economics of
the Kennedy-Johsison cra and the
Nixon New Economic Policy is that
economic theory often gives way to
political reality, and this may prove
true, in spades, of Fordian economic
policy as wclHl.-JourN WALSH

the AEC allows for ftt'-time radiation
workers but much more than the in-
dustrywide average of 0;2 rem per year
and more than the 0.5 rem allowed for
members of the general public.'

The temporary workers, like the
plant's permanent staff, also were ex-

,posed to small airborne concentrations
of plutonium and other radioactive fis-
sion products whose hazards are under
debate (Science. 20 and 27 September).

At one time-the plant and its radio-
active cffluenrs were the focus of en-
vironmental protests. but these objeco
sions largely subsided, first as waste
treatment improved and later.when the
plant closed. The company's public, re-
lations efforts have generally been ef-
fective, and a predominantlyhblue-collar
region now seems to regard NPS as a
welcome source of jobs. Local opposi-
tion to a planned tripling of the plant's
capacity thus have been limited to a
handful of conservationists and a few
families whose sons worked at the plant.
It is expected to reopen in about 3
years, at which time, AEC officials say,
the plant will be much cleaner. If it
isn'out. 0 official adds. "we're in
trouble."

Dormant as it is right now, the NFS
.plant provides a particularly vivid ex-
ample of a common and long-standing
practice in the nuclear indiuitry. The
AEC has long condoned the use of

i 5-win riu,'1s. m u ,a, ... rn,.....s.' in ,

i-sri,--' .5 sm],,s', e,,.,r¢ ni,i,, nio rtna -•
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Nlrivelti Fmef Services' chemical reproessing, plant neer Bufflo., New York. is.dormant
new bill plos to expn nd reopen in 1977.

virtually untrained supplemental or
'transicnt" workers in potentially haz-
ardous radiation jobs. as lons as they
received some instruction in safety pro-
cedures and close supervision. One im-
portant effect of the widespread use of
temnpo'ray winku, however, s to blur
a traditionally sharp distinction between'
radiation workers and the general pub-
lie. Nuclear workers are. allowed to
rcelve ten times more radiation hlad
everyone lse. But should there be no
limits en the extent to which nuclear
facilities may spread the burden of oc-

-upatlen exposure?
Any sharp restrictions on temporary

employment would no doubt cause con-
aldcrable anguish in the nuclear indus-
try, for indications are that transient
waokers comprise a large portion of
O wie industry's labor force. Acclrdinz to
figures compiled by the AEC's division
of operational safety. 54.5675 persons
left their jobs at government and private
nuclear facilities in the 4 years between
February 1969 and December 1972; of
this number, 16,165 or 30 percent were
employed IlSs than 3 months.

To some degree the revolvint-door
character of the industry stems from
demands for welders. pipelitters. and
other craftsmen who are not always
avllable within a company's full-lime
staff. or at least not in autliient num-
bcrs. At an illutratinn. AEC officials
say that some utilities (notahly Con-
anlldated Edison in Ndw York$ have
Occasionally had to hire So to 1110

welders to complete a small number of
welds in a radiation environmenL Each
welder works for a few minutes until
he is "burned out"-that is. until he
reaches his dose limit for the quarter-
and a new man takes his place.

The practice it well enough estabi
lished, in fact, that no one in regu.
latory circles seemed to raise an eye-
brow in the summer of 1969 when the
AEC's Rocky Flats plutonium fabrica-
tion plant near Denver brought in t-
side cleanup crews in the wake of a
devastating $45-million fire. The Rocky
Flats weapons plant, run for the AEC
by the Dow Chemical Company. hired
60 college students that summer to help
decontaminate the plutonium shop
where the fire occurred.

Few nuclear facilitics, however, have
felt the need to.taise quite so large an
army of the untrained to keep thin.-
neat and-clean as NFS did. Company
officials at Buffalo blame their need for
battalions of outside workers partly on
the nature of the business and partly
on problems of plant design.

The chemical plant is perched on a
hillside amid the mneadows and woods
of a 3500-acre nuclear storage and
waste burial site owned by the stale
of New York" The dominant building
is. a chunky concrete box with a
smokestack on top for releasing gaesosn
wastes such as krypton-85. Darbed-wire
and chain link fences mark the plant
perimctcr," giving it a distinctly military
look. Inside, behind massive concrete

partitions and leaded glass windows 4
feet thick, is a kind of nuclear refinery.

Spent or -irradiated" nuclear fuel
is shipped to the plant in heavy casks
for storage in a deep pool of water.
After a cooling period, a heavy crane
hoists up the long. squarish bundles of
fuel rods, which emit a blue Ccrenkov
glow under water. and transfers them,
one at a time., to a cavernous ¢cell"
where a remotely operated shearing
machine slices the bundles into Small
pieces. From here steel baskets carry
the chopped fuel to another cell, to be
dissolved in a vat of nitric acid. Then
a series, of chemical extractions sepa-
tates the dissolved uraniumplutouium,
and waste fission elements.

In a little more than 5 years of oper-
ation the plant processed 600 tons of
fuel containing upward of 2 billion
curies of radioactive material. Company
offlcia.ls say that with all this radioac-
tivity passing through the plant, a little
of it was bound to come out in unde-
sirable places from time to time. sod
It did,.

A certain amount of spillage and
leakage was anticipated. But a funds-
mental design decision in the early
1960's appears to have compounded
the problem of human exposure result-
ing from normal contamination. Evi-
dently in an effort to hold capital costs
down to around $32 million, NFS and
itdigln film, the Bechtel Corporation,
decided not to make use of "remote-

* maltensnce" technology developed at
the AEC fuel processing plants at Hal-
ford, Washington. NFS and Bechtel
opted instead for a "contact" mainte.

"nance approach, which meant that when
equipment needed repair it would have
to be moved by crane, decontaminated
by workers, and repaired by hand. The
inevitable increase in. exposure was fur-
ther compounded by equipment failures
that made contact maintenance sees-
Sary more often than originally'ex-
pected.

The net result was that by 1971 the
avenge yearly radiation dose for the
plant's permanent operating staff of
around 100 men had crept up to 7,2
reins-a dose that was within the law,
but one so high as to be almost witholut
precedent in a major nuclear, facility.
To make matters worse, a number of
workers at the plant (most of whom
apparently were permanent Saff) suf-
fered repeated overexposure to radia-
lion. some through accidental Inhala-"
lion of plutonium and other radioactive
elements.

By 1972_ the AEC's periodic iWpc-

lion reports had begun to sound a con
tinuoes note of dismay at the perform-
ance of the plant-and of its manage-
ment In November 1971, AEC regula.
tory officials accused the company of
a "failure to adequately instruct or
effectively train employees and other
Personnel in the radiation hazards in-
voved in their job assignments."

The AEC said further that efforts to
ointrol the spread and buildup of con.

tm~nation in the plant and immedi-
ately around it had been 'ineffective."
and that the -data - - - do not seem
to show any improvement in the expos-
surm controls or the radiological safety
conditions over the operating history
of the plank"

The, then, were the circumstances
under which the company hired its
husndreds of supplemental workers. Es.
seitlal maintenance had to be done.
And, as plant manager James Duck.
Worth saw It, there were only two
coels: The plant could divert trained
operators from their usual jobs and
risk pushing them up to their quarterly
dose limits. at which point they would
baa' to be furloughed; or it could hire
temporary help.

In a recent interview.. Duckworth
explained. It this way:

Sky you have a ventilation pump that
replaciag. snd it's "bt." and the

so$on lu get it ovt the better off every.
N will be. There is no sense in using

OWu qtttlified personnel so take three bolts
off the base of an ordinary pump. And
yOU might really ereate a safety problem
by "snl up (A trained operatorl and
PettIng him off the job temporarly. No
Mtller who does 5 itll take the aame

a"eunt of exposrs. So we have contrai.
Wue who get so outside help.

TIh company relied mainly on a local
labor contractor, the Benz Construction
Corporation, and the Buffalo branch of
a nationwide temporary labor firm,
Manpower, Inc. Former employees of
NFS and Buffalo officials of the Inter.
Matlnoal Association ef Machinists and
Aerospace Workers (IAM). which rep-
rsetated NFS'S full-ime ewmptoyee-. say
that the two contractors drew heavily
on ntoonlighters students, and men
seasmonlly employed at area automn-
bile plants. In addition. Anthony IJ

ltlkowskl. a district official of the IAM.
said thas between a third and half
Of workers hired by Manpower for
)obs at NFS could have been described
AS "down-amJ-oas" men from alid-row

But lVflliam O'Rftrke. of Manpow-
let Buffalo office, denies that his firm

,toeeulted men from sLid-row areas.

it sit-M.es IsS4
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S . r than a tenth of the radiation al-
It. ýd by the AEC (which would be

.0.3 rem per quarter). Duckworth says
that every elfort was made to hold
exposures to I rem. According to an
AFC inspection report dated Septem-
her, 1972. temporary employees at NFS
"work until a whole body exposure of
2 rems per calendar quarter has been

. ' Over the years. AEC inspectors
found many things wrong with the

'. reprocessing plant and its management:
, but-the handling of transient help was

.,•iy :-, "- not one of them,. James P. O'Reilly,
the commission's chief regulatory offi-
cer for the northeastern states, said in
an interview that supervision appeared

t'.• adequate and instructions were 'clear:•';,':•• ) s •J and reasonable." O'Reilly acknowledged

'that federal regulations do require that
training be commntsurate with risk in

sy.',;,' • radiation jobs, but he said that, "wish: -..' someone looking over your shoulder.

'- the risk may be less.... In fact these•*•"..... peope .reeive a hell of a lot of atten-
Iv . Oi~s lion. Control usually was tighter over

them than on full-time people."
for that. May- This I somewhat at variance, how-

ey'mouse store- ever. with circumstances described by
k but not us." half a dozen former employees at
rporary employ- ,NFS. some of whom supervised sup-

any case, not plemental laborers. As these workers
be 1i years or described it, temporary metn were told
le to do the job. virtually nothing about', the potential

simple. Upon hazards of their jobs. They were gen-
workers would erlly left in the charge of men with

iposurc records no special training in health and safety
then wait in the procedures. And they often could not
or two. As each be seen or directly monitored by the
ho was escorted "Sen who '"spervised" them.
ive clothing and The experience of David Xt. White-
an a wall. which head, in elementary school teacher
would work for from Boston. Spa, New York, who
r of minutes, so signed on for work one summer, ap-
e. Pe&ars to bU typical.
slity of instruc- A few days after applying to the
try. Says Duck- Benz company, Whilehead was called

to the plant to help decontaminate a
craft room. He and several other men

hem a corse• n i were suited up in protective clothing-
did Indctrinate two pairs of evverolis, rubber gloves,

where hes foile shoe covers a paper hat and hood. and
what exposure

win he's to wear. an air line for breathing. Instruction.
ips or pictures to he recalls, centered on the usa of a

be doing. Ard hois and brush outfit:

"We're too sophisticated
be some of these mick
front operations do thai

Qualifications for ten
ment at NFS were, it
stringent. One had to
older and physically ab

The procedure was
arriving at the plane,
fill out a form for e
required by the AEC, t
lunchroom for an hour
worker's turn came.,
to his job, given protect
instructions.-how to cti
bolt to turn--and then
a predetermined numbe
a& to limit his exposur

Views as to the qua
tlioiA d supervision va
worth:

We. we didn't give I
atomic physics. Yes. we
them. We tell a ciy
to woek, how to do it
hell receive. what eqsitm
Somnetiim we lose mockt
show them what theyll
ttlsyie supervised by a
man And an operator.

rve mUd six guys to
Each pay may work 3
paid hfo 4 hours. And
poturel record for evet
these people.

O'Rourke. of Mlanpi
that he was given to
lemponrary woriers cc

health and safety

get o•e nut off.
minutes. but Ui's
we have. |An es-
ry damn one of

aver. Inc, says
undenrtand that
cll receive no

I don't recall a lecture ahout safety
trivedures as such. Mainly slnae told
us About the tools we would be uing.
that we had to removecatie tarticks
(from the wilisl and they NI'SI didn't
wane to burn out their technicians on the

We wsared In a leam, rotatlng one at
a 14eM. 10 ima tes.• ithe rona, half a"S
linr nm. You'd be all alone in therm.

m



he technician was outside, on the other
dc of an airlock and around a corner.

Did he feel that instruction and

mpervision were adequate? -

I don't know how much supervision is
:eessary, but I trusted them. I guess I
as too dumb to be frightened. But if
I known more about what I was getting
to I would have been morn wary on
- job.

After 3 days the company told White.

tad that hed reached his exposure

nit. That was the end of his job.
David Pyles, a former laboratory

.pervisor at the plant, said that many

the temporary workers were openly

vdainful about the. hazards of radia.

an, while others Were apprehensive.

ill others, he said, seemed simply un-.

ert.

'You'd see all these people sitting around
c lunchroom-that was the real grany,
Sting paid to sit-anod you felt that a
t of them shouldn't even he in the
ant They were risking not only their
,vn health, hut everyone else's.
Some Were reaely afraid, and they'd ark
lot of questions, Ijust tried to talk them
to going home, but they wanted the
oncy.

Said Michael Lord, a former labora-

,ry technician at the reprocessing

ant, "The prevalent feeling was that

tese people were nuts for going in

:ere and doing what they did."

For an industry that prides itself on

ring one of the safest and most closely

gulated in America-and one that is

-owing rapidly-continued reliance on

mporary workers for the hot and dirty

bs raises questions of the industry's

usdence. The AEC's position is that

cre is nothing inherently unsafe about

nploying untrained men in a radiation

rnironment if instruction and super-

sicn are adcituate. But what assur-

ice is there that brief instructions arc

ederstood, that potential dangers are
sprcciated, that supervision.is in fact

fectliv?

Roger Mattson, the AEC's newly
,pointed assistant director for health

sd site standards, acknowledges that

rcscnt regulations do not -pccify the

itnd of instruction and supervision

ansient workers arc to havc; nor is

lcre a reqiremcent for testing or other

:cdns of demons:rating that workers

ave understood what they have been

rld.
"Thc regulations now leave a lot Op

the licencee's jsdgsncect," Mattson

rid in a recent conversation. "It has

:currcd to us that they could be a lot

rore explicit."

OCeouERt 1974

Regulatory olficials also say they are
concerned about tile possibility of work-
crr recciving a full quarterol dose at
one plant thien picking trp still more in
the same quarter somewhere vice. Rob-
ert Alexander, the chief of s-c:,pational
health standards, says th;st a rnview of
the AEC's central record files on transi-
ent workers shows that only a'very few
men have actually done this. Even so,
Alexander says, "We feel we haven't
gone far enough to coitrol this prob-
lem."

Four years ago, however, one pos-
sible solution to this problem-and to
the blurred distinction betweern nuclear
workers and the public-swas soggested
by the Natiocal Council oni Radiation
Protection and Inasurcements (NCRP),
a leading advisory group on radiation
standards since the 1930's.

The NCRP, whose proposal has not
been adopted by the AEC, recom-
mended in January of 1971 that per-
sons doing only. "occasional radiation
work" be given special consideration in
radiation protection standards. The
NCRP said that persons whose occupa-
tional exposure 0-as "truly sporadic"-

.a description that would fit the vast
majority of men who passed through
the Buffalo plant-should be limited to
the same radiation dose as the general
population or one-tenth that of full-
fledged nuclear workers.

Recently,, the AEC has behgn to dis-
courage the industry front spreading the
burden of exposure to droves of part-
time workers, but this discouragement
has taken the form of a "regulatory
guide" (issued last April) which is

not subject to enforcement. Iorcovcer,
the AEC continues to regard anyone
who accepts employment "inside the
fence" of a nuclear installation as a
full-fledged nuclear Worker, whether be
works for 3 nminutes or 3 years.

'In the meantime, the Environmental
Protection Agency has begscu a cautious
and methodical review of the basic
federal radiation protection guilelines
dating hack to 1959, under which the
AEC still operates. One of the key is-
sunes to he evamined, says Luis, Garci,.
the EPA ofllicial irn charge of the re-
view, "is this dicehotrmy of occupation-

ally cxposed people" recomnolended by

tie NCRP. -%Ve Will lick at (the pro-

posall in liylt of its prnctlicality."

Distilled iii its essence. thic' iluetion

of transient workers in the ntsclear in-

dutriry beconscs one of risk risd benefit.

WVlothser a rwasker rcceives hIi utr3t:ooly

maximum of 3 reis in 3 mterOsihs or in

3 tics may make no biological dif-
ference. But if, as is generally assumed,
every exposure carries some discrete
risk of genetic damage or illness, then
the full-time worker who earns 3
months pay for 3 months' radiation
benefits considerably more than the
worker who accepts the same risk-
knowingly or not-for half a day's pay.

In some ways the nuclear plant that
hires nren not for their skills but for
their capacity to absorb radiation seems
not so very different from the cons-
mercial blood bank that pays premium
prices for a pint of plasma. Both solicit,
and profit from, a small sacrifice. Both
raise questions as to the ethics of draw-
ing indiscriminately on the human pop-
ulation as a biological resource.

-RonERT GtLLgTT.

RECENT DEATHS

George D. Gammon, 72; retired
chairman, neurology department, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania; 9 \lay.

Paul E. Guenthler, 58; professor of
mathemnatics and statistics, Case West-
cern Resevre University; 21 April.

William Z. Ilassid, 76; professor
emeritus of biochemistry, University of
California, Berkeley; 28 April.

Jack W. Keuffel, 55; professor of
physics, University of Utah; 23 May.

Regis J. Leonard, 61; professor of
education, School of Education, Ford-
ham University; 26 'nay.

Walter C. Losdermilk, 86; ptofes-
sor emeritus of agriculture, Israel In-
stitute of Technlolgc; 6 nlay.

Joint 1. Olulhiolland, 73; former
professor of surgery, New York Uni-
versity; 6 ifay.

Philip A. INtunz, 82; former profes-
sor of botany and horticulture, Grad'
uate School. Clarcmont College; 13
April.

llubert J. Sloan, 70; acting depurty
vice president for agriculture, forestry,
and home economics, University of
Nlinnesota; I Mnlay.

0. E. Vaa Alyne, 87; professor emer-
MIs of osolaryingology, University of
Illinois; to May.

IRichard Wagner, 8is; professor emer-
itus of clinical pediatrics, Tufts Uni-
versity; 19 April.

l i:sd It. If, ddalsllrtr, 37; associate

preofesrr of geological and geoycpsi-
eal sciences, l'rinceton University; 15
April.
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Introduction

I consider it a privilege to discuss with you some crucial questions

concerning the siting and operation of the proposed Barnwell Nuclear Fuel

Reprocessing Plant of Allied-Gulf Nuclear Services. And I wish to express

my appreciation to Mr. H. J. Larson, President, and Mr. R. I. Newman, Vice

President of the Allied-Gulf Nuclear Services Company. They have both been

gracious and totally cooperative in making available to me for study the full

Environmental Report on the proposed Barnwell Plant. More than that, they

have both expressed their sincere desire to have my comments and suggestions.

Allied Chemical and Gulf Oil Corporations are two of our foremost

U.S. industrial corporations. I accept completely the statement of Mr. N. I.

Newman in a recent letter to me that:

"It has been, is and will continue to be our prime goal to insure

te,, safety of the public as well as our workers, and to insure that our opera-

tionis have a negligible, if any, impact on the environment."

Therefore, the issues I shall raise here are addressed to these two

great American corporations, as well as to the South Carolina Legislature.

As we get into the discussions more deeply, I hope it will become clear that

the Barnwell facility raises questions requiring that the necessary participants

ar- far beyond Aliied-Gulf and South Carolina - indeed, we must truly consider

tee interests of everyone living on the Eastern Seaboard of the United States,

as well as those of more inland States. Some of the considerations will

demonstrate that because of potential risk of requiring evacuation of

Washington, D.C., the entire National interest is definitely involved in our

considerations.

-2-

Some of you may have heard that I am a "nuclear critic". Let me

assure you that this is absolutely correct. I am a critic because I have

found through my long period of association with and research in nuclear

energy that some extremely serious questions concerning nuclear power gen-

eration have not been adequately examined, while the industry moves forward

at a rapid rate. But while critical questions are being raised, let me

assure you that I have no interest in doomsday predictions; no interest in

alarmism.

We in America all must share in the task of insuring a good quality

of life for Americans, and that means due attention to providing energy,

including electric energy, for our industry and our home uses, to sustaining

a healthy economy (and here I am particularly cognizant of South Carolina's

needs for industry and jobs), and above all, to insuring that we provide

such energy consistent with the good health and safety of Americans. You

of the South Carolina Legislature surely share these views, and I am certain

that the Allied Chemical Corporation and Gulf Oil Corporation both share

these views completely.

It is precisely because- of the enthusiasm all of us share about

"getting on with the job", that we must pause to examine whether we may not

have overlooked some very disturbing possibilities associated with nucl.car

fuel reprocessing plants such as the barnwell Facility. While it may seem

that a facility ultimately employing only some 300 employees (10G0 during

construction) is a small industry, other associated factors make this

industry and its development one of the most far-reachinv, significant

industrial developments of all time. Neither the South Carolina Legislature

nor the Board of Directors of both Allied Chemical and Gulf Oil can afford

to leave questions of all-time importance' unanswered. I hardly think the
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stockholders of these two great corporations would appreciate a venture that

might ultimately destroy these Corporations. Nor would the people of South

Carolina appreciate the overlooking, by this Legislature, of questions that

deal with the possible evacuation of a large part of the State of South

Carolina.

It will be necessary for us, mutually, to examine two major areas:

(a) The question of financial liability and how it relates to critical

examination of the dangers of the Barnwell Facility.

(b) The technical question of possible accidents at Barnwell and their

local and national consequences.

Financial Liability and Critical Evaluation of Risks

Every great corporation must necessarily consider financial liabil-

ity for its ventures and the implications of such liability for the Corpora-

tion's future.

Unfortunately, through the existence of the so-called Price-Anderson

Act, liability for the consequences of a serious accident at Barnwell is

limited to 560-Million Dollars. But I propose to discuss with you accidents

that could easily lead to damages in the neighborhood of 10-Billion Dollars

or more, to say nothing of the most.massive civilian dislocations and suffer-

ing in peacetime history. The existence of the Price-Anderson Act means

that no one carries the financial, liability for about 95% of the damages that

could accrue - no one at all.

I happen to regard the Price-Anderson Act as unconstitutional.

There is a bill in the U.S. Senate, introduced by Senator Gravel, to repeal

this Act. So the Act may be repealed, or there may in time be a Supreme

*Court test of its constitutionality. If this Act is repealed or declared

unconstitutional, are the Allied Chemical Corporation and the Gulf Oil

Corporation prepared to risk their assets, even though large, on a $10-Bil-

lion liability?

Even if the Price-Anderson Act is not repealed, the situation for

these two corporations is hardly better. There can be no doubt that if an

accident involving $10-Billion in uncompensable damages occurs, the reputa-

tion of both corporations will suffer irreparably, and the revul'sion in the

public may, in effect, destroy both corporations and much of the value of

their securities in the marketplace.

It is neither my intent nor my ability to estimate the probability

of such an accident occurring. But I am frankly amazed that both the South

Carolina Legislature and the Boards of Directors of both great corporationa

involved have not insisted upon a fully indepcr:dent engineering assessment

of such pr(,babilities, including especially the possible effects of internal

or external sabotag. We live in perilous times, and to neglect such possi-

bilities as sabotage is simply to bury our heads in the sand in the. fashion

of ostriches.

I have a high regard for the detailed efforts of Allied-Gulf

Nuclear Services and their consultants who prepared the Environmental Report

on Barnwell. Do'; sizepl':, hard-headed business sense tells us that this

must necessarily ti- the last source one would go to for a critical, independent

-asse:ssment of tue prohability of a serious accident. What is required is

ass ens::ent uf respoenibility to an independent group of engineers to figure

ouw all tf!, wa4.: ii. is possible for such an accident to occur, and to try

to assess -i. prolbability of its occurring. Such assessment would not be

very costly. I -:1iceve the South Carolina Legislature and the Boards of

Dir•etors ef loth major corporations can accept no less. I have seen no

such in-nodne ass-sam-nt. Under no eirctmntancec- should reviews either
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by the Atomic Energy Commission or any of its Licensing or Advisory Boards

be misconstrued as an acceptable assessment.

Once such an independent assessment is made, the evidence on both

sides deserves debate and presentation in a full open public forum. Nothing

less will allay public concern, a concern that will grow.

If everything goes as planned and as considered in the AGNS Envi-

ronmental Report, there is probably no problem of health, safety, or environ-

mental damage. I would hardly wish to quibble over minor questions I nave

about that report, especially when viewed against the vastly more important

questions that must be answered, and which are not described in that Report.

There are two very simple questions I propose to discuss with you:

(1) What are the consequences of 1% (that is, one-hundredth) of the

radioactive inventory of Barnwell at full operation being released to the

environment?

(2) What are the consequences of 0.01% (that is, one-ten thousandth)

of the radioactive inventory being released?

To do this we must turn our attention to some simple technical

realities of Barnwell at full operation.

The Radioacitivity Inventory at Barnwell at Full Operation

The Barnwll facility proposes to process 5 metric tons of spent

nuclear fuel per day, or 1500 metric tons per year. The long-lived radio-

uctive waste, after processing, will r,:main at Barnwell between 5 and 10

years, assuming optimistically that some Federal repository can be developed,

which is very much in doubt. Let us minimize the problem,, and assume that

the radioactive wastL: is at Barnwell for only 5 years even though it may

remain in South Carolina indefinitemly.

The processing of 5 metric tons per day of spent uranium fuel means

the servicing of about the equivalent of 50 large nuclear power plants, each,

say, of 1000 megawatts electrical [MW(e)] generating capacity. Since each

plant discharges 1/3 of its fuel each year, the Barnwell receipts will he of

fuel elements each having spent an average of 2 years in the power plant.

The equivalent delivery to Barnwell is 2/3 of the yearly long-lived radio-

activity produced in the 50 plants, which is equivalent to the output of 35ý

such 1000 MW(e) plants.

Each 1000 MW plant produces, in one year, the long-lived radio-

activity of 22 megatons of atomic fission bombs. So, 35 x 22 = 770 megatons

of bombs. And for a five-year storage period, this means 5 x 770, or 385C

megatons. Note, nothing of this should be misconstrued to mean any explosive

power of this radioactive waste. It is simply necessary to give you an idea

of the astronomical quantity of radioactive waste in inventory at Barnwell,

at full operation. We may express this in three ways:

The radioactivity (long-lived) in the Barnwell inventory will be:

(a) Approximately fifteen times as much as all the fission product

radioactivity produced by all atmospheric weapons tests in all time

by the combined testing of the USA plus the USSR.

(b) Approximately the radioactivity that would be left decaying for

1O's and 100'r of years from a large, full-scale nuclear war.

(c) Approximat-Qly the long-lived 'radioactivity of 192,000 Hiroshima

or Nagasaki atom hombs.

Let us turn to the kinds of radioactive substances present after

thq Barnwell plant has. been in full operation, using the 5-year residence

time for radioactive waste (remembering that the AGNS report suggests an

even higher residence time). Again, from the point 6f view of minimizing
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the potential hazard, I shall consider only the sajor radioactive materials,

and shall consider only those species which produce a hard gamma ray on

decay, (more than 400 KEY).

The AGNS Environmental Report will serve as a source to ascertain

the total radioactivity inventory at 5 years of operation. (Table 3.6-1,

page 74, Section 3, of the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant Environmental Report).

I shall add one additional radioactive substance, Strontium-90, which although

it does not emit a hard gamma ray, is very important for consideration of

certain accident consequences.

After correcting for radioactive decay, one reaches the final

figures for radioactive inventory of hard gamma emitters presented in the

following table, (Table 1).

TABLE 1

Hard Gamma Ray Contributors Built Up in the Fuel
Reprocessing Plant Inventory at Five Years

Megacuries Megacuries Final Equilibrium Inventory al.
Isotope Half-Life per ton per 5 tons 5 years, corrected for decay

daily input daily input (iegacuries)

Zr95 65 days 0.3774 1.887 176.2( I

i695 35 days 0.7127 3.564 180.0

Ru
1 0 3  

40 days 0.1329 0.665 38.4

Ru106 1.0 year 0.,7,41 3.821 2011.0

Cs134 2.1 years 0.2031 1.o16 1128.8

30 years 0.1329 0.665 1165.1*

Total 4700 Megacuries

I The Cs137 inventory has been corrected for the slight decay it undergoes
w..ile in storage.

Since we will require it later, the Sr 0 inventory is expected
to be 91/133 x Cs

1 3 7 
inventory, or (0.68)xCs

1
3

7 
inventory.

In megacuries, this is 792 megacurics of Sr
9 0

.

The Consequences of a One Percent Release of the Barnwell Inventory

We shall consider here how large an area. and how many people might

require evacuation if one percent of the inventory of the Barnwell plant were

to be released to the atmosphere. Note, it is not our purpose to examine the

probability of such an occurrence, but the consequences. If the consequences

are very serious, then the fullest independent assessment of the probability

is urgent and essential..

Prediction of which region of the United States will be affected

and how much affected depends, of course, on the weather circumstances at the

time of the release. We shall consider a couple of possibilities, including

the local South Carolina situation and that for more distant regions. With

differing weather conditions, the regions affected will, of course, be differ-

ent, but the order of magnitude of consequences not very different.

Some Consequences at a Distance.

1. Assuime 1% of the radioactivity inventory released to the atmosphere.

2. It is approximately 465 miles, straight line, from Barnwell, S.C.

to Washington. D.C.

3. Assume a wind in the direction of Washington, D.C. of 19.3 miles

per hour. Thus, in 24 hours, the center of the radioactive "cloud"

will be over the Was;hington, D.C. area.

From the reports of Tamplin (Tamplin, A.R., "Prediction of the Maximum Dosage

to eMan From Fallout of Nuclear Devices I. Estimation of the Maximum Contai-

at.ion of Agrictlftira! Laud, UCRL-50163 Part i, January 3, 1967), the radius

of suicn a cloud at L4 ::ours in approximately 103 miles. (Using the radius as

2o - two times the horizontal standard deviation of dispersion of the material)

a = 51.6 miles at 24 jours.
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Now let us consider that rainfall occurred at this time, which at

a maximum, can wash all the radioactivity to earth in the region under the

cloud. What is the deposition on the ground?

The Area of the Cloud = n(i03)2 33,400 sq. miles.

One percent of Barnwell Inventory = (O.01)(4700) = 47 megacuries or

47,000,000 curies. (1 megacurie = 1-million curies).

Deposition, average, per sq. mile = 47,0--0 00 1407 curies/sq.mile
33,400

Now, from the book, "Effects of Nuclear Weapons, p. 491-2, Samuel

Glasstone, Editor, USAEC, 1962", it is known that a deposition of hard gamsma

emitters of 1 curie/sq.mile leads to a dose of 1.2 x 10- R/day from external

radiation, just by being in such an environment. No eating of contaminated

foods is required. Just being there guarantees the radiation.

But we have 1407 curies/sq.mile, so the dose will be

(1407)(1.2 x 10- 4) = 0.169 R per day.

The R unit is a measure of radiation exposure. Note that 0.169 R

is equal to the so-called "allowable" exposure for one whole year for peaceful

atomic energy purposes, and it is widely agreed that this latter exposure

would have serious consequences. So,people in this vicinity would get their

yearly "allowance" in one day. In a year they would get roughly 300 times

as much, or about 50 R. While there will be some decay, it will not.be re-

duced to 25 R per year for several years, and will continue at nearly that

level for over a decade. It is obvious that such exposure is not thinkable,

and that evacuation of the affected area must be considered. This means

evacuation of Washington, D.C., Baltimore, Maryland, Annapolis, Maryland,

Wilmington, Delaware - everywhere within a radius of 100 miles from

Washinrton, D.C. In effect, this includes all of the District of Columbia,

most of Maryland, most of Delaware, a good part of Virginia and West Virginia.

If the wind were blowing~a little faster, before the radioactive

cloud encountered a rainstorm, it could center on Trenton, New Jersey, in

which case it would be necessary to evacuate Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,

New York City, most of New Jersey, a fair part of eastern Pennsylvania, and

a fair part of southern New York State.

It is seen that we are dealing with a situation that might require

evacuating millions, or tens of millions, of people, or acceptance of the

severe radiation injuries, in the form of cancer and leukemia, that would

otherwise result.

If anyone doubts that the economic consequences of such (!vacuation

could run into tens of billions of dollars, he is not being realistic. And

this says nothing of the societal dislocation of evacuation of Washington,

D.C., the capital of the United States.

Of course, the wind might blow in a differrent direction, and a rain-

storm might intersect the radioactive cloud in a region with somewhat fewer

people. In any event, whichever way the wind is blowing, some 33,000 square

miles of the U.S. would become uninhabitable. The winds might be such that

it would mean cvacuat.on of rost of the State of Florida instead;

Some More Local F,,ss-ýlle Consequences.

Columbia, South Carolina is about 55 miles from Barnwell. Atlanta,

Georgia is about 1IM wiles from Barnwell.

Let us consider the prospects at 6 hours after release of 1% of

the Barnwell inventory, with winds to ilacu; the clouc over Columbia, Soutr;

Carolina (requires 7 miles per hour wind) or over Atlanta, Georgia (requires

22 miles per hour wind). If the radioactive cloud then encountered a'rain-

storm, over cc, eo the other of these areas, we can calculate the dosaC"e.
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The radius of the cloud at 8 hours is approximately 36 miles

(again, using 2a as the radius). The area of deposition is rs (36) =

4076 square miles.

4eposition = 0 11,530 curies/sq. mile.

The dosage received by being in this vicinity is

(11,530)(1.2 x 10- ) = 1.38 R per day,

or about 400 R per year. This is simply deadly, and in the one case

Columbia, South Carolina and everything on a radius of 36 miles from Columbia

would obviously have to be evacuated. In the other case, Atlanta, Georgia

and everything 36 miles away from it must be evacuated.

In summary, under highly credible meteorological conditions, the

consequences of a 1% release of the radioactivity inventory at Barnwell

would be a disaster unimagined for any ppacetime situation in the United

States. The economic cost, to say nothing of making millions of people

refugees from radioactivity, will undoubtedly be measured in the billions

or tens of billions of dollars.

-12-

In Case There is No Rain:

Agridultural Consequences of a it Release of the Radioactivity Inventory
at Barnwell at Full-Operation

We might suppose that "luck" would be on our side, and that the radioactivity

cloud won't run into a washout by rain, after a 1% release of the Barnwell

radioactivity inventory. In that case we will, of course, still have what is

known as "dry" fallout. While this may mean we wouldn't face evacuation of

millions of people, the agricultural consequences, as we shall see below, can be

almost equally devastating. Let us consider the "no-rain" situation in detail.

1. Let us assume the wind were blowing at about 15 miles per hour

in the direction of Buffalo, New York.

2. The distance from Buffalo to Barnwell is about 750 miles, so the

center of the radioactive cloud will reach thi US border at Niagara Falls at

some 48 hours.

From Tumplin's data*on maximum expected by fallout at 48 hours, we can

expect the fraction of tht, total cloud radioactivity that will fall out is

j x IO"14 pe:r sq. meter.

Now, let us cstirate the agricultural contamination. At 4' hours, dispersion

of tne cloud w-ill make the cloud diameter approximately 293 miles (0Q= 1.ldxlO5

~tec '!iametemt in 44- :o jiiameter = 4.72 Y 105 reatcrs, or 295 sin).

So, sector, ot" th, ctu'r, centerig upon 3a.,nweli will so involved.

Barnwell

3':. "va- c-n area involved

*..ill '' (L ) i/? Lhi. Clue. Area, or

110i,000 + 1/2 (6(,c00) = 110000 + 55,900ý= 144,000 sq. miles.

See pr'vious Tamolin renflrencc
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How badly will milk from this region of 144,000 square miles be contaminated?

We can be conservative, and thereby undo:cstimate the seriousness of the problem

by considering all parts of the region to be contaminated only as badly as the

most distant region - that is at 750 miles from Barnwell. We can be certain that

in all regions closer to Barnwell the contamination will be more severe.

We recall that our inventory (Table I) contains

Cs137 1165 megacuries, or 1165 x 1012 microcuries.

Cs 134 1129 megacuries, or 1129 x 1012 microcuries.

Sr
9 0  

792 megacuries, or .792 x 1012 microcuries.

(1 Megacurie = lO12 microcuries)

The dry fallout depositions, for 1% inventory release, will be

For CS
1 3 7  

(l1.65x,012) (6 x 0-14 ) = 0.93 microcuries/sq. meter

Cs134 (ll.29xlO1
2

) (a x 10-14) k 0.90 microcuries/sq. meter

Sr
9 0  

(7.92 x 1012) (8 . 10l14) = 0.64 microcuries/sq. meter

And from Table 3, we can estimate the dosage to be received via milk for forage

receiving such depositions. These are tabulated in Table 2.

Table .2

Dosage to Children via the Milk Pathway

of cancer and leukemia. Fresh agricult:ral produce from this region of

144,000 square miles would be obviously unsalable. While, after a period of

months, the milk level will be much reduced, the agricultural produce from the

region would be unacceptable for many years, because of radioactivity acquired

in the produce via the soil-root pathway (much, much less active than the early

milk, but unacceptable).

It is important to have a good idea of what 144,000 square miles of

agricultural land being rendered unusable really means. For the wind direction
ing

considered, this would mean render/ unusable for agriculture the following:

Approx. 1/10 of South Carolina
plus approx. 1/10 of North Carolina
plus approx. 1/5 of Virginia
plus most of West Virginia
plus approx. 1/6 of Ohio
plus more than 1/2 of Pennsylvania
plus approx. 1/4 of New York State
plus a significant part of Ontario province in Canaaa.

This represents a ci nimum tabulation, for fallout rendering agricultuosai

land unusable will still be occurring beyond 48 hours, and hence encompassinfg

more of Ontario province, ,uebŽec and much more of New York State.

The economic costs alone will undoubtedly be in the multi-billion dollar

category, not to mention indignation, rage, fear, and dislocation.

And of course, if the wind were blowing in some different direction, the

r•eas involved will be the same, but the victimized states would be different.

It 4ould ,nly be lessened if the wind happened to be blowing to the Southeast, since

much of nrc, fallout woli thou be ove: the ocean.

Thus, the overall i.":;nitudc of th., disaster will be ,"omprable with that

previously eacsribed for rainouc of the radioactivity. In one case (with rain)

we contemplate evacuation of millions of people; in tic other case (without rain),

the agricultu:rl loss is staggering beyond usual comtn'ahension.

Radionuc:lide Deposition

Nicroeurie/
sq. meter

134
Cs• 0.90

<90 0.64

Deposition required
to give 1 Rad via Milk

(Whole Body)

Microcurie/ Sq meter

0.12

0.058

o.o(8

Dosage in Rads
via Milk

(nole Body)

7.8

15.6

16.9

Total Dosage in Rads (via Milk) 40.3 Rads

It is absolutely unthinkable that milk contaminated to this degree can be

consumed. Children drinking such milk would have a four-fold increase in risk
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And we are assuming 1
10,000

of the inventory at Barnwell to be involved in
The Consequences of an 0.0l1 Release c¢f the Barnwell Inventory (One-ten

thousandth of the futol Inventory)

We have seen above that 1% release can lead to moassive evacuation of major

population centers. And we shall now see the very serious economic consequencecs

of even one-hundredth of this quantity released. For this we shall direct our

attention to the effect of deposited radioactivity upon forage, thence to milk

to be consumed by children.
We shall consider three radionuclides, Ca1 3 7 , Cs134, and 

S r
90.

From Table 1 we have the inventory at 5 years as 1165 4eMcuries of Cs

1129 Megacuries of Cs154, and separately, that there would be 792 Megacuries of

Sr
9 0

.

Ng and co-workers* have calculated the minimum deposition of these radio-

nuclides required to deliver 1 RaS to children drinking 1 liter of milk per day.

tris is the so-called "grass-eow-milk-child" pathway. The values are listed

oalow in Table 5. (1 Rad is approximately equivalent to li,).

Table

Minimum Denosition en Forage to Give 1 Rad to Children Via the Forage
to Milk PathwlV (Whole Body)

Ridiourje:lide Half Life Minimum Deposition requiree to give 1 RaHd"
microcuries/sq. meter curies/sq. mile

5 if 50 years 1.2 x 10-1

CI 2.1 years 5.8 x 10-2 0.15

S1290 26 years 5.8 x 10-2 0.098

LTt us consider the case described above, rainout at 24 hours, such That

;5,
1
iut sq. miles of land receives the deposition. Since we are her.r concernee

with a;ratulitural land, it is of littme moment what the wind direction or spo:hd is.

*UCRL 501.5 Part IV, May 14, 1968. c137 C134
**Dr. :Ng (personal monsmunication) sporests the Cs and Cs values may be
raised, from more recent data, wLicn could reduce their contribution to dosage.
}{owever, th-. charng:s would not matcpally alter conclusions about unaccuptability
of milk crritaminated by C 7, CJ7 5, and Sr')"

the deposition.

Therefore

1 X 1165 - 0.1165 megacuries Cs137
10000

I X 1129 - 0.1129 megacuries s

10000

1 X 792 = 0.0792 megacuries Sr
9 0

10000

Depositions are

For Cs.13 7
, 116500 = 5.5 curies/sq. mile

55400

134 112900
For Cs , ý = c.4 curies/sq. mileFo S 90 ~ ~ Q 24 urossqoml

(116,500 curies)

(112900 curies)

(79,200 curies)

go9, 7920 2.0 curies/sq, mile

Transle-ting these into rads delivered via the milk pathway

For Cs
1

37 5.5/0.51 = 11.2 rads

For Cs154 3.4/0.15 = 22.7 rads

Fur Sr
90  

2.4/0.O968 = "4.5 rsds

Total 51-.4 rads

Children crinkling such milk ";;ould recetive 58.4 rads, which is more than 100

tim.is the yearly "allowa'be" dose. Such a jose would cause a many-fold increase

in cancers and le'dsemtas in such children. It is obvious that milk from these

;,".400 senare miles is uuitininhln for drinking purposes. The loss to agriculture

a this and crop contsmination would be phenomenal. In time, the Cs13 4
, Cs1 7,

an 5-r9C wauld find tfuir way into the soil, having been weathered off the forage.

Put the agricultural rrotble• iJs nut over, for we must now consider crops grown in

the area, the so-called "soil-rout pathway".

From Xg et al, we hove th' if ta i'r the de:position required to give one Rad

by the soil-rout pathway, presented in Table IV.
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Table 4

Minimum Deposition Required to Give 1 Red to Children via the Soil-Root Pathway

Radionuclide Nalf Life Deposition Required to Give 1 red
microcurieals/ meter curies/sq. mile

Cs
15 7  

jO years 4.2 x 102 1090

Cs134 2.1 years 1.5 x l05 5370

Sr
9 0 28 years 4.8 x 10 124

Contribution from Cs
1

3
7 

= 3.5/1090 = 0.003 rads

Cs13
4 

= 5.4/i570 = 0.001 rads

sr9° 2.4/124 = 0.019 rads

Total = 0.025 rads

While these doses are not "disastrously" high, I would doubt that such

agricultural products would be salable, and the effect would last for many years.

The combination of severe early contamination of milk and crops from such a region,

followed by lont, term significant, unacceptable contamination of crops from an

urea like 35,000 square miles (that happens so be an area just a little larger than

South Carolina) would represent economic losses in the billion dollar clasS. And

all this if only one ten-thousandth of the Barnwell inventory of radioactivity were

released to the atmosphere.

Some Side Effects of Either Type of Accident

There is little douW-$ about one primary e ffect of eithe-r type of accident,

which would. be an ismmediats acrond by the public for a shutdown,. not only of

!ýarnwcll but also of the entire nuclear power industry. And I must say I believe

this reaction would be totally appropriate, since the warningsconcerning such

possibilities have been quite broadly presented. There would be no reasonable

excuse by the nuclear industry. And the widespread public antipathy to Allied

Chemical and Gulf Oil Corporation might lead to boycotts that could shake these

industries economically beyond i'epair.. The South Carolina Legislature would have

great deal of explaining tb do to the citizens of South Carolina and other states.

thP1lutLc.jium Product

There are two products of thu Barnwell Facility, uranium and plutonium.

There is little, if any reason to be concerned about the uranium product. There

are several reasons to consider that the plutonium product may be a total

nightmare. The AGNS report states carefully that plutonium must be absolutely

contained in the course of shipment away from the plant. And it states further

that there exists considerable difference of opinion concerning how this may be

accomplished. But one does not acquire a real feeling for the fantastic im-

plications of the quantities of plutonium that will be :hipped.

There are two problems presented by the plutonium product:

(1) The Safeguards Problem

(2) The Extreme Toxicity of Plutonium

The &ifeguards Problem

Plutonium has other uses besides its being a fuel. for electric power

prod.ction. Specifically it is the basic ingredient for the simple fabrication

of atom borabs. Throughout the world, authorities on nuclear energy regard the

danger of diversion of plutonium by black market techniques either to governments

or Lo private organizutions as a major, unsolved problem.

•Let us consider some of the quantities involved in Barnwell shipments and

copoare them with the i4 pounds (7 kilograms) widely stated to be about the amount

r.quired for a 20 Kiloton atom bomb like that which demolished Nagasaki.

From Table 5.6-1 in the Barnwell report, the datum is given that each ton

uraniue processed will yield ý58 Curies of Plutonium-259, the desired product.

ýma Curie of Plutonium represents approximately 16 grams of Pu2
59

. In one year

at Barnwell, there will be 1500 tons. of uranium processed, so the annual plutonium

product requiring snipment will be (358)(16)(1500) = 84.10,000 grams of plutoniuhM,
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or 8110 kilograms. That's enough to make about 1100 Nagasaki-type atom bombs,

a very interesting quantity indeed for the future black market in plutonium.

On page 30, Appendix VII of the Barnwell Environmental Report, it is stated

that the plutonium will be shipped in solution as plutonium nitrate in containers,

each holding 25 kilograms of plutonium. It is stated there that 2 to 5 such

containers will be carried per truck shipment. So we can say that on the average,

there will be approximately 63 kilograms of plutonium per shipment. For

a total of 8110 kilograms of plutonium, this means 8110 , or about 125 separate
6j

shipments per year out of Barnwell.

Each shipment represents enough plutonium for about 9 atom bombs (Nagasaki

size). Can such shipments be hijacked? Before answering this question, it is

worthwhile asking another question. If, two years ago, one had been asked about

the liklihood that three huge airliners would be successfully hijacked to the

Midale East within one week by terrorists, I am sure the probability estimate

would have been vanishingly small. Until it happened. Anyone who underestimates

the ingenuity of determined terrorists and underworld operators does so at grave

peril. The probability that a plutonium shipme nt will be hijacked successfully

will be estimated as very low until the first shipment is hijacked.

The Toxicity of Plutonium

There is a great deal in the Barnwell Report about the irradiation of bonr

by plutonium. I am more concerned about the production of* lung canc,!r by pl:eton.umn.

My eolleagu,, -onald Ge'.rsaman ra. published estimates t'at tre inhalation oc

lt.ttO particles of Plutonium dioxide •ay produce one fatal human lung cancer. It

doesn't require that one person inhale all 10,000 particles - this is a statistical

problem, and it means that for every 10,000 particles inhaled into human lungs,

there will be one lung cancer. Ten people inhaling 1000 particles each will

produce the same effect as one person inrhaling 10,000 particles.

GT-ll-70. Plutonium and Public health. Presented at Univ of' Colorado, Buulder,

Colorado, April 19, 1970.

Let us go through the arithmetic relating to these plutonium shipments.

For example, let us suppose that some terrorists were desirous of spreading

plutonium oxide around near a major metropolitan center. Let us suppose that that

one container with 25 kilograms of plutonium were exploded open by bombing or

by some combination of bombing and fire. With high temperature4 much of the plutonium

nitrate would be probably converted to plutonium oxide. We can explore the worst

case, namely all 25 kilograms converted to particles averaging one micron in

diameter.

1 micron diameter means each particle has a volume of 5 x 1013 cc. The

density of plutonium dioxide is 11.46 gms/cc. So each such particle has

(11.46)(5x1lO- ) or 5.7 x 1012 grams of plutonium oxide.*

So, for 25 kilograms, we cet 25,000 or 4.4 x 10 1i5 particles. If

5.7 x iO10

all these particles Ultimately found their way into human lungs, that represents

4 lxg15 = 4.4 x 0lil lunp cancers. Enough plutonium for 440 billion
i0ý

h!man lung cancers. Now, there are only 5 billion people on earth, so we aren't

:;oing to get 440 billion lung cancers in any hurry. So, let us suppose there are

a number of inefficiencies in this whole process, and as a result, only one

rvirticle out of ten million potential plutonium oxide particles finds its way

Jnto crann inha!ntiuoi r•ithways. That still means 44000 lung cancers could be

rc'iiced as a re-sult .ef this tcrrorist act. That's a lot of diplomatic leverage

.or terrorists. 1leci.-e note that all the inhalation needn't occur right away.

2-c plutonu;;: oxiec iv rtwicles can settle to the ground, be resuspended and. carried

by win-ds a: and oveaow, even to very great distances from the point of original

dispersal. With a half-life of 24,000 years, such plutonium will be around to

produce cases of lung cancer for periods of more than fifty times as long as world

history from th- birth of Christ to the present time. Every 10,000 particles

inhaled can re.prezent one fatal huniut cancer, wherever and for all practical

Barh,.1] Platultirem Is evcn wore: than Pu , because of 'orit-aminatioen with
Pu srd ini
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purposes, whenever the plutonium is iryr.led.

We spread plutonium around Palomares, Spain when one of our bombers crashed

there. A massive clean-up campaign was carried through and shiploads of'

contaminated soil were collected to be returned to the USA. But people in

Palomares are not too convinced all is well. Palomares is reported to be a

ghost town area now. fow many people will enjoy living near a site of a massive

plutonium dispersal? If we ship enough plutonium on our highways, there are

going to be some terrorist explosions and dispersal, and I would suspect there

are going to be ghost towns in addition to old mining towns in Nevada and California.

The Barnwell Facility points up some good reasons for the widespread concern

over diversion of plutonium into the hands of terrorists and the underworld. One

small atom bomb, properly placed on the Barnwell Facility could, I would suspect,

release a good deal more than one percent of the radioactivity inventory there.

And we have already discussed the catastrophic potential consequences of a

une percent release.

Recommendations

We can all hone that neither the 1% release or the 0.014 release accidents

ever occur at Barnwell. But hope alone is not enough. As stated at the outset,

I am in no position to estimate the probability of either acclient, from sabotage,

irono cooling equipment failure, from earthquake, or from hostile action. Certainly

the iýarnwell Environmenn;zl ieport provides nothing in the way of reassurance that

such accidents cannot occur. Everything hinges on the probability that such

.eleases my occur. I doub; that anyone can seriously challenge the possible

consequences *i the releases ol' }*iao ragnitude occur. Depending upon the weather,

the precise magnitude of the disaster, and its form, can vary, but the broad

outlines are not overstated.

And we can all hone that plutonium diversion or dispersal into the

environment will not occur.

I am completely convinced that Alll-xý-Gulf Nuclear Services feels it is

doing its very best to make such accidents remote. But that is not sufficient

assurance. That the ACC or its advisory committees have reviewed the project

is also not good enough.

No one of totally independent stature has been assigned the specific job,

of figuring out how such releases could occur, what all the vulnerabilities are,

and what the chances are of such occurrence. And it is the absence of such

critical engineering adversary review that is precisely what has been missing

from every aspect of the entire nuclear power industry.

The Board of Directors of the Allied Chemical Corporation should be

demanding such an independent review.

The Board of Directors of Gulf Oil Corporation should be demanding this

review.

The Leg•islature of the State of South Carolina should be demanding this review.

The health and fate of" ten million or more Americans may depend upon the

answers.

Perhaps %hii discussion may help clarify why an increasing body of opinion

,:zpretssS concern over the development of the nuclear power industry. The

.,rrraity of frrc s'-ead with the nuclear power industry deserves serious

1 r•.tio~nin1 . Especilly is this true when the prospects are so bright for

ulseurnativu, sut. as _caneration of all the electricity we could ever require from

SculL Cue•lia, and Barniill County in particular, needs industry and needs

.)obn. How much brighter our discusaions today would be if Allied Chemical and

Glf' Oil Corporations were proposing a major solar electricity research and

do-velnuIrnont program at Barnwcll. Such a f'acility providing 3000 jobs, not 500,
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would make excellent sense for the Colrj,;rations, for South Carolina, and for

the world. Sooner or later, this is inevitable. Why not sooner, and in

South Carolina? Why not A.G.S.F. - Allied-Gulf Solar Facility? Toward a

bright future, rather than a radioactive one.
THE PLUTONIUM DECISION

A Report on the Risks of Plutonium Recycle

J. Gustave Speth
Arthur R. Tamplin
Thomas B. Cochran

Natural Resources Defense Council
1710 N Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

September, 1974
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"I fear that when the history of this century
is written, that the greatest debacle of our
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ment in Southeast Asia but our creation of vast
armadas of plutonium, whose safe containment
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I. Introduction

The Atomic Energy Commission, if unchecked, is about to sow

the seeds of a national crisis. The.Commission now proposes to

authorize the nuclear power industry to proceed to use plutonium

as fuel in commercial nuclear reactors around the country. The

result of a decision approving this commercial use of plutonium

will be the creation of a large civilian plutonium industry and

a dramatic escalation in the risks posed by nuclear power.

This decision to launch what the AEC calls the "plutonium

economy" is the conclusion of the AEC's recently released draft

environmental impact statement for plutonium recycle -- the

recycling of plutonium as fuel in the present generation of light

water reactors. 2 
The final version of the impact statement, which

is expected to confirm the decision to authorize plutonium recycle,

is due in six to nine months.

Plutonium is not native to Earth: the entire present-day

inventory is man-made, produced in nuclear reactors. Plutonium-

239, the principal isotope of this element, has a half-life of

24,000 years, hence its radioactivity is undiminished within human

time scales. It is perhaps the most toxic substance known. One

millionth of a gram.(there are 28 grams in an ounce) has been

shown capable of producing cancer in animals. Plutonium is also

the material from which nuclear weapons are made. An amount the

size of a softball is enough for a nuclear explosive capable of mass

destruction. Scientists now widely recognize that the design and

manufacture of a crude nuclear explosive is no longer a difficult

task technically, the only real obstacle being the availability of

the plutonium itself.
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Thus, former AEC physicist Donald Geesaman observes that

"plutonium is a fuel that is toxic beyond human experience." Its

use, he states, "will inextricably involve our society in the

large-scale commercial production of a substance that is a suit-

able nuclear explosive."3 The successful theft of this material,

as Mason Willrich and Theodore Taylor note, "could enable a small

group to threaten the lives of many people, the social order within

a nation, and the security of the international community of

nations."'4

It is the burden of this report that the commercialization

of plutonium will place an intolerable strain on our society and

its institutions. Our unrelenting nuclear technology has pre-

sented us with a possible new fuel which we are asked to accept

because of its potential commercial value. But our technology

has again outstripped our institutions, which are not prepared or

suited to deal with plutonium. And those who have asked what

changes in our institutions will be necessary to accomodate

plutonium have come away from that enquiry profoundly concerned.
5

The AEC's impact statement assessment of plutonium recycle

reinforces, and does not allay, these concerns. It concedes that

the problems of plutonium toxicity and nuclear theft are far from

solved and indicates that they may not be for some years. Yet it

concludes, inexplicably, that we should proceed. Whether stemming

from blind faith in the beneficience of the technology it has

fostered or from a callous promotion of the bureaucratic and in-

dustrial interests of the nuclear power complex, the AEC decision

cannot be justified in light of what We know and, just as important,

what we do not know.

II. Dimensions of a Commercial Plutonium Industry

The fuel now used in present-day reactors, the light water

reactors or LWR's, is uranium which has been enriched so that the

uranium-235 content is increased from the 0.7 percent present in

natural uranium to about 3 or 4 percent. Uranium-235 is a fission-

able isotope of uranium, the remainder of the fuel being non-fissile

uranium-238. Unlike plutonium, this uranium fuel is not extremely

toxic, and it is not sufficiently rich in uranium-235 to be

fashioned into nuclear weapons.*

While present-day reactors are operating, however, they are

also producing as a by-product moderate amounts of plutonium,

principally plutonium-239. A typical large reactor produces

about 200-250 kilograms of plutonium each year.** Since this plu-

tonium is easily fissioned, it can be used as reactor fuel. "Plu-

tonium recycle" is the nuclear industry-AEC proposal to recover

this plutonium produced in LWR's, process it and recycle it as

fuel back into LWR's.

Several critical steps are involved in recycling this plu-

tonium. First, the used or "spent" fuel from the reactor must

be shipped to a fuel reprocessing plant. The spent fuel contains

*/ Only with extremely sophisticated technology not available to
the public, notably gaseous diffusion plants, can uranium be en-
riched to weapons grade.

**/ LWR's capable of producing 1000 megawatts (1 million kilowatts)
of power are being built today. The plutonium is produced when the
uranium-238 in the LWR fuel captures neutrons.
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plutonium, uranium and extremely toxic fission products or "high-

level wastes" (strontium-90, cesisum-137, etc.). The function of

the reprocessing plant is to separate these three constituents and

prepare them for their next destinations. For example, reprocessing

plants are supposed to solidify the high-level wastes and ship them

to a permanent AEC repository for perpetual management. As yet,

however, the AEC has no such repository. Nor does the agency know

whether the technology and social institutions for isolating high-

level wastes for geologic periods can be made available.

The principal purpose of a reprocessing plant, however, is

to recover plutonium, to convert it to oxide form, and to ship it

to the next fuel cycle stages -- the fuel fabricating and assembly

plants. At a fuel fabricating plant the plutonium oxide will be

mixed with uranium oxide into what is called "mixed oxide" fuel.

This mixed oxide fuel will be fabricated into fuel pellets, the

pellets will be placed in fuel rods, and these rods will be collected

into fuel assemblies. These assemblies will then be sent to the

reactors for use, thus completing the fuel cycle.

The only privately owned fuel reprocessing plant which has

operated in the United States is the Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS)

plant at West Valley, New York. Until recently the AEC purchased

the plutonium output of this facility for weapons and research

purposes. Recently, however, the AEC stopped purchasing recovered

plutonium, and in June, 1972, the NFS plant closed for renovation

and enlargement. Since mid-1972, then, all spent fuel from LWR's

has been simply stored and not reprocessed, a favorable development

in terms of nuclear theft since the penetrating radiation of the

high-level wastes virtually insures that plutonium will not be

stolen as long as it is still mixed with these wastes in the spent

fuel rods.

Two additional fuel reprocessing plants are now being con-

structed, a General Electric plant at Morris, Illinois, and an

Allied-Gulf plant at Barnwell, South Carolina. GE recently announced,

however, that its Morris plant might never operate and that most

of its investment would be lost due to faulty design and construc-

tion.6 operating license proceedings are scheduled to begin short-

ly for the Barnwell plant.

There are at present no major commercial plutonium fuel fabri-

cating plants operating or under construction.* The first such

plant is planned by Westinghouse for Anderson, South Carolina.

Nor has there yet been any non-experimental use of plutonium as

fuel in light-water reactors, although the AEC attempted such a

recycle until stopped by a lawsuit.
7

In sum, plutonium recycle has not yet begun, and there is

no major industrial commitment of resources to it at this point.

The reprocessing plants that have been built do not represent a

substantial investment in national terms, and reprocessing plants

may be needed in any case to prepare spent fuel for long-term

storage.

On the other hand, if the plans of the AEC and the nuclear

industry are permitted, a major plutonium industry will develop

quickly. Some 140 tons of plutonium could be recovered from

commercial reactors by 1985 and some 1700 tons by the year 2000.8

This figure for the year 2000 includes the plutonium that will be

*/ There are currently several small commercial facilities that
process plutonium for research and development purposes.
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produced in the fast breeder reactor, which the AEC plans to

introduce in the mid-1980's. This is a new type of reactor

designed to produce more plutonium than it consumes. A plu-

tonium industry by the turn of the century could involve

hundreds of LWR's fueled with plutonium, perhaps a score of

fuel reprocessing and fabricating plants, and thousands of

interstate and international shipments containing hundreds of

tons of plutonium.

III. The Toxicity of Plutonium

The most pernicious product of the nuclear industry is

plutonium. Microgram quantities in skin wounds cause cancer,

and in the body plutonium is a bone seeker where, once deposited,

it can cause bone cancer. But plutonium is most dangerous when

inhaled. Donald Geesaman explains this hazard:

"Under a number of probable conditions plutonium
forms aerosols of micron-sized particulates. When
lost into uncontrolled air these particulates can
remain suspended for a significant time, and if in-
haled they are preferentially deposited in the deep
lung tissue, where their long residence time and high
alpha activity can result in a locally intense tissue
exposure. The lung cancer risk associated with these
radiologically unique aerosols is unknown to orders
of magnitude. Present plutonium standards are cer-
tainly irrelevant and probably not conservative.
Even so, the fact that under present standards, the
permissible air concentrations are about one part
per million billion is a commentary on plutonium's
potential as a pollutant. Its insolubility and long
half-life make the continuing resuspension of par-
ticulate contamination another unresolved concern of
serious proportions."9

To determine whether the AEC's radiation protection standards

for plutonium are inadequate, as Geesaman suggests, Arthur Tamplin

and Thomas Cochran undertook a major review of the biological evi-

dence for the Natural Resources Defense Council. Their conclusions,

found in their report "Radiation Standards for Hot Particles;"

are that plutonium particulates or "hot particles" are uniquely -

virulent carcinogens and that the current AEC radiation protection

standards governing the amount of plutonium to which members of

the public can be exposed are roughly 100,000 times too lax.i
0

The lung cancer risk associated with hot particles of plutonium

as estimated by Tamplin and Cochran is comparable to the lethal

dose of botulin toxin, a biological warfare agent. Certainly one

would hope that this nation would give careful consideration, and

pursue all alternatives, before implementing an energy policy

based on such toxic materials.

As a result of the Tamplin-Cochran report, NRDC formally

petitioned the AEC and the Environmental-Protection Agency to

reduce the present maximum permissible exposure levels by 100,000.

Neither AEC nor EPA have responded finally to the NRDC petition,

but the petition is now being considered by the National Commission

on Radiation Protection, the National Academy of Sciences, the

Biophysical Society and several of the AEC national laboratories.

Moreover, EPA will shortly commence a series of hearings and other

initiatives on plutonium-related issues, including the hot particle

controversy.

Although the adequacy of the AEC's plutonium standards is thus

a matter of considerable doubt and great controversy, the AEC's

draft impact statement for plutonium recycle simply assumes that

the present standards are adequate. The entire risk analysis of

the statement, as well as the ultimate decision to proceedwith

plutonium recycle, are based upon a premature and unexplained

rejection of the hot particle hypothesis. Yet, the AEC is forced

to concede that this hypothesis "is being given careful considera-

tion in a separate proceeding."11
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We submit that the AEC has no basis whatever to conclude that

plutonium recycle will not cause undue risk to the public health

and safety until it has either satisfactorily resolved the hot

particle issue or calculated the impacts of plutonium recycle using

the assumption that hot particles are uniquely carcinogenic. The

draft environmental impact statement for plutonium recycle does

neither.

It should be remembered that there is clear experimental evi-

dence that plutonium is one of the most carcinogenic substances

known regardless of one's views about the hot particle risk: one

millionth of a gram has caused cancer in experimental animals.

Thus, the more basic question is whether we want our energy system

based on a material of unprecedented toxicity.

Some plutonium contamination of the environment has already

occurred, due principally to the atomic weapons program. Aside

from the worldwide plutonium contamination associated with the

fallout from atmospheric weapons tests, there is significant ground

contamination at the Nevada Test Site add the Bikini and Eniwetok

Atolls. The AEC's plutonium weapons plant at Rocky Flats, 10 miles

west of Denver, Colorado, was the site of one of the most costly indus-

trial fires in history. The leakage of plutoniurif from contaminated

oil at this site led to an uncontrolled source of plutonium which

was some orders of magnitude larger than the integrated effluent

loss during thet 17 years of plant operation. As a result of this

source, tens to hundreds of grams of plutonium want off site, 10

miles upwind from Denver. The loss was internally unnoticed, the

ultimate deposition is now speculative, as is its human signifi-

cance. 12

One can derive little comfort in the current operation of the

small commercial plutonium fuel fabrication facilities. The

Nuclear Naterials and Equipment Corporation (NEJMEC) of Apollo,

Pennsylvania was recently fined $13,720 for a sixteen count viola-

tion of AEC regulations ranging from failure to follow radiation

monitoring procedures to failure to comply with certain safeguards

requirements.
13 

Production workers from the Nuclear Fuel Services

facility in Erwin, Tennessee met with ARC inspectors on August 13,

1974 to complain about the absence of even the rudiments of accepted

health physics practices at that plant.

Occurrences such as these can reasonably be expected to

multiply greatly if plutonium is made a major article of commerce.

IV. Nuclear Theft and Safeguards

A. The Problem Defined

On Nay 18 of this year the world was made dramatically aware

of the relationship between nuclear power and nuclear weapons when

India exploded a nuclear device made from plutonium taken from a

.'peacefuil" reactor built with Canadian assistance. The threat posed

by the availability of plutonium from power reactors is set out by_

Willrich and Taylor in their book Nuclear Theft: Risks and Safeguards:

"As fuel for power reactors, nuclear weapon material
will range in commercial value from $3,000 to $15,000
per kilogram - roughly comparable to the value of black
market heroin. The same material might be hundreds of
times more valuable to some group wanting a powerful
means of destruction. Furthermore, the costs to society
per kilogram of nuclear material used for destructive
purposes would be immense. The dispersal of very small
amounts of finely divided plutonium could necessitate
evacuation and decontamination operations covering
several square kilometers for long periods of time and
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costing tens or hundreds of millions of dollars. The
damage could run to many millions of dollars per gram of
plutonium used. A nuclear explosion with a yield of one
kiloton could destroy a major industrial installation or
several large office buildings costing hundreds of
millions to billions of dollars. The hundreds or thou-
sands of people whose health might be severely damaged
by dispersal of plutonium, or the tens of
thousands of people who might be killed by a low-yield
nuclear explosion in a densely populated area represent
incalculable but immense costs to society.1"14

In our troubled world, terrorist activity and other forms

of anti-social violence is an almost daily occurrence. A recent

AEC study identified more than 400 incidents of international

terrorism carried out by small groups during the past six years.
1 5

In an age of bombs and bomb threats, of aircraft hijacking, of the

ransom of diplomats and the murder of Olympic athletes, the risks

of nuclear theft, blackmail and terrorism are not minimized even

by some of the most ardent supporters of nuclear energy. Thus

former Atomic Energy Commissioner Clarence Larson recently de-

scribed the evolution of a plutonium black market:

"Once special nuclear material is successfully stolen
in small and possibly economically acceptable quanti-
ties, a supply-stimulated market for such illicit
material is bound to develop. And such a market can
surely be expected to grow once the source of supply
has been identified. As the market grows, the number
and size of thefts can. be expected to grow with it,
and I fear such growth would be extremely rapid once
it begins . . . . Such theft would quickly lead to
serious economic burdens to the industry, and a threat
to the national security. "16

The critical point here is that these tremendous risks will

become real with the advent of plutonium recycle. Unless plutonium

is reprocessed and recycled, the possibility that it will be stolen

is small, for if the plutonium has not been "detoxified" by sepa-

rating it from the high-level wastes in the spent fuel, it is very

effectively protected from theft, at least for hundreds of years.

Willrich'and Taylor explain these important relationships:

"In the light-water reactor (LWR) fuel cycle without
plutonium recycle, plutonium which is produced in a power
reactor, if reprocessed, might be stolen at the output
end of a reprocessing plant, during transit from the
reprocessing plant to any separate storage facility used,
and from a long-term plutonium storage facility. Until
irradiated fuel is reprocessed, the theft possibilities
in the LWR fuel cycle are minimal.

"In the LWR fuel cycle with plutonium recycle, in addi-
tion to possibilities without recycle, plutonium might be
stolen during transit from any separate long-term storage
facility, and from a fuel fabrication plant. Complete
LWR fuel assemblies, each containing a significant quan-
tity of plutonium might also be stolen during transit
from a fuel fabrication plant to a power reactor, and at
a power plant prior to loading into the reactor, although
the weight of each assembly makes this difficult."
(Emphasis added.)17

In sum, plutonium recycle will bring with it all the risks

associated with nuclear theft that numerous authors have described. 1 8

Reasonable prudence dictates, therefore, that we have adequate

answers to the problem of nuclear theft well in hand before we

begin plutonium recycle.

B. Safeguards and the Impact Statement

In the language of the nuclear industry, the various programs

and techniques to prevent nuclear theft and recover stolen nuclear

material are called "safeguards." There is now widespread agree-

ment, at least among those outside the nuclear industry, that

present safeguards are woefully inadequate. The AEC's own Rosenbaum

Report concluded:

"In recent years the factors which- make safeguards a
real, imminent and vital issue have changed rapidly for
the worse. Terrorists groups have increased their pro-
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fessional skills, intelligence networks, finances and
level of armaments throughout the world . . . . Not only
do illicit nuclear weapons present a greater potential
public hazard than the radiological dangers associated
with power plant accidents, but . . . the relevant regu-
lations are much less stringent."19

It is not that the AEC has not implemented the necessary safeguards

programs; rather it has not even developed an adequate program on

paper.

On the subject of safeguards, the AEC's draft impact statement

for plutonium recycle is a marvel of clouded reasoning and breezy

optimism. The statement concedes that the objective of keeping

the risk of nuclear theft small "will not be fully met for the re-

cycle of Pu by current safeguards measures."20 Steps which might

be taken to correct current inadequacies are summarized in the

statement as follows:

"1. Minimization or elimination of the transportation
of plutonium from reprocessing plants to mixed oxide fuel
fabrication facilities which is the operation most vul-
nerable to an attempted act of theft or sabotage. To the
extent that such shipments are minimized or eliminated,
the safeguarding of plutonium would be enhanced. This
objective can be accomplished by locating mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plants in close proximity to or adjacent to
reprocessing plants in Integrated Fuel Cycle Facilities

"2. Further protection of transportation functions by
use of massive shipping containers, special escort or
convoying measures, vehicle hardening against attack,
improved communications and response capabilities.

"3. Additional hardening of facilities through new
barrier requirements, new surveillance instrumentation,
new delaying capabilities (e.g., incapacitating gases).

"4. Upgrading of operating and guard functions through
the use of personnel security clearance procedures, a
Federally operated nuclear security system, more advanced

systems for monitoring and searching of personnel, and
closer liaison with law enforcement authorities.

"5. Improving the timeliness and sensitivity of the
system of internal control and accountability of plu-
tonium.

"6. Use of 'spiked' plutonium which would be less
susceptible to theft and would be more difficult to
manufacture into a nuclear explosive because of the re-
quired elaborate handling procedures."21

Despite the facts (1) that these proposals are preliminary and

their content not well-defined, (2) that they are still being

studied, some for the first time, (3) that several would require

Congressional action, (4) that several would necessitate substan-

tial changes in the structure of the U.S. utility industry, and (5)

that a sophisticated safeguards program would pose a major threat.

to civil liberties and personal privacy, the draft impact statement

nevertheless recommends that we proceed now with.plutonium recycle

because "The Commission has a high degree of confidence that through

implementation of some combination of the above concepts the safe-

guards general objective set forth earlier, can be met for Pu

recycle." 2 2 
The Commission's faith, unfortunately, is hardly.

reassuring.

The issues of a federal plutonium police force and personnel

security and surveillance measures will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section, 2 3 
for they. are the entering wedge of what promises

to be more pervasive and continuing undermining of our civil rights.

Two other potential safeguards should be mentioned here, however,

in order to highlight the degree to which the issues remain un-

resolved. First, the draft statement refers to .the possible use of

"spiked" plutonium, i.e. plutonium combined with radioactive
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material emitting high levels of penetrating radiation. The type

of radiation emitted by plutonium -- an alpha particle -- while

extremely carcinogenic in soft tissue, is not very penetrating and

can be shielded against without heavy concrete or lead structures.

The spiking of plutonium with more penetrating fadiation would sub-

stantially increase the, hazards, of handling it and thus decrease

the theft incentive. This step would appear to. be an essential

part of any safeguards program, yet it could substantially increase

the costs of plutonium recycle, making it much less attractive to

the industry.

Second, the AEC's lead safeguards suggestion -- the Integrated

Fuel Cycle Facility concept -- actually represents a major watering

,•own of a far more significant concept, that of nuclear power parks

wh,'r, reactors as well as fuel reprocessing and fabricating plants

an, all located at one site.
2 4 

In our judgment, a safeguards sys-

t which loes not require nuclear parks is not Addressing the prob-

l,.' ", th.,ft during transportation in a serious and responsible

way. Mlorfover, the nuclear industry's current plans, already well

advanced, do not call for the implementation of even the Integrated

Fuel Cycle Facilities concept.

C. Are Adequate Safeguards Possible?

While it may be possible to devise an adequate safeguard

syntrm in theory, there is little reason to believe that such a

syster'wwiulI be acceptable in practice. 2 5 
This is true for several

reatwort:.

F-i-t., the problem is immense. The illegal diversion of

weapnon; A.,tr ial is only one type of anti-social behavior a

safeguards program must protect against. Terrorist acts against

the reactors, shipments of radioactive wastes, fuel reprocessing

facilities and waste repositories can result in catastrophic re-

leases of radioactivity. Such threats against nuclear facilities

have already occurred.
2 6 

Moreover, a safeguards system would have

to exist on a vast, worldwide basis. Some 1000 nuclear reactors

are projected for the United States in the year 2000, with hundreds

of shipments of radioactive materials daily. Hundreds of tons of

plutonium will be in the commercial sector of our economy by that

date.
2 7 

Abroad, American firms are constructing nuclear reactors

in countries that have littie political stability and in countries,

such as Japan, who have not. signed the non-proliferation treaty.

Safeguarding nuclear bomb material would ultimately require a

restructuring of the socio-political institutions on a worldwide

scale. The United Nations unfortunately gives us little reason to

believe that this is a practical reality.

Second, safeguards measures are strongly opposed by the

nuclear industry. Some indication of the degree to which the

industry is sensitive to the diversion hazards, and the degree with

which the industry is likely to be an effective partner in the en-

forcement and implementation of safeguards programs can be gleaned

from published accounts of the industry's response to the modest

strengthening of the AEC safeguards rules which were first published

in the February 1,. 1973, Federal Register.

Some of the comments received on these proposed regulations

were:
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it is clear that the severity of the proposed
[physical security] procedures greatly exceeds any
reasonable relationship to the public need intended
to be served. We are unaware, and we believe the in-
dustry as a whole is unaware, of occurrences of in-
dustrial sabotage which would tend to justify the
imposition of requirements as strict as those proposed.
The Commission has not demonstrated the need . . . or
offered any justification or explanation ....
Certainly the public interest will not be served by
adoption of burdensome requirements disproportionate
to the end sought."

--- from comment of Kerr-McGee;

and,

a move backward to the types of security practices
in the Manhattan District era."

--- from comment of Westinghouse;

and,

"One principal objection is to the emphasis placed on the
use of armed personnel . . . and the seeming reliance on
such personnel to protect against threats to the common
defense and security . ... To the extent that the pro-
posed regulations . . . require an armed confrontation
between a licensee's security force and potential diver-
tors, the proposed regulations should be amended. The
surest and most proper method of protection . . . is
prompt detection and reporting......"

--- from comment of United Nuclear.

Third, experience with present safeguards is hardly reassuring.

The NUMEC, over several years of operation, was unable to account

for six percent (100 kilograms) of the weapons grade material that

it handled, and as noted previously was recently fined by the AEC,

in part because of safeguards violations. At a recent safeguards

symposium the director of the AEC's Office of Safeguards and

Materials Management observed that "we have a long way to go to

get into that happy land where one can measure scrap effluents, pro-

ducts, inputs and discards to a one percent accuracy."28 This

statement takes on particular significance when it is realized

that only one half of one percent of the plutonium utilized by

the commercial sector in the year 2000 is enough to make hundreds

of atomic bombs. The editors of Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

have noted that the frequent "misrouting" of nuclear shipments

highlights a key safeguards problem -- hijacking. They cite in-

stances where theft of weapons grade materials would have been

relatively easy: a shipment bound for Missouri ended up in Boston;

another shipment between two California cities was eventually

located in Tijuana, Mexico.
2 9 Finally, a spot check by General

Accounting Office investigators at three AEC licensed contractors

showed that in some cases access to easily portable quantities of

special nuclear material could be gained in less than a minute

using the simplest of tools. At two of the three plants checked,

GAO found weak physical barriers, ineffective guard patrols,

ineffective alarm systems, lack of automatic-detection devices,

and the absence of an "action plan" should material be stolen

or diverted. In contrast, the AEC's inspectors were giving

the same facilities good marks on virtually every security

category.30

Fourth, and perhaps most basically, there is little reason to

believe that safeguards will work when little else does. For ex-

ample, the AEC supports the creation of a federal police force

which might provide an immediate federal presence whenever the use

of force may be needed to protect these incredibly'dangerous materials

from falling into the hands of would-be saboteurs and blackmailers.
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But is there anyone who believes that police are effective at a

level commensurate with the potential nuclear hazard? The New

York City police department was proven incapable of maintaining

security over confiscated heroin. Are similar losses of plutonium

acceptible? The general point here is that our safeguards system

must be essentially infallible; it must maintain what Alvin Weinberg,

former Director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, has called

"unaccustomed vigilance" and "a continuing tradition of meticulous

attention to detail. 31 Yet our human institutions are far from

infallible. Our experience indicates that rather than sustaining a

high degree of esprit, vigilance and meticulous attention to detail,

our governmental bureaucracies instead become careless, rigid,

defensive and, less frequently, corrupt. A basic question, then,

is whether we want to entrust so demanding and unrelenting a tech-

nology as plutonium recycle to institutions which are negligent of

their own responsibilities and insensitive to the rights of others

and to technical fixes which are untried and unproven.

V. The Threat to Civil Liberties

One principal reason for our believing that an adequate safe-

guards system would not be acceptable in practice is the tremendous

social cost of such a system in terms of human freedom and privacy.

Safeguards necessarily involve a large expansion of police powers.

Some one million persons have been trained in the handling, moving

and operation of nuclear weapons.. The projected growth of the

nuclear industry will give rise to a parallel and an ultimately

much larger group of persons, in this case civilians, who will be

subjected to security clearance and other security procedures

now commonplace in the military weapons program. Indeed, the AEC

makes the following disturbing statement in its draft impact assess-

ment of plutonium recycle:

"Security problems are much simplified when it can be
established-with high probability that the persons who
are responsible for the handling of plutonium or im-
plementing of related safeguards programs are trust-
worthy. Various court rulings in recent years have been
favorable to the protection of individual privacy and of
individual right-to-work. These rulings have made it
difficult to make a personnel background check of an in-
dividual in commercial activities to assure with high
probability that he is trustworthy and, hence, poten-
tially acceptable as a steward for the protection of
plutonium. The AEC has requested legislation which
would allow background checks of individuals with ac-
cess to plutonium and related material accountability
records. We believe that enabling legislation such
as this is necessary to the further improvement of per-
sonnel selection practices."'32

The keeping of police dossiers will not be limited to nuclear

industry personnel. The New York Times reported August 11 that

Texas state police maintain files on nuclear power plant opponents.33

The police stated that they had information that some nuclear op-

ponents might attempt to sabotage transmission lines, though they

declined to disclose their information or its source. How much

more government investigation into the private lives of individuals

can be tolerated by a free society? Security and surveillance

procedures at best infringe upon the privacy of families and their

friends. At worst, they are the instruments of repression and

reprisal.

A second AEC. safeguards proposal is the creation of a federal

police force for the protection of plutonium plants and shipments.

The draft impact statement for plutonium recycle justifies such a

federal force in the following terms:
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"A federal security system would be less apt to have the
variations in staff and capability that would be encoun-
tered in use of private security guards. In addition,
it should be noted that the consequences of a successful
theft or diversion of plutonium would undoubtedly have
nationwide impacts and could best be handled by Federal
authorities; certainly, with Federal participation, there
is the potential for a larger force, more effective wea-
pons, and better communications."'34

But what standards should govern and restrain the operations of

such a force? The AEC has already issued shoot-to-kill orders

once to personnel directing the production, shipment and storage

of atomic weapons, at the height of the Yom Kippur War.
3 5 

Once

a significant theft of plutonium or other weapons material has

occurred, how will it be recovered? To prevent traffic in heroin,

police have asked for no-knock search laws. This infringes upon

one of our most cherished freedoms. To live with plutonium we may

have to abandon this freedom along with others. In the.presence

of nuclear blackmail threats, the institution of martial law seems

inevitable. It has been said that the widespread availability of

weapons material and terrorists' targets in the nuclear fuel cycle

will radically alter the power balance between large and small

social units. 3 6 
It should be added that the threatened society

will undoubtedly attempt to redress that balance through sophisti-

cated and drastic police action.

In sum, to accommodate plutonium we shall have to move

towards a more intimidated society with greatly reduced freedoms.

In this respect the following passage from the Report of the dis-

tinguished international group of scientists attending the 23rd

Pugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs is instructive:

"The problem of theft of nuclear material by internal
groups or individuals intent on sabotage, terrorism or

blackmail was agreed to be a very serious one, although
there was some sentiment expressed, that the possibility
of such activity was much smaller in socialist states."

We believe that sentiment to be true. It is also apparent that that

is the direction in which we must move to accommodate the nuclear

industry. After having spent billions of dollars for our nuclear

deterrent, our civilian nuclear industry might well accomplish

that which our defense system is trying to prevent.

Dr. Alvin Weinberg, former Director of the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory, is one of the few persons closely associated with the

nuclear power complex who has looked carefully at the political and

regulatory institutions that will be necessary to support a plu-

tonium-based nuclear power economy. Dr. Weinberg's views on this

subject merit close attention.

Weinberg's basic premise is stated in his article "Social

Institutions and Nuclear Energy" which appeared in the July 7, 1972,

issue of Science:

"We nuclear people have made a Faustian bargain
with society. On the one handi we offer - in the
catalytic nuclear burner - an inexhaustible source
of energy . ...

"But the price that we demand of society for this
magical energy source is both a vigilance and a longe-
vity of our social institutions that we are quite un-
accustomed to . . . . In a sense, we have established
a military priesthood which guards against inadvertent
use of nuclear weapons, which maintains what a priori.
seems to be a precarious balance between readiness to
go to war and vigilance against human errors that would
precipitate war. Moreover, this is not something that
will go away, at least not soon. The discovery of the
bomb has imposed an additional demand on our social in-
stitutions. It has called forth this military priest-
hood upon which in a way we all depend for our survival.

"It seems to me (and in this I repeat some views
expressed very well by Atomic Energy Commissioner
Wilfrid Johnson) that peaceful nuclear energy proba-
bly will make demands of the same sort on our society,
and possibly of even longer duration."37
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Here Dr. Weinberg observes that nuclear power will place unprece-

dented strains on our institutions. He correctly states that

the nuclear power industry will pose problems for society that

eclipse those posed by nuclear weapons.

In an unpublished paper circulated prior to a conference at

the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington,

D.C., on June 18, 1973, Dr. Weinberg elaborated his views on the

type of institutions required to cope with the plutonium economy:

"One suggestion (proposed by Sidney Siegal) that is
relevant to the situation in the United States would be
to establish a national corporation patterned after
COMSAT to take charge of the generation of nuclear elec-
tricity. Such an organization would have technical re-
sources that must exceed those available to even a large
utility: and a high order of technical expertise in
operating reactors and their sub-systems is essential to
ensuring the continued integrity of these devices.
[Here Dr. Weinberg suggests nationalization of the
industry.]

"Each country now has its own AEC that sets standards
or, in some cases, actually monitors or operates reactors.
Perhaps this will be sufficient forever. Yet no govern-
ment has lasted continuously for 1000 years: only the
Catholic Church has survived more or less continuously
for 2000 years or so. Our commitment to nuclear energy
is assumed to last in perpetuity -- can we think of a.
national entity that possesses the resiliency to remain
alive for even a single half-life of plutonium-239? A
permanent cadre of experts that will retain its contin-
uity over immensely long times hardly seems feasible if
the cadre is a national body.

"It may be that an International Authority, operating
as an agent of-the United Nations, could become the focus
for this cadre of expertise. The experts themselves would

.remain under national auspices, but they would be part of
a worldwide community of experts who are held together,
are monitored, and are given long-term stability by the
International Authority. The Catholic Church is the best
example of what I have in mind: a central authorit that
e oclaims and to a degree enforces doctrinemaintas
its own ong-term social stabi-ity, and has connections
to every country's own Catholic Church." (Emphasis
added.)

These are far-reaching concepts presented by Dr. Weinberg.

The basic question they pose is: Will the plutonium economy raise

socio-political problems of such magnitude that their resolution

will be unacceptable to society? In attempting to do the impossible

-- live with plutonium -- we may create the intolerable.

VI. The Super-Human Requirements

The commercialization of plutonium will bring with it a major

escalation of the risks and problems already associated with nuclear

power. Plutonium will further strain the already weakened regula-

tory fabric of the nuclear industry.

Dr. Hannes Alfven, Nobel Laureate in Physics, has described

the regulatory imperatives applicable to the nuclear industry:

'!Fission energy is safe only if a number of
.critical devices work as they should, if a number
of people in key positions follow all their in-
structions, if there is no sabotage, no hijacking
of the transports, if no reactor fuel processing
plant or reprocessing plant or repository anywhere
in the world is situated in a region of riots or
guerilla activity, and no revolution of war --- even
a 'conventional one' -- takes place in these regions.
The enormous quantities of extremely dangerous
material must not get into the hands of ignorant
people or desperados. No acts of God can be per-
mitted. "38

In his article in Science; Dr. Weinberg similarly stresses the

need, ". . . of creating a continuing tradition of meticulous atten-

tion to detail." It is important to recognize that such a tradition

would have to be "created." There are no historical precedents to

suggest that this is possible on the scale. demanded by the nuclear

industry. Dr. Weinberg has also observed that:
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"What is required is a cadre that, from now on, can
be counted upon to understand nuclear technology, to
control it, to prevent accidents, prevent diversion.
Moreover, in this ultimate world, nuclear reactors will
be in Uganda as well as the U.S.A., in Ethiopia as
well as England. And one must ensure the same high
degree of expertise in the underdeveloped country as in
the developed country."39

We quote Dr. Weinberg because he is one, if not the only, pro-

ponent of nuclear power who has given serious thought to its require-

ments. But the public and its decisionmakers must seriously ques-

tion whether it will be possible to attract, train and motivate the

personnel required for these functions. These must be highly quali-

fied persons who will maintain a tradition of "meticulous attention

to detail" even when the glamorous aspects of a new technology be-

come the commonplace operations of an established industry. What

are the qualifications of these people? How does the AEC and the

nuclear industry plan to attract and continuously motivate them?

We suggest that it is beyond human capability to develop a cadre

of sufficient size with expertise of "very" high order that can be

counted upon to understand nuclear technology, to control it, to

prevent accidents and diversion over many generations, or even over

the present generation.

There is considerable evidence at the present time to suggest

that the fledgling nuclear industry is already unmanageable. For

example, in testimony presented to the Congressional Joint Committee

on Atomic Energy, Ralph Nader and the Union of Concerned Scientists

on January 29, 1974, made public a heretofore secret report by an

AEC Task Force dated October, 1973. That report stated the

following:

"Review of the operating history associated with 30
operating nuclear reactors indicated that during the
period 1/1/72 - 5/30/73 approximately 850 abnormal
occurrences were reported to the AEC. Many of the
occurrences were significant and of a generic nature
requiring followup investigations at other plants.
Forty percent of the occurrences were traceable to
some extent to design and/or fabrication related
deficiencies. The remaining incidents were caused
by operator error, improper maintenance, inadequate
erection control, administrative deficiencies, random
failure and combinations thereof."

Regarding these incidents, on page 16, the Task Force stated:

"The large number of reactor incidents, coupled with
the fact that many of them had real safety signifi-
cance, were generic in nature, and were not identified
during the normal design, fabrication, erection, and
preoperational testing phases, raises a serious
question regarding the current review and inspection
practices both on the part of the nuclear industry
and the AEC."

In addition to these 850 abnormal occurrences, consider the

tritium that recently appeared in the drinking water of Broomfield,

Colorado. Consider the 115,000 gallons of high level radioactive

wastes that leaked from the tank at Hanford over a period of 51

days while no one monitored the tank. Consider that the radio-

active releases from the famed Shippingport reactor were higher

than recorded. Consider that the executives of the Consumers Power

Corporation failed to notify the AEC that their radioactive gas

holdup system was not functioning. Consider that two reactors

were half completed before the AEC was informed that they were

being constructed over an earthquake fault. Consider that the GAO

found the security at plutonium storage areas totally inadequate

after the AEC inspectors had certified the facilities.
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Considering all this, there is good reason to suggest, because

of the meticulous attention to detail that will be required at

every stage of plutonium recycle, that a decision to proceed with

plutonium recycle will precipitate an already unmanageable situa-

tion into a national crisis.

VII. Options: Alternatives to Plutonium Recycle

Given that the risks of plutonium recycle are unacceptably

high, particularly in light of the present uncertainties, a key

question is what are our options -- what are the alternatives to

the AEC's proposal to proceed now with plutonium recycle? We

believe that there are essentially three options, each of which

is preferable to the AEC's announced plan.

First, we could phase out nuclear power reactors. There is

mounting apprehension within the scientific community concerning

the human and societal hazards of fission reactors which would

only be compounded by plutonium recycle. As evidence of this

apprehension among scientists, a statement of concern over the

environment and world peace (The Menton Statement) which was

signed by 2,200 scientists, included a call for an end to the pro-

liferation of nuclear reactors. It was presented to U.N. Secretary

U. Thant, and published in the U.N. Courier, July, 1971. Similarly,

scientists from all nations at the 23rd Pugwash Conference on

Science and World Affairs in September, 1973, concluded:

"l. Owing to potentially grave and as yet unresolved
problems related to waste management, diversion of
fissionable material, and major radioactivity releases
arising from accidents, natural disasters, sabotage, or
acts of war, the wisdom of a commitment to nuclear
fission as a principal energy source for mankind must
be seriously questioned at the present time.

"2. Accordingly, research and development on alterna-
tive energy sources - particularly solar, geothermal
and fusion energy, and cleaner technologies for fossil
fuels - should be greatly accelerated.

"3. Broadly based studies aimed at the assessment of
the relation between genuine and sustainable energy
needs, as opposed to projected demands, are required."

This third recommendation implies the implementation of energy con-

servation measures. It is important to recognize that energy con-

servation can be our major energy source between now and the year

2000. Conservation means using our present energy more efficiently;

it need not mean a change in life styles. Coupled with the use of

solar and geothermal energy, energy conservation could eliminate

the need for new nuclear power stations.

Second, we could continue with the present generation of light-

water reactors but strictly prohibit plutonium recycle for the

foreseeable future. Such a decision would be premised upon a judg-

ment that plutonium is too dangerous because of its toxicity and

explosive potential to be allowed to become an article of commerce.

Of course, we would still have plutonium to cope with, because it

is produced in present-day reactors. But without plutonium recy-

cle there is little incentive to reprocess the plutonium out of

the spent fuel, so the plutonium could remain in the spent fuel

where it is effectively protected from theft and, hopefully, con-

fined and contained.

The benefits of plutonium recycle are small. Plutonium re-

cycle would reduce the annual uranium requirements by about 10 to

15 percent and reduce the light water reactor fuel cycle cost by

about the same amount. But the nuclear fuel cycle cost represents
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less than 20 percent of the total cost of power from nuclear plants,

and nuclear plants by 1985 will represent less than 40 percent of

the electric, or about 15 percent of the total, domestic energy

supplied. In other words, plutonium recycle involves an economic

savings of less than one-half of one percent.

Plutonium differs from the high-level wastes in the spent

fuel in one critical respect: whereas the radioactivity of high-

level wastes will continue for thousands of years, that of plutonium

will continue for hundreds of thousands. Thus, while the problem

of effectively storing both these materials and preventing their

entering the environment are unprecedented in human history, plu-

tonium must be contained for eons longer. For this reason, an argu-

ment can be made that, ultimately, the safest thing that can be

done with plutonium is to burn or fission it in reactors, thus

making it into high-level wastes rather than plutonium. But that

is an activity that is best left for decades or even centuries

hence -- for a society more capable and less violent than today's.

Third -- and we believe that this is an option that must

command general support -- a decision regarding plutonium recycle,

and of course plutonium recycle itself, could be deferred several

years until present uncertainties regarding safeguards and plutonium

toxicity are satisfactorily resolved and a basis has been laid for

a more intelligent judgment regarding the risks and benefits of the

commercialization of plutonium. Too many questions, both technical

and social, are unanswered today, and until these questions are

answered it would be a grave error, we believe, to rush into the

AEC's plutonium economy.

The basic question which must be answered is whether the

public is willing to accept the risks of plutonium in exchange

for the promised benefits. The national debate which must occur

on this basic question has hardly begun.
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Backg rouncd

On Febrcary 14, 1974, the Nature]. Resources Defense Council

(NRDC). petitioned the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and the Environ-

mental Protection Agcjncy (EPA) to amend their radiation protection

standards applicahle to "hot psrticles" of plutonium and other actinides

where hot particles were defined more fully in an accompanying report

by us (Tamplin and Cochran).! The report (referred to herein as the

Tamplin--Cochran Report) 'concluded that the existing radiation protection

standards are grossly inadequate to protect workers and the public from

the high cancer risk posed by occupational exposure to plutonium

aerosols and the atmospheric release of plutonium particulates from the

nuclear power and weapons industries. The report recommended (and the

petition requested) that the current standards be lowered by a factor

of 115,000. In the petition NRDC indicated that matters of importance to

the public health and safety such as this require prompt action.

Allowing a reasonable period for public comment NRDC recommended that

the proposed standards be set within six months (by August 14, 1974).

On March 15, 1974, the AEC released its Draft of the Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Program Environmental Impact Statement

(DRAFT LMFBR EIS). This statement contained a 15-page discussion of

the hot particle problem.2 This discussion, based on an earlier report

l/ Tamplin, A.R. and T.B. Cochran, "Radiation Standards for Hot
Particles," Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, D. C.
14 February, 1974.

2/ DRAFT LMFBR EIS, Vo]. II, Part 2, Section 4.G.5, pp. 4.G-80, to'
"4T.-lOS.

Arthur R. Tamplin

Thomas B. Cochran
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by J. Healy (referred to herein as the Hlealy Report) of Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory,3 was used as justification for ignoring the

approach taken in the Tamplin-Cochran Report for estimating the lung

cancer incidence associated with the inhalation of hot particles and

using instead the assumption of uniform lung exposure even where hot

particles are concerned.

On March 28, 1974, the AEC gave notice in the Federal Register

(39 Fed. Reg. 11450) of NRDC's filing of its petition and requested

public comments by May 28, 1974.

On April 16, 1974, NRDC submitted to the AEC a critique of the

hot particle discussion in the DRAFT LMFBR EIS.4 Since the hot par-

ticle discussion in the DRAFT LMI'DR EIS drew heavily from the Healy

Report (much of it reproduced verbatim) , the NRDC comments were a

critique of the Healy Report itself.

On August 5, 1974, the AEC announced that it was releasing a

draft generic environmental impact statement on the use of mixed oxide

fuels (DRAFT GESMO) (i.e., recycled plutonium) in light water reactors.

NRDC in a letter of February 21, 1974, had requested that the AEC

give in this. generic environmental statement a full and candid discussion

of the recommendations and supporting evidence presented in the NRDC

petition and accompanying report.

In the DRAFT GESMO, just as in the DRAFT LMFBR EIS, the uniform

exposure assumption was used to calculate lung dose from hot particle

3/ Healy, John W., "Contamination Limits for Real and Personal Property,"
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, Now Mexico, LA-5482-PR,
January, 1974.

4/ NRDC Caossmnts on WASH 1535, yraft Environmental Impact Statement,
Liquid Metal Fast Breeder rr Progzamn, He: Volumei 11, Part 2,
Section 4.G.5, Particle Lung Daone F[fects, pp. 4.G-89 to 4.G-105,
6 May 1974.

exposures. The first paragraph of the following quote from the DRAFT

GESMO gives the justification for this assumption. The two remaining

paragraphs describe the AEC's treatment of ths NRDC petition and the

Tamplin-Cochran Report in the DRAFT GESMO.

"Over the past 30 years concern has arisen from time to time
about the possibility that radioactivity concentrated in
discrete particles might be more potent when in contact
with living tissue than the same activity diffusely distri-
buted through the same tissue (hot particle hypothesis).
Numerous studies to investigate this hypothesis provide evi-
dence that present standards have been established on a
sound basis.

2 
The standards setting bodies have not set

different limsits for these two types of evposure to radio-
activity. Diffuse radiation of tissues is used to calculate
dose. Hence this approach, that is diffuse irradiation of
tissues, has been used in the preparation of this statement.

The AEC has been asked by the Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc. (NRDC) to consider the "hot narticle" hypothe-
sis in this generic environmental statemeint on the use of
mixed oxide fuel. Appendix H presents key elements of a
report by Arthur R. Tammlin and Thomas B. Cochran

3 
submitted

by NRCC as well as selections from a report by J. W. Nealy.
2

The Healy study is a broad review of investigations on this
subject and generally supports the prevailing position of
the standards setting bodies.

The Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. has raised again
the question of the effect of "hot particles" in a petition
filed with the Atomic Energy Colrnission, requesting that a
reduced limit be imposed upon the concentration of plutonium
in air for particles of a specified high activity. This
matter is being given careful consideration in a separate
proceeding. '5

We found the above quotation to be unbelievable. It is truly

remarkable in its reflection upon the professional responsibility of

the AEC. It wouJd appear that the AEC and its Regulatory Staff has

chosen to abdicate its responsibility to protect the health and safety

of the public and the workers from hot particle exposures. In the

first paragraph of the above quotation, they state, "The standards

setting bodies have not set .... .It seems somewhat ridiculous for

5./ DRAfT '`ESMO, p. IV J-7.
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us to have to remind Lhe AEC that ,,t is the standard setting body;

particularly, when it fought the State of Minnesota all the way to

the U. S. Supreme Court in order to fully establish its preeminence

in this respect.

We recognize that there are recoimmnending bodies such as the

NCRP and the ICRP. But the failure of the NCRP and ICRP to make

recommendations with respect to hot particles can not be used by the

ABC as justification for its inaction. We submit that this hot particle

problem is of such significance that the final GESIO can not be prepared

until this issue is fully resolved.

Review of AEC's Resoonse to NRIDC's Petition

NRDC filed its petition requesting for the reduction in the

plutonium standards with the agencies charged with the responsibility.

In its first official statement on this issue subsequent to the NRDC

petition, the ABC presented in the DRAFT LMFBR EIS an argument based on

the Healy Report. NRDC responded with a critique (NRDC's comments on

the DRAFT LMFBR EIS) , setting aside the Healy Report by rebutting each

of the points raised in the DRAFT LMFBR EIS and showing why the refer-

ences cited do not support the hypothesis that hot particles can be

analyzed in the same manner as uniform organ exposures, either for pur-

poses of estimating carcinogenic risks or for establishing radiation

standards. Four mon ths after submitting those comments, we are pre-

sented with the next AEC pronouncement on the hot particle issue. Here,

the ABC uses as justification the origiimal Healy Report and makes no

reference to NRDC's comments. There is absolutely no justification

for this aberrant behavior by the AEC.

In NRDC's coiiuen t-son the DRI" ,IIFDR "IS,6 we noted that we

were appalled at the AEC's treatment of the hot particle problem. We

noted that this treatment was shallow, self-serving and no, supportive

of the conclusion reached that the average lung dose is appropriate for

estimating the health consequences. We further noted that considering

the critical nature of the hot particle problem, and the AEC's budget

of $100 million for biomedica] research, it was a sad commentary that

the general public has to correct the errors of emission and commission

in that section of the DRArFT LWPBR EIS. It is even more regrettable and

more appalling that we should have to reiterate these arguments to the

Commission and its Regulatory Staff in these comments on the DRAFT GESMO.

Since the DRAFT L1F'DR FIS contains the distilled essence of that part

of the Healy Report reproduced in the DRAFT GESMO, in our re-review

of this part of the Healy Report we cross-reference our comments with

the DRPFT LŽKFBR EIS and the NRDC conmsents on the DRAFT L7,IFBR EIS.

Critique of the Healy Report

The first part of the Healy Report (p. 1 to p. 3, eel. 1)7 is

a general discussion outlining the problem and the review approach

taken by Healy. As a consequence this section represents material for

which little comment is necessary. However, two important sentences

appear on page 2, column 2, which also appeared in the DRAFT LMFBR

EIS (p. 4.G-90, DRAFT LFBR EIS):

6/ NRDC Comments on WASH 1535, 0... cit.

7/ Page numbers, unless otherwise noted, refer to the orJiginal
Healy Report.
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"Certainly, for acute effects occurring shortly after high
levels of radiation, limiting the volume of tissue irradiated
can greatly ameliorate the outcome. However, adequate
data are not available to indicate whether a similar situation
exists for the late effects, in particular, carcinogenesis."

As noted in our comments on the DRAFT LMFBR EIS, we find this

last point to be incredible. There is an abundance of evidence to

demonstrate that when small volumes of tissuc are irradiated at

high dosages cancer is a frequent, almost inevitable occurrence. In

fact, it is this evidence that we have used in the Tamplin-Cochran

Report to argue for the enhanced risk of hot particles. In addition

to the experiments that we referenced, Table II on page 22 presents

data from another experiment in which a high frequency of cancer

developed following localized irradiation at high dosage. This was

also presented as Table 4.G.2 of the DRAFT LMFBR EIS.

Section A (p. 3, cal. 1 to p. 17) is as a review of the litera-

ture by J. Furchner. Furchner presents "brief abstracts" of selected

"papers and reports on radiation dose to the lung and subsequent damage"

(p. 3). The abstracts emphasized the actual data. Since no analysis

of these data were presented by Furchner, this section is of little

value and requires no comment. We only note that most of these experi-

ments did not involve hot particles as defined in our report. Some

of these data are referred to later by Healy and our comments will

demonstrate their irrelevance to the hot particle problem.

Section B (p. 18, cal. l.to p. 27, col. 1) is a discussion by

Healy. It is this discussion which merits specific comments.

P. 18, cel. 1 to p. 19, cl. I -- These pages present an histori-

cal discussion of the NCRP relative to radiation standards. While

interesting, it has little relevance to the issue here.

P. 19, col. 2 throucgh p1. 20 (also see p. 4.G-91 to 4.G-92,

DRAFT L]MFBR EIS) -- In the Tamplin-Cochran Report we mentioned lack of

guidance from NC1RP and ICRP with respect to hot particles. Moreover,

in this report we indicate that our analysis is an extension of the

work of Professor Donald Gecsaman that was published in 1968. It is

interesting to note that this work of Geesaman is not referenced in

the Healy Report. Moreover, in the quotation (p. 20, cal. 1) , from

ICRP Publication 14, it is not at all clear that the authors, an

ICRP Task Group, reviewed Gessaman's work before preparing Publication

14. Moreover, while the opinion of the Task Group may be worth noting,

it is important to note that it is only an opinion and is totally

unsupportsd in ICRP Puolication 14. Considering this in 1974, it is

significant that in the intervening five years since publication of

that report, adequate support for that opinion has not been forthcoming.

Quite the contrary, the analysis of Geesamacd and our report have

emerged to support the opposite.

P. 21, cel. I (*also see p. 4,G-94, DRAFT LMFBR EIS) --

On this page, the statement appears:

.. . . there appears to be a relation between the radia-
tion dose and the time of occurrence of malignancies in
animals: In general, the higher the dose (or in case of
internal emitters, the dose rate) the shorter the time
required for cancer production. This phenomenon is fre-
quently used to invoke the possibility of an 'effective
threshold' since the time required to permit cancer forma-
taion following a low dose wil] be so great that it exceeds
the normal life span even if the induction follows a linear
relation with dose."

As Dr. Miriam Finkel. has stated, much of the support for the

concept of an "effective threshold" is an artifact of experiments in

which too few animals were exposed at the lower dosages. According to

Dr. Finktl:
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"After a large do'e of radial ion the point .in time when an
animal dies with an osteosarcoma may arrive sooner, but this
is not necessarily because, the actual time elapsing up to the
occurrence of irreversic)le nooplastic change, or the 'true'
latent period is shorter when the dose is large. Wo know
that 'tumouar pressure, ' which is indicated to some extent
by final osteosarcoma incidence, is going to be much greater
after a large dose--if it is still in the oncogenic range--
than after a swall one. Therefore, the probability of an
animal dying with an ostcosarcoma at any particular time
will be much greater if it has received an amount of radium
that gives a high tumour yield than if it has received
an amount that gives a low tumour yield. In other words, if
the daily probability of dying with tumour is greater, the
chance of seeing a tumour earlier is also greater. Some of
us tend to confuse high tumour incidence with short latent
period; i.e. we tend to assume that 'tumour pressure,' if
I may again use that term, changes the actual time it takes
for radiation to induce a tumour instead of recognizing the
fact that 'tumour pressure' determines how many tumours there
will be, and, as a consequence, determines the probability
of there being a tumour at a particular time. This is how
I interpret our data. the concept of latent period changing
with dose has never made very good sense to me because more
of our data contradict it than support it."S

P. 21 (footnote) (also see p. 4.G-95, DRAFT L.MFBR EIS) --

"Akin to this concept is that of 'overkill' of single
cells close to the particle. In the case discussed above,
the production of early death by causes other than cancer
can be regarded as a result of 'wasted radiation' in inter-
pretations based upon the narrow concept Of carcinogenesis
as an end point.* From this standpoint, doses which lead
to death before cancer appears can be considered to be over-
kill of the organism since the full expression of the
carcinogenic effects is not attained. For a single particle
in the lung (or other tissue) the dose rates at close
approaches to the particle can be high enough so that even
a relatively limited time of residence in the tissue will
result in the death of dells within a given radius depending
upon the activity of the particle and the type of radia-
tion. Such cells will not be able to later reproduce and,

:;,iardless of the degrec of damage, will. riot lead to
cancer.

N have already mentioned that this in an appropriate
end-point for coasideration of dose limitation since it
appears to he the latest effect in time to occur even when
other effects are relatively ineffective in shortening
the life span.

**llowever, the presence of dead cells, cellular products

or fibrosis may be required before a cellular transforma-
tion can express itself as a cancer. This is an interesting
possibility which needs more study.

The actual killing of cells and the development of a fibrotic

lesion surrounding the hot particle is the suggested mechanism of

carcinogenesis. As Ceesaman stated:

"Summiing up, intense radiation exposure of marmmalian
skin and lung tissue commonly results in cancers. Tissue
injury and disturbance are a primary consequence of
intense radi ation insult, and are obeorved in association
with carcinogenesis. Albert has exhibited a simple
proportional vy between skin carcinomas and atrophied hair
follicles. No general description of precarcinogenic in-
jury exists, but in a crude sense the available observa-
tions are compatible with the idea of an injury-mediated
carcinogenesis. Cancer is a frequent instability of
tissue. Since tissue is more than an aggregate of cells,
and has a structural and functional unity of its own, it
would not be surprising if some disrupted local integrity,
a disturbed ordering, comprises a primary pathuay of
carcinogenesis. The induction of sarcomas with inert discs
of Mylar, cellophane, Teflon and Millipore (Brues,
et alt.17) is indicative that such a mechanism exists.
Presumably mitotic sterilization is an important factor
in any carcinogenesis mediated by radiation-induced tissue
injury. The functional relation of this factor in the
carcinogenic response may be quite different from a linearity
in the surviving mitotic fraction.

While regrettably unquantitative, the hypothesis of
an injury-mediated carcinogenesis is suggestively descrip-
tive. If the respiratory zone of the lung contains a
structure analogous to the rat hair follicle, and if a
radioactive particulate deposited in the respiratory zone
has the capacity to disrupt one or more of these structures

8/ Firikel, M.P., B.O. Biskis, and P.B. Jinkins, "Toxicity of
radium-226 in mice," Radiation-Induced Cancer (Proceedings of a
Symposium, Athens, Greece, 28 April-2 May, 1969, Organized by
International Atomic Energy Agency in collaboration with the
World Health Organization), Vienna, Austria: also, Interhational
Atomic Energy Agency, 1969, pp. 389-390.
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and create a precancerous lesion, then cancer risks of the
order of 10-3 to ].0-4 per particle can be expected."9

The second footnote on page 21 recognizes this possibility and

indicates that it requires more study. The purpose of our comments

here, of our petition and of our report is to indicate that this is a

very real possibility and that it leads to greatly enhanced risks when

hot particles are involved. Any decision, such as that being made

relative to the plutonium recycle, must take this enhanced risk from

hot particles into account. The failure to do this when estimating

biological effects in this DRAFT GESMO is one of its most serious

flaws.

P. 21, col. 2 and Table II, p. 22 (also see p. 4.G--95 and 4.G-96,

Table 4.G.21 on p. 4.G-97, DRAFT LRDBR EIS) -- The concept of overkill

or wasted radiation discussed in the quote above is further discussed

here and it is stated:

"In fact, such a concept would lead immediately to the
conclusion that the larger the particle (in terms of
activity) the less effective it would be in producing
cancer since the dose rates close to the particle would
increase as the activity increased thereby leading to
a greater fraction of radiation wasted on dead cells.
One clear cut experiment possibly showing this effect

9/ Geesaman, Donald P., An Analysis of the Carcinogenic Risk
from an Insoluble Alpha-Emittinp Aerosol Deposited in Deep
Respiratory Tissue, UCIfL-50387 Addendum, Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Livermore, California, 1968, pp. 6-7.
Reference 17 contained herein is: Brues, A.M., H. Auerbach,
G.M. De Roche, and D. Brube. Mechanisms of carcinogenesis.
Argonne National Laboratory, Biological and Medical Research
Division Annual Report for 1967, ANL-7409, 151-155, 1967.

was done by Passoneaul,
5 3 

using Sr-90 beads on rat
skin."10

The concept of overkill is actually incorporated in our analysis

of ths hot particle risk. However, this does not alter the risk per

particle. As the particle becomes larger than the critical activity,

(volume), the risk per uCi will decrease, but not the risk per particle.

The experiment of Passonneau is quite similar to the experiments

of Albert which were discussed in the Geesaman quote above and in the

Tamplin-Cochran Report. The data in Table II show that irradiating,

a small portion of rat skin with a high dosage will produce a high

incidence of cancer. Albert's experiments gave results similar to the

differences observed between the bead and plate studies of Table II.

As we stated in the Tamplin-Cochran Report:

"When exposures were made with stripe and sieve patterns of
roughly 1 mm scale, geometrical effects were'observed; most
notably the cancer induction in the sieve geometry was
suppressed at doses of 1700 R, but not at doses of 2300 R.
The reduction, however, was again consistent with the
reduction in damage as characterized by atrophied hair
follicles."

Actually, if one chooses to consider these beads as particles,

they would give the following cancer risks:

150 uCi/bead 1 cancer/46 beads or particles

75 uCi/bead 1 cancer/61 beads or particles

30 uCi/bead 1 cancer/107 beads or particles

10/ Reference 1 contained herein is: U.S. National Academy of
Sciences - National Research Council. The affects on populations of
exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation. Report of the Advisory
Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations. Wash-
ington, D.C. 1972.

Reference 17 contained herein is: Passoneau, et al., "Carcino-
genic Effects of Diffuse and Point-Source Buta Irradiation on Rat
Skin: Final Summary," AEC Document ANL-4932, 1952.
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On a microcurie basis, the 150 uCi bead is less effective. However,

the oppos;ite is true on a per bead basis. But that's not the issue

here. The beads demonstrate that irradiation of a small volume of

tissue at a high dose leads to cancer. There is no reason for doubting

that the cancer induction with these beads also relates to atrophied

hair follicles.

P. 22, col. 2 (also see p. 4.G-96, DRAFT LMFBR EIS) -- This

section tries to set aside the calculations of Dean and Langham.II

In the DRAFT LMFBR EIS, with no justification whatsoever, the work

of Geesaman
1 2 

is included in the discussion as a "similar analysis."

Dean and Langham' calculated the dose to individual cells and then

made estimates of the cancer risk based upon these cellular dosages.

Geesaman, as discussed in the Tamplin-Cochran Report, suggested that,

when the dose from a particle to the irradiated tissue mass was

sufficient to disturb its architecture, such a disrupted tissue mass

in the lung would pose a unique carcinogenic risk-- a risk similar

to that posed by a disrupted hair follicle. Nevertheless, regardin 9

both analyses the following criticism is made:

"The results of this work can be questioned on many grounds
including the use of the data on tumors in rat skin for
[human] lung tissue, the finding of Albert that the sensi-
tive cells are at the base of the follicle in the, rat skin
and the fact that the assumed efficiency of production of
lung cancer per cell does not conform to the experience
with humans in the production of lung tumors from external
radiations."

The word [human] was inserted in the DRAFT LMFBR EIS. This is

another of. the rather incredible tactics employed by the AEC. As.

i1/ Dean, P.N. and W.H. Langhain, "Tumorigenicity of Small Highly

•idioactive Particles," Health iPhysices 16, 1969, pp. 79-84.

12/ Geesaman, Donald P. UCRL-50387, Addendum, Op; cit.

the AEC knows, most of our information in radiobiology comes from

animal experiments. Since we are interested here in public health and

safety, it is difficult to believe, as this statement would suggest,

that the AEC is asking us to wait until we have the human corpses.

Moreover, it is important to note that all of the references

in this section are to animal data and strangely, no reference is made

to the article of Lushbaugh that deals with a precancerous lesion in

human soft tissue caused by a plutonium particle. As we indicated in

the Tamplin-Cochran Report, if we had used just.the human data in

estimating the hot particle risk, we would have had to assign a risk

per particle that was greater than 1/1000, rather than the 1/2000

that we assumed. In this respect, it is important to note that

Richmond demonstrated that hot particles produce lesions in the lung

of hamsters that are similar to that observed by Lushbaugh in human

soft tissue. There is little reason to doubt that such a lesion would

develop in the human lung and then progress Iinto a cancerous growth.

Finally, it is stated as fact at the end of the same paragraph as

quoted above:

". . . that the assumed efficiency of production of lung
cancer per cell does not conform to the experience with
humans in the production of lung tumors from external
radiation."

It would be of considerable interest to learn the basis for that

-statement. Dean and Langham, for example, made no mention of this

fact in their article. In fact, the data of Sanders that is referenced

later in the section would lead to the opposite conclusion.
1 3

13/ This is reference 35, cited on page 27, Sanders, C.L., "Carcin-
ogenicity of Inhaled Plutonium-238 from Crushed Micruspheres," Pacific
Northwest Laboratories Annual Report 1972, Part 1.BNWL-1750: 28 (1973).
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P. 23 (also see op. 4.G--98 asod 4.G-101, DRAFJ'T LMF3R EIS) --

Here again the experiments of Richmond axe mentioned, but again no

mention is made of the similarity between the lung lesions produced

in these experiments and the human soft tissue lesion described by

Lushbaugh.

It is stated:

"In the experiment of Richmond, et al.8 euoted above, the
particles were relatively firmly held in the blood vessels
and, therefore, were not representative of particles
actually deposited in the alevoli. , Movement of such par-
ticles is known to'occur through ejection with mucus and
movement by the cilia and by engulfimcnt by macrophages." 14

The AEC and Healy are apparently unaware that the alveoli

and associated deep respiratory tissue are not ciliated. Macrophage

engulfment of the parti.cles does occur, but how this relates to lung

clearance is not understood. M:ore significant to the hot particle

problem is the measured long term retention of these particles (in

excess of 500 days) in the lung, which may be related to the engulfment

of these particles by epithelial cells or by cytotoxic effects on

macrophages.
1 5 

The discussion following the above quoted statement

again digresses into the irrelevant issue of overkill.

Pp. 24 and 25, col. 1 (also see p. 4.G-102, DRAFT LMFBR EIS)

The material presented here has little relevance to the hot particle

problem. However, attention should be called to the following which

appears at tho. top of page 24, col. 2:

14 / Reference 8 contained herein is: Richmond, C.R., et al.,
ea__alth Physics 18, 1970, p. 406.

15/ Sanders, C.L. and R.R. Adee, Iealth Phsics 18, 1970,
pp. 293--295.

"The fact that leukemia is a relatively rare outcome in
-experimental animals given plutonium may serve as an in-
dicator that irradiation of a small portion of an organ
(the marrow) to a high dose is not particularly trouble-
some as long as the average dose is low."

There have been no experiments wherein hot particles were introduced

directly into bone marrow. Thus, this statement is grossly misleading

in the context of the hot particle problem.

P. 25, col. 2 and p. 26, col. 1 -- This section again digresses

into the irrelevant issue of overkill. It is unfortunate that Healy

was not more familiar with the Geesaman reports, otherwise he might

not have continuously resurrected this dead horse.

P. 26, col. 2 and p. 27, col. 1 (also see p. 4.G-102 and 4.G-103,

DRAFT LMFBR EIS) -- Considering what has appeared earlier in this section

and also what follows, the reader can not help being confused by the

following statement on page 26:

"No clear cut, overall picture of the relative effects of
uniform versus focal dose can be drawn from the present
data."

We would in a qualitative sense agree with this statement, but

we must emphasize that the available data strongly suggests that hot

.particle radiation leads to an enhanced risk of cancer (as much as

100,000 times that of uniform irradiation).

Following the above sentence., this statement is made:

"It appears, from the. 
23
8PuO2 microsphere data and the

skin experiments with 90Sr that, in the extreme situation
of a single, very active particle, the focal radiation
is considerably less damaging."

We have previously discussed both of these experiments in the Tamplin-

Cochran Report. As we indicated in these discussions, these experiments

do not suggest a reduced risk for hot particles. The Sanders work will

be discussed again below. Quite the contrary, they strongly support

our analysis of an enhanced risk for hot particles.
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Then, with considerable iince:cureuycv, the next sentence is given

as justification for th(e coeuda:inq remark 01 this section:

"Comber]- 5 
concluder thu. L the focal souj:ce J., less di'maging

for beta emiLters thae: is the uniforily distributed
source. "16

Ceom•br's experimntrs could net justif]v this conclusion and,

in fact, he did not so concludc. Combeer concluded:

"Experiments with rats have shoewn that radiosctive sub-
stances deposited in the leaj can lcid 'c ipulmonary
ncoplasia. Radiations fj:om S25, Srag 0-y90  

and Cc
1 4

4
elicited brescho'enic crcino'a and alv('olr cell
carcinoma in addition 0o seera! other teor tyl-,es.
These exporimens'ts did not the en:stence of a1
uni:Jique carciieoqei . c h'a zd LO a> to theie concen-
tration of absorbed energy in the lune tiss,;ue
immediatei•surrounding an inhaled raedoactiva
particle. "±7

The major thrust of the Cember article deals with 1 4 4
C-e particles in

the lung. The 
1

4
4

Ce was intseduced admixed wich stable Co as either

Ce8'3 or CeC13 in particles of sbout I u in diameter (0.5 
3

).1 e

emits a beta particle of 0.275 ;eoV and its daughter product 
1

'
4

Pr

emits a beta of 3meV. The rate of energy loss for these beta particles

in tissue is about 0.2ReV/u compared to some 94 Ke\V/u for plutonium

alpha particles.

This difference in energy loss per micros indicates that the

activity of the 1 4 4
Ce emitters wou]ld have to be some 500 times

that of the 
2 3 9

pu in order to deposit the same energy in the tissue

irradiated by 2 3 9pu alpha particles. Moreover, since the QF for

alpha particles is 1.0, the 
1 4 4

Ce particles ,iiust b:sve an activit.y

I.V/ .':fcrsnece 1.5 connaiened heieein is: Cember, if., "Radiogqenic Lung

Cancer," Progress in in :ue.vnsn] I'eie Researc'h -,74:251 (1504)

17/ Cenibor, if. , 0 c. cat., e 2. 229-290.

(10) x (500) or 5,000 times tndu o:e a 239"3 uO2 particle to qualify

as a hot particle. Since th .- limiting actJiity of a 
2 3

9Pu02 particle

is 0.07 pCi, a hol particle of CeC cold have to contain more than

350 pCi. After correcting for the half-life of 
1 44

Ce (288 days) a

hot particle would have to contain some 500 pCi.

The geometric mean dJai'cetecr of the particles in these experi-

ments was 1 micron. The highert eqposure gro:up received 50 uCi of
1 4 4

Ce in 30 ug of CeF 3 . Allowing a donsiiy of 6 g/cm
3 

for the CCF3,

the beta-activity per particle of 1 u diamceter js only 5 pCi. In

other words, these experiments did not involve hot particles as de-

fined above. The carcinogenesis observed in these Cetber experiments,

which was considerable, was related to high total and rather uniform

organ dosage (1,000 -- 30,000 red).

Following the mention: of tChe Comber experiwents, this statement

is made:

"'The data of Grossman, at el.27 for 
2 1 0 po on iron oxide

particles indicates a teem-ing decrease in the tumor inci-
dence as well as increased survival for the focal sources. "18

As we mentioned previously, this reference is only to an abstract.

The AEC and Healy seemed to be wore interested in the conclusion than in

the validity of the experiment.

In these experiments, the highest exposure involved 0.2 uCi of

210pc absorbed on 3 mg of ferric oxide carrier particles (98% < 0.75 u).

18/ Reference 27 contained herein is: Grossman, B.C. , J.B. Little
a-nd W.F. O'Toole, "Role of Carrier Particles in the Induction of
Bronchial Cancer in Hamsters by 2-0]lo Alpha Particles," Rad. Res. 47:
253 (1971). We do not k:now whe t

her a more detailed descri ptien of
these experiments was published. The informal-ion given in the abstract
was sufficient to demonstrate tilat the experimenrnt was irrelevant here,
regardl]ecs of its overall validiXty.
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Allowing a density of. 5 g/c
3 

fo the particles, the 3 mg would involve

2 x 109 particles of 0.8 u diameter. The activity per particle would

then be only I x i0-
4 

pCi. Again, this experiment does not involve

hot particles as defined above. It represents rather uniform irradia-

tion of the lung to high dosage (2,250 to 45,000 rein) and again, these

large dosages produce a high incidence of cancer.

Following the teference to the above abstract, this statement

appears:

"Saunders,35 as r result of his studieds with soluble2 3
8Pu derived from cru-l -d micronpheres arr:ives at a con-

clus-ion that spreading the dose more uniformly results
in an increased cancer incidence, due to the greater num-
ber of er~thesi] . cells involved. This conclusion was
based on the observation of '- - a significant incidence
of tumors in the luna and in other tissues at radiation
deses that have not previously been shown to he ýcarcino-
genic in animals' ."19

The conclusion of Sanders is not justified by the experiment

described in the referenced article. Sanders indicates that hot

particles were not involved in this study. The conclusion that is

justified by the results of this study is that the exposure standards

for plutonium may be much too high (at least 100 times too high)

even when hot particles are not involved. The results indicate that

a uniform dose of 15 rem doubled the natural incidence of lung cancer

in the exposed rats. A worker is allowed this dose each year and a

member of the population could accumu)ate this dcse in 10 years. It

is somewhat disturbing that the ARC would acknowledge this experiment

and then ignore its implicatJon.,s.

1-9/ Reference 35 contp4ned hocran i s: Sanders , C. . "Carcinogen-
icity of Inhaled Pf.c no .i i,2' From Crushed Microsph(rs,': , a Pacific
Northwest L.cboratnr.J.u:: A ]ns,a irpct Ji7?, Part 1. S•,NWL-1.750;2f (1973).

One further point could be made concerning this study. It is.

not at all clear froIs the description given in the reference that

the exposurus did not involve a few hundred hot particles. If this

were so, these particles could have been partly responsible for the

observed cancers.

On page 27, we find the conclusion .reached in this section:

"The conclusion of this work to date, therefore, is that
the preponderance of the evidence indicates that the use.
of an average lung dose is appropriate in limiting expo"
sures and may well be conservative."

As we have indicated above, there is no justification for

this conclusion so far as hot particles are concerned. In fact, while

none of the references detract from our conclusions, One of the

references used in this section actually supports our contention that

hot particles carry greatly enhanced cancer rinss.20 Moreover, the

experiment of Sanders suggests that the risk estimates from the BIER

Report that were used in the DRAFT GESIKO may be serious underesti-

mates of the effects even when hot particles are not involved.

20/ Richmond, C.R., et ai.-, Op. cit.
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WASHINGION. D.C. 20510

September 26, 197.1

The lionorable Oixy Lee Ray
Chairman
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr. Ray:

,e are writing to express our grave reservations re-
garding the Atomic Energy Commission's proposal to proceed
in the next few months to authorize the use of plutonium
as fuel in present-day nuclear power plants around the country.
In our judgment, a decision to authorize "plutonium recycle"
is a momentous one which should only be made after its risks
and implications have been thoroughly explored and debated
by the public and the Congress.

As you know well, plutonium is one of the most virulent
carcinogens known. Many scientists believe it to be as toxic
as the most lethal biological warfare agents.. Even more
significant, plutonium is a material from which atomic bombs
are made. Several pounds are enough for a nuclear weapon
capable of tremendous destruction.. It is now widely recog-
nized that the design and manufacture of a crude atomic bomb
is not difficult technically and that the only effective
obstacle in making such a weapon is the availability of
plutonium itself.

A Commission decision to. authorize the commercial use
of plutonium here and abroad would dramatically increase
the risk that plutonium might be stolen by determined groups
of terrorists, blackmailers, or other criminals. Such a
decision would result in the creation of a large private
plutonium industry which by the turn of the century could
be processing hundreds of tons of plutonium annually. The
theft of a tiny fraction of this plutonium -.- less than one
half of one percent -- would be enough to make hundreds of
nuclear weapons.

-2-

Many reputable sci entists infor-ed ahout the risks of
plutoniuis have warned that its use will pose unprecedented
problems. For example, Dr. Bernard T. Feld of M.I.T. wrote
recently in the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists that "within
the coming decade or tw,'o, taic major security problem that the
world will face is how to prevent the widespread dissemination
of nuclear weapons, not on!y to governments or semi-governmental
bodies, but to groups of unauthorized, even anti-social,
elements as well."

We have been particularly iaspressed by the analysis of
the problem prepared by two scientists and an attorney on
the staff of the Natural Resources DefFnse Council. The
NRDC report, entitled The Plutonium Docision: A Report onthe Risks of Plutonium ri'cl - !i the'
November, 1974 issue oyr--7 h u!'lin, This report expresses
great skepticism that safe uar--Es- can be implemented which
will reduce the risk of piutoniun theft to tJhe vanishingly
small possibility that is essential. It notes that present
safeguard measures are admittedly inadequate and points out
the numerous obstacles to upgrading these safeguards to the
virtually foolproof syste"i that would be needed. These
obstacles include: (1) the nheer difficulty of the task
of maintainin g.perpetual security over immaense quantities
of this material in a world where law enforcement officials
have difficulty securing confiscated heroin and where ter-
rorist activities and sophisticated crime are increasing,
(2) the strenuous opposition of the nuclear industry to more
strict safeguards, (3) the lax, inadequate enforcement of
even present safeguards as described in the recent report
of the General Accounting Office, Improvements Needed in
the Program for the Protection of special N;uclear 'Material
(-1973),and( 4 the fact that the most effective safeguards
would exact a tremendous price in terms of civil liberties
and privacy and wo'uld require social* and economic changes
that are probably unacceptable to our society.

This last point is of particular concern to us, fer wefear that the .commercial introduction of plutonium may force

choices between personal safety and civil rights.-- trade-offs
that our country should not have to make. The draft environ-
mental impact statement which the Commission's staff has prepared
for its proposal to authorize the commercial use of plutonium
fuel expressly mentions as possible new safeguards the creation
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of a large federal n.utonium police force and the extension
of the military sect-rity clearance and surveillance system
into the rapidly growing private nuclear power industry.
The Congress will want to carefully study the implications
of those far-reaching proposals and others of similar nature-
that might follow.

Another problem raised on the NRDC report is the public
health risk associated with using a material of plutonium's
toxicity as a principal commercial fuel. The adequacy of the
Commission's present radiation protection.standards applicable
to plutonium are under serious challenge, with some qualified
experts arguing that those standards are perhaps 100,000
times too'lax to protect the public. Until this controversy
is resolved, it is imnossible to predict the health effects
of using plutonium and impossible to know what standards
should govern its hand].ing and release to the environment.
Moreover, even if the present standards were undisputed,
the fact that plutonium is one of the most carcinogenic
substances known raises the question of whether we want
a material of unprecedented toxicity involved in countless
shipments around the country.

Because of the importance of the issues raised in the
NRDC report, we are forwarding a copy to you and request the
Commission's response to it. In addition to-the points
raised in the letter, we have attached a list of specific
questions we would like you to answer regarding safeguards
with respect to plutonium.

In our judgment, it is encumbent upon the Commission
to state with clarity and detail the safeguard measures it
believes are necessary and to defer any action authorizing
plutonium recycle until the public and the Congress have
had an opportunity to publicly review the adequacy and the
economic and social costs of the Cbmmission's proposals and
to take appropriate action. We believe it would be a grave
mistake for the- Commission to proceed now to authorize plu-
tonium recycle prior to that review. Too many questions,
both technical and social, are uhanswered today, and arriving
at thoseanswers will not be easy. he cannot simply assume,
for example, that adcqdate safeguards are possible or, if
they are; that thei.r costs in terms of human freedom and
privacy will be acccptable.

These are obviously issues that deserve the most searching
public.scrutiny while it is still possible to make a decision
unencumbered by premature commitments. We look forward to your
cooperation in this endeavor.

Sincerely,

Philip A. Hart, U.S.S.
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The lion. Dixy Lec Ray
Chairman
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C.

Questions on Plutonium Recycle

1) Does the Commission plan to proceed with plutonium recycle
with less than a zero risk safeguard system? If greater
than zero, what level of risk does the Commission consider
acceptable in terms of nuclear theft, terrorist incidents,
unauthorized nuclear explosions or plutonium dispersal devices?

2) Does the Commission believe the creation of a federal security
or police force i.s a necessary or desirable safeguard measure?
How large would such a force be? What would its functions
be? For example, would it merely guard plutonium shipments
and facilities, or would it also be responsible for uncovering
and preventing possible theft attempts and recovering plutonium
after it is stolen? If a plutonium black market does develop,
as at least-one former A.E.C. Commissioner believes is "likely",
would this security force be prepared to carry out sustained
operations against such an underworld market? What standards
would govern and restrain the operations of this security
force? Will the uniquely grave threat posed by nuclear terrorism
justify uniquely drastic police action to protect the public
safety? If a federal plutonium security force is not created,
will it not be necessary to develop an equivalent police
capability within the framework of existing institutions
such as state and local law enforcement groups and private
security and surveillance forces?

3) In its draft environmental impart statement for plutonium
recycle the A.E.C. states:

"Security problems are much simplified when it
can be established with high probability that
the persons who are responsible for the handling
of plutonium or implementing of related safeguards
programs are trustworthy. Various court rulings
in recent years have been favorable to the protec-
tion of individual privacy and of individual right-
to-work. These rulings have made it difficult to
make a personnel background check of ai individual
in commercial activities to assure with high prob-
ability that he is trustworthy and, hence, poten-
t~ially acceptable as a steward for the protection
of plutonium. The A.E.C. has requested legislation
which would allow background checas of individuals
with access to plutonium and related material
accountability records."

We would appreciate receivin~i copies of the requested legis-
lation referred to in this poa~ssage and also an identification
of the recent court rulings at which the legislation is aimed.
Has the ComMissi6n considered the effects of such a security
system on the individual rights and privacy of nuclear industry
employees, their families, and friends, and how these effects
might comparewith those of the military and nuclear weapons
security systems?

4) Given that police have been unable to spot the underworld
market in heroin or even maintain security over confiscated
drugs and.that the blac: market price of plutonium is likely
to be even higher than that of heroin, what basis does the
Commission have for believeng that plutonium security force,
whether public or private, will perform with the requisite
perfection both todiy and into the indefinite future when the
enthusiasm of the new security enterprise will have dimmed
but the quantity of plutonium in commerce will have swollen

.dramatically?

5) Does the Commission believe that Integrated Fuel Cycle Facili-
ties, where plutonium fuel cycle plants are located at one
site, thereby reducing the transport of plutonium, are a
necessary safeguard measure? Do present industry plans call
for Integrated Fuel Cycle Facilities? Why did the draft
environmental statement for plutonium recycle not discuss
the more significant Nuclear Power Park concept, where reactors
as well as fuel cycle facilities are located at the same site,
thus eliminating the transportation link altogether?

6). Does the Commission agree with the view expressed by former
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Director Alvin Weinbert and,
more recently, by the editors of The Economist' (September 7,
1974) that'.the nuclear fuel cycle should be brought under
international control to prevent nuclear theft and ensure
effective, long-term regulations? In the Commission's. judg-
ment, what is the near-term feasibility of such a proposal?
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2 Comment Cont'd

NRC Staff Response to SpecificConsents on Health, Safetyand
Environment by J. G Speth

1. Comment:

"Although the adequacy of the AEC's plutonium standards is thus a matter of
considerable doubt and great controversy, the AEC's draft impact statement
for plutonium recycle simply assumes that the present standards are adequate.
The entire risk analysis of the statement, as well as the ultimate decision to
proceed with plutonium recycle, are based upon a premature and unexplained
rejection of the hot particle hypothesis. Yet, the AEC is forced to concede
that this hypothesis 'is being given careful consideration in a separate
proceeding.'ll

"It should be remembered that there is clear experimental evidence that
plutonium is one of the most carcinogenic substances known regardless of one's
views about the hot particle risk: one millionth of a gram has caused cancer
in experimental animals. Thus, the more basic question is whether we want
our energy system based on a material of unprecedented toxicity."

Response:

The "hot particle" hypothesis has been denied and is noted in CHAPTER IV, Section
J, Appendix D. The conclusion in Appendix D is that dose calculations assuming
uniform distribution of plutonium in the lung represent the most conservative approach.

Final GESMO attempts to address the carcinogenic risks from all radionuclides.
Several alpha emitting radionuclides in the fuel cycle, both in the no recycle and
uranium/plutonium recycle cases, have hazard potentials of the same magnitude as
plutonium. Thus, the environmental impacts from each fuel cycle option are estimated
from all radionuclides resulting in radiation exposure of the population or occupa-
tional workers. In addition, the risks from plutonium are compared to the
total risks. The comparison indicates plutonium is a small contributor to the
total risk as discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section J. Also, see the response to Comment
No. 5 of this Comment Letter No. 25.

Response:

A discussion of phase out of nuclear power clearly is not within the scope of
GESMO. The other two alternatives are considered in detail in CHAPTER VIII
(Alternatives 2, 5 and 6). Risks and uncertainties have been evaluated as well as
possible in comparing the alternatives. Benefits are not limited to economic
savings, but also include resource conservation and possible environmental improve-
ment. A safeguards program is being developed in a supplement to this final
statement which addresses the security risks of plutonium recycle and reviews the
final cost-benefits of such an industry.

3. Comment:

"Second, we could continue with the present generation of light-water reactors
but strictly prohibit plutonium recycle for the foreseeable future. Such a
decision would be premised upon a judgment that plutonium is too dangerous
because of its toxicity and explosive potential to be allowed to become an
article of commerce. Of course, we would still have plutonium to cope with,
because it is produced in present-day reactors. But without plutonium recycle
there is little incentive to reprocess the plutonium out of the spent fuel,
so the plutonium could remain in the spent fuel where it is effectively
protected from theft and, hopefully, confined and contained."

Response:

This alternative is discussed in detail in final GESMO in CHAPTER VIII, Alternative
6. In particular, see CHAPTER VIII, Section 10.0 and CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0.

4. Comment:

"The Atomic Energy Commission's draft Generic Environmental Statement on
Mixed Oxide Fuels (DRAFT GESMO) is.hopelessly biased and one-sided. It
consistently presents the case for permitting the nuclear industry to pro-
cess plutonium and use it as fuel in present-day reactors while at the same
time ignoring and belittlin the tremendous risks to the public health and
safety associated with such a course.

Response:

The purpose of GESMO is to assess the environmental impact differential of the LWR
industry due to the implementation of Pu recycle. In making this evaluation in
the draft it was necessary to tabulate the results comparing the two fuel cycles,
with and without Pu recycle (without Pu recycle meant uranium recycle only). In
this final statement another cycle option has been added - the no recycle or throw-
away cycle has been included. CHAPTER IV, Section J has been updated to show the
comparisons of the dose commitments of each fuel cycle option to the general popu-
lation and the occupational exposures. In this chapter the significance and risks
to individuals from irradiation are also reviewed.

The impacts on the environment integrated over the period 1975 through 2000 have
been included in CHAPTER VIII and the cost-benefit analysis in CHAPTER XI has been
expanded over this same period to provide a full evaluation of each of the three
fuel cycle options. These comparisons and the added sensitivity analysis to indi-
cate impacts of no recycle and for delayed recycle over a span of approximately 10
years provides an objective basis for a Commission decision on Pu recycle. Accidents
and safety have been assessed in CHAPTER II and Sections of CHAPTER IV relating to
fuel cycle components involving Pu processing or handling. In addition the licensing
application procedure for each plant or facility where plutonium would be processed
or handled requires a safety analysis report prior to any licensing action.

2. Comment:

"VII. Options: Alternatives to Plutonium Recycle

"Given that the risks of plutonium recycle are unacceptably high, particularly
in light of the present uncertainties, a key question is what are our options --
what are the alternatives to the AEC's proposal to proceed now with plutonium
recycle? We believe that there are essentially three options, each of which
is preferable to the AEC's announced plan.

1. No Nuclear Power
2. No Recycle
3. Delay Recycle"
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5. Comment:

"...ignores the major controversy over the adequacy of the AEC's current radia-
tion protection standards applicable to plutonium and simply assumes the present
standards are adequate to protect the public."

Response:

In the time since the draft GESMO was published and this comment was received, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has published in the Federal Register (41 FR 15371)
April 12, 1976 a notice that the Commission denied a petition for rule making on
the hot particle question from the Natural Resources Defense Council. The Commission
summarized its findings:

"In summary, the uniform dose model is generally recognized by the scientific
community and supported by experimental evidence as a conservative basis for
standards for personal protection... Therefore, standards for insoluble
alpha-emitting radionuclides, as based on a uniform dose assumption, are
believed to be adequately conservative (41 FR 15378)."

To permit a more detailed review of the hot particle hypothesis, the NRDC petition
and the NRC denial have been reproduced in their entirety in CHAPTER IV, Section J,
Appendix D of the final GESMO.

7. Comment:

the draft GESMO:

- inflates the projected economic benefits of recycling plutonium but
minimizes the economic costs of proposed safeguards;

Resgonse:

The economic benefits in final GESMO are stated as accurately as possible with
sensitivity analyses of the variables. The final safeguards costs will be analyzed
after the development of the Safeguards Supplement to GESMO and integrated into
the overall cost-benefit analyses considering the recommended safeguards program.

8. Comment:

"... overlooks completely one of the principal alternatives to the agency's
plan to move swiftly to authorize plutonium recycle: the deferral of any
decision on plutonium recycle unless and until current uncertainties regarding
plutonium 9toxicit, and adequate and acceptable safeguards are satisfactorily

Response:

Alternative 2, delayed recycle, is the alternative suggested in this comment. Para-
metric studies of five- and ten-year recycle delays are considered for Alternative 2
and of a five-year delay for Alternative 1. This means that alternatives are con-
sidered where plutonium recycle begins in 1981, 1983, 1986, 1988, or 1991. These

cases are a sufficient basis for assessing the impacts of the delayed recycle
6. Comment: decision. Refer to CHAPTER VIII for. all alternatives. assessed.

"...draft GESMO... consistently fails to recognize and discuss fairly both
facts (e.g., the poor record of the nuclear industry to date in implementing
safeguards and in protection of industry workers from exposure to plutonium)
and oinion.s (e.g., those of Drs. Willrich, Taylor, Feld, Alfven, Weinberg,
Sheinman and others regarding the severe difficulties of developing and
implementing an 'adequate' system of safeguards) which cast doubts on the
advisability of recycling plutonium;"

Response:

In paragraph 2.4 of CHAPTER II, the special hazards of plutonium criticality and
of plutonium release to the environment have been expanded to give recognition of the
accidents that have occurred and to show the effects and impacts of the incidents.
CHAPTER II presents descriptions of actual criticality and plutonium release
incidents that have occurred in fuel cycle facilities.

The safeguards considerations for facilities and processes required for Pu recycle
are discussed in detail in a supplement to GESMO.

9. Comment:

"Because the DRAFT GESMO fails to present relevant facts and responsible
opposing views, because the risk and economic analyses of the statement
proceed from erroneous or unsupportable premises, and because the state-
ment does not embody the good .faith objectivity that is required, the AEC
has not fulfilled its responsibility to provide the information and analysis
mandated by NEPA."

Response:

The overall impacts of Pu recycle in LWR's as related to the U02 fuel cycle have
been reassessed in final GESMO with added emphasis on risks, economics and safe-
guards including comparisons of the three options--no recycle, uranium only recycle
and uranium and plutonium recycle. These three options provide a realistic base
for comparisons of the environmental impacts of all of-the components of the fuel
cycle. In CHAPTER VIII, Alternatives, and CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits, additional
cases were evaluated considering the existing industry and projections of the
nuclear energy industry on a moderate high and low growth basis. These assessments,
which also considered the cost sensitivities of delays in recycle, provide a wide'
band of economic impacts on the Pu recycle industry through the year 2000.

The safeguards considerations and final cost-benefits are being prepared in a
supplement to GESMO. The complete final GESMO package adequately fulfills the
requirements of NEPA and is responsive to the CEQ comments (comment Letter 60)
on the draft GESMO.
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10. Comment:

"In preparing certain previous impact statements we have examined, the AEC
has paid little attention to comments received from members of the public
or other federal agencies in the text of the statement itself but has instead
simply 'answered' these comments in a separate section of the statement.
Frequently these 'answers' represent an incomplete and inadequate response.
Occasionally, the agency even rephrases the comment in order to make it easier
to respond."

Response:

In this final statement, each public comment letter is reproduced in Volume 5
and is followed by individual comments and responses thereto. Where a response
has been incorporated into the body of the GESMO text a specific reference as to
chapter and paragraph number has been included as part of the response. The public
comments have not been rephrased and are printed verbatim.

11. Comment:

"The cost-benefit analyses are limited to the year 1990 with the stream of
benefits and costs for other years excluded."

Response:

The stream of benefits and costs in final GESMO have been totaled for the period
1975-2000. These totals are the bases for all comparisons presented in CHAPTERS
VIII, Alternatives, and CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits.

12. Comment:

"The occupational exposures and environmental costs for alternatives are
based in large part on ýata presented in "Environmental Survey of the Uranium
Fuel Cycle," WASH-1248. This biases the results in favor of plutonium re-
cycle. Similarly, the "without plutonium recycle" case used throughout the
DRAFT GESMO (e.g., CHAPTER IV) includes reprocessing of spent fuel even though
the realistic alternative to plutonium recycle is storage of unreprocessed
spent fuel, an alternative the DRAFT GESMO states would "eliminate the reproces-
sing industry" (pages 5-10). This use of the wrong base case biases the
results in favor of plutonium recycle."

Response:

In the final GESMO, the revised CHAPTER IV, Section E, assesses the options of re-
cycling uranium only and recycling both uranium and plutonium. With respect to the
no recycle option, refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H, Radioactive Waste Management,
since the spent fuels would be treated as high level radioactive waste.

With respect to the second alternative, reprocessing of spent fuel, CHAPTER IV,
Section E, assesses the added environmental impact of reprocessing for only U02
fuel and of reprocessing the projected mix of spent U02 fuel and MOX fuel for the
period 1975 through 2000.

As revised, CHAPTER IV, Section J compares the radiological impacts of the fuel
cycle with and without a spent fuel reprocessing industry.

For the purpose of this assessment, the fuel reprocessing plants were assessed at
the maximum radiological impact associated with the reprocessing of spent fuel 160
days after reactor discharge and the dose commitments associated with the assumed
release of 100% of the 'H, 7

4
C, and 

8 5
Kr that might be generated in the irradiated

spent fuels. These assumptions tend to state a maximum of the radiological impact
associated with spent fuel reprocessing, and, thus, reduce the prospective net bene-
fit, if any, related to fuel reprocessing.

13. Comment:

"The costs to society due to the use of mixed oxide fuel have been greatly
underestimated, in terms of effluent releases from fuel reprocessing plants,
worker exposure, and actual reprocessing costs. The occupational exposures
and radiological effluents associated with model spent fuel reprocessing and
mixed oxide fuel fabricating facilities appear to bear little resemblance to
historical and present operating experiences. This biases the results in favor
of plutonium recycle."

Response:

The source terms and related dose commitments associated with the model spent
fuel reprocessing plant, CHAPTER IV, Section E, have been revised. For the
purpose of this assessment, assumed conservative source terms (upper-limit
releases) which are not likely to be exceeded by actual plants were used. More-
over, the source terms used in this assessment do not reflect improved designs,
improved operating procedures, improved technology, nor corrective actions that are
likely to occur during the growth of the prospective fuel reprocessing industry
over the next two decades. Thus, contrary to what is implied in this comment relat-
ing to bias in favor of Pu recycle, the assessments could show a reduced benefit.
The revised costs used in the evaluations of the fuel cycle options are detailed
in CHAPTER XI, particularly with respect to reprocessing spent fuels and
specifically to reprocessing plutonium recycle fuels.

14. Comment:

"The analysis of the health risk associated with inhalation of hot particles
is based on the invalid assumption that it is conservative to average the dose
to the lung *tissue over the entire lung, thereby ignoring the potential enhanced
risk of hot particles (particularly plutonium dioxide particulates), where hot
particles are defined in NRDC's report, 'Radiation Standards for Hot Particles.'"

Response:

The hot particle petition by NRDC has been rejected by NRC. See the response to
Comment Number 5 of this Comment Letter Number 25.

15. Comment:

"Clearly, delaying plutonium recycle a few years is a very real alternative
actively being considered by the nuclear industry and the AEC. By ignoring
this alternative DRAFT GESMO has demonstrated that it is out of touch with
the realities that presently confront the utilities."

Response:

Since the original preparation of the draft GESMO, components of the nuclear industry,
specifically the fuels reprocessing and commercial MOX fuel fabrication, have
been delayed. In final GESMO, CHAPTER VIII-Alternatives has been recast to include
the impacts on the Pu recycle industry with earliest possible reprocessing and
recycle in 1978 and possible delays for up to approximately 10 years. In CHAPTER XI,
Economic Analyses, a detailed sensitivity analysis has been performed to assess the
economic effects of timing with respect to the start of reprocessing for plutonium
recycle. CHAPTER XI also includes the accumulated economic impacts for the
period 1975 through 2000.
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16. Comment:

Limiting the cost benefit analysis to 1990 -- As a first cut it may be useful
to examine the benefits and costs of an alternative in a single year, however,
decisions involving important societal issues should be based on a weighting
of all the costs against all the benefits. This of necessity requires an
examining of the entire stream of benefits and costs over a time as long as they
are felt. Clearly, one cannot adequately compare the costs and benefits of
delaying the recycling of plutonium 0, 2, 4, . . . years, simply by looking at
the costs and benefits of each alternative delay period in the year 1990.
For this and other reasons, the present analysis in DRAFT GESMO does not
comply with NEPA's cost-benefit analysis requirement."

Response:

In this final statement all impacts are totaled for the period 1975-2000 and para-
metric studies are performed on recycling delays. Refer to CHAPTER VIII, Alterna-
tives, and CHAPTER XI, Economic Analyses.

17. Comment:

"For example, Kr-85 removal at fuel reprocessing plants was not considered
as a future basis of operation, although this is considered feasible and
desirable by EPA; and the model uranium mining operation was an open pit
mine although open pit mining accounts for about one-half of the ore produc-
tion in this country to date. As noted in DRAFT GESMO, "If Kr-85 removal were
implemented, population dose commitments with plutonium recycle would exceed
those without recycle.''7

Since the alleged benefits in plutonium recycle are largely attributable to
reductions in environment costs associated with the uranium fuel cycle, the
use of pessimistic or conservative assumptions in assigning environmental
costs associated with the uranium cycle leads to bias in favor of recycl-
ing plutonium."

Response:

The model spent fuel reprocessing plant considered in final GESMO does not include8 5
Kr removal. For a discussion on this item refer to CHAPTER IV, Section E,

paragraph 2.1.2. Refer also to response to Comment No. 44 of the Comment Letter
No. 25.

The sensitivity analysis of the economics of Pu recycle are presented in detail in
CHAPTER XI.

18. Comment:

"Similarly, the DRAFT GESMO assumes that spent fuel reprocessing and plutonium
separation will occur in both "with plutonium recycle" and "without plutonium
recycle" cases. This assumption, which is completely unjustified in the
"without recycle" case, deprives the reader of an accurate assessment of the
public health consequences of foregoing plutonium recycle and, since the
risks associated with fuel reprocessing are substantial, strongly biases the
results in favor of the recycle option."

Response:

The final GESMO health, safety and environmental assessments consider the three
fuel cycle options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only and recycle of uranium and
plutonium.

In Alternative 6, CHAPTER VIII, the no recycle case is assessed. No spent fuel
reprocessing occurs in Alternative 6. This alternative considers disposal of spent
fuel after a 5-year cooling period. Refer to CHAPTER VIII, Section 11.0, and
CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0.

19. Comment:

"Understatement of the costs to society due to the use of mixed oxide fuel --
Radiological effluents, occupational exposures and reprocessing costs at the
model fuel reprocessing plant in DRAFT GESMO appear to bear little resemblance
to the NFS operation at West Valley, New York, before it was shut down. The
model mixed oxide fuel fabricating plant in DRAFT GESMO is based on the pro-
posed Westinghouse Recycle Fuels Plant Environmental Report. Operational
exposures and radiological effluents estimated for this model plant bear little
resemblance to present practices at the Kerr-McGee plant at Crescent, Oaklahoma,
the Nuclear Fuel Services Plant (NFS) in Erwin, Tennessee, and Nuclear Materials
and Equipment Corporation (NUMEC) in Apollo, Pennsylvania."

Response:

None of the plants cited was a true production plant.

The GESMO model plants postulated for environmental impact consider the requirements
for new plants to meet the licensing regulations of 10 CFR 50 for spent fuel
reprocessing and 10 CFR 70 for MOX fuel fabrication. In the assessments of the
environmental impacts from these plants due consideration has been given to the
release standards set forth in 10 CFR 20 in the application of minimum permissible
concentration of radioactive materials. See response to Comment No. 22.

20. Comment:

"NFS - Occupational Exposures Transient Workers"

Response:

The original NFS plant was considered a commercial demonstration facility to process
'varied types of irradiated fuels using the Purex and Thorex processes. During the
start up period--the learning period--extra maintenance employees were used to main-
tain exposure levels below the allowable occupational limits. New plants and the
GESMO model plant are postulated to operate with upgraded regulations as compared to
the NFS license conditions.
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21. Comment:

"Resnikoff notes that GESMO underestimates the cost of reprocessing by a factor
of three, citing the testimony of Ms. Kathleen Black in the Barnwell Nuclear.Fuel
Plant construction permit hearings. 1 0 

As Resnikoff notes, this estimate cannot
be taken lightly since Ms. Black is a member of the AEC staff, and helped
prepared the DRAFT GESMO."

Response:

Reprocessing cost figures have been updated to reflect the best current estimates.
Refer to CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. The sensitivity of the results to these costs is
discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

22. Comment:

"It appears that the authors of DRAFT GESMO are totally unfamiliar with the record
at these facilities, particularly as it pertains to health and safety practices.
For example, the DRAFT GESMO states, "The probability of a major fire in a
plutonium facility is small,''

12 
yet Gulf United's Plutonium Facility at Pawling,

New York, was permanently closed following a chemical explosion, a fire and a
second explosion on December 21, 1972. This accident resulted in extensive
plutonium contamination within the facility, a breach in the exhaust system in
the plutonium handling room area, and the release of an undermined quantity of
plutonium from the building through blown out windows."

Response:

The statement in the draft GESMO, "The probability of a major fire in a plutonium
facility is small" addressed the model plant during the 1980 to 2000 period which
will incorporate major design changes for mitigation or prevention of accidents--not
the first and second generation small scale facilities now existing. The paragraph
explains after the sentence quoted that probabilities were not included in dose
calculations for accident impacts.

24. Comment:

"Ignoring the enhanced health risk of plutoniumhot particles -- Among the most
serious failings of the DRAFT GESMO is the fact that the health consequences of
plutonium recycle using the hot particle risk estimate are not presented. We
have provided under separate cover comments on the DRAFT GESMO related to the hot
particle discussion. 2

2 Subsequent to the submission of our comments on the hot
particlediscussion in DRAFT GESMO, the AEC has released a white paper, "A
Radiobiological Assessment of the Spatial Distribution of Radiation Dose from
Inhaled Plutonium," (WASH-1320) by W. J. Bair, C. R. Richmond, and B. W. Wachholz.
NRDC has in preparation a critique of this report which will be available by
mid-November. If the AEC intends to use WASH-1320 in preparation of the FINAL
GESMO, we request that our critique of WASH-1320 be an integral part of our
comments."

Response:

Both the Bair paper, WASH-1320, and the NRDC paper (Tamplin, A.R. and Cochran, T.B.;
The Hot Particle Issue: A Critique of WASH-1320 as it Relates to the Hot Particle
Hypothesis, Report of the NRDC, Inc., Washington, D. C., November 1974), have been
cited in the NRC denial of the NRDC petition for rulemaking. See CHAPTER IV,
Section J, Appendix D and the response to Comment No. 5 of this Comment Letter No. 25.

25. Comment:

"Westinghouse's Environmental Report on its Recycle Fuel Facility (the facility
on which the GESMO model mixed oxide fabrication plant is based) provides
estimates of the airborne particle size distributions both before and after
filtration by HEPA filters at this proposed facility. These distributions are
dominated by hot particles.

Unless the AEC is implying a commitment to promulgate regulations which are
consistent with the assumption in DRAFT GESMO and which are applicable to hot
particles, the health effect from normal and accidental releases from facilities
processing spent fuel and fabricating mixed oxide fuel are indeterminate. They
could be more than 10,000 times the estimated health effects associated with
plutonium in DRAFT GESMO. 2

Response:

This comment dealing with the hot particle issue is similar to Comments 5, 14, and 24.
See, in particular, the response to Comment No. 5, Comment Letter No. 25.

23. Comment:

"The DRAFT GESMO implies that such fires should be rare, and in any case small
because the licensees follow AEC Regulations, purported to be adequate. For
example, the AEC states in DRAFT:

"Regulatory Guide 3.6 presents methods acceptable to the Regulatory staff
for a fire protection program which should prevent, detect, extinguish,
limit, or control fires and explosions and their concomitant hazards and
damaging effects. Licensees must operate within these or equivalent
constraints. Under these conditions, the probability of having a firegf the
magnitude considered in this statement is considered highly unlikely."N
(emphasis added)

This statement could not be further from the truth, since licensees are notorious

for failing to follow regulations."

Response:

The NRC has an Office of Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards and an Office of
Inspection and Enforcement with the responsibilities for evaluating and inspecting
licensees' facilities for conformance to regulations and license conditions. Licensees
will be required to operate within these restraints. Regulations are continuously
upgraded based on data collected from regular inspections.

As a result of the Browns Ferry fire the NRC has taken additional steps to reduce the
possibility of fires in all nuclear facilities. This is a subject of continuous
emphasis by the NRC staff.

26. Comment:

"Volume I - Summary and Conclusions

The Summary and Conclusions sections of the DRAFT GESMO are even more biased,
monolithic and unresponsive to the facts than the statement as a whole. Since
these sections will be the most widely read portions of the statement, they-must
include a discussion of responsible opposing views in each section and subsection.
Also, the summary sections must meet the same standards of candor and objectivity
required for the overall statement and must accurately reflect the underlying
statement. They cannot be the place where the AEC edits out unflattering
observations and unpleasant facts in order to present a carefully edited picture
of plutonium recycle to the public."
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26 Comment Cont'd
Response:

Summary documents, by definition, must omit much of the detail that comprises a complete
text. The final GESMO summary emphasizes a discussion of the results of many studies
and assessments of the entire LWR fuel cycle with consideration for impacts on the
environment, both positive and negative, for the three options, no recycle of uranium
or plutonium, recycle of uranium only and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

The format of the detailed Summary and Conclusions of final GESMO reflects the format
of the statement as a whole where practical. The language of the summary, the
tabulations of assessments and the related fuel cycle figures duplicate those used in
the detailed portions of the text. This includes both the risks and the benefits
derived from the implementation or disapproval of recycle.

The responses to public comments received on the draft GESMO are covered in detail in
this Volume 5. Wherever possible, notations are included referencing specific portions
of the text where additional detailed information can be found.

27. Comment:

"As noted previously data are provided for the year 1990 only. Data for other
years (e.g., 1980 and 1985) should also be provided either here or somewhere else
in the report. The figures and tables in the Summary should be cross-referenced
with figures, tables and discussion in other parts of the report so the reader
can easily figure out how and where the data were obtained, and what assumptions
were made. For example, the reader does not know where the data in Table IV A-5
(p. IV A-9) comes from, what assumptions were made, etc., without reading the
entire report and then trying to figure out what data in other tables were
summarized to get these figures."

Response:

In the final GESMO where tables and figures are prepared for detail within chapters
and sections and used again in the summary portions of the statement, suitable
notations have been added, indicating where the basis for the data presented can be
found.

29. Comment:

"The LWR uranium fuel cycle (Figure IV B-l) is defined to include fuel reprocessing
and plutonium storage. There are presently no commercial fuel reprocessing
plants operating or licensed and none are required under alternative 6 or
alternative 2 until some undetermined future date. GESMO should give equal
billing to these other alternatives here and in thesummaries and of course
equal billing to the additional alternatives we proposed (deferral of recycle
for 2, 4 ... 10 years).

Response:

The alternatives for recycle are detailed in CHAPTER VIII. Throughout final GESMO,
comparisons are made and tabulated to show the integrated impacts of three fuel cycle
options, no recycle, recycle uranium only and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

Alternative 2, the storage of spent fuel and delayed recycle, and Alternative 6, the
disposal of spent fuel - no recycle, are given equally full evaluations throughout
this final statement, especially in CHAPTERS VIII and XI where detailed discussion
and comparisons of the alternatives are included. The deferral alternatives are also
considered in CHAPTER XI, paragraph 3.6. Parametric studies of 5 and 10 year delays
in recycle are considered in the assessments of Alternative 2.

28. Comment:

"The AEC'seplutonium weapons facility at Rocky Flats was the site of one of the
most costly industrial fires in history. It has been reported that there were
70 small fires in 1969 and 35 in 1970.25 While this facility works with
pyrophoric plutonium metal as opposed to Pu0 2 it would be interesting to know
how many of these fires could similarly occur in commercial mixed oxide plants."

Response:

Very few, if any, fires of the type that occurred at Rocky Flats could occur in a
model commercial mixed oxide plant. The plutonium in the model commercial mixed
oxide plant would not sustain combustion and organic process chemicals, responsible
for some fires at Rocky Flats, will not be used in the mixed oxide plant.

As mentioned in the text of the reference cited in this comment, Factory Insurance
Association and other groups were conducting fire-safety surveys of the Rocky Flat
plant in 1969. These surveys resulted in an "improved risk" criteria which will be
used in the future design of plutonium facilities. See WASH-1507, Environmental
Statement-Plutonium Recovery Facility, Rocky Flats Plant, Colorado, January, 1972.

30. Comment:

"The implication here is that MOX loadings somewhat greater than 1.15 SGR can
be expected but are presently unacceptable. Since the AEC has not promulgated
standards restricting reactor loadings to 115% SGR even temporarily GESMO should
discuss fully the safety and environmental implications of fuel management
concepts up to and including 100% plutonium as fissile fuel in a reactor."

Response:

The use of plutonium in quantities greater than 1.15 SGR would require evaluation
beyond that presented in GESMO and would be considered on a case-by-case basis. To
identify the precise technical limit for plutonium recycle in LWR's at this time was
not considered to be justified in light of the results of the survey of the industry
plans for the use of recycled plutonium in currently designed LWR's and the results
of past MOX demonstrations. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4. For
additional response to this comment refer to the response to Comment No. 6 to
Comment letter No. 29.

At the time of isbue of this final health, safety and environmental statement,
proposed changes to rules in 10 CFR 50 and 51* are being proposed. These proposed
rule changes outline the conditions under which plutonium recycle can be implemented
in the LWR industry.

The proposed amendment to 10 CFR 50 considers the addition a a new paragraph providing
additional standards for the use of MOX fuel in LWR's under specified conditions.

The proposed amendment to 10 CFR 51 considers under specified conditions (of amended
10 CFR 50) the substitution of a specified amount of MOX fuel for a portion of the
U02 fuel in a reactor.

The limitation of MOX in an LWR in the proposed rule change defines the total amount
of plutonium in a 1.15 SGR to be "... 1.8% of the total as-fabricated heavy metal
content (U and Pu) of that reactor..." as the limit of plutonium (fissile and non-
fissile) authorized.

*10 CFR 50 Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities
10 CFR 51 Licensing and Regulatory Policy and Procedures for Environmental Protection
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31. Comment:

"GESMO should discuss fully the quality control measures to assure this
inhomogeneity, their effectiveness, and the safety and environmental implications
if the required homogeneity is not met, i.e., if a large number of fuel rods
contain a large number of Pu02 particles greater than 500 o diameter (see discussion
pp. IV C-43 to IV C-47)."

Response:

The paragraphs that discuss PuO2 particle effects in physically blended mixed oxide
fuel pellets have been strengthened to reflect the requirement that these effects
be fully evaluated for the manufacturer's specific particle size distribution.
Conformance to important fuel fabrication specifications is audited periodically by
the Office of Inspection and Enforcement. Assurance that particle-size specifications
are being met is provided in this manner. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraphs 2.1 and 3.4.2.

34 Comment Cont'd

Response:

Excess reactivity control is carefully reviewed for every licensed plant, and control
capacity depends on plant design. While this is really a plant specific (not generic)
consideration, all existing and presently planned plants are capable of using plutonium
as fissile fuel in about half of the reactor fuel rods. Since 1.15 SGR corresponds to
fewer plutonium rods, less than 40% of the total, sufficient reactivity control is
assured in the general case. It is likely that some plants would be capable of
utilizing plutonium as fissile fuel in all fuel rods, but GESMO does not cover such
cases. Proposals to use plutonium in quantities greater than 1.15 SGR would require
evaluation beyond that presented in GESMO. Identification and assessment of a precise
upper limit for plutonium recycle in LWR's was not included in the purpose of GESMO
and could not be justified in light of the results of the survey of the industry
plans for the use of recycled plutonium in currently designed LWR's (mostly self
generation limits and a few up to 1.15 SGR) and the results obtained from past MOX
demonstrations. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.

32. Comment:

"(p. IV B-8) The DRAFT GESMO should discuss fully the environmental and safety
implications of present day scrap recovery processes, particularly the operation
at the NFS facility in Erwin, Tennessee."

Response:

The environmental safety of present day scrap recovery processes are discussed in
the draft GESMO on pages IV D-15, 16 and 21. The final GESMO discusses scrap
recovery processes in more detail--including the processes used at the NFS facility
in Erwin, Tennessee. See CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 2.2.2.

33. Comment:

"(p. IV C-29) To what extent can and does the U. S. AEC have control over U. S.
manufacturers experimenting with recycled plutonium in foreign reactors, e.g.,
General Electric's large reload program in the Garigliano reactor in Italy?"

Response:

If the fuel or nuclear material were to be exported from the United States, this
would be subject to the NRC export licensing process described in the response to
Comment 5, Letter No. 18. If nuclear related parts or components were involved,
these would be reviewed by the NRC in its licensing process or in its consultative
arrangements with the Department of Commerce, depending on the nature of the
proposed export. Otherwise, under current regulations, U.S. manufacturers'
activities (such as referred to in the Comment 5, Letter No. 18) in non-communist
bloc countries need only be reported to U.S. ERDA. U.S. manufacturers cannot,
however, participate in reprocessing, enrichment, or heavy water production abroad
without specific authorization from ERDA under 10 CFR Part 810.

35. Comment:

"c. Behavior of Plutonium-Fueled LWR's
Transients and Accidents (p. IV C-55)

This discussion is woefully inadequate. Presumably it is relevant to MOX loading
115% SGR, or less. It is stated,

"The PWR steam-break accident may require more control rods or a higher
boron-injection rate, but careful fuel management will minimize these
requirements. The rod-ejection accident may be more or less severe,
depending on the core design."

These accidents and their consequences should be discussed fully. What, for
example, happens if fuel management is not careful; if several MOX rods are
misplaced?"

Response:

The postulated steamline break, rod-ejection and loss-of-coolant accidents are
strongly dependent on plant design and are carefully evaluated for each plant whether
U02 or mixed oxide fuel is used. It is not possible, therefore, to provide a complete
description of these accidents in a generic report. It was possible, however, to
discuss the underlying reasons for change, to indicate the direction of the change,
and imply that the change will be small. This has been done. Thus, it has been
pointed out objectively that the steamline break accident will be worse, that the LOCA
will be better, and that the rod-ejection may go either way using mixed oxide fuel
instead of all U02 fuel because of competing phenomena. However, because of the
small changes in underlying phenomena, which have been discussed in detail, there
should be little change in any of these postulated accidents. Futhermore, each
accident condition will be reviewed for each plant application on a case-by-case
basis, taking plutonium fuel properties into account, and the required safety margins
will be maintained. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.5.2.

34. Comment:

"It is clear that reactor control can be significantly affected by MOX concentra-
tions greater than 115% SGR assumed in the DRAFT GESMO. This is a clear example
of the need to discuss fully the safety and environmental implications of fuel
management concepts up to and including 100% plutonium as fissile fuel in the
reactor."
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35 Comment Cont'd

Each fuel rod is required to have its own identification for quality assurance
purposes. Additionally fuel rods can be designed and fabricated to fit only in pre-
designated fuel assembly positions. If, nevertheless, it is assumed that fuel rods
can be misplaced within a fuel assembly, the consequences can vary from no noticeable
effect to premature fuel rod failure during normal reactor operation or accidents
including low probability design basis accidents. Premature failure of misplaced
MOX rods during normal reactor operation might, although this is not likely, impose
an economic penalty if the total number of failed fuel rods in the core causes
radioactivity levels in the coolant and subsequent releases to the atmosphere to
exceed the plant operating technical specification limits. Premature fuel rod
failure during abnormal operating transients or relatively minor accidents where the
primary coolant system integrity is not impaired could also impose economic penalties

if reactor operation could not continue within the limits of the Plant Operating
Technical Specifications. For the most severe low probability accidents involving
loss of primary coolant integrity, the additional failure of one or several MOX rods
would cause release of fission products that are within the allowances that have been
provided for calculational uncertainties. Failure of misplaced MOX rods under any of
the circumstances mentioned would not be significantly worse than failures of mis-
placed uranium oxide fuel rods.

36. Comment:

5. Radioactive Releases (pp. IV C-72 to IV C-122)

"The comparative assessments of public exposure due to routine and accidental
releases of radioactive releases for U-fuel and 115% SGR MOX fueled reactors are
based on source terms which in turn are based on fission product inventories
(and corrosive products, etc.) and release fractions. It is assumed implicitly
that the accident frequencies and routine leakages rates are the same for both
reactor fuels. But it is clear from previous discussions that MOX fueled reactors
require a higher degree of quality control both at the fuel fabrication plant (to
insure homogeniety of MOX fuel and proper fuel management) and at the reactor
(to insure proper fuel management). This could enhance considerably the level
of routine and accidental releases from MOX fueled reactors. We are at a loss
to understand why the AEC does not include this consideration when comparing
exposures--public and occupational--for the two types of fuel, since this factor
could more than off-set any apparent differences due to inventories of radioactivity
in the reactor."

Response:

Routine releases of radioactive effluents from LWR's are limited by the plant
technical specification. These limits need not and will not be relaxed to permit
use of MOX fuel.

Because-of the similarity of U02 and MOX fuel, it is reasonable to assume that the
frequency of abnormal incidents and accidents will be the same for both while the
consequences might vary. Considering two aspects of MOX use that are included in
this comment, namely; plutonium particle size and fuel management. (1) Plutonium
particle size and homogeneity effects are significant only during a postulated rod-
ejection accident, and the probability of such an accident does not depend on the
fissile isotope. (2) Fuel management, is also equally important in U02 cores, where
enrichment patterns must be maintained. Therefore, the frequency of having an
ejected control rod or a fuel rod loading error is unchanged. The consequences of
such accidents or incidents are evaluated taking into account the properties of
plutonium fuels to assure that equal safety margins are maintained.

37. Comment:

"Figure IV D-3 (p. IV D-14)

"In view of the NFS-Erwin operation it is erroneous to assume that radioactive
gaseous effluents from the recycle scrap recovery operation are controlled by
HEPA filters."

Response:

It is erroneous to assume that since NFS-Erwin had no HEPA filter on a uranium scrap
recovery operation during early operations that a plutonium scrap recovery operation
would be performed in this plant without adequate filtration.

The NRC will require that each new plutonium fuel fabrication plant meet the require-
ments of Regulatory Guide 3.12, General Design Guide for Ventilation Systems of
Plutonium Processing and Fuel Fabrication Plants, prior to licensing and during
operation.

38. Comment:

"Commercial Scale Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Plant"

"a Model Plant (p. IV D-17)"

"The model plant is assumed to be "located on a 1000-acre site in a rural loca-
tion." The Exxon Nuclear facility is located in the heart of downtown Richland,
Washington. It is certainly not conservative to assume the model plant is
remotely located."

Response:

The model MOX fuel fabrication plant used in GESMO is a production plant having a
capacity of about 360 MT/year and would be located in a rural area. The Exxon plant
referred to is only a pilot MOX fabrication plant licensed to operate at a capacity
of 1/8 MT per day (ý40 MT/year) located about 4 miles north of downtown Richland,
Washington.

39. Comment:

"(p. IV D-20) The radioactive gaseous effluents from the model plant assume the
HEPA filters are reliable, yet we believe a careful review of AEC inspection
reports would reveal discovery of breaches in the air filter systems, and failures
to monitor the pressurg differential across filters as frequently as required in
the facility license.Z/

"It is stated, 'The CSMOFFP is designed and operated to minimize the probability
of accidents.' The facility is not operating, and if this statement were true
with regard to the design, it could not operate economically."
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39 Comment Cont'd

Response:

1. It is recognized that HEPA filters may develop leaks occasionally in service, and
monitoring capability and redundancy are built into filtration systems to provide
reliability for these eventualities. Refer to Regulatory Guide 3.12, General
Design Guide for Ventilation Systems of Plutonium Processing and Fuel Fabrication
Plants.

2. The main purpose of pressure differential tests is not to detect leaks in HEPA
filters but to help determine when a filter should be changed because of dust
loading. DOP tests and in-duct radioactivity measurements are required by the
NRC to show filter efficiency.

3. Estimates made by Westinghouse for their proposed Recycle Fuels plant, which
includes all the safety design features of the final GESMO model plant, indicates
that this plant can produce MOX fuel economically (within the costs estimated
for MOX fuel manufacture by the final GESMO). Refer to sensitivity analyses
presented in CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits.

41. Comment:

"General (p. IV E-2)

This discussion begins with the erroneous statement, 'The introduction of plutonium
recycle in LWR's does not affect the total amount of fuel reprocessing required.'

The point is, without plutonium recycle, reprocessing is not a necessary option.
The discussion throughout this section is based on the biased assumption that
the alternative to plutonium recycle is reprocessing and storage of plutonium."

Response: -

In response to this and similar comments, CHAPTER IV, Section E, has been revised to
clearly state that the alternative to reprocessing for recovery and recycle of U and Pu
is to dispose of spent fuel as high level waste. Moreover, to more clearly indicate
which alternative is being addressed, where appropriate in CHAPTER IV, Section E, the
qualification has been added -- "if spent fuel is reprocessed, or assuminq that spent
fuel is reprocessed."

The disposal of spent fuel at a Federal repository is covered in CHAPTER IV, Section H.

42. Comment:

"1. The Irradiated Fuel Reprocessing Industry (p. IV E-5 to E-9)

All references to General Electric's Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant should be revised
to reflect the debacle that this facility represents. Also, it is not at all
clear that NFS at West Valley will resume operation. We understand that Getty
Oil, which owns the facility, would like to unload it, but are unable to find a
buyer. Finally, we doubt anyone realistically believes the Barnwell facility
will be reprocessing 1500 MTU in 1976. Projections of fuel reprocessing through-
put in the near term (see Table IV E-3 on p. IV E-6) need to be revised to reflect
the realities of the present fuel reprocessing industry."

Response:

CHAPTER IV, Section E of final GESMO reflects the status of the fuel reprocessing
industry and the realities of the present and prospective fuel reprocessing industry.

40. Comment:

"(1) Radiological Effluents from CSMOFFP, Table IV D-6 (p. IV D-28)

The concentration for an alpha-emitter in stack for LASL should read "0.5 X 10-14,
The FINAL GESMO should present data for all facilities, including NFS-Erwin,
Exxon and DOW-Rocky Flats, for each year of operation. Where data is not
available an explanation should be given, for example, with respect to the total
release from NUMEC. There is no excuse for that information not being available.
This table should also present data on the yearly plutonium throughput. The
DRAFT GESMO referenced the LASL data presented in "Plutonium Information meeting
Transcript,"

28 
but fails to note the observation on page 66 of the Transcript,_ 1 2

that when the facility (Building 12) was torn down, the discharge was 2.9 X 10
pCi/ml, or a total of 1400 uCi(a) which is 100 times the reported annual release."

Response:

This typographical error in the concentration for an alpha-emitter has been corrected in
the final GESMO.

Information about the existing MOX plants is given in CHAPTER IV, Section D, IV D-3
which includes specifics as to plant possession, product and production capacity.
Table IV D-4 indicates the site size and demography for MOX fuel fabrication plants.
The final GESMO uses historical data for plutonium throughput and releases, by
reference, to establish a reasonable upper limit (conservative) DF based on prior
plutonium fuel fabrication experience. It is expected that the model MOX plant will
have releases much lower than the releases from existing pilot size plants.

It is being determined in the assessments included in the safeguards supplement
whether or not plutonium throughput should be considered as confidential or classified
information.

The information, presented in LASL 5755, Demolition of Building 12-LASL-An old Plutonium
Facility is correct; 1370 MCi (a) were released during the •commissioning of the 15
facility. The average concentration released was 2.9 x 10 - pCi/ml or 2.9 x 10
pCi/ml or about half of the average annual stack concentration during operation.
Since no commercial scale MOX plants will be decommissioned before the year 2000,
decommissioning impacts were not included in the study. It is estimated that the
dose commitment during decommissioning to the nearest neighbor would be approximately
one half the dose received in a year from the stack releases during normal operation.
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43. Comment:

"(a) Particulate Removal (pp. IV E-14 to E-15). See Detailed Comments with
reference to page IV D-20 pertaining to HEPA filters. What were the particulate
release fractions at the NFS-West Valley Plant when it was operating? How do.
these compare with the values assumed for the model facility?"

Response:

Past operating experience in one plant is not necessarily relevant to the expected
performance of other plants which differ significantly in design and the types of
installed effluent treatment systems.

The particulate release fractions at NFS ranged from 10-8 to lO-lO, In 1970, for two specific
one-month periods where there is reasonable data relating exposure, cooling time,
quantities of material reprocessed, and measured pgrticulate releases, the apparent
particulate release fraction was approximately lO-v.

For this assessment, the particulate release factors range from lO-8 for ruthenium,
to 2 x _o-

9 
for non-volatile fission products and transuranium radionuclides, and

5 x 10 for plutonium. These values represent the overall release factors for the
entire fuel reprocessing plant complex: receipt of spent fuel through shipment of
waste and uranium and plutonium products offsite. For additional information, see
CHAPTER IV, Section E-2.0.

45. Comment:

"One class of accidents that have been ignored are those which are human deliberate.
The following discussion by Professor Donald Geesaman, while directed at reactor
accidents, is equally applicable to the fuel reprocessing plant:

"A major reactor accident, i.e., one that is not included in the design basis.
envelope, can derive from various sources. One such source is the random, but
sequential, failure of engineered components in a way that the sufficient
conditions for a major accident mode are satisfied. Redundancy quality control
and engineered safeguards can, in principle, make the incidence of such accidents
arbitrarily small.

"... Another possible source of major accident is technological oversight ... Using
the aerospace industry as an analogous industry that is based on a high technology
and carries an obvious residium of risk, then examples of technological oversight
are the material fatigue history of the Comet I, and the airfoil instabilities
of the early Electras. Comparable oversights in nuclear technology may result
in major reactor accidents. Technological remedy should avoid repetition.

.. A third source class is defined by accidents derived from human error of a
operational nature

Response:

This comment is not totally accurate as reactor and reprocessing operations and
accident potentials are similar. Much thought has gone into the design of components
and systems to achieve fail safe operation, even in the event of human deliberate or
inadvertent actions. Moreover, as noted above, technological remedies should avoid
repetition of the few accidents which occurred in the past, and the added engineered
safeguards should make the incidents of major accidents very small.

44. Comment:

"(b) Krypton 85 Removal (p. IV 1-15). What are EPA's views on the feasibility,
and implementation schedule for Kr-85 removal at fuel reprocessing plants? Why
wasn't EPA's schedule used for the model plant? Who has final authority on
setting Kr-85 release standards for the uranium and plutonium fuel cycles --
EPA or AEC?"

Response:

In May 1975, the Environmental Protection Agency proposed radiation standards (proposed
40 CFR Part 190) for normal operations of the uranium fuel cycle, which if adopted
wouU require, among other things, that effective January 1, 1983, the total quantity
of Kr entering the general enviro pent from the entire uranium fuel cycle shall
contain less than 50,000 curies of Mr per gigawatt-year of electrical energy

produced by the fuel cycle. EPA estimates the cost of implementing the proposed
standards for these long-lived radioactive materials to be less than $100,000 per
potential case of cancer, leukemia, or serious genetic effect averted (less than $75
per person-rem). In view of the above considerations, EPA believes that the proposed
standards, which limit the number of curies of certain of these radionuclides released
to the general environment for each gigawatt-year of electricity produced by the fuel
cycle, represent the most reasonable means of providing required protection of the
general environment for the present and fture generations. The EPA also recognizes
that implementation of the standards for tKr by the proposed effective data of
January 1, 1983, will require successful demonstration of krypton control technology
for commercial use that is now being developed. EPA intends to review all of these
standards in at least five-year intcrvals. If substantial difficulty should develop
for implementing the standards for WKr with respect to the proposed levels, facility
safety, or cost, EPA will give these factors careful and appropriate considerations
prior to the effective date.

For this assessment--if the irradiated spent fuels were reprocessed--the reprocessing
industry was assessed based on the full radifpogical impact on the world population
from the prospective release of 100% of the 

02
Kr. This, along with other assumptions,

maximize the adverse effects that might be attributed to reprocessing. See CHAPTER
IV, Section E, paragraph 2.3.

EPA has responsibility for establishing generfJly applicable standards for radiation
in the general ambient environment; NRC sets- 0 Kr release limits for facilities.

46. Comment:

"The discussion of availability of domestic uranium resources and the domestic
uranium mining industry should include a discussion of the three uranium studies
cited by Nucleonics Week (October 24, 1974, pp. 6-7), namely: (1) EPRI's report,
'Uranium Resources to Meet Long-Term Uranium Requirements;' (2) the Battelle
study headed by John Burnham; and (3) the working paper, 'Uranium Resources in
the United States: An Overview,' prepared for MIT's Energy Lab. by Richard
Graves."

Response:

The references noted are now outdated. A detailed discussion presenting various
viewpoints concerning the probability of having sufficient domestic uranium available
to meet projected requirements is considered to be outside the scope of this statement.
Since the primary objective of the study is to assess and compare the costs and
benefits of recycling recovered uranium or uranium and plutonium to light water
reactors, it has been postulated that all of the fuel cycle industries can be
expanded to meet projections.

Discussion of the domestic mining industry in final GESMO has therefore been limited
primarily to the most recent infromation available on the subject, namely that
presented in a paper by J. A. Patterson, ERDA, AIF Conference - Phoenix, Arizona -
March 22, 1976.
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47. Comment:

"(1) The discussion in the Radioactive Waste Management section is based on the
biased assumption that if plutonium recycle is not approved the spent fuel will
be reprocessed, the plutonium stored, and the high-level radioactive waste
shipped to the RSSF. This is nowhere moreevident than in the first paragraph
that begins, 'Equal consideration must be given to other alternatives (storage
of spent fuel with no reprocessing) including deferral of recycle for 2, 4,
10 years.'"

Response:

In final GESMO, wherein the three options are assessed (no recycle, recycle of uranium
only and recycle of uranium and plutonium), spent fuel will not be reprocessed under
the no recycle option. The spent fuel assembly is disposed of after a 5 year cooling
period, as described in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. Refer to CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0
for an analysis of this alternative. The impacts of the storage and disposal of
spent fuel elements are discussed in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section H.

48. Comment:

"Accidents (p. IV H-4)

The discussion here begins with,

'Credible accidents in waste management facilities are expected to be of Very low
frequency, and if they occur, to have little environmental effect.

We take strong issue with this statement. As-n'ted earlier (pp. 32 to 35) in
NRDC's Comments on WASH-1535, 'Socio-Polittcal Impacts,' we discussed the effect
of a 5-10 kt nuclear weapon (deliveredlby a national, subnational or terrorist
organization) on the waste storagear'ea of a fuel reprocessing plant. This was
followed by the following discussion of the effect of a 1 megaton weapon on the
RSSF reference design (water basin concept):

'Moreover, the Cs137 and Sr90 inventory at a repository is anticipated

to be 5 to 10 times larger than that at a reprocessing plant. As a result,

such an incident at a repository could produce effects that would be 5 to

10 times greater. In the extreme, the effects could be 1,000 times greater

than those from the fallout of nuclear weapons tests, i.e., 10 to 250

million genetic disorders and 20 to 80 million cancer deaths. It would

appear that a successful nuclear attack on one of these surface storage

facilities could be far worse than the AEC believes.' (p. 14)

Such an unscheduled event falls in Geesaman's fifth class of accidents, those

which are human deliberate (see discussion on pp. 28 to 30). These cannot be

ignored, there is no basis for assuming them to be of sufficiently low frequency,
and they clearly have an enormous -- unequaled -- environmental effect."

Response:

The objective of GESMO is to evaluate the incremental effect of no recycle, recycle

of uranium only or the recycle of uranium and plutonium in a nuclear economy. The

effect of an explosion of a nuclear weapon at a waste storage site would be substantial
in any case.

49. CemenVt.

"Appendix A -- Tables of Environmental Factors

For reasons stated previously, e.g., the reliance on WASH 1248 for uranium fuel
cycle data, many of the entries in Table VIII A-l are biased in favor of plutonium
recycle and should be corrected."

Response:

In final GESMO, the tables in CHAPTER VIII, Appendix A have been completely revised.
These tables now indicate the integrated environmental factors for the three fuel
cycle options, no recycle, uranium recycle only, and uranium and plutonium recycle,
offering a direct comparison of the environmental impacts of each fuel cycle option.

50. Comment:

"Cost Benefit Analysis of Alternative Dispositions of Plutonium

As noted in our discussion of 'General Deficiencies' this cost-benefit analysis
is wholly inadequate primarily because of an erroneous economic data base and
because the entire stream of costs and benefits was not considered. The cost-
benefit analysis does not meet the requirements of NEPA, or for that matter,
the standards required of utilities by the AEC as set forth in Regulatory Guide
4.2. It is imperative that the AEC set forth (in one place) all the economic
assumptions, and sources of data used to calculate the cost of reprocessing,
fabrication, enrichment, uranium value, etc."

Response:

In final GESMO, the cost figures have been updated to best current projections. The
bases for all cost estimates are developed and documented in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0.
High and low figures for each cost estimate have also been selected for sensitivity
studies and discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0. The cost benefit analysis now uses
the entire stream of costs and impacts for the period 1975-2000.

51. Comment:

"The cost-benefit analysis is almost completely void of sensitivity analyses that
would show the effect of changes in the key cost assumptions. Predicting whether
plutonium recycle is economically attractive is like predicting the winner of a
floating crap game. The outcome is fairly sensitive to several key cost
assumptions, for example, reprocessing costs, which have changed dramatically in
the last few years and/or which can be expected to change in the future."

Response:

Cost-benefit sensitivity analyses have now been performed and are included in final
GESMO. Refer to CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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52. Comment:

Respond to "Some important unexplained questions concerning the Barnwell nuclear
fuel reprocessing plant," by Dr. John Gofman. One of the calculations that
Dr. Gofman presented was the fallout from a radioactive cloud representing 1% of
the Barnwell high level radioactive waste inventory following the explosion at
the Barnwell facility of a 5 to 20 kilowatt fission weapon.

Response:

The "unexamined questions" posed by Dr. Gofman depend upon a hypothetical assumption
that 1% of the total accumulation of high level waste stored over a 5-year period can
somehow become airborne and escape into the environment at relatively high altitude so
that it will be carried without loss to distant points. Waste storage tanks for
high level liquid wastes are part of the reprocessing plant and as such will be
protected by the safeguards provisions that are required for the plant area, including
physical barriers at the site perimeter and intrusion devices to detect unauthorized
entry. In addition, waste storage facilities are required to meet rigorous design
criteria and construction specifications to assure that releases of radioactivity will
be kept as low as reasonably achievable even under severe conditions of earthquake,
fire, flood or tornado. With these multiple barriers, it is judged to be highly
unlikely that the hypothetical events postulated by Dr. Gofman would actually occur.
Underground tanks for high level liquid wastes have experienced leaks and other
releases of radioactive material over the past 30 years, but these occurred in tanks
that were designed and constructed many years ago, mostly under the wartime Manhattan
Project. The waste facility design criteria and Safeguards requirements for modern'
commercial facilities of a similar nature are for more rigorous. In the modern
facilities which would be associated with commercial reprocessing plants, even small
releases of radioactive materials are considered to be very unlikely.. The occurrence
of a nuclear explosion resulting from an act of terrorism or sabotage is an event
which the whole Safeguards program is designed to make impossible. This is
discussed in detail in the Safeguards Supplement to GESMO.

54. Comment:

"Attachment 5 to the NRDC Comment Letter No. 25.

'Copy of letter from Honorable Senators W. F. Mondale and Phillip A. Hart to
Honorable Dixy Lee Ray, Chairperson, U.S.A.E.C., relating to the decision on
plutonium recycle.'."

Response:

Detailed responses to the comments made by Senators Mondale and Hart have been made
directly to their letter to Honorable Dixy Lee Ray -- Comment Letter 5.

The Commission decision to authorize the commercial widescale use of Pu recycle in
light Water reactors will be made only after:

-- Publication of and public hearings on final GESMO health, safety and environ-
mental issues.

-- The publication of a draft supplement on safeguards considerations for
public comment.

-- The publication of a final safeguards statement with considerations for the
overall cost-benefit of Pu recycle.

-- Public hearings on safeguards and cost-benefit issues and rules relating to
the widescale use of recycle Pu in MOX fuels for LWR's.
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Comment' Letter 26M

STATE OF TEN

OFFICE OF URBAN AND

OCT.2' CJ
I" -.,; " "I"TENNESSEE WILDLI FE RESOUtICES AGENCY

": " "ELLINGTON AG'V' L.TURAL CENTER

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37204 .

NESSEE R FFROY H. ANDERSON, A... O..

FEDERAL AFFAIRS
SUITE 131O

ANDREW JACKSON STATE OFFICE BUILDING

NASHVILLE 37219

JAMES A. PAYNE
October 25, 1974

6515•T--71

Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director
Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Mr. Stephen H. Norris
Grant Review Coordinator
Office of Urban andFederal Affairs
Suite 1312
Andrew Jackson State Office Building.
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

er 21, 1974 E

A"!

,bI
0

15P55

RE: WASH-1327
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Dear Mr. Smiley:

As the designated State Clearinghouse for Federal grant programs under OMB
Circular A-95 guidelines, we have reviewed the above referenced proposal
entitled, "Generic EIS on the Use of Recycled Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuels
in Light Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors."

Enclosed are comments subnr itted by the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency.
We urge that you consider their request to more fully address the question of
potential impact on aquatic life. We reserve the right to comment until such
time as our staff personnel within the appropriate affected agencies are equipped
to adequately review the subject material.

This office, as the State Clearinghouse, appreciates the notification of issuance
of this draft statement, and would further appreciate your forwarding us five
copies of the final statement. May we call to your attention that we normally
request fifteen (15) copies of any draft environmental impact statement and
ten (10) copies of'the final statement.

Re: AEC-WASH 1327; Draft EIS - Recycle Plutonium in Light Water - Cooled Reactors.

Dear Mr. Norris:

We have reviewed the four-volume draft EIS concerning the above-captioned
project.

We understand that the conventional light water cooled nuclear reactors
(LWR's) have characteristically been fueled with slightly enriched uranium
diuxide fuel. It is proposed to substitute recycled plutonium fuel in commercial
LIUR's, with the mixed uranium oxide fuel being 30-40% of the fuel reload.

We understand that advantage of the proposed change would include the following
projections for the year 1990:

1). About 5,200,000 less metric tons of'uranium ore would be
required (reduction of 11%).

2). Total land committed to the operation of LWR's would be
reduced by 24,000 acres or four percent.

3). Water discharged to water bodies would be reduced by four
percent.

4). A saving of 4,900,000 metric tons of coal would be achieved
(11%).

5). The quantity of liquid chemicals discharged to streams would
be reduced by about 10,.

6). Releases of uranium and its daughter products to the environment
(both gaseous and liquid) would be reduced by nine percent.

Sincerely,

4 )b_ /J ýz t
Stephen H. Norris
Grant Review Coordinator

SHN: mn

1DOCKETED

t'DEC 4i94 IS
r C~e .! .._r~el f

T; r'.'R.

Enclosure
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
Environment, by Stephen H. Norris

Mr. Stephen H. Norris
Page - 2
October 21, 1974

7). The probability of an accident would be reduced by nine
percent, due to a decreased number of facilities by an

equal amount.

8). The consequences of any accident in the supporting uranium
fuel cycle facilities would remain the same.

9). There is no significant passage of plutonium through the
food chain from soil to man.

10). Plutonium has a low solubility in water and would, therefore,
pose a more limited threat to the aquatic environment.

Disadvantages of the proposed change would include the following:

1). Substantially greater quantities of transplutonium will be
needed.

2). There will be an increased exposure of plutonium to theft or
sabotage.

3). Plutonium has an extremely long half-life..

4). The change to the plutonium recycle process would result
in a 40% greater emission of plutonium into the environment
by the year 1990.

We conclude that the greatest potential environmental impact would concern
human health, which is outside our jurisdiction. However, we find little infor-

mation in the draft EIS concerning potential impact on aquatic life. We recommend

that the final EIS address itself in more detail to effects on aquatic life, espe-

cially in the event of accidental spill.

We appreciate this opportunity for comment

Sincerely,

harvey Bray, Director
Tennessee Wildlife. Resources Agency

1. Comment:

"We conclude that the greatest potential environmental impact would concern
human health, which is outside our jurisdiction. However, we find little
information in the draft EIS concerning-potential impact on aquatic life. We
recommend that the final EIS address itself in more detail to effects on aquatic
life, especially in the event of accidental spill."

Response:

Routine releases of chemicals and radioactivity from plants would be kept within the
limits prescribed by laws and regulations, and these are expected to satisfactorily
protect aquatic life. In the unlikely event of a spill severe enough to damage
aquatic life, corrective measures would probably be needed in the public domain in
the interest of human protection. Following such restoration, the usual recovery of
ecological balance in the locale would be expected to follow by the natural succession
of species.

In addition, it is not intended that GESMO supplant the individual fuel cycle plant
or facility site specific environmental impact statements required by NEPA.

RNH/ss

cc:. Mr. Wilbur Vaughan
Mr. Larry McGinn
Mr. Reid Tatum
Mr. Harold Hurst
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Comment Letter No. 27

.'~I~ C.S !N ;bý

STATE OF IDAHO
DIVISION OF BUDGET. POLICY PLANNING ANO COOROINATION

CECIL 0. ANDRUS BOISE, IDAHO 83720

GOVERNOR October 28, 1974

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington D. C. 20545

Attention: Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials,
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation

Dear Mr. Smiley:

H. W. TURNER
AOMINISTRATOR

Li 0T3119741.. 3

The State Clearinghouse has notified the following State Agencies

and Regional Clearinghouses of the availability of the draft "Generic

Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel, WASH-1327" for review and

comment:

Department of Water Resources
Department of Lands
Department of Health and Welfare, Environmental Services

Department of Fish and Game
Department of Parks and Recreation

Idaho Nuclear Energy Commission

Panhandle Planning and Development Association t? DEC 41974- -10
Clearwater Economic Development Association
Magic Valley Association of Governments ?GicP"e"dIft
Southeast Idaho Council of Governments
Ada Council of Governments
Ada Council of Governments

Ida-Ore Regional Planning and Development Association

Comments were submitted by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare,
Environmental Services and the Idaho Nuclear Energy Commission. Those

comments are enclosed for your careful consideration.

We appreciate this opportunity for review and encourage your future use

of the State Clearinghouse for review and comment.

Sincerely,

Karl Tueller,
Associate Chief for
Statewide Planning

KT:s/lf

cc: DHW, Environmental Services
Idaho Nuclear Energy Commission

TI IA! VS PAR'II:.\T 017I HEAIll ANTI l.LFARF

C(MMEI•iNS ON ORPT•:l . 'I! :,TC 7' ,VIiýOTNE.NTAI,
,STATIMEN-T MHIXED•) O\ IWt7k..Tl•-
August, 1974

he have reviewed the radioactive waste management
1 

portion of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commnission's draft (,eneric Environmental Statement Mixed
Oxide Fuels (0IiSH-1327) and offer the following com•nents:

IHeliunm Accumumlation In differentiating hetiveen uranium oxide and
mixed oxide fuel wastes, the draft statement notes that there is a
SD times greater rate of heliumn acemaulation in the mixed oxide vs.
the uranium oxide waste. It was stated that the subsequent horosilicate
glassification of the calcined waste would require an increased glass
porosity (3% vs. 0.2%) ir, order to decrease internal stresses due
to helium accumaulation. The draft statement does not discuss whether
or not there is any increase in the leachability of the glassified calcine
due to the increased porosity, i.e. is the integrity of the glassified
mixed oxide fuel waste less than that of the uranitun oxide fuel waste.

GlassificationlProgram It is noted in the draft statement that research
and evelopment is continuing on the conversion of the highly leachable
calcined radioactive waste into a less leachable form as, for example,
a horosilicate glass. As this work is now over 15 ,years old, we are
critical of the AEC's chronic refusal to make a decision as to the final
form the solidified radioactive waste will take. As planned in this
statement, the calcine essentially remains in a potential environmentally-
reactive state whereas if a decision were to be reached it would be
rendered environmentally-inert. Tt is our feeling that AEC plans
for comnmerical wastes of the 1980's and 1990's should call for the
rendering of the waste into an unleachable, inert solid.

Storage Location We object to the draft statement concept that the
high-level radioactive waste and the other-than-high-level radioactive
waste (i.e. transuranics greater than 10 nanocuries/gram) be considered
for storage at two geographically separated AEC facilities. It appears
to be a poor health physics practice to separate two wastes into two
locations when they individually hold a significant potential environmental
insult. As noted in the draft statement, we do not feel that trans-
portation logistics or similar relatively minor economic considerations
warrant the geographic separation of the two wastes. Our recommendation
is that the wastes be held within individually appropriate structures
at a single geographic location.

(Continued on Page 2)

lPart II, Radioactive Waste Management, Voltume 3, Chapter Iv,
"Environmental Impact Ouc to the Implementation of Plutonitum Recycle,"
draft Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel, WASII-1327,
August, 1974, U.S. Atomic -nergy Cormnission.
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Site (?nnsidCr: ttions For the wre a'n.; ,itI aiVo , we I!J;agree that
.the Testin Station in eastern Idaho should he used

a s a "reference site" in the draft statement for the futuro location

of comerieally-originated, other-th;m-hi gh-le\'el radioactive wastes. IDAHO NUCLEAR ENERGY COKMISSION

COMMENTS ON DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL
STATEMENT MIXED OXIDE FUELS, WASH-1327,

October, 1974

SummaayStatement

The Draft Environmental Statement, WASH-1327, GESMO, covers the require-

ments for utilization of mixed oxide fueld very well. A strong case is
made for the program and the INEC does support it.

The GESMO document prepared by USAEC clearly demonstrates overwhelmingly
the need to pursue the recycle of plutonium in LWR as soon as possible.

The savihgs in equivalent energy and resource demand results in a net
environmental benefit without sacrificing any nuclear material theft
safeguards.

Comment' #i

Any plant using MOX should be required to perform a very careful environ-
mental survey prior to the MOX program to establish a record of alpha
emitting radionuclides at or near the plant. It is a well known fact that
there are many alpha emitters scattered around the country and that we have
been living with them for years. There is essentially no hazard associated
with the naturally occurring uranium and thorium present in much of our soil.

However, if a careful survey'is not made prior to the MOX program and alpha
emitters are found later, the alphas will all~be attributed to plutonium
by those who may wish to jeopardize the program. Establishing a bench mark
prior to using MOX would seem to be a good practice. It may also be desir-
able to require that the survey be repeated at specified intervals as a
monitoring program.

Comment P2

The advisability of spiking recycled plutonium with high level gamma
emitters as an additional method of safeguarding the storage and trans-
portation of the material is questioned.

Comment #3

Further studies should be made in an effort to determine operational options

that will minimize transportation of MOX fuels and thereby decrease both
environmental hazards and material theft possibilities.

Comment #4

The net reduction (or increase) in plutonium waste storage that would
accompany the recycle is not identified in the draft statement.
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and

Environment, by Karl Tueller

I. Comment:

Helium Accumulation - In differentiating between urainum oxide and mixed oxide
fuel wastes, the draft statement notes that there is a 50 times greater rate
of helium accumulation in the mixed oxide vs the uranium oxide waste. It was
stated that the subsequent borosilicate glassification of the calcined waste
would require an increased glass porosity (3% vs 0.2) in order to decrease
internal stresses due to helium accumulation. The draft statement does not
discuss whether or not there is any increase in the leachability of the glassified
calcine due to the increased porosity, i.e., is the integrity of the glassified
mixed oxide fuel waste less than that of the uranium oxide fuel waste."

Response:

This comment is valid in that there may be a slight difference in the leachability of
U02 only and MOX spent fuel wastes. In this final statement, assessments are based
on a 11% MOX and 89% U02 spent fuel mix through the reprocessing plant. With this
proportion, there should be very little difference in the wastes. In any case, when
the final processes for waste solidification are approved, specific limits on
leachability will be established, regardless of the waste source, to ensure confinement
integrity.

3. Comment:

"Storage Location - We object to the draft statement concept that the high-level
radioactive waste and the other-than-high-level radioactive waste (i.e.,
transuranics greater than 10 nanocuries/gram) be considered for storage at two
geographically separated AEC facilities. It appears to be a poor health physics
practice to separate two wastes into two locations when they individually hold
a significant potential environmental insult. As noted in the draft statement,
we do not feel that transportation logistics or similar relatively minor economic
considerations warrant the geographic separation of the two wastes. Our
recommendation is that the wastes be held within individually appropriate
structures at a single geographic location."

Response:

The ERDA planning for disposal of wastes is based on the use of Federal geologic
repositories for both high level and transuranic wastes. See CHAPTER IV,
Section H-3.0 for a discussion on the disposal of high level, plutonium and
transuranic wastes and also low level wastes from the LWR industry.

4. Comment:

"Site Considerations - For the reasons outlined above, we disagree that the
National Reactor Testing Station in eastern Idaho should be used as a "reference
site" in the draft statement for the future location of commercially-originated
other-than-high-level radioactive wastes."

Response:

In final GESMO, the reference plan for the final disposal of commercial other-than
high level wastes is a geologic Federal repository and is not site specific. Storage
of plutonium contaminated transuranic waste is described in CHAPTER IV, Section H.

5. Comment:

"Any plant using MOX should be required to perform a very careful environmental
survey prior to the MOX program to establish a record of alpha emitting radio-
nuclides at or near the plant. It is a well known fact that there are many alpha
emitters scattered around the country and that we have been living with them for
years. There is essentially no hazard associated with the naturally occurring
uranium and thorium present in much of our soil. However, if a careful survey is
not made prior to the MOX program and alpha emitters are found later, the alphas
will all be attributed to plutonium by those who may wish to jeopardize the
program. Establishing a bench mark prior to using MOX would seem to be a good
practice. It may also be desirable to require that the survey be repeated at
specified intervals as a monitoring program."

Response:

This is a good recommendation for a prudent facility operator. Environmental monitoring
requirements imposed on licensees attempt to provide detection of incipient difficulties
as well as to establish the prevalence of radiological safety; alpha emitters are not
normally present around the country except for almost non-detectable amounts from
fallout or possibly at a nuclear operating site. These sites are continuously
monitored. Should a new MOX plant be collocated on an existing nuclear plant site,
full meteorological and background data would be readily available and would be
included in the applicants site reports submitted for licensing as required by 10
CFR 70 and the environmental impact report required by 10 CFR 51.

2. Comment:

"Glassification Program - It is noted in the draft statement that research and
development is continuing on the conversion of the highly leachable calcined
radioactive waste into a less leachable form as, for example, a borosilicate
glass. As this work is now over 15 years old, we are critical of the AEC's
chronic refusal to make a decision as to the final form the solidified radio-
active waste will take. As planned in this statement, the calcine essentially
remains in a potential environmentally-reactive state whereas if a decision were
to be reached it would be rendered environmentally-inert. It is our feeling that
AEC plans for commercial wastes of the 1980's and 1990's should call for the
rendering of the waste into an unleachable, inert solid."

Response:

ERDA plans to demonstrate the solidification process on actual commercial high level
wastes in about the year 1979. A pilot scale operation has been proposed to be
installed at the Hanford plant and other demonstrations have been proposed to be
installed at commercial reprocessing plants. It is expected that full scale liquid-
solid conversion process will be operational to meet the requirement of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix F, which requires the solidification of wastes within 5 years after generation.
It is also planned to place solidified wastes into sealed containers prior to transfer
to a Federal repository no later than 5 years following separation of fission
products from irradiated fuel.
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6. Comment:

"Comment #3 - Further studies should be made in an effort to determine operational
options that will minimize trans ortation of MOX fuels and thereby decrease both
environmental hazards and materia theft possibilities."

Response:

In final GESMO, comparisons are made of the impacts due to total transportation require-
ments for the three fuel cycle options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and
recycle of uranium and plutonium for the integrated period 1975 through 2000. For
dose estimates due to transportation of fuel and waste material, see Tables IV G-3 and
IV G-4, respectively. In addition, in CHAPTER IV, Section L, assessments of impacts
on the environment considered the processing and shipment of dilute Pu02 mixtures
from spent fuel reprocessing to the MOX fabrication sites. The studies for the safe-
guarding of MOX fuels is covered in the safeguards supplement to GESMO.

7. Comment:

"Comment #4 - The net reduction (or increase) in plutonium waste storage that

would accompany the recycle is not identified in the draft statement."

Response:

In final GESMO, comparisons are made of the quantities of waste material handled
for the three fuel cycle options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle
of uranium and plutonium. See CHAPTER IV, Section H-4.0.
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Comment Letter No. 28

RULE P.M ).L4dMA (5 FP el"aý-OA `i.,d, CT••!B.• ,

Deouty Director for 'ucls e e 6 O0T31"1974 m"E3
Direuto-. c o" Lices i -. -i-on ILL .

iashinrnton DO 25•5 ,. .

After :- review of ".;..H-1 27, i nhýve the followino comments:

1) Definitions ',nd ý, rloa-ury of ilcronyms should be ct the
front of the document.

2) The statemet on pa e. -i, Vol. 1, thrt says there has been
no mecsurtble plutonium concentrttion in people, etc., in
Ptlomurec, . : n,h no reference to bach it up.

3) The referc'nce listns i.- VolIume 2 ctre 'e onfuEin--
There i- i 'th" reference t 'he end of Ch pter 1I,

n ere 1isti--.s ;fter etch of the subsections. Itie-e•±y ±imoossihle to deter'mine wh1ether the superscriots
refer to the references Ut 'he en-l -)f the subsection or' it
end of the chnpter.

4) 'dhy is there , difference '_n tnnutl `oe from 2RiO's withU-•ube~~~~ ~ se: e•e :tr dthos -. !t Cnce-throu,ýh steL~m
eenerotonrs(Volume 3 'e IV C-I"'}

5o For c-nelr v: t sr, 11 2it e ize 'fri- !ed oxide fuel plont
should be u- ed. (Vluv-'- 3, iz "a IV D-17)

6) Pise IV Z-22, T'ble iV E-t-t Ci/.yr quantities chLnce is
in co-n error.

7) on pL,.e IV C-5,,, t'e- re i1 no corrobo-rtive data to bock up
the statement of he con -i r on the oCLe.

8) Cn pare IV H -it, t-he f---tn--ote- -d "--'--'o c-jn onitqb surethe' o InVro, Hu1 tn prs of worni" notive, don t
underrwt:te t cct is ietc:lly rit t e i Ir 1n tO nCi/ccc?

) par-e TV H-ic It , " e~' on tirn. d- 'oto1lowut punels.
Toeroi! strnn, lltlý'onod off •ern i c -u ninntiou c:pcident-imutiuncous" -'.n 5 o , JF- J.r, IAe, nC concri ccnc on.

t0) Two I efec once' t-h:t e"tid ,ve bce-in us-ed .nd inc-mr ered in this
Stz-terent a-rc FD.-7`-,024

, "- n pide,"iiloýtost T;.ckeE c Look Lit
Rkdiltion Rtss, fno '---.", t ýh 0J" report on security
problems ý,t AtC Inst llatiio nu cd contractor instc lctions.

11) Finally, the Scincee lutonium rtticle of Sept. 20 L-nd 27
must be answered in the fin-it environmentcl etctement.

Thcnk you for th! opportunity 'o comment on `-AS6H-1327. I c-could
ppr-eciate ; cooy of the flný! St:te"ent.

-L t y o n
--Ro ho-c]

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and

Environment, by.Neal E. Wilson

NOTE: Detailed comments relating to editorial and clarification items have

been incorporated In the text. Responses to the specific items follow.

1. Comment:

"The reference listings in Volume 2 areextre confusng -- there is a listing
of references at the end of CHAPTER II, i there are listings after each of the
subsections. It is nearly impossible to determine whether the superscripts refer
to the references at the end of the subsection or at end of the-chapter."

Response:

The lists of references for this chapter in this final statement have been consolidated
into a single list at the end of the chapter.

2. Comment:

"Why is there a difference in annual dose from PWR's with U-tube steams generators
and those with once-through steam generators? (Volume 3, page IV C-lOO)"

Response:

There is no difference in the annual dose from the PWR's listed. The final GESMO
text has been corrected.

3. Comment:

"For conservatism, small site size for mixed oxide fuel plant should be used.
(Volume 3, page' IV D--/7"

Response:

To provide conservatism, a large plant site area was chosen to maximize the land use
impact. Calculations of dose commitments in final GESMO, however, are based on an
individual residing 500 meters from the plant. This assumption has the effect of
placing the plant within 500 meters of one of the plant boundaries which in turn
increases the maximum individual dose commitment.

4. Comment:

"On page IV C-58, there is no corroborative data to back up the statement of
the second paragraph on the page."

Response:

This paragraph in the final GESMO has been changed to include a sentence to justify
the 2-year time lapse between discharge of spent fuel and reload with MOX fuel. Refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section C, Paragraph 4.2.
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5. Comment:

"On page IV H-11, the footnote marked ***, how can one be sure the owners, due
to press of work or profit motive, don't underrate waste that is actually greater
than 10 nCi/gm?"

Response:

The proposed 10 nCi/gm limit on Pu contaminated wastes is still under consideration
and-is presently being re-evaluated in terms of detectability. The level that will
finally be established will have to be a detectable limit. Tlis limit will be a
condition for licensing and subject to monitoring and recording by the licensee's
plant operator. Surveillance and regular inspection to ensure that plant operation
meets regulatory requirements will be accomplished by the Office of Inspection and
Enforcement of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

6. Comment:

"9) Page IV H-44 comment on tornado dampers and blowout panels. There is strong
likelihood of internal contamination accident simultaneous with a tornado, thus
spreading contamination."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section H, Radioactive Waste Management, has been completely
revised. The assessments assure that high-level radioactive wastes and transurani.c
wastes are disposed of in a Federal geologic repository.

7. Comment:

"10) Two references that should have been used and answered. in this Statement are
FDA-73-8024, 'An Epidemiologist Takes a Look at Radiation Risks,' and NP-19932,
the GAO report on security problems at AEC installations and contractor
installations."

.Response:

The toxicology and risks in handling plutonium related to the implementation of recycle
plutonium in LWR's is covered in detail.in CHAPTER IV, Section J. Appendix A of this
section includes the methodology used in calculating doses attributed to the Pu recycle
integrated over the period 1975 through 2000. Security and safeguards considerations
are included in the safeguards supplement to draft GESMO.

8. Comment:

"11) Finally, the Science pruto•lum articles of September 20 and 27 mustbe
answered in the final environmental statement."

Response:

Refer to response to Comment No. 7 of -this Comment Letter No. 28.
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Comment Letter No. 29

i1 'ILEM Pt-- -M 0
GENERAL COMMENTS

Babcock & Wilcox Power Generation Grouo

P.O. Box 1260. Lynchburg, Va. 24505

Telephone: (804) 384-5111

October 29, 1974

Mr. S.H. Smiley, Deputy Director 4.-IDud21,u ?,..I

for Fuels and Materials " " • '
Directorate of Licensing PZ6.
Office of Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission",P

Washington, D.C. 20545 tuna-

Dear Mr. Smiley:

B&W wishes to thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Generic
Environmental Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel. Our detailed comments are
attached.

B&W recognizes the major effort put forth by your staff and others to prepare
this report and you are to be complimented. B&W's comments cover four general
areas: safeguards, waste management, cost benefits, and the implications of
using 115% of self-generated plutonium as the basis for the report. We have
also included comments on other specific items.

We hope our comments are constructive in assisting you to develop the final
version of GESMO, which we consider to be very important to the future of the
nuclear industry.

The GESMO represents a major effort on the part of the AEC to compile and

assess the data on plutonium recycle. The comments that follow are made to

assist the AEC in conducting the fullest possible evaluation of the impact of

plutonium recycle and thereby benefit both the public and the industry.

The GESMO should establish that the generic concept of plutonium recycle is

environmentally acceptable. Subsequently licensing hearings should be able to

reference GESMO for all but specific site or specific design-related items.

This should apply equally to reactor licensing for use of mixed oxide fuel,

plutonium and mixed oxide processing facilities, and plutonium and mixed oxide

transportation systems. The "Summary Effects" (page S-12) support this GESMO

goal; however, the conclusions in some areas should be reevaluated.

The issue of safeguards tends to override other subjects in GESMO and

our comments on that subject follow along with comments on three other areas

of waste management, alternative dispositions, and the arbitrary 115% self

generating reactor (SGR) limit. Some specific comments on individual items in

GESMO are also included.

Safeguards

A number of additional concepts which could improve safeguards of strategic

nuclear materials are described on page S-45 and mentioned at various places

throughout GESMO. The most far-reaching of these concepts is the integrated fuel

facility concept whereby the fuel reprocessing and the mixed oxide fuel fabrica-

tion plants would be located on the same site. It should be noted that such

facilities would not eliminate all plutonium shipment since some shipments would

Very truly yours,

BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
Nuclear Power Generation

James F. Mallay,
Manager, Licensing

JFM/b=m

Enclosure

The Babcock & Wilcox Company / Established 1867
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be required to balance the reprocessing/fabrication loads of the various complexes

and for non-reactor uses of plutonium. The practicability of such facilities

in a commercial industry is highly questionable. Legal commercial relations and

antitrust considerations alone pose a formidable obstacle. Careful analysis

might well indicate that such a concept is viable only for a nationalized nuclear

industry or a nationalized electric utility industry. It should be noted further

that large capital commitments have already been made to independently sited

facilities and others are pending in the near future. The added costs of this

concept appear enormous compared to the benefits contemplated from it; that is,

we are simply making a small reduction in an already extremely low risk in

shipping SNM compared to other risks that society normally takes. If elimination

of transportation of plutonium from the reprocessor to the fabricator is being

seriously considered (or is deemed necessary), the "Integrated Fuel Cycle Facili-

ties" concept should be evaluated by the AEC immediately, and the resulting posi-

tion-made public. Such a decision would have a major impact on fabrication

facility plans.

The concept of "spiked" plutonium seems to have been included with no con-

sideration given to the enormous increase ir capital requirements and operating

costs associated with processing such material. Nor apparently was consideration

given to the increase in dose commitment that would necessarily accompany the use

of such material. This concept would be in direct opposition to the conclusion

in Chapter 9, page 2, that "reduction of the occupational radiation exposure at

the mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant is the most effective way to lessen the

environmental impact resulting from plutonium recycle." Furthermore, the concept

would not prevent the theft of the plutonium, only exact a toll if it were attempted.

It would not deter the theft by anyone sufficiently dedicated or desperate

to pay the price. The spiked plutonium concept is not well founded and should

be dropped from further consideration.

-2-

There has been no discussion of the need to improve safeguards beyond their

present level in relationship to the added benefit gained thereby. For example,

there is no comparison of the relative difficulty of obtaining SNM material under

existing safeguards regulations with that of obtaining other chemical and bacterio-

logical agents suitable for use by extremists. An assessment from the extremist's

point-of-view in terms of ease of acquisition, detectability, reliability in use

and effects would probably show that many substances rank higher than plutonium.

Furthermore, there is no mention in GESMO of the fact that other nations are going

ahead with plutonium recycle and fast breeder reactors. Therefore, plutonium

availability to extremists will not be greatly dependent on measures taken within

the United States. These factors should all be carefully assessed before con-

cluding that additional safeguards requirements are necessary.

In addition to the question of whether additional safeguards are necessary

at all is the question of the validity of the conclusion that more stringent

safeguards measures should be adopted within one year. Full consideration should

be given to the gradual development of the plutonium recycle industry. The AEC

should consider, analyze and develop alternative implementation schedules which

account for (1) the economic costs; (2) the volume of plutonium in the fuel cycle

versus time; and (3) the relationship between-the purported reduction in risk

stemming from more stringent safeguards measures and the broad effects on the

public interest resulting from impediments to developing a full-scale mixed oxide

fuel cycle. If the implementation of more stringent safeguards measures is ac-

complished without regard for the capital cost increases and the relationship

between the safeguards risk and the volume of plutonium in the fuel cycle, then

a strong impediment to the mixed oxide fuel cycle would exist.

It seems evident that the safeguards risk is closely related to the volume

of plutonium in the fuel cycle at any given time. Moreover, the capability of the

industry to finance more stringent safeguards measures will follow the volume of

mixed oxide business and the internally generated funds from that business*
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Finally, the market for mixed oxide fuel will be related to licensing and con-

struction lead times in all phases of the fuel cycle. The AEC should undertake

to perform a detailed analysis of alternative implementation schedules which

account for the foregoing factors and which would select the best implementation

schedule from a risk-benefit-cost standpoint. The AEC's one-year interval is

clearly arbitrary and irrational when viewed against a realistic assessment of the

economic factors prevailing in the industry.

The cost of the currently promulgated regulatory requirements are enormous

compared to the volume of mixed oxide business available in the near future.

Therefore the preceding arguments are equally valid for an individual plant as for

the industry as a whole. It should be unnecessary to establish the maximum safeguards

at the beginning of'a given plant's operation with mixed oxides. Rather, as the

mixed oxide throughput gradually increases, the safeguards requirements would

increase appropriately from a cost-benefit-risk standpoint.

Waste Management

The general concept of retrievable surface storage for an interim period

(estimated to be 20 to 30 years) and subsequent permanent disposal under government

control for transuranic and high level waste represents a conservative assumption

in GESMO. Since this concept is the subject of a separate environmental impact

statement (WASHL-1
5
39),detailed comment is not desirable here. However, it should

be noted that such details as 10 nanocuries per gram being a workable value for

segregation of waste or of concreting being the acceptable form for solidifying

low level liquids are still subject to modification. It is agreed that whatever

final form these details take they will not have a major influence on the comparison

between the various alternatives available to the plutonium fuel cycle industry.

Comparison of Alternatives - Costs/Benefits Analysis

In discussing the proposed alternatives it should be noted that Alternative 2

is closer to the current status of the industry than is Alternative 1. However,

for comparison purposes, it makes little difference which is selected as the base

ca, 11 capital costs shown in Table S-14 are underestimated for the mixed

fe! fabrication plants. We estimate these to be approximately $640 million

for the eight plants shown in Alternative 3. For Alternative 4 this could be very

much higher depending on what final additional safeguards requirements are

adopted. For Alternative 3 the projected annual costs for mixed oxide fuel fabri-

cation as shown in Table S-15 are low by a factor of about two. For Alternative

4 there could be a significant increase in operating costs in addition to the

direct charges for the material and plant protection depending upon the increased

safeguards regulations adopted. These are impossible to estimate without assuming

some specific combination of the proposed safeguards alternatives.

The capital cost for fuel reprocessing plants also appears to be grossly

underestimated. Seven postulated reprocessing plants might require- as much as

500 million each for a total of 3-1/2 billion for the industry in 1990. Presumably

the operating costs for fuel reprocessing plants has also been underestimated by

the amount that represents the amortization of the additional capital requirements.

It would also appear from reading the cost benefit section that other costs have

been underestimated, for example, the cost of uranium in the period of the 1990s.

The cost benefit analysis should be redone using corrected values as input by

the various segments of the industry. It may well be that because of compensating

underestimation for the various alternatives that the ranking will not greatly

change. A possible exception is that Alternative 6 may become increasingly

attractive.

An alternative that is not discussed in GESMO is as follows. Reprocess spent

fuel promptly and/or perform mixed oxide fuel fabrication in the facilities of

other nations. For the U.S. industry this would eliminate the capital costs and

the environmental impact associated with those facilities. It would add the

overseas transportation costs, possible import taxes, and environmental impacts

associated with that transportation. Presumably the costs of mixed oxide fuel

would be higher by at least the amount of the transportation and any import

taxes. Discussion of this alternative should also
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SPECIFIC COMMENTSinclude the effect on balance of payments and the added dependence on foreign

sources for our energy requirements. Given the increasing difficulty of meeting

capital requirements in this country, this alternative may very well be the most

favorable of all when considering total costs and resource availability.

Mixed Oxide Loading Limits

The AEC's choice of 115% of self-generated quantities of plutonium as a

current maximum seems reasonable, but needs to be recognized as an arbitrary choice.

One could have chosen 125% or 133% just as well. Although 115% should not be

too restrictive for the time being, a firmer statement regarding the acceptability

of future operation with Pu quantities greater than 115% SGR should also be included.

For example, it would be good to have a clear statement that once satisfactory

operation between 70% SGR and 115% SGR is demonstrated, then an increase up to

200% SGR would represent a reasonable further extension of Pu-recycle technology.

In like manner, the inference that the 115% SGR limit will be applied at least to

1991 should be recognized as arbitrary and unduly restrictive.

Additional Documentation

While the GESMO is a necessary document, industry needs a supplemental

document which would show the major program steps required for the existing

industry to achieve the status of the mature industry projected for 1990. Parti-

cularly, a schedule is needed of milestone events such as firm safeguards regulations

(implemented in a series of steps over time), completed development of waste solidi-

fication methods, transportation methods and regulations, etc. This document would

provide the basis framework around which industry could plan for firm decisions

and schedules on commitment of capital, R&D requirements, etc. The report should

address itself also to the resources required by government and industry to achieve

a mature industry. It also should address itself to the availability of those

resources. Without some firm goals and commitments the plutonium recycle industry

may well be delayed indefinitely.

Page No.

S-6

S-8

S-11

S-39

11-33

11-34

11-64

Comment

Safeguards will have to be increased at Central Power Stations also.

Alternative 1 "The Prompt Reprocessing of Plutonium Storage" is

not current practice since no commercial processing facilities are

in operation. Alternative 2 "Storage of Spent Fuel for Later

Recovery and Recycle" comes closest to representing current

practice.

The discussion on the effect of plutonium recycle costs on the

utility decisions on the reprocessing of spent fuel should be

based on projected uranium values and projected reprocessing

costs. This would probably show, based on economic considerations

only, that without plutonium recycle, reprocessing would not occur.

In Table S-8 "Liquid Effluents", RU-106 and tritium are not

effluents from fuel fabrication plants. This is probably meant

to be from fuel reprocessing plants.

Table 11-8, units appear to be rems not rads,

The statement "it has been demonstrated that plutonium recycle

is technically feasible", appears inconsistent with the stance

on maturity; i.e., why limit 1.15% SGR until 1991?

The 10 nanocuries per gram limit for burial of solid in soil is

not measurable by current technology and hence is not a

realistic value.

* Items known to be in comments from other sources were not repeated

-6- -i-
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and

Environment, by James F. Mallay

Page No.

IV-C-104

Comments

Table IV-C-22. Dose to the whole body from swimming appears

high by two orders of magnitude.

IV-C-106 Table IV-C-24. Whole body dose for boating appears high.

IV-D-20 The requirement for triple filtration during normal operation is

unnecessary. NUMEC has demonstrated consistently low releases

with double filtration. Note that in Table IV-D-6 NUMEC has the

lowest stack releases of any of the plants. This demonstrates the

efficiency that can be achieved with proper design and double

filtration.

IV-D-42 The reference in Reference 3 is incorrect, it should be NITMEC

70-364 not NUMEC 70-135.

Chapter IV, The write-up on Reprocessing Plants should be updated to include

Section E an assessment of the effects of the delay (or abandonment) of

CE's Morris, Illinois,plant. A delay of several years in

reprocessing facility availability will delay the start of Pu

recycle by several years. This forced delay will impact

economics and mode of recycle. For example, once the reprocessing

capability is on line, it may be desirable to load larger quantities

of Pu in reactors than is currently planned.

1. Comment:

"The GESMO should establish that the generic concept of plutonium recycle is
environmentally acceptable. Subsequently licensing hearings should be able to
reference GESMO for all but specific site or specific design-related items.
This should apply equally to reactor licensing for use of mixed oxide fuel,
plutonium and mixed .oxide transportation systems. The "Summary Effects" (page
S-12) support this GESMO goal; however, the conclusions in some areas should be
reevaluated."

Response:

The intent of GESMO is to provide a basis for the assessments of environmental impacts
of the supporting fuel cycle (including the reactor) for the licensing of LWR's for
the use of recycle plutonium in MOX fuels. Each fuel cycle facility including waste
management and transportation systems will be evaluated on a case by case basis
considering site and design specific items.

The nuclide core inventory of the model 1.15 SGR and inventory of nuclides of the
spent fuel are the bases used in the overall assessments of impacts on the environment
for the entire LWR fuel cycle when operating in the uranium and plutonium recycle
mode. In final GESMO, the environmental impacts of the entire fuel cycle are
summarized in CHAPTER VIII, Appendix A. Radiological impacts are summarized in
CHAPTER IV, Section J.

2. Comment:

Waste Management

"The general concept of retrievable surface storage for an interim period
(estimated to be 20 to 30 years) and subsequent permanent disposal under government
control for transuranic and high level waste represents a conservative assumption
in GESMO. Since this concept is the subject of a separate environmental impact
statement (WASH-1539), detailed comment is not desirable here. However, it
should be noted that such details as 10 nanocuries per gram being a workable
value for segregation of waste or of concreting being the acceptable form for
solidifying low level liquids are still subject to mouification. It is agreed
that whatever final form these details take they will not have a major influence
on the comparison between the various alternatives available to the plutonium
fuel cycle industry."

Response:

The general statements of this comment are correct. In the final GESMO, CHAPTER IV,
Section H, Radioactive Waste Management has been revised to indicate that permanent
storage of high level and transuranic wastes will be placed in a Federal geologic
repository.
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5. Comment (Cont'd)

3. Comment:

"Comparison of Alternatives - Costs/Benefits Analysis

In discussing the proposed alternatives it should be noted that Alternative 2 is
closer to the current status of the industry than is Alternative 1. However, for
comparison purposes, it makes little difference which is selected as the base case.
The capital costs shown in Table S-14 are underestimated for the mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plants. We estimate these to be approximately $640 million for the
eight plants shown in Alternative 3."

Response:

As is stated in this final statement, it makes no difference for comparison purposes
which alternative is called the reference case. In final GESMO, Alternative 3 is
taken as a reference case considering earliest commercial reprocessing in 1978 and
earliest plutonium recycle in 1981. The costs have been updated to reflect current
estimates. The detailed updated costs are included in CHAPTER XI.

4. Comment:

"The capital cost for fuel reprocessing plants also appears to be grossly
underestimated. Seven postulated reprocessing plants might require, as much as
500 million each for a total of 3-1/2 billion for the industry in 1990.
Presumably the operating costs for fuel reprocessing plants has also been
underestimated by the amount that represents the amortization of the additonal
capital requirements. It would also appear from reading the cost benefit
section that other costs have been underestimated, for example, the cost of
uranium in the period of the 1990s. The cost benefit analysis should be redone
using corrected Values as input by the various segments of the industry. It may
well be that because of compensating underestimation for the various alternatives
that the ranking will not greatly change. A possible exception is that
Alternative 6 may become increasingly attractive."

Response:

Costs throughout final GESMO have been updated to reflect the best current estimates.
The cost benefit analysis was completely revised to incorporate the latest cost data
and comparisons included for the various fuel cycle options of no recycle, recycle of
uranium only and recycle of uranium and plutonium. See CHAPTER XI, Sections 2.0 and
4.0.

5. Comment:

"An alternative that is not discussed in GESMO is as follows. Reprocess spent
fuel promptly and/or perform mixed oxide fuel fabrication in the facilities of
other nations. For the U.S. industry this would eliminate the capital costs and
the environmental impact associated with those facilities. It would add the
overseas transportation costs, possible import taxes,. and environmental impacts
associated with the transportation. Presumably the costs of mixed oxide fuel
would be higher by at least the amount of the transportation and any import
taxes. Discussion of this alternative should also include the effect on balance
of payments and the added dependence on foreign sources for our energy requirements.
Given the increasing difficulty of meeting capital requirements in this country
this alternative may very well be the most favorable of all when considering
total costs and resource availability."

Response:

Because of the national commitment to energy independence and the widespread concern
over safeguarding of special nuclear materials, the proposed alternative does not
appear to be acceptable. If fuel processing were done in other nations, U.S. would
lose control over the safeguarding of plutonium. GESMO is an assessment of the U.S.
LWR industry.

6. Comment:

"Mixed Oxide Loading Limits

The AEC's choice of 115% of self-generated quantities of plutonium as a current
maximum seems reasonable, but needs to be recognized as an arbitrary choice.
One could have chosen 125% or 133% just as well. Although 115% should not be
too restrictive for the time being, a firmer statement regarding the acceptability
of future operation with Pu quantities greater than 115% SGR should also be
included. For example, it would be good to have a clear statement that once
satisfactory operation between 70% SGR and 115% SGR is demonstrated, then an
increase up to 200% SGR would represent a reasonable further extension of Pu-
recycle technology. In like manner, the inference that the 115% SGR limit will
be applied at least to 1991 should be recognized as arbitrary and unduly
restrictive."

Response:

CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.1, in final GESMO notes that "... in the more
distant future, all of the fuel rods in an LWR could be (Pu, U)02 mixed oxide ... "
and that "... it is reasonable to expect that more than self-generation quantities
can be recycled safely utilizing current technology but a precise upper limit has
not been determined." Further, it is believed that by the time the performance
characteristics for plutonium utilization in LWR's in quantities greater than 1.15
SGR values have been determined to be acceptable, sufficient .fuel and core performance
data as well as fuel recovery and fabrication experience will be available from the
LWR's that recycle plutonium in quantities less than 1.15 SGR values and the choice
of full plutonium LWR or other intermediate loading greater than 1.15 SGR may then
be optional.

The results of a survey of the LWR industry indicated that most recycled plutonium
is likely to be used in currently designed LWR's in concentrations ranging from two-
thirds to just above the self-generation reactor equilibrium values. Since it was
clear that at the 1.15 SGR level of plutonium usage U02 reactor technology would
be applicable with only minor details requiring reviews on a plant-by-plant basis,
it was concluded that the changes in radiological and environmental effects of using
plutonium recycle fuel at concentrations up to 115% of the self-generation rate
would be appropriate and representative for the Pu recycle industry. Refer to CHAPTER
IV, Sections C-4.0 and C-5:0.

The foregoing should not be interpreted to mean that there is an inherent safety or
environmental limit at 1.15 SGR (or close to this value) on the use of recycled
plutonium in reactors. On the other hand, it should not be concluded that there
is not some limit beyond 1.15 SGR at which the safety and environmental consequences
of the use of recycle plutonium in reactors are not comparable to that of U02. To
identify this limit precisely was not considered to •e justified in light of the
results of the survey of the industry plans for the use of recycled plutonium in
currently designed LWR's and results of MOX demonstrations.
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9. Comment (Cont'd)
7. Comment:

"Additional Documentation

While the GESMO is a necessary document, industry needs a supplemental document
which would show the major program steps required for the existing industry to
achieve the status of the mature industry projected for 1990. Particularly, a
schedule is needed of milestone events such as firm safeguards regulations
(implemented in a series of steps over time), completed development of waste
solidification methods, transportation methods and regulations, etc. This
document would provide the basis framework around which industry could plan for
firm decisions and schedules on commitment of capital, R&D requirements, etc.
The report should address itself also to the resources required by government
and industry to achieve mature industry. It also should address itself to the
availability of those resources. Without some firm goals and commitments the
plutonium recycle industry may well be delayed indefinitely."

Response:

The assessments on the impacts on health, safety and the environment in thisý,final
GESMO are made over a period of 26 years, 1975 through 2000. The safeguards
considerations are covered in a supplementary safeguards statement. GESMO provides
data on the differential impacts on tle LWR industry due to the implementation of
recycle uranium only or uranium and plutonium when compared to no recycle. In final
GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section H, the concept of the geologic Federal repository for
wastes is described and reference is made to the ERDA waste management programs.
CHAPTER IV, Section G, provides data on transportation of materials and an assessment
of the impacts of the three fuel cycle options. Proposed new and revised regulations
are prepared and issued at the time that final GESMO is issued and will be dependent
on the final decision on plutonium recycle.

The supplement resources required by the government is outside the scope of GESMO.

Response:

In this final statement considerations of projected values are incorporated in the
analysis, including the effects of ore depletion and plutoniuei recycle on uranium
and plutonium values. See CHAPTER XI, Sections 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0.

10. Comment:

"11-34 - The statement 'it has been demonstrated that plutonium recycle is
technically feasible,' appears inconsistent with the stance on maturity; i.e.,
why limit 1.15% SGR until 1991?"

Response:

This final generic statement is intended to assess the widescale use of recycle Pu in
LWR's. The demonstration to date has been limited to experimental reactors and partial
loadings in commercial LWR's. The 1.15 SGR at equilibrium has been set as a model
to be able to assess impacts to the environment for the 26-year period 1975 through
2000, from the use of MOX fuels in the reactor, the supporting fuel cycle components,
the fuel fabrication, spent fuel reprocessing, waste management and transportation.

NOTE: Specific comments relating to editorial and clarification items have
been incorporated in the text. Responses to selected comments follow:

8. Comment:

"S-8 - Alternative 1, "The Prompt Reprocessing of Plutonium Storage" is not current
practice since no commercial processing facilities are in operation. Alternative 2
"Storage of Spent Fuel for Later Recovery and Recycle" comes closest to represent-
ing current practice."

Response:

Schedules in the final GESMO have been revised to be consistent with the current
industry status. Thus, in the prompt recycle Alternative 3 reprocessing occurs in
1978. For the purposes of comparison, there is no significance to the choice of
the reference alternative. As explained in CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0, Alternative 3
has the lowest economic cost, and generally the lowest environmental cost; it is thus
a convenient choice as a reference.

9. Comment:

"S-ll - The discussion on the effect of plutonium recycle costs on the utility
decisions on the reprocessing of spent fuel should be based on projected
uranium values and projected reprocessing costs. This would probably show,
based on economic considerations only, that without plutonium recycle,
reprocessing would not occur."

11. Comment:

"11-64 - The 10 nanocuries per gram limit for burial of solid in soil is not
measurable by current technology and hence is not a realistic value."

Response:

The reference to this concentration has been deleted from final GESMO CHAPTER II -
Background and Experience with Plutonium. The subject of waste management is discussed
fully in CHAPTER IV, Section H. It is recognized that the ability to measure 10
nanocuries per gram with existing technology is difficult and is currently being
studied for specific regulation by NRC.

12. Comment:

"IV-C-104 - Table IV-C-22. Dose to the whole body from swimming appears high
by two orders of magnitude."

Response:

In the revised calculations for the final GESMO, it was determined that the whole
body dose from recreational activities in the downstream region of a river was
insignificant, and it is not listed as specific a item in the tabular data.

The total annual individual and population doses from liquid releases for the GESMO
model reactors, BWR's and LWR's (MOX), compared to U02 only fueled reactors are
listed in Tables IV C-25; -28; -29; -31; and -34 of CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraphs
5.2.2.2 and 5.2.2.3.
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13. Comment:

"IV-C-106 - Table IV-C-24. Whole body dose for boating appears high."

Response:

See Response to Comment Number 12.

14. Comment:

"IV-D-20 - The requirement for triple filtration during normal operation is
unnecessary. NUMEC has demonstrated consistently low releases with double
filtration. Note that in Table IV-D-6 NUMEC'has the lowest stack releases of
any of the plants. This demonstrates the efficiency that can be achieved with
propet, design and double filtration."

Response:

Filtration tests by LASL show that HEPA filters are capable of 99.99+% efficiency
under ideal conditions. Three filters were included in the model plant because the
specific activity of the plutonium handled will be higher than that presently being
processed. The third HEPA also provides additional protection in emergency or
accident situations and is normally located at the glove box to keep the ventilation
system ducts relatively clean.

Table IV D-6 of the draft GESMO has been removed from the final GESMO because the
specific activity of the material processed by the existing MOX plants during the
full operating period cannot be determined. Without this data, a realistic comparison
of relative efficiency cannot be made for the filtration systems of these plants.

15. Comment:

"Chapter IV, Section E - The write-up on Reprocessing Plants should be updated
to include an assessment of the effects of thedelay (or abandonment) of GE's
Morris, Illinois, plant. A delay of several years in reprocessing facility
availability will delay the start of Pu recycle by several years. This forced
delay will impact economics and mode of recycle. For example, once the
reprocessing capability is on line, it may be desirable to load larger quantities
of Pu in reactors than is currently planned."

Response:

In final GESMO, the impacts of delayed reprocessing of spent fuels due to the closing
of GE's Morris Plant and delays in start-up of the AGNS reprocessing plant are detailed
in CHAPTERS VIII and XI. The Alternatives 1 and 3 in CHAPTER VIII review several cases
of delay and in CHAPTER XI the economics are compared for several parameters of plant
loadings. The considerations for loadings of larger quantities of MOX to meet the 1.15
SGR mode are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0o
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Comment Letter No. 30

Westinghouse Electric Corporation Power Syste IPe . PWR Systems Divisio

* L1 1S BoUex 355
Pats~i[05 Pfflsyoafia 15230O 3 October 30,. 104 H

'United States Atomic Energy Commissio-'.
Washington, D. C. 20545 C .

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials :2 /

Directorate of Licensing - Regulation C5 _-

Re: WASH-1327, Generic Environmental
Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel
(GESMO), August 1974

Gentlemen:

These comments are submitted on behalf of the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation ("Westinghouse"), in response to the notice published in
39 F.R. 30186 on August 21 , 1974 concerning the referenced draft
statement on the recycle of plutonium in light-water-cooled reactors
(GESMO).

For your convenience in evaluating these comments, we have divided
this response into two parts -- this part covering our general comments
on various subject areas of GESIMO, the second covering detailed comments
offered to help improve the technical accuracy of GESMO which are
attached.

GENERAL

Considered on an overall basis, the Commission is to be commended for
perforning an objective and comprehensive job on the GESMO draft. The
experience referred to in the report, both in the United States and
abroad, shows that the use of plutonium as a power reactor fuel is out
of the experimental stage. However, recycle of plutonium has been
demonstrated to be safe and commercially viable, only limited by the
present lack of reprocessing and production facilities and firm regu-
latory guidelines.

As we interpret GESMO, the Commission has concluded and we concur that

(1) the use of mixed-oxide fuels in light-water reactors should
be approved,

-2-

(2) the total environmental impact of the nuclear fuel cycle
(previously determined to be small) would be further reduced
if mixed-oxide fuel is used,

(3) the safety of light-water reactoroperations would not be
adversely affected, and in addition, no significant differences
were found between plants using mixed-oxide fuel and those
using low enriched uranium fuel,

(4) there is sufficient experimental work and demonstration of
mixed-oxide fuel performance to warrant full-scale commercial
use,

(5) any differences between the material properties and performance
of mixed-oxide fuel and low-enriched uranium fuel are small,

(6) the use of recycled plutonium can reduce the overall uranium
requirements for nuclear fuel about 10% by the year 1990 and
consequently reduce the environmental impact of natural
resource consumption,

(7) the radiological impact of the production of nuclear fuel
would-be reduced by plutonium recycle,

(8) problems associated with safeguarding plutonium against theft
and diversion and nuclear facilities against sabotage are con-
sidered manageable, and there are no safeguards-related issues
which should delay a decision to permit the full-scale commercial
use of mixed-oxide fuel for light-water reactors.

SAFEGUARDS

We wish to make special mention of one area of particular concern to
Westinghouse with respect to its direct involvement in and commercial
commitments to plutonium recycle. With reference to the proposed im-
plementation of additional measures to improve safeguards, the Commission
has indicated that it expects essentially no perturbation to the safeguards
situation from plutonium recycle during the decision and implementation
period. While it may be true that there will probably be very little
plutonium being used as mixed-oxide fuel during this period, plutonium
conversion, storage, and mixed oxide fabrication facilities are being
designed and/or constructed today on schedules which will permit an
orderly development of an overall recycle capability. Significant changes
in the ground rules for safeguards a year or more from now could create
an undue economic burden by substantially delaying the efforts of those
engaged in and committed to this development. A one-year wait from
issuance of the final GESMO to a decision on safeguards upgrading ap-
pears contrary to the purpose of GESMO. We believe that a number of the
concepts being considered would have a significant impact on plutonium
recycle, and urge therefore that any determination as to the necessary
additional safeguards requirements, be made at the time GESMO is finalized.
This action would enable those organizations having ongoing efforts to
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incorporate any additional requirements and meet the demands of the
nuclear industry in a responsible manner. In short, prompt and timely
safeguards decisions will explicitly eliminate inefficient backfitting,
costly construction and operational delays, and protraction of the
timely recycle of plutonium on a commercial scale; and will thereby
contribute to the early adoption of an energy alternative significant
from the standpoint of both economics and the conservation of energy
resources.

We feel that GESMO should emphasize the fact that, considering the existing
supply of plutonium and its current utilization, the current safeguards
system, as recently promulgated by the Commission, provides the necessary
assurance that the public will be protected. We therefore concur with
the Commission that the active safeguards system should be continued. It
is recognized that, as safeguards are regularly reassessed, possible,
improvements may be identified. We firmly believe that any upgrading
should be based upon its demonstrated merits and an appropriate cost
benefit analysis should be performed to serve as the basis for any changes.

We believe that the present system of safeguards is adequate for the
current state of the industry, and that the necessary technology exists
to establish, as needed, security provisions which can substantially
reduce the likelihood of nuclear material diversion for illicit pmrposes.
We are firmly convinced that much of the concern being expressed today
is based upon situations which may have existed at certain facilities
prior to the implementation of the present safeguards system and upon
an inadequate understanding of the technological advancements which
have been incorporated into the present system. We urge that any
change in this system be accomplished through an evolutionary process.

Of those concepts which have been identified by the Commission as a means
to significantly improve safeguards, we consider fuel cycle facility in-
tegration to have a very long-range potential rather than being a viable
near-term alternative. Such integration or co-location has possible long-
term merit only if a multitude of problems.such as the following can be
satisfactorily resolved:

I. Maintenance of competition among suppliers

2. Freedom of fuel cycle service purchasers to select specific suppliers
for each phase

3. Fungibility of reprocessor outputs from the standpoint of economic
value

4. Availability of a sufficient labor pool

5. Disruption of an entire site by difficulties with materials,
labor, services or other factors.

For the near term, co-location is not feasible because of pre-existing
major commitments to non-contiguous sites and the present size of
the reprocessing and recycle industry, which does not allow the needed
capacity match between the reprocessing facility and the particular fuel
fabricator at present or in the near future. Without a precise match,
some movement of plutonium to or from the site is inevitable.

We agree that integrated fuel cycle facilities provide a means for mini-
mizing. transportation risks. However, it is incorrect for GESMO to imply
that such integration can eliminate all transportation of fuel materials.
Further, we believe that within the present system, adequate safeguards
can be provided for the transportation aspects of the fuel cycle, commen-
surate with the type, form and amount of the nuclear materials involved.
Application of such safeguards to the limited transportation required in
the early years of plutonium recycle should allow for continuation of
present facility plans as well as an orderly evaluation of the necessity
and means for co-location.

The Commission has indicated as one of the few advantages of an integrated
fuel cycle facility that it would make the use of onsite protection
measures more efficient. On balance, considering the small portion of
the total fuel cycle costs which could be incurred for safeguards even
with suggested improvements, the benefit of any added efficiency gained
might not offset the potential added costs necessitated by co-location.

One of the other concepts being considered by the Commission to significantly
improve safeguards deserves specific mention. We suggest that the concept
involving spiked plutonium or debilitating gases be discarded. Considering
the fact that there are other reasonable means available which might. be
employed to attain the Commission's objectives, such extreme measures are
quite unnecessary.

"Spiking" plutonium, whether achieved by incomplete separation of fission
products or by the addition of selected radionuclides, will substantially
increase its radioactivity. While this action will hamper diversion
efforts, it runs directly counter to the second major safeguards ob-
jective, which is to prevent serious contamination due. to the disper-
sion of plutonium. The logic for spiking plutonium is difficult to
accept, since increasing its radioactivity would enhance its potential
for serious contamination rather than reduce it.

We believe that, rather than over-emphasizing the prevention of theft,
more attention should be directed to minimizing the likelihood of plu-
tonium being utilized in a manner contrary to the objectives of the
safeguards program. In this regard, it seems to us that the Commission
has not taken sufficient credi.t in GESMO for the defense-in-depth concept
which has been applied in the development of the present safeguards system.
As we see it, the Commission has:
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I. Taken reasonable steps to reduce the likelihood of anyone obtaining
illicit possession of nuclear materials;

2. Required a security system to reduce the possible means for re-
moving nuclear material from location where it was illicitly
obtained; and

3. Required backup means for tracing and recovering the nuclear
material.

As we interpret GESMO, the Commission intends to continue this philosophy
to maintain a balanced safeguards system. We concur with this approach.

IN-REACTOR USE OF MIXED OXIDE FUEL

Westinghouse fully agrees with the assessments in GESMO regarding the
favorable background and experience in plutonium reactor utilization to
support near-term implementation of the use of mixed oxide fuel in
light-water reactors (LWR). In fact we feel GESHO should even more
strongly emphasize and take credit for technology gained through applied
research programs and extensive analyses. Particular emphasis should
be given to experimental anddemonstration irradiation programs which
have provided a solid technical basis to justify large-scale use of
mixed-oxide fuel in commercial LWR's. For example, the writeup of the
EEl/Westinghouse program should be expanded to properly reflect the
significant usefulness of this program to plutonium recycle.

Furthermore, we believe it is essential to stress that a large fraction
of the core may contain mixed oxide fuel with no significant adverse
effect on reactor performance or identified safety limitations. For
example, the GESMO draft aptly points out that "Operation of recycle
plutonium LWR's will be in accordance with the existing Technical Speci-
fications that set conditions for safe plant operation including require-
ments for engineered safety features and limits on radioactive releases
to the environment." This statement could be strengthened by deleting
the word "will" after "plutonium LWR's" and adding in lieu thereof the
words "has been and will continue to."

A significant amount of discussion in the GESMO draft is devoted to
what might be interpreted as a limitation on the amount of mixed oxide
fuel to be placed in operating LWR's. We strongly recommend that the
actual amount of mixed-oxide fuel to be allowed to be inserted in each
reactor be considered on a case-by-case basis. As we said in our letter
dated March 14, 1973:

"Flexibility should be maintained by the Commission in its
statement which should consider the use of plutonium recycle
to the fullest extent each reactor is capable of achieving.
The use of plutonium fuel in the operation of a reactor

should be considered by the Commission on a case by case
basis. This determination should be based upon the reactor's
plutonium recycle capabilities and a careful balancing of
the economic, technical, environmental, and safety factors
relating to the operation of that particular reactor. Each
reactor has different recycle capabilities. Therefore, the
amount of plutonium fuel that can be utilized in any core
will also depend upon a consideration of the fuel manage-
ment techniques, modes of operation, and the control capa-
bilities of each specific reactor."

RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Overall, the Commission is to be commended for its assessment of the
radiological impact for "normal" operation and accident conditions.

We believe that more backup information should be provided in many
radiological areas, notably in Appendix A of Section J, Chapter IV,
to permit an independent verification of the evaluated impact. Addi-
tional backup information should also be provided for the sections
which pertain to waste management (Section H, Chapter IV) and pluton-
ium storage (Section E, Chapter IV). In this regard, we assume that
the results of the Draft Environmental Statement, WASH-1539, will be
germane.

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The cost benefit sections prepared by the Commission appear to be a
reasonable assessment in that the appropriate factors and options have
been identified. However, in light of today's economic conditions, we
believe there may be some readers who will question the validity of the
costs assigned to these factors. We recognize the inherent difficulty
in attempting to arrive at firm cost predictions. In our opinion, the
credibility of the cost benefit analysis could be substantially enhanced
if the Commission would perform an evaluation of the effect of using a
range of values, such that the results would be valid over a period of
time. This would provide a more quantitative backup for the Commission's
statement that the cost differences between alternatives will still be
valid even though the absolute magnitude of the numbers may be in error.

We would like to thank the Commission for the opportunity to furnish these
comments. We would be pleased to furnish assistance to the Commission in
the finalization of GESMO.

Very truly you ,

Xg

I> h - ,i for

Romano Salvatori, Manager
Nuclear Safety Department
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ATTACHMEHT

DETAILED COHiENITS

VOLUME 1 - SUMMARY

I. Page S-i, under paragraph B. Under the list of activities which might

be expected to change environmental impact, the item "Environmental

Monitoring" should be added.

2. Table S-3 on paqe S-9 and Table S-Il on page S-52. It is believed

that the whole body exposure for Case 2 should be -21% instead of

+21%. Also, the Whole Body Radiation Exposure column should contain a

footnote noting that this pertains to "General Public Offsite and

Occupational Workers".

3. Page S-10, 3rd paragraph, 4th line. The year should be 1995 not 1955.

4. Page S-11, 2nd paragraph, 2nd line. Alternatives 1 through 6 (not

2 through 6) are shown in Table S-4.

5. Page S-17, last paragraph, last sentence. This sentence should be

qualified for the case that plutonium is processed inmmediately, e.g.,

for Case 2 this statement would need to be further qualified.

6. Page S-25, Figures S-4 and S-5. It would appear that more important

than the 2800 canisters is the total area conmitted and the total Ci

involved.

7. Page S-27, Table S-5. The column headings "Requirements" and "Facilities"

are vague. If these were further qualified as "Material/Environmental

Requirements" and "Facility Requirements" this would improve the clarity

of the table.

8. Page S-29, Table S-6. Under the solid wastes, it should be stated

where the a and B actinides will be stored, or are they stored at

the RSSF along with the high level wastes?

9. Table S-13, page S-56. Under accumulated storage of Pu through year

1990, shouldn't this value be the same for alternates 2 and 6?

10. Page S-A-I, Appendix A Glossary of Acronyms and Terms. The term nanocurie

should also be defined since this is not a standard radiation unit

and in any case, is less well known than MeV which is included.

11. Page iii, S-7. Should be "DOSE".

12. Page vi, 11-7. Should be "239pu.

VOLUME 2, CHAPTER II - Background and Experience With Plutonium

1. Page 11-39; Last sentence change to "The characteristics of the Saxton

Reactor during the period of Core II operation are summarized in Table

2. Page 11-40; Change the title to Table II-11 to "The Saxton Core II

Design Operating Conditions".

3. Page 11-40; Mid-page, change appropriate sentence to, "With the exception

of some thirty fuel rods which were clad with 304 stainless steel, the

mixed oxide fuel rods were clad with Zircaloy 4". (Underlined words

are repeated.)

4. Page 11-42; suggested substitute for the top line; "performance limitation

in Zircaloy-clad mixed oxide fuel but appear to be related to the presence

of significant quantities of adherent crud which suggests a change

in core environment such as water chemistry after the mid-life shutdown."

Eliminate the words "... but are believed to be the result of inadequate

feedwater control".

5. Page 11-42; the list of references for the Saxton Plutonium Program

should include the complete series of progress reports from WCAP-

3395-1 through WCAP-3385-37 and also the final report WCAP-3385-57

dated July, 1974.

I
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6. Page 11-45, second paragraph, second sentence, should read, "During

the first San Onofre refueling at the end of Cycle 1, 105 fuel assemblies

Last sentence, same paragraph, should read, "Four of these rods

were replaced with natural UO2 rods. Two of the four discharged rods

were subjected to post-irradiation examinations".

7. Page 11-45, Paragraph 4, add the following sentence between "There

was one irradiation ... one of the assemblies", and "Rod length ...

after one cycle of irradiation". "The rod was still intact with no

evidence of mechanical degradation".

8. Page 11-46, Reference 4; Author's name should be spelled J. B. Melehan.

VOLUME 3, CHAPTER IV, SECTION C - The Light-Water Reactor With Plutonium

1. On page IV C-25 the reference in paragraph 3 should be to Table IV

C-2 rather than Table IV B-2.

2. LWR Plutonium Irradiation Experience (page IV C-28):

The Saxton Plutonium Project and the EEI/Westinghouse Plutonium Demon-

stration Program represent two large programs that have been previously

discussed in Volume 2, Section C of GESI14.

These two programs provided significant and extensive experience in

dealing with (U, Pu) 02 mixed oxide fuel in both experimental and power

reactors. These programs should be stressed in this section or else

reference made to the other sections where they are covered (Volume

2, Section C).

Note that Saxton Core II contained 638 mixed oxide rods which achieved

a maximum peak pellet burnup of 28,000 MWD/MTU while Saxton Core III

(loose lattice) contained only 250 of these rods, however, achieved

peak pellet burnup of about 51,000 MWD/FTU.

3. Nuclear Design of Mixed Oxide Cores

a. Local Power Peaking (page IV C-31)

There is no reason to believe the uncertainties in. the measurement

of power peaking in reactors containing mixed-oxide is significantly

different than in al all UO2 core.

b. Control Requirements (page IV C-32)

The implication should not be given that part length rods are

necessary in PWR's to maintain core stability.

The implication that "excessive power peaking" may ensue in a

second cycle if "a high fuel exposure in the first cycle" is

not achieved is misleading and should not be made; proper fuel

management is a requirement for both UO2 cores and cores con-

taining (U, Pu) 02.

c. Xe 135 (page IV C-33)

The emphasis on core stability improvement for (U, Pu) 02 bearing

cores is unnecessary and gives the impression that UO2 cores are

likely to run wild after about the first half of cycle I which

simply is not the case.

d. Calculational methods (page IV C-38)

The implication is given here that "major problem areas in calcu-

lational techniques" abound, and that significant uncertainties in

* determining power distributions exist. This is overstated and a

wealth of experience has given Westinghouse. confidence that nuclear

design can be accomplished to the same degree of accuracy for

(U, Pu) 02 bearing cores as for UO2 cores.
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4. Characteristics of Mixed Oxide Fuels

a. Physical and Mechanical Properties of (U, Pu) 02 (page IV C-38,ff)

This section discusses physical properties and performance charac-

teristics of a "nominal 5% Plutonium mixed-oxide fuel" compared

with those of UO2 fuel. It should be clearly pointed out that

Westinghouse has significant amount of experience with mixed oxide

fuel at greater than 5% Plutonium, namely Saxton fuel at 6.6%

of Plutonium. It should be clear in GESMO that 5% is not intended

as an upper limit.

b. Performance Characteristics of (U, Pu) 02 Fuel Rods (page IV C-43,ff)

The AEC interpretation of Westinghouse densification data from

mixed-oxide fuels is not quite correct. On page IV C-51it is

stated that Westinghouse data (from Saxton) indicate less densi-

fication in mixed-oxide fuel than in UO2 fuel, but other data

from San Onofre (SCE) show an increase in the extent of densification

of mixed-oxide fuels. It is then concluded, "Precision data are

not yet available to resolve any differences in the densification

behavior of mixed-oxide fuels compared with UO2 fuels. It is

generally expected that no significant differences will be found

... but it will be necessary.to demonstrate that an appropriate

densification model will adequately describe mixed-oxide fuel".

In Westinghouse submittal to the AEC (February 1974), we presented

mixed-oxide densification data from Saxton and SCE, and compared

them with comparable data from UO2 fuels. The SCE data contained

mixed-oxides fabricated by two methods; one by mechanical mixing

of UO2 powder with pure PuO2 powder (standard process to be used

in fabrication of recycle fuel) and another by mixing of UO2 powder

with particles of co-precipitated U02 -- 30% PuO2 (so called master --

mixed oxide). Densification data from mechanically mixed-oxide fuel

showed slightly less densification than those from comparable UO2

fuel while data from master-mixed oxide fuel showed slightly greater

densification. Only mechanically mixed-oxide pellets were used in

Saxton data and they showed less densification in mixed-oxide

fuel than in U02 fuel. Based on these observations, we concluded

that the densification behavior of mechanically mixed-oxide

pellets is identical to or slightly better than that of UO2

pellets. Further, the comparison of mixeo-oxide data with predic-

tions by the Westinghouse densification model showed that the

Westinghouse model which was developed based on in-core data

from UO2 fuel rods applies conservatively to mechanically mixed

(U, Pu) 02 fuel. It should be stressed here that the current

Westinghouse fabrication technique employs the mechanically

mixed-oxide process described above.

c. References (page IV C-56)

Only non-proprietary references should be used in GESMO. Change

reference 28 from WCAP-8174 to WCAP-8202.

5. Page IV C-99, Table IV C-19. Some of the bioaccumulation factors in

Table IV C-19 are inconsistent with those given in WASH-1248. Does

this mean that the values quoted are more accurate than the WASH-1248

values? The most notable departures are Cr (10 x higher), Mn (20 x

lower) and Zr (110 x lower).

6. Pages IV C-103 and 104. The calculated thryoid doses from milk are

too high relative to present 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Guidelines (460

and 490 mrem/yr vs 60 mrem/yr allowed). Since Appendix I now permits

use of "real cow" instead of "fencepost cow", the assumed location of

the cow may be too conservative. The dose from eating leafy vegetables,

also seems to be high relative to the 10 CFR 50, Appendix I guidelines

(17 vs 5 mrem/yr) perhaps for the same reason that assumptions used are

too conservative.

5
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VOLUME 3. CHAPTER IV, SECTION 0 - Mixed-Oxide Fuel Fabrication

Page IV D-40. Do the population-rem calculated in the paragraph,

Contributions to the General Exposure, include the dose contributions

from curium and the uranium daughters?

VOLUME 3, CHAPTER IV, Section H - Radioactive Waste Management

1. In the last paragraph of Page IV H-2, the first sentence indicates

that "the volume of high-level solid wastes will not increase" is

perhaps misleading since the radioactivity will increase by 50,000,000

Ci according to Table IV H-I. Also, it is noted that the parentheses

around the 50,000,000 Ci in Table IV H-l should not be there since

parentheses according to footnote 2 indicate reductions due to recycle.

2. In the last paragraph on Page IV H-10. It is stated that the basis for

analysis of fuel fabrication plant impact is that "0.3 percent of the

throughput could end up in the waste..." Can the rationale for this

basis be documented or referenced to support thevalues chosen?

3. On Page IV H-22. There are three high level storage concepts and several

site locations suggested although a reference concept (water basin) and

reference site (Hanford) is chosen for the environmental analysis. If

the reference site is Hanford, it is questioned whether or not contamina-

tion from previous or future Hanford operations may not interfere with

environmental surveillance measurements at the Retrievable Source Storage

Facility (RSSF).

4. On Page IV H-46. In view of the extremely high dose rates (10,000

Rads/hour) for the maximum credible accident at the RSSF for the water

basis concept, it would appear that this concept should be selected only

if: (1) an instantaneous dose level warning system along with remotely

positioned shielding system is available (2) borosilicate glass secondary

waste product containment is incorporated or (3) preferably both items

I and 2.

5. On Page IV H-59, 5th paragraph. The release to the environment of 6

ug out 100 kg processed by the proposed incinerator is suggested. Thus,

the fraction released is estimated to be 6 x 10-11. For fuel reprocessing

plants, this release fraction is more typically not lower than 10 -9. Is

the additional factor of 17 reduction attainable in practice?

VOLUME 3. CHAPTER IV. Section I - Storace of Plutonium

On page IV 1-4, 3rd paragraph. It is noted that "within one year after

chemical purification of Pu, the Americium becomes an important contributor

to the gamma dose rate... If gamma dose rates are excessive it may be

necessary to chemically repurify the oxide before shipment for fabrication

into fuel rods.., would increase the cost considerably. Such costs have

not been estimated for this environmental statement." Our experience and

analyses show that the gamma dose rates do not become excessive because the

gamma is relatively easy to shield against. Further the Americium gamma

dose becomes relatively less important with each successive recycling.

Therefore, this is not a source of considerable cost increase and the

Commission is correct for not including it.

VOLUME 4, CHAPTER VIII - Alternative Dispositions of Plutonium

1. In several places, the discussions center on the idea that temporary

storage of spent fuel for significant periods of time would result

in significantly less shielding required for shipping containers

and reprocessing facilities. No advantage could be taken of this

since the design criteria for the shipping containers and reprocessing

facilities would have to assume 150 day cooled fuel which would be

expected to be seen during the life of the shipping container.

2. The differential problems between permanent storage of High Level

Waste (HLW) and spent fuel assemblies are not identified or addressed.

It is possible that the preferred disposal of spent fuel assemblies

would be to reprocess the fuel to solidify the HLW. Hence, the cost

8
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of reprocessing must be borne even in the so-called "throwaway"'

cycle.

3. For Alternative #5, it is assumed that the preferred disposal method

is to isolate the plutonium for permanent disposal separate from the

HLW. Since the only reason for this alternative is to eliminate the

potential for diversion of plutonium, it would seem much more logical

to leave the plutonium in the HLW. The discussion on page VIII-77

of the reasons for separating out the plutonium are inadequate justi-

fication if that course of action were to be followed. It is noted

however that changing the assumptions of how the plutonium is disposed

of would probably not change the result of the comparison.

4. Page VIII-33 - It does not seem reasonable that the storage costs

should be so much lower for "inactive" vs. "active" storage. The

security and building requirements should be nearly identical in

either case and one must assume that all containers would remain

sealed eliminating any analytical chemistry requirements.

5. Conclusion on Page VIII-48 (10th line from bottom) should clearly

be in the negative. The 9$/Kg carrying charges due to storage

more than offsets the 2.50 $/Kg escalation in value: "the value

increase is not adequate to cover the carrying charges."

-6. Page VIII-79 - (Item 4) - This is double counting to take,credit

for both the value of plutonium and the fuel it would have replaced.

VOLUME 4, CHAPTER XI - Cost Benefit Analyses or Alternative Dispositions

of plutonium

1. Page XI-39 - The quoted transportation cost of $5.02/g plutonium

for each trip appears to be inconsistent with the $0.02/g plutonium

cost given on page XI-(c)-3.

2. Page XI-43 - The last paragraph states that reprocessing is not

required with Alternative #2. This is not correct since the storage

of spent fuel is only temporary and Alternative #2 assumes eventual

reprocessing.

9 10
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and

Environment, by Romano Salvatori (Westinghouse)

1. Comment:

"GESMO should even more strongly emphasize and take credit for technology gained
*through applied research programs and extensive analyses. Particular emphasis
should be given to experimental and demonstration irradiation programs which
have provided a solid technical basis to justify large-scale use of mixed-oxide
fuel in commercial LWR's."

Response:

The text of this final statement has been expanded to give a better idea of the extent
to which the use of mixed oxide fuel has been explored and tested in foreign countries.
The EEI/W program has been summarized with references to reports where more detailed
information can be found.

2. Comment:

"It is essential to stress that a large fraction of the core may contain mixed
oxide fuel with no significant adverse effect on reactor performance or identified
safety limitations. For example, the GESMO draft aptly points out that 'Opera-
tion of recycle plutonium LWR's will be in accordance with the existing Technical
Specifications that set conditions for safe plant operation including requirements
for engineered safety features and limits on radioactive releases to the environ-
ment.' This statement could be strengthened by deleting the word 'will' after
'Plutonium LWR's' and additing in lieu thereof the words 'has been and will
continue to.'

Response:

Since final GESMO addresses the widescale use of mixed oxide fuels in LWR's, which,
if approved, will be in the future (some time in the mid-1980's, considering the
earliest start around 1981), the future tense "will" is appropriate. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Sections C-2.0 and 4.0.

4. Comment:

"More backup information should be provided in many areas, notably in Appendix A
of Section J, Chapter IV, to permit an independent verification of the evaluated
impact. Additional backup information should also be provided for the sections
which pertain to waste management (Section K, Chapter IV) and plutonium storage
(Section I, Chapter IV). In this regard, we ass$ that the results of the
Draft Environmental Statement, Wash-1539, will be germane."

Response:

In the final GESMO, the radiological assessments sunmarized in Section J of CHAPTER IV
have-been extensively revised. Appendix A of CHAPTER IV, Sectiob J has been expanded
to show the basis for the biological assessments.

CHAPTER IV, Section H, in final GESMO, has been revised to include the latest
considerations for geologic disposal at Federal repositories being considered by
ERDA.

The occupational exposure in the Pu storage facility was calculated using the maximum
permissible dose rate on the shipping container established by DOT regulations. Refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section I, paragraph 3.1.

5. Comment:

"The credibility of the cost benefit analysis could be substantially enhanced if
the Commission would perform an evaluation of the effect of using a range of
values, such that the results would be valid over a period of time. This would
provide a more quantitative backup for the Commission's statement that the cost
differences between alternatives will still be valid even though the absolute
magnitude of the numbers may be in error."

Response:

This is a valid comment. The cost-benefit analysis of final GESMO uses a range of
values, developed in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. In CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0, sensi-,
tivity studies are performed usign the range of values. The comparisons between
alternatives described in CHAPTER VIII and the impacts of specified delays have also
been factored into the cost-benefit analyses.3. Comment:

"A significant amount of discussion in the GESMO draft is devoted to what might
be interpreted as a limitation on the amount of mixed oxide fuel to be placed in
operating LWR's. We strongly recommend that the actual amount of mixed-oxide
fuel to be allowed to be inserted in each reactor be considered on a case-by-case
basis."

Response:

As noted in final GESMO, "Plans to use recycle plutonium in operating or new LWR's
will be reviewed by the Officeof Nuclear Reactor Regulation of NRC on a case-by-case
basis to provide individual assurances that the risk associated with such operations
and hazards to the public are not changed significantly and remain acceptably low."
For plutonium recycle at less than 1.15 SGR,.the environmental impact is satisfactorily
evaluated by the GESMO. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Sections C-4.0 and 5.0.

NOTE: SPECIFIC COMMENTS RELATED TO EDITORIAL AND CLARIFICATION ITEMS HAVE
BEEN INCORPORATED IN THE TEXT - RESPONSES TO OTHER DETAIL COMMENTS
FOLLOW

6. Comment:

"Under the list of activities which might be expected to change environmental
impacts, the item 'Environmental Monitoring' should be added."

Response:

This listing in the draft GESMO refers to the differential impacts occasioned by the
implementation of plutonium recycle in the LWR fuel cycle. Environmental moni-
toring, per se, should not change the relative impacts of fuel cycle activities with
or without recycle of uranium only or uranium and plutonium recycle.
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7. Comment:

"Page Sl7, past paragraph, last sentence. This sentence should be qualified for
the case that plutonium is Processed immediately, e.g. , for Case 2 this state-
ment would need to be further qualified."

Response:

The page reference in this comment does not relate to the subject matter indicated.
This comment might relate to the impacts of delay in recycle of plutonium after re-
processing the spent fuel (reviewed on page 15 of the draft GESMO). The economic
impacts of the Alternatives to prompt reprocessing of spent fuel and the recycle of
plutonium and delays in recycle are reviewed in detail in CHAPTERS VIII and XI.
Alternative 3 has been taken as the reference case with the spent fuel reprocessing
projected for 1978 and plutonium recycle in year 1981.

11. Comment:

"Page II-39; Last sentence change to 'The characteristics of the Saxton Reactor
during the period of Core 11 operation are summarized in Table 11-1l."

Response:

The wording change recommended was made and has been included in this final statement,
CHAPTER I, paragraph 3.1.2.

8. Comment:

"Page S-25, Figures S-4, and S-5. It would appear that more important that the
2800 canisters is the total area committed and the total Ci involved."

Response:

Figures S-4 and S-5 of the draft GESMO were intended to show only the material flows
for the two fuel cycles. The detailed analysis of the waste management and radiation
assessments are included in CHAPTER IV, Section H. The material flows of the total
fuel cycle for the three options, no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of
uranium and plutonium, are for the year 2000 and are shown on Figures 1-2, 1-4, and
1-7 in CHAPTER I.

9. Comment:

"Pag Table S-6. Under the solid wastes, it should be stated where the
and s will be stored, or are they stored at the RSSF along with the

high level wastes?"

Response:

In the final GESMO, it is indicated that the a and a actinides will be stored with
the high level wastes at a Federal repository. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H.

12. Comment:

"The Saxton Plutonium Project and the EEl/Westinghouse Plutonium Demonstration
Program represents two large programs that have been previously discussed in
Volume 2, Section C of GESMO.

"These two programs provided significant and extensive experience in dealing
with (U, Pu) 0 mixed oxide fuel in both experimental and power reactors. These
programs shoul; be stressed in this section or else reference made to the other
sections where they are covered (Volume 2, Section C)."

Response:

The introductory remarks to Section IV C-3 in draft GESMO were not intended to be
extensive but give a balanced, brief summary of LWR plutonium irradiation experience.
However, some reorganization of GESMO has been made and this portion is cross-referenced.
See CHAPTER I, Background and Experience with Plutonium, paragraph 3.1.2.

13. Comment:

"a. Local Power Peaking (page IV C-131)

There is no reason to believe the uncertainties in the measurement of
power peaking in reactors containing mixed-oxide is significantly
different than in an all U02 core."

Response:

The matter of uncertainties in the measurement of power peaking due to the presence
of plutonium is currently under review. The Adivisory Committee on Reactor Safe-
guards continues to explore the matter. With higher local loadings of plutoný*I,
it is not clear that uncertainties do not increase in the extrapolation from U
fission chambers to fuel rod power. For more discussion on this item, refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3.1.

14. Comment:

"b. Control Requirements (page IV C-32)

The implication should not be given that part length rods are necessary in
PWR's to maintain core stability. The implication that 'excessive power
peaking' may ensue in a second cycle if 'a high fuel exposure in the first
cycle' is not achieved is misleading and should not be made; proper fuel
management is a requirement for both UO2 cores and cores containing (U,
Pu) 02."

10. Comment:

"Table S-13, age S-56. Under accumulated storage of Pu through year 1990,
shoulen'is a lue be the same for alternates 2 and 6?"

Response:

This comment is valid. It is also pointed out that final GESMO is center-lined on
a low growth and the alternatives assessed in CHAPTER VIII are on a somewhat different
basis than the draft. Prompt reprocessing and delayed recycle, as well as delayed
reprocessing and recycle, economics are evaluated. The impacts on plutonium storage
are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section 1, and the comparisons of the integrated assess-
ments over the period from 1975 through 2000 are indicated in the tables of CHAPTER VIII,
Appendix A.
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14. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

All domestic PWR's with 12-foot long cores have been supplied by the reactor vendors
with part length rods to control axial power distributions. The ability to follow
load without part length rods at end of cycle may exist, but no consensus exists
between vendors and utilities on the point. Clearly, a mixed oxide core is more
stable. For additional discussion, refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph
3.3.5.

15. Comment:

"c. Xe 135 (page IV C-33)

The emphasis on core stability improvement for (U, Pu) 0 bearing cores
is unnecessary and gives the impression that UO cores ae likely to run
wild after about the first half of cycle 1 whicA simply is not the case."

Response:

Mixed oxide cores have a larger stability index than all UO cores (at the same
power density) due to a lower thermal flux. No inference ii made that UO cores
are likely to "run wild." Operating twelve-foot cores have shown axial ihstabil-
ities near the end of the first cycles. No statement has been made that the insta-
bilities are uncontrollable. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3.5.

17. Comment (Cont'd)

is generally expected that no significant differences will be found
... but it will be necessary to demonstrate than an appropriate densifi-
cation model will adequately describe mixed-oxide fuel.' In Westinghouse
submittal to the AEC (February 1974), we presented mixed-oxide densification
data from Saxton and SCE, and compared them with comparable data from UC
fuels. The SCE data contained mixed-oxides fabricated by two methods; 6~e
by mechanical mixing of UO powder with pure PuOý powder (standard process to
be used in fabrication of ;ecycle fuel) and anot er by mixing of 102 powder
with particles of co-precipitated UO -- 30% PuO (so called master -- mixed
oxide . Densification data from mechanically mied-oxide fuel showed
slightly less densification than those from comparable UO fuel while data
from master-mixed oxide fuel showed slightly greater densification.
Only mechanically mixed-oxide pellets were used in Saxton data and they
showed less densification in mixed-oxide fuel than in UO fuel. Based on
these observations, we concluded that the densification gehavior of mechan-
ically mixed-oxide pellets is identical to or slightly better than that of
UO2 pellets. Further, the comparison of mixed-oxide data with predictions
by the Westinghouse densification model showed that the Westinghouse model
which was developed based on in-core data from U02 fuel rods applies con-
servatively to mechanically mixed (U, Pu) 0 fuel. It should be stressed
here that the current Westinghouse fabrication technique employs the
mechanically mixed-oxide process described above.

Response:

Substantial changes to the densification paragraphs in final GESMO were made independently
of the present Westinghouse comments and it is believe these changes reflect improved
understanding of the phenomenon. However, it is not agreed that the Westinghouse
data demonstrate improved densification behavior that is related to mechanically
mixing the oxides. While this possibility is mentioned in the revised writeup, NRC
is not prepared to acknowledge it as more than a hypothesis. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 3.4.2.

16. Comment:

"d. Calculational methods (page IV C-38)

The implication is given here that 'major problem areas in calculational
techniques' abound, and that significant uncertainties in determining power
distributions exist.' This is overstated and a wealth of experience has
given Westinghouse confidence that nuclear design can be accomplished
to the same degree of accuracy for (U, Pu) 02 bearing cores as for
U02 cores."

Response:

The ability of reactor vendors to design safe and operable mixed oxide cores has not
been questionedSee CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.1. The consensus of other
respondents is that additional effort is needed on methods development to improve
accuracy in the calculation of core parameters, e.g., control rod worths, reactivity
coefficients and local flux distributions. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, para-
graph 3.3.7.

17. Comment:

"b. Performance Characteristics of (U, Pu) 02 Fuel Rods (page IV C-43, ff)

The AEC interpretation of Westinghouse densification data from mixed-oxide
fuels is not quite correct. On page IV C-51, it is stated that Westinghouse
data (from Saxton) indicate less densification in mixed-oxide fuel than
in UO fuel, but other data from San Onofre (SCE) show an increase in the
exteni of densification of mixed-oxide fuels. It is then concluded,
'Precision data are not yet available to resolve any differences in the
densification behavior of mixed-oxide fuels compared with U02 fuels. It

18. Comment:

"Page IV C-99, Table IV C-19. Some of the bioaccumulation factors in Table IV
C-9 are inconsistent with those given in WASH-1248. Does this mean that the
values quoted are more accurate than the WASH-1248 values? The most notable
departures are Cr (10 x higher), Mn (20 x lower) and Zr (110 x lower)."

Response:

Notes: It is assumed that this comment refers to WASH-1258 - "Nuclear Reactor
Effluents-ALAP"

The bioaccumulation factors used for calculating the doses presented in the final
GESMO were chosen after a careful examination of the literature. These factors are
subject to continual re-evaluation as more data become available. Doses presented
in the final GESMO are based on the most recent bioaccumulation factors which are
different from the values used in either WASH-1258 or the draft GESMO for some
radionuclides.

19. Comment:

"Pages IV C-103 and 104. The calculated thyroid doses from milk are too high rela-
tive to present 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, Guidelines (460 and 490 mrem/yr vs 60
mrem/yr allowed). Since Appendix I now permits use of 'real cow' instead of
'fencepost cow,' the assumed location of the cow may be too conservative. The
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19. Comment JContd)

dose from eating leafy vegetables, also seems to be high relative to the 10 CFR 50,
Appendix I guidelines (17 vs 5 mrem/yr) perhaps for the same reason that assump-
tions used are too conservative."

Response:

In final GESMO, revised doses have been included in CHAPTER IV, Section C-5.0. The
dose assessments are included in the summary tables of CHAPER IV, Section J. The
methodology of calculating doses, using 10 CFR 5, Appendix I guidelines, is included
in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix A.

20. Comment:

"Pa e IV 0-40. Do the population-rem calculated in the paragraph, Contributions
to the General Exposure, include the dose contributions from curium and the uranium
daughters?"

Response:

Only the americium and plutonium isotopes were consdiered in the draft GESMO because
of the insignificant contribution of the uranium isotopes in MOX fuels. The final
GESMO includes dose calculations for the uranium isotopes and daughters which con-
tribute less than 0.00001 of the total dose. Curium dose contribution will not be
addressed in the final GESMO since no significant amount will be present in the Pu
fuel fabrication plant feed, i.e., in the chemical separations of the spent fuel
reprocessing the plutonium and uranium are extracted and the curium goes in to the
high level wastes. For additional details on the contribution to general exposure
from high level wastes, see CHAPTER IV, Section H, and CHAPER IV, Section J,
Appendix A.

21. Comment:

"In the last paragraph on Page IV 1I-10. It is stated that the basis for analysis
of fuel fabrication plant impact is that '0.3 percent of the throughput could
end up in the waste ... ' Can the rationale for this basis be documented or
referenced to support the values chosen?"

Response:

This value is based on observed measurements of waste from existing plutonium
facilities.

22. Comment (Cont'd)

fission product ratios. It is expected that a much more thorough pre-operational survey
will be required of a licensee in areas where past nuclear activities could have raised
normal background levels in the environment.

In final GESMO, a Federal repository has been assessed as the mode of disposal for
high level and transuranic wastes.

23. Comment:

"On Page IV H-26. In view of the extremely high dose rates (10,000 Rads/hour)
for the maxium credible accident at the RSSF for the water basis concept, it
would appear that this concept should be selected only if: (1) an instantaneous
dose level warning system along with remotely positioned shielding system is
available (2) borosilicate glass secondary waste product containment is incor-
porated or (3) preferably both items 1 and 2.

Response:

In the water basis concept for the RSSF under operating conditions, the water pools
would be shielded at all times except when making an addition to or removal from the
pool. At all times continuous monitors would relate the conditions of the water in the
pool. In the final GESMO, the RSSF is not the primary concept for long term waste
management, but is considered a concept for interim storage. The points raised would
be considered in any licensing review for such a facility.

24. Comment

"The differential problems between permanent storage of High Level Waste (HLW) and
spent fuel assemblies are not identified or addressed. It is possible that the
preferred disposal of spent fuel assemblies would be to reprocess the fuel to
solidify the HLW. Hence, the cost of reprocessing must be borne even in the so-
called "throw away" cycle.

Response:

It is very unlikely that fuel would be processed just to solidify wastes for disposal.
Spent fuel is in a solid inert form and contained in a capsule (the cladding).

A discussion on the preparation of spent fuel for storage/disposal in a Federal
repository .is included in CHAPTER IV, Section H-3.0.

22. Commient:

"OnpaeIVH-2. There are three high level storage concepts and several site
Tlcationsisuggested although a reference concept (water basin) and reference site
(Hanford) is chosen for the environmental analysis. If the reference site is
Hanford, it is questioned whether or not contamination from previous or future
Hanford operations may not interfere with environmental surveillance measurements
at the Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF)."

Response:

In the draft GESMO, a site similar to Hanford was considered for reference purposes.
Environmental contamination levels from operation at Hanford are continuously monitored,
are known, and amy contamination from future operations will immediately be detected
as it might happen. Differences in age of the contamination can be determined by

25. Comment:

"For Alternative #5, it is assumed that the preferred disposal method is to isolate
the plutonium for permanent disposal separate from the HLW. Since the only reason
for this alternative is to eliminate the potential for diversion of plutonium,
it would seem much more logical to leave the plutonium in the HLW. The discussion
on page VIII-77 of the reasons for separating out the plutonium are inadequate
justification if that course of action were to be followed. It is noted however
that changing the assumptions of how the plutonium is disposed of would probably
not change the result of the comparison."

Response:

This comment is valid in reference to the safeguarding of plutonium and fuel cycle
costs. There would be an unresolved question of criticality considerations and until
this could be resolved it is inappropriate to specify the precise form of the plutonium
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25. Comment (Cont'd)

disposal. In final GESMO, impact assessments are made with the consideration that, with
the recycle of uranium only, the plutonium would be placed into the Federal respository
in an impure form. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H.

26. Comment:

"Conclusion on Page VIII-48 (10th line from bottom) should clearly be in the nega-
tive. The 9$/Kg carrying charges due to storage more than offsets the 2.50 $/Kg
escalation in value: 'the value increases is not adequate to cover the carrying
charges."'

Response:

This is a valid comment. The negative (not) was inadvertently omitted. For revised
economics data and comparisons of the alternatives for the three fuel cycle options,
see CHAPTERS VIII and XI.

27. Comment:

"Page VIII-79 - (Item 4) - This is double counting to take credit for both the
value of plutonium and the fuel it would have replaced."

Response:

In final GESMO, the plutonium values have been clarified in CHAPTER VIII, paragraphs
10.4 and 11.4, so that the value of plutonium is clearly defined.

28. Comment:

"Page XI-39 - The quoted transportation cost of $5.02/g plutonium for each trip
appears to be inconsistent with the $0.02/g plutonium cost given on page
XI-(c)-3."

Response:

The inconsistency is an error in the draft GESMO. The cost of plutonium transportation
has been updated to $0.04/g plutonium in this final GESMO. This case has also been
parameteized in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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Comment Letter No. 31

Allied-General Nuclear Services ••-SMo ( R 301? 6)
Posr Off-, 80, 947

Barnwell, South Caerine 2q812

W. J. Price
E-owtie Vik. Pteiden October 30, 1974

(803) 259-1711

United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materi
Directorate of Licensing
Regulation

Dear Mr. Smiley:

This is in response to the invitation for comments on the draft
of WASH-1327 "Generic Environmental Statement on the Use of Mixed
Oxide Fuel in LWRs" (GESMO) issued in August, 1974.

Allied-General fully concurs with the conclusion in GESMO that
the utilization of plutonium resources as recycle fuel in light
water reactors should be approved. In recent months, we have
independently reviewed the impact of delays in the recycle of
recovered plutonium and uranium on the national energy-fuel supply
situation. Our review convinces us that not only would failure
to promptly recycle these recovered products incur substantial
economic penalties but that such prompt utilization should be a
matter of top national priority in our nation's goal to achieve
independence in the generation of energy. Any delay in the issu-
ance of the final GESMO Report and of any proposed pertinent amend-
ments to the Commission's rules would have most serious adverse
effects.

Decisions affecting the wide-scale recycle of plutonium in LWRs
are of paramount importance to the entire nuclear fuel cycle
industry. Allied-General Nuclear Services has participated in
the broad-scale review of GESMO by the Plutonium Subcommittee of
the Atomic Industrial Forum. Consequently, we shall limit our
comments in this letter to those matters which have a direct bear-
ing on the primary activities of Allied-General, namely reprocessing
(including conversion of recovered plutonium nitrate to plutonium
oxide), storage of recovered products and transportation of such
recovered products to other locations.

United States Atomic Energy Commission
October 30. 1974
Page 2

Allowing for the differences in the model reprocessing plant
assumed in GESMO and the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant (BNFP), our
assessment of environmental effects of all plant effluents agrees
quite well with the results given in GESMO. We have also found
that the difference in environmental effects attributable to mixed
oxide fuels is not significant.

The actual investment necessary to construct a licensable fuel
reprocessing plant and the charges which likely will be necessary
to support such investment and waste management services are con-
siderably higher than the estimates used in the cost-benefit
analysis portion of the draft GESMO. However, this is no way
detracts from the conclusions reached in GESMO, as the differential
cost between an LWR industry with, and without, plutonium recycle
would not be greatly affected. The higher actual investment re-
quirements of a reprocessing plant necessitated by increasingly
more rigorous regulatory criteria and inflationary trends will also
apply to other nuclear fuel cycle operations, particularly enrich-
ment and mining-milling. Such increased costs, obviously, also
enhance the value of uranium and plutonium recovered from irradi-
ated fuel. Nevertheless, we are concerned that cost inputs in the
draft GESMO Report could lead to industry expectations of costs
and charges which are unachievable. Adjustment of such costs to
reflect more accurately the investment currently requiredto con-
struct licensable facilities should not, however, be allowed to
delay issuance of the final GESMO. We trust the AEC can utilize
other means at its disposal to effect such updating of these cost
estimates..

In arriving at the "state of maturity" of the LWR industry in 1990,
many assumptions were, of necessity, made in GESMO regarding the
date of availability, number, andicapacities of specific types of
facilities. We note one such assumption, namely of a United States
reprocessing capacity of 4,200 MTUs per year in 1982. As with the
GESMO capital and cost estimates, preiriously discussed, this esti-
mate does not reflect the lead time necessary to design, construct,
license and place in commercial operation nuclear facilities meet-
ing current regulatory criteria. Unless a dramatic change can be
realistically projected in the current pace of licensing procedures,
we suggest that ten years be allowed from the initiation of a re-
processing plant project to commencement of commercial operation.

Regarding the transportation of radioactive materials covered in
Section IV G, we submit the following comments:
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United States Atomic Energy Commission
October 30, 1974
Page 3

United States Atomic Energy Commission
October 30, 1974
Page 4

a. The listing of shipment steps (page IV G-12)
should also make allowance for possible
infrequent shipments of uranyl nitrate from
a reprocessing plant to a mixed oxide fuel
plant and for possible shipment of plutonium
scrap between a mixed oxide fuel plant and a
reprocessing plant.

b. With reference to page IV G-39, we believe
that the projected shipments of about 300
kilograms of plutonium oxide are realistic.
However, we do not consider realistic a con-
cept under which this size shipment is made
up of 40 separate containers, each holding
only 8 kilograms. Such a mode would result
in a significant increase in cost of
containers as well as in the handling cost
over a more practical mode involving, say,
ten containers, each holding about 30
kilograms. We feel this point to be
important since, to the best of our knowledge,
neither reprocessing nor fuel fabrication
plants are projecting facilities capable of
handling large numbers of individual drums; a
content of 25 to 35 kilograms of plutonium
per drum would be a more reasonable target
for shipments.

Added safeguards measures are now under intensive review
and should be available in time for facilities which will
handle significant amounts of plutonium. These have been
under development and many have already been implemented.
They represent an area of importance not only to plutonium
recycle but to other nuclear industry activities as well. It
is our understanding that the work under way on safeguards is
proceeding, and that the intention in this portion of GESMO
was to invite attention to the consideration being separately
given to such subjects. At the appropriate time we plan to
make comments on safeguards separately from these comments.

In summary, we believe that the main conclusions presented in
the Draft GESMO (page XI-58) are sound. The detailed analyses
presented in GESMO indicate no need for postponing the recycle
of plutonium to LWRS, and provide abundant support for going
ahead with such recycle as expeditiously as possible.

In our view, the Commission should proceed promptly with the
issuance of the necessary Regulations for the further use of
mixed oxide fuel in light water reactors.

Veely yours,

W. J.. Price
Executive vice President
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comennts on Health, Safety &
Environment by W. 3. Price (AGNS)

1. Comment:

Allowing for the difference in the model reprocessing plant assumed in GESMO and
the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant, our assessment of environmental effects of all
plant effluents agrees quite well with the results given in GESMO. We have also
found that the difference in environmental effects attributable to mixed oxide
fuels is not significant."

Response:

4. Comment:

"Nevertheless, we are concerned that cost inputs in the draft GESMO Report could
lead to industry expectations of costs and charges which are unachievable. Ad-
justment of such costs to reflect more accurately the investment currently re-
quired to construct licensable facilities should not, however, be allowed to
delay issuance of the final GESMO. We trust the AEC can utilize other means at
its disposal to effect such updating of these cost estimates."

Response:

A complete updating of all costs has been done in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0 of this final
GESMO. Also the costs have been parameterized in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

In the assessments in the draft GESMO the model reprocessing plant size was set at
1,500 MTM/year and the environmental effects indicated for the then considered mature
industry in the year 1990. In consideration of the changing nuclear energy projections
and the indication from industry that the future spent fuel reprocessing plants will
most likely be larger, the model plant size for final GESMO was set at 2,000 MTM/year.
The effluents and assessments of the environmental impacts are now integrated over
the period 1975 to 2000 and are discussed in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section E.

2. Comment:

"The actual investment necessary to construct a licensable fuel reprocessing
plant and the charges which likely will be necessary to support such investment
and waste management services are considerably higher than the estimates used
in the cost-benefit analysis portion of the draft GESMO."

Response:

The costs have been updated in final GESMO to reflect the best current estimates.
See CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. The sensitivity analyses of costs on the LWR fuel
cycle due to delays in reprocessing and plutonium recycle are detailed in CHAPTER XI,
Section 3.0.

5. Comment:

"In arriving at the 'state of maturity' of the LWR indsutry in 1990, many assump-
tion were, of necessity, made in GESMO regarding the date of availability, number,
and capacities of specific types of facilities. We note one such assumption,
namely of a United States reprocessing capacity of 4,200 MTUs per year in 1982.
As with the GESMO capital and cost estimates, previously discussed, this estimate
does not reflect the lead time necessary to design, construct, license and place
in commercial operation nuclear facilities meeting current regulatory criteria.
Unless a dramatic change can be realistically projected in the current pace of
licensing procedures, we suggest that ten years be allowed from the initation
of a reprocessing plant project to commencement of commercial operation."

Response:

In final GESMO assessments of impacts on the environment and economics of a plutonium
recycle industry were integrated over a 26-year period to the end of this century.
These values have been compared to the other fuel cycle options--no recycle and recycle
of uranium only. Environmental impacts of all the components of the LWR fuel cycle
are analyzed in CHAPTER IV and cost-benefits in CHAPTER XI. Costs of reprocessing
include all capital costs including interest during construction, startup period and
taxes and profit over the entire project life time (normally considered 8 to 10 years
for planning and design to hot startup).

3. Comment:

"The higher actual investment requirements of a reprocessing plant necessitated
by increasingly more rigorous regulatory criteria and inflationary trends will
also apply to other nuclear fuel cycle operations, particularly enrichment and
mining-milling. Such increased costs, obviously, also enhance the value of uranium
and plutonium recovered from irradiated fuel."

Response:

This comment is true in that it points out that as the cost of producing fresh uranium
increases, so will the value of the replacement recycled uranium or plutonium. In
CHAPTER VIII, Alternatives, and CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits, of final GESMO, numerous
cases of delayed recycle and varied estimated costs of processes and materials were
analyzed to compare the value and timing of three fuel cycle options--no recycle,
recycle of uranium only and plutonium and uranium recyle.

6. Comment:

"The listing of shipment steps (page IV G-12) should also make allowance for possible
infrequent shipments of uranyl nitrate from a reprocessing plant to a mixed oxide
fuel plant and for possible shipment of plutonium scrap between a mixed oxide fuel
plant and a reprocessing plant."

Response:

The assessments on the transportation of nuclear materials are based on metric tons
of heavy metal (MTHM) and the amount of MTHM considered for shipment as uranyl nitrate
is insignificant. In addition the MTHM to a fabrication plant would normally be in UF6
form and any shipments of uranyl nitrate would decrease the MTHM quantities assigned.
to UF6 transportation.

The amount of Pu scrap shipments is not expected to have a significant effect on the
overall transportation scenario for the fuel cycle. For the comparison of the

.quantities of materials shipped for the various fuel cycle options refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section G, Tables IV G-1 and IV G-2.
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7. Comsent-.

"With reference to page IV G-39, we believe that the projected shipments of about
300 kilograms of plutonium oxide are realistic. However, we donot consider
realistic a concept under which this size shipment is made up of 40 separate
containers, each holding only 8 kilograms. Such a mode would result in a signifi-
cant increase in cost of containers as well as in the handling cost over a practical
mode involving, say, ten containers, each holding about 30 kilograms. We feel
this point to be important since, to the best of our knowledge, neither reprocessing
nor fuel fabrication plants are projecting facilities capable of handling large
numbers of individual drums; a content of 25 to 35 kilograms of plutonium per
drum would be a more reasonable target for shipments.

Response:

Final GESMO has been revised to consider a semi-trailer Integrated Container Vehicle
(ICV). This is a specially built shipping vehicle provided with features for protection
against deliberate damage and will be under continuous guard escort. The ICV will
hold about 500 kg of UO2 . Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G, paragraph 4.2.3.
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Dennis W. Wilson, Chair~man
Safeguards Committee
General Electric Company
175 Curtner Avenue, M/C 179
San Jose, California 95125

Comment Letter No. 32

h ~ S 
CHAIRMtAN

Ormnand R. Souty

VICE CHAIRMAN- EXECUTIVE COMMITTES
R0y G. Card-lI Tho., B. 0mwi

sCRTARYC-, 5 . Chn,r..
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INSTITUTE OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS

MANAGEMENT

S. H. Smiley -2- October 30, 1974

October 30, 1974

Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director A:
Fuels and Materials ,
Directorate of Licensing
United States Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

As you are aware, the Institute of Nuclear Materials Management
(INMM) is the one professional organization in the United States which
is specifically involved with the management of special nuclear material.
As such, the Institute is committed to 1) advancement of nuclear materials
management in all its aspects, 2) promotion of research in the field of
nuclear materials management, 3) establishment of standards for use in
nuclear materials management, 4) improvement of the qualifications and
usefulness of those engaged in nuclear materials management and 5) the
increase and dissemination of nuclear materials management knowledge.
The Institute's membership includes experts, both government and private
industry, in all fields of nuclear materials management such as accounting,
chemistry, physics, engineering, measurement, physical protection,
facility operation, government regulation and compliance, transportation,
and audit. Among the numerous Institute activities is a standing committee
on safeguards. Committee members representing Institute membership
examine specific safeguards issues and generate professional opinions,
comments and recommendations as appropriate. Results of the Safeguards
Committee's work, while representative of INMM membership opinion, do
not necessarily provide total membership consensus on study topics. In
this light, the Safeguards Committee has made an evaluation of current
and proposed safeguards as discussed in WASH-1327, "Generic Environ-
mental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel" (GESMO). It is to this document
that our current comments are addressed.

mtDEC 4 1974MS d
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We consider effective, sound and meaningful safeguards to be a
dominant factor in the successful utilization of plutonium in the fuel cycle.
We are firm in our belief that this valuable material can be integrated
safely with appropriate safeguards controls. In this regard much has
been done during the past few years, and GESMO contains a comprehen-
sive summary of current safeguards requirements. These requirements
apply to all segments of the fuel cycle, and are currently only in effect
on back-fitted facilities. The important aspects of pre-design and subse-
quent implementation have not been tested for effectiveness. In all
probability, however, it will be determined that current requirements do
not represent optimized safeguards and responsible society will continue
to implement improved safeguards. We emphasize the word "improved"
and avoid the word "additional" in this connotation since we do not believe
that merely adding requirements necessarily betters the resulting system.
Additionally, considerations of the degree of vulnerability versus form of
plutonium should be addressed. Meaningful safeguards will provide
emphasis on the concentrated forms of strategic SNM because physically
small quantities are more attractive to the diverter, easier to conceal,
and more difficult to detect and recover. These same material quantities
contained, for example, in fabricated fuel elements are more difficult to
transport and require complex chemical or physical separation processes
in order to be used for unauthorized purposes. Therefore, we urge the
Commission to consider future requirements in light of a "total safeguards"
system and to provide flexibility within the system to attain overall safe-
guards objectives. This approach appears necessary if provisions are to
be made for growth within the framework of a responsible society.

In this light, GESMO describes a number of possible additional safeguards
requirements. We suggest that the Commission carefully analyze:these
concepts in light of the overall system to earnestly seek improved safeguards.
For example, an uninformed reader of GESMO may conclude that if it "could
be done" it "should be done" in the name of safeguards. We do not feel that
this approach is in the best interest of improved safeguards. We do concur,
however, that several of the new concepts may be useful in conjunction with
a systems approach to safeguards. Each of these has far reaching impact and
should be considered carefully before implementation. We see, for example,
significant suggestions of protective measures which go beyond anything ever
before attempted in a free society and in interaction between governments
and private industry. The necessity of assessing the high reliability of people,
providing dedicated armed resistance to would-be thieves and saboteurs, and
implementing highly sophisticated and dedicated communications systems will
go beyond resources available to private industry. However, we firmly
believe that ,effective and comprehensive safeguards are practical where.
effective coordination between industry and government is maximized. In this
respect, we offer the following comments on proposed additional safeguards.
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S. H. Smiley -3-

1. Co-location of Fuel Cycle Plants

October 30, 1974 S. H. Smiley -4- October 30, 1974

The concept of locating reprocessing plants next to fuel fabrication
plants - and the broader aspect of integrated, fuel cycle facilities -
has major ramifications on the fuel cycle. The concept has obvious
safeguards advantages. At the extreme end, this concept could
effectively eliminate the transportation of separated plutonium
along with its myriad postulated safeguards difficulties, and could
offer the most significant step available in reducing the overall
plutonium safeguards problem. For example, it is conceivable
that routine production of separated plutonium could be eliminated
entirely through development of processing techniques which could
leave plutonium diluted (denatured) with uranium throughout the
reprocessing-fuel fabrication cycle. Elimination of the availability
of separated plutonium could alter considerably the entire safeguards
picture. However, safeguards is only one of the many concerns
involved. The concept has high impact on a number of areas of public
interest including waste management, perpetual land dedication,
national security, environmental protection, and the consequences
arising from disasters involving radio-toxic materials. Although
safeguards is only one of the issues, it is apparent that it could play
a major role in justifying the adoption of the co-location concept.
On the other hand, prohibiting transport of separated plutonium may
create difficulties in utilizing alternate plants and processes; thus
available capacities could not be used to economic advantage. This
lack of flexibility in the growing industry could stifle competition with
adverse effects on economics. Thus, it is important that a thorough
and objective evaluation of safeguards be made to determine the
ramifications on the fuel cycle.

2. Additional Transportation Requirements

a) Use of massive shipping containers - While this technique
offers some increased resistance to access to shipped
products, we feel that any immediate benefit may be more
than offset by substantially increased difficulties in handling
and shipping techniques. Large, heavy shipments tend to
slow transport and limit routes; limitations which appear
inconsistent with safeguards objectives.

b) Use of special vehicles - Positive support is given for use
of special vehicles where design and operation of such
vehicles can be shown to be incrementally useful in increasing
protection within the established safeguards system.

c) Use of special escorts or convoys - The use of sufficiently
armed escorts is considered an appropriate course of
supportive safeguards action. However, numbers and
techniques of assistance should be carefully evaluated
to assure meaningful and direct improvement in the total
system.

d) Establish communication system - We are strongly supportive
of measures which provide increased assurance that continuous
communication is available as required for safeguards in the
fuel cycle. Development of such communications measures
should not be delayed for the several years necessary for
satellite relay communications development. If such delays
are inherent with satellite use, acceptable interim measures
should be made available.

3. Additional Hardening of Facilities

While we generally feel that transportation safeguards need improvement,
the need for additional transportation requirements should be directly
keyed to the final form of plutonium as shipped. For example, if
separated plutonium products were excluded from shipment through
utilization of co-located plants, the necessity for upgrading current
practices should be carefully examined in terms of a cost-benefit
evaluation. Since transportation remains the weak link in fuel cycle
material protection, we strongly support prudent efforts which provide
meaningful improvement to the safeguards system. In this regard, we
comment on the GESMO recommendations as follows:

Facilities should be designed to provide considerable resistance to
overt or covert acts directed at theft or sabotage of nuclear materials.
We recommend that current requirements be carefully evaluated such
as by fault tree analysis of postulated design basis incidents to deter-
mine adequacy. Arbitrary additional requirements should be avoided.
Where additional restraints are determined to be advisable, we generally
suggest improved reliability on response and mechanical obstacles
which provide dealying measures to lessen the probability of a successful
entry and exit. These restraints may include physicalbarrier and
advance admittance systems. We advise caution in considering deterrents
which repel or immobilize individuals. Such systems may offer more
vulnerability to jeopardizing normal operations through accidental use
with subsequent deleterious effects on legitimate operations.
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4. Upgrading of Operating Functions

October 30, 1974 S. H. Smiley -6- October 30, 1974

We offer support for measures which effectively strengthen
operating surveillance functions. Based on current experience,
for example, it appears that electronic surveillance offers
superior search capability over manual hands-on methods. Such
measures are more consistent, more thorough and decidely less
offensive. While there exists differences of opinion within the
Institute, we generally support measures which allow screening
and federally sponsored clearances for individuals involved in
operations involving special nuclear material where such clear-
ances could reduce the necessity of individual searches and could
be an effective criterion in improving the overall quality of
individuals working within nuclear facilities.

5. Guard and Police Functions

The subject of guarding special nuclear material and interaction
with law enforcement authorities remains a frustrating and
difficult one. On one hand, considerable interest is shown in
maintaining control over facility operations which includes
administering security functions. On the other hand, significant
reservations are evident about the responsibility of private
industry to maintain citadels of armed individuals whose charter
is to provide hardened resistance to actual or suspected diversion
or sabotage. In general, we feel that solutions to the overpowering
problems of law enforcement liaison, armed defense of materials
and recovery of diverted material are within the purview of federal
authorities. Licensee responsibility should include measures to
detect, communicate and delay. In this regard, security in transit
and security at fixed sites may be the logical separation point.
Communication to, liaison with and response by local law enforcement
authorities must be strengthened to ensure consistently effective
systems. While we prefer techniques which provide for industrial
control, we recognize that federal coordination may be required.
We urge that immediate effort be initiated to analyze in depth this
overall security problem in all its aspects to provide long-term
resolution to the armed guard requirements..

6. Improving Accountability Systems

We support activities which provide meaningful improvement in
measurement systems. Such measurement systems in production
facilities become extremely complex, however, and considerable
effort must be directed to ensure that improvement emphasis is
expanded in areas shown deficient or in areas affording marked
improvement. Overall significant measurement improvement
is not likely to occur since present, primarily chemical, tech-
niques offer good overall measurement results. However,
considerable effort could be directed to replacing many current
methods with faster techniques which approach or improve upon
current measurement capability and which emphasizes on-line
accountability rather than physical inventory. In our opinion,
Real Time Materials Control (RETIMAC) systems have potential
application. However, such systems will need additional develop-
ment and are not likely to drastically improve the currently
available measurement systems.

7. Use of "Spiked" Plutonium

The concept of increasing the harm to the diverter by introducing
radioactive material is not new. This concept has been considered
before in the case of high enriched uranium. Because of the many
obvious economic and practical disadvantages, the concept was not
seriously considered. In general, we do not regard the adulterating
of plutonium with other perhaps more hazardous materials, as a
reasonable and responsible approach to improving safeguards
measures. The obviously severe complications of handling these
materials in normal operations would adversely effect economics
and technical operations considerably more than any estimated
benefit. However, if the concept is to be evaluated again, the
safeguards impact and limitations should be considered in detail.
Some of these include:

* The level of spike needed to provide a deterrent to diversion
as opposed to the level of spike needed to immediately incapaci-
tate a would-be diverter.

* The question of detectability of concealed plutonium versus
measurability. Could detectability goals be reached without
greatly reducing the exactness of accountability-type measure-
ments?
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* The uniformity of application of such a spike concept to
other strategic SNM materials such as 233U and high
enriched 235u.

As professional nuclear materials managers we are strongly
supportive of well-planned measures which offer assurance that special
nuclear materials receive protective measures commensurate with their
strategic importance and the risk of loss or diversion to unauthorized uses
remains acceptably low. We feel measures presently in place, while not
optimum, represent useful approaches. Improved systems should be
examined in a "total safeguards" approach with flexibility available to
provide consistently adequate safeguards. In this regard, we feel that
safeguards systems must be an integral part of mixed oxide concept
development, and therefore, it does not seem prudent to delay final
safeguards systems until one year after issuance of the final GESMO state-
ment. We recommend full evaluation before final decisions are offered.
We believe that future safeguards developments will be influenced by Pu
recycle and the pattern these set will apply for the later HTGR and LMFBR
material flows. For this reason; the Institute of Nuclear Materials Manage-
ment is vitally interested in safeguards evolution. We stand ready to offer
our expertise in important areas.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the safeguards
aspect of GESMO. Although we believe there are issues yet to be resolved
in the safeguards system, we are confident that appropriate safeguards are
practical. We stand committed to this end.

Very truly yours,

W. w.I Wilson, Chairman
Safeguards Committee

DWW:gy
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Comment Letter No. 33

W*0"ElIR Nii~ii"

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA i.i.ool of Public Affairs
TWIN CITIES Soctal Sciences Building

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

October 28, 1974

NRC Staff Responses to Specific Comments
on Health, Safety, and Environment

by Dean E. Abrahamson

1. Comment:

"It is not sufficient for the Commission to state 'its objectives', or that these
problems are manageable', or that 'additional measures should be, or will be,
implemented in a timely fashion'.

"These views, and others, have been expressed by others (for example, the comments
of the Natural Resources Defense Council and Senators Mondale, and Hart) in
considerable detail and I will not further detail them in this short comment."

Response:

Responses to this general comment can be found in responses to Comment Letter
Number 5, from Senators Mondale and Hart and Comment Letter Number 25 from Natural
Resources Defense Council.

A full discussion on public and occupational exposures from spent fuel reprocessing
and MOX fuel fabrication is covered in CHAPER IV, Sections D, E, and J.

Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Sir: Re: WASH-1327, Draft GESMO"

The draft statement is, in my view, seriously lacking as it
deals with: (1) safeguards, (2) diversion of SNM by sub-national
groups or even by individuals, (3) nuclear parks, (4) avoidance of
plutonium exposures - both occupational and to the general public -
associated with fuel fabrication and reprocessing, and (5) possible
infringement of personal freedoms associated with the above.

It is not sufficient for the Commission to state "its objectives",
or that these "problems are manageable", or that "additional
measures should be, or will be, implemented in a timely fashion".

These views, and others, have been expressed by others (for
example the comments of the Natural Resources Defense Council,
and Senators Mondale and Hart) in considerable detail and I will
not further detail them in this short comment.

S'crel qr

a~';. Arahamson, M.D,, Ph.D.
0 C IE T E 9 e Professor

12/c DEC 4 1974~~
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Comment Letter No. 34

',CC-ET NUMBER __ .. '2,

Fyno~oql) lULE.l x.......,

Attachment

Com•eents on Draft Report GESMO.

Detroit &Ls mDOn el 1i. M ývuvc226Edison 2'00 3oos . 0.....

October 30, 1974 /

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C.

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation

Gentlemen:

We have reviewed the AEC draft report, ''Generic Environmental
Scatement on Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO)," WASH-1327. It is our
general opinion that GESMO represents a thorough and compre-
hensive study of the environmental impact of plutonium recycle
in the light water reactor industry. In many of the subject
areas covered, there is complete agreement with the conclusions
drawn, and it is felt that the breadth and depth of the study
are to be commended. In such areas, the only comment is that
certain studies already in progress should be aggressively
pursued until a satisfactory resolution of the problem is
effected.

1. We support the position that cost benefit studies related to the removal
of KR-85 and H-3 from the effluent gases discharged from reprocessing
facilities be aggessively continued until a satisfactory resolution of
the problem is effected.

2. Although the number of plutonium oxide shipments from 'reprocessing facil-
ities to mixed oxide fuel fabricating facilities is not excessive (in the
neighborhood of 260 shipments per year in the year 1990), the threat of
diversion and the spector of armed escorts over the public highwoyc will
be eliminated by the concept of integrated reprocessing and mixed oxide
fuel fabrication facilities.

3. Panes S-1, S-2. S-4

There appears to be some inconsistency in statements concerning the level
of fission products in mixed oxide fuel compared to uranium fuel. One
statement on the bottom of Page S-I states that mixed oxide fuel has a
fission product inventory different from uranium fuel; two paragraphs
later, the fission product inventory is stated to be about the same. In
this context, then it is not clear how "reduction in uranium requirements
coupled with the different fission product content of mixed oxide fuel,"
results in decreases in "radiological exposure of the general population."

4. Page S-9

The whole body value for Case 2 in Table S-3 should be -21% and not +21%.

5. Pane S-i5

It may be helpful to relate the reduced separative work required to the
reduction in electrical energy required. In addition, large-scale
plutonium recycle in 1977 appears extremely optimistic.

6. Page 11-1

In Table 11-3, more specific explanation could be given to the difference
in values listed in the two columns entitled, 'Without Recycle" and '"ith
Recycle."

7. Pane 11-25

Estimated start-up dates for commercial reprocessing facilities should be
updated.

8. Pane 11-27

The energy of 256 Mev associated with decay of plutonium is not correct.

9. Page IV C-25

Table IV B-2 should read Table IV C-2.

Other comments are concerned with logic in presentation, emphasis,
and updating with respect to the current projections of plutonium
recycle fuel, typographical errors, and clarity. Comments are
listed in the attachment.

N. Sincerely,

Harry Tauber

~ DEC A l974a -10 Manager-Generation Engineering

£ : oaf and Construction

Attachment
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- 2 - NRC Staff Responses to Specific Comments
On Health, Safety, and Environment

by Harry TauberI0. Page IV C-32

In the section on ''Control Requirements," it is not clear what is meant
by "good fuel management."

Ii. Pane IV C-33

In the third paragraph, the statement that "control rod insertion
requirements will be unchanged" should be explained in view of the
statement made in the last paragraph of Page IV C-32 and first paragraph
of Page IV C-55.

12. Page IV C-44

It is not clear how the results of the measurement described in the fourth
paragraph and given in Figure IV C-22 can lead to the statement that "large
PuO2 particles will have no measurable effect during steady state operation."
The experimental results deal only with the DNB heat flux. What about the
fact that the operating heat flux will be closer to the DNB heat flux if
an unexpected power spike is experienced. Moreover, to complete the logic,
some information on particle size and population distribution of large
particles should be presented. Furthermore, BWR application is not covered.

13. Page IV C-5I

Necessity for appropriate fuel densification model should be mentioned in
the summary and conclusions. What is the status of demonstration program?

14. Page IV C-55

More explanation of PWR steam line break phenomena would be helpful since
it is adversely affected by mixed oxide fuel.

15. Page IV C-59 Footnote

What is the impact of the 5% of the LWR's which will exceed twice SGR?

16. Page IV D-40

Why couldn't an explosion rupture the building and release more plutonium
than is projected for the model under consideration?

17. A list of items yet to be resolved and the status of the programs aimed at
their resolution should be presented.

18. Page 5-61

The ore and enrichment prices quoted are comparable to the mid-1973 prices
and escalations. Present day prices, however, are such that those utilized
in the study are about half of the present projected prices for 1990:
Also, further increase in the enrichment costs due to private management
of enrichment facilities should be considered.

1. Comment:

"Pages S-1, S-2, and S-4. There appears to be some inconsistency in statements
concerning the level of fission products in mixed oxide fuel compared to uranium
fuel. One statement on the bottom of Page S-l states that mixed oxide fuel has
a fission product inventory different from uranium fuel; two paragraphs later,
the fission product inventory is stated to be about the same. In this context,
then it is not clear how 'reduction in uranium requirements coupled with the
different fission product content of mixed oxide fuel.' results in decreases
in radiological exposure of the general population.'"

Response:

What appears to be an inconsistency stems from the very small differences in the
levels of fission product inventories from MOX and UO and UO only spent fuels.
In CHAPTER IV, Section J, a full assessment of radiolggical eiposures of the general
population and workers is made with comparisons of the three fuel cycle options: no
recycle, recycle of uranium only and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

2. Comment:

"Page IV C-33. In the third paragraph, the statement that 'control rod insertion
requirements will be unchanged' should be explained in view of the statement made
in the last paragraph of Page IV C-32 and first paragraph of Page IV C055."

Response:

The paragraph in question has been rewritten in the final GESMO to indicate that the
rod insertion limits will not be changed appreciably with the introduction of MOX
fuel in LWR's. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3.5.

3. Comment:

"Pa e IV C-44. It is not clear how the results of the measurement in the fourth
paragraph and given in Figure IV C-22 can lead to the statement that 'large PuO2particles will have no measurabel effect during steady state operation. The
experimental results deal only with the DNB heat flux. What about the fact that
the operating heat flux will be closer to the DNB heat flux if an unexpected
power spike is experienced. Moreover, to complete the logic, some information on
particle size and population distribution of large particles should be presented.
Futhermore, BWR application is not covered."

Response:

A change has been made in this paragraph of final GESMO to clarify the fact that thermal
conductivities of the fuel, gap and cladding will dissipate a heat spike during steady
state operation. This may not be true during a reactivity initiated transient, which
is discussed in the paragraphs (also modified) on incipient cladding failure thresholds.
Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.4.2.

J. E. Meyers/gt
10/30/74
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4. Comment:

"Page IV C-51. Necessity for appropriate fuel densification model should be
mentioned in the summary and conclusions. What is the status of demonstration
program?"

Response:

In the final GESMO the densification paragrphs have been rewritten and a brief discussion
of MOX densification programs is given. Densification in MOX fuels, however, is not a
major technical concern. The use of verified MOX densification models is required
as described in CHAPTER IV, Section C, 3.0. It is not appropriate to discuss these
details in the summary. The summary paragraph has been revised to include a general
statement on the use of MOX data and assumptions.

5. Comment:

"Page IV C-5g Footnote. What is the impact of the 5% of the LWR's which will
exceed twice SGR?"

Response:

Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.1, it is believed that by the time the
performance characteristics for plutonium utilization in quantities greater than
1.15 SGR values have been determined to be acceptable, sufficient fuel and core per-
formance data as well as fuel recovery and fabrication experience will be available
from the LWR's that recycle plutonium in quantities less than 1.15 SGR values and the
choice of full plutonium LWR or other intermediate loading greater than 1.15 SGR
may then be optional. The impact of recycling plutonium in quantities greater than
1.15 SGR would have to be evaluated, if proposed, on a case-by case basis.

The results of an industry survey indicated that most recycled plutonium would likely
be used, in currently designed LRW's, in concentrations ranging from two-thirds to
just above the self-generating reactor equilibrium values. A concentration of recycled
plutonium somewhat above the concentration expected'to be used in most LWR's of current
design within the next ten years (1.15 SGR) was examined to determine what effect, if
any, its use would have on those reactor characteristics which might affect the
probability and consequences of accidents, as compared to currently designed LWR's
fueld with U02 .

Since it was clear than, at this 1.15 level of plutonium usage, U02 reactor technology
would be applicable with only minor details requiring review on a plant by plant basis.
It was concluded that the changes in radiological and environmental effects of using
varying generation rates would be negligible. Accordingly, it was decided that the
1.15 SGR plutonium recycle reactor model should be used to portray the environmental
effects of reactor use of recycled plutonium in the draft GESMO.

The foregoing should not be interpreted to mean that there is an inherent safety or
environmental limit at 1.15 SGR (or close to this value) on the use of recycled plutonium
in reactors. This is not the case. On the other hand, it should not be concluded that
there is not some limit beynnd 1.15 SGR at which the safety and environmental consequences
of the use of recycle plutonium in reactors are not comparable to that of UO2. To
identify this limit precisely was not considered to be justified in light of the resutls
of the survey of the industry plans for the use of recycled plutonium in currently
designed LWR's. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.2.

6. Comment:

"Pa e IV D-40. Why couldn't an explosion rupture the building and release more
plunium than is projected for the model under consideration?"

Response:

There will not be enough explosive force in all of the potentially explosive material
present in the plant to rupture the confinement wall, e.g.; the model plant final con-
finement structure is considered to be designed to withstand the maximum explosion
that could be postulated. In addition, the quantities of potentially explosive materials
required by the manufacturing process would not be large enough to supply an explosive
force that would breech the confinement.

An explosion, by sabotage, could possibly rupture the wall. This aspect is addressed
in the safeguards supplement to GESMO.

7. Comment:

"A list of items yet to be resolved and the status of the programs aimed at their
resolution should be presented."

Response:

It is not clear what is meant by this comment, "A list of itmes yet to be resolved...".
License application procedures for a MOX fabrication plant include Safety Analysis
Reports and these reports are evaluated on a case-by-case basis-by the NRC staff. The
reports must list all safety items and a list of items to be considered and yet to be
resolved, related to plant operation, for staff evaluation.

8. Comment:

"Page 5-61. The ore enrichment prices quoted are comparable to the mid-1973 prices
an esca ations. Present day prices, however, are such that those utilized in the
study are about half of the present projected prices for 1990. Also, further
increase in the enrichment costs due to private management of enrichment facilities
should be considered."

Response:

The market place model employed in this final GESMO is described in CHAPTER XI,
Appendix A. The rate of usage of the resources does affect the market price.
Additionally, the model uses an "estimated cost of recovery" instead of the
"forward cost" concept, thus an estimate of the market price is generated. Because
of the inherent uncertainties in such an exercise, the effect of the uncertainties
is examined by parameterizing the price of U3 08 and looking at the effect on incen-
tives to recycle. See CHAPTER XI, paragraph 3.1.

The separative work cost was taken as $75/SWU, the generally accepted price at
which private industry may enter the market. This cost is also parameterized and
varied to see the effect on the incentives to recycle. See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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Comment Letter No. 35
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Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. 6000 Executive Boulevard, Suite 600, Rockville. Maryland - 20852

H- FS A Subsidiary of Getty Oil Company (301) 770-5510

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
October 30, 1974
Page 2

October 30, 1974

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

\_4

- 2

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels
Directorate of Licensing
Office of Regulation

and Materials

Gentlemen:

Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) submits the following comments
and suggestions on the draft Generic Environmental Statement on
the use of Mixed Oxide fuel (GESMO) as issued by the Commission
on August 15, 1974.

The basic conclusion reached by GESMO that plutonium should be
immediately recycled as mixed oxide fuel in LWRs appears to be
logical, sound, and well supported. The recycle of plutonium is
required in order to assure the long term availability of suf-
ficient electrical power in this country. Further, the experience
gained from LWR Pu recycle will be invaluable in preparing for the
future breeder economy.

NFS is the only private company that has had experience in all
phases of the out-of-reactor fuel cycle which involve plutonium
recycle; this includes mixed oxide fuel design and fabrication,
reprocessing, plutonium recovery, waste handling, and fuel trans-
portation. Based on our experience, NFS believes that plutonium
recycle is practical, viable, and safe. NFS also believes that
the overall environmental impact of the fuel cycle without Pu re-
cycle will be greater than the impact would be with Pu recycle.
Safeguards requirements consistent with the threat of diversion
or sabotage have been identified and-implemented.

The following comments are directed towards specific areas with-
in GESMO that NFS believes should be strengthened:

COSTS

projected value of uranium (as U3 0 8 );

projected value of plutonium;

reprocessing costs; and

long-term spent fuel storage costs.

SCHEDULES

The GESMO estimate of plutonium utilization in the early years
(1976-1980) should be revised to reflect the unavailability of
reprocessing facilities in that period.

EXISTING FACILITIES

GESMO appears to ignore existing manufacturing and processing
facilities in favor of future hardened facilities constructed
in accordance with new regulations and guidelines. There must
necessarily be an overlapping interface between existing and
new facilities during which time the environmental impact con-
clusions of GESMO may not be totally valid. The existence of
present day facilities should be acknowledged, and their expected
environmental effect should be discussed.

SAFEGUARDS

NFS strongly recommends that any safeguards upgrading required
for the protection of the projected MOX fuel cycle be identified
as soon as possible (such identification need not-be tied to the
approval of a final GESMO statement). Each alternative for the
upgrading of the safeguards system should be independenLly evalua-
ted on a cost-benefit basis- prior to implementation.

The safeguards concepts involving "spiked" plutonium and de-
bilitating gases do not appear practical. NFS believes that
such schemes would create an employee hazard far in excess of
any safeguards gains.

BASIS ASSUMPTIONS

GESMO should state that the introductory assumptions (e.g.:
3-5% PuO2 in MOX fuels, use of natural uranium in MOX fuels,
and 1.15 SGR) are adopted for convenience and consistency only.

Cost figures throughout the
current rates or estimates.
to be understated are:

report should be revised to reflect
Some examples of cost which appear

t DEC 41974- (0
ON t MIu sav** ,
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NRC Staff Responses to Specific Comments
on Health, Safety, and Environment

by J. R. Clark

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
October 30, 1974
Page 3

They should not be considered as limiting conditions such that
other options are excluded from coverage by GESMO.

Very truly yours,

( J. R." Clark, Manager
Environmental Protection

and Licensing

JRC:kac

1. Comment:

"Cost figures throughout the report should be revised to reflect current rates
or estimates. Some examples of cost which appear to be understated are:

-projected value of uranium (as U308 );

-projected value of plutonium;

-reprocessing costs; and

-long-term spent fuel storage costs."

Response:

All costs throughout final GESMO have been updated to reflect the best current
estimates. See CHAPER XI, Section 2.0, for a parameterization of costs to see the
effect on the incentives to recycle.

2. Comment:

"GESMO appears to ignore existing manufacturing and processing facilities in
favor of hardened facilities constructed in accordance with new regulations
and guidelines. There must necessarily be an overlapping interface between
existing and new facilities during which time the environmental impact conclusions
of GESMO may not be totally valid. The existence of present day facilities
should be acknowledged, and their expected environmental effect should be
discussed."

Response:

In final GESMO the environmental effects are based on model commercial size spent fuel
reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication plants. The dose assessments from releases
for these plants are integrated over the period 1975 to 2000. When considering the
earliest possible recycle occurrring in 1981 (Alternative 3) and the industry require-
ments through the year 2000, the effects of the small existing plants on the overall
industry would have little or no impact. It is postulated that if any existing plant
remains in production handling plutonium, all regulations on safety and safeguards
would prevail.

3. Comment:

"GESMO should state that the introductory assumptions (e.g.,: 3-5% PuO in MOX
fuels, use of natural uranium in MOX fuels, and 1.15.SGR) are adopted ior
convenience and consistency only.

"They should not be considered as limiting conditions such that other options
are excluded from coverage by GESMO."
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3. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

The use of natural uranium in the MOX fuel fabrication has been noted in final GESMO
as a basis for dose assessments and environmental impacts and is not limiting in
the method of MOX fuel manufacture.

The overall economics of using uranium tails from the enrichment plant are reviewed
in the reponse to Comment No. 123 of Comment Letter No. 24.
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Comment Letter No. 36

PROTECT THE PENINSULA'S FUTURE/

P.O. Box 1677, Sequim, Washington, 98382 S"19
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October 29, 1974

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials,

Directorate of Licensing-Regulation

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft

Generic Environmental Statement on the use of Mixed

Oxide fuel in LWRs.

Our comments are attached. We found it difficult to cover
the amount of material provided in the time available to

study it and hope we did not accuse you of any omissions incorrectly

by virtue of the haste necessitated by the time frame.

COMMENTARY ON WASH 1327, Draft EIS of Generic Environmental Statement

Mixed Oxide Fuel, by AEC. 10/29/74 Joyce S. Tuck, Eloise W. Kailin

Rt. 1, Box 253, Sequim, Wash. 98382

As background, we wish to observe that we do not believe that the light water

reactor wvth uranium fuel is sufficiently safe for general commercial use. We

are keenly aware that what is not safe enough to put near large load centers

must be looked on askance by those of us in more sparsely settled areas where

,.ower requirements do not justify such an installation. The continuation of the

Price -Anderson Act and the absolute unavailability of privately obtainable

insurance tell us that financial institutions also have serious doubts on the risk

issue.

The mixed oxide fuel which is proposed introduces considerably more danger

into the LWR particularly since it has not been designed for this. We note that

the criticality mass for plutonium is much smaller than that for uranium. The

biologic hazard of the increased plutonium load surely must play a role in the

possible magnitude of accidents breaching the containment and in the risks in

transportation accidents.

There appears to be no data available on worst-case effects of a criticality

accident comp.arable to the 1965 Brookhaven report but adjusted for the changed

conditions when MOX is used. Since tritium production is greater with MOX,

what are the implications for chemical explosiveness of the core under melt-

down conditions? What would be the temperature 'and propulsive forces in the

reactor containment vessel with a loss-of-coolant accident? Will the older plants

be retro-fitted with better hydrogen suppression systems, and if so what will

the cost be?

Radioiodine is of critical interest because of its entry into the grass-milk food

chain of man and because of its concentration by the thyroid gland. It may be

one of the limiting factors in population dose in a serious accident. What are

the consequences of an 8% higher inventory in the core when MOX is used, in

day-to -day emissions and under accident conditions? Will additional hold-up

facilities or absorption have to be added? And what will the cost be?

The fission cross-section of plutonium being twice that for U235, it takes only

about half as many neutrons to cause the same number of fissions in Pu
2 3

9.

This would seem to imply the possibility of even more rapid attainment of

supercriticality and raises in our minds the question of adequacy of the control

rods in this situation. What is the added risk-of-frequency of supercriticality?

We note the presence of from 6 to 8 times as much Pu at the start of a fuel

cycle and double the amount of Pu at the end of a fuel cycle as compared with

uranium oxide loading. How can this possibly fail to have a significant effect

on either the liklihood or the consequences of an accident?

The paucity of operating experience in reactors of 1000 MWe or greater is evident

in this report. Predictions of reactor core behavior are mainly extrapolations

from uranium fuel and may er may not prove to be applicable. We have already

experienced fuel fabrication problems with plain uranium oxide; now we are to

Yours truly,

Joyce S. Tuck, Research Committee
and

Eloise W. Kailin, President (1974) SDEC 41974-~ 10
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COMMENTARY ON WVASH 1327, Page 2

try to produce a mixed fuet which is free of hot spots. How will quality control
for this task be implemented? What consequences can be anticipated in the event
of production of defective fuel?

We are already committed to a program of importation of uranium from foreign
sources on an escalating schedule which this program apparently would not
substantially alter. To achieve what is in effect about a t and t/2 years of ex-
tension of the uranium fuel supply economically extractable, we must pay for

1. 8 MOX plants
2. Solid transuranic waste accumulation 50% grealer in volume and particularly

expensive to compact and to store
3. The release of an extra 200, 000 curies of tritium per year in air and 8, 000

into water
4. Wastes almost 30% hotter requiring extra shipments, special provisions for

storage due to heat and due to the accumulating plutonium with its diversion
hazards, and the need to reprocess the plutonium if it is held for a long
period because of Americum 241 build-up.

5. An increase in complications due to leaching of the transuranic stored wastes.
6. Increased risk of diversion of plutonium because of:

a) 17% more miles traveled
b)50To more shipments by 1990
c) Much more plutonium in purified form making it much easier to steal.

The difference in the amount of plutonium handled at reprocessing plants with
the MOX fuel plan would be roughly sufficient to construct 1300 plutonium "devices''
The extra cost of safeguards may be of the order of $2million per plant per year--

or close to a billion dollars/ year for 500 plants--but what about the costs in
terms ofblackmail activities assosciated with diversion, and what about the
risk to our civil liberties which would result from hijacking and terrorist
activities? Will Price-Anderson insurance cover any radiation damages inflicted
from this type of activity or would this be considered civil disobediance and, like
war, escape coverage?

Alternatives to this program have not been dealt with sufficiently. What is the
possibility that the I and l/g years of uranium extension--not to mention the
extended nuclear reactor program--can be handgled by a combination of the
following: Conservation of energy: cut out the waste as suggested by the Ford

Foundation report.
Use existing dams at their fully designed capacity.
Develop the rich and much less expensive geothermal sites
Follow through on utilization of solar energy, starting with the

provisions of the Solar aid Heating and Eooling Demonstration Act
and proceding withstudies for electricity generation from solar power

Put a lot more work into development of fuel ce lls, both large ones for

power generation at central plants and small ones for electricity

generation on a single-home basis.

Until the above questiorlsreceive satisfactory answers we urge that thle MOX program

not be implemented. It is certainly NOT insignificant.

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
Environment (Protect the Peninsula's Future), by

J. S. Tuck and E. W. Kailin

1. Conment:

"The mixed oxide fuel which is proposed introduces considerably more danger into
the LWR particularly since it has not been designed for this. We note that the
criticality mass for plutonium is much smaller than that for uranium. The
biologic hazard of the increased plutonium load surely must play a role in the
possible magnitude of accidents breaching the containment and in the risks in
transportation accidents.

"There appears to be no data available on worst-case efffects of a criticality
accident comparable to the 1965 Brookhaven report but adjusted for the changed
conditions when MOX is used."

Response:

About 30-35% of all the energy produced in an LWR reactor comes from the fission of
plutonium without plutonium recycle. The discharge fuel from an LWR (without mixed
oxide [MOX] fuel) following 3 or 4 years of irradiation contains about 9 kilograms of
plutonium for every metric ton of uranium initially charged to the reactor. The use
of MOX fuel in an LWR would increase the amount of plutonium in the reactor by about
a factor of 4. The plutonium could be used to enrich depleted, natural or slightly
enriched uranium. The MOX fuel assemblies would not be more reactive than the fuel
elements currently being used in a given reactor. The neutron flux spectrum around
the control rods would be kept about the same as now such that the positioning worth
of the control rods will not change.

The shipment of plutonium has been carried on for many years, especially in the nuclear
weapons field without serious incidents (no loss of life). In general, the given
hazards will not change; however, there will be additional plutonium shipments due to
plutonium recycle. For more details on the reactor operaton with MOX fuels, plutonium
recycle, see CHAPTER IV, Section C-3.0 and C-4.0. For the differential transportation
activities with and without MOX fuels, see CHAPTER IV, Section G.

2. Comment:

"Since tritium production is greater with MOX, what are the implications for
chemical explosiveness of the core under meltdown conditions? What would be
the temperature and propulsive forces in the reactor containment vessel with a
loss-of-coolant accident? Will the older plants be retrofitted with better
hydrogen suppression systems, and if so, what will the cost be?"

Response:

As presented in Table IV C-13 in final GESMO, the maximum core inventory of tritium
(tritium production) is 3.66 grams for a reactor containment slighly enriched uranium
fuel assemblies only and 4.0 grams for the model 1.15 SGR fuel assemblies. This
change, equivalent to less than cubic ft of tritium at atmospheric pressure
and temperature, is insignificant relative to the evaluation of combustible gas
hazards following very low probability accidents and the design of hydrogen sup-
pression systems. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, Table IV C-13.
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3. Comment:

"Radioiodine is of critical interest because of its entry into the grass-milk
food chain of Man and because of its concentration by the thyroid gland. It may
be one of the limiting factors in population dose in a serious accident. What
are the consequences of an 8% higher inventory in the core when MOX is used, in
day-to-day emissions and under accident conditions? Will additional holdup
facilities or absorption have to be added? And what will the cost be?"

Response:

In final GESMO assessments, it has been determined that with MOX fuels, there will be
only a 5% increase in the radioiodine. Additional absorption and storage facilities
would not be required.

4. Comment:

"The fission cross-section of plutonium being twice that for U-235, it takes
only about half as many neutrons to cause the same number of fissions in 

2 3 9
pu.

This would seem to imply the possibility of even more rapid attainment of super-
criticality and raises in our minds the question of adequacy of the control rods
in this situation. What is the added risk-of-frequency of supercriticality?
We note the presence of from 6 to 8 times as much Pu at the start of a fuel
cycle and double the amount of Pu at the end of a fuel cycle as compared with
uranium oxide loading. How can this possibly fail to have a significant effect
on either the likelihood or the consequences of an accident?"

Response:

CHAPTER IV, Section C in final GESMO addresses plutonium recycle in LWR's. Based on the
quantitative and descriptive information presented, it is concluded that plutonium can
be recycled in LWR's within the limits of the equilibrium model 1.15 SGR (refer to
Figure IV-C-26) without noticeable changes in core performance characteristics or
the consequences of design basis accidents.

The technical specifications relatated to operation of the nuclear power plant will not
be changed to permit higher releases of radioactivity to the environment during normal
or design basis accident conditions, i.e., there will be no increase in hazards to the
health and safety of the public by recycling plutonium within the limits that have
been evaluated.

Changing the fuel composition from UD only to MOX will not affect the probability
or the consequences of the design basis accidents (major pipe ruptures-LOCA, major
steam pipe breaks or control rod ejection), upon which the requirements for engineered
safety features are based. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.4.

5. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

In final GESMO, the core performance of an LWR charged with MOX fuel is reviewed
in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section C-3.0. In this review of the core performance,
a fuel discussion is included on the homogeneity in the fuel of MOX fuels in para-
graph 3.4.2.

The quality control on MOX fuels will be similar to that used in the manufacture of
U02 only fuels and the final neutron radiography inspection should be more effective
in the detection of flaws when using the recycled plutonium ingredient because of
higher activities of the blended oxide powders.

6. Comment:

"We are already committed to a program of importation of uranium from foreign
sources on an escalating schedule which this program apparently would not substan-
tially alter. To achieve what is in effect about a I and 1/2 years of exten-
sion of the uranium fuel supply economically extractable, we must pay for:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8 MOX plants
Solid transuranic waste accumulation 50% greater in volume and particularly
expensive to compact and to store
The release of an extra 200,000 curies of tritium per year in air and
8,000 into water
Wastes almost 30% hotter requiring extra shipments, special provisions
for storage due to heat and due to the accumulating plutonium with its
diversion hazards, and the need to reprocess the plutonium if it is held
for a long period because of 241Am build-up.
An increase in complications due to leaching of the transuranic stored
wastes
Increased risk of divesion of plutonium because of:
a. 17% more miles traveled
b. 50% more shipments by 1990"

Response:

The impacts on the environment in the draft GESMO considered the mature Pu recycle
industry in year 1990. The final GESMO compares the impacts of three fuel cycle
options integrated over a 26-year period--no recycle option, uranium recycle only,
and uranium and plutonium recycle. Over the period 1975 through 2000, the recycle
of uranium and plutonium would conserve approximately 22% of the virgin uranium that
would be consumed for the generation of electrical power without recycle. This could
extend the nuclear fuel supply about 3 years beyond the year 2000. However, over the
same period, spent fuel reprocessing would release about 60 million curies of tritium
to the hydrosphere. This would increase the world population dose commitment over
the 26-year period about 0.006% of that received from natural radiation. On the other
hand, the recycle of uranium and polutonium would replace the prospective need for
the additional strip mining of about 10 billion tons of cover soil and ore. CHAPTER
IV includes individual sections which include detailed assessments of all the com-
ponents of the LWR fuel cycle.

5. Comment:

"The paucity of operating experience in reactors of 1000 MWe or greater is
evident in this report. Predictions of reactor core behavior are mainly ex-
trapolations from uranium fuel and may or may not prove to be applicable. We
have already experienced fuel fabrication problems with plain uranium oxide;
now we are to try to produce a mixed fuel which is free of hot spots. How will
quality control for this task be implemented? What consequences can be antici-
pated in the event of production of defective fuel?"

7. Comment:

"Alternatives to this program have not been dealt with sufficiently. What is the
possibility that the 1 and 1/2 years of uranium extension -- not to mention the
extended nuclear reactor program -- can be handled by a combination of the
following: Conservation of energy: cut out the waste as suggested by the Ford
Foundation report.
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7. Comment (ContdM

Comment (Cont'd.)

Use existing dams at their fully designed capacity.
Develop the rich and much less expensive geothermal sites.
Follow through on utilization of solar energy, starting with the provisions
of the Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act and proceeding with
studies for electricity generation from solar power.
Put a lot more work into development of fuel cells, both large ones for
power generation at central plants and small ones for electricity gen-
eration on single-home basis.

Until the above questions receive satisfactory answers, we urge that the MOX
program not be implemented. It is certainly NOT insignificant."

Response:

A well-balanced national energy program certainly must include all of the programs
mentioned in this comment. However, due to technological uncertainties, inherent
limitations (rivers only have so much flow, geothermal reservoirs are limited) and
continued growth in energy demand, other sources of power will be needed. Some of
this power will come from nuclear power plants. The purpose of GESMO is to assess
the differences in the impacts environmentally and economically due to the intro-
duction of recycle plutonium as MOX fuel into LWR's. Also an issue that is examined
is: What should be done with the spent fuel from LWR nuclear plants? After examining
the various alternatives, it appears that recycle makes nuclear power less costly
than nuclear power with no recycle, conserves resources and could possibly reduce
the overall environmental impact. See CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0.
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Comment Letter No. 37

PPTI-hFO 1LEF )-ýUA&IIA4itý Lq -P,

November 1, 1974 , ,.- :

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials "•
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission co
Washington, D. C. 20545

THE GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT ON THE USE OF RECYCLE
PLUTONIUM IN MIXED OXIDE FUEL IN LVRs (GESMO. WASH-1327)

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The draft Generic Environmental Statement, Mixed Oxide fuel
(GESMO), has been thoroughly reviewed within Carolina Power & Light Company

because of our strong interest in the recycle of plutonium. Your staff has
presented extensive analyses in the draft GESMO which provide an effective
focal point for contribution by industrial, governmental, and other organi-
zations in resolving the plutonium recycle issues.

Included as enclosures are both general and specific comments
which may be useful in developing the final GESMO. Although these CP&L
comments pertain to a broad variety of the issues related to plutonium recycle,
cost-benefit evaluation is most frequently emphasized.

The CESMO has effectively utilized cost-benefit evaluation for many
of the factors which must be considered in recycling plutonium. However, we
suggest that even greater emphasis on cost-benefit evaluation is appropriate.
The scope of the social issues, together with the number and complexity of the
technical issues contribute to an overall representation of the problem which
is somewhat confusing. Cost-benefit evaluation should represent the quanti-
fying central structure of the total analysis to mitigate the confusion. The
effects of the risk and environmental factors which are not readily expressed
in dollars, can be quantified by evaluation of the cost or benefit to obtain
acceptable levels of risk or environmental comnitment. Although this cost-
benefit emphasis does not contribute to the solution of unresolved social and
technical issues, it does provide a clearly recognizable single basis for
evaluating the total impact of these uncertainties.

The task you have undertaken is absolutely necessary at this time,
and the Carolina Power & Light Company is glad for this opportunity to
participate. The comments contained in Enclosures 1 and 2 to this letter are
offered as constructive assistance. Please contact me with any questions you
may have.

Very truly yours,

Sr, E-. T,

J. A. Jones
Executive Vice'Fresident DEC 4 1974- 10

JAJ/j c 0fr= on^SC92tey
Enclosures r- orera:'lmc

N' UC 7

Enclosure 1

GENERAL COMMENTS ON WASH-1327 (CESMO)
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

I. Scope

GESMO may have an impact on the nuclear industry and on the

nation's resource conservation far beyond that envisaged in its present

scope. A decision not to recycle plutonium in LWRs would certainly

be associated with the potentially negative effects of plutonium on

the public health and safety. Such a negative decision would also

reduce public acceptance of breeder reactors because of their even

stronger dependence on plutonium. A decision not to recycle

plutonium in LWRs would probably cripple the breeder program.

Because GESMO has been generated in an industry atmosphere which

assumes the breeder will be developed, a positive decision on

mixed-oxides (MOX) in LWRs will have little effect. Nevertheless,

GESMO must consider the consequences of either a positive or a

negative decision and establish a basis for accounting for the full

cost-benefit impact of a negative decision.

The decision whether to recycle plutonium in LtOs should be based

on the basic issues of direct importance to our society, rather than on

technical details. The single question to be answered is "Ohat is the

cost-benefit choice for present and future generations concerning MOX

in LVTRs?" Detailed technical considerations are not central to the

decision to be made here but should be considered from two viewpoints only:

(1) credibility of pertinent technology, and (2) estimated cost to be

utilized in the cost-benefit evaluations. The first should provide

perspective in evaluating the uncertainty of the second. Sensitivity

studies should be provided on significant issues to further quantify

uncertainties.

II. Cost-Benefit

The GESMO report provides the AEC an opportunity for responsible

leadership by rigorously adhering to the cost-benefit evaluation basis

provided in enabling legislation. Such a sound basis for evaluation

and decision-making will assist our society in avoiding excessive com-

mitment of resources to the reduction of risks to infinitesimal levels

and will withstand the vagaries of public opinion as various causes in

turn become popular.
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Actual cost-benefit margins should be provided in dollars as well

as in percent. In addition to quantifying cost-benefit relationships,

such margins provide perspective and guidance in consideration of the

costs of additional procedures, facilities, and equipment which may be

required as plutonium recycling technology develops. Such analyses

will inform the industry of the practical limits of additional

expenditures which may be associated with plutonium recycling.

III. Format

The GESMO report gives the overall impression of being

repetitive and therefore unnecessarily voluminous. It is recognized

that the authors have been careful to repeat material wherever it

is pertinent, in order that each section of the report might con-

stitute an independent whole. However, this report could be more

easily comprehended if basic tables, figures, and analyses were pro-

vided in only one location. Other discussions and summaries

should reference these data in detail so that each statement

can readily be checked against its substantiating analyses. The present

format also requires substantial searching and checking of repeated

versions of the same materials to identify differences between the

versions and to establish, if possible, the location of the complete

presentation of the data. Some of the space saved by eliminating repe-

tition could be used to present summaries and conclusions in a more

objective format to avoid any impression of bias.

Principles for determining the significance of individual aspects

of the evaluation should be established on a generic basis and applied

rigorously throughout the report. For instance, one rule might state

that any aspect of the problem which charges the cost of the base case

by less than one percent, including uncertainties, can be disregarded.

It will then be necessary to demonstrate that a particular effect is

less than one percent before it can be declared to be "insignificant."

We suggest a completely comprehensive set of such groundrules should

be prominently described in the report.

IV. Safeguards

It is the responsibility of the AEC to force those considering

plutonium recycling to evaluate the needs for additional safeguards

within a total perspective of risks to our society from saboteurs and

bombers. This industry cannot allow scare tactics to cause our

society to waste a disproportionate share of its resources in insigni-

ficant reduction of this one particular type of risk when thousands

of other comparable risks, not associated with nuclear power, are not

dealt with similarly.

Preliminary qualitative assessments of several of the proposed

concepts for improving safeguards are offered as follows:

1) Through integrated facilities, the minimization of safeguard

risks in transporting Plutonium between reprocessing and MOX

fabrication plants are most evident. It should be recognized,

however, that reprocessing and MDX fabrication services pro-

vided to customers are generally considered totally separable

from the standpoint of both the purchaser and the supplier

of the service. A very high degree of maturity in this

industry must exist prior to deriving any significant bene-

fits from this concept. Even then there will be older

facilities which will not be coupled and therefore not pro-

vide this form of additional safeguard protection.

2) Numerous improvements are mentioned related to personnel

security, many of which offer the potential of very positive

benefits. Changes which may be implemented in this area

should be made only as required to meet the fundamental safe-

guards objectives set forth and only when necessary to meet our

expanding needs. Overreaction in this area has the potential

of weakening the overall protective system.
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3) The use of radioactive spikes in plutonium for safeguards

strengthening will certainly fail all forms of accurate

cost-benefit analyses.

In summary, GESMO offers numerous constructive alternatives for

improving and strengthening existing special nuclear materials safeguards.

The principal weakness lies in the failure to justify or have

sufficient supporting documentation elsewhere justifying the need

for safeguard changes. The final statement should contain very precise

justification for the upgrading of our current safeguard objectives.

Additionally, new safeguard concepts to be implemented should likewise

be justified individually on a cost-benefit basis.

V. General Credibility

The GESMO Report should create a general impression of strict objec-

tivity. The AEC is fully discharging its duties as protector of the

public interest with regard to nuclear power, and this fact should not

be undermined.

It is quite obvious, however, that the writers of GESMO have tried

to make convincing arguments for the redycling of plutonium in LWRs. In

spite of the fact that we here at CP&L agree with this conclusion, we

believe such an impression of bias will prove to be detrimental to an

early positive ruling on plutonium recycle.

This document must be edited from the viewpoint of those who oppose

plutonium recycling. The document must avoid statements which can be

shown to be biased under cross-examination at the subsequent hearings.

Many examples of this bias have been identified in the draft; however,

only a few are presented below for illustration.

1) The draft CESMO has too lightly dismissed several negative

factors regarding plutonium recycling. For example: the

potential effects of plutonium ingestion deserve a more

comprehensive, objective discussion of the well documented

pathways and effects on man in order to improve the

credibility of the report; and the potential additional

occupational hazard to utility plant personnel must be

addressed in terms of potential changes in equipment and

procedures to reduce the additional hazard to

insignificance.

2) The last of the fourth paragraph on page S-2 states that

"Accidents at the mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant, a

facility that does not occur in the US2 fuel cycle, are

similar in consequence to accidents at UO12 fuel cycle

facilities as follows:

(1) Criticality accidents - UO2 fuel fabrication facilities

(2) Fires and explosions involving plutonium - fuel

reprocessing plants."

Because there is no basis for assuming comparable levels of

automation and shielding in comparing a MOX fuel fabrication

plant and a spent fuel reprocessing plant, one could easily

interpret item (2) as an attempt to unfairly minimize the

effect of a factor unfavorable to plutonium recycle by

oversimplification.

3) The third sentence of the first paragraph of page S-42 states

"The impact of plutonium recycle in light water reactors on

the handling and shipping of significant quantities of strategic

SM•P (Special Nuclear Material) has been assessed and it is

judged that the introduction of plutonium recycle into a situa-

tion already dominated by other strategic SNM would not in

itself significantly affect the required safeguards measures."

Although this conclusion may be accurate, most readers expect
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additional measures to guard against theft of plutonium fuels

to be required at commercial nuclear power plants. On the

surface this seems a major increase in impact for a potentially

large number of facilities. If theconclusion is reached be-

cause the changes at nuclear plants are judged to be relatively

minor and inexpensive, then this simple explanation should be

included in all descriptions. Otherwise, many readers will

interpret this conclusion as biased minimization of an

additional negative effect of plutonium recycle.

4) The first sentence of the last paragraph of page S-46 states

"In the spent fuel reprocessing plants increased, but low,

emissions of transuranium isotopes would accompany the imple-

mentation of plutonium recycle." Here an impression of bias

has been conveyed by choice of words. The "but low" in this

sentence appears as too much protesting about how insignificant

the effects of plutonium recycle are. A sentence quantifying

the low level of emissions from reprocessing plants with UO2

cycle, followed by a second sentence quantifying the magnitude

or percentage of increase to be caused by MOX would present

the same facts with a degree of objectivity which could be

defended and probably would not be challenged.

5) The sixth and seventh sentences in the second paragraph of

page S-61 state "Since this (enriching) plant would be

required in the- early 1980's if plutonium were not recycled,

it would probably be based on gaseous diffusion technology.

This plant would probably use the gas centrifuge technology

under either of the plutonium recycle alternatives since more

time would be-available for development of the- new technique."

This conclusion clearly reflects substantial bias in favor

of plutonium recycle since it is highly speculative to con-

clude now that gas centrifuge technology will reach commercial

practicality within precisely the span of time required to

provide this presumed advantage to the MOX fuel cycle. At

best these facts should be presented as a trend which could

result in such an advantage.

The credibility of this reporr could also be improved through

provision of sensitivity studies of the major data analyses. Because

many projections are required to evaluate plutonium recycling in the

year 1990, the reader is continually made aware that uncertainties

exist. These uncertainties could be brought into perspective through

appropriate sensitivity studies.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS ON WASI-1327 (GESMO)
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPAXY

Page S-42, second paragraph

Page S-7, item 6

The safeguards concept of "spiked" plutonium should be eliminated

from consideration because it only trades one risk for another and is not

consistent with the concept of "as low as practical" occupational radiation

exposure.

Page S-12, Section II.1

Does the AEC intend to issue regulatory information with respect

to the use of mixed oxide in the already acceptable LWR designs under the

IAC or will the use of mixed oxide be considered as new core design requir-

ing major hardware changes in existing LWRs in light of the FAC?

Page S-22, Figure S-1

Projections for nuclear power are highly optimistic and inconsistent

with recent industry and AEC estimates.

Page S-21, second paragraph

This paragraph should be modified to avoid the implication that

operation in accordance with Technical Specifications is unique to use of

recycled plutonium.

Page S-29, Table.S-6

The units of the liquid radiological effluents have not been specified.

"Storage at reactor sites" is considered as an "area of greatest

difference between the present uranium fuel cycle for LWRs and the LWR mixed

oxide fuel cycle, where additional safeguards measures must be considered . . .

A similar statement on page S-6 does not include these reactor sites. We

recommend use of the version on page S-42 as most responsive to potential

safeguards concerns.

Page S-43, Table S-10, footnote

A description of the LWRs considered here as noncommercial should be

included for clarity.

Psee 1-14. third naraerash. last sentence

Reads, "At most, some additional control rods and rod drive

mechanisms may be necessary in some reactors" [for utilization of MOX].

The "at most" is a misleading oversimplification.

Page 1-15, Table 1-2

The "Decay Heat Characteristics of Irradiated Plutonium" should

be added to this table.

Page 11-12, Figure 11-4

Figure 11-4 should be updated to show the effect of the energy

crises.

Page 11-19, top of page

Page S-36, last line of fourth paragraph

The first equation is erroneously repeated.

Modify to read ". . . genetic defects from all causes expected in

1990. .. "
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Page IVA-12, Section C
Page 11-24, third paragraph, line 6

Should read, ". . . plutonium-containing fuel rods would have

a greater power density than uranium-only rods of equivalent fissile

material concentration." One cannot conclude the power density would be

twice as high.

The words "accident," "severe accident" and "extremely severe

accident" are used without defining the scope and consequences of each.

Page IVC-25. second paragraph

Accident classes should be identified as Condition II, III, or IV

to be consistent with ANSI 18 standards and SARs.
Page 11-59, sixth paragraph

We do not believe that the statement "Plutonium utilization in

BWRs appears economically less attractive than in PWR's . can be

substantiated.

Page 11-59, tenth paragraph

The statement, ". . . it is of interest to blend the plutonium

with uranium from gas-cooled reactors or P13R's . is speculative and

does not contribute to the objectives of GESMO.

Page 11-63. first paragraph, last line, and Page IV G-31, Table IV G-6

Recent data investigated by CP&L indicates shipping of spent mixed-

oxide fuel may not be different from spent uranium fuel since measured

differences in decay heat seem insignificant. This issue should be clearly

described as unresolved.

Page IVC-26, Table IVC-2

Same as above.

Page IVC-32, third paragraph, second line

The thermal flux in a mixed oxide fuel assembly would not be reduced

to "only half." This is only approximate because the higher self-shielding

of plutonium should be considered.

Page IVC-38, fifth paragraph

The fuel element self-shielding effect should also be addressed.

Self-shielding should be identified as being the reason for the behavior

described on page IVC-49, third paragraph.

Page IVC-56, first paragraph
Page 111-3, Table III-1

Plutonium storage data is incomplete.

Pages IiI-8. 9, Figures III-4A and III-4B

Should conclude here that the coolant requirements for spent fuel

pools will not change from UO02 storage to MOX storage.

Page IVD-3, second paragraph

"All plutonium contaminated wastes leaving the facility are solids,

or have been incorporated into a solid matrix (concreted)." Alternatives to

concrete matrix are being allowed as per WASH-1539.

Should include plutonium storage facilities.
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Page IVD-30, Table IVD-7

-6-

Page IVG-19, Section e., third paragraph

Sanitary effluents in Tables IVD-7 and IVD-5 are not consistent.

It is noted that an open trailer with cask is under the same criteria.

Closed trucks are not mandatory.Page IVD-38, Table IVD-I.

The basis of the 80,000 rem/yr. is very unclear and requires further

review and clarification. The value should possibly be 8000 rem/yr.

Page IAG-5, fifth paragraph

The 17% increase in vehicle-miles does not consider the highly

probable changes in transportation criteria which will arise due to

regulatory/intervenor pressures. A sensitivity analysis should be performed.

Page IVG-5, seventh paragraah

Definition of accident severity is required to appreciate the

probability of the events.

Fage IVG-6i Figure IVG-l

Potential storage/transportation of 10 nanocurie/gm low level waste

from reactor operations should he indicated.

Paee IVG-22. first and second oaravrashs

It should be stated that the mileage is round-trip. Further, no

mention of rail mileage is made. Is this included in these estimates? It is

unclear if the 200 truck shipments refer to strictly radwaste and fuel related

shipments.

Page IVG-22, paragraph n.

It is noted that various states have formed groups and programs to

address post-accident actions - e.g., Southern Interstate Nuclear Board.

Page IVG-52, Table IV 0-12

Should include comparable values for UO2.

Page IVH-5, fourth paragraph

1. The rationale for the 10 nanocurie limit should be given.

Page IVG-9, second paragraph Reference Appendix B WASH-1539.

The reference to "serious" and "catastrophic" consequences is

very unclear. Definition and limits of such terms are required.

2. Why amend 10CFR20 to require disposal at federal burial grounds

of fuol bundle hulls?

Page IIVG-16, Table IV G-5 Page V-7, paragraph 4

Transport Group III, 1311r should be 1311. Object to federally operated nuclear security system.
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
-7- Environment, by J. A. Jones

Page V-7, paragraph 6

"Spiked" plutonium makes plutonium recycle undesirable from the

standpoint of storage and inspection of new fuel both in manufacturing plant

and in power plant.

Page V-7

It is suggested that regulatory guides on plutonium utilization be

separated for the various facilities such as power plants, manufacturing

facilities, reprocessing plants, etc., to promote clarity of applicability.

Page V-16 paragraph (4)

The term "escort car" should be clarified. Does it mean escorting

automobile or adjacent railcar?

Page V-16, paragraph (6)

AEC notification is usually placed on a time frame such as

immediately by telephone, within 24 hours, etc.

Page V-17, paragraph b.

Material Balance Area (MBA) should be functionally defined.

Page V-26, second line

Storage of plutonium in vaults or vault type rooms will be difficult

to provide at existing plants like H. B. Robinson or Brunswick.

Page V-44, Section q., H.2.9

The use of spiked plutonium seems contrary to the philosophy of

ALAP inplant exposure (Regulatory Guide 8.8).

1. Comment:

"The GESMO has effectively utilized cost-benefit evaluation for many of the factors
which must be considered in recycling plutonium. However, we suggest that even
greater emphasis on cost-benefit evaluation is appropriate. The scope of the
social issues, together with the number and complexity of the technical issues,
contribute to an overall representation of the problem which is somewhat
confusing. Cost-benefit evaluation should represent the quantifying central
structure of the total analysis to mitigate the confusion. The effects of
the risk and environmental factors which are not readily expressed in dollars
can be quantified by evaluation of the cost or benefit to obtain acceptable levels
of risk or environmental commitment. Although this cost-benefit emphasis does
not contribute to the solution of unresolved social and technical issues, it does
provide a clearly recognizable single basis for evaluating the total impact
of these uncertainties."

Response:

In the assessments of final GESMO, it was determined that all impacts were below
acceptable risk levels as defined by regulations 10 CFR 20 on radiological releases
and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, for design objectives and limiting conditions for LWR opera-
tions. GESMO addresses the differential impacts on the environment and the cost-benefit
as related to the three fuel cycle options of no recycle, recycle of uraium only,
and the recycle of uranium and plutonium. The socio-economics is more site oriented
and would be considered in the licensing of each fuel cycle facility on a case-by-case
basis.

2. Comment:

"A decision not to recycle plutonium in LWR's would probably cripple the breeder
program. Because GESMO has been generated in an industry atmosphere whic. assumes
the breeder will be developed, a positive decision on mixed-oxides (MOX) in
LWRs will have little effect. Nevertheless, GESMO must consider the consequences
of either a positive or a negative decision and establish a basis for accounting
for the full cost-benefit impact of a negative decision.

"The decision whether to recycle plutonium in LWRs should be based on the basic
issues of direct importance to our society, rather than on technical details.
The single question to be answered is "What is the cost-benefit choice for present
and future generations concerning MOX in LWR's?" Detailed technical considerations
are not central to the decision to be made here but should be considered from
two viewpoints only: (1) credibility of pertinent technology, and (2) estimated
cost to be utilized in the cost-benefit evaluations. The first should provide
perspective in evaluating the uncertainly of the second. Sensitivity studies
should be provided on_.,jgnifi.cant issues to further quantify uncertainties."

Response:

To insure that no credits are taken for advanced and unproven technologies, economic
advantages are deliberately excluded. This comment is valid in pointing out that
Pu recycle, as it could be developed for the LWR industry,.would have no major benefits
for the later advent of a FBR industry.

Thus the analysis performed in CHAPTER XI in final GESMO is based on only plutonium
recycle in LWR's, and the advent of the FBR is not an issue and does not influence
the results. This effect and other sensitivity analyses are included in CHAPTER XI,
Section 3.0.
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3. Comment:

"Actual cost-benefit margins should be provided in dollars as well as in percent.
In addition to quantifying cost-benefit relationships, such margins provide per-
spective and guidance in consideration of the costs of additional procedures,
facilities, and equipment which may be required as plutonium recycling technology
develops. Such analyses will inform the industry of the practical limits of
additional expenditures which may be associated with plutonium recycling."

Response:

In final GESMO, the economic as well as the environmental costs of the implementation
of plutonium recycle have been quantified in absolute as well as relative terms. A
cost-benefit ratio, per se, is presented only for the radiological environmental costs,
and the economic benefits of prompt recycle as related to the no recycle option. A
complete coverage of the above is included in CHAPTERS VIII and XI, covering the sen-
sitivities of delays in the implementation for the period 1975 through 2000.

5. Comment (Cont'd),
Response:

The ground rules for the evaluation of Pu recycle have been described in some detail
in CHAPTER VIII, Section 5 of final GESMO. The uncertainties have also been explored,
and their effects are discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.

4. Comment:

"The GESMO report gives the overall impression of being repetitive and therefore
unnecessarily voluminous. It is recognized that the authors have been careful to
repeat material wherever it is pertinent, in order that each section of the
report might constitute an independent whole. However, this report could be more
easily comprehended if basis tables, figures, and analyses were provided in only
one location. Other discussions and summaries should reference these data in
detail so that each statement can readily be checked against its substantiating
analyses. The present format also requires substantial searching and checking
of repeated versions of the same materials to identify differences between the
versions and to establish, if possible, the location of the complete presentation
of the data. Some of the space saved by eliminating repetition could be used to
present summaries and conclusions in a more objective format to avoid any impression
of bias."

Response:

This final GESMO is a generic statement which must serve the entire LWR industry. It
has been prepared to relate to all of the components of the Pu recycle industry. To
accommodate wide coverage and varied interests, GESMO is structured to provide
independent complete environmental assessments of the many steps of the final cycle
detailed in CHAPTER IV. The individual summaries and overall summary and conclusions
in the final GESMO have been recast to provide independent overviews with some
repetition of basis tables and figures but augmented with cross references to the
detailed text sections.

6. Comment:

"It is quite obvious, however, that the writers of GESMO have tried to make
convincing arguments for the recycling of plutonium in LWRs. In spite of the
fact that we here at CP&L agree with this conclusion, we believe such an im-
pression of bias will prove to be detrimental to an early positive ruling on
plutonium recycle.

"This document must be edited from the viewpoint of those who oppose plutonium
recycling. The document must avoid statements which can be shown to be biased
under cross-examination at the subsequent hearings. Many examples of this bias
have been identified in the draft; however, only a few are presented below for
illustration."

Response:

This comment relating to the need to maintain objectivity in the assessment of plutonium,
recycle to avoid an impression of bias for a positive ruling has been given consideration
in the text of final GESMO. The text has been expanded and provides more extensive
coverage of the potential risks as well as benefits. Refer to specific responses to
Comments 7, 8, and 12 of this Comment Letter No. 37.

7. Comment:

"The draft GESMO has too lightly dismissed several negative factors regarding
plutonium recycling. For example: the potential effects of plutonium ingestion
deserve a more comprehensive, objective discussion of the well documented path-
ways and effects on man in order to improve the credibility of the report; and
the potential additional occupational hazard to utility plant personnel must be
addressed in terms of potential changes in equipment and procedures to reduce
the additional hazard to insignificance."

Response:

Overemphasis of the inferior pathway of plutonium intake, ingestion, is difficult to
justify. CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C, reviews the considerable knowledge about
plutonium metabolism that prevails.

Although the penetrating radiation from unirradiated MOX fuel is somewhat greater than
that from fresh UO fuel, the additional exposure entailed in the manual steps of
loading an LWR is ixpected to be so inconsequential compared to normal exposures at an
LWR, that additional mechanization should be unwarranted. Measures to cope wifh Pu
in irradiated fuel need not be different for MOX than for UO2 fuel.

5. Comment:

"Principles for determining the significance of individual aspects of the
evaluation should be established on a generic basis and applied rigorously
throughout the report. For instance, one rule might state that any aspect of
the problem which changes the cost of the base case by less than one percent,
including uncertainties, can be disregarded. It will then be necessary to
demonstrate that a particular effect is less than one percent before it can be
declared to be "insignificant." We suggest a completely comprehensive set of
such ground rules should be prominently described in the report."
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8. Comment:

"The last of the fourth paragraph on page S-2 states that 'Accidents at the
mixed oxide fuel fabrication plant, a facility that does not occur in the U0
fuel cycle, are similar in consequence to accidents at UO2 fuel cycle faciliiies
as follows:

(1) Criticality accidents - UO2 fuel fabrication facilities

(2) Fires and explosions involving plutonium - fuel reprocessing plants.'

"Because there is no basis for assuming comparable levels of automation and
shielding in comparing a MOX fuel fabrication plant and a spent fuel reprocessing
plant, one could easily interpret item (2) as an attempt to unfarily minimize the
effect of a factor unfavorable to plutonium recycle by oversimplification.

Response:

The final GESMO text has been changed to clarify the point that calculations show that
radioactive releases resulting from upper limit accidents at MOX fuel fabrication plants
are the same order of magnitude as those resulting from those accidents at reprocessing
and U0 fuel fabrication plants. See CHAPTER IV, Section D-5.0 and Section E,
paragraph 3.5.

10. Comment (Cont'd
Response:

In view of the existing reprocessing industry, this final statement considered
the earliest possible date for spent fuel reprocessing was 1978 with widescale
Pu recycle to start in 1981 as a bounding case for assessments of impacts from 1975
to year 2000. Based on mid-1976 realistic evaluation of industry progress there
could be a delay in the implementation or Pu recycle to about 1981. In the 26-year
period of study in final GESMO, the impacts on the overall LWR industry due to this
delay are considered comparatively minor. Refer to the sensitivity studies on
delays in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0. With this schedule it has been assumed for assess-
ment of the impacts on the environment that the next new enrichment plant will be
gaseous diffusion and any follow on plants the gas centrifuge type. In addition,
a comparative assessment of environmental impacts was made on the basis that all
future enrichment plants would be gas centrifuge. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section F,
paragraph 4.3 and Appendix A.

11. Comment:

"The credibility of this report could also be improved through provision of
sensitivity studies of the major data analyses. Because many projections
are required to evaluate plutonium recycling in the year 1990, the reader is
continually made aware that uncertainties exist. These uncertainties could
be brought into perspective through appropriate sensitivity studies."

Response:

The recommended studies have been performed and are discussed in this final GESMO.
See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

9. Comment:

4) "The first sentence of the last paragraph of page S-46 states 'In the
spent fuel reprocessing plants increased, but low, emissions of transuranium
isotopes would accompany the implementation of plutonium recycle.' Here an
impression of bias has been conveyed by choice of words. The 'but low' in
this sentence appears as too much protesting about how insignificant the effects
of plutonium recycle are. A sentence quantifying the low level of emissions
from reprocessing plants with U02 cycle, followed by a second sentence quan-
tifying the magnitude or percentage of increase to be caused by MOX would pre-
sent the same facts with a degree of objectivity which could be defended and
probably would not be challenged."

Response:

The referenced paragraph in the draft GESMO .pertains, for the most part, to releases
of tritium and aSKr.

The above comment refers to the summary statement. The level of emissions from re-
processing plants which compare the U02 cycle with the changes due to the imple-
mentati~on of Pu recycle, are presented in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section E.

10. Comment:

"The sixth and seventh sentences in the second paragraph of page S-61 state
'Since this (enriching) plant would be required in the early 1980's if plutonium
were not recycled, it would probably be based on gaseous diffusion technology.
This plant would probably use the gas centrifuge technology under either of
the plutonium recycle alternatives since more time would be available for
development of the new technique.' This conclusion clearly reflects substantial
bias in favor of plutonium recycle since it is highly speculative to conclude
now that gas centrifuge technology will reach commercial practicality within
precisely the span of time required to provide this presumed advantage to the,
MOX fuel cycle. At best these facts should be presented as a trend Which could
result in such an advantage."

NOTE: Specific comments relating to editorial and clarfication items have
been incorporated in the text. Response to selected comments follow:

1.12. Comment:

"Pa e S-12, Section 11.1. Does the AEC intend to issue regulatory information
wit respect ot the use of mixed oxide in the already acceptable LWR designs
under the IAC or will the use of mixed oxide be considered as new core design
requiring major hardware changes in existing LWRs in light of the FAC?"

Response:

The use of recycle plutoium in the manner described (Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C)
will not cause fuel rod peak clad temperatures to increase at a faster rate following
the design basis loss .of coolant accidents and because of this no major hardware changes
in existing LWR's to further improve emergency core cooling are warranted or contemplated.

13. Comment:

"Page S-21 second paragraph. This paragraph should be modified to avoid the
implication that operation in accordance with Technical Specifications is
unique to use of recycled plutonium."

Response:

In final GESMO, the implication that the Technical Specifications are unique to the
use of MOX in LWR's has been removed. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-l.0 and
Section C-4.0 for detailed discussions on the use.of recycle Pu in LWR fuels.
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14. Comment:

"Page 11-59, sixth paragraph. We do not believe that the statement 'Plutonium
utilization in BWRs appears economically less attractive than in PWRs...'
can be substantiated.

"Page 11-59, tenth paragraph. The statement '... it is of interest to blend
the plutonium with uranium from gas-cooled reactors or PWR's ... ' is speculative
and does not contribute to the objectives of GESMO."

Response:

These statements are direct quotes from the conclusions reached by the Belgians in
their Pu recycle program. A change to their conclusions would not be appropriate.
The reference quoted is included in the final statement in CHAPTER II, paragraph 3.1.7.

15. Comment:

'Page 11-63, first paragraph, last line and Page IV G-31, Table IV G-6. Recent
data investigated by CP&L indicates shipping of spent mixed-oxide fuel may
not be different from spent uranium fuel since measured differences in decay
heat seem insignificant. This issue should be clearly described as unresolved."

Response:

Based on the calculations used in final GESMO, there will be some higher heat generation
in MOX spent fuel shipments. For more details on the comparisons of heat release from
spent fuels refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G, paragraph 3.4, which shows differentials
between the three options, no recycle, uranium recycle only, and uranium and Pu
recycle.

18. Comment:

"Page IVC-38, fifth paragraph. The fuel element self-shielding effect should also
be addressed. Self-shielding should be identified as being the reason for the
behavior described on page IVC-49, third paragraph."

Response:

The necessity for incorporating self-shielding effects in the fuel rod cross section
calculations is discussed in the final GESMO and accounts for the nonuniform power
production and resultant temperature profile that is noted in the comment. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3.7.

19. Comment:

"Page IVC-56, first paragraph. Should conclude here that the coolant requirements
for spent fuel pools wil not change from UO2 storage to MOX storage."

Response:

Because of the calculated increased actinides for the model 1.15 SGR in contrast to the
uranium-only core, the longer-term spent fuel storage cooling requirements may be
slightly higher, but in general will be within spent fuel pool capabilities. See
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.3.2.

20. Comment:

"Page IVD-3, second paragraph. 'All plutonium contaminated wastes leaving the
facility are solids, or have been incorporated into a solid matrix (concreted)'.
Alternatives to concrete matrix are being allowed as per WASH-1530."

Response:

The final GESMO text has been modifed to state that present technology for processing
liquid waste considers the incorporation of waste into a solid material -- (using either
cement or an equivalent solidification agent. See CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 1.5.
Also see CHAPTER IV, Section for the deposition of transuranic wastes in Federal
repository.

16. Comment:

"Page IVC-25, second paragraph. Accident classes should be identified as Condition
II, 111, or IV to be consistent with ANSI 18 standards and SARs.

"Page IVC-26, Table IV-2. Same as above."

Response:

Postulated accidents and occurrences are further classified in final GESMO in Table IV C-38.
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.4.

17. Comment:

"Page IVC-32, third paragraph, second line. The thermal flux in a mixed oxide
fuel assembly would not be reduced to 'only half'. Ths is only approximate
because the higher self-shielding of plutonium should be considered."

Response:

This portion of the draft GESMO has been changed. In the final GESMO the wording has
been changed from "only" to approximately." Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, para-
graph 3.3.4.

21. Comment:

"Page IVD-3B, Table IVD-II. The basis of the 80,000 rem/yr. is very unclear and
requires further review and clarification. The value should possibly be 8000
rem/yr."

Response:

This number was in error in the draft GESMO. The basis was the population within
50 miles of the plant (8 million) multiplied by the average annual natural U.S.
background radiation of 100 mrem (.1 rem/yr) to total 800,000 person rem/year.
The basis for population dose has been changed in the final GESMO, however, to
include the entire population of the United States (250 million). See CHAPTER IV,
Section D paragraph 4.3.3.
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22. Comment:

"Page IVG-5, fifth paragraph. The 17% increase in vehicle-miles does not consider
the highly probable changes in transportation critera which will arise due to
regulatory/interventor pressures. A sensitivity analysis should be performed."

Response:

It is not expected that the vehicle-miles would increase due to regulatory/intervenor
pressures over the mileage already assumed in this section. The radiological impact
and environmental effect due to transportation are sufficiently small (less) when
compared to average natural background radiation and total United States truck
mileage as to not warrant additional study. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section G, Tables
IV G-l and IV G-2.

23. Comment:

"Page IVG-9, second paragraph. The reference to 'serious' and 'catastrophic'
consequences is very unclear. Definition and limits of such terms are required.

Response:

In final GESMO this statement has been clarified to indicate "serious" with regard
to property damage, but not judged catastrophic since no deaths would be expected.
See CHAPTER IV, Section G.

24. Comment:

"Page IVG-22, first and second paragraphs. It should be stated that the mileage
is round-trip. Further, no mention of rail mileage is made. Is this included in
these estimates? It is unclear if the 200 truck shipments refer to strictly
radwaste and fuel related shipments."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section G, Tables IV G-l and IV G-2 have been updated to
show shipments of fuel materials and waste material by rail and truck for comparative
purposes. The shipments are roundtrips and refer to the radioactive materials listed for
the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of
uranium and plutonium. Rail shipments were not considered a factor in the traffic and
weight discussion.
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Comment Letter No. 38 :

R. A. LIly
Vice Pr,,im.ei

Ge-e1ei Offce- 212 WoSt MiChiQa- A-e--e, J-CkeOn. M1cisg- 49201 . Alel Code 517 -88.1270

November 1, 1974

US Atomic Energy Commission
Washington DC 20545

Gentlemen: Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels & Materials,
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation

US Atomic Energy Commission 2
November 1, 1971.

Additionally, Consumcrs Power feels that alternatives 1 & 2
have not been properly treated from a cost benefit standpoint. Alternative
1 provides for prompt reprocessing of the spent fuel and storing the plu- _
tonium for future use while alternative 2 provides for storage of the spent
fuel for later reprocessing and recycling.

Consumers Power Company believes that a comparison of forecasted
production and consumption rates in 1990 shows that it will be virtually

impossible to utilize a significant amount of the plutonium that was gener-

ated and stored prior to 1990 unless significant redesign of reactors takes

place. It is impossible to recycle quantities of plutonium in current light
water reactors that are significantly greater than self-generation quantities.

We believe that contrary to the last paragraph on Page IIX-37 that a signifi-

cant amount of the loss of use of plutonium estimated to be worth 840 million
dollars can never be recovered. We believe that this conclusion is valid

irregardless of whether alternative 1 or 2 is selected.

While a small fraction of the plutonium generated might also be

used in the initial loading of mixed oxide fuel cores in the 1990"s, Consumers
Power believes this would not represent a significant fraction of the plu-
tonium previously generated and stored.

These comments are predicated on our knowledge of the present designs
of light water reactors and their capability with regard to plutonium recycle.
Although it is possible that i redesign of existing plants could be under-
taken to enhance this capability, if such redesign is postulated GESMO should
be amended to take into account the canital investment associated with a re-
design and modification effort for current reactors and the cost of replace-
ment power associated therewith.

Yours very truly,

RAL/db

We are taking this opportunity to offer our comments to the
Commission on its Generic impact Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel (GLSMO).

Consumers Power believes that treating the environmental effects
of plutonium recycle in a generic proceeding will allow a more detailed
examination of plutoniun recycle, than if plutonium recycle were independently
considered in individual licensing proceedings.

Consumers Pow-er feels that the GES?'O treatment of plutonium safe-
guards is incomplete. First, plutonium recycle significantly reduces the
amount of plutoniua which would othesmise have to be stored. Secondly, we
feel that plutonium in a reactor core is more-secure than either plutonium
nitrate or oxide stored at a vault-type storage facility. Thirdly, the
plutonium recycle is in essence similar to spiking alternative suggested.

For a given reactor, plutonium recycling between 1975 and 1990
will reduce the amount of plutonium available from that reactor by a factor
of approximately six due to the consumption of recycle plutonium. Without
plutonium recycle, the self-generated plutonium would have to be stored.
With recycle, plutonium will not have to be stored because at any given
time the majority of it will be in the reactor core with the remainder
being processed. Storage in a reactor core is significantly more secure
than in any conceivable type facility. In a reactor core, the plutonium
is not divertable due to high radiation levels. Further, the difficulty
in removing it from the plant site and reprocessing it to a reusable form
is prohibitive. In a vault-type facility, while diversion'may be difficult
to conceive, if access is gained to the material, it is in a useful form.
Additionally, less plutonium is available in a self-generation recycle scheme
due to consumption. Finally, recycle reduces the fissile to fertile isotope
ratio which lowers the quality of plutonium from a weapons standpoint. This,
in effect, is a form of spiking as described in alternate 6. We believe
that these advantages significantly off-set the transportation risk. The
benefits stated above apparently e not treated in (GESMO).

S DEC 41s74a-;
o -to ?rnla"
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By R. D. Lamley - Consumers Power Co.

1. Comment:

"For a given reactor, plutonium recycling between 1975 and 1990 will reduce
the amount of plutonium available from that reactor by a factor of approximately
six due to the consumption of recycle plutonium. Without plutonium recycle,
the self-generated plutonium would have to be stored. With recycle, plutoni-
um will not have to be stored because at any given time the majority of it
will be in the reactor core with the remainder being processed. Storage in
a reactor core is significantly more secure than in any conceivable type
facility. In a reactor core, the plutonium is not divertable due to high
radiation levels. Further, the difficulty in removing it from the plant
site and reprocessing it to a reusable form is prohibitive. In a vault-
type facility, while diversion may be difficult to conceive, if access is
gained to the material, it is in a useful form. Additionally, less plutonium
is available in a self-generation recycle scheme due to consumption.
Finally, recycle reduces the fissile to fertile isotope ratio which lowers
the quality of plutonium from a weapons standpoint. This, in effect, is a
form of spiking as described in alternative 6. We believe that these
advantages significantly offset the transportation risk. The benefits
stated above apparently were not treated in (GESMO)."

Response:

This comment includes several valid points relating to the consumption of plutonium
in LWR's with the Pu recycle mode of operation for the production of energy and
reducing inventories of Pu to theft or sabotage or both. In the draft GESMO two
fuel cycles were assessed--with Pu recycle and without Pu recycle. The without Pu
recycle was a uranium recycle considering reprocessing of spent fuels and storage
of plutonium. In final GESMO the third fuel cycle option is included--no recycle
or the throw away fuel cycle. The quantities of self generated Pu utilized and
stored are covered in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section I, Plutonium Storage. In
CHAPTER III, Projected Pu Recycle Industry, a comparison is made of the three
fuel cycle options, no recycle, uranium recycle only, and uranium and Pu recycle
in terms of quantities of materials in process and storage, including plutonium.
CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0 provides comparative data of core inventories for LWR's
operating with U02 fuel only and those operating with MOX fuels--the GESMO 1.15
SGR model at equilibrium. Table IV C-l shows the changes in fertile and fissle
plutonium after several years of recycle.

A supplement to the draft GESMO statement reviews the safeguards aspects of Pu
recycle using the prompt recycle condition of Alternative 3 as compared to the
throw away fuel cycle, no recycle, as the bounding analyses for safeguards
considerations.

2. Comment:

"Additionally, Consumers Power feels that alternatives 1 & 2 have not been
properly treated from a cost benefit standpoint. Alternative 1 provides for
prompt reprocessing of the spent fuel and storing the plutonium for future
use, while alternative 2 provides for storage of the spent fuel for later
reprocessing and recycling."

Response:

The basis for this comment on the cost-benefit analysis of Alternatives 1 and 2
is developed in Comment 3 below. The response to comment 3 shows that the plutonium
can be effectively utilized in the delayed recycle alternates.

3. Comment

"Consumers Power Company believes that a comparison of forecasted production
and consumption rates in 1990 shows that it will be virtually impossible to
utilize a significant amount of the plutonium that was generated and stored
prior to 1990 unless significant redesign of reactors takes place. It is
impossible to recycle quantities of plutonium in current light water reactors
that are significantly greater than self-generation quantities. We believe
that contrary to the last paragraph on Page IIX-37 that a significant amount
of the loss of use of use of plutonium estimated to be worth 840 million
dollars can never be recovered. We believe that this conclusion is valid
irregardless of whether alternative 1 or 2 is selected.

"While a small fraction of the plutonium generated might also be used in
the initial loading of mixed fuel cores in the 1990's Consumers Power
believes this would not represent a significant fraction of the plutonium
previously generated and stored."

Response:

In final GESMO, Alternative 3 prompt reprocessing of spent fuel about 1978 and
recycle of Pu as fuel in LWR's about 1981 was used as the base case for analyses.
With the delays indicated in the reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication industry,
it is postulated that recycled Pu could be delayed until 1983. In final GESMO,
it was postulated that all the plutonium generated in the study period 1975
through 2000 would be recycled in LWR's.

The environmental and economic impacts of delays have been factored into the
sensitivity analyses included in CHAPTERS VIII and XI. The evaluations were
made over the 26-year period through 2000 and it was determined that with several
years delay in reprocessing and MOX fabrication for Pu recycle the overall
industry economic penalties would be small and the prompt reprocessing, Alter-
native 3, could be considered as a bounding condition for the analyses.

4. Comment:

"These comments are predicated on our knowledge of the present designs of
light water reactors and their capability with regard to plutonium recycle.
Although it is possible that a redesign of existing plants could be under-
taken to enhance this capability, if such redesign is postulated GESMO
should be amended to take into account the capital investment associated
with a redesign and modification effort for current reactors and the cost
of replacement power associated therewith."

Response:

Redesign of LWR's to be able to accept MOX fuel up to 1.15 self generation is not
contemplated. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Sections C-3.0 and 4.0. The 1.15 SGR model
chosen for assessments of environmental and economic impacts was chosen in light
of a survey of industry plans indicated that currently designed LWR's would be
operated up to self generation or slightly over self generation quantities of
Pu.
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Comment Letter No. 39

DOCKET NUrBER . ~ /' ~3IE
PRO'OOqF) RULE______ .

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety
and Environment by P. W. Steketee

FREIHOFER, COOK, HECHT, OOSTERHOLUSE & DEBOER, P. C.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49502
., TCLERHARE (6,4) *SA-932l

1. Comment:

The purpose of this letter is to notify you that-WMEAC is relying for its
comments on the draft GESMO, on the comments which you either have or will
be receiving from the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc."

Response:

See responses to comments by Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., Comment
Letter No. 25.

G.-DO M H.C.T

or COUNSel

Io^, -,OST•OU-
'O•.Jc BC

aRC[* o-C.Ar

October 30, 1974

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Att: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials

Directorate of Licensing-Regulation
Washington, D.C. 20545

Re: Generic Environmental Impact Statement on Plutonium
Recycling (GESMO)

Dear Sirs:

This letter relates to the Commission's draft generic environ-
mental statement on the use of mixed oxide fuel (GESMO) and to the notice
of availability of the draft statement dated August 15, 1974.

This letter is being submitted to you on behalf of West :lichigan
Environmental Action Council, Inc., 822 Cherry Street, S.E., Grand Rapids,
Michigan 495"6, which this firm represents in a lawsuit entitled West
sichigan Environmental Action Council, Inc. -v- AEC, et al., United States

District Court, Western District of Michigan, Southern Division, File No.
G 58-73 CA. We also represent West Michigan Environmental Action Council,
Inc., in In the Matter of Consumers Power Company (Big Rock Point Plant),
Docket No. 50-155, relating to the proposed use of mixed oxide fuel by
Consumers Power Company at its Big Rock Point nuclear plant. WMEAC is
also concerned with the Hot Particle proceedings initiated by the Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc., and with the generic proceedings relating
to GESMO.

The purpose of this letter is to notify you that VR4EAC is relying,
for its comments on the draft GESMO, on the comnments which you either have
or will be receiving from the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.

Very truly yours,

FPREIHOFER, COOK, HECHT,
Y STUS B

PWS/jmc
cc: Tony Roisman

Gus Speth
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Comment Letter No. 40

=aPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATIG.. (rN-

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD o-. ,,= (C-WS/73)
-40SEVENTH STREETW.

WASHINGTON, -,C -0S
PHNE74•6--2262

' "4 NOV 1974

"Mr. S. H. Smily•
Deputy Director for . .Ft C K T.E 0
Fuels and Materials C't ~

Directorate of Licensing ,' 4 19 7 _o

Atomic Energy Ccessisin- C497
Washington, D. C. 20545 cf 1 Plmt&'

Dear Mr. Smiley:

This is in response to your letter of 23 August 1974 concerning a ra t
generic environmental statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel.

The concerned operating administrations and staff of the Department of
Transportation have reviewed the mater-ial submitted. The Federal High-
way Administration commented as follows:

"The Light Water Cooled Reactor (LWR) program is already underway
and so the EIS covers just the impacts of recycling plutonium, the
alternate to which is to not recycle plutonium. The environmental
benefits result from not mining for the uranium which is replaced by
the recycled plutonium. The environmental cost results mostly from the
radiation effluent at the Mixed Oxide Plant (mixed oxide refers to the
fact that Uranium Oxide, U02, and Plutonium Oxide, Pu&2, is mixed in the
plant), the impact of transporting the Plutonium and the possibility of
sabotage or theft during transportation. (PuO2 can be made into a bomb
fairly easily but U02 in concentration that run reactors cannot be made
into a bomb).

"There is one comment considered to be major and several considered
to be minor.

4. Chap. 11-32 indicates that plutonium is not concentrated in
the higher trophic levels. EIS should say whether the transplutonium
actinides have this property.

S. Chap. I A-2 and Chap. IV C-24 show slightly different by-products
of first generation U02 fuel. A breakdown of the by-products of
plutonium fission would be useful to compare with the by-products of
uranium fission given in Chap. I A-2.

6. Chap. IV pages C-31 and C-50 hints that the efficiency and
capacity of a plant might differ with different fuel use. This
point should be made explicitly.

7. Chap. IV C-72 uses the word 'ethnic' strangely.

8. Chap. IV D-36 should state if HF, NO, and N113 are the only
significant chemical effluents that come from the Mixed Oxide Fuel
Fabrication Plants.

9. Chap. IV F-36-Is it true that all gas-diffusion plants will be
run by coal-fired electricity?

10. Chap. IV in general assumes that the 'Spiked plutonium' anti-
theft measure mentioned throughout the EIS will not take place.
Chap. V-44 does indicate that 'Spiked plutonium' use would change
all the tables in Chapter IV. If 'Spiked plutonium' is a serious
consideration, then it should be so treated in Chapter IV.

11. Chap. VII-7-The EIS shows AEC's measures to mitigate
construction pollution are the same as ours.

12. Chap. XI-55 line 3 refers to 'paragraph-ID' should be 'pg 10
of this chapter."

The Department of Transportation has no other comments to offer nor
do we have any objection to this project, The concerns of the Federal
Highway Administration, however, should be addressed in the final
statement.

The opportunity to review this draft statement is appreciated.

Sincerely,

W. E. CALDWEL[
Capt -n, U.S. Cr3.-t G-turd

Depllý, Chief, Ok'i c-' Marine
" En' ir-mmt u Sr. msfly CirlVCin r.[ C:••,ormmidant

"Major: The capital investment in recycling plutonium from the LWR
will make it more desirable to proceed with the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor (IMFBR). This is roughly equivalent to the segmentation problem
of some Federal Highway Administration EIS's. The issue is not addressed
in the GESMO document, indeed Pg S-6 and various pages throughout assume
the implementation of the U4FBR indicating that recycling plutonium is
not a logical terminal.

"Minor: 1. Pg. S-12 - The EIS is quite conclusive.

2. Pg. S-44 - Misspelled word 3rd line from the bottom.

3. II-4-EIS states 'The amount of energy needed to produce a
,dollar's worth of Gross National Product has been decreasing.' This state-
ment ismisleading (or false).
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety
and Environment by W. E. Caidwell - DOT-US Coast Guard

3. Comment (Cont'd)
on transplutonium actinides is covered in CHAPTER IV, Section J.

1. Comment:

"Major: The capital investment in recycling plutonium from the LWR will
make it more desirable to proceed with the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reac-
tor (LMFBR). This is roughly equivalent to the segmentation problem of
some Federal Highway Administration EIS's. The issue is not addressed in
the GESMO document., indeed Pg S-6 and various pages throughout assume the
implementation of the LMFBR indicating that recycling plutonium is not a
logical terminal."

Response:

In the draft statement, the LMFBR was assumed to be introduced about 1990 but
no credit was taken in the analyses for benefits from the utilization of the
recovered Pu in the LMFBR's. In this final GESMO, the analyses are centered
about an LWR industry where all the plutonium recovered from spent LWR fuels
is recycled to LWR's. However, other analyses are included to show that the
economic benefits of plutonium recycle in LWR's are unchanged in the 26-year
period 1975-2000 by the introduttion of LMFBR's. Those benefits are not contingent
upon the introduction of LMFBR's nor will benefits of an LMFBR industry, if it
occurs in or soon after this period, be substantially different whether or not
plutonium is recycled in LWR's, even though plutonium recycle would provide
valuable experience applicable to an LMFBR fuel cycle.

Although Pu recycle in LWR's cannot be said to be unrelated to LMFBR's, the
two are not inextricably intertwined nor does the existence of either one
depend upon the existence of the other. The issue at hand is not Pu recycle
per se, rather it is Pu recycle in LWR's and that is the issue which the final
GESMO addresses.

4. Comment:

"5. Chap. I A-2 and Chap. IV C-24 show slightly different byproducts of
first generation U02 fuel. A breakdown of the byproducts of plutonium
fission would be useful to compare with the byproducts of uranium fission
given in Chap. I A-2."

Response:

The average composition of the recovered plutonium will differ depending upon the
irradiation history of the fuel element, whether the fuel element was initially
fueled with only slightly enriched uranium or with a mixture of Pu0 2 and UO2 , and
the amounts of plutonium isotopes in the pre-irradiated fuel mixture.

The referenced tables are presented to illustrate the variation in the isotopic
composition of plutonium. Table IV C-1 is representative of fuel assemblies that
were irradiated for periods less than the 275000 MWD/MT design objective assumed for
Tables IV C-9 and IV C-12, for which selected fission products are shown.

The plutonium composition on page I(A)-2 of the draft GESMO was obtained from Table
IV C-7 or IV C-12 in the final GESMO and is therefore consistent with calculations
related to 1.15 SGR equilibrium conditions. Table IV C-1 in final GESMO re-
presents the average composition of plutonium from all LWR's in the years 1975,
1980, and 1985, i.e., the values on page I(A)-2 represented the plutonium com-
position in spent fuel at the time it is removed from the core. Table IV C-1
values allow for variation in plutonium composition with fuel depletion, core
design variations, and radioactive decay. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Sections C-2.0
and C-4.0.

2. Comment:

"3. 11-4-EIS states, 'The amount of energy needed to produce a dollar's
worth of Gross National Product has been decreasing.' This statement is
misleading (or false)."

Response:

This statement has been deleted in the revisions to this section in final GESMO.

This comment is well taken. In the recasting of CHAPTER II in this final statement,
reference to the "worth" of GNP was not considered pertinent to the revised text.

5. Comment:

"6. Chap. IV, pages C-31 and C-50, hint that the efficiency and capacity of
a plant might differ with different fuel use. This point should be made
explicitly."

Response:

Page IV C-31 of the draft GESMO deals primarily with rod-to-rod power peaking, and
the figure on page IV C-50 of the draft illustrates internal fuel rod temperatures.

The non-uniform power generation within the MOX rod in contrast to the uranium-only
fuel rod (more of the MOX rod power is generated near the surface of the rod) results
in lower central or peak fuel temperatures for the conditions assumed. Plant capacity
and efficiency are not involved. Refer to final GESMO CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 4.1.2.3. Comment:

"4. Chap. 11-32 indicates that plutonium is not concentrated in the higher
trophic levels. EIS should say whether the transplutonium actinides have this
property."

Response:

In revising CHAPTER II for final GESMO and eliminating duplications of material
covered in more detail in other chapters, this section was deleted. The information

6. Comment:

"8. Chap. IV D-36 should state if HF, NOx, and NH3 are the only significant
chemical effluents that come from the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Plants."
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6. Comment (Cont'd)

Response:

The text of final GESMO has been modified to clarify the fact that HF, NOx, and NH3
are the only significant chemical releases that could cause unacceptable atmospheric
pollution if not controlled. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 2.3.2.

7. Comment:

"9. Chap. IV F-36 - Is it true that all gas-diffusion plants will be run by
coal-fired electricity?"

Response:

The power generating system producing the electricity consumed by the present enrich-
ment industry is primarily fossil fueled. It has been estimated in this final GESMO
that after the period 1975 through 2000 approximately 40% of the power needed by the
enrichment industry will be supplied by nuclear reactors. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Sec-
tion F, paragraph 4.4.1.
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NRC Staff Response To Specific Comments
On Health, Safety, & Environment By

State of Arizona

1. Comment:

"CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.b is inadequate because the radiological
effects of normal reactor operation in desert areas are not discussed."

Response:

Since GESMO is a generalized environmental statement, certain assumptions concerning
characteristics of a hypothetical facility's environment had to be made. A river
site was chosen since all major radionuclide pathways to man and many radionuclide
pathways to biota other than man exist at such sites. Thus, doses to man and doses
to biota other than man were calculated for a hypothetical river site. Those doses
are presented in the final GESMO to serve as a basis for comparing relative radiolog-
ical environmental impacts of reactor facilities with and without utilizing Pu
recycle. Other hypothetical sites, such as a desert area site, have a smaller number
of radionuclide pathways to man and to biota other than man and therefore, would
not serve as a good basis for comparison.

The licensing of an individual reactor would evaluate site specific characteristics.

Mr. Bill Wade, exec. Dir.

Northern AZ Council of Gov'ts

P.O. Box 57
.Plagataff, AZ 26001
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Comment Letter No. 42
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POWER
SYSTEMS

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Page Z
October 30, 1974

I 91;j

" : ctober 30, 1974

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

Washington DC 20545

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels L Materials

Directorate of Licensing

Gentlemen:

We have reviewed the draft report, "The Generic Environmental Statement on

the Use of Recycle Plutonium in Mixed Oxide Fuel in LWR's (GESMO), "WASH
1327, and applaud the efforts which have gone into producing this impressive

and constructive documTent. The work which has gone into GESMO should be in-

strumental in insuring the timely utilization of this important energy resource.

Our comments on this report and suggestions for clarification or correction of

information are submitted below:

A. While the use of 115% SGR is probably a reasonable assumption for the

study and one consistent with most expectations for the near term usage

of plutonium in recycle cores, the 1 15% SOR level, if interpreted as a
limit, may adversely affect utilities which may find it necessary or de-

sirable to recycle plutonium at higher levels in specific plants. Although

GESMO notes that the 115% SGR assumption affects only the reactor aspects

of the fuel cycle and identifies no reactor or safety problem associated
with higher loadings, the 115% SGR level appears, particularly in the sum-

maries, to be treated as a limit. Even though the environmental impact
analysis was performed using this assumption of 115% SGR, there appears

to be no analysis in GESMO which should preclude the use of higher levels

of plutonium utilization. We believe that it is proper to determine limits
of plutonium utilization at the time of license application, where the level

of recycle justified by past experience and reactor design can be evaluated,

rather than impose limitations based upon arbitrary assumptions of the

115% SGR model.

which precludes the safe operation at higher plutonium loadings. References
to "recycle limitations imposed by the model 1.15 SGR", or "is justified

up to 1.15 SGR" should be eliminated (pages S-4, S-12, S-20, 1-14, IV-A-2,

IV-A-10, IV-B-7, IV-C-59).

B. GESMO places emphasis on material safeguards and appears to endorse

the concept of locating plutonium fuel fabrication plants next to reprocess-
ing plants in order to minimize the shipment of pure plutonium and there-

by reduce the safeguards problem. If the industry were to move in that dir-
ection, the fabrication plants of the vendors could be so fragmented that the

through-put per plant of plutonium rods would be very small, and fabrica-
tion prices would consequently be very high. In order to avoid this problem,

one would have to make arrangements to consolidate fabrication facilities at

each reprocessing plant into one facility that would service all fuel vendors.

The problem of safeguards is, of course, of concern to the entire nuclear
industry and consequently deserves discussion in GESMO. Safeguards are,

however, currently under separate AEC evaluation where careful consider-
ation of impacts and alternatives will be made. We feel that the prominence

given to the concept of collocation of reprocessing and fabrication plants
could make difficult the acceptance of alternate solutions, and that GESMO

should avoid giving the impression of endorsing any particular concept. Also,

GESMO does not adequately discuss the safeguards problems associated
with a failure to recycle plutonium. If fuel is reprocessed and the plutonium
stored, many of the safeguards problems are similar to the recycle case,
with additional concerns with respect to the large quantities of plutonium in

storage.

C. Assumptions employed in the cost-benefit analysis have generally been chosen
to minimize the economic benefits of plutonium recycle, and consequently the

case for recycle is perhaps not as positive as it might have been. For ex-
ample, we estimate that the costs of ore in 1990 will be higher than those em-

ployed in GESMO, and similar comments might be made for plutonium stor-

age costs. While we recognize the benefits of a generally conservative anal-
ysis, the conclusions of the cost-benefit analysis might well change if various

cost components come under question.

Industry support of plutonium recycle is based upon the conviction that plu-
tonium recycle will be economically feasible and we believe that a reason-

able combination of cost components will show this to be the case; this con-
clusion, however, might not be reached if very pessifnistic assumptions

In order to correct the impression that the 115% SGR model imposes a
limitation to the level of recycle, a more detailed discussion of the impli-

cations of this model should be included in the summary. This discussion
should clearly identify that none of the analyses performed for GESMO pre-

clude higher levels of utilization, nor has any consideration been identified
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COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Page 3

October 30, 1974 DETAILED COMMENTS AND CORRECTIONS TO GESMO

are employed for all cost components. In order to avoid criticism of the
cost benefit analysis, it may be desirable to identify the range of costs

associated with each component, and perform the cost benefit analysis
using carefully documented and referenced "best estimate" values.

D. The discussion of plutonium recycle experience presented in Section It. C,
and also discussed in Section IV. C. 3 and page S-19 of the summary, neglects

to mention the plutonium recycle irradiation demonstration in the Obrigheim
reactor. This demonstration began in 1972 with the insertion of a single
demonstration assembly, and eight additional mixed-oxide assemblies were
added during the September 1973 refueling. The 1618 mixed-oxide rods
which -ere under irradiation during 1973-1974 represent roughly one-third
of the total number of rods fabricated and irradiated in LWR's in the U.S.

and Europe, and more than twice the number in any previous demonstration.
As a result of a cooperative agreement with KWU, CE has complete access
to this experimental program. In addition to the Obrigheim demonstration,
there have been two CE/RWU programs to determine the irradiation perfor-
mance and densification properties of mixed-oxides in the MZFR, and a pro-
gram to dynamically measure fuel properties, including derisification, will
begin shortly in the Halden reactor.

E. Detailed corrections to salient typographical or minor technical areas are
included as an attachment to this letter.

Combustion Engineering believes that GESMO is an important step in establishing
the mixed-oxide fuel cycle and a source of information and guidelines which will
prove helpful in licensing plutonium recycle cores. However, we believe that
several major issues require clarification or modification. In particular, the re-
lationship and ramifications of various assumptions employed in GESMO on the
licensing process must be clarified so that the nuclear industry is not unduly
hampered or restricted by the conclusions of this report;

Very truly yours

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.

F. M. Stern
Vice President - Projects

1. Tables S-3 and S- 11: The lign of the change in wholebody radiation exposure

for Alternate 2 should be negative.

2. Table S-12: The reduction in transportation costs for Alternatives 2 and 6
should be identical. These values do not appear to agree with those given in

Table IV-G-I. The values given for plutonium storage differ widely from

those given in IV-I-3.

3. Tables S-14, S-15: No capital cost is shown for plutonium transportation for
Alternative 4 (upgraded safeguards program). Transportation costs should be
equal to or greater than those of Alternatives 1 and 3. Similar comments

apply to plutonium transportation charges shown in Table S-15.

4. Page 1-14: While Pu contents are generally expected to be less than 5 w/o,

this value might be exceeded, particularly for high-enrichment zones where the
loading might be as high as 7 - 8% for plutonium with a low fissile fraction;
fissile plutonium contents are, however, expected to be less than 5 w/o.

5. Page 11-3 - Par 4: Last sentence, should read as follows: "For greater
safety in transporting plutonium the AEC has proposed a regulation requiring

all shipments of plutonium to be in solid nonrespirable form.

6. Page 11-64: This page emphasizes the magnitude of the plutonium contaminated

process-material waste problem. It should be followed by a strong recommenda-
tion for an energetic industry-AEC program directed at waste decontamination

and volume reduction.

7. Page IV-C-13: The statement "For the large PWR's 264 fuel rods are assem-

bled into a bundle . . . about 8-1 /2" on a side". This is true only of a par-
ticular design of a particular vendor, and should be so represented, as should

figures IV C-8 through 13.

8. Table IV J-2: The occupational dose commitment given for plutonium storage

shows a factor of 30 higher with recycle than for UO 2 fuel. This seems un-
likely in view of the order of mnfagnitude reduction in the quantity of stored plu-

tonium (IV-I. 3) realized with recycle. Similar comments apply to Table IV J-18.

9. Page TIII-48: Under the discussion of uranium value, it is concluded that the

value- increase (with time) is adequate to cover the carrying charges." The

sentence should read ". . . is not adequate . .

5-42.2.



NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
Environment by Combustion Enoineerina Co.

2.

10. Chapter XI: Projections of ore costs employed are thought to be 50 to 100%

low (consequently underestimating th.,. economic benefits of recycle). The

GESMO projections appear to be based on the cost of mining ore and neglect

costs of exploration and profits. While'these assumptions result in a conser-

vative cost-benefit analysis, some note of potential greater economic bene-

fits might be made.

1. Comment:

"While the use of 115% SGR is probably a reasonable assumption for the study and
one consistent with most expectations for the near term usage of plutonium in
recycle cores, the 115% SGR level, if interpreted as a limit, may adversely af-
fect utilities which may find it necessary or desirable to recycle plutonium at
higher levels in specific plants. Although GESMO notes that the 115% SGR as-
sumption affects only the reactor aspects of the fuel cycle and identifies
no reactor or safety problem associated with higher loadings, the 115% SGR
level appears, particularly in the summaries, to be treated as a limit. Even
though the environmental impact analysis was performed using this assumption
of 115% SGR, there appears to be no analysis in GESMO which should preclude
the use of higher levels of plutonium utilization. We believe that it is
proper to determine limits of plutonium utilization at the time of license ap-
plication where the level of recycle justified by past experience and reactor
design can be evaluated, rather than impose limitations based upon arbitrary
assumptions of the 115% SGR model.

"In order to correct the impression that the 1.15% SGR model imposes a limitation
to the level of recycle, a more detailed discussion of the implications of this
model should be included in the summary. This discussion should clearly identify
that none of the analyses performed for GESMO preclude higher levels of utiliza-
tion nor has any consideration been identified which precludes the safe operation
at higher plutonium loadings. Reference to 'recycle limitations imposed by the
model 1.15 SGR,' or 'is justified up to 1.15 SGR' should be eliminated (pages
S-4, S-20, 1-14, IV-A-2, IV-A-IO, IV-B-7, IV-C-59)."

Response:

For the purposes of this statement, an LWR is considered to be a 1.15 SGR when the
amount of plutoniumthat has been charged to the reactor is less than 1.8 weight
percent of the total heavy metal (plutonium and uranium) in the fabricated core.
This value was used as the basis for the environmental calculations and safety eval-
uation because it is judged to adequately characterize industry's plans for recycling
and it does not represent a safety limit. However, in the proposed rule-making
action, 1.15 SGR would constitute a limit insofar as requests to use mixed oxide
fuel. Applications for license modifications to use Pu in quantities less than 1.15
SGR would not require the preparation of a supporting environmental impact statement.
Levels of plutonium utilization greater than 1.15 SGR would be considered on a case-
by-case basis, and additional evaluation beyond that presented in GESMO would be
required. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.

2. Comment:

"Assumptions employed in the cost-benefit analysis have generally been chosen to
minimize the economic benefits of plutonium recycle, and consequently the case
for recycle is perhaps not as positive as it might have been. For example, we
estimate that the costs of ore in 1990 will be higher than those employed in
GESMO, and similar comments might be made for plutonium storage costs. While we
recognize the benefits of a generally conservative analysis, the conclusions of
the cost-benefit analysis might well change if various cost components come under
question."

Response:

All cost figures in final GESMO have been updated to reflect the best current estimates.
See CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0. The effects of these revised cost estimates have been
studied parametrically in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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3. Comment:

"Industry support of plutonium recycle is based upon the conviction that plutonium
recycle will be economically feasible and we believe that a reasonable combination
of cost components will show this to be the case; this conclusion, however, might
not be reached if very pessimistic assumptions are employed for all cost com-
ponents. In order to avoid criticism of the cost benefit analysis, it may be de-
sirable to identify the range of costs associated with each component, and perform
the cost benefit analysis using carefully d4cumented and referenced 'best
estimate' values."

Response:

A range of costs have been identified in final GESMO and the best estimates are now
documented. Furthermore, parametric studies were performed using a range of estimates
see CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

6. Comment:

"Tables S-14, S-15; No capital cost is shown for plutonium transportation for
Alternative 4 (upgraded safeguards program). Transportation costs should be
equal to or greater than those of Alternatives 1 and 3. Similar comments apply
to plutonium transportation charges shown in Table S-15."

Response:

In draft GESMO in Alternative 4, consideration was given to integrated fuel cycle
facilities which would reduce transportation mileage and costs. In the final GESMO,
Alternative 4, which considered prompt Pu recycle with upgraded safeguards, has been
deleted as a separate alternative. In the safeguards consideration, one level of
safeguards will be provided for all Alternatives (1, 2, 3, and 5) wherein strategic
special nuclear materials (SSNM) are handled.

7. Comment:

"4. Page 1-14: While Pu contents are generally expected to be less than 5 w/o,
this valuemight be exceeded, particularly for high-enrichment zones where the
loading might be as high as 7 - 8% for plutonium with a low fissile fraction;
fissile plutonium contents are, however, expected to be less than 5 w/o."

Response:

This comment is correct, An adequate statement is that the average fissile plu-
tonium, Puf, contents of MOX fuel assemblies are expected to be less than 5% of the
total uranium plus plutonium. Final GESMO is based on this premise.

4. Comment:

"The discussion of plutonium recycle experience presented in Section II.C, and
also discussed in Section IV. C.3 and page S-19 of the summary, neglects to men-
tion the plutonium recycle irradiation demonstration in the Obrigheim reactor.
This demonstration began in,1972 with the insertion of a single demonstration
assembly. Eight additional mixed-oxide assemblies were added during the Septem-
ber 1973 refueling. The 1618 mixed-oxide rods that were under irradiation dur-
ing 1973-1974 represent roughly one-third of the total number of rods fabricated
and irradiated in LWR's in the U.S. and Europe and more than twice the number
in any previous demonstration. As a result of a cooperative agreement with KWU,
CE has complete access to this experimental program. In addition to the Obrig-
heim demonstration, there have been two CE/KWU programs to determine the irradi-
ation performance and densification properties of mixed-oxides in the MZFR, and
a program to dynamically measure fuel properties, including densification, will
begin shortly in the Halden reactor."

Response:

Additional information has been included in final GESMO, in CHAPTER II, paragraph
3.1.9, to cover Obrigheim reactor irradiations of mixed oxide fuel rods.

8. Comment:

"Pa Ia 1-3 - Par 4: Last sentence, should read as follows: 'For greater safety
in transporting plutonium the AEC has proposed a regulation requiring all
shipments of plutonium to be in solid nonrespirable form."

Response:

The suggested change is incorrect. Paragraph 71.42(a) of 10 CFR Part 71 states that
plutonium in excess of twenty (20) curies per package shall be shipped as a solid,
not all shipments. It is contemplated that most plutonium shipment will be in
solid form.

Note: Staff Responses To Detailed Comments.Relating To Clarity And
Corrections Have Been Included In The Text - The Following
Are Responses To Specific Comments

5. Comment:

"2. Table S-12: The reduction in transportation costs for Alternatives 2 and
6 shouTlbe identical. These values do not appear to agree with those given in
Table IV-G-1. The values given for plutonium storage differ widely from those
given in IV-I-3."

Response:

In draft GESMO, the notations with and without plutonium recycle were used. The
"without" designation is for the recycle of uranium only.

In final GESMO, all three fuel cycle options are assessed: no recycle, recycle of
uranium only, and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

The revised Table. TV-G-l now includes the comparative data on transportation for all
three options.

9. Comment:

"Page. 11-64: This page emphasizes the magnitude of the plutonium contaminated
process material waste problem. It should be followed by a strong recommenda-
tion for an energetic industry-AEC program directed at waste decontamination
and volume reduction."

Response:

The revised text in the final GESMO CHAPTER II, Paragraph 3.5, includes a brief
review of the considerations of the emphasis of conversion of the high level wastes
to solid form in preparation for possible geologic disposal and refers to CHAPTER
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9. Comment (Cont'd)

IV, Section H, for a detailed assessment of the overall radioactive waste manage-
ment program for the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycling of uranium
only, and Pu and uranium recycle.

10. Comment:

"7. Page IV-C-13: The statement 'For the large PWR's 264 fuel rods are as-
sembled into a bundle ... about 8-1/2" on a side.' This is true only of a
particular design of a particular vendor, and should be so represented, as
should figures IV C-8 through 13."

Response:

As recommended in this comment, the referenced statement has been changed in the
final GESMO to emphasize that the figures related to one type of large PWR. See
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 1.2.

11. Comment:

"8. Table IV J-2: The occupational dose commitment given for plutonium
storage shows a factor of 30 higher with recycle than for U02 fuel. This
seems unlikely in view of the order of magnitude reduction in the quantity
of stored plutonium (IV-I.3) realized with recycle. Similar comments apply
to Table IV J-8."

Response:

In a plutonium recycle industry, the recovered plutonium is moved in and out of
storage at the storage facility and the MOX fuel fabrication plant resulting in
a larger dose commitment than that received in the U02 only recycle industry
where the recovered plutonium is only placed in the storage/disposal repository.

12. Comment:

"10. Chapter XI: Projections of ore costs employed are thought to be 50 to
100% low consequently underestimating the economic benefits of recycle). The
GESMO projections appear to be based on the costs of mining ore and neglect
costs of exploration and profits. While these assumptions result in a conser-
vative cost-benefit analysis, some note of potential greater economic benefits
might be made."

Response:

The market place model employed in this final GESMO is described in CHAPTER XI,
Appendix A. The rate of usage of the resources does affect the market price.
Additionally, the model uses an "estimated cost of recovery" instead of the "forward
cost" concept, thus an estimate of the market price is generated. Because of the

.possible uncertainties in such an exercise, the effects of uncertainties are ex-
amined by parameterizing the price of U308 and looking at the effect on incentives
to recycle. See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.
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Comment Letter No. 43

G•S o T.Iooph-oo 617 366-9011

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission -2- October 31, 1974

YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

•20 Turnpike Rood Westborou

October 31, 19

WYR 74-33

gh, Massachusetts 01581

74 /

U. S. Atomic Edergy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing

RE: Comments on Generic Environmental Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel
(GESMO), WASH-1327

Dear Sir:

A review of GESMO by personnel at Yankee Atomic Electric Company has resulted
in the following comments.

1. GENERAL COMMENTS

We agree with the general conclusion of GESMO that plutonium recycle
should be initiated in commercial power reactors. We specifically
support the conditional conclusion summarized on page S-12 that "the
utilization of plutonium resources as recycle fuel in the light-
water reactors should be approved." However, we would offer as a
critical review, the following general comments regarding the content
of the report.

1.1 It is our feeling that part of GESMO should specifically deal e,ý
with assessing the effect of the uncertainties present in
several important parameters. Many such parameters (i.e., /. u
Projected nuclear capacity, and split between LWRs, HTGRs,
and LMFBRs, fabrication costs of mixed oxide fuel in large
scale plants, safeguards costs, etc.) can only be estimate V [,
at the present time. Since the general conclusion of the Q.
report is dependent on these estimates, we feel that GESMO r'k'i
should provide a clearer picture of the sensitivity of its
conclusions to the uncertainties implicit in the six alter- "
natives analyzed. We are particularly concerned with the
effect of a delay in fuel reprocessing capabilities and mixed
oxide fuel fabrication facilities.

1.2 In our opinion, GESMO does not adequately discuss the larger
calculational uncertainties (both in the spectrum and spatial
calculation) associated with the more complicated neutronic

behavior of mixed oxide fuel. That is, numerous general
statements are made which seem to indicate that the neutronic
calculations of mixed oxide cores are as accurate as required.
While we certainly agree that they are sufficiently accurate
to allow one to design a mixed oxide core, we feel it should
be noted that possible additional uncertainties in the power
distribution and rod worth calculations for such cores may
result in additional restrictions initially being applied to
the operation of a recycle reactor. Such restrictions could
conceivably result i a power limitation for certain reactors
and this possibility is not addressed in GESMO.

We feel that any curtailment of future research and code
development which might stem from GESMO's broad positive
statements as to the present neutronic calculational ability
for mixed oxide cores would be unwise and would be an unfor-
tunate result of what is otherwise a generally good assessment
of plutonium utilization in LWRs.

1.3 We feel that GESMO should specifically state that if there
were only plutonium recycle, the upgraded strategic SNM safe-
guards requirements would still be required. However, on
page S-58 an argument is made which appears in several other
places within GESMO. The argument is that "Since plutonium
recycle in LWRs utilized generally less than one-half of the
strategic special nuclear material projected for the total
nuclear industry, except for a brief period around 1985 when
plutonium recycle would account for roughly one-half of the
strategic SNM, the various alternatives for plutonium dispo-
sition do not themselves control the overall strategic SNM
safeguard requirements. Therefore, choice for plutonium
disposition will have only a slight effect upon the AEC's need
to upgrade safeguards programs."

If the intent of these statements is to point out that
strategic SNM safeguard requirements will be required regard-
less of whether or not plutonium recycle is implemented, then
we would agree. The fact remains, however, if there were
only plutonium recycle the upgraded strategic SNh safeguards
requirements would still be required.

1.4 Although we agree with the conclusion that there does not
appear to be any safeguards related rationale sufficient to
delay the use of plutonium in mixed oxide fuel for light
water reactors subject to the condition that necessary addi-
tional safeguards requirements are decided-upon in a timely
manner, we feel that this conclusion is the most controversial
issue in GESMO.
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We find it extremely important that the commission indicate
that its objective in "achieving a level of protection
against such acts to insure against significant increase in
the overall risk of death, injury, or property damage to the
public from other causes beyond the control of the individual
... would not be fully met for plutonium recycle by current
safeguards measures." The implication to the reader is that
the safeguard systems presently utilized are, in fact,
inadequate for plutonium recycle. This underlines the sig-
nificance of the statement then made in GESMO report that
"the indications at this time point to the decisions on
upgrading (safeguards) within about one year after issuance
of the final GESMO statement." The important point is that
regardless of the impact or the amount of SN3 material re-
quired by the introduction of HTGRs and FBRs by the turn of
the century, additional necessary safeguards requirements will
be required on a timely basis for the plutonium recycle program
and that these requirements should be developed immediately.

2.. COMMENTS ON FORMAT

2.1 Volume 1 contains a good summary of the information presented
in GESMO, but it is often difficult to locate the detailed
discussions in the later volumes which are related to the
general statements and tables in Volume 1. To clarify these
statements and tables it is recommended that Chapter and
section numbers of the applicable detailed discussions be
added to Volume 1.

2.2 Numerous general statements are made in CESMO which should be
further clarified by placing them in context. For example, it
is stated that the immediate recycling of plutonium would reduce
the requirements for uranium by about 10% around 1990. It would
be beneficial to add what fraction of the total benefit (in
dollars) this reduction represents. This type of clarification

.would make GESMO much easier to understand and it would strengthen
many of the arguments presented.

2.3 We feel that paragraph designators should identify the main sec-
tion and subsections that contain a specific paragraph. To
facilitate this identification, we recommend that a paragraph
designated "(c)" be more completely designated (using a straight
numbering system) as, for example, "1.2.1.3", thus allowing the
reader to easily identify the main section and subsections that
contain the paragraph.

3. SPECIFIC COMMENTS

3.1 Page IV-C-2, First Paragraph, Second Sentence
This sentence, beginning "The spent uranium fuel ... " is
an incomplete sentence.

3.2 GESMO contains numerous, normally obvious, typographical errors
which we hope will be corrected before the issuance of the final
report.

3.3 The minimization or elimination of Pu shippingbetween reprocess-
ing and mixed oxide fabrication would be very impractical in that
it would force a utility to use the reprocessor or his nearest
neighbor for MOX fabrication. The use of "spiked" Pu in mixed
oxide fabrication would unnecessarily complicate fabrication and
QA of mixed oxide fuel. Other safeguards measures should be
adequate.

Very truly yours,

YANKEE ATOMIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

?. EsidenVatgt
Vice President

DEV/ah
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NRC Staff Response To Specific Comments
On Health, Safety & Environment By O.E. Vandenhurq

1. Comment:

"It is our feeling that part of GESMO should specifically deal with assessing
the effect of the uncertainties present in several important parameters. Many
such parameters (i.e., Projected nuclear capacity, and spilt between LWRs, HTGRs,
and LMFBRs, fabrication costs of mixed oxide fuel in large scale plants, safe-
guards costs, etc.) can only be estimated at the present time. Since the general
conclusion of the report is dependent on these estimates, we feel that GESMO
should provide a clearer picture of the sensitivity of its conclusions to the
uncertainties implicit in the six alternatives analyzed. We are particularly
concerned with the effect of a delay in fuel reprocessing capabilities and mixed
oxide fuel fabrication facilities."

Response:

In final GESMO, the full impacts of the implementation of Pu recycle in LWR's have
been integrated over a 26-year period from 1975 through 2000. Only the LWR industry
growth has been considered.

The LWR industry fuel cycle material flows used were based on ERDA 1975 nuclear energy
projections, low growth modified to be without the FBR and without the HTGR industries.
The energy allocated to the HTGR's was considered made up by fossil fuel.

Sensitivity studies of the uncertainties and the impacts of delays in the implementation
of spent fuels reprocessing and MOX fuel fabrication and related fuel cycle activities
have been included in the final draft indicating the differentials in the economics
and environmental impacts for three fuel cycles: no recycle, recycle of uranium only,
and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

3. Comment:

"2.1. Volume 1 contains a good summary of the information presented in GESMO,
but is often difficult to locate the detailed discussions in the later volumes
which are related to the general statements and tables in Volume 1. To clarify
these statements and tables it is recommended that chapter and section numbers
of the applicable detailed discussions be added to Volume l."

Response:

The data presented in Summary and Conclusions, Volume I has been provided with suit-
able references to guide the reader to the detailed text in the other volumes of the
impact statement. Volume 1 also includes a composite Table of Contents and lists of
Tables and Figures of all volumes of GESMO health, safety, and environmental issues.

4. Comment:

"2.2. Numerous general statements are made in GESMO which should be further
clarified by placing them in context. For example, it is stated that the
immediate recycling of plutonium would reduce the requirements for uranium by
about 10% around 1990. It would be beneficial to add what fraction of the
total benefit (in dollars) this reduction represents. This type of clarification
would make GESMO much easier to understand and it would strengthen many of the
arguments presented."

Response:

Wherever possible the bases for general statements used in final GESMO have been
indicated directly in the text, by references or footnotes.

CHAPTER VIII, Alternatives, and CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits, have been expanded to
provide detailed assessments of effects on the fuel cycle due to recycle in terms
of environmental impacts and costs.

Discussions of the effect of the fuel cycle options and alternatives for Pu recycle
on costs are presented in detail in CHAPTER XI. The Summary and Conclusions, final
GESMO, Volume 1, provides an overview of the cost-benefits.

2. Comment:

"1.2. In our opinion, GESMO does not adequately discuss the larger calculational
uncertainties (both in the spectrum and spatial calculation) associated with
the more complicated neutronic behavior of mixed oxide fuel. That is, numerous
general statements are madewhich seem to indicate that the neutronic calculations
of mixed oxide cores are as accurate as required. While we certainly agree that
they are sufficiently accurate to allow one to design a mixed oxide core, we
feel it should be noted that possible additional uncertainties in the power dis-
tribution and rod worth calculations for such cores may result in additional re-
strictions intially being applied to the operation of a recycle reactor. Such
restrictions could conceivably result in a power limitation for certain reactors
and this possibility is not addressed in GESMO."

Response:

It is agreed that "Calculational Methods on Adequacy of Data" is somewhat abbreviated
in the draft GESMO. This section has been rewritten and expanded in the final GESMO.
One reason for the brevity of the section is the availability of comprehensive litera-
ture surveys and critiques on the subject. Although the position that the state of
the art is such that cores with mixed. oxide loadings can be safely designed, it is
agreed that considerably more research and methods development is desirable to reduce
any uncertainties in performance, economics, and the conservative allowances that must
now be made in safety related features. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.3.
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Comment Letter No. 44

UNITED STATES DEPA. MENT OF COMMERCE

! '. The Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology

w.shington. 0.C. 20230

November 1, 1974 ,

Mr. s.H. Smiley Ai•j, h" :"<

Deputy Director
for Fuels and Materials A

Directorate of Licensing QEC 41974- 10
Atomic Energy Commission \11 S 4
Washington, D.C. 20545 .'( 4 p rrcr:tsus

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The draft environmental impact statement for "Generic Environ-
mental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel," which accompanied your
letter of August 23, 1974, has been received by the Department
of Commerce for review and comment.

The statement has been reviewed and the following comments are
offered for your consideration.

Because of the generic nature of this environmental statement,
it is not possible to assess the radiological dose impact to
the general public on a case-by-case, site-by-site basis.
However, it does appear that the substitution of mixed oxide
for enriched uranium as a reactor fuel will result in a net
decrease (considering the entire process) of radioactive
effluents released to the atmosphere. If this is true, a net
decrease of radiological exposure to the general public would
be expected.

Although the report states on page IV C-101 that "The assumptions
used in calculations are conservative in the estimation of
dilutions to the atmosphere," we feel the final version of the
report should specifically indicate what these assumptions are.
At the very least, the average annual relative concentrations
(chi/Q) should be listed in conjunction with tables IV C-21
through 26.

Given its toxicity and long half-life (24,360 years), plutonium
239 is given special emphasis. The effects of plutonium on

- 2 -

humans and terrestrial animals are discussed extensively. On
the other hand, plutonium in the aquatic environment is touched
upon only briefly. Plutonium concentration factors are given
only for freshwater fish (C.F.=3) and plants (C.F.-300) (Page
IV C-99, Table IV C-19).

This statement does not consider the marine environment because
it demonstrates a very small impact of changing from uranium
oxide fuel in the immediate vicinity of a nuclear installation
on a river. Concentration factors for marine organisms may be
greater than those for freshwater organisms. Furthermore, the
dose calculations (Tables IV C-21 to IV C-34) are for the year
2000. Continued introduction of small amounts of waste radio-
isotopes will add to the total environmental inventory of
plutonium, which will ultimately reside mainly in the bottom
sediments of rivers and the oceans.

More meaningful data are available on the uptake of "'fallout:
plutonium by benthic marine organisms, which had concentration
factors as high as 400 in soft shell clams and 100,000 in
sargasso weed (Noshkin et al., 1971).1/ Plutonium in particulate
in water becomes associated closely with bottom.sediments.
Therefore, it is important to consider benthic organisms when
determining the possible effects of plutonium in the aquatic
environment. Additionally, the question of exposure involving
the marine environment and marine food resources should be
addressed in the document.

While we agree that a total defense of nuclear power would be
unreasonable to expect in this document, we do feel that further
discussion of the relation of the use of mixed-oxide fuel to
the Breeder Reactor program is appropriate. In particular, the
entire logic of the breeder reactor concept rests upon the
assumption that plutonium bred in these breeder reactors will be
used as nuclear fuel. Thus assuming the continued viability of

I/ Noshkin, Victor E., Vaughan T. Bowen, Kai M. Wong, and John C.
Burke. 1971. Plutonium in North Atlantic Ocean organisms;
ecological relationships, pp. 681-688 in: Radionuclides in
Ecosystems, D.J. Nelson (ed). CONF-710501, U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the
Ecological Society of America.
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the breeder reactor program, many of the environmental and
NNS safeguards questiona will eventually have to be faced.
It is primarily a question of timing.

We agree with the conclusion that the most important questions
regarding use of mixed-oxide fuels relate to special nuclear
materials safeguards considerations. With respect to safe-
guards we have the following comments:

(a) The situation now is not the same as it will be
with mixed-oxide fuel usage. At present no fuel
reprocessing facilities are in operation and all of
the currently produced plutonium is tied up in spent
fuel elements which are highly radioactive and not
easily subject to.diversion. With fuel reprocessing,
and no use of plutonium in mixed-oxide fuel, the
plutonium once separated needs receive relatively
little handling. With mixed-oxide fuel the plutonium
will be subject to considerable further processing and
handling while in a form where prevention of theft or
diversion is much more difficult. The draft statement
recognizes these problems. On page S-45 the draft
document states, "It is judged that this objective
will not be fully met for Pu cycle by current safe-
guards measures; however, the Commission has carefully
reviewed present development programs and also has iden-
tified other concepts which could significantly improve
safeguards." Recognition that the present SNN materials
safeguards situation is not now satisfactory is also
apparent in the conclusions section of the draft document,
page S-12.

(b) With regard to international safeguards questions the
situation seems particularly disturbing. For example,
reference 26, page V-53, "The Structure and Content of
Agreements Between the Agency and States Required in
Connection with the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons," International Atomic Energy Agency
document INFCIRC/153; Nay 1971, deals primarily with
SNN accountability measures. Therefore, reliable and
accurate measurements are an essential part of implemen-
tation of this document. Internationally accepted

-4 -

means to provide physical protection of nuclear material
are much less developed than within the United States;
however, internationally, the problem is much more
complex.

(3) With regard to environmental question;, moat aspects of
the use of mixed-oxide fuels will niot differ appreciably from
the present situation with enriched uranium fuels and them
generally in favor of mixed-oxide fuels. The two exceptions
to this are:

(a) the increased handling of plutonium in the mixed-
oxide fuel case with its attendent risk of increased
exposure,

(b) the significantly increased transuranium actinide
content of spent fuel when plutonium recycle is employed.

With regard to (a), the largest concern appears to be
"The Hot Particle Hypothesis," discussed in Chapter IV,
Section J, Appendix D of the draft statement. The draft
statement does not draw conclusions regarding this question
because sufficient information is probably not available.
Additional studies of this question should be encouraged
as part of the decision-to approve the use of mixed-
oxide fuels.

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to provide these comments,
which we hope will be of assistance to you. We would appreciate
receiving a copy of the finalastatement.

Sincerely,

Sidney R/ ale
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Environmental Affairs
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By S.R. Galler-U.S. Dept. of Commerce

3. Comment (Cont'd),

1. Comment:

"Although the report states on page IV C-lOl that 'The assumptions used in
calculations are conservative in the estimation of dilutions to the atmosphere,'
we feel the final version of the report should specifically indicate what these
assumptions are. At the very least, the average annual relative concentrations
(chi/Q) should be listed in conjunction with tables IV C-21 through 26."

Response:

The section of draft GESMO referenced in this comment has been revised extensively.
X/Q values are listed as suggested. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.2.

2. Comment:

"Given its toxicity and long half-life (24,360 years), plutonium 239 is given
special emphasis. The effects of plutonium on humans and terrestrial animals
are discussed extensively. On the other hand, plutonium in the aquatic environ-
ment is touched upon only briefly. Plutonium concentration factors are given
only for freshwater fish (C.F. =3) and plants (C.F. =300) (Page IV C-99, Table
IV C-19)."

Response:

It is recognized that various organisms may concentrate Pu to an extent greater than
the values used for the GESMO analyses. These bioaccumulation values are taken as repre-
sentative average values for comparison of vari.ous calculated dose scenarios.

Certainly it is further recognized that bioaccumulation factors vary, to sometimes large
extents, among and within species based on a Variety of physical and biological en-
vironmental parameters.

The consideration of individual species with large bioaccumulation factors is left to
the analyses of specific cases where site specific parameters will be examined.

For addition data on plutonium in aquatic environment refer to the response to Comment
3 which follows.

Comment: (Cont'd)

"More meaningful data are available on the uptake of "fallout: plutonium by
benthic marine organisms, which had concentration factors as high as 400 in
soft shell clams and 100,000 in sargasso weed (Noshkin et al, 1971). 1/ Plutonium
in particulate in water becomes associated closely with bottom sediments.
Therefore, it is important to consider benthic organisms when determining
the possible effects of plutonium in the aquatic environment. Additionally,
the question of exposure involving the marine environment and marine food
resources should be addressed in the document."

Response:

The GESMO has as its objective the comparison of the impacts of various LWR operation,
fuel production, and waste management scenarios. Doses to humans and to a limited
number of terrestrial and aquatic species from the radioactive effluents produced
in these scenarios were chosen as an appropriate basis of comparison.

The doses to humans from Pu in liquid effluents calculated for the facilities con-
sidered in the GESMO are of the order of tenths of millirem per year. These calcu-
lations are sufficiently conservative so that doses to aquatic organisms; marine
organisms, and humans are small, even in light of bioaccumulation phenomena.

It is recognized-that there may well be impacts on marine biota. However, these
effects are expected to be even lower than those for the aquatic environment. In
general, bioaccumulation factors in the marine environment are lower than those for
the aquatic environment (also see response to Comment 2 of this comment letter No. 44).

It is felt that sufficient basis has been established for comparison of the pre-
viously mentioned scenarios.

4. Comment:

"While we agree that a total defense of nuclear power would be unreasonable
to expect in this document, we do feel that further discussion of the relation
of the use of mixed oxide fuel to the Breeder Reactor program is appropriate.
In particular, the entire logic of the breeder reactor concept rests upon
the assumption that plutonium bred in these breeder reactors will be used as
nuclear fuel. Thus assuming the continued viability of means to provide physical
protection of nuclear material are much less developed than within the United
States; however, internationally, the problem is much more complex."

Response:

It is true that recycle of Pu as fuel in LWR's could be the forerunner to many factors
in the development of handling procedures and safeguarding considerations for
plutonium and utilization in the FBR. But, the GESMO mission is to analyze the
differential impacts on the environment and economics of the LWR industry in the
conversion from an all UO2 fuel to one using UO2 and MOX fuel. Economics are briefly
reviewed in XII.

3. Comment:

"This statement does not consider the marine environment because it demonstrates
a very small impact of changing from uranium oxide fuel in the immediate vicinity
of a nuclear installation on a river. Concentration factors for marine organisms
may be greater than those for freshwater organisms. Furthermore, the dose calcu-
lations (Tables IV C-21 to IV C-34) are for the year 2000. Continued introduction
of small amounts of waste radioisotopes will add to the total environmental inven-
tory of plutonium, which will ultimately reside mainly in the bottom sediments of
rivers and the oceans.
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5. Comment:

'(3) With regard to environmental questions, most aspects of the use of mixed-
oxide fuels will not differ appreciably from the present situation with enriched
uranium fuels and then generally in favor of mixed-fuels. The two excep-
tions to this are:

(a) the increased handling of plutonium in the mixed-oxide fuel case
with its attendent risk of increased exposure,

(b) the significantly increased transuranium actinide content of spent
fuel when plutonium recycle is employed.

"With regard to (a), the largest concern appears to be 'The Hot Particle Hypo-
theses," discussed in Chapter IV, Section J, Appendix D of the draft statement.
The draft statement does not draw conclusions regarding this question because
sufficient information is probably not available. Additional studies of
this question should be encouraged as part of the decision to approve the
use of mixed-oxide fuels."

Response:

Point (a) and (b) above have been recognized in the analyses of the fuel cycle cal-
culations when comparing the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of
uranium only, and recycle of uranium and plutonium. For a summary of dose assess-
ments see CHAPTER IV, Section J. For impacts of the environment and economics,
refer to CHAPTERS VIII and XI.

For a full discussion on the hot particle hypothesis, petition, and denial, see
CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D.
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Comment Letter No. 45

IOPOtSEQ RULE . FE

DIRECTOR -, .. ,ARE

NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on HealthM, Safety and
Environment by Tom O'Brien. State of Massachusetts

1. Comment:

"This proposal is acceptable to DPH because it provides control over extremely
hazardous material. This Division will require prior notification of shipment
of such material within the Commonwealth in a manner and format that will
be prescribed."

Response:

The purpose of GESMO is to assess the impacts of the environment due to the imple-
mentation of plutonium recycle. In GESMO, three fuel cycle options are compared:
no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and uranium and plutonium recycle. The require-
ments as to handling, notification of shipments, etc., come under regulations pro-
mulgated by DOT and licensing of the transport carriers by the NRC. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section G.

•,m•e/ YDi4ne,<//,,,.ei /<kz. .YJef,,' 9t'91 90,0 ,/n 1,1"7 , p2o
7
6 CODE 617coo. all

November 1, 14

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Director of Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing Regulation
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

RE: A-95 Review of the Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the Use of
Mixed Oxide Fuel in Nuclear Power Reactors
State Clearinghouse Identifier 74080548

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The State Clearinghouse in accordance with the provisions of OMB Circular
A-95 and the National Environmental Policy Act has reviewed the above cited
draft EIS.

Comments were requested from the Departments of Public Utilities, Public
Health and Natural Resources, and the Executive Offices of Environmental Affairs,
Public Safety and Transportation and Construction. The Department of Public
Safety has supported the statement without further comment. The Department of
Public Health has submitted the following comment:

"This proposal is acceptable to DPH because it provides
control over extremely hazardous material. This Division
will require prior notification of shipment of such
material within the Commonwealth in a manner and format
that will be prescribed."

We are confident that the above comments will be given appropriate consideration
in the development of the final Environmental Impact Statement. Any further
comments we may receive will be forwarded for your information.

Sincerely,

CIgGE TI E 0 .

Tomas 0'Stien

...DEC 4 1974 .
cc: Mr. John Collins, DPH••N• ThomsO rie

TO'B/PS/h 5-45.1





Comment Letter No. 46

V~fi RULE

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS
UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

November 6, 1974

'1

~ F
S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing .

DRAFT GENERIC ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT MIXED OXIDE FUEL (GESMO),
WASH-1327

Attached for your consideration are comments on Volume I of the subject
statement compiled from recommendations received from members of and
consultants to the Environmental Subcommittee.

R. F. Fraley D E '97 4 11
Executive Secretary 7

Attachment i

Comments of Environmental I.)
Subcommittee on Subj. Rept.
(Vol. 1)

1P;.1 W'! ?lC.:IUW A' A''' '.A;IL

ON VnTI7,g: I OP
"LIiU NIU rII -~ UI MIXED CIICL"CE~•R! f~%'T.-,>HEN.• YA'llqE'Ti G~[•5I'UEL"

(WXIII- 1327, ,^ JST , 19v.")

1. Overall, Ctlts a,pcars to be a cumppr--efn<ive ret oL docoi.,ents CusS

p.rovides beti ez tresotment to munt Itopiru thl'e pre-riu; effortc,

such as the environmental sI:areifents on the LMFIýR and th11-, Ul 's,

Fuel Cycle. In general, tho CESMO report hns nc!eauate sragr 'ni

coverage.

2. A major omiss;:on in the report is consideras ion of the feul

hazards of radionuclides, rch as 241 Pi; ,r,"

detailed aw•cs s t would sh .4w L1,ese to 1r. the prilncip:l i

rather than po, during the lifetime of a ncrenr oluvI.
3. Much of toe r eport is base' on pro ectis as to hcv e!fi.i ',ot see,

nrocess under development wtill optrate. This i5 partr cti :.z yl true

fx vaarious wjste rmanagement methods. wsnaut inciieratioo-c;'eednrrrs

chemicol separationi fLctors and the lila. 1Ce believe

twe report shlorrd b& ba'sed on firs Jlatrs orly. 150 .ronrjectre

4. The use of units in uhe doeu:im:ts rv'J if;c •'r a, tetiOtlo ' Is I}10 sissl.

"MI," meant to represent "metric torns'? WhIn it really means is

'megatons." This is reinfor(ed b; your '.et Ef "MCU" to rccrescnft

"legactr ue'."
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Detailed Comments

Volume I

Page Comment

S-I Line 22: We suggest the phrase, "including reactors," be

deleted.

S-2 Lines 7 .& 8: We sufest the last sentence be changed to read:

"However, this estimated reduction in dose is not judged to be

significant in light of the probable errors or uncertainties in

the many assumptions that were used in performing the calcula-

tions.

S-2 Second paragraph: We suggest the paragraph be deleted since the

cancer estimate was based on the following approach:

Cancers/yr 
m .tmx n0 -1

(3000 - > 3000)(10-4

0.27 cancers/yr.

The coefficient used to obtain the cancer risk (0.27) is all

right but it should be noted that the genetic risk (0.18) was

obtained by applying the coefficient which applies only to the

first generation. Thus, it may grossly underestimate the long

range genetic risk.

S-2 Third paragraph: Does the conclusion reached here take into

consideration the fact Otat the transplutonium element inventory

in the 1.15 SCR would be nearly 30 times that in the U-fueled

LWR?

S-2 Fourth paragraph, first line: In light ot our later

commentary on the hazards of the severa[ I JtoniuTn isotopes,

we are not convinced that the consequences of

an accident are not increased. This is particularly true

when new types of facilities (mixed fuel fabrication plenr)

are being added and when we have in many operations (Inclu.-

Ing transportation) transurarsiuus isotopes that are much

more hazardous than 239pu.

S-3 Table S-1: The "'0 yearr dose commitment" needs greater

explanation. We assume the values are the 50 year dose

cosanitments from one year of operationi (1990 to 1991). Should

not the title of the Table state: 1) Values are for ore gear

of operation: 2) They apply only to the U1. S. nuclear industry?

S-3 Table S-1: The last footnore should be expanded to read:

k*
Dose commitment ---- populacion or the genetically significant

component of dose commitment."

S-4 Third paragraph: The "SCR" is designated in various placos in

Volume 1 as stvindijg for"Self G:jaerating," "runer,tor," a'and

"Generation Reactor." These should atl bemade the samre.

We do not understand what I:s meant by the 115% or the 1.15 SGR.

Initially. it appecrct t- rca, a n119' ,:crease in the 239P,

241 P in the reactor above the avercge usunt at equl librium

In the usual LWI:. This :,eeds to be clari-ýled.
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Page Comment

S-4 Fourth paragraph: We do not understand the second sentence

in this paragraph unless it is true that the SGR has less

uranium than the U-fueled reactor by an amount equal to two

times the

238, 239, 241, 242, 243, 236Pu plus 29 times all the trans-

plutonium elements plus the change in Np concentrations in

the U-fueled reactor. In other words,

U1  = 2 Pul 2 i -
A6 U Np2  U 1)

in which -L UI = reduicton in U in -he SNR belo:; that in

the U-fueled reactor:

PUI= Pu in the U-fueled reactor;

A, = transplutonium elements in the U-fueled

reactor:

NP2 - Np1 = reduction of Np in the SGR.

Is this, in fact, the case?

It would help us understand what the changes are in converting

to the SGR if a table were given showing under equilibrium

conditions the Kg of each of the actinide radionuclides for

the SGR and the conventiunal U-fueled reactor.

S-6 Second Paragraph (after line 10): Should not a fourth item be

added? For example, "Shipment of Mixed Oxide Fuel Elements from

the Reactor to the Reprocessing Plant."

-5-

Page Comment

S-9 Table S-3: It is surprising to note that the values given are

known to three significant figures. We also doubt that there

would be a 21% increase in population whole body exposure in

Case 2. This is undoubtedly a typographical error.

S-10 Lines 4 - 6: We question whether what this paragraph says could

be substantiated.

Third.paragraph, line 10 on the page: Should this read "1955"?

Line 26: Should read, "241Pu" rather than "241:u." Also, we

calculate 16.3% instead of 15%.

S-10 It would help if in this section a good specific description

could be given of the buildup of plutonium in successive stages

of SGR operation, starting with the Pu discharged in the first

cycle (given as 6.7 to 6.9 g per kg spent fuel). With the first

recycle, some fraction of the reinserted material burns out and

about another 6.7 to 6.9 g per kg spent fuel is formed. It is

obvious that if about half of what is put in burns out each

cycle then steady state is reached when burn-out equals growth,

or input equals twice growth. However, an explicit debcription,

plus graph or table of the successive changes would help visuali-

zation of the SGR made and the final steady state. It is.

recognized that the document does give changes in isotopic compo-

sition, percentages of MOX fuel in successive reloads, changes
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Comment-6-

Page Comment

S-10 in fission products and transuranics, etc., but the simple

successive input and output of Pu would clarify the changes.

S-12 Item 2: Should this read, " ... loadings not to exceed

1.15" rather than "of up to"?

Item 3: The word "strategic" has a typo.

S-13 Last paragraph: The value of 50,000 Kg of 239Pu and 241Pu

available per year in 1990 seems too small. It would correspond

to the ?u in only 90 1::Ys of 1.000 T.:e while the estimated number

of LURs at this time will be about 400.

S-15 Again this paragraph states that the ratio:

241Pu)(00) 33 15%.
241Pu + 239Pu

We calculated this to be 16.3%.

S-15 Last two paragraphs: Although the statements in these paragraphs

are correct, there is no mention here or elsewhere in the text of

several interesting observations. For example, the principal

health hnz:,rd of the octrnides dyrine the lifetine of the plant

241is from Pu. for example:

Page

S-15 In Discharged Fuel (Kgly):

In Discharced Fuel (Ci/y)':

1000 He-UO2 Reactor 7.35x10 4 8.x1O
3  

l.3x104 3.19xI06 37

1000 ilie-Pu02+UO2 7
Reactor 2 4.84x05 0.30xlO5 1.04xlO5 3.14xlO7 795

ýIass Increase - 10 2
(fraction) 6.6 3.4 8 60 1

NOTE: Data in above Tables from T. H. Pigford, University of
California.

From the above it is seen that the principal risks from the

actinides in either the UO2 or the UO2+PuO 2 reactors are from

the 241Pu and 238Pu and not from 239Pu and the other plutonium

isotopes. Casual inspection of this data above and the use of

the factor - H (from the enclosed reprint) suggest the risk of

241pu and 238Pu relative to that for 239Pu in the UO reactors

and (UO2 +PuO2 ) reactors as follows:
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Page

S-15

Coz-.Ire:e L

of 2• k u> 3. 19.iO6 x3

(.,Risk of Pu39 P)cU0 Reactor = 8.85x105al

i o__f 241puý 3.14x107 3

is _f239 ,.) U02+ -P .0O2 Reactor = 0.3x10 5x]I
(Risk of 23 . 7.35xl0'4a150

Risk of 239Pu U02 P Reactor = 8.85x10 3xl

Risk of 238 pu, 4.84x105x150

-- 239p alS
Risk of 2Pa U02+PuO2 Reactor = 0.3xlO 5xl

2 2

(Rsk o '1:, 3140

Risk of U02,-P-O2 Reactor = ''20

= 1081

3140

- 1246

- 2420

- 1.3

In summary, the risks of 241Pu and 238Pu are about :.je same but

are 3 orders of magnitude greater than those of 239pu. The

risks of 241Pu and 238Pu are 2 to 3 times greater in the UO2 +1PuO2

reactors than in the UO2 reactors. The values of H in the enclosed

reprint were not developed for this application but indicate the

approximate relative risks per curie (i.e., relative to 226Ra).

S-16 Middle of page: Here is an example of the use of confusing units.

The "tVld" apparently stands for megawatt days and the "MT' stands

for metric tons.

-9-

Page Camme,

S-17 Part 2 on "Radisbiological Characteristics of Plutonium":

A major item which should be referenced here is the report

being prepared for issuance by NCRP on the plutonium "hot

particle" problem. Although we realize this report was not

available at the time of the writing of the initial WASH-1327

draft, it should be completed in time to be referenced in the

final document. Since an independent statement by the NCRP on

this subject would considerably enhance the position of the AEC

on the matter of the hazard of "hot particles," we are sure you

will want to reference the NCRP report as soon as it becomes

official.

Third paragraph from bottom of page: We suggest deleting

reference to lymph nodes from the first sentence or to offer

some explanation. The ICRP no longer considers the lymph nodes

the critical tissue in comparison with bone, liver, and lung in

the case of Pu.

S-18 Here, there are two conclusions that are difficult to sustain.

The fact that Pu in people from fallout is low does not really

indicate that the passage from soil to man "is hardly to be ex-

pected." One needs considerably more analyses. The fact that

there has been no consistently measurable plutonium concentration

in people at Palomares could also reflect the lack of serious

attempts to measure it. In this same regard, a review of previous
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Page Comment

S-18 studies (Price, K. R., Journal of Environmental Qualitv 2:62-66

(1973)) indicates that although plants have a very low uptake of

239Pu , this uptake tends to increase with successive crops.

Because of the 24,400 year half-life of 239Pu, even a slight

increase in uptake in successive crops could indicate a significant

long term food chain hazard. Also, many previous experiments

have used Pu(NO 3)4 in solution, which is tightly bound to

soil, while colloidal Pu, which is the chemical form most

likely to result ýncnr iczidenc conditions. is less bound.

Other work relevant to this subject is being conducted at Harvard

Universityby William V. Lipton, a doctoral candidate. The

studies have involved the use of Early Alaska peas grown in sand

contaminated with colloidal, hydrated Pu0 Included in the

studies have been variations in colloid sizes and in the depths

of placement of the Pu in the sand. In addition, DTPA, a chelat-

ing agent, was applied to some of the plants. So far, there have

been two important observations:

a. Diethylenetriamine pentascetic acid (DTPA) at 100 ppm (dry

sand weight) tends to increase plant uptake by a factor of

ten or more. Since chelating agents are produced by plant

growth and decay, and are often used in fertilizers, this

observation may be of importance.

-ll-

Page Comment

S-18 b. The observed concentration factors for all the samples,

both chelated and unchelated, were significantly greater

than values in the published literature. Host of the

chelated samples had concentration factors on the order

of 10- , while most of the unchelated samples had concentra-

tion factors on the order of 10-2

S-19 Lines 2 and 3: This sentence could be interpreted to mean that

there was inadequate feedwater control only at the higher

burnup. Týhat you really mean, we presume, is that there was in-

adequate ieedwater control throughout the reactor operation and

it resulted in earlie, than normal fuel rod defects.

Second paragraph: Why were the experiments conducted at such low

levels of burnup? It is at 35,000 M•d/NT and above that one would

be concerned.

S-21 Lines 4-6: We believe care should be taken to include the

assumptions made in the various calculations as to the amounts

of Pu, etc., in the core of a 1.15 SGR and a LWR.

S-25 Figure S-4 (also Figure S-5 on page S-26): It is puzzling that the

input of fuel assemblies to the reactor (13,800 WIGU) is much greater

than the output (8800 WI':T). Is there an error here or should there

be an explanation of some type?

S-27 The headings for columns 5 and 6 might be better understood if they

read: "Number of Facilities."
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Page£ Com.- V

S-30 Footnote No. 3: a,!ere assessments made for the situation in

which Kr-85 and H-3 were not released to the environment?

S-31 Table S-7: The "50 year annual dose commitment to the world

population" needs to be defined. Are these values the 50 year

dose commitments to the world's population in 1990 for 1 year

of exposure? Are tl:*Žse values known to three significant

figures? Could not the occupational dose for the UO 2+Pu02

reactors be reduced chro•azh 2 rcper shielding and working

proce 2ures?

S-34 Second paragraph: i; tOe 0.002 Ci alpha that quantity released

per year from the reprocessing of fuel from about 400 U0 2 +PuO2

reactors in 1990? If this is the case, it assumes a decontamina-

tion factor of better than 1013 for the transuranics. Is this

realistic?

Middle paragraph: lbhat justification do you have for saying

"advanced reprocessing plants" are not expected to release radio-

activity in liquid effluents"? Are there data to support this

statement?

Last two lines: How can 'ou say that Pu contaminated wastes in

storage have no environme: tal impact?

-13-

Page Connent

S-35 Line 5: The incinerator you describe is only now being

planned and much more research is needed. Is not this state-

ment a little premature? Should you not wait until at least

one plant has been designed and proven capable of operation?

S-36 Fourth paragraph: Again, a calculation is given which is

based on numbers which are highly questionable.

S-38 Table S-8: The Table heading should be reworded. It is not

clear now what is meant.

S-41 Line 7: If the decay time were much greater than a year, the

major contributor to dose would be 242Cm instead of 244Cm.

Also, under certain conditions, 238Pu and 241Pu might be major

contributors to the population dose.

S-42 Middle of page: We suggest the the list include, "Shipment of

Fuel from Reactor to Reprocessing Plant."

S-44 Three lines frombottom: There is a typo in the word, "implement."

S-46 Fourth paragraph, line 3: Here a promise is given for ALAP values

for applications other than LWRs. When will these data be available?

S-47 Second paragraph: The first sentence is missing some words -- we

cannot understand it.

Third paragraph: Are the quoted separation factors attainable on

a routine basis within current economics? Has a safe method for

600 year storage been developed? This appears to be bqsed largely

on plans not yet proven.
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Page Coirment

S-49 First paragraph: Mill a discussion of the use of Pu in HTGRs

be the subject of future reports? We realize this document

is restricted to LWRs.

S-52 Table S-Il: The accuracy of the calculations does not appear

to support the listing of values such a "-0.6%." Also, the

problem of the "+21%" for whole body exposures for Case 2

appears here again.

o0o

tIealth Physics Pergaison Press 1964. Vol 10, pp. io5 169. Printed in Northern Ireland

RELATIVE HAZARD OF THE VARIOUS
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS*

KARL Z. •RO1GA.kN, WV. S. SNYDER and Nt. It. FORD

Healtl Physics Dii-iioe, Oak Ridge National Lbkorotoect Ok Ridge, Tstiessor

(Rackeied 23 Jldy 1963; i. teistdfsrm 30 JOYi' 1963:

Abstract-Ae eqnaion is giren for the rclativ hazard, e , of arious radionuclides under
unicornoiskieg condlmion•. Ifl dfncod as tie ratio of th irerage .r'a inhkled in the
working area to the aintiio•i peri'issi-lb concntion, flit of ihe radinaclilde for
ooeopatiooi or'!osci Tiv ',riro ri d--iiur-d 1% rIuii ouh r,'a oe sseoa":crs as
radioactive err h icai salt i-i' -f : 'v-a 'rice' 'r00.

sp-iicavtsvr n--~r,'.RE r.!'.i, ar.:', tao, Gist re.a rr•h c'Ita .r.ti:n andMi

ostainedby:i B , v:li 'i.r -ic u.a:,:.]z x•,,ao • h:i'r, ',"' sie evae sapior
to be coo-i-atc ooa n-cs-i-na, irami ,r'-4.tO:& prenre..-\tc aiiiiiof auso1 sis:oie
sotiiity IfX soil~ and iir Iaie cutad, II, iio gurs or Ihe radlioitiildis Ii iod is ICR!'
Pokliooiisi No. i. plusialies tsr a iiirer 0f additional t-itisua rtm' 'ts ot preioosly

listed by the IGRP.

Attachment:

Copy, "Relative Hazard of the
Various Radioactive Materials"
by Karl Z. Morgan, . .S. Snyder
and M. R. Ford (Health Physics,
Pergamon Press 1964, Vol. 10,

pp 151-169)

INTRODL'CTION

AT Tt•i first coiicioieCe Oil the Peacetiil Uses of

Atomic Etiergyli forisulae eiven i o,
doteirminiig the iQlaotie haaod, 1, ,f ,irk
seith the various i-adioiiclidCs. It ras pointed
out that H could be exporcisd is

P

in swhich P %%as the probability of takins a
certain quaotity of the radionuclide iota the
body and NIPI irwas ti'e iaxiuitin pcrissivible
daily intake into the body giveii in sclday. It
icas asiued tbat thy fie t loadiit'S o1 itr i ca ireas
irheir iak -is boir,' done iitli rldio-,is-
material ioild tiet exceed the dust loading iii
the air of the icre city. DRI.i.Ei aitd
I-ATC 12i haid 5a

1 
1-lli that this i cit stidi to

0.1-I sttia ot 1-10 ig of ds.t itli dcd' per
B-lie ircik day. I t iiis iltid ai-o at ithat tiiie
thlat tile zi-race sdpientu ofl'adi~lluclid, s f10o1

* lortiois of ithis p:1 p,' ,•,'r ir, ieit-d ai tlv
Annua1 1h'ahh lPhyi,, Nol-lyMciw', Chi-ag,,

Illitoli, Jotc 10-13, 1d62
t Operated bhr LUnion Ca-rbid Norh'ae Comapat

for the U.S. Atoioi I'nitrg- tonimiiion.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory vas 100 mc
(exchldini the di r-e radiothcrapy sources of
Co); vo, fer oullti 'nilrice, it rai asiiincd that
the overage iccidenititicvolved ciorkurith 100 ic.
T'he relativc hazard aisociated vith work
involving i00 nc of vatious radionuclides teas
given by the equation,

10
(ItIPI) X (aig/I0o mc)

0.I

= (..PC), x 
1 3 7

<7trgie) (2)

ini v-hich M.Pf'C), = maximum pcreoisible coot-
cenotiioa (ue/cat in Tie ttiediuii (io, cater,
food-, D i dailv iitaike of raedisluit 'ct'dy),
10 $utg/ 0h iuor 0.I/i r iews ill pooh -
oltilit, P, of inhalaotio of a give quantity of
the i-adionuclild so that rihen ruti/sic < 0. 1,
P ras set equal to 1. Sititlar auenitptiotcs erete
tude rcikuiec to the contaiitietion ot'a wcounod,

and i aluei; of If v cr0i fioud tor all the ordio-
tUoClidca tier NriIisi CIIPC %clIii's hlad keot

pu i rih sit litati 6iti0  by this IC ItP aud the
NCRP.

More recently, a ittolber of invcstigauors have

attepteed to develop rsathematical relation-
ships % lItch can be used to dzeteramie the relative
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hazard, mof radionticlides. Perhaps, the most
successful effort w.as lby ltIIANtEL and LAVtE,t,

3

who suggested the relation,
I

= 1'K'ili377 (NIG,, (3)

where (MIPG:, = snsaxuisnsitpecrtnisibleconicen-
teation onthe material .,,.tu•'ad iI PC:;; =

maximum permisible concentratists of the
material in !e/cm

3
." This equation can be

written in the form,

H v57j (4)(MI'C)
5

in which rIg is the specific activity of the radio-
nuclide in c,',,.

HEURISTIC INTEHISI'tE rA IoN or wrl:
RELATIVE HAZARDt FORM. LLx

In :thi":s-sy r. -'.' a::,-. n " l. A .. :;

has beenre ae- a.1

H - C X Min (.1 x 4 0-g. x lO-i Mll
(3)

in which the dimen.'ni.ess index II is the rela-
tive hazard frstn %ssork stiph a givc't nusiber C"
ofrc oia radiiactive ntirtcriaL 'hr'ie symb, \fit%
(x,y) denotes the snsaller ofx andst. Thlss. \lip
(Ax c/g, 2.9 X 10-10 = . x cjf. if.-. x cV/.
2.9 x j0-to bitt Sl Min; x c, 2.9 x it0
2.9 x 10-to if A / clý > 2.9 x 10-t0. This
equation is derived heilow as the ratio of t

t
le

amount (lIe) of the radionuclide taken into
the body per cmn ofinitaled air in the work area
during a hypothetical incident to tihe maxititim
permissible concentration ,lIC. of ste radio-
nuclidle in air(ucmtirociipasitalexpoitr
The constant, ..I, is cell;il so the dust loading ill
the air (sg/cmt'7dividsld bl the dilotin s lcsnts
(b + l)(d + 1). It is given by tile equatioh,

A 10-4.
"4 (d + l)hb - 1 (6)

"Strictly.v svsimts (M11: PG and ,'Ml'C6.'*0 1.
noting shl ra-imi i .oi-rsi-ithl., tmottnrisri' is, air
in jig/em and ,P:/cm , rits.-cii-lvy, shtsild Io sin (I fiils
since only (!slt;:' C .altos are ussd slhtighout this
paper, thesubsteript "a" is omitted itn order tosiijoiifve
the notation.

i,, s Itich the dust h,.din-p i. a.smned to be at a
cesitsiant 'or aver ir I t,,el nl'10 4 le'cm3; b is
the chemical dil'lipili of the radioelement by
stable isotopeis of tile rsliselstnt or by other
inert materi it ti.e. tih cliiinicsi dilution of tlh
radionuslide bs st tabl nmterial in tie mixttirec
and escapiil-'tit ili I.i .,..lrk areat a d is the
dillhiion of tile ess-piupP i.tmdi,,artive mixture hy
.tip lyipte thor slip'! Th( iittcti sit -ini.t I. c/Xc.
2.9 -') 10-t1; inipeo a rtess etion oil ite air
acti-ity i 1iecm

3
, ill r wsisi is . x sith tile assuisp

tion 
t
ht the aircd i its ii thip sworking area will

not be periitted apulPitial, y auose 10 times
the IPC. fo. Rai ior ahovss tile \l'I', tIr SrO

t
.

For cosisneicnce i t' t it onpsi isons, Ra
t

2
1 

is
taken a- the rtfetti ties .:,td. i.e. the relative
hiazatid 1/ in cluivi-,i s i. set squtl to I lfor
Ra-21.` " hii is ',-,w1i sir fsr ni -israri
Ra ; !';•.ti b-t tl i . ih l:,v:.,rdi 4, om, mv~,n~r.i t;.r*e,:•!.is "::,i.i .I p-pr ihx e;.r i,se.- :iP n

exposure lisiso 12 s d ill s, ,,axe-, a rather
escensis e evaluatiuio Wthie cut .tstqini dtasa-4e.
Isliep, cm1 Piazti- PI - is iitpnsa, red to ila-' for
wihich '\IP.. 2.9 - 10-11 Pc/coi' iet secut-
patioiatl 5xpPýlPr -1i li. hrweek aind for isich tsie
spsecific acti.ity c!. - i.!.', tiple constant A =
2.9 :x: lM"O t il tshe i-i,litil ilpsiusi fIaetors
fb - i-.- 11,:.-- 1) r.4 3.43 •lit,. If equation i5)
hall been tiorinsaliA sts i

0
•2", (b ± I-d -" I)

svonld have beets equial to 3.1" x UiP. Tliss%
its view of the fori that tile limited accumrc of
the tiilogiacal diatsk ses.d in tile Internal Dnic
I la;ndlscoks nfXCg Ip asol IC10 ti.s ni.,t warran.
ted the listing of -li(c: values of radionuclides
to snore titan ime siginificant figure, both isotopes

-Ralý" and lPti-ia-main is e coip-ittcrid as
referesice stand.pds for shic i /I is rqial to 1.

Eqssation i.5 is intended tsp reprre•it tile
hsazard sf rather ropipipe d is'tosda- usirk wsith
a radioactive ssaterial. It is tintinded to
represent site haz.icd of a major explosios or of
a large, sudden release of radioacitP.. material
into tiler csirsinntsesnt ailtloi hi sith certainaddisiooial aissli~litipsstn rt I itire tot P.l timousit oft

cnergy dissip4.ttd iti ail explosh'a iild tie
amount rp'nsptrri.l rchiisesl, eruatie.iist it miighlt
lbe aprslr'prits-y ntiAstilied and extteiled to
include sucl ev-ruts. '[lhii eqniation is intended
to express tie i-,tzard of routine work ws-ith any

radionuclide in reference to similar work vscthi
Rams usiigecomparatle facilitics and prscedlsres.
Values of H obsaipiet from equation :.t are
intended to indicate site level of prerautiiunary
measures that shomi)d be taken for "s-ork with a
radionuclide: for example, tse tispc oftchensical
hood needed, the air clialipes reriuired, the
filters that are recomnmencted in the veniilalion
system, tihe kinds ofenverisig that arc appropriati
for the floor anti table tops, tie safety measures
that should be esiforced, etc.

DERIVATION OF TIHE SPtELATIVE
HAZARD FOKNICLA

In deriving equation (3), six assumptiniss are
made as folloss:

(I) The eelative hazard. H, is proportional
to the ratio of the intake bo sie 'socker u tte
(*iPCý. of thie radi,;'puc~iie or .isce zhi, minake
is assumed to be po:rr:iopa.! o s.e t ,-i pa-ze
concentrat:on in .;rei'p" a;r. .4s ": - r:i'o
ofthe ucc'cln. i , p:- :5.2 : air :C ,:e .PC:" ,
the radionuclide. Thps,

H = uclcni3 (7)
-: (MIPC),

The symbol (IPC),s will be isscd to depnse the
mnaximum pecrinisible estncentrait i in air ltr
occupational exposure (40 hrsveck, iii unitsi uf
ptc/ct of air.

(2) The relative -hazard 11 - I for ka-
under standard conditions of diltion specified
below.

(3) The activity (pccm
t
) in the laboratiry air

is monitored continuously or rather frersueniiy
and is not permitted to exceed for significant
periods 10 times site MIPC lor Rka''t" (2.Zf6 •
l0M- pc~ctn

t
) or, shat is ex•Itially tsle same

value, the MIPC for Sr""(2.,9 -. 10-10 iejem
t

:.
This is a level that is easily monitored by fixed or
portable air nionitoritig equipmetnt ains it is
assumed that should such a level Ih exceedepd,
remnedial measures woild be taken iptnecliately
to restore better iorking conditiotis. Froin this
assumption,

(.MiCRa-- .2.116 .0-1

S(.MPC2Sr, ore T (ipi o

and H --. 2.H9.9 -. _ or

(4) The loading or dust and airborne

es-caping sater ial in the laboratory air is
constant at the value I0l- ag/rMt. That is,

(PgjD/cm
5 

- : /g)' /Sems + (NOg)ccma

+ (pg)4C/m
5
s, l0- (9)

in swhich (pg-,/cnt
5 

` ug of dust and airborne
materiai/em•fabi~oratory air. (;tg),-/cm" o #sg
of floor dust (list, smoke, sand, etc.)!cmn ofiahb-
oratory air, , = pg of inert material
escaping withiadistosuclideý'ems oflaboratory air,
and (yji•j••es -, pt., of undiluted radio-
nuclideieas• of laboratory air.

C5) It is assumed that the material as it
escapes initially situ the lailorasory is a repre-
sentative sample ,ifthe mixture before it escaped,
i.e. the ratio of radioactive material to inert
MAie:Ppia t l P u'.,515:Z sit ernrs,, - pipe rajs tr"
:i:m~e marestcli in :hi cr(.sinst Ana ixi ':r Pic w.-Im-

,.i: , TI!';.. :'; ne ni¢'.icad aind is ; C,ic i6;"-:.-l
:ac:.,>I+ :3 L - t it .ici

(b W41cris-, ¢''[m (10)
.b.: I (/ig) jcmn

This assiumptioio may not be correct in cases
is-here slseir, cnt be fraetionation s ,&" certain s.f

tie chernicat, ,s tiley escape. Thlerefore, where
specific data ire available, a correetion Ibr thos
frartionatias holailstl lie applied s, site valtir ot
h in obtainiiig II for a particular chemical
operation.

(6) The amount of floor dust 'pgi 2Fcm
t 

that
becomes airbssrtle is a constant msuhiiple do sithe
amount of airborne material escaping lioe the
labioratory for a given operation involving work
with r.dionuclides for s•bich the ratio of mass to
aesis-is, is hi.,-h, i.e. dqun • It) pc(;sg. Tltis
assumption stales shat wtlen the tuork involves
0i. I or more grains o)f radionuelide per c, the
ratio of-!sg.'cms (of iloor dlust i•.srrminsg airiorsie
to tile ,u-/em' of escapisg maserial is relatively
conosanis. Thus the dust dilutions factor is
(d ± I, in wxlich,

(/,g)_dc" ` - ,ý-sr)dnems - `l,011/=e
(pg)0 /cm

5
" + (Pgpt5/em

5

Mot -em p pg,/m (It)

5-462
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The tostal dlutirjon factor (6 - I)fd +'I) is
(b + 1)(d + Ij

From equatirlrs fil2' te Itexner,1l tqjjoaiirt
fosr If an be ,, iitetrt as

TWIT~- - t ý. -

Zr. a~v mvc.'

or mairks, ithe Mairia.:Q..;
formotrac foir // vait be evmriisiti-c irt., a sin. - Ic
fresrila bys tleite or Ift Intl

t
r-nl r., sj it I

thint(.;t) lirte Sot lie or a andsI- L'sinr_ this
sviniljsl. eslo-ittimir 13.3 c., be %,i!,ten as

If 116 luirrinaliycri A.,rrri I fr fi, -i,c .'e rI

c of Ra2't, then

or (b l:ýd I Y 343 ii I *Ut"

If, as a first appt.tXti tlrili t. thr ,. t v I' 41,ir ý.D .
fur R14iso re ;rirttii !" -'s.r), tstr ,i,r nilx , Il.
noucles jit lindti,,i tile ricltlt'c i ~.Il

Cisiiig the &,ntse ll~ai tas ill ce,1tattirt 'I tI,

thce- furmitlterart lie c,.lnjlitiercdI, to2ite

.---12.21 .
1 5

.i..

This eqaltin ki the same ,s equation f
5

) itf
.4 2.92 :.: loll.It call alto be written as

H 2.92 .- Ill "t,'/

H (13b)

wthere the fim'tion rtlttr(cg 4/g if el; 10 atnd
-rlg) 1 10 iftr;: > l(i.

DISCUSSION Or TIHE FORMUIMIL
The vahltc of .'is deterrtinierl by lite chemistry

of the operatit i111l 'hte isotopic dihilion atid
d is relait.'d v, the rltra ttitrt ffii r ,ilit Ie litted
in the will kill-,, are.s thie se rdi-tributioni or tlie
duwt pxmttcvic' Ait ti , air flow Ixtttern which, in
tirni rlitcrrnircis the ercltive dlutionrst of thie
radirxictkrs lii/ti ii~rti tui. III, tfi C ite t i lnt)
lie :.!'rkt r i -, it it oi inh.del, It is o"

"I in- sl A c-i

-t -I- I) ture i nttni.tltie 10 the writers for
diiif"eent C1iiteicti ,ld n,iidnrcrit.- Olleratilots
n ith itc v. iti ntadiiidtriialt: it, itt tlis Ir;per,
It s,-It set dtjlit ti, :t. I I. tt0 frir etah Of tile
rasdri'lliirr.l,. V:I" (',r' o the p'rtllct •altl and
Illil be ,1.- rittetl erxitnimien.tll v lihr mrty.ll
tyles, ci t-i..tbi •ith vjiris assa rhlcnical cttili.
Ir lti II, tlut] piri ;r i.m i .,f lite rdif., etntil

¢ l'il ttt tit l ]•'IV" l,"n .A.6V .1i,I0]. nIIIfe

lie elctirllitaed - v.htite dim It," aiflirh.le I,,

the titMiItt n atltaai.ic .I i i-d ri ealt Iraln of ihi
radti,.uniidie anid ti, tie Vu.rn-1r wit, kting roudi.
11 n % i.e. sI'i ts ti it ire ,-ii r tlr ri tile
i'iriP 'it it.,' l ra -e1 eu], l-tire, dust level,
lti.e . lI,,`-ieI'!% ill ,if .' t iti , -r-ch si;,tt-, rI.'lL
it nttl't iNt k, 1t SI ;hat illn .rih tel IPC s~iiir tr
rrtrdirr~a:at!itb., ti-.ts.tii.,ii, itt the ,(nrI, t,:.r

snnre C0ttinlr; saihn.din itiliilg chemnie.sl
frrnit if rite tdi!i.t'tli arid specific v'alues .f
.XtK n.ilit ,i lji I-'itrjnint,cl Ctittitll~iy for
eacli Chenical ti iil-.i.:. % r.oii ,i the raioi-
nur~idte i it:ir, tr ,t.ihii¢ lte li-1 reliritle and
apJi4i:aibile 1.iiiie i1f ii lititi equlialion I.1.

Tl'h itiliandll. i- i,,it,ltlihn. iilpnriid by vpiiia-
tire inst5k ý itt , it prtitnltiolta t11 te
the inltake in Ili is proplortional to tile

concentrsrtion of activity in the air provided this
activity does not exceed 2.9 x 10-I1 and, tinder
the assumption that the total load of airborne
material does not exceed 10"l'gflem', and for die
dilution factors given, this swill be realized if the
specific activity does not exceed 10. For radio-
nuclides of high specific activity. i.e. cjg >.- 10,
the intake is assumed to lie limited by atn alairm
or other monitorinq device and srlttlequent
action. This, of course, does not specify tire
specific activity of an individual dust particle
since many dust particles would be relatively
uncostraminated while others would have a
specific activity much greater than that of the
average. It is to be noted that s'hen the dilution
factor has a differcnt raltin than that asitimed
here, the cut-off point in equation (1Wb which
linmit tire concenltration of tlhe raditmtlile in
the intake air to nst more titan 2.9 , 10-10
pcrlems will be daftcreunt.

T he vait ue o f It -I ,t:: ,n a ..:c r a.a .t n.. t us,.ai
in this paper :hr :-.h aerage . -;.r a.... ainur the
air ofttie work area is probably not atn unrealiktic
value, although there mýy be cotisiderable
variation in this value due to lite diitercisees ins
support of adequate measures for radiation
protection to be fIund aismg the variois
organizations vtorkiniz with radioiiuclitles. II
general, hossever, tile colntritir rtse of good air
filtering systems in laboratories arid pr,,ulicti,tn
facilities sthlitre work is dine twith radimictive
materials tends to keep lte duist l•od of tile air
within an order of magnitude of this value.
D. M. D.ovn and W. ). Cutrttrl.L1it made
measuhements from a number of dust sartpht
coliccted in the isotope work areas of Oak Ridlge
National L.aborai.,ry and obtained a mininiutni
value of0.27 x 10-4a ;Iglmn, a inaximnst malihe
of 1.8 X 10-' pg/cem

1 
or an average value of

0.86 X 10-4 pg/cm
5

. T'lie assumpttion that tile
air which is brec.athd in tire svrkiu• arpelt hal ast
aveage v-ale of 100 per ccitt of the MCll':. in tie
ease of Ra2!4, or that 1f - I for Ra234, is art
arbitrary chnice used only for convenient refer.
ence. Jhie use of the same value of the prmduct
(4 + 1)(d + I) in tle caliuaitiotnit)all value of
H in this ltpcr 5ai an expediency dictated by
the lack of expeririensial data. W\hen experi-
mental valiltc of tile chemical, isotopic and dust
dilution Factors become availabie for thre various
physical arid chemical formss of the radioisotopes

and for various chemical and engineering
operations, the values of H tabulated in this
paper can be extended and improved by adijust-
ing them appropriately. For the present.
howeever, and until experimnstAt data are
available for such refinements in the calculations.
the values rf H given in !hil report should be
considered primarily as the relative hazards
(or risks) ofrrccupational workers being expsled
wthile conrlsictitr routsuine operatiom with one
curie of the various radionuclides under op.
erating conditions similar to those provided.for
Ra"s. Valties rrf .3PC •r sc/cmis ratrler titan
MPI (or ar/day) are used in equations given in
this paper because of the convenience to the
reader in applsioz values of MPC to be found
in priblirations of I('RIuli and NCRP.1iu Other
titan mesitinied alse

t
tve, the authors knImm of nr

ztnrd basis for thee assumptiots except that they
lead to val'tes t" 4 H that ajre with vesrst's
1.tbtratm',s e'xaerien.'e,

the prete,!tn%, heuristic derivation .if H
aisrmed I e of activity !u lie present. When
more Ihan one citric ofacti.ity is invokved in ati
iperation, 11 increases proportionately accord.

ing to equatirm t5i. This assumption may he
unjustified in ionte case, and a closer invletita-
tion of this -otimption minght itdicate that lite
cut-iff valw- should vary lnicsllhat accordling
to the amount ofactivity inviscdd. Htswever, a
large variali'al in alnotil iif activitys will often
require changes in tile cqtripmcltt -and pro.
cedures which might affect the valueC of the
dilution faclors or make tile oleration not
comparable sith the previous operation. It
wonliL seem that the use of the curie amount ass
multiplicativc factor is probably conservative
so far as tire it, of large activities is concerned.
All the illustrative graphs and tables which
follow are computed for the case of one curie of
activity.

COMPARISON WITHI OTIIEIt eELATIVE
NIAZARD FORMUIL ,E

In order to compare results, V'tr/ from cqua-
tion :4. of T).'l!.&uEL and Lov't i0t and 6(Wl;:ý
from equation (151) of this pape.- ate plotted in
F[i. I. Also, values of / for typical radionu-
clides "%see determined tsy means of these t•o
equations and plotted in this same fiture.•As
would be expected, the two equatirtss yield very

5-46.10
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similar \alnes (1 ithin soi order of magnitude; in
the range fItom cns , = 10-2 to 101 but are diter-
gent beyond 11s- litlits. Thos, the attthors'
method (cqtait.,t 15b Liffers significaditty
from that of DL iisa i. and L ViE in that 0nag-
lived radionnctlices, ;.r. -t < 10-'I and the
short-lived railiotciclds, i.e. rg > 0 01, are
considered to be less haz1ad1u1.

Some t\ pica[ tlocs 011obtained by thie 1sc

of these talo equations -,i.e. equation 11) nor-
malized by ale constant .1 = 2.92 ;.: 10-1
and equaatin t15hI a are plotted in Table I ficc
ease of ctompaison, lfttlot i elaliols Class pII231,
Ae227, Cf'-!-''", Amt"-'' and '11- as tile
most hazaldans radionuclides. Also, both
equations list Iadlitnuclidet rich as i.

m
1 

- i ,-iS r d as erel haI t. dit
radioanuclids. lit ettalions i Iadi,.,nut>,de0

of e.sitreloltv , ihalf 1!e -,', :is Iniu. NdIll.
R,"', Pb a it !-.z
tltese E-,t e :o+til "e .e , .
classed byh ti tao eCliti ioslI oiii vatyiag
degrees hIf inttlediato hazaid. T1ere is,
apparonals, a -teiitkss in tise t-o iu"f tquatiotn
(4) in that 11 becomes too large as thie half.life
of the rattioiatilitde appr oachits zoeio.

Althoutshi it has iti been ao-sililto protide
a strong thCrtt01iCalbasis, ei ,!1 I;r elqtantion (-i)
or for eIlation i ' I13), a detailed cotpatrison of
tie Classilication of t arious radiloiiiidei ob-
tained by the L-1 1qua:ions swith the classifica-
tion arrived at thliouIh s'cnos of itIirWaioly
experience is useful in indicaiting the reliability
ofthe sio namethods. This is tIe casn berausc tile
only purpose in such equations is to provide a
mathematical expression wviich call be shortsi

meaasuors, •tate disposal requirements, exdmpt
quantities, shippinig regulations, etc., for the
varitt... rSiadwta1li materials.

The greater tlie slope of tale connecting lines
plotted in Table 1, the greater the diffeirence in
rclatiia ha ard as determined Ely tlhe to
stetlhods. Iit general, and as twould be expected
flonm valaes plotted in Fis. 1, (he manority cf
values of II oitained firo1 equation (15b) ate
less than tlst oh Oitained ht'om e quation f4) wlhen
boil clqtatitins are lormalized by tiic same
Conistant. Ihittrci', this is consiuleord to be of
minor signilicance silncc the factor of primasr"
interest is t oie otdezing of ti0 r adionuclidcs an1d
lot ho aliltltc toaisiitdo iofthise relatisvo hazalrd
1t. Tabl 2 pi tt, idet. b thie usc of equoliallvls
;4; and 1 513 , a corp.trson of tie ordealing of
1ome of slit ;na, cotnos I" s l t adionttclldes
an,i. iniCtsa, s-, t s n-ci n.pard ih
1101 atrrie lt - Osri~t experience.
P.:t,:,ztoi- t ao , . tI-l cl's :inst a

rlatLis oei abtlo 111 inalls of cla sfyaiug tise radio-
nlaiclith:s ill tire order of inc1ca1 ilng radiation

hazaid and that tiis clasilica1 tis, in general,
is in ngleement0ll ithl laboratoi yad industlial ox-
perience wtith thiele radiotncltlds. Undotuiiteily
this ordtoitto, rould ie inot acd upo1n, if specilir
vahlts of the hIts ilcai, isotopio and dust dilation

huctors. i.e. 'I, -O:d 4- i), lce availaale fin
each hclrnial and en i ClialI leration wsith
tho variaous :adniinuicltldea altndu iica he of (\.1lPC1

iore available br specislic chomical forms of the
radlionuclide

The general aliie of (l\P1C ' may be ob-
tained from the hantdbooks on internal dose of
the 1CRPIsi ald NC RIPs) and substituted in

'equations l5) or 
t
l13a) to gise the relatisn,

0 aoa!
6.8 x l01aCTJI-- L-"t • 1E( "i ( 1 " e ) ' 2.9 *,: l0-1

H -. LR (16)

0 ~~0' 15 -

to list the more common radionairlides in the
known order of radiation hinal[, tas has 1een
determined by ex perience, in the hope that this
same equations tiray he relied upoti-as a gi',le to
the relative haaild for stork withs a les cittlllion
radioniclide where scry little or no experience
has been accumulated. Such classification of a
radionuclide is required isI older to dtetersinaue
the adequacy of health physics psotoctise

in vsicli hf,= faictiton of ie radioactive mate-
rial inhaled that is deposited in the critical hody
organ, ni ý- mass of critical body Orgass tg),
t = peoind of occupa1tional rxpasiure (ycars,,
7 == ollctisc half his (soarss, R = msaximum
permissible dose rate Itrem/)car) delierned to
the critical body organ, E L= energy per cisin-
tegration (N. Ic\' deposited in lie criticail boly
organ, RBE = relativs biological effectiveness

5-46.11
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Table 2. Cormparison of values of relati'e hazard ,btaied by erthod of Detaset tead LAtE (equation (4)) and tthid
of.Mo.Gs, S:atsR and FOnD (equati (I1b))

Comparison Comments

R,,22, $rm, Pu239 and Po2-
t 

are considered to be Confirmed both by equation (4)
very hazardous and of about equal hazard and equation (15b)

Pit-, Act-f, Cf A ,ttý-e, Ame,-•v and -l'h1' arc Confirmed both by equation (4)

probably among the most hazardous radionuclides knowsn and equation (15b)

Radionuclides Such as Rat-r.", PurtttsttW t, Confirmed both by equation (4)
Am•'t•,s, UU-jO•.t-, Pb-tt, Pateý, Cmrat,-t,, and equation (15b)
Sr" and Tht° are very hazardous

Long-lived radionuclides sach as Ndlt, Re
t
1 antd ConfirmtI both by equation (4)

Rbh7 are among the least hazardous radionuclides and equation (h5b)

I111 is probably a..out 55 tam, hzar a, C. -,a afi Colti. eed bh c Iluasiess 1Wb. but
much less hazardous than Ra-2" or Sr'

5  
equation !4", places 1tat equally
hazardos to Srt and Rat-t

and mrauchi more haza~aous
than CGala

SrO' and Cats are probably more hiazardous than pV1 Confirmed by equation (i5b) but
equation (4) places pý'. more
hazardous than Sr'

5 
and Ca"s

U2"3 with a half life of 74 1ear, is probably msre Confitlned by squation (15b) but
haz.rdous thoan U2° siih a half life f 21 da, not confirrted by equation 14N

Th
t

a
m 

with a hal life of8 it 10ears is Coenfrird by equatiot (15b) but
probably less hazardous than Saa d aond ,2a1 not eorfitnted by reqation (4;

Xtas ia probably mach less hazrdous lthan Corfirmed by equation (15b) but
Ctst1, U2.,2. not confirmed by eruatoo (4)

H
t 

and C-t are probably aboua equally hazardous Confire, d by equation (fI5b but
not corfirmed by equation (4,

Sm.ttih a half life of 1.3 >: I Ot yeaer ia Confirmed by eq u aa'ion (!5b) but
probably much less hazardous fl-a CI1 noat coafir..ed h. equation (4)

Ha is probably much more hazardtous than L:2' and Th"-t Confirncd by equation (15b) lsrt
not confirnlcd by eqtuatio (4)

C4 is probably more hiazardous than Ue-as and Ua-t Confirmed by equation (tSbi but
not confirmted by ca!eatian (4"

Na. aiih a half life of 15 hours is probably I-, Confirmed by equation (I5b) but
hazardous than Ca'

5
, \,o0. (-lt5 Np,-s and S.r not cnnfirmed by aquauint (41

Rn2"2 is probabl lest Is hardous than 5r,', " Confiumed by equation l5b) but
Ruots and (.,137 not confirmed by equation (4,

Rneas is probably much I,,s hazardouss than lPu29, Cosinfiw d bh equation (I 5b) but
Amttt, PbI"-, Sr-, Rua"2, ete. n,, confirmed by equation (4;

,'a'

a.,

lot

Tell, 1. Ceparisas of zvlses of IIaba,;1 be,;,eu of DL) .-...... scs [-1 se, I,,f7so..-e, Sotos
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of the radiation, i = relatite (taige factor.

minst )- "'iýP)') hii, 'h

as indicated tor eq tulati A it Ill . I ,
(do.- I) is a tesri that it i lie ttcdl if lie chiesi-

cal, isotopic and dist diiluito Eictorsl ic ki.,'i- ni
(otihCrisC, it is sec et iiil t 2.t ) • 10- 1 ' tis.
it can be seen ftm et u n trpimio I 16', that, illgn e 11M l.

and, as espcc:ed, tie hi,,:6 t in tile tse df
inhalation exposure snc(ic, diteCin y iith til 11
the fraction of tile inhalied (tit i hat ri :ii, in
the critical orgtn, wiith E-, trie rtcyliereld
to the critical or'gain per disitigration, iiii th the
RBE of the radiatioen, and wtith t1 tile i:i:ie
damage factor. It decteases ith ,ni tile n, In of
the critical orian in 'hic the dtionuclilde
deposits and d0ilmtis ouric or alt of i rvcnct .,f
radioactive deca : it decreae '%t; the
stasi diluttion iieiii i- - i i th,

parison of [In I , itic ii oc. ulzes lpi;arii' in tie

thiyroid, sith Pitll w hicih ic alizCs pri,, l1i in
the hone, aiid stith w13 %,ihich is ztathr let ini 'rsitnl

distributed in lite body', s,ill ilhtlu aii tC tsie kidtC
variation of these ictr,rs and ithi imp-,rt:ei or
ttems in deterining th:rtir veii haziid I1.
Thus,

f, VE(RBE)n/Rl
=0.23 x.: 0.23I)1,1/20 ,.: 30)

= 8.8 x '10-` for [t:tt

foZE(RgBE)tin/mR

= 0.2 x. 5.4(10)5](7 I.0, 3(j)
= 2.6 ;x 10"` fi,r l'ts

t
' and

f.:ýE(RBE:),I/.,li?

= I ,, 0.006(1.7) 1]i7 ..: 10i- 5

= 2.9 x 10- fIll I/1.

The variation of the reclatie hazaid H iwith
the effective half life. T. istmttnerhat involved
bc-ause 3T is a functioin of the reidioactii.e hal'
life, T,, and of tite hioilogical half life. Tl, as
ineicated by the equation,

T - T, T()
T, -i fT'a t 1hh

Also, T, is present in the formulae through the

specific activ it,

3.5t; li0

lit itl ps sitis T' is tile radioactii e haltf life
in 7cals 1aid Ii" is tie a tomtic wteighLt Of tie
raissosisisi si. If cluiii n (ot1 17 asod (I,3) ate

',ii 'it,,t
1
d in cwtuwii' its ; and, if foe con-

senisc e sit o) .l .ie:t' 1, ble heh tiosr of It with
respect to 7" ald Ti , tile dihltion ttctors are

specifetdft as prstvinsuis i~e i s-- I- I) =
3AI lt0", then equation (16i ) becomtes,

[2 x %zcl~-,

x T I 1 -- ' T ]

eethec ib-. " t ' -:id , rdo ,,it ino l,,te T_.

11,

anti

s/' [':[t2 " it" •? 'IX:C, t•est l. 1 , 7 - ie 0 (Shi-

(07', TV

itt ssielc t .X st site alti,

S ' (I -. . -0 -... , . ' ) (21)

In Ordrtic inisdicatie sthe %-at iatition of H v,:isis
T, and '., ts: rrniti , fins 115 asi If, t le
plsises sitl Fis' 2t sor t~isrit-1 saof rT, and i'

I1t 1 fat .1it cp..i. e-• -i-ssi I = s0, te • Or estil)
irna whch ofhas the vles i tat.
: a finoer s lito is'icat the reiation lhizuvd is

piotted T.,s Ihfist ittisn she ciurve Conttinue. e
site cat-aiX isis lie 'sit

1
d Mkiscs 11 dCti-Ctrss

aloe tle si s st''is. site. s vl lutecii ofi s t ad Itfers
for diicsept % -;in tes of the atomic veighit i1.

Tiable e pr., aiu' -ei,, c f ' file sta Inv~l'd ionll

frots Fig 2. licis it is so sole rsh,erv etiatia foe
loust valu, of " the relatits value ird I/
ntcrceas riptilitll irstis seurve's h s oliesf T,

bat fde lnttC_ values of 7l, it a ic ireitoslrsl'v
iti Ta ,, nd 3 I ll' sis ) is .,' ass o e tsss'a e

function of 11'. i.e. II wax.. decreatess-sIoly
with increa'intt i1'. Thc reilative hazard H is
alsays increased by an inciease in T,. The

Rsdi0cfiise nail-Lit., "Tr iYe's)

FtI. 2. Values of relative hazard H as a function of radio-
active half life T, Iir an occpational expostse period of
50 ypeacs tid foe arious biological haf lices T, and

atomric weights It'.

value of 7T, at which H is a maxinimtiu is indc-
pendent of T, but. it decreases linearly swith
increasing It'. Some of these changes seemt to be
in accord seisis what one would expect front ass
equation that is to indicate the relative hazard
ofa radionuclide. "Thus, whinst T, is shorter thian
the life span of man, H increases rapidly wvith
T7; but rhen T, is much greater than the life
span of man, there is little furtsher increase of If
with an increase of 

T
, In other wrstds. One

would expect a large increase in the hzead if T,
were increased fiom I hr to I day to I year but
would expect little increase in the hazard if T,
weere increased from 1000 to 10,000 tears. Also,
the relative hazard If increases with.increasisg
values of T, titaent c> 10 and this rate of
increase with 7, atprsaches liiicarits-w sets both
e/g and T, are large (i.e. 'g" ztid T, -- x).
The relative hazard H reaches a maximutm at
the values of It' and T, correspondinssg to cig =
10. For values ofcg < 10 and sir a fisxed value
of W, the decrease in H is inversely proportional

to 7T,. Thus, iranssuanic ssdinnuclides with
atomic wteisoits fisns 238 to 256 are most
hazardous if their radioactive half lives are

about 150 years at approximately twice the
average life span of man and fission products
having an atotic wciiht of about 100 would be
most hazardous if their radioactive half lives
tere about five times the average life span of
man.

An inspectioni of tie tweclv'e highest values
of H tir sioadnuclldcs obtained by means of
equatioi . 16) (see Table 6) reveals that ten
of these tv.tcie are transuranic Jlments and of
these tell there are six wcitli values of T, ts•at are
wvithir ant ordcer of magnitud. of 150 y. ' Aill
twielve of tsese csradiiIsnuclideis vei(it hsighiest s;ltcs
of 11 are "bone-seeking" ra.iionuclisdes for
which it • 5 and nine of these decay prinmarily-
by a-emission fser which (I•.BE) = 10. All
teclve of tiese radionuclides with highest values
of 1l are in tilc actinidce grousp of elements for
wslich a value of T, = 200 years is assigned. It
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To~kS. osoreryof otitiis rahro f Haod r,'j..it~ii-0 toia of, ~jroe) fr olrtotaho, oT, aidr an II
as plsrhd to Ji. 2

Co re'.
sponding
"Iau'l of

.afues of T, fr V'a-, If
H (max) H (fo, 11 molax

for arod fr for
T,()) IV - 240 It" I 2-10 It' = 100

Cou r-
sponding
valor-s of

T,' for

and for
It' t100

Valtes of
H 'oros)

for
I= 10

Corre-
sponding
values of

T', for
H (iao'-
and for
It' .-, 10

Corre-
sponding
values of

Nafoor of 7, for
H (raxl Hs (nx-

foe and for
11' = I IV - I

I 10 118 if 356 10 3510 10 35,600

50 230 148. 2.?) 356 250 3560 250 35,000

310 148 350 350 340 3560 350 35,000

trill bh noed s i:Z) uhitS 1of- rIti;.; : )lIn .
docit rhave otitch seirrrtc:" haP"it's adsni
valiues of 0!it- •i~mto~ *rtttt~llr,!tiii t',e:ttt:t'.ititt!.

in g t:t.C. i, ti erect,,r te tatu Iit-. Li..
7, andT) T, 0ie Fireiri product, it <rerrtr
the value of IL

Eqjuaition (15b) can be rc-at-attged iti lie
forms,

2.92 :-t - q,, -IM C) . . - 7 . . (22ý

and

(NP 2.12 ".10-ol ,l ft

in which (NIPC). ind 'tf 1 ate itiloe taxirmio
permissiblte coitrCentiations il It fli ii" in itt
and /pg/Cmia fiveiv, foirtttcuattnii ix-

posure 40 hf/strk. Value, Ofc '.INl'C' f if
(NI. t

CI, f• ti tittitt s "2 i) '., fiorJ I .
If I ).O and It =5 i. 10-i ,. i-tcd in
Table 4 alid ploticd in Fig, 3. It is it be nteid
that ins each case plots of (Nil'-:, aind (.ItPf
for a cotitstant valsic of 1t )hints rot icttt•'s iii

"r1hich the hare is /iO of thlc htitt,. It is 11 tbe
observed olso that radiontrclidIcs stich as Ni i.

Pita
t 

and .IStt
0
, as sce[f as 1-1211, fill alF) i -

niately up o n a line khith is : loctis of poins
for which H mz. I or ir hit h the t.1 is
kit(ytv. tadit elidci ftlig " ,lit ittt tlh !':,'i-
angle for which it == I ha,: tt dclatsic It itt1
grrater thou I ; radittuciidcr 'dliag ithin iet

reitangle for whicl , I - ft hire a rclizivc
hazard greater than 0.1 arid radli,imclidts

i tt rettonctos f:, hifh H = .1
.5 tic rvltDO'.' hazards ithin this
' flit.,. ,utatiro• 22 and t`2t

, : e . I- o, ai p iD : ted hi ,i it

radionucldles into various relative hazard
et, uops.

Tablc "t irtlirates also fur ilfIstration the
var iru.n i th specific activity (,ticisg) of (I)
the ,tg/,lrc of liv radiuncwlidc, (2. the factor b
(c/g), (3) rht diiurton ftcri. tig i, f dust/itg of
rtdirnruclidt, 'i, the avcrarvte specific activity

of the dust, t !,[ t nri' ifduns (5) the average roass
I)-r init i cir itr of iftit i', duti/ic mtid (6)
values of Ictalitc haz Iar f cot isponding to a

(xPC = -2.92 .: 10l-° ,,cico,,.

Alite i+ptts n is f I-id . 3 Itidicates that Ihe
(N IftC( 1 vftlus fior niost of the uraniums radio-
isotopcs art ortv neariots the sarisc. This suggests

• iat it ritft be (If tin:WsCi to consider the
rcrii'tinthazald fir tatiots nItixtUrcs of the
it rcii iris .,tp'p in srdert to illus trare furuthr'
lhe itlitihirii o"spcciftic activity (/sr/pg) or 7',

,,] tie s liti tc hansfd Ht. Table 5 su"om rizie
o tfitv.,if inco fts per int to ~i\ii. ,io<ii/si of itotopic

ntixittts of L-" and L; tr', s ipct unit
aet ii-" tit! ,if fir,..arr r dur (f t.h '1 ,
.' -i:f)• attn Ht fiir t '',ithe t , iou e It 'hoc

\rihtet if Nf\l ('irisad Y.I fl I :. itc pltited in
I. , utiittrtl.,a tt--runt 1hIf iir alh....ts
h 'iZ~l,ow.l .... ('•ll([l' th po"inIs [ý)r U"27-, altd

"' It is t, be thi t ai ' it i f dilf ed
,ith l "'t , :':f ittlis a: aitbl'irce dust per unit

aitivirs decreases lineary ith the incf easc iii

M),~l a

- - - --- ---

Vi'

'In

' • ,,,-t7• r.• .o *. _o,_-,.__,__

..-... -- , -- ; ", ", .O 1 --

- .... ....... r,
0 O t'. .-- \0 \ '

Fro. 3. Relative hazard groaping of Sthe radionuclides as naggestoed by several authorse rite -!a
titan 5 X I0" 'espectively as defined by the method of this papee. The triangle. nnailed (D1
marked (IAEA), nod (IAEA)s enclose radionuclides of decreasing relative hazards i defined to,
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m /cc far Occupotionol Exposure 40hr/wk

* marked H = 1. H = 0.1 and H = 5 x 10- enclose radionsarlides mith arlative hazards greater than I, greater than 0.1 and greater
'., and (DL), enclose radion'uclides of decreasing relative hazards as delined by the method of DunsmtL and Lovas:. The irregular lines
*\7 reports and the binen marked (USSR), and (USSR), enclose radionuclides of decreeaing hazards astlefined in USSR' reports.
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TYblXO 5. R ai0 , ha:XX /L , 11.XI If,, ,l I -,L lXXI UJ "" ad, L V

].d- loatý t U2 ],,, .i, .,,,i t. U!" • ,,ii

due to :U:;8 00 d11 t,100o iote i,~

1o 9 . ; • 11' ;2.! ., 1!)0 9.9 4.0 .XX M 2- . O

100
I0 '090 a ,9 I.X 'IL .L
1• [ . 0 X 9L).'"+. XL I• L'

I 0-L lXI . X I,. . I ILL + l lc ',

A nim d a -c •wat o , :I I,

sp c~q ;c...i, •" !• -,:,;iw : t lu.:,: - a: ! T I"

ill c . l." .' "X .0 , Z') l l ,'LX , X•-L: I

o[ - 0 ; 1itOri 1i 3 Fo u lt ci \'it i z'l:. l:

aXLXX I' L di.c -Xdh - ' l'i h.pl - I

tOfle lhtll XXXL C X th is XX'n .hX I;tt t, e'l lll
CLZL1L.- d =L olill" ; tt ll ; , ..

I \ Saa lC(I rc L )LXXXX XXX, .XX XL~m Inr~Cc XraCe XLe IL

bell, ,, IClat iv e hIXX ,:X d ,•ltlXXXXXXX

il IXXLL XLXiOp L:- LX Xi XL h L )I CXLXXLXI,

SLXiXIC LIo ,ifl IlLiXXXLL LX I,\ ILl.X XX I3X il-

N% I cc - tL hiL X " ,l'XXX LXX FigX . 3L X i i',!'
i s ic5 0'iLedL b . IOtH. L l l, ill, IX .\LX .'L I U It 5 I

11CP+hLý il 'loi(' ,n 'ly Dt,) I1 ;111( L -~~ [u2'c I:'

bhl li.] gt) G \. -N I lIII n :1¢/)ill f 1 itia , - -i ll c

pl wd iXCn CXLCXXXICXI IXCIc. mI'l , I

fl ILILI IC CIeL.iIh'X cXXXXlXLXti,,nL andL XXI ILIX- a

lCLL - DL'LOLLCLLLX l l-aHXX tile L i [I , i 11-XC-L 1L

in 19 6 o :d tol imdlp~l th ,c . llof:hid-
filmlif,d \eh 'th e flitjo i1- ll ine h n •thc/,,d i i,1. .
1;\V Cca thl n lctl~itll >i I~~tc .n Flil. , \id,>
ailin sr ics lh r ,'lm4' •t i nc ll - ,kcdl 13tl ~

hiLL t, a th e l0CLh tLd 0[" 0.L'IIt,3 X CIL X Xt ..\VIXI:.'ihsa 'Ci s criL L ,CXLXL ' _'.X LI IC. 1,i thX I:,~ 3t. XL L,

SLX LILILL IIf I)I L'. ',,, IIIXXXX\VI XX tdnz'IXL

f~liXtg bchLwXXX C L i LX ,,X'XXLt in tLXC LXX cd (iq I

faXiling IcLI,XXX LIhe dIiLI(LX,, Il iXXX rnIXu kL'X'1)/...

have a rclativeC hazXaXrX >-.253 aXnd \XXr CXC X.CCX

u. I PC'X
XLUXXXXX '(X CLX : (XRCL H

]L,; 11" l 1l1S inL, 1.3 LXXI 1 5.24 1 0-

3L! 1II' ýLL , LXLX 5.L'X.L L-' 54b ,x11 -'.]f ' I1 ,1.14 3i ,) 5 2 " 1, 0 l 5.48 :, l0-L. ILL- Lt lX '. LXX XX 51 L X 1 0M 0 2.5 X
3i 1 i i ]L.. IX 1" 5 L76 10-X1 2.5

3 L LwL L L I o -I XX LI '. ' LoX XXX.5

L 3. X3 d.XXXXXL XlXXXXXiX.iX-n rc.-. 1o`3.43 10' X" (c/g)

hi, d 2.`2 P,?:, -d7•']Oi 2 i -:Q pl:[ .. d iit, 6,,

p-.ih:llt p-,.,.-: XX , Xz;v%, , cs% I)L' and

IX- pl-- haI-, L LfX XC pI~d LX IX/I ()At a l,d', 11 5 lt, l)L a hae , relative
hazard -"2 1.1< miad 5,r 10 ace i- n \tim

[iac ed ilald u th . IX' LXCi meiClLth i Cf XLhC
[ XLIs: I~LL r L.Xy .'XIXXXGCXX SNXYDERL anIX

FXXX'.*v~i ucM: XXfling withinL Lhe rCC-

X dI I ,LXXXI IJlc I liLLh'C, I1a''d',ClX ' .1.. IIcd

-,k1 H. XXXII h.-IL CX a Clic~aL'

L3 : .I CXXX1 1 . ed l0- have II c r Clatie

• t~iztl~ [).'t-.'(?l 4.1 ll/ d,5 .< l 3ld wereirc

noL I-cC d i, lhe iX lerC -,iCL y thataIC d I.,pix

"i a i)t;l,.on c- ' Il,: met ald ov ihe re tan.-'
Pma-tk)lcdi:i11i~ -- I5 .- d!-ie acloviv,neluhazard

tol" •I (Il , f 1-l,"I [lto IF} a1 lld -lopS I rdiou-
n"llvic ( h,f h la[,[ ..... e fhi ]cd- p tlilC] I\x C ou-m
a(It ic It'I -h,,'.h b ce ud irteirl I- rc-W
tI)ll, dM it'ld S--•i th I &cta ill. t,- ým d ofII-

" t mie,+ •llla zljd -lulic -n (1h)d • tl,) is d irt thile

ldopir ' l -I• l (l ia] I) tz tl i,; p c d h -

i¢'rlt , •, 3lI ilU•, u" tie rdilhlu - -idc hi ppI ig O

te litla ti\C ....1  I X / L u, XXXC i l LClli iCC 1 I ,.tX

l(Jt ILL' I LLI C C XL'LCCl) Xi LIXC Lt X aid XXi -h

ILido•iX' lL XXX XX[X c~(cI IX C I LXXLXXI t L XI{ ) II) ILL detXlXninX
aLXX~o'X •o X " X l~ t XLLXIXitXC ;ItI X XILX LIXt i r XIt C LIX;LCq at:-

LIXI,: ICXIXIX LIL, I LXXXt, LXXX LIm I'LL cs LXXt X[ LXXippiOf

*XglatiXn LXn. LXXX XXLX LXd Xin detertiXC iCCL whatI
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quantiti-s ol a radionuclide can he comsidered
as "exempt" rion special ttctlcicic etc.

A number orfot!er g.ctpin&s Z f r..-liountcltics
have been suggested but, itt the rncot part,
these havc been n suv4 stci h stih,.ut urfl•cning anct
substantial theoretical basis and. in cicys, cases,
the groupings do tiot econliirnt sit't labor;,atccy
experience re•ardintc the relative hazard of
these radionuclides. In Fig. 3. boundary lines
are drawn to enceoe radiouclidies in the VaritoIms
hazard groups anrd. in some cases. itis ntoted that
the lines arc %,ery irregtular. For ex.aimple, ite
radionuclides f.tling Iblow the line mt rked
(IAEA)J are listed by the Interuitional Atomnic
Energy Agency") as ic.longintzin their Group I
which is rererred to as halnq "'etvs high
radiotoxicits." gadi,,nitclles tallitzi Ihitwen
the lives m arked IA l .A , antd l .\E . . i:c
listed bs IAEA as bet.ti- ;i s ict itheiC
G rourp if t tich is r ferr.: ", s * ,;
nuclides of*)ht.h: racdiitoxh :it . Ilc ratlt
alcove the line ccarked {IAEA. ' re Titd in
AILA as belonging" withn their Cro.up Ill

w hich ist rel'erred to at rcdcctuile .'C tne ahlrat e
or tow radiotoxicity. l.ikcsise. radicnclid"es
falling belo. the line markied {I.USR, arc listed
in the report of the .sticListry o( licth of thce
U SSK " sc as a l nci giin g in the (;rc c .\ of r alio.
ItuClides of "especially hitgh radciitoxit il %1- acid
those ftlling bctcceen the linetts mvarked L VSSlOt
and (USSR), are listed as behozigiig in I c;rsp II
of radiontclildes of "high radiiototicitv," etc.
No effort has been made ih construccintcg fle
boundaty lines ic Fi;. 3 to itc lude tite rý:.cttincgs
of radionuclides as suoeqsted by ali the s.crious
individuals and org-anittions but r.ctier to give
typical examples, indicaticg thie sticie variattitct
bctswcs the nmthotds $l-eseed awlcc tsiow
some or the irregcilarities ,4C oher icthcls in
comparitsoctc swith the orderly crraccgencent
provided by tice cnethtts of this papc-.

It shoucd be pocicted 0oct that I tg. 
3
.cld l1tibte

6 include it numbc r of cr.ttcsctricnit: r~tdiiltVI'C1iiS
which have imot been ptcliilhed inc acts I FsItI ous
rroupimti 4i radi,,tcrlidies. 'I tese Viliies of
(. Pc:), ht e icee n I .Ca icula tl tlitcg te c':cthe ,.is
given icc W(.I"PIt Psclticatioc No. 2. anid ithe
have now beent adopted acnd will be pul'l-hed

by ICRP
t

I'
t 

as ollicially recommended (MPC),
vahlues. Table 6 summarizes values of critical
body org.cm, sl•ecifie activity. (MPCYP, and Hfor
the variouts radicnuelides listed in ICRP
Publieation No. 2, as well as for the nets group
of transuranic elements in ICRP Publication
No. 6.

A,'ttoled•.or•to-The authors wish to acknowledge
the astitanec Of 1)..M. D.Xi ' and \V. D. COsrisLt.
for ciakine in-acurttncnc. of levels of dust in the
rcit t....,i.r.. i. c i& I production facilitiesof
Oak ldti, \.ttotttl aiottoctora'. .
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment
Advisory Committee On Reactor Safeguards

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
By R.F.F. Farley

1. Comment:

"A major omission in the report is consideration of the health hazards of
radionuclides, such as 

2 4 1
Pu and 238pu. We believe a detailed assessment

would show these to be the principal risks, rather than 
2 3

9pu, during the
lifetime of a nuclear plant."

Response:

In the final GESMO, the healLh effects of 
2 3

8pu and ZlPu are included in dose
calculations. These represent important factors along with all other radionu-
clides which were considered, but are not the principal risks. See CHAPTER IV,
Section J.

2. Comment:

"Much of the report is based on projections as to how efficient some process
under development will operate. This is particularly true for various waste
management methods, waste incineration procedures, chemical separation factors
and the like. We believe the report should be based on firm data only, not
conjecture."

Response:

In the final GESMO, an effort has been made to utilize available data to the extent
possible. Where it has been found necessary to project industry developments, such
as the description of the model MOX fuel fabrication plant, these projections have
been clearly identified. Where commercial size plant operating data is not available,
maximum use is made of pilot plant data.

3. Comment:

"Page S-2 Second paragraph: We suggest the paragraph be deleted since the cancer
estimate was based on the following approach:

Cancers/yr = A m x 10-4

= (3000 + > 3000) (10-4

= 0.27 cancers/yr.

The coefficient used to obtain the cancer risk (0.27) is alright, but it should
be noted that the genetic risk (0.18) was obtained by applying the coefficient
which applies only to the first generation. Thus, it may grossly underestimate
the long range genetic risk."

Response:

This paragraph does not appear in the final GESMO summary. The methods for estimation
of health effects were revised and are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix B.

4. Comment:

"S-2 Third paragraph: Does the conclusion reached here take into consideration
the fact that the transplutonium element inventory in the 1.15 SGR would be
nearly 30 times that in the U-fueled LWR?"

Response:

There is a significant increase in the actinides for 1.15 SGR spent fuel assemblies
as presented in Table IV C-12, CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.3.2. The relative
core inventories of the 54 most important radionuclides based on the Reactor Safety
Study-WASH 14 -- (Core Melt Accident Analysis), are shown in Table IV C-13.

Radioactive halogen and noble gas isotopes constitute the principal consequences of
design basis accidents. The use of MOX fuel does not significantly affect computed
doses resulting from postulated design basis accidents. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C,
paragraph 5.3.

5. Comment:

"Page S-2 Fourth paragraph, first line: In light of our later commentary on the.
hazards of the several plutonium isotopes, we are not convinced that the conse-
quences of an accident are not increased. This is particularly true when new
types of facilities (mixed fuel fabrication plants) are being added and when
we have in many operations (including transportation) transuranium isotopes that
are much more hazardous than 

2
39pu."

Response:

This comment relates to plutonium and other activites. Refer to response to comment
Number 10 of this Comment Letter Number 46.

6. Comment:

"S-4 Third paragraph: The 'SGR' is designed in various places in Volume 1 as
standing for 'Self Generating,' 'Generator,' and 'Generation Reactor.' These
should all be made the same."

"We do not understand what is meant by the 115% increase in the 
23 9

pu 
2 4 1

Pu in
the reactor above the average amount at equilibrium in the usual LWR. This needs
to be clarified."

Response:

1.15 SGR - The amount of plutonium recycled in the reactor is approximately 15% more
than the amount recovered from the spent fuel removed from the same reactor prior
to reaching equilibrium conditions.

1.15 SGR is used to designate the model Reactor of GESMO. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section C-4.0.
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9. Comment (Cont'd)7. Comment:

"S-4 Fourth paragraph: We do not understand the second sentence in this paragraph
unless it is true that the SGR has less uranium than the U-fueled reactor by an
amount equal to two times the 238 239 241 242 243 

2 36
pu plus 29 times all the

transplutonium elements plus the change in Np concentrations in the U-fueled
reactor. in other words,

AU, = 2 Pu1 + 29 A1 + (Np2 - No,)

in which A Ul = reduction in U in the SGR below that in the U-fueled reactor:

Pu1  = Pu in the U-fueled reactor;

A = transplutonium elements in the U-fueled reactor;

NP2 - Np1 = reduction of Np in the SGR.

"Is this, in fact, the case?

"IL would help us understand what the changes are in converting to the SGR if a
table were given showing under equilibrium conditions the Kg of each of the
actinide radionuclides for the SGR and the conventional U-fueled reactcr."

Response:

In reply to the query in reference to AU1, this is not the case. Significant nuclides
for the spent fuel and core for the UU2 fueled reactor and the GESMO model reactor
are listed in Tables IV C-12 and IV C-13 of CHAPTER IV, Section C paragraphs 4.3.2
and 4.3.3.

Response:

In the draft GESMO the available fissile plutonium available is taken from the NUFUEL
data in the Tables, CHAPTER III, Appendix A, Forecasts of Nuclear Capacity.

In final GESMO, the year 1990 as the mature industry for Pu recycle has been deleted.
The environmental impacts and dose assessments have been integrated over a period of
26 years from 1975 through 2000. In CHAPTER I, Figures 1-2, 1-4 and 1-7 show the
fuel cycle requirements in year 2000 for three options: no recycle, recycle of uranium
only, and uranium and plutonium recycle, respectively. The material flows are based on
ERDA OPA projections, modified for low growth, without the breeder reactor.

10. Comment:

"Page S-15, last two paragraphs: Although the statements in these paragraphs are
correct, there is no mention here or elsewhere in the text of several interestiny
observations. For example, the principal health hazard of the actinides during
the lifetime of the plant is from 

2 4 1
Pu."

Response:

The health hazard of 
2 4 1

Pu is considered in final GESMO along with other actinides.
The dose commitments that are estimated present a balanced approach by including doses
from all of the radionuclides encounted in the fuel cycle facilities. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section J.

8. Comment:

"S-10. It would help if in this section a good specific descripLion could be
given of the buildup of plutonium in successive stages of SGR operation,
starting with the Pu discharged in the first cycle (given as 6.7 to 6.9 g per
kg spent fuel). With the first recycle, some fraction of the reinserted
material burns out and about another 6.7 to 6.9 g per kg spenL fuel is formed.
It is obvious that if about half of what is put in burns out each cycle than
steady state is reached when burn-out equals growth, or input equals twice
growth. However, an explicit description, plus graph or table of the successive
changes would help visualization of the SGR made the final steady state. It is
recognized that the document does give changes in isoLopic compositoin, percentages
of MOX fuel in successive reloads, changes in fission products and transuranics,
etc., but the simple successive input of Pu would clarify the changes."

Response:

The final GESMO contains an expanded discussion of the model 1.15 SGR including
Tables IV C-9 and IV C-10 and Figure IV C-26 showing the build up of plutonium in
successive stages of SGR operation. See CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.2.

11. Comment:

"S-17, Part 2 on 'Radiobiological Characteristics of Plutonium': A major item
which should be referenced here is the report being prepared for issuance by
NCRP on the plutonium 'hot particle' problem. Although we realize this report
was not available at the time of writing of the initial WASH-1327 draft, it
should be completed in time to be referenced in the final document. Since an
independent statement by the NCRP on this subject would considerably enhance the
position of the AEC on the matter of the hazard of 'hot particles' we are
sure you will want to reference the NCRP report as soon as it becomes official."

Response: -

The NRDC petition and the NRC denial of the hot particle hypothesis are included in
CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D.

12. Comment:

"Page S-17, third paragraph from bottom of page: We suggest deleting reference to
lymph nodes from the first sentence or to offer some explanation. The ICRP no
longer considers the lymph nodes the critical tissue in comparison with bone,
liver, and lung in the case of Pu."

Response:

The dose cormmitments for lung, bone: and liver were estimated in final GESMO. In
Appendix C of CHAPTER IV, Section J, the observed behavior of plutonium in lymph
nodes is stated. However, the dose commitments for lymph nodes were not estimated.

9. Comment:

"S-13 Last paragraph: The value of 50,000Kg if 
2 3

9Pu and 24 1
Pu available per

year in 1990 seems too small. It would correspond to the Pu in only 90 LWRs
of 1,000 MWe while the estimated number of LWRstat this time will be about 400.
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13. Comment:

"Page S-18. Here, there are two conclusions that are difficult to sustain
The fact that Pu in people from fallout is low does not really indicate that
the passage from soil to man 'is hardly to be expected.' One needs considerably
more analyses. The fact that there has been no consistently measurable plutonium
concentration in people at Palomares could also reflect the lack of serious
attempts to measure it."

Response:

Observations of fallout plutonium in food and plant uptake of transuranium elements
from contaminated soils indicate the plant pathway contributes a small amount to the
total dose from plutonium. A detailed discussion of plutonium in the environment
is in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C.

16. Comment (Cont'd)
Response:

14. Comment:

"Page S-19. Lines 2 and 3: This sentence could be interpreted to mean that there
was inadequate feedwater control only at the higher burnup. What you really
mean, we presume, is that there was inadequate feedwater control throughout
the reactor operation and it resulted in earlier than normal fuel rod defects."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER II, paragraph 3.12, the Saxton program is described. In the.
latter portion of this paragraph, under the information of core III demonstrations,
the defects in some of the rods that were detected after the ' 40,000 MWd/MTM burnup.
The examination suggested a change in the core environment, such as water chemistry
after the midlife shutdown.

In final GESMO flow diagrams with material flows are included in CHAPTER III Figure
111-2 for no recycle; Figure 111-3 for uranium recycle only; and Figure 111-4 for
uranium and plutonium recycle. The material quantities in these figures represeuit
the cumulative production for the 26 year period 1975 through 2000. The flows of
matcrials indicated, as in the case of the draft GESMO diagrams, are not intended to
constitute a material balance.

17. Comment:

"Page S-31, Table S-7: The '50 year annual,dose commitment to the world popula-
tion' needs to be defined. Are these values the 50 year dose commitments to the
world's population in 1990 for 1 year of exposure? Are these values known to
three significant figures? Could not the occupational dose for the U02 + PuO2
reactorsbe reduced through proper shielding and working procedures?"

Response:

The 50 year annual dose commitment to the population Is based on the final year of
plant operation. In the final year, the accumulation of radionuclides in the environ-
ment and the releases from the plant are combined to result in the maximum dose.
These values are not known to three significant figures, but the difference between
fuel cycle options, in some cases are observable to the third or fourth significant
figure. In the conclusions of final GESMO, for many of the environmental impacts,
the differences are insignificant. As stated, occupational doses at reactors are
reduced by shielding and administrative controls to keep occupational exposures within
limits set for 10 CFR Part 20 and in addition attempt to reduce exposures to as low
as reasonably achievable levels.

18. Comment:

"Page S-34. Second paragraph: Is the 0.002 Ci alpha that quantity release per
year from the reprocessing or fuel from about 400 U02 + PuO2 reactors in 1990?
If this is the case, it assumes a decontamination of better than 101s for the
transuranics. Is this realistic?"

Response:

The particulate release factors assumed in final GESMO for fuel reprocessing are
between 2 X 10-9 and 5 x l0-9. These release factors are expected to be conserva-
tive. The detailed discussion of particulate removal is in CHAPTER IV, Section E,
paragraph 2.2.

15. Comment:

"Second paragraph: Why were the experiments conducted at such low levels of
burnup? It is at 35,000 MWd/MT and above that one would be concerned."

Response:

This comment relating to Volume I summary and conclusions is an overview of the data
in CHAPTER II relating to recycle Pu experimentation and demonstration programs.
As reported, the early tests were at low levels of burnup and the later demonstrations
were at higher burnup levels.

19. Comment:

"Middle paragraph: What justification do you have for saying 'advanced repro-
cessing plants' are not expected to release radioactivity in liquid effluents'?

16. Comment: Are there data to support this statement?"

"S-25, Figure S-4 (also-Figure S-5, on page S-26): It is puzzling that the
input of fuel assemblies to the reactor (13,800 MTU) is much greater than the
output (8800 KT"i). Is there an error here or should there be an explanation of
some type?"

Response:

The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant and the proposed Exxon facility will not add radio-
nuclides to the liquid effluent. In general, low-level radioactive process con-
densate is evaporated with the overheads and released as a vapor to the atmosphere.
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20. Comment:

"Page S-34. Last two lines: How can you say that Pu contaminated wastes in
storage have no environmental impact?"

Response:

The wording in draft GESMO should have been more appropriately worded -- no significant
environmental impact. In final GESMO, any waste from reactors or any component of
the fuel cycle containing significant plutonium contamination will be termed transuranic
waste and will be solidified, encapsulated, and disposed of in a Federal geologic
repository. Under this disposal concept, there indeed would be an insignificant
environmental impact from these wastes.

24. Comment:

"S-47, Second paragraph: The first sentence is missing some words -- cannot
understand it.

"Third paragraph: Are the quoted separation factors attainable on a routine
basis within current economics? Has a safe method for 600 year storage been
developed? This appears to be based largely on plans not yet proven."

Response:

In the first sentence referred to in this comment, it was intended to indicate that
most of the fission products, all of the transplutonium elements, and about 0.5% of
the plutonium originally in the spent fuel will end up in the high level radio-
active waste resulting from fuel reprocessing operations.

In general, the separation of small amounts of actinides from relatively large amounts
of the lanthanide elements and other fission products in the high level radioactive
waste is difficult and would be costly. Some plutonium in the waste is very
difficult to extract because it has complexed with other materials in the waste or
may have polymerized. Thus, the end result is likely to include two types of high
level radioactive waste, both requiring long term storage. Moreover, considered
in the context of the overall problem related to long term confinement of long
life actinide waste, the separation of the actinides from the high level radioactive
waste appears, at this time, to be nonproductive and the high level radioactive
wastes can be safely contained in engineered geological formations. For a full discussion
on waste management, refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H.

The approach mentioned in this paragraph describes an area that is being investigated.
It was not the intent to indicate that this is current technology. The reference
to the separation factors is offered to show what these factors must be to attain
americium contents in the lOnCi/gm range after 600 years. The approach mentioned
in the preceding paragraph of the draft GESMO was assumed as a basis for analysis.

21. Comment:

'Page S-35. Line 5: The incinerator is only now being planned and much more
research is needed. Is not this statement a little premature? Should you
not wait until at least one plant has been designed and proven capable of
operation?

Response:

The specifics of incinerator design and operating characteristics are beyond the
scope of final GESMO. The inclusion of the incinerator concept in draft GESMO was
to indicate the kinds of waste treatment processes being considered at that time.

22. Comment:

"S-41, Line 7: If the decay time were much greater than a year, the major con-
triubtor to dose would be 24

2
Cm instead of 2

44Cm. Also, under certain conditions,2 3
8pu might be major contributors to the population dose."

Response:

Contrary to what is implied, since 242Cm has a half-life of 162 days, its contribution
to the dose commitment diminishes with time. Moreover, because the amount of plutonium
in the waste normally is about 0.5% of that in the feed, the contribution to the dose
commitment from plutonium isotopes is much less thian the contributions from 

50
6Ru, 

90
Sr,

24
2

Cm and 2 4
4Cm. Only under a combination of extreme conditions, involving a very high

loss to the high level waste, which would be cause for reprocessing curtailment would
the plutonium isotopes be among the major contributors to the dose commitmenL.

23. Comment:

"Fourth paragraph, line 3: Here a promise is given for ALAP values for

applications other than LWRs. When will these data be available?"

Response:

A series of technical reports covering the findings of the NRC's ALARA studies are
now being prepared and are scheduled for publication over the next two to three
years.

25. Comment:

"Page S-52. Table S-ll: The accuracy of the calculations does not appear to
support the listing of values such as '-0.6%.' Also, the problem of the
'+21%' for whole body exposures for Case 2 appears here again."

Response:

For a discussion of accuracy of dose commitment in final GESMO, refer to the response
to Comment Number 17 of this Comment Letter Number 46.
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Comment Letter No. 47

<)Dj~k4 7~t (5F,,2 Sol f'(6)

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426

-2-

Installed Electric Generating Capacity
Gigawatts

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director

for Fuel and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

,,.- 1% NOV 0 6 1974

/ix •. .. .:

Coal Natural Gas oil Hydro Nuclear Total I/

1973 189
(44%)

1980 265
(41%)

1990 405
(33%)

85 so 54 21 429
(20%) (19%) (12%) (5%) (100%)

81 120 68 110
(13%) (19%) (10%) (17%)

85 168 82 475
(7%) (14%) (7%) (39%)

644
(100%)

1,215
(100%)

This is in response to your letter dated August 23, 1974, request-
ing comments on the AEC Draft Environmental Statement, WASH-1327
(August 74), relating to the use of plutonium, created in light water

reactors, as fuel for light water reactors. This recycling of plu-
tonium for nuclear reactor use is contrasted to a spectrum of alter-
native ways of handling plutonium, including the storage of plutonium
for ultimate disposal.

These comments by the Federal Power Commission's Bureau of Power

staff are made in compliance with the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 and the August 1, 1973, Guidelines of the Council on
Environmental Quality, and are directed to the need for plutonium as
a fuel for nuclear power reactors used for electric power generation
by the electric utility industry.

In the preparation of these comments, the Bureau of Power staff
has considered the AEC's Draft Environmental Statement; theAEC re-
port, Nuclear Power Growth 1974-2000, WASH-1139(74); related reports
made in accordance with the Commission's Statement on Reliability and

Adequacy of Electric Service (Docket No. R-362); and related infor-
mation from other FPC reports. The staff's evaluation of the need for
plutonium recycling is based upon the long-team needs of the nuclear
power industry as an increasingly important energy source for the
electric power industry.

The Federal Power Commission staff has projected the installed
electric generating capacity for 1980 and 1990 by energy source. The
following table shows this and the 1973 installed capacity.

\_

i\,>.- -.-:.4;

The breakdown assumes 20 percent and 30 percent reductions respec-

tively, in the availability of natural gas for electric power genera-

tion from 1973 to 1980 and from 1980 to 1990, reflecting the deepening

shortage of natural gas. It also assumes a 40 percent increase in

coal consumption from 1973-1980 and from 1980-1990.

These projections were made prior to the proposal by the President

in his address of October 8, 1974, before the Joint Session of Congress

to set a target date of 1980 for eliminating oil-fired plants from the

Nation's baseload electric capacity. All progress in this direction

will accentuate the need for nuclear power.

For 1980 and 1990, the existing FPC staff projections of probable

installed nuclear capacity are 110 and 475 gigawatts, respectively.

The most recent AEC projections of probable nuclear capacity for these

years are 102 and 475 gigawatts. 2/ The projected large increases
in nuclear capacity will require correspondingly large increases in the

amounts of uranium mined and enriched. By the end of 1990, the power

industry's operating light water reactors will have produced approxi-

mately 346 metric tons of fissile plutonium. 3/ The fast breeder

reactors planned for the mid-eighties and subsequent years will depend

on the plutonium produced from the light water reactors. This will

tend to lessen the amount of plutonium for eventual storage. Never-

theless, fast breeder reactors will produce more plutonium than they

consume, so an increase in the inventory of plutonium is expected.

Recycling of plutonium for limited use in light water reactors would

conserve uranium resources, reduce separative work requirements, and

reduce the problem of storage.

I/ Excludes pumped storage.

2/ "Nuclear Power Growth 1974-2000, "USAEC, Washington, D. C.,

February 1974 (WASH-1139), P. 8.

3/ AEC's Draft Environmental Statement, Volume 2, Chapter III,

Appendix A.
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The Bureau of Power staff concludes that the recycling of fissile
plutonium for light water nuclear reactors will contribute to the
reliability and adequacy of bulk electric power systems by augmenting
the nuclear fuel supply for what is projected to be a major portion
of the total installed electric generating capacity of the industry.

Very truly yours,

T. A. Phillips 11
Chief, Bureau of Power
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Comment Letter No. 48

t11P DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

NOV 7 1974

IQ /

--S NOV11I974
Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuel and Mate DEC 41974 "
Directorate of Licensing df
Atomic Energy Commission •r R¢ 01;

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The opportunity to review and comment on the draft Generic Environmental
Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel - WASH-1327 (GESMO) is appreciated. The
review of this report, with the exception of the safeguards problem and
the introduction of the mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility into the
reactor fuel cycle, does not show new problems introduced from the use
of plutonium as a constituent of the mixed oxide fuel except in terms
of quantities of plutonium and the transplutonium elements that are in-
volved. From a health standpoint these increased quantities have a
potential health impact, but do not present theneed for technological
concepts to control these hazards not currently under consideration or
in use.

Based on information contained in the draft statement it appears that
the more significant addition to the overall health problem presented
by the addition of mixed oxide fuel fabrication facilities is one of
increased occupational exposure and dose. It is noted that this occu-
pational dose commitment might be reduced by extensive mechanization
of the work involved in the mixed oxide fuel fabrication facility and
this is being considered by industry in the design of proposed new
plants. It recommended that such dose reduction methodology be pursued
and encouraged as being in keeping with the announced "as low as prac-
ticable" policy of the AEC with regard to occupational exposures
associated with the nuclear power industry fuel cycle.

The draft statement states "perhaps the greatest potential adverse impact
of plutonium recycle involves the increased exposure of plutonium to
theft or sabotage" and then goes on to note that this potential could be
substantially reduced by certain modifications or additions to current
security measures already in effect. This is without doubt a serious
potential adverse impact of plutonium recycle and there is no question
but that current security measures need to be upgraded and augmented to
reduce this potential.

Page 2 - Mr. S. H. Smiley

One of the proposed additional safeguards would be the use of "spiked"
plutonium making it less susceptible to theft and more difficult to
manufacture into a nuclear explosive because of the required elaborate
handling procedures. This is undoubtedly true. However, it would
appear to also present this same kind of problem with respect to the
fabrication of fuel elements utilizing "spiked" plutonium unless the
plutonium were first reprocessed to remove the spiking material.
This is one of the considerations noted in the need to recycle plutonium
following fuel reprocessing without a long delay-time in order to pre-
vent the build-up of americium-241 from the decay of plutonium-241
because of the high gamma emission from the americium. The concept of
minimizing or eliminating transportation of plutonium from reprocessing
plants by locating mixed oxide fuel fabrication plants in close proxim-
ity to or immediately adjacent to processing plants in integrated fuel
cycle facilities does have obvious advantages. It notes, however, that
such a plan would require careful analysis of a number of social,
economic, environmental, and political factors. One of these factors
would certainly be the possibility of increases in the amount and concen-
trations of plutonium accumulating in the environment adjacent to such
a combined facility. This would need consideration in siting. This, is
discussed further below.

The draft statement contains a discussion of waste disposal problems which
would be worsened to some extent by the recycle of plutonium. This covers
a good deal of discussion that was contained in the draft environmental
impact statement, WASH-1539, on the storage and disposal of high-level
waste and actinide-containing wastes. There appears to be some differences
between the two discussions of this problem whereas in the WASH-1539 draft
statement it is assumed that ultimate disposal of the wastes would be possi-
ble prior to the decay of waste, whereas this statement assumed that decay
to the level of 10 nCi per gram would be necessary to permit unrestricted
burial. This difference in thinking should be resolved in the final state-
ments. Both statements discuss the fact that investigations are being carried
out leading to the processing of the liquid high-level waste to remove
transuranic elements prior to solidification. This course of investigations
should be followed.

The draft statement notes that methods to reduce releases of tritium and
krypton-85 from fuel reprocessing facilities by factors of 10 to 100 (90 to
99% retention) and their collection and storage are being investigated by
AEC. It also states that this work is based on incentives not directly re-
lated to plutonium recycle as these effluents dominate population dose
commitments from reprocessing plants in general. This is true and, this
being the case, it is felt that such investigations should be continued
and pursued as they are in keeping with the AEC's policy of reducing discharges
to the environment to "as low as practicable" levels.
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Page 3 - Mr. S. H. Smiley Page 4 - Mr. S. H. Smiley

The report contains a discussion of the possible effect of concentrations
of plutonium in the environment on uptake by foods and by inhalation from
concentrations in the atmosphere. The statement is made that measurements
of plutonium levels in persons exposed to fallout from past nuclear tests
indicate a maximum plutonium concentration of 3 X 10-14 curies per gram in
plumonary lymph nodes and 5 X 10-15 curies per gram in the lung. This
statement is impossible to interpret because there is no indication whether
these persons sampled were from the general population, thus, representing
exposure to concentrations from the general dispersal of plutonium from
worldwide fallout or whether they were individualscloser-in to test sites
who may have actually been exposed to a relatively concentrated cloud from
the weapons burst.

In the discussion of the predicted health effects due to the introduction
of the MOX fuel cycle predictions are made, based on the world's population
for 1990, that there would be a reduction in the population rem 50 year
dose comsitment of 1000 to whole body, 2500 to lungs, 3000 to skeletons,
and 700 to the gonads of the reproducing portion of the population and that,
based on BIER report data, these reductions in population exposure would
diminish cancers in the world population by 0.27 of a cancer and genetic
defects 0.18 of a defect. This does not seem to be an appropriate way to
measure the population health impact from this program and it seems unlikely
that the effluents from the industry in question would be dispersed world-
wide as is the case with fallout from weapons testing, for example, but
would rather be confined to a smaller geographic areas and smaller popula-
tion groups. The decreased incidence in disease and defects based on
population-rem might be the same numerically. However, the population at
risk would be smaller and would likely have a higher decrease in rate of
disease and defects, based on the effluent assumptions used.

Related to this is the fact that the draft statement does not contain a
discussion of the plutonium and transplutonium isotope build-up in the
environment immediately adjacent to these facilities over a prolonged
*period of time. It seems reasonable to expect that the areas receiving
the maximum impact of discharges from individual plants or by integrated
fuel cycle facilities, if this concept is adopted, would be relatively
small, geographically speaking, and that these would be the critical areas
insofar as human exposures to accumulated plutonium and transplutonium
elements would be concerned.-

In the discussion of the uptake of plutonium by plant life and reaching
man through the plant cycle directly through food crops or indirectly
through animals and more indirectly through milk, the question of uptake
of plutonium deposited in bodies of water by seafoods has not been dis-
cussed. This might be especially important in the case of organisms such
as shellfish which tend to concentrate certain radioactive elements.

The draft statement contains a commend&le discussion of the hot particle
problem with regard to the inhalation of air borne plutonium. It is
noted that the draft report does use the prevailing position of the
standards-setting bodies, ibe. that the diffused radiation of tissue
should be used to calculate dose rather than dose to tissues immediately
surrounding the hot particle. This is likely to be a continued point
of controversy for some time to come and until a definitive body of data
are available to prove one or the other of these theories. It is noted
that the Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. has filed a petition
with the AEC requesting that a reduced limit be imposed on the concentra-
tion of plutonium in air for particles of a high specific activity and
that this matter is being given careful consideration in a separate
proceeding. It is assumed that this separate proceeding will be available
for public and scientific evaluation.

Sincerely yours,

,,--Charles Custard
Office of Environmental Affairs
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comrments On Health, Safety, & Environment

By Charles Custard, U.S. Dept. of Health, Education & Welfare

1. Coimment:

'Based on information contained in the draft statement it appears that the
more significant addition to the overall health problem presented by the addition
of mixed fuel fabrication facilities is now of increased occupational exposure
and dose. It is noted that this occupational dose commitment might be reduced
by extensive mechanization of the work involved in the mixed oxide fuel fabrica-
tion facility and this is being considered by industry in the design of pro-
posed new plants. It recommended that such dose reduction methodology be pursued
and encouraged as being in keeping with the announced 'as low as practicable'
policy of the AEC with regard to occupational exposures associated with the
nuclear power industry fuel cycle."

Response:

The incentive for mechanization of MOX fuel fabrication facilities is production
efficiency and economics. There is an economic incentive to achieve close process
control , reduce any radioactive release, and maintain maximum production yields
in the manufacture of MOX fuels.

The reduction of dose resulting from mechanization is a secondary benefit. However,
it is the intent of the NRC to encourage any action that promises to keep the levels
of occupational exposures to "as low as reasonably achievable."

3. Comment-:

"The draft statement notes that methods to reduce releases of tritium and
krypton-85 from fuel reprocessing facilities by factors of 10 to 100 (90
to 99% retention) and their collection and storage are being investigated by
AEC. It also states that this work is based on incentives not directly
related to plutonium recycle as these effluents dominate population dose
commitments from reprocessing plants in general. This is true and, this
being the case, it is felt that such investigations should be continued
and pursued as they are in keeping with the AEC's policy of reducing dis-
charges to the environment to 'as low as practicable' levels."

Response:

The development of the Purex process used by reprocessing plants has reached the
stage where process variables are well understood. As suggested, the development
efforts being conducted by ERDA now identified with this process are aimed at the
reduction of radionuclides, such as 85 K1r and 3H, in process effluents, pursuant
to the aims of the policy of "as low as reasonably achievable."

For assessments of impacts from the release of asKr and 3H refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section E, paragraphs 2.3 and 2.4.

2. Comment:

"The draft statement contains a discussion of waste disposal problems which
would be worsened to some extent by the recycle of plutonium. This covers
a good deal of discussion that was contained in the draft environmental
impact statement, WASH-153g, on the storage and disposal of high-level waste
and actinide-containing wastes. There appears to be some differences between
the two discussions of this problem whereas in the WASH-1539 draft statement it
is assumed that ultimate disposal of the wastes would be possible prior to
the decay of waste, whereas this statement assumed that decay to the level
of 10 nCi per gram would be necessary to permit unrestricted burial. This
difference in thinking should be resolved in the final statements. Both state-
ments discuss the fact that investigations are being carried out leading to the
processing of the liquid high-level waste to remove transuranic elements prior
to solidification. This course of investigations should be followed.

Response:

There appears to be some misunderstanding of the proposed 10 nCi/g cutoff for plutonium
contaminated wastes. This is not a function of decay (the half, life of 239Pu is
24,000 years) but rather one of concentration. A concentration of 10 nCi/g of alpha
emitting plutonium isotopes is roughly equivalent to concentrations of radium found
in nature.

WASH-1539 has been withdrawn and a new environmental impact statement on waste man-
agement is being prepared by ERDA.

4. Comment:

"The report contains a discussion of the possible effect of concentrations of
plutonium in the environment on uptake by foods and by inhalation from concen-
trations in the atmosphere; This statement is made that measurements of plutonium
levels in persons exposed to fallout from past nuclear tests indicate a maximum
plutonium concentration of 3 x l0-14 curies per gram in plumonary lymph nodes and
5 x 10-15 curies per gram in the lung. This statement is impossible to interpret
because there is no indication whether exposure persons sampled were from the
general population, thus, representing exposed to concentrations from the
general dispersal of plutonium from worldwide fallout or whether they were
individuals, closer-in to the sites, who may have actually been exposed to
a relatively concentrated cloud from the weapons burst.

"In the discussion of the uptake of plutonium by plant life and reaching man
through the plant cycle directly through food crops or indirectly through animals
and more directly through milk, the question of uptake of plutonium deposited
in bodies of water by seafoods has not been discussed. This might be especially
important in the case of organisms such as shellfish which tend to concentrate
certain radioactive elements."

Response:

In final GESMO, the plutonium levels are discussed in the general population as deter-
mined from human autopsy data. The populations are from Colorado and New Mexico..-
Inhalation of plutonium based on air concentrations in New York City was estimated
using ICRP models. The measured plutonium in human organs and estimated plutonium
in the same organs are in general agreement.

The uptake of radionuclides by fish is considered in Appendix A of Section J, CHAPTER
IV. Plutonium and other transuranium elements are included in the estimated dose
from consumption of fish.
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5. Comments:

"In the discussion of the predicted health effects due to the introduction of
the MOX fuel cycle predictions are made, based on the world's population for
1990, that there would be a reduction in the population rem 50 year dose commit-
ment of 1000 to whole body, 2500 to lungs, 3000 to skeletons, and 700 to the
gonads of the reproducing portion of the population and that, based on BIER
report data, these reductions in population exposure would diminish cancers in
the world population by 0.27 of a cancer and genetic defects 0.18 of a defect.
This does not seem to be an appropriate way to measure the population health
impact from this program and it seems unlikely that the effluents from the
industry in question would be dispersed worldwide as is the case with fallout
from weapons testing, for example, but would rather be confined to a smaller
geographic area and smaller population groups. The decreased incidence in
disease and defects based on population-rem might be the same numerically.
However, the population at risk would be smaller and would likely have a higher
decrease in rate of disease and defects, based on the effluent assumptions
used."

Response:

Final GESMO contains estimates of health effects for each fuel cycle option. Estimates
are made for both the United States and world population integrated over a 26-year
period of fuel cycle operation from 1975 through 2000. The majority of the
estimated health effects are in the U.S. population. The small numbers of health
effects estimated for the world population are based on releases of 

85
Kr, 14C,

and 1H dispersed worldwide.

6. Comment:

"The draft statement contains a commendable discussion of the hot particle
problem with regard to the inhalation of air borne plutonium. It is noted
that the draft report does use the prevailing position of the standards-
setting bodies, i.e. that the diffused radiation of tissue should be
used to calculate dose rather than dose to tissues immediately surrounding
the hot particle. This is likely to be a continued point of controversy for
some time to come and until a definitive body of data are available to prove
one or the other of these theories. It is noted that the Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc. has filed a petition with the AEC requesting that a reduced
limit be imposed on the concentration of plutonium in air for particles of a high
specific activity and that this matter is being given careful consideration
in a separate proceeding. It is assumed that this separate proceeding will
be available for public and scientific evaluation."

Response:

The NRDC hot particle petition and the NRC denial are included in CHAPTER IV, Section
J, Appendix D.
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Comment Letter No. 49

E ) ,(O N N U C L E A R C V IP A N Y , In c . = .... . R E, R -,

2101 Hor, Rapids Road. Richlaod, Washington 99352 MD
-o- 1509) 946-9621

NOVI 1 1974 =%

fovember 4, 1974 ,

U. S. Atomic Energy Coensission t
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials / tC'E rED
Directorate of Licensing - Regulation t? Y-ac

- DC479,74~
Subject: Contnents on Draft Generic Environmental , th, ,

Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel, WASg--1327 POP,'

Dear Sir:

Exxon Nuclear Company assisted in the preparation of the joint
nuclear industry cosments by the Atomic Industrial Forum and is in
general agreement with that response. We are submitting this direct
response in order to highlight certain key ideas which we believe need
re-emphasis and added clarification.

First, we cosmend the Staff for a thorough first draft which was
prepared on a short time schedule. 'Te] draft statement provides a
valuable technical and economic source docusnent on the entire subject
of plutonium recycle. It covers the generic aspects of recycle which we
judge to be important in a comprehensive environmental statement. We
appreciate the opportunity to comaent.

1. Cost-Benefit Asnalysis

We judge this section to be an important element of the statement.
We recognize that the carrying out of a meaningful cost-benefit
analysis on the subject of plutonian recycle does involve a complex
of inter-relationships through all sectors of the nuclear fuel cycle.
Commercial cause and effect, supply-demand halances and investment
program alternatives are all variailes in cost-benefit assessments.
Although the Staff's analysis is based ott a quite logical approach,
we believe that the benefit derived through plutoniutn recycle most
likely will exceed the costs by margins outh larger than you show.
The results of our analyses are discussed below.

Thie key fuel cycle econsomic factors its tile C-B equation are the
operating and capital costs associated with enrichment, fuel reprocessing,
mixed oxide fuel fnbrication, the cost of U306, and the cost of a truly
satisfactory safeguards system. The latter cost can be folded into
the others, as the Staff has done. Although projections of fuel cycle

6)
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costs are subject to large uncertainties (particularly in view of
,limited cost experience with conteerciat scale fuel reprocessing
and plutoni s fCatrication plants designed to still emerging and as
yet luodewined standards), the Staff's estimates are out of date and
arc low )y large ameonts in our view and expecretccs. Using more
recent estisiates which wee icie arc more o-epi-esentative of future
costs as we consider data itt tile public dentsain, we compsute a
differential antual cost penalty to the users of LhIs-gencrated
electrical energy if plutonsiLM is not recycled of 0.8 tail/kwh, or
twice that indicated in GEIO ls. The 0.8 mil/kwh differenritil amounts
to a two-billion dollar cost penalty in 1990; if neither plutonium
nor uraniutm is recycled, we compute the 1990 cost penalty to be
likely in excess of 2.5 billion dollars.

lie further entshasi:e that trie economics of a single future year are
not nearly representative of the overall magnitude of the potential
cost savings due to plutotsiuss recycle in 110 s, particularly for an
early year like 1990. For exttmple, for the 1980-2000 time period,
our calculations indicate that the users o01 Ll%-generated electrical
energy will pays a cttlnuative penalty of nearly fifty, billion dollars
if plutonitet is not used in light water reactors, and nearly sixty
billion dollars if neither plutontsiu,1s nor uratinsMt is recycled(. This
cumtulative penalty to society through the year 2000, which is in 1974
dollars, is more than the total capital investment needed to support
the LitR fuel cycle.

2. Saffeguards

An important quantity ot the cost side of tie C-B equation is trie
sa feguItrds consideration, los A Stroatg trlotiolal ssfegu ards program appears
to be inherent in the contstercialization of .lutoniutm. The Staff's
discussion of sa-feguards needs to be strengthened, quantified in
terstt, of risk and cost, asd presented it a way so that the public can
fully l'dsrstand that the risks associated with plttonitum t s a
colutne reciaI cotustodity arc a cceptabte. Threlt antlyse s, fault free
analyses, dcterttence, protect ion lsid response alternate Studies all
need prosmpt action. SUch studics could foctts down otn a "design basis
divetsiotn," provide iases for meaningfut safeguards altenattes,
tJUsntify the risks anrd costs, L1ttt1 provide bioth thie pisbcic and tid e
ststu cea ittditrtlsty tie lossg-tneicsdid informfsation uposs whics clear
.JIdsgsllests antd business decisions cats m desttie atnd asss.sre tile impact
of their sot being made.

The list ofi possible satfeguards improvements provided in GESMiO may
well become candidates for safeguard systemss alternates. However,

AN AFFILIATE OF EXXON CORPORATION
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Until the studies recoiniionded arc (ione, these isay bC considered
additional, escalating and ad boc fixes without fully developed
underlying bases.

It will be imnportant that the nuclear fuel industriy be permitted
choices in arrivinp at acceptable s a feguards stions. 'Thiese
choices shoul d be from a set of possibly differeat (ibut equivalent
in terms of protection) alternatives which can be admninistered in
the national interests. To force col bcation, for example, on all
plutonium fue] suppliers ,iiwd reprocessors, could cause unfair and
unnecessary economic penn i ties to some wM ild shou Id be care fully
evaluated. Su[ific ieat aItoernlatiVyes should he availib1 e to pCrnilit
the fuel supplier to make his decisions based on those economic
factors best suited to his own situation and still end up with an
overall safeguards risk iwhich is within the envelope of those
determined from the threat analyses, etc.

Further doenys onl arriving Liat a national policy on plutoniuim cannot
be tolerated since industry decisions oii new fuel facilities are
needed today. Yet, to arrive at the answers siuggested above within
the needed time frmiue will be difficult. An effort, similar to that
of the Rasmussen study, manyi be required. Action, involving other
governmental agencies knowl edgeable in threat situations aind
response systems, should be implemented at once to get the needed
answers on aii accelerated basis.

3. Other Considerattions and Cousnents

this basis, four of the six alternates discussed in GESMO would no
longer be considered viable options for the breeder concept.

The impact of plutonimnm recycle on the price elasticity of yellowcake
in GIS•AO is assUmied to be negligible. This conclusion must be
challenged on the basis that the demands placed onl LJO8 without
plutoniuai recycle ianV well exceed the supply. Under such pressures,
the price of yellowcake must certainly exceed by considerable margin
the values projected in GIL'O.

In this same vein, the omnipreseiit nati.onal goals of energy self-
sufficiency and energy conservation become increasingly more important
with continuing shitfts in world monetary and political power. The
need for an economical energy source that can be depended oil for
generations, compatible with our enviroiment, is one of our highest
national priorities. Plutoniiun recycle in light water reactors, under
appropriate controts and safeguards, assists in the fulfillment of
this energy need.

Alteirrate ;6, storiage of spent fue with ultimate disposal may not
be an acceptable forni of waste disposal. Furthenrore, the conclusion
that no reprocessing results in no tritibum or krypton releases is
questioned. The reliability, of spent fuel containment for these
fission gases is time dependent aid may require extensive additional
engineered safety systems and facilities.

The discussions oil transuranic wastes do iiot recognize that transuranic
wastes generated by fuel reprocessing plants will include penetrating
radiation. No acceptable disposal route for penetrating radiation
transuranic waste is discussed.

Again, we appreciate this opportunity to review and coiiment on the
draft statement. lie hope our coilisients are helpful and that resolution on
this important question will occur promptly.

Sincerely, -

Roy Nilson
Manager, Quality Assurance
& Licensing Department

RN/psl

Although necessary for a complete cost-benefit assessment, the details
of costs and benefits presented in CELNlO (many of. them of susall
consequence) tend to mask the truly larieC benefits of plutonium
recycle. For example, the contribution to energy self sufficiency
needs more empalsis. Tlhe opportunity to utilize the fertile (U-238)
portion of a vwluahl Ie nutir'aI resource, urmini ll, should be stressed.
lhis is particularly important at a time when limits to our finite
natural resources are becoiiing visible.

Finally, without pllutonium recycle u in light water reactor systems,
there may be no plutoiiiuiii fuel based brecder systesS for decades.
The plutonium feed stock to start the brooders will not be available
aid the nmeeded experience gai ned in ni impIng larue amounts of
p lhtoniiui will not lie availai le to provide the fr:-minework for licensing,
public acceptance, mnd Ifast fIulC production. Ihucther or not the
breeder will IVe required should not be a factor in this justification,
since the inmportance lies in tIme fact that no future energy source
should be jeopardized ly prcsent actions ill advance of full knowledge
of whether or not future energy sources are viable candidates. On
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
Environment by Roy Nilson, EXXON Nuclear Co.

1. Comment:

"We judge this section to be an important element of the statement. We recognize
that the carrying out of a meaningful cost-benefit analysis on the subject of
plutonium recycle does involve a complex of inter-relationships through all
sectors of the nuclear fuel cycle. Commercial cause and effect, supply-demand
balances, and investment program alternatives are all variables in cost-benefit
assessments. Although the Staff's analysis is based on a quite logical approach,
we believe that the benefit derived through plutonium recycle most likely will
exceed the costs by margins much larger than you show. The results of our
analyses are discussed below.

"The key fuel cycle economic factors in the C-B equation are the operating and
capital costs associated with enrichment, fuel reprocessing, mixed oxide fuel
fabrication, the cost of U 08, and the cost of a truly satisfactory safeguards
system. The latter cost cin be folded into the others, as the Staff has done.
Although projections of fuel cycle costs are subject to large uncertainties
(particularly in view of limited cost experience with commercial scale fuel re-
processing and plutonium fabrication plants designed to still emerging and as
yet undefined standards), the Staff's estimates are out of date and are low by
large amounts in our view and experiences. Using more recent estimates which we
believe are more representative of future costs as we consider data in the
public domain, we compute a differential annual cost penalty to the users of
LWR-generated electrical energy if plutonium is not recycled of 0.8 mil/kwh, or
twice that indicated by GESMO. The 0.8 mil/kwh differential amounts to a two-
billion dollar cost penalty in 1990; if neither plutonium nor uranium is recycled,
we compute the 1990 cost penalty to be likely in excess of 2.5 billion dollars."

Response:

Costs throughout final GESMO have been updated to reflect the best current estimates.
As discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0, the value of Pu recycle is sensitive to the
costs assumed. Included in the assessments are the economic impacts of delays in the
implementation of Pu recycle. The effects of uncertainties in certain future costs
are evaluated by parameterizing such costs over a range of values.

3. Comment:

"Although necessary for a complete cost-benefit assessment, the details of
costs and benefits presented in GESMO (many of them of small consequence)
tend to mask the truly large benefits of plutonium recycle. For example,
the contribution to energy self-sufficiency needs more emphasis. The oppor-
tunity to, utilize the fertile (U-238) portion of a valuable natural resource,
uranium, should be stressed. This is particularly important at a time when
limits to our finite natural resources are becoming visible."

Response:

The questions of energy self-sufficiency balance of payments, national security,
etc., were not addressed, although there are real benefits to be gained in all these
areas from plutonium recycle. The quantification of these benefits is beyond the
scope of this analysis, which deals with the differentials between a Pu recycle
industry and the existing U02 fuel cycle industry. Comparisons have been included
in final GESMO to show the differentials between the three fuel tycle options:
no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of uranium and plutonium.

4. Comment:

"Finally, without plutonium recycle in light water reactor systems, there may
be no plutonium fuel based breeder systems for decades. The plutonium feed
stock to start the breeders will not be available and the needed experience gained
in handling large amounts of plutonium will not be available to provide the
framework for licensing, public acceptance, and fast fuel production. Whether
or not the breeder will be required should not be a factor in this justification,
since the importance lies in the fact that no future energy source should be
jeopardized by present actions in advance of full knowledge of whether or not
future energy sources are viable candidates. On this basis, four of the six alter-
nates ditcussed in GESMO would no longer be considered viable options for the
breeder concept."

Response:

It is felt that the decision to recycle plutonium should be made independently from
considerations of the breeder program. Hence, the economic impacts of no recycle on
the breeder development are not considered appropriate for discussion in GESMO.
This is discussed in some detail in CHAPTER XI, paragraph 3.9.

2. Comment:

"We further emphasize that the economics of a single future year are not nearly
representative of the overall magnitude of the potential cost savings due to
plutonium recycle in LWR's, particularly for an early year like 1990. For
example, for the 1980-2000 time period, our calculations indicate that the users
of LWR-generated electrical energy will pay a cumulative penalty of nearly fifty
billion dollars if plutonium is not used in light water reactors, and nearly
sixty billion dollars if neither plutonium nor uranium is recycled. This cumula-
tive penalty to society through the year 2000, which is in 1974 dollars, is more
than the total capital investment needed to support the LWR fuel cycle."

Response:

In this final statement, the impacts are integrated for the period 1975-2000. The
cumulative penalty for no recycle is calculated to be about 66% of that forecasted
by Exxon. However, the difference is small relative to the uncertainties, and
as discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0, the Exxon estimate of the penalty is within
the range of possible values.

5. Comment:

"The impact of plutonium recycle on the price elasticity of yeliowcake in
GESMO is assumed to be negligible. This conclusion must be challenged on
the basis that the demands placed on U308 without plutonium recycle may well
exceed the supply. Under such pressures, the price of yellowcake must certainly
exceed by considerable margin the values projected in GESMO."
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5. Comment (Cont'd)
Response:

The marketplace model employed in final GESMO is described in CHAPTER XI, Appendix A.
The rate of usage of the resources does affect the market price. Additionally,
the model uses an "estimted cost of recovery" instead of the "forward cost" concept,
thus an esti atu of the market price for yellowcake is generated. Becausc of the in-
herent uncertainties in such an exercise, the effects of Lhe uncertainties are ex-
amined by parameterizing the price of U308 and looking at the effect on incentives
to rpcycle. See CHAPTER XI, paragraph 3.1.

A price elasticity as such has not been derived nor invoked and the short term fluctuations
were not examined. The market model does approximate this effect.

6. Comment:

"Alternate #6, storage of spent fuel with ultimate disposal, may not be an
acceptable form of waste disposal. Furthermore, the conclusion that no re-
processing results in no tritium or krypton releases is questioned. The
reliability of spent fuel containment for these fission gases is time dependent
and may require extensive additional engineered safety systems and facilities."

Response:

In final GESMO, comparisons have been made for the three fuel cycle options:
no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of uranium and plutonium. The
Alternative 6, no recycle or the throwaway cycle, is assessed in CHAPTER IV, Section
H - Radioactive Waste Management. This alternative considers that the spent fuel
would be encapsulated after a specified cooling time and then shipped to a Federal
repository for storage/disposal.

7. Comment:

"The discussions on transuranic wastes do not recognize that transuranic
wastes generated by fuel reprocessing plants will include penetrating
radiation. No acceptable disposal route for penetrating radiation transuranic
waste is discussed."

Response:

In final GESMO, the transuranic wastes are considered in much the same fashion
as high level wastes in that these wastes will be encapsulated and shipped to
a Federal geologic repository for disposal. See CHAPTER IV, Section H.
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Comment Letter No. 50

UIL1 ,l NWABER * ( -

PlRODOSHS RULE_______

GENERAL @ ELECT'ICNCAINUCLEAR ENERGY

GENERAL 0 ELECTRIC

DIVISION
Mr. S. H. Smiley -2- November 11, 1974

GENERAL ELCf3.TIC COMPANY, 175 CURTNER AVENUE. SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95125
Mail Code __Phone 1408) 297-3000, TWX NO. 910-338-0116

November 11, 1974

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing-Regulation
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington- D. C. 20545

comment concerning page IV E-22, the word "arithmatic" should
be corrected to read "arithmetic."

Accordingly, enclosed are corrected copies of page 4 of the
Attachment-Part A, and page 15 of the Attachment-Part B to
Mr. Stathakis' letter which should be substituted for pages
of the same number previously submitted.

Very truly yours,

A. N. Tschaeche
Administrator-Licensing
M/C 273, Ext. 2235

enc.

Subject: Revision of General Electric Comments on Generic
Environmental Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel

Dear Mr. Smilev:

By letter dateo October 25, 1974, signed by G. J. Stathakis,
Vice President and General Manager, the Nuclear Energy Division
of General Electric Company provided comments on the Generic
Environmental Statement,- Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO). Review
of the attachments to that letter reveals two items which
should be revised.

The first item is on page 4 of Part A of the Attachment to that
letter, the last paragraph of Section 7. The fourth sentence
of Section 7 reads:

"The noble gas radiation dose and the thyroid inhalation
dose are overestimated by about one order of magnitude
or more (depending on actual milk usage pathways)."

That sentence should be two sentences which read as follows:

"The noble gas radiation dose and the thyroid inhalation
dose are overestimated by about one order of magnitude.
The iodine-milk pathway doses are overestimated by
two orders of magnitude or more (depending on actual
milk usage pathways)."

The second item appears on page 15 of Part B of the Attachment. In the
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GENERAL Q ELECTRIC

Attachment - Part A
Page 4

GENERAL 0, ELECTRIC

Attachment - Part B
Page 15

General Electric's detailed comments on the various factors of
conservatism are provided in the Attachment to this letter. It
is concluded that GESMO overestimates doses from both the
UO2 and MO 2 reactor plants by significant factors. Doses from
liquid effluents are overestimated by one to two orders of mag-
nitude. The noble gas radiation dose and the thyroid inhalation
dose are overestimated by about one order of magnitude. The

iodine-milk pathway doses are overestimated by two orders of
magnitude or more (depending on actual milk usage pathways).
We believe that these conservatisms, further detailed herein,

should be removed from the GESMO document because such

overstatement of impact is not in the best interest of the public,
the industry, or the regulatory agencies.

8. Section B of Chapter 4 discusses mixed oxide fuel fabrication. The
method used in the model analyzed includes only blending of plutonium

oxide and uranium oxide powders. Other processes and shipping forms
under development by the industry include alternatives such as co-

precipitation of mixed oxide, pretreatment of feed material to achieve
ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain improved scrap reprocessing

steps to minimize the amount of plutonium contaminated waste gener-
ated, and other solid form plutonium compounds for shipment. These
processes do not represent environmental impacts substantially
different from those described, and the risk to the environment may

be not greater than that which is produced by a process which blends

the plutonium and uranium oxide powders. Accordingly, the second

paragraph on page IV D-3 should be revised toadd the following

statement:

"Other processes and shipping forms under development

by the industry include alternatives such as co-precipitation
of mixed oxide, pretreatment of feed material to achieve
ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain improved scrap
reprocessing steps to minimize the amount of plutonium
contaminated wastes generated, and other solid form

plutonium compounds for shipment. These processes
do not represent environmental impacts substantially
different from those described herein. "

* nitrate conversion processes (filtrates and wash
solutions)

secondary cooling systems

o fire protection systems in plutonium processing

areas (abnormal occurrences)

scrub water or hot shower water from first aid

facility (abnormal occurrences)."

Page IV D-18

Paragraph D.Z.a - The first sentence after Table IV D-5 is: "Plutonium
handling operations are carried out inside equipment located within
process enclosures (glove boxes) .... " Radiation from plutonium
material will, in many cases, preclude operations within unshielded
glove boxes. Therefore, shielded cells will be required. The sentence
should be revised to read as follows:

"Plutonium handling ... (e. g. , glove boxes)

Page IV D-29

Paragraph D. 2. c (2) - Calculations of the nonradiological process effluent
emitted from the fabrication plant, set forth in D. 2. c (2), page IV D-29,
are not consistent with Table IV D-12 on page IV D-41. For example:
1.5 kg per year of fluoride ion translates to 20. 5 grams per day, assuming
20% operation of the dirty scrap line. (1. 5 kg/year = [ 4.1 grams/day]
[ 20%] = 20. 5 grams/day. ) This does not check with the 0. 1 gram per
day set forth in the first line on page IV D-29. We believe these calcu-
lations should be reviewed and revised as appropriate.

Page IV E-ZZ

Table E-8 - There appears to be an arithmetic error in the 1-131 entry
since 0.50 plus 0. 50 does not equal 0. 50.
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NRC Staff Response to Specific Comments on Health, Safety and
Environment by A. N. Tschaeche of General Electric

1. Comment:

"It is concluded that GESM0 overestimates doses from both the UIz and M02
reactor plants by significant factors. Doses from liquid effluents are over-
estimated by one or two orders of magnitude. The noble gas radiation dose and
the thyroid inhalation dose are overestimated by about one order of magnitude.
The iodine-milk pathway doses are overestimated by two orders of magnitude or
more (depending on actual milk usage pathways). We believe that these con-
servatisms, further detailed herein, should be removed from the GESMO document
because such overstatement of impact is not in the best interest of the public,
the industry, or Lhe regulatory agencies."

Response:

The dose models used to estimate individual and population doses from U02 and MOX
reactor plants are the same models used by the NRC staff for specific reactor plants
and the associated licensing anlayses. These models are described in Regulatory
Guide 1.109 and reflect the latest Commission guidance regarding realism in per-
forming dose assessments, thus any conservatism in final Gesmo is realistic.

Individual and population dose values provided in the final GESMO are typical uf values
calculated for specific reactor facilities. Thus, the indusLry is being properly
represented.

2. Comment:

"Section B of Chapter 4 discusses mixed oxide fuel fabrication. The method
used in the model analyzed includes only blending of plutonium oxide and
uranium oxide powders. Other processes and shipping forms under development
by the industry include alternatives such as coprecipitation of mixed oxide,
pretreatment of feed material to achieve ceramic grade plutonium oxide, certain
improved scrap reprocessing steps to minimize the amount of plutonium contaminated
waste generated, and other solid form plutonium compounds for shipment. These
processes do not represent environmental impacts substantially different
from those described, and the risk to the environment may be not greater than
that which is produced by a process which blends the plutonium and uranium
oxide powders."

Response:

The summary of CHAPTER IV, Section D, of the final GESMO contains descriptions of
several processes for the manufacture of MOX rods which could be used and would have
essentially the same environmental impact. The two processes described in the text
CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraphs 1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 are now proven technology.
The mechanical mixing process used in the statement was chosen because, at this time,
it is the dominant method used. The environmental impact of processes under develop-
ment could not be fully assessed until the processes are fully developed for
commercial production.

3. Comment:

"Pa e IV D-29, paragraph D.2.c(2) - Calculations of the nonradiological process
effluent emitted from the fabrication plant, set forth in D.2.c(2), page
IV D-29, are not consistent with Table IV D-12 on page IV D-41. For example:
1.5 kg per year of fluoride ion translates to 20.5 grams per day assuming
20% operation of the dirty scrap line. (1.5 kg/year = [4.1 grams per day] [20%4
= 20.5 grams/day.) This does not check with the 0.1 gram per day set forth
in the first line on page IV D-29. We belive these calculations should be
reviewed and revised as appropriate."

Response:

This comment is valid and the values stated are inconsistent in the draft GESMO.
Non-radiological-process effluent quantities have been recalculated. The corrected
quantities appear in paragraph 2.3.2 and in Table IV D-1 of CHAPTER IV, Section D
of the final GESMO.
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Comment Letter No. 51

:1, Um Ie L-

i !,;e have revieged Part VIV, Sectior 2, "Storage of
A\ssuls'ant Oerirec tor o .. .

Technicsal quppor I . Plutoniu- n Contaminated Wastes," in the Document,

r i"Ceneric Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel ,

WASd-1327. Our suggested changes are included. We

DOTE { ara alsoforwarding a new photographic view (73-2695)

_of ITSA to be used for Figure IVH1-13. Y--our photo

Ii a osn ut-of-date. If you have any questions, plcase

ra' call.

George Wehmoann, fli e.DA
Off-,ce' bf.,yasce )ianagqucn
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IV H-Si

Monitoring wells ame maintained at each burial site and are sampled periodically to determine

if there has been any migration of radioactivity. In addition, air and venetation samples are

taken around the site and analyzed for radioactivity. Should any sample reveal an increase

in the concentration of.radioactive material in an aquifer above that measured prior io

cosnnencement of burial operations and it is determined that the radioactivity originated in

the burial ground, its significance must be analyzed, corrective actions developed, as

appropriate, and the estire matter reported. Corrective actions are suoject to approval

by the AEC or an agreerent state and additional corrective moasures may be required as

necessary to protect public health and safety.

To date, there have been no reports of migration of radioactivity from coanercial burial sites.

In the unlikely event that there wosld be such a finding, several courses of action could be

taken. These include: (1) a halt to burial operations, (2) removal of the radioactive

material from the burial area in which the radioactivity originated, (3) grouting of the site

from which the radioactivity originated, or (4) other such proccdurns !ich might be necessary,

depending on the extent of migration of radioactivity from the site.

Environmental Effect of Accidents at Burial Grounds - There have been r accidents at burial

grounds under Foderal or State jurisdictions that resulted in offsite s:;vironmental effects.

Some minor accidents have occurred involving materials not utilized it any fuel cycle.

Accidental opening of an other-than-high-level waste package prior to ;rial and release of the

package contents could occur, howuever, at a comnercial land burial fac ýiLy. Normally, the

scattered waste materials would be confined to the fenced facility an: the impact on the

environment would be negligible., However, even if it is assumed that a:, much as one-third of

the waste contained in a 55-gallon drum is released to the unrestrictero area, the effect on

the environment would be insignificant. The volume of a 55-gallon drun is approximately 7.4

cubic feet. Using the assumption of a waste concentration of 0.03 Ci ýor cubic foot,

(M1 pCi/ml), the total amount of radioactivity involved is about 200 millicuries. If the

waste were uniformly dispersed over an area of one acre, the concentrauion of the radioactive

material would be about 1.5 sicrocurie per square foot, approximately 20 times that in the outer

Swa surface of uranium ore. Dispersion over a greater area would result in a proportionally

lower concentration. The dispersed saterial eould be in the vicinity of the site which is

normally uninhabited and unused. The bulk of the scattered waste could easily be recovered.

Radiation surveys could be made and the area decontaminated, if necesnury.

(2) Storase of Plutonium-Contaninated Woutes

In accordance with proposed arendments 'of 10 CFR Part 20 wastes conta-iinated with plutonium

or other transuranic lona-lived alpha emitting radionuclides in concultrations exceeding

ous aOce Out FAR ,uoInIaN,. no.- e-
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10 nanocuries per gram of waste will be transferred to the AEC for storage. The most probable

way of providing this storage would he to store the conaercial waste together with the AEC-

generated plutonium waste at one of the large existing AEC sites. This action will be sup-

ported by an environmental statement to characterize the specific action proposed.

The volume of undissolved fuel element hulls and other fuel element parts and discarded equip-

ment from the reprocessing plants in 1910 is estimated at 120,000 to 240,000 cubic feet.

Since this waste contains activation products and small quantities of fission products, inter-

im storage at the site of generation may be required to allo;w some decay of beta-gamma activ-

ity. This waste will also contain small amounts of plutoniuar greater than 10 nanocuries per

gram, and therefore will require storage at Federal repositories. Alternatively, this waste

may be stored at the RSgF for high-level wastes.

luch of the wastes received at the storage facility for plutonium-cootaminated wastes will be

combustible material. For the purposes of this environmental statement it is assumed that it

will be desirable to incinerate this material whenever practicable, am• that an incinerator

will be operational sometime in the 1980's. Incineration will remove z 4utential fire hazard-

from the stored waste and will reduce the volume of wastes to be stored Th the facility and.

later to be transferred to a permanent disposal facility, e.g., a geologic: formation.

Site Considerations - Since the amendments of 10 CFR Part 20 to require tie retrievable stor-

age of plutoniun-contaminated wastes are still in the proposal stage, a "ott has not been

selected for a facility. A large, isolated arid land area would be sOitbIlefor this type " -

of storage. Three AEC.sites Ithe National ReactorJest.StjtinnhTS),the Hanford site,

and the Nevada Test Site - have these characteristics. For the purposes af this .n.iron..ntal -. p

statement the il-RS is chosen as a reference site. 25

.D•HS was established in 1949 for building, testing, and operating various types of nuclear

reactors, associated plants, and equipment. It is centered on a former ]fval Proving Grounds

which served the Pocatello (Idaho) Ordnance Depot, and is located along tie western edge of the

Upper Snake River, Leehi, and Beaverhead-Centennial mountain ranges. The site area is 894

square miles with an average elevation of 5000 feet above sea level. Acenered asphalt pad for

plutonium waste storage is located in the southwest portion of the site, tout 5 miles from

U.S. Highway 20 which traverses the NRTS site.

TheypSis a government reservation with access limited for reasons of saety and national

security. There are no permanent onsite residents. The surrounding areas arm, sparsely

populated, with the nearest populated areas (all small) located at Mud Lak, and Terreton (29

miles northeast), Arco (19 miles west), Howe (15 miles north) and Atomic City (12 miles

southeast). Most of the site work force live in the much larger conaunitis of Idaho Falls,

Blackfoot, and Pocatello, which are from 40 to 60 miles to the east or soateast.

Archeological surveys of the site started during 1967 and are continuing. Artifacts recovered

from the (10$ thus far indicate a Ion, period of occupatioa by man ranging from the time of the

11VtL
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mamanoth hunters. Protection of these specific sites from relic hunters will be continued.

Although no relics have been found in the vicinity of the covered pad for ,plutonium storage,

standard site operating procedures provide that suitable precautions be taken if items of

archeological interest are unearthed during construction of pits or trenches. The Experimental

Breeder Reactor io. I (6BR-l), located in the southwest part of the NRTS, is listed in the

National Register of Historic Places prepared by the National Park Service. Work is in

progress to decommission the EBR-l as appropriate to allow the installation of public visitor

sites.

The Snake River Plain consists of composite layers of interbedded volcanic rock and sedimentary

material. The NR1S water table lies between 200 and 900 feet below ground level , and at the

covered pad is about 500 feet below the ground surface. The direction of subsurface water flow

is from recharge areas to the north and east toward the main part t the Snake River Plain to

the South. The SHR-Twater supply is obtained from 24 production . e.ls at a combined rate of .

about two billion gallons per year. Approximately,,9/percent of tie water wood at the !IRTS

is eventually recharged to the Snake River Plain aquifer through deep wells and shallow pits

or surface ponds. (4*;.

The PRTS lies in a basin which has no surface outlet for its streams. The largest source of

surface water at the iS, the Big Lost River' (dry onsite during udah of the year) flows in a

,northeasterly direction and sinks into the desert floor at the nortlern end of the DOTS. Two

smaller streams (Birch Creek and the Little Lost River) flow onto tic northern portion of the

NRST-and also sink into the desert. The only other surface water omsotte results from snowmelt

during the spring.

Localized flooding and surface flow of water occasionally occur durirgeperiods of rain or snow

when air temperatures are above freezing and the ground is deeply fraomn. Drainage has been

provided to carry water away fromoH installations, including the cvered pad, under such

conditions.

The climate at the bolT-Sis arid to the point of assuming desert-like characteristics. The

topographic features which affect the NRTS weather patterns are the ortheast-southwest

orientation of the plain and the mountain ranges to the north and wet The)j$Sis relatively

level and is bounded to the north and west by mountain ranges with elbyations as high as 6000

feet above the plain. The predominant surface winds are southwesterlyand northeasterly. Nearly

all air masses entering the plain are forced to cross mountain barrie".; thus, the air masses

usually release moisture over the mountains and enter the plain dry,z)jving the region its

desert-like characteristics with an average annual precipitation of 81. inches. The climate is

cool, with the average maximum daily temperature ranging from 27°F duadog winter months to HP°F

in suroner. The average annual surface wind speed in the Central Facilities Area, just east of

the covered pad, is 7.5 miles per hour.gsr Pail of 1/2 inch or greater diameter occur'at a

frequency of less than 9a per year. Since 1949. no confirmed tormadnes have occurred within
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the present boundaries of the NRT-S One tornado occurred 5 1/2 miles east of the east boundary

in June 197 and another occurred 1 mile east of the east boundary in July 1972, but neither

caused any damage.

Until 1970, the region which includes the .iRT.-was classified as SeismicRisk Zone 2 by the

Pacific Coast Uniform Building Code. The new Uniform Building Code (UgC) of the International

Conference of Building Officials, issued in 1970, reclassified the area into Zone 3. All new

facilities are being designed accordingly. The Hlebgen Lake earthquake (7.1 magnitude or, the

Richter Scale) occurred in 1960 at the extreme northeast corner of the Snake River plain. This

is the greatest magnitude earthquake that has occurred in the eastern portion of the Snake

River Plain during the period of recorded regional history (100 years).

,/- .r" f
The ecosystem of the tiTS is typical of a seni-desert region. The covered pad.area is also -

typical of the•:RTS; except that large mammals will be excluded by.z..bebed fence currently -

being built. The types of vegetation are limited, with the most proirnent ground cover being

a mixture of sagebrush, lanceleaf rabbitbrush, and a variety of grasses. This mixture covers

practically all of the site.

The vegetation supports a variety of desert rodents. Chipounks and rresnd squirrels inhabit

the shrub areas. The mixed grasslands are inhabited mainly by mice. The herb drylands are

preferred by kangaroo rats; the white-footed mnuse and the jackrubbli e.-e found in all site

areas. The only large mammals seen ccmmonly on the site are the coyote, kcbcat, and pronghorn

intelope. The last is migratory, wintering south and su,,mering north cf the site. Some

migratory birds (doves, larks, and hawks) inhabit the site during suxc:or. Other migrants, such

as eagles (golden and, very rarely, the bald, which is an endangered species) and waterfowl pass

through in the spring and fall.

Aquatic life is not significant on the site, since the major surface water flows are dry much

of the year.

Of special ecological interest are the flats (playas) that. are subjected periodically to

flooding by the Big Lost River. These flats support a distinctive vegetation mixture composed

almost solely of dense bluestem whoatgrass, and a small perennial herb, iva axillaris. These

flats provide the most unique biota on the site. Sage grouse and pheasant are the only

resident game birds; homever, hunting is not permitted on the site.

• /e-L-

Covered Pad Content.- This concept is the procedure developed and used at NRTS for the stor-

age of pl6toniun-contaeieated wastes.26 An asphalt pad about three inches thick is construc-

ted on a four-inch gravel base. The surface of the pad is sloped toward the centerline and

toward one end to provide for drainate of any moisture. Auu-ther-berir-i4s-plmmed-along-the

dwrFisg-tlee-gu 4-nf- "e~' -eopt'h ent. The pad has a surface area of about 2.5 acres, with

approximate dirensions of 150 by 730 feet.

•Acn7 4 ~ Tf / r s;- 'c ta-,
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The plutonium vlastes now being, received at thelThSrpad are packaged either in 'steel drumos( -

r B 7aihf-lunrl or~woooen crates, intended to meet retrievable storage requirements as well as

otner administrative and safety requirements. The steel drains are man:-factured and loaded under
a quality assuraioy, program tos!rinmniize hqe possibility of leakage during handling and storage.

1s,.e.&oo -".auu tti drums have a/rigid polyethylene liner. The crates are constructed of plywood

and coateo with a fire- and weather-resistant fiberglass-resin. Their dimensions are 4 feet by

4 feet by 7 feet.

ihe arums and crates containing plutonium waste are stacked on the pad in 80 x 150 foot sections
called "cells". The sides of the cells are formed aith the crates, and the drums are stacked

within the crates in a five-high array with a layer of fire-retardant plywood and plastic

sheeting separating each level . Each cell in the 730-foot length of the pad is separated from

the adjacent cell by a 3-foot-thick soil firewall. As each cell is conpleted, it is covered
with fire-retardant plywaood and nylon-reinforced polyethylene before the final cover of two

to three feet of soil is emplaced. ,vu re IV H-13 is a view of the pad.

Before any waste shipments are approved for receipt' or storage or the pad, the necessary reviews

and analyses are performed to assure that safety requirements are meet. Each shipment must be
accomipanied by shipping forms identifying the content of each type of radioactive material in

each container, and this information is placed in a computerized radimeccive waste reporting

system for the site. Even though the normal anmounts of fissionable :-Lerial in any one
waste container are small, nuclear criticality safety requirements hare been established for

the arrays of containers and incoming shipment data is checked agains: these requirements.
Penetrating radiation levels from containers are also checked, even th~ugh they are normally

quite low. tonitoring for contamination is done frequently during the unloading and stacking

of shipments, and air samples are taken.-Cr.-i-tOu.%J e'• '/ t--. e-. c"-• 7

Each of the cells within the storage pad has moisturg sampling pipes, and the later cells have

access pipes for air sampling and temperaturesieasarenents.. Vsuop at the low end of the pad

collects all drainage and after rain or periods of snow melt, water samples are taken and
analyzed for. radioactivity. The pad is immediately adjacent to the conventional trench-and
pit-type bur4

4
l.-•uese, and four deep wells (about 650 feet) are proeided in the general vscin-

Ity of this b --a for sampling the underlying aquifer. /-01... .-- "- -

Thfipr ceding description relates to the specific storage provided at the ,3 for solid wastes
contaminated with 239Pu and similar radioactive materials. Sooe details (such as the exact
dimensions of the asphalt pad and the orientation of water test wells relative to the pad and

adjacent burial grounds) would not necessarily be the same at other tEC sites. The general

technique, however, would be fully applicable.

[f packages containing fuel rod hulls and hardware were to be stored in a covered pad, it would

probably be desirable to locate their paclaqes in the bottom layer(s), thus permitting the top

~/~:-tr ~?-"-e--..---~-~ / .mj~.r5i.r2'nt4.f~eT...~ <X>$
a' ,. .> '

~ 4 /

ii.. ( u a> ~ M~ ,~ - '<r-d./C'mi -a i-.-Z-o.r'.-t. -

:7. at-,- - u-Yin:.)
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layers and soil layer to provide shielding for the beta-garona activity associated with this

waste. A remote crane with a shielded cab would be required for removal of the containers

from the shipping cask and emplacewient in the covered pad.

S _orage at tSPf or Eouvaoeeg - The Retrievable Surface Storage Facility for solidified cce-

mercial high-level radioactive waste could be modified and expanded to accommodate comnvercial

plutoniuv-contaminated waste. However, since most of such waste would not require the heat

removal and garnva radiation shielding capabilities of the RSSF, joint storage would not be a

necessity. The equivalent of the Plutonium wing of the RSSF could, in fact, be constructed

at a completely different location as warranted by transportation logistics or other considera-

tions, such as the availability of excess structures suitable for Conversion to the purpose.

One concept for storage of plutonium-contaminated wastes would be a warehouse-type structure,

upgraded to withstand tornadoes (or other high wind conditions) and earth shock as appropriate

to the site, and containing contamination control features. A typical storage nmodule for the

waste would be 200 by 800 feet and would hold 13,500 storage units, each 4 feet by 4 feet by

feet high (a crate or set of palletized drums). Heavy walls and rcof would provide the required

protection against tornadoes and wind-projected missiles.

ForklifCs could be used for material handling and other standard waunhcusing techniques would

be used for maximum efficient operation of the facility. Personnel cuv to filled storage

areas would be permitted for inspection, and the shiprent receiving -nt inspection station would

also be provided with equipment for repackaging containers found to he defective either on re-

ceipt or on later inspection. The ventilation system for the entire s-racture would be moni-

tored and discharged to atmosphere through high efficiency filters.

If land area were limited, a multiple-story structure nobld permit stornge of a greater volume

of waste. Such a facility would use the same operational features dcmribed above, but applied

to each story. Because of the costs of tornado and earthquake resistioce features, such a

facility would probably have practical limits of two or three levels.

Still another approach would be to use a canyon-type building. Canyon is a tenr in the nuclear

field for the type of massive reinforced-concrete structure used for pncessing irradiated fuel.

A typical canyon consists of a long row of thick-walled cells in wlhich remotely-controlled

operations are conducted. Removable thick blocks forming the roofs of the Cells permit access

for maintenance by a remotely-operatcd bridge crane which can travel tie full length of the

cell row. Several of these structures at the AEC's Hanford site are a longer in use for

their original purpose and eight be converted for waste storage, using the bridge crane to

stack closely packed units up to a height of 60 feet. Since the confiraration of these canyon

cells would not facilitate personnel inspection during storage, special arrangements would be

needed for careful inspection and repackaging as necessary during trczfer of stored waste

from the facihity. All of the canyons, of course, have monitored and filtered ventilation

exhaos: svsteins from their original usage.

Straoeg of fuel rod hulls and hardware could be readily accorwodatmi .oith this concept. They

could be stoned in a can)on. Alternatively, the hulls could be cov.nacted and encapsulated in

a steel container of the same approximate size as the canisters used for solidified high-

level waste, and stored with the high-level waste at the RSSF.

Conceptual Lncirierator - An incinerator to reduce combustible volumes is assumed to be built

and operated at the site for either of the concepts as discussed above. Since the inciner-

ator has not yet been designed, a staff concept for the facility is presented here, with only

those features described to assure safe operation and protection of public health and safety.

The concept is based on the philosophy that the receipt and inspection of packages, the han-

dling, the incineration and other operations would be performed in a facility with all the en-

closures and multiple confinercent and ventilation barriers inherent in any plutonium handling

facility.

The building for the facility would be designed to withstand natural forces such as tornadoes,

earthguakes and floods. A receiving area would contain a crane an! sther eouipment for

handling drums or uther packages containing plutonium-contaminated ccwntible material and

appropriate enclosures for examination and sorting of waste materials. The package would be

opened in an enclosure to prevent spread of radioactive material and ary non-combustible

material would be removed and repackaged. The combustible material n.:oui be loosely placed in

combustible bags, cartons or other packages and inserted through a;l awi-lock into tie

,combustion chamber of the incinerator. Packages containing non-cc-,hustible material would

be removed from the area, and after examination for external contka;zi,tion would be transferred

to the retrievable storage area. The empty drum or other non-cceý.tetihle package in which the

waste was received would be resealod, checked for external contaoin;:'ion, and returned to the

shipper for reuse.

The incinerator would be housed iv an enclosure with viewing vindocs, gloved ports, and access

panels for operation and maintenance. A control panel for control of the unit would be external

to the enclosure. The incinerator system would be designed with a capacity to handle all

combustible materials anticipated for receipt in the year 1990 with prevision for expansion

and/or the addition of parallel units as necessary to process increasing loads as they are

required. Provision would be made for removal and packaging of ash for transfer to recover

any usable plutonium values and then to long term storage at the retrievable storage facility.

Provision would also be made for periodic clean-out of the combustion chamber.

Off-gases from the corbustion chaniher will pass through separators to remove gross particles,

through scrubbers to rnnove noxious gases (fluorides, chlorides, SOl:, 10, etc.), through a

series of PEPA filters for final clean-up of particulates and to a snack for discharge.

Provision will be nade for conversion of scrubter solutions to solids for storage. Building

ventilation air will flow from non-eontairvated areas through promrecsively more contaminated

areas and through a filter System to eke diSchnrva steck.
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Environmental Considerations of Storaoe of Transuranic Waste - The environmental effects of

construction of the covered pad facility urn voise and dust ger.erat l during excavation for

the pad. Formation of the asphalt pad would produce small effects similar to those encoun-

tered in highway construction.

Extending the RSSF to store alpha wastes would have a earginol efftct on construction of the

facility.

The major impact of normal operation of the covered pad facility would be noise and dust

generated in covering the stored packages. Operation of an alpha waste repository in conjunc-

tion with the RSSF would require a slight increase in power use for handling the drums to be

stored, and for the operation of ventilation equipment.

lhe various forms of plutonium and other transuraniom materials to be exrocted in most of the

wasce under discussion emit priimarily non-penetrating radiation. The relatively low levels of

the latter permit routine operations at the covered storage pad at ORTS (vehicle unloading,

container inspection and stacking, installation of covering materials) to be carried out using

conventional materials handling equipment and with the resultant exaosurc-s to personnel well

within the occupational standards. Special handling procedures would ;• required if hulls

were to be emplaced in the covered pad. The intensity of penetrating -:iatlon through the

earth side walls and top cover layer would be infinitesimally small at mny point of public

access. If stored at the RSSF most of tile commercial olutoniaon waste webld not require heat

removal or shielding of penetrating radiation, and the component requiring shielding (hulls)

could be handled quite comparably to the solidified encapsulated high-level waste. Similar

contamination confinement and exhaust ventilation filtration would be provided for both portions

of the RSSF.

Under normal operation it is estimated-that the releases from the stack of the incinerator

would be about 6 microgram of plutonium per year, assuming the annwal throughput through

the incinerator wuould be approximately 100 kilogram of plutonium in combustible wastes. The

annual 50-yea- bone conmittoent of an individual residing full time at a distance of 400
meters from a 23 foot stack would be less than 0.5 mrem for plutonium resulting from recycle

operation. For the reference AEC sites, at which the nearest normal, public access is at least

5 miles fro. the stack, the dose would be at least a factor of 10 less. The annual 50-year

comnnittment to other organs of the body, including whole body, would be less than the bone

comeittoent by a factor of 50 to 100. Exposures from non-recycle plutonium would be less

than these values by a factor of about 2.

In 1990, about 30,000 drums (200,000 cubic feet) of plutoniun-contaminated waste (excluding

hulls) would be generated. Oeveloprvent of volume reduction ethods nay reduce this volume
by a factor of 5-10. Based on the 30,000 drums, I to 1.5 acres of covered pad facility would

be required in 1993. One estimate7 is about 3 million clehic feet (400,000 drums) of

co:;-ercially generated plutoniuv-coeta:i;inated wastes would be accumulated through 1990,

requiring a pad of roa:hly 6 acres.

Using the estimates of waste generation summarized above, accumulated storage of plutonium-

contaminated waste through 1990 would require about 1.7 typical storace modules of 200 by tOO

feet located at the RSSF site. Requirements for 1990 generated waste would be about 1/4

storage module.

The above requirements are estimates based on plutonium recycle. Since alpha wastes produced at

the reprocessing plants without recycle are 85 to gg percent of those produced with recycle,

and there wvould be no waste froi mixed oxide plants if plutonium is not recycled, the require-

ments without recycle are about 70 percent of those estimated above. Another way of making

the comparison is to note that plutonium recycle will result in the order of a 50 percent

increase in tile quantity of plutonium-contaminated wastes to be stored.

In either of the concepts considered here, air monitoring would be routine. Visible effects

would be sample stations located at strategic points both on and off the AEC reservation, and

appropriate sampling towers. Packages will be monitored for external contamination, radiation

and inadvertent receipt of large quantities of plutonium prior to maplacement in the facility.

The facilities would be designed to avoid inadvertent release of radioactivity to ground waters.

Nevertheless, ground water sampling will be performed to routinely check for possible radio-

active releases.

Environmental Effects of Accidents at Transuranic Waste Storage Fvci~ities - The most probable

accident that might occur at an alpha waste storage facility would be the accidental opening

of a drum after removal from the shipping container (overpack) and prior to placing the drum

in storage. tontamination, if any, resulting from such incidents would normally be confined

to the immediate vicinity. Most of the contents of a package would ba readily identifiable,

and could be picked up and repackaged without spread of contamination. The area would be Sur-

veyed, and any contamination removed. If the accidental opening were to occur over uncovered

soil, it could be necessary to remove the top inch or so of soil and package it in drums which

could then be stored in the repository. If the accident occurred on the asphalt pad or on the

floor of a storage building at the RSSF, the contaminated surface could be removed and similar-

ly packaged for storage.

If an accidentally opened package had not been packaged in accordance with regulations, it is

possible, although of low probability, that a few grams of dust might be widely dispersed.
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Assuming that as much as 100 grams of waste containing 50 micrograns of recycle plutonian

per gram of-waste were dispersed uniformly over an area of I acre, the average deposition

would be about 0.1 aicrogram per square foot, equivalent to 0.08 alpha nanocurles per square

centimeter or 1.5 total nanocuries (including beta curies from 241Pu)- per square centfireter.

The 50-year dose ccommitent to an individual (a worker) standing f- 10 minutes in this area

at the tine of the incident would be about 15 rem to the bone, and gilut 0.S to 2 rem to the

whole body, luag, liver and kidney. These exposures may be compared with the reference limit

of 25 rem considered in evaluating site criteria for reactor accidenm as described in I0 CFR

Part I00. Exposure from non-recycle plutonium would be roughly one-lalf these doses. Since

the reference repository site will be in a remote desert region (the reservation boundary 5

miles or more from the site), fall out of partiches would be essentially complete before

reaching the reservation boundary and the impact to the general pmpuition would be negligible.

The area could be decontaminated by removing the top layer of soil auripackaging it for

storage.

The most serious credible accident at the incinerator facility wotldt ie a fire or explosion in

the receiving enclosure. Fire suppression equipment would be exparLi!to extihguish a fire

quickly. Emergency manual fire extinguishing capability could prvI-iht a fire continuing

for more than a few minutes. Since the enclosure air would be venstiatt,,d through a filter

system plutonium release would be negligible, i.e., less thoiu 1 micronpvo of plutonium. If

the enclosure walls were penetrated and the filter system by-passed. oceivably I milligram

of plutonium could be released. An individual 400 meters distant ccuil receive under these

condition a 50 year bone eommittment approaching 100 crem. A memnoer c the public at the

reservation boundary (5 miles away at the reference sites) eight recsva a 00-year bone

conmitment of less than 5 mrem.

A nuclear criticality accident at the facility is extremely improbatb. The density of

plutonium in storage containers would be too low to permit assem!ly-f a critical array. If

a nuclear incident were to occur, it would have its greatest, althomt low probability, in

connection wtith the incinerator. For the purposes of this statormentit was assumed that the

incinerator would be constructed of ceramic mraterials which would imludm neutron absorbers.

e.g., boron. Plutonium density would normally be of low concentratio in the ash, and

flooding of the combustion chamber would be a necessary condition foeriticality, even if

sufficient plUtcnium were available for criticality. The only poasbility for aqueous solution

to flood the chamber would be a suck-back from the scrubber, and tht, would first have to

flood particulate separators. Further, monitoring and operating preedures would be

established to prevent the inadvertent accuirulation of a critical-mss in the combustion

chamber.

Description of .

EBR IT Interim Underground Stora e Area

High-Level-Activity Solid Wastes

These wastes, particularly those consisting of irradiated hardware

and components of subassemblies that had been removed from the reactor,

are sealed in steel cans and placed in the underground storage area at

EBS-IT. This is not properly a burial ground, since0 if in the future

it should become desirable to do so, it is possible to retrieve any indi-

vidual can of scrap or waste; therefore, it is termed an "Interim Under-

ground Storage Area." The following is a brief description of how these

wastes have been handled.

The solid wastes consist of the following: sticloess-steel scrap

materials from the dismantling of the EBR-TI fuel and blanket subassem-

blies; stainless-steel cladding scrap from the decanrnijo; of the fued ele-

ments; used process materials from the fuel reprocessirg step (zirconium

oxide crucibles, fume traps, and graphite molds) and from the fuel refab.-

rication step (graphite crucibles); and, discarded equipment items.

Some of the axial blanket elements obtained from the subassemblies

contain depleted uranium0 and the plutonium content of these blanket

pins will be very low due to their relatively short irradiation time in

the reactor. Therefore, these blanket elements are buried rather than

sent to a plutonium recovery plant.

The equipment at the FCF. for handling the wastes consists of the

following: small waste container pails 10 in., 12 in., or 2e.in. high

by i.0-1/ll in. inside diameter; a 6-Pt high by 11 in. i-side diameter

waste container; many in-cell tools for handling and c:apping the waste
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corainers; and a waste handling coffin and trailer. The waste containers

have crilp-on, lug-type lids with gaske-,s. Figure '4 shows the four sizes

of waste containers. The three smaller containers fit inside of the 6-ft

high can.

Figure 5 shows the insertion of a small waste pail into the 6-ft

high can and the tool for remotely capping the cans.

The 6-ft high waste cans are also used to accept the fuel subassembly

hardware and blanket elements for burial disposal. These items range in

length from 24 to 70 in.

The 6-ft high waste cans are used for transport of all waste pails

to the burial ground. They are capped in the Air Cell and transferred

one at a time to a waste handling coffin (Fig. 6). This coffin is a top-

loading, bottom-dumping, vertical, shielded cylindrical container for

handling one of the 6-ft high waste cans. The coffin c:uovides 8-3/4 in.

of lead shielding and has top and bottom shielding doors which are rolled

out for the loading and unloading operations.

To transport the waste handling coffin from the FCF to the burial

ground, a special lowboy trailer was built (Fig. 7). The trailer allows

the coffin to be positioned over the burial hole for dumping, and the

waste container to be dumped with a minimum amount of radiation hazard

(Fig. 8). The trailer has a hydraulic system, with its own gasoline engine

for operation, capable of leveling the trailer, manipulating the waste

coffin to a desired height, and for lateral (up to 6-in.) adjustment. The

trailer has a gravel hopper to back-fill the waste burial hole for shielding.

Burial Facility

The waste burial facility is a controlled access, fenced area approxi-

mately one-half mile from the EBR-II complex. The area was selected and

built up by banking the earth to a level several feet above the original

----I ___-------

- ' - S!- '- -- ----- -

------------------

F Is

A--• •O-hvtdNo. 103-H5112

Fig. 4

Four s izes of steel containers used for patktagnC-of Fuel Cycle Facility
solid wastes. The filled containers or pai~ls. arc remotely capped (gasketed
lug-lid) and closed.
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rL Photo No. 103-H5441

A.lL Photo No. 103-15557

Fig. 6

Waste-handling coffin is in loading position on paasszeway cart beneath
penetration in air cell floor. Individual capped: 6' high containers are
transferred out of the air cell into the coffin throigh this floor penetration.A small capped pail is shown ready for insertion into a 6' high container.

The remotely operated crimping tool hanging at the right of the container,
closees the lugs on the container lid.
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Fig. 7
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Waste-handling coffin is shown on specially constructed lowboy trailer. The gravel hopper at

back end of trailer, is located over annular shielded spool piece and lined burial hole.

7'- -,-

L : .. . . . : .'• ". . .:.. '.. \' -" v . . ".a•"l. / "l' "-

I L.... ....,..... .... ...... .......

Fig. 8 AJL Photo N-o 103-G5171

Closeup view of lowboy trailer positioned over annular shielded spool piece and lined burial hole
into which a capped 6' high container has been discharged, and gravel (from hopper on trailer) has
been added to serve both as ba kfill and shielding for the burial hole. At lower right, fore-
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ground level to eliminate chances of flooding by surface runoff under any

foreseeable conditions.

The area hydrology is such that the surface of much of the area is

covered by waterborne and windborne top soil, under which there is a con-

siderable depth of gravel, ranging in size from fine sand to 3 in. in

diameter. At the several locations inspected to date, the gravel lies

from approximately 1 ft to 50 ft'under the top soil. Lava rock extends

below this gravel layer and downward to a considerable depth, ranging

at least to the water, table. The lava rock is honey-combed with openings

of about 1/8 in. in diameter. Frequently, large openings occur, and these

range upwards to the size of tunnels, tubes, and cavws.

Test borings were made within the burial growu<.. area indicating

that the depth of regolith varies from 11.8 ft to 25.5 ft, with an average

depth of approximately 15 ft.

During foundation investigations of the EBR-if A:ite, test borings

were made to depths ranging from 6 ft to 90 ft. Gre d water was not

encountered in any of these exploratory borings. AI: 'he burial site, the

water table is in excess of 600 ft below grade and -'2 mean annual rain-

fall is less than 7 in., so that leaching by ground :ter is not considered

a potential hazard. Since only solid wastes will be ".uried in the burial

ground, the release of radioactivity to ground water : ould occur only

during extremely unlikely major flooding of the area, and the leakage,

rupture or failure of one of the steel liners. Even "ider such conditions,

the contaminated water would have to percolate thro*. the over 600-ft

thick dirt layer and lava substrata before reaching o.und water. Naturally

occuring earth materials from localities near the N, -onal Reactor Testing

Station have shown good ability to remove radioisotc, 'o from solution.

It is assumed that all wastes will still be re, 'active at the end

of five years, and therefore, hlgh-integrity burial hole liners are used.

If in the future it should become desirable to do so, these liners (com-

plete with contained wastes) could be removed for burial elsewhere.

The burial site utilizes post-hole burial with a steel liner. The

steel liners are fabricated of schedule 10 pipe (12 ft 4 in. long, 16

in. outside diameter with 1/4-in. thick wall); they are welded closed at

the bottom end and provided with a top closure plate. The top plate is

welded on after the 6-it waste can has been deposited in the liner and

has been covered with gravel to provide shielding. Temporary covers

are present on each liner to prevent water from filling the steel liner

prior to welding the permanent top closure plate. The holes are located

on 6-ft centers at a distance of 12 ft between rows.

A shielded annular spool piece, used to enable the coffin to dump

its waste without touching- the ground, is maintained ait the site and

positioned over the hole designated for the next bur•!I. Figures 7 and

8 show the coffin and trailer rig with the gravel hoc aer positioned over

the annular spool piece and burial hole.

Figure 9 shows a sketch of a buxrial ground ind steel liner.

Prior to the burial, the steel liner is checke5: to ascertain that

the interior is dry because of the deleterious effect. water might have

on the waste containers and steel liner interior.

The actual dumping operation is carried out frto: the trailer hy-

draulic panel console by a remote door-opening cable i<vice.

The average time required for a burial is aboe. one hour from picking

up the waste handling coffin with its waste can, dri c.-g to the burial

ground, dropping the waste can into the burial hole, filling the remainder

of the hole with gravel. and returning the empty coff.. to the FCF.

The Health Physics section has the responsibil'y of approving entry
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0 to 1he burial ground, providing constant radiation --ý:ý.ctoring protection

functions during the burial operation, designating t1Ž hole location for

each burial, maintaining official logs and records cx burial ground
0

operations as necessary,-and testing holes in the bvi.. ground period-

x ically for water seepage.

All waste containers, empty and full, are logý- ::n and out of the

process cells. Their whereabouts are also recorded L. all times. The

e contents of each can is clearly recorded, and great -" is exercised

C- in the handling of waste materials that may contain :.--aificant quantities

-. 0 of iodine-131.

o Inasmuch as iodine-131, which is trapped on th' ixne traps and melt-

'a refining crucibles during reprocessing in the Argon Cf. L, may react with

0• air or vaporize and thus allow the iodine-131 to be z:: ased to the atmos-

a\ Q phere, all waste cans containing fume traps or cruci'l : from fresh

irradiated-fuel-reproceasing runs are held in the Art, Cell for a minimumheld *he

*~oi of 90 days after the date of completion of the reactcc. irradiation of the

- fuel used in the reprocessing runs, to allow sufficik,- decay of the

'N'
iodine-131.

.41,
a . Occasionally, during operations, minor quantitix: of enriched uranium

04 are obtained in a form not economically recoverable a>i are therefore

X° :J included with the waste items which are scheduled for Iharial.

The cans containing stainless steel scrap vary 4n weight from 18 kg

0 to 159 kg with an estimated activity level of from 1,5.0 to 58,000 curies and

• ~their radiation levels were estimated to be 95 to 200,C00 R/hr at 1 ft

(based on measurements at the top of the cask with the plug open and at

the burial ground just prior to the gravel back-fill, then compared with

previous calibration data obtained from measurements it a hot cell).

The containers filled with the processing scrap from the Argon Cell
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averaged about 55 kg each and had an estimated activity content of 1,000 to

25,000 Ci each. The radiation levels of these waste cans were estimated

to be 50 to 900,000 R/hr at 1 ft in air. These wide ranges of curie amounts

and radiation levels are the result of the wide range of burnup levels

(0.1 to 1.2 a/o) of the fuel which was sent to the FCF for processing.

At the tiee of burial, the cooling time for the isotopic wastes

varied from 20 days to 90 days with isotope half-lives ranging from 8

days to 28 years.

Radiation measurements, taken at the burial ground after the dis-

posal was made and the gravel shielding back-fill was placed, were less

than 1 mR/hr at 6 in. from the top of the liner.
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Comment Letter No. 52

INS) KET l'U'LshIf "ItQ

~C M ~ RONALD REAGAN
SSMGOVERNOR OF

CALIFORNIA

NORM, B. LIVERMORE, JR.
SECRETARY

o .... C.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
RESOURCES BUILDING

1416 NINTH STREET

95814

HOISMPIR S. LIVERMORE, JR.
SECPFTARY

.; .o ,, d 8U .eln • *F*hOd$.

ol.4...,,. ,•, ....... .... . -1c ....... . ..
Co, o. •.• .Lod .* • ,o .. .o..

RONALD REAGAN

GOVERNOR OF
CALIFORNIA

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
RESOURCES BUILDING

1414 NINTH STREET

9.•. .

C. I. . . ., U .. .... ..

THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

NOV 1 3 W14

Mr. H. S. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels

and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

K
D0E 0 9

The State of California has reviewed the draft "Generic
Environmental Statement -- Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO)" Volumes 1,
2, 3, and 4, dated August 1974, which was submitted to the
Office of Planning and Research (State Clearinghouse) iwithin
the Governor's Office. This review fulfills the requirements
under Part II of the U. S. Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-95.

State agencies participating in the review were the Departments
of Commerce, Conservation, Fish and Game, Food and Agriculture,
Health, Navigation and Ocean Development, Paros and Recreation,
Transportation, and Water Resources; Air Resources Board;
California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission; and State Water
Resources Control Board.

We do not have any comments on the draft statement. Thank you
for the opportunity to review and comment upon the report.

Sincerely yours,

N. B. LIVERMORE, JR.
Secretary for Resources

Air Mail Y2 -
cc: Director of Management Systems

State Clearinghouse
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814 (SCH No. 74O90920)

MOV 1 3 41974

Mr. H. S. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels

and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The State of California has reviewed the draft "Generic
Environmental Statement -- Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESM0)" Volumes 1,
2, 3, and 4, dated August 1974, which was submitted to the
Office of Planning and Research (State Clearinghouse) within
the Governor's Office. This review fulfills the requirements
under Part II of the U. S. Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-95.

State agencies participating in the review were the Departments
of Commerce, Conservation, Fish and Game, Food and Agriculture,
Health, Navigation and Ocean Development, ParKs and Recreation,
Transportation, and Water Resources; Air Resources Board;
California Coastal Zone Conservation Commission; and State Water
Resources Control Board.

We do not have any comments on the draft statement. Thank you
for the opportunity to review and comment upon the report.

Sincerely yours,

N. B. LIVERMORE, JR.
Secretary for Resources

6ZJ--( iz11-ý-/
Air Mail -
cc: Director of Management Systems

State Clearinghouse
1400 Tenth Street
Sacramento, California 95814 (SCH No. 74090920)

&
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Comment Letter No. 53 1

W., P,, EPSE"¶OAL'E W.,AER

R'~F ULE ____

STATE OF NEW YORK

DEPARTMENT OF

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

ALBANY

November 13, 1974

Dear Mr. Smiley:

The State of New York has completed its review of the "Draft Generic
Environmental Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuel" by the Directorate of
Licensing, United States Atomic Energy Conssission.

In preparing the attached comments, we have taken into consideration
the views of all appropriate State agencies including the New York
State Atomic Energy Council. Many of the consents are detailed and
directed to the specific points in the document with the intent of
assisting the Conmsission in preparing the final statement.

It is felt that the environmental effects of reprocessing spent fuel
have'been underestimated in the GES\IO report. The operation of the
Nuclear Fuel Services reprocessing plant in New York State has re-
sulted in discharges of radioactivity to Buttermilk Creek, the on-
site creek, far in excess of the <0.1% of 10CFR20 limits referred
to in the report.

hle final statement should provide corrected environmental effects
and additional economic details to allow a more accurate comparison
of Alternative No. 2 (store spent fuel for later recovery of uranium
and plutonium) with Alternative No. 4 (reprocessing spent fuel
promptly, recycle plutonium in LER's using upgraded safeguards
program).

The attached comments are illustrative of our concerns and we request
that they be given your utmost consideration. Tfhank you for the
opportunity to review and consiient upon this docuaent.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

'Mr. S. 11. Sailey DO.,ErE
Deputy Director for Fuels and Materials b ,f"-$
Directorate of Licensing e
U.S. Atomic Energy Cosnuission EC 4.m p974_ 7
Washington, D. C. 20545 ' -

State of New York
Comments on the

U.S. Atomic Energy Ccs:-icsion, Augu;st 1974,
Draft Generic Environmental Statement

Mixed Oxide Fuel (GESMO)

1) General Comment -- The radiological effluents at reprocessing
plants cause the largest dose conmitment from the nuclear fuel cycle
to the offsite public. The report does not evaluate the reduction in

exposure to radiation workers which can be accomplished by storage
rather than reprocessing. Reduction of exposure to the public and
radiation workers is in keeping with the "as low as practicable"
philosophy.

2) General Comment -- The various alternates proposed consider the
economic aspects of the nuclear industry as a whole. Vhile overall,

nuclear power may provide the lowest cost for power, the fuI1
reprocessing segment of the fuel cycle appears to have marginal economic
basis. The economic aspects of this phase should be discussed separately
and in more detail.

3) General Co:nent -- The impact of various incidents and accidents
treated throughout the Ceneric Environmental Statement hsould be recon-
sidered using the probability values offered for such occurrences in
the recent Rasoulsoen report. The. develcp-,-.nt rf another anllySi: e'.

the probability values of this report may result in significantly
different estimates of tile potential impact of such occurrences.

4) P. S-10, the statement is made "Alternatives 2 and 6, which
respectively, store spent fuel either temporarily or permanently require
the maximum needs for natural resources, separative work and cost of
materials, and services, while decreasing radiological expostire and
potential safeguards threats. Requirements for Alternatives 2 and 6
over the base case through 1955 (sic) are projected to he 195.000 tons
of virgin U3 08. They would also, in effect, eliminate -ihe reprocessing
industry. The energy equivalent of these added requireme:its is 15
billion barrels of oil or 3 billion tons of coal." It is not showrn how
deferred reprocessing (stock piling of spent fuel for 4O years) is esuiva-
lent to permanent disposal. The deferred reprocessing would have the
energy reserves available if their need is essential.

5) A statement on page S-11 reads "If plutonium were not recycled,
it is conceivable that spent fuel w.ould not be processed since tae rost
of reprocessing exceeds the current uranium values." This statement
should be developed to include an appropriate analysir of light water
fuel costs with and without credit being taken far the value of plutonium.
The utility industry, in evaluatine nuclear sow:er costs at the bus bar,

(5
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usually includes some credit for the recovery of plutonium. The
impact of not being able to recover plutonium for plutonium recycle
or use in the breeder at some future date because of the delay of
reprocessing facilities should be addressed more fully in alternatives
1, 3 and 4.

6) P. S-14, the statement is made "Plutonium recycle defers the time
when new uranium enrichment capability will be needed, thus allowing
additional time for new technology to be developed." The slippage in
new plants coming on line and the decrsase in predicted electrical
deman may defer the time when new uranium enrichment will be needed.
The report should discuss the urgency of the need for expanded enrich-
ment capacity in more detail. It should also discuss whether and to
what extent improved enrichmnent technology may eliminate or make
uneconomical plutonium recycle.

7) P. S-14, the statement is made "Recovery and recycle of uranium
are not now economically feasible unless plutonium is also recycled,
since the cost of recovery exceeds the value of uranium." If plutonium
is recycled, it is conceivable that spent uranium would not be. The
report should determine whether plutonium, recycle would be economically
advantageous if spent uranium is not recycled.

8) P. S-28, the statement is made that "plutonium recycle in IUR's
would eliminate the need for extensive plutonium storage facilities."
Table S-6 indicates that the plutonium recycle fuel would create an
additional 91,000 curies of alpha emitting actinides with an appreciable
increase in americium-241 and curium. Thus plutonium storage may
decrease but storage facilities will be required and perhaps increased
for the additional actinides.

9) A statement on page S-37 is made that "the overall accident analysis
source terms for model SCR reactors represent no significant chanee in
exposure relative to U02 fueled l Ng's." An increase in the thyroid dose
source term of 10 to 14% is not considered to be insignificant.

10) P. IV C-66, Table IV C-6 includes 234U and 236U in reload fuel
assermblies that in sum are greater than 10% of the 235U. The source
of these radionuclides should be clarified as ORiNL 4451 dated July
1971 indicates charged fuel does not contain 234U and 236u.

11) In the accident analysis source terms section on page IVC-II5,
the information is given that the iodine thyroid source term may

exhibit a 14% increase tor plutoniun recycle over uranium oxide cores

with an average increase of 107 for the iodine thyroid dose source

terms. However on page S-37, the accident analysis section indicates

only an 8% increase in the thyroid dose source term. This apparent
discrepancy should be rectified.

12) The Health Department, which has lead responsibility in emergency
planning in New York State, notes that it would appear from the calcula-

tions of radiological consequences of postulated accidents found in

Tables IVC-40 and IVJ-I6 that elaborate offsite radiological response

plans will not be required for LuR's whether or not plutonium recycle
fuel is utilized. The maximum individual whole body dose at site

boundary for all postulated accidents is 900 millirems for a large

break, loss of coolant accident at a PWR and 29 millirems for a BWR.

13) P. IV E-5, the statement is made "At present it is planned that
recovered uranium will be recycled to the reactor after re-enrichment
in gaseous diffusion plant. Recovery of fissile material from spent
fuel elements is economically advantageous if fissile material can be
recycled." The 

2 3
5UI content of high hurnup fuel is about the same as

virgin uranium. However, there is also considerable 234U and 
23 6
t, as

shown inTable IV C-7, p. IV C-67. The fission product content of
separated uranium is not reported. The report should discuss the
difficulties, if any, of re-enriching separated uranium. A discussion
of what has been donewith separated uranium to date should also be
included.

14) Table IV E-3 lists the number of nuclear fuel reprocessing plants
contemplated to be available in the United States through the year 2000.
It is understood that the Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant, listed to be
operational soon, may be abandoned by the General Electric Company
for other than storage of spent fuel. The report should be updated to
reflect this status.

15) P. IV E-9, Table IV E-5 lists the liquid wastes from NFS (the
only reprocessing plant with operating experience) as follows: Tritium

and 
1 0 6

Ru controlled releases to creek; other isotopes <0.1% of
10CFR20 in on-site-waters.
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Con co•s on M-ES!,IO NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By R.W. PedersenS, State of N. Y.

In the new Safety Analysis Report for the expanded facility the
applicant has requested (proposed tech specs p. V 1-16 SAg1)
permission for 10% of lOCF720 at Cnttaraugus Creek. In on-site waters
the levels have exceeded 10CC-F20 li-i. Ls. It appears the radiological
releases as a result of reprocessing at Nuclear Fuel Services have
been grossly underestimated in this report.

16) P. XI-13, Table XI-6 gives the difference in fuel cost for
various alternates considered. The largest difference of 0.5 mills
in the various alternates is about 137, in fuel cost. However, fuel
coat in the range of 1 to . milIs is on-- a ssall pare of generaLiag
cost for nuclear power, Jamesport Nuclear Plant projects generating
cost of about 22 Mills Der kilowatt hour. The difference in various
fuel alternates is only about 2% when generating cost are considered.

,The difference in cost to consumer would probably be less than
1% for the various alternates considered if the generating, transmission
and distribution costs are considered. This savings in cost may not
justify the potential hazards of diversion or increased exposure to
effluents from reprocessing.

1. Comment:

"It is felt that the environmental effects of reprocessing spent fuel have been
underestimated in the GESMO report. The operation of the Nuclear Fuel Services
reprocessing plant in New-York State has resulted in discharges of radioactivity
to Buttermilk Creek, the onsite creek, far in excess of the <0.1% of 10 CFR 20
limits referred to the report."

Response:

Past operating experience in one plant is not necessarily typical to the expected
overall performance of other plants, which will differ significantly in the design
and the types of installed effluent treatment systems. The NFS plant operated
within the technical specifications of its license. The technical specifications,
however, granted NFS an exemption under 10 CFR part 20.10(6) with respect to concentrations
of radioactivity in Buttermilk Creek. In this regard, NFS made reasonable efforts
to minimize the radioactivity contained in its effluents. Moreover, it is not likely
that the radioactivity discharged to Buttermilk Creek resulted in the exposure of any
individual to concentrations of radioactivity exceeding the limits specified in
Appendix "B", Table 11, of 10 CFR Part 20. These and other factors are included in
the NFS application for modification and plant expansion which is now being reviewed
by NRC for complaiance with latest regulatory requirements.

2. Comment:

"The radiological effluents at reprocessing plants cause the largest dose
commitment from the nuclear fuel cycle to the offsite public. The report does
not evaluate the reduction in exposure to radiation workers which can be
accomplished by storage rather than reprocessing. Reduction of exposure to the
public and radiation workers is in keeping with the 'as low as practicable'
philosophy."

Response:

This revised final GESMO more clearly shows the changes in environmental effects and
economics that might occur in relation to alternative assumptions regarding the
prospective growth of the fuel cycle, including the disposal of spent fuel rather than
reprocessing. Note that the reduction in exposure to workers and the reduction in
dose commitments to the general public, related to no recycle versus the recovery of
uranium and plutonium from spent fuel, are offset by environmental impacts associated
with increased mining and milling operations, and the economics, related to the expenditure
of valuable natural resources that could be conserved by reprocessing the spent fuel.
For environmental and economics differentials of the three fuel cycle options (no
recycle, recycle of uranium only, and uranium and plutonium recycle), see CHAPTERS VIII
and XI.
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3. Comment:

"The various alternates proposed consider the economics aspects of the nuclear
industry as a whole. While overall, nuclear power may provide the lowest cost
for power, the fuel reprocessing segment of the fuel cycle appears to have
marginal economic basis. The economic aspects of this phrase should be discussed
separately and in more detail."

Response:

The GESMO mission is to assess the differential environmental and economic impacts
due to the implementation of plutonium recycle. Alternative sources of power to
nuclear energy are treated in other documents. The alternatives reviewed in final
GESMO relate to the timing of Pu recycle with sensitivity analyses made to evaluate
delays and impacts over a 26-year period through the year 2000. Comparisons are
made between no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of uranium and
plutonium. Refer to CHAPTERS VIII and XI.

6. Comment:

"A statement on page S-ll reads, 'If plutonium were not recycled, it is
conceivable that spent fuel would not be presented since the cost of reprocessing
exceeds the current uranium values.' This statement should be developed to
include an appropriate analysis of light water fuel costs with and without
credit being taken for the value of plutonium. The utility industry, in
evaluating nuclear power costs at the bus bar, usually includes some credit for
the recovery of plutonium. The impact of not being able to recover plutonium
for plutonium recycle or use in the breeder at some future date because of the
delay of reprocessing facilities should be addressed more fully in alternatives
1, 3, and 4."

Response:

In final GESMO, a detailed analysis has been made of reprocessing costs, with
comparisons to fuel costs, over the full period 1975 through 2000. The basic
analysis is for LWR's only with no credits taken for possible use of the recovered
plutonium to fuel the early FBR's. In final GESMO Alternative 4, prompt recycle of
plutonium in MOX fuels in LWR's, with upgraded safeguards, has been deleted. It is
now considered that all safeguards considerations for the handling of strategic
special nuclear materials are all to be the same. The safeguards issues are outlined
in a draft supplement to the draft GESMO.

4. Comments:

"The impact of various incidents and accidents treated throughout the Generic
Environmental Statement should be reconsidered using the probablity values
offered for such occurrences in the recent Rasmussen report. The development
of another analysis using the probability values of this report may result in
significantly different estimates of the potential impact of such occurances."

Response:

The probability values used in the Rasmussen Report were developed specifically for
a narrow application -- very severe type accidents that might occur in reactors.
The treatment of accidents in a reactor loaded with MOX fuel is covered in CHAPTER
IV, Section C, which states that, from an accidents standpoint in. LWR's, the use of
MOX fuel is no different than the use of U02 fuels. Studies similar to the Rasmussen
report for fuel cycle facilities are being considered by the NRC. However, it is
anticipated that the results of such studies will confirm the present methods of
accident analyses, which are based on experience and engineering analyses of specific
facilities.

7. Comment:

"P. S-14. The statement is made 'Plutonium recycle defers the time when new
uranium enrichment capability will be needed, thus allowing additional time for
new technology to be developed.' The slippage in new plants coming on line and
the decrease in predicted electrical demand may defer the time when new uranium
enrichment will be needed. The report should discuss the urgency of the need
for expanded enrichment capacity in more detail. It should also discuss whether
and to what extent improved enrichment technology may eliminate or make
uneconomical plutonium recycle."

Response:

This statement in the draft GESMO was intended to indicate that the implementation of
Pu recycle in 1975 would allow some flexibility in the schedule for the next enrichment
plant based on nuclear energy growth projected in WASH-1139 (1974). Since that time,
the nuclear energy growth projections have changed and indicate new time schedules
for enrichment capacity requirements. A discussion of the urgency for expanded
enrichment facilities is not within the scope of the final GESMO.

The objective of final GESMO is to assess the economic and environmental impacts of
the various operating modes assuming that the projected industry requirements will be
met. There is currently no information available to support the implication that
improved enrichment technology would eliminate the need for plutonium recycle or make
it uneconomical since the benefit of improved enrichment would be applied to each fuel
cycle option and the differential between options could remain constant. The
economics of various alternatives are reviewed in detail in CHAPTERS VIII and XI.

5ý Comment:

"P. S-10. The statement is made 'Alternatives 2 and 6, which respectively store
spent fýuel either temporarily or permanently, require the maximum needs for
natural resources, separative work, and cost of materials and services, while
decreasing radiological exposure and potential safeguards threats. Requirements
for Alternatives 2 and 6 over the base case through 1955 (sic) are projected
to be 195,000 tons of virgin U3 08. They would also, in effect, eliminate the
reprocessing industry. The energy equivalent of these added requirements is
15 billion barrels of oil or 3 billion tons of coal.' It is not shown how
deferred reprocessing (stockpiling of spent fuel for 40 years) is equivalent to
permanent disposal. The deferred reprocessing would have the energy reserves
available if their need is essential."

Response:

In final GESMO in CHAPTER XI, a full review is made of plutonium values for prompt Pu
recycle vs delayed recycle. Alternative 2 considers that reprocessing would be
delayed until some later date when plutonium values would be realized. Alternative 6
considers the spent fuel as high level waste that would be placed in permanent
storage/disposal in a Federal geologic repository.

8. Comment:

"P. S-14. The statement is made 'Recovery and recycle of uranium are not now
economically feasible unless plutonium is also recycled, since the cost of
recovery exceeds the value of uranium.' If plutonium is recycled, it is conceivable
that spent uranium would not be. The report should determine whether plutonium
recycle would be economically advantageous if spent uranium is not recycled.
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8 Comment Cont'd

Response:

This statement on the economics of recycled uranium and plutonium values is covered
in detail in final GESMO, CHAPTER XI. Included also is an evaluation of the penalties
incurred in the 

2 36
U build-up in the re-enrichment of recovered uranium. Since the

process used for the recovery of plutonium also separates uranium, there would be an
inherent advantage in using this uranium for recycle. In final GESMO, comparisons
are made for three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only and recycle
of uranium and plutonium. Alternative 5, the recycle of uranium only, is described
in CHAPTER VIII. This alternative appears to be the least attractive of all recycle
options.

9. Comment:

"P. S-28, the statement is made that 'plutonium recycle in LWR's would eliminate
the need for extensive plutonium storage facilities.' Table S-6 indicates that
the plutonium recycle fuel would create and additional 91,000 curies of alpha
emitting actinides with an appreciable decrease but storage facilities will be
required and perhaps increased for the additional actinides."

Response:

In the spent fuel reprocessing, the uranium and plutonium are separated and recovered
from the process stream and the curium and americium remain in the high level waste.
The additional nuclides referred to in the draft GESMO, Table S-6, represent less
than 1% of the bulk being sent to waste storage tanks and can be readily accomodated
without design changes in terms of configuration and size. Some change may be re-
quired to accomodate the heat content of the waste due to the nuclides.

11. Comment:

"P. IV C-66. Table IV C-6 includes 2 3
4U and 2 36 U in reload fuel assemblies that

in sum are greater than 10% of the 2 35U. The source of these radionuclides should
be clarified as ORNL 4451 dated July 1971 indicates charged fuel does not contain
234U and 2 3 6

U."

Response:

The revised 234U and 236U values presented in Table IV C-lI of final GESMO, are based
on Minor Isotopes Committee Report Draft - October 28, 1974 for BWR reload cores. See
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.3.1.

12. Comment:

"In the accident analysis source terms section on page IV-115, the information
is given that the iodine thyroid source term may exhibit a 14% increase for
plutonium recycle over uranium oxide cores with an average increase of 10% for
the iodine thyroid dose source terms. However, on page S-37, the accident
analysis section indicates only an 8% increase in the thyroid dose source term.
This apparent discrepancy should be rectified."

Response:

The 8% increase in the thyroid dose cited on page S-37 in draft GESMO stems from an
error that was corrected but apparently not changed on page S-37 in the summary. See
CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraphs 5.3 and 5.4 in final GESMO for the recalculated
source terms used in the accident analysis. The corrected value for the average
iodine dose increase is 3%.

10. Comment:

"A statement on page S-37 is made that 'the overall accident analysis source
terms for model SGR reactors represent no significant change in exposure relative
to U02 fueled LWR's.' An increase in the thyroid dose source item of 10 to 14%
is not considered to be insignificant."

Response:

The 10% number in the draft GESMO has been recalculated and found to be 3%. A 3 to 14%
increase in the thyroid dose source term is considered insignificant since;

- The change is within the error bands of the basic input data used in the
accident dose calculations.

- It does not introduce any new and substantially different requirements for
protection against thyroid doses (i.e., engineered safeguards such as filter
systems, exclusions boundaries, etc. do not change appreciably due to the
predicted increases on the thyroid dose source terms).

- The 14% increase is the highest predicted increase representing only the
portion of the mixed oxide fuel within the recycle core loadings. Only a
fraction of any one core (i.e. 40% or less) would have the potential for
this increase. Thus, on a total core basis, the effect of the increase
amounts to only a few percent. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.3.

13. Comment:

"The Health Department, which has lead responsibility in emergency planning in
New York State, notes that it would appear from the calculations of radiological
consequences of postulated accidents found in Tables IV-40 and IVJ-16 that
elaborate offsite radiological response plans will not be required for LWR's
whether or not plutonium recycle fuel is utilized. The maximum individual whole
body dose at site boundary for all postulated accidents is 900 millirems for a
large break, loss of coolant accident at a PWR and 29 millirems for a BWR."

Response:

Each class of accidents in Tables IV C-39 and IV C-40 has a spectrum of consequences
and probability of occurrences of those consequences. For development of emergency
plans, extremely conservative assumptions are used for the purpose of calculating doses
resulting from a hypothetical release of fission products from the fuel. From an
environmental effects standpoint, realistically computed doses are calculated using
best estimates for realistic fission product release and transport assumptions. Refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 5.4.
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14. Comment:

"P. IV E-5. Th statement is made, 'At present, it is planned that recovered
uranium will be recycled to the reactor after re-enrichment in gaseous diffusion
plant. Recovery of fissile material from spent fuel elements is economically
advantageous if fissile material can be recycled.' The 235

U content of high
burnup fuel is about the same as virgin uranium. However, there is also
considerable 

2 3 4
U and 236U as shown in Table IV C-7, p. IV C-67. The fission

product content of separated uranium is not reported. The report should
discuss the difficulties, if any, of re-enriching separated uranium. A discussion
of what has been done with separated uranium to date should also be included."

Response:

Only very small quantities of uranium separated from LWR spent fuel have been processed
in enrichment facilities to date. However, a detailed discussion of the estimated
effects of recycling uranium from spent reactor fuel on the performance of both the
enrichment facility as well as the reactor has been presented in response to a similar
comment. This detailed discussion, endorsed by NRC was submitted as testimony by
A. de la Garza in response to contention 8.b in the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant
Hearing and concludes that, "there are no effects associated with uranium isotopic
contaminants in recycled light water reactor fuels which would make the use of recycled
fuel in the form of accepted UF6 operationally unfeasible and economically undesirable
at an enrichment plant producing fresh fuel for light reactors." A copy of this
testimony is included in the response to Comment Letter 15, Comment 4.

Response:

The release to the Cattaraugus Creek of all radionuclides was controlled. In addition
to 

3
H and 1'6Ru, other radionuclides discharged to Buttermilk Creek (onsite water) did

exceed 10 CFR 20 limits. The releases to Cattaraugus Creek (offsite), except for
3H and '°6Ru, were <0.1% of 10 CFR 20. In this context, that part of Table IV E-5
was in error.

The words in this comment within the parentheses are not completely accurate, i.e.
NFS is not the only reprocessing plant with operating experience. Government plants
using the Purex process have many'years of reprocessing experience.

17. Comment:

"P. XI-13. Table XI-6 gives the difference in fuel cost for various alternates
considered, The largest difference of 0.5 mills in the various alternates is
about 13% in fuel cost. However, fuel cost in the range of 3 to 4 mills is only
a small part of generating cost for nuclear power. Jamesport Nuclear Plant projects
generating cost of about 22 mills per kilowatt hour. The difference in various
fuel alternates is only about 2% when generating cost are considered.

"The difference in cost to consumer would probably be less than 1% for the various
alternates considered if the generating, transmission and distribution costs
are considered. This savings in cost may not justify the potential hazards of
diversion or increased exposure to effluents from reprocessing."

Response:

The amount of savings to the consumer is large and constant regardless of the basis
of comparison. The analysis in this final GESMO indicates that the benefits (both
economic and environmental) outweigh the costs of plutonium recycle by a considerable
margin. See CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0.

The benefits and costs of plutonium recycle must be weighed on a consistent basis the
only meaningful basis in the absolute costs and absolute benefits.

15. Comment:

"Table IV E-3 lists the number of nuclear fuel reprocessing plants contemplated
to be available in the United States through the year 2000. It is understood
that the Midwest Fuel Recovery Plant, listed to be operational soon, may be
abandoned by the General Electric Company for other than storage of spent fuel.
The report should be updated to reflect this status."

Response:

In final GESMO, Chapter IV, Section E, paragraph 1.1 has been updated to reflect
the current status of the spent fuel reprocessing industry.

16. Comment:

"P. IV E-9, Table IV E-5 lists the liquid wastes from NFS (the only reprocessing
plant with operating experience) as follows: Tritium and 106Ru controlled
releases to creek; other isotopes <0.1% of IOCFR20 in onsite waters.

"In the new Safety Analysis Report for the expanded facility the applicant has
requested (proposed tech specs p. V 1-16 SAR) permission for 10% of 1OCFR20
at Cattaraugus Creek. In onsite waters the levels have exceeded 1OCFR20
limits. It appears the radiological releases as a result of reprocessing at
Nuclear Fuel Services have been grossly underestimated in this report."
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Comment Letter No. 54
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

77/ WASHINGTON. D.C. 20460

21NOYV1974___

Dr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels

and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Dr. Smiley:

The Environmental Protection Agency has reviewed the draft Generic
Environmental Statement Mixed Dxide Fuels for Recycle Plutonium in
Light Water Cooled Reactors. Our detailed comments are enclosed.

We would like to thank you and your staff for the time spent in
meeting with EPA staff membera to discuss the issues raised during
the review of GESMO. These meetings were helpful to EPA for the
purposes of narrowing issues and hopefully prepared your staff for
responding to our comments on GESMO. Recognizing the scope of the
problems and the difficulty of addressing them at a level of detail
not heretofore approached, we commend the AEC staff for earnestly
attempting to present a fair picture of the plutonium recycle problem.

In its review, EPA has attempted to determine whether the infor-
mation provided is complete and adequate to support the conclusions
reached in the draft statement. The EPA comments do not, however,
address the completeness or adequacy of the technical aspects of
plutonium safeguards since this Agency does not have expertise for
such a technical analysis and hopefully, such a detailed review will
be made by those agencies of the U.S. Government having this expertise.
Because of the extreme importance of adequate safeguards, our comments
do reflect concern with the general and cost/benefit aspects of the
safeguards program. The EPA review of the GESMO was also based on the
premise that the program as proposed does not include the exportation
of plutonium.

2

Until the information requested by EPA to be included in the
final statement is available, no final judgment can be made on the
environmental acceptability of this program. However, our preliminary
findings are that the implementation of plutonium recycle on an
industry-wide basis appears to be marginally acceptable from a
cost/benefit balance. This analysis indicates that the timeliness
of the program implementation does not appear to be critical. With
the application of the revised cost/benefit analysis methodology that
we recommend, the timeliness may be even less critical and the cost!
benefit balance even more marginal. It also appears that the program
could result in some environmental advantages. Within this perspective,
the principal conclusions reached by EPA on the plutonium recycle
program are as follows:

1. Before a full scale mixed oxide recycle program is implemented
a commitment should be made to an acceptable safeguards program.
Such commitment should include the completion of the necessary selection
of a procedure, its development and the securing of regulatory Or
legislative approvals for its implementation, including funding
mechanisms.

2. Before actual full-scale mixed oxide fabrication and fueling
of light water reactors is commenced, the following should be accomplished:

(a) the safeguards program should be implemented;

(b) the waste disposal concerns about transuranic wastes
identified in EPA's review of the draft statement, "Management
of Commercial High-Level and Transuranium, -- Contaminated
Radioactive Waste," and the proposed rulemaking on transuranic
waste should be resolved; and

(c) accident analysis of specific plutonium recycle
reactor designs should be completed for each proposed application
-and deemed satisfactory.

Relative to the adequacy of the draft GESMO, EPA has commented
on several subject areas. First, the methodology used to compare the
costs of using recycled plutonium to the base case. Second, the role
of population exposures from uranium processing and occupational
exposures in the reported reduction of dose from use of mixed oxide
fuels. Third, our review includes comments on the uncertainties of
plutonium toxicity and pathways of radionuclides to man.
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EPA is very much aware of the controversy that exists relative
to transuranium uncertainties. We are attempting to resolve these
through a program of information development and consideration of the
need to establish generally applicable environmental standards for the
transuranium elements. EPA has stated this intent and requested
relevant information in a Federal Register Notice, Vol. 39, No. 185 -

Monday, September 23, 1974. We are confident that any standards
promulgated through this process will be implemented by the Commission.
We feel that these parallel efforts of the EPA and the AEC will
adequately protect the public health and safety and the environment.

Based on our reservations about safeguards and in accordance with
EPA procedure, we have classified the project as ER (Environmental
Reservations) and rated the draft statement as Category 2 (Insufficient
Information). If you or your staff have any questions concerning our
classification or comments, please do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely yours,

Sheldon Meyers
Director

Office of Federal Activities (A-104)

Enclosure
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I. INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed
its review of the Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide
Fuel (GESMO) on Recycle Plutonium in Light Water Cooled
Reactors issued on August 23, 1974. The conclusion stated by
AEC based on their analysis is that the recycle of plutonium in
light water reactors should be approved subject to continuation
of detailed case-by-case licensing procedures and upgraded
safeguards. Both environmental and economic factors were
analyzed in GESMO by AEC.

In its review, EPA has attempted to determine whether the
information provided is complete and adequate to support the
conclusions reached in the draft statement. The EPA comments
do not, however, address the completeness or adequacy of the
technical aspects of plutonium safeguards since this Agency does
not have expertise for such a technical analysis. We would expect
that such a detailed review will be made by those agencies of the
U. S. Government having this expertise. Because of the great
importance of adequate safeguards, our comments do reflect
concern with the general and cost/benefit aspects of the safeguards
program. The EPA review of the GESMO was also based on the
premise that the program as proposed does not include the expor-
tation of plutonium. A decision to export plutonium and the related
safeguards considerations should be a separate issue.

EPA has included comments on the cost/benefit analysis
since it considers factors which are environmental and public
health related, and since it is relevant to potential risks assumed.
EPA reviewed the analysis from the standpoint of methodology, data
utilized and the degree to which it presents an independent evaluation
of program costs and benefits. Additionally, there have been cases
within the nuclear industry where abandonment of economically
marginal operations have left State and Federal governments with
a legacy of environmental radiation problems. Example of these
operations include abandoned uranium mill tailings and low-level
waste storage sites. In order to assess the probability of similar
occurrences in the future, EPA must evaluate the economic
viability of proposed projects which could result in undesirable
environmental legacies.

2

The implementation of plutonium recycle on an industry-
wide basis appears at best to be marginally acceptable from
a cost/ benefit balance. The AEC analysis indicates that the
timeliness of the program implementation does not appear to
be critical. With the application of the revised cost/benefit
analysis methodology that we recommend, the timeliness may
be even less critical and the cost/benefit balance even more
marginal. It also appears that the program could result in
some environmental advantages. Within this perspective, the
principal conclusions reached by EPA on the GESMO program
are as follows:

1. Before a mixed oxide recycle program is initiated, a
commitment should be made to an acceptable safeguards program.
Such a commitment should include the completion of the necessary
selection of a procedure, its development, and the securing of
regulatory or legislative approvals for its implementation
including funding mechanisms.

2. Before actual full scale mixed oxide fabrication and
fueling of light water reactors is commenced, the following should
be accomplished:

(a) the safeguards program should be implemented or
operational. (b) the waste disposal concerns about transuranium
waste identified in EPA's current NEPA review of the draft
statement, "Management of Commercial High-Level and
Transuranium -- Contaminated Radioactive Waste." and the
proposed rulemaking on transuranic waste should be resolved:
and (c) accident analysis of specific plutonium recycle reactor
designs should be completed for each proposed application and
deemed satisfactory. These conclusions are not different in
concept from AEC's approach, but rely on specific milestones
as decision points as opposed to time intervals as specified
by AEC.

Relative to the adequacy of the draft GESMO EIS, EPA makes
the following additional comments:

1. The methodology used to compare the costs of using recycled
plutonium to the base case of not recycling can be significantly
improved. We recommend that a sensitivity analyses be performed
to determine how sensitive the cost savings from recycling are to
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changes in the growth of electrical energy demand, uranium
availability, and changes in estimated capital costs of
mixed oxide facilities and safeguards measures. The final
statement should also expand the discussion of the economic
timing of the commercialization of plutonium recycle. Appli-
cation of improved cost/benefit methodology may indicate that
the economic incentives for introduction of plutonium recycle
may influence the time of introduction.

The cost benefit analysis should consider any inherent
government subsidy of plutonium recycle. In particular, the
safeguards proposals describe government actions which may
involve direct or indirect government subsidies, such that a
program that is marginally acceptable to society as a whole,
might otherwise be unsually attractive to industry.

2. In the draft statement the increased population
exposures from mixed oxide fuel processing are said to be
offset by reduced exposures from mining and milling of
uranium ore. It is not made clear the extent to which plutonium
is or is not the dominant environmental consideration. The
application of "As Low As Practicable" concepts to uranium
processing are not included in the statement.

3. Occuptional exposures are not discussed in detail. Al-
though these deficiencies may not be crucial for final conclusions
regarding acceptability of plutonium recycle, it is possible the dose
savings may not exceed the increased exposures from the rest of
the mixed oxide cycle.

4. The values of radiation dose equivalents and population
dose reported in GESMO were calculated using assumptions and a
data base that were not included in the statement. To evaluate the
adequacy of the transport of radionuclides in the environment, the
assumptions and pathways used in these calculations should be
included in the final statement.

II. PLUTONIUM CONSIDERATIONS

a. Radiation dose and Plutonium Toxicity

Basically two comparisions relative to radiation dose
and health effects can be made between the MOX cycle and
the base LWR case. One is for occupational exposure and
the other for the general population. Neither of these dis-
cernments are clearly delineated.

In the case of occupational exposures it would be helpful
to identify the types of workers at risk and the sources of infor-
mation on their exposure. It is not clear in the EIS whether
uranium miners were included and if so if their occupational
hazards not due to radiation were considered as part of the
health impact.

In the EIS, the increased occupational and population
exposures from mixed oxide fuel processing are said to be off-
set by reduced exposures from mining and milling of uranium
ore. Indeed an actual overall dose savings is indicated.
However, it does not appear that the two cases were similarly
treated. To the degree that the dose estimates for mining
and milling were based on models which do not reflect the
control technology forecast for the 1990's, and exposures
from the mixed oxide cycle were evaluated on more realistic
effluent releases (ALAP), it is possible that the dose savings
shown in the EIS for reduced uranium processing may not balance
so favorably the increased exposure from the rest of the MOX
cycle. Therefore, the AEC should review the bases for the dose
estimates from mining and milling to see if they are compatible
with assumptions used to evaluate the dose from other sources
of exposure.

Throughout the discussion on toxicity, dose and health
effects, numerous points are in need of clarification or other
resolution. These individual points are presented in the additional
comments section. However, some issues so pervade the whole
discussion that some remarks are appropriate at this point.

Primary among these is the manner of utilizing and extra-
polating animal data to interpretation of effects on man. As
precarious as this manner always is, the EIS seems to make it
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even more so by implying a false sense of security in the stated
conclusions. A prime example is the area of lung effects utilizing
data from dogs and cats which have no common denominator for
comparision with human lung effects. This general situation is
compounded by a lack of information on experimental procedure,
such as chemical form for experiments at high dose rates as a
basis to infer effects on man at low dose rates.

Some other issues include the need to examine the potential
effects of other transplutonium radionuclides in order to place
them in perspective and premature biological conclusions such as
assuming the gonads to not be a potential internal organ. These
areas of ambiguity present a case which may well be misleading
and this matter should be resolved in the final EIS. We feel that our
detailed comments previously referred to along with the references
we have presented should be of assistance in carrying this out.
Although the results will probably not change conclusions relative
to the program's acceptability they will certainly more clearly state
the related impact and the degree of uncentainty associated with it.

b. Radionuclide Pathways in the Environment

The primary area of concern relative to environmental pathways
is the direct inhalation interface involved with the resuspension of
plutonium from soils. Several specific comments relative to the dis-
cussion of this are included in the additional comments. In general
however, it is felt that this is an area where much more effort is
required although it is realized it may be sometime before it is
entirely resolved. The present sparsity of data is compounded by
the fact that much of it is from desert test areas and may not be
at all applicable to the urban and suburban areas of most concern.
The program to determine this parameter is all the more critical
due to the sensitivity of lung doses to the resuspension variables.
We hope that a vigorous effort will be pursued and to the extent
possible the planned program be described in the final EIS.

The other major comment on environmental impact assessment
is that the pathways used are not described in enough detail to make
an assessment of the thoroughness of the analysis. However, when
comparing the dose per curie released used in this report with the
dose per curie release from the EPA analysis of the uranium fuel
cycle, similar results are obtained. Thus, it appears that the
analysis of long-lived isotopes -particularly tritium, krypton-85,
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iodine-129-did include the use of long-time \-span pathways even
though the report does not describe these pathways. However, the
population dose commitment estimates presented in the draft state-
ment do not appear to consider world population growth over the time
period of the released radionuclides exist in the environment. We
feel that calculations of population dose commitments which extend
over many decades should take into consideration world population
growth during that period.

Several sections of GESMO describe the expected radiation dose
from transuranium elements. Information should be included in the
final statement which should indicate the pathways for transport of
transuranium elements to man. Any differences in chemical behavior
assumed for elements other than plutonium should be included.

c. Safeguards

EPA does not have the expertise to evaluate the adequacy of
safeguards programs. We do see the issue as a prime factor in
the feasibility of a mixed oxide recycle program however, for this
reason we do not feel that a commitment should be made to the
program until an extensive set of safeguard measures are committed
to and the necessary approvals are obtained for their implementation.
We hope that other government agencies, such as Justice or Defense
where an expertise exists will review these measures to assure their
adequacy. As safeguards are such an integral part of the program
we would expect that the incurred expense be fully reflected into the
cost benefit evaluation. If the devised measures are to be carried
out by Federal agencies this should be recognized as a form of
government subsidy and either this fact reflected or some means
of charging the industry should be arranged.

- We are pleased to note that the GESMO includes a lengthy and
comprehensive discussion of-the safeguards problem; we believe the
magnitude of the impact that could potentially derive from a failure of
the safeguards system merits this attention. We also concur that con-
tinuing study and effort should be devoted to upgrading the safeguards
provisions, as outlined in section V-H and elsewhere in Chapter V,
and urge the AEC to follow through with their planning in this area.

It should be understood that EPA's comments are based on the
premise of no U.S. export of plutonium. The consideration of such
an action should be handled as a separate issue. Such a decision should
not be taken lightly as it is apparent that a deficiency in safeguards
provisions or a breakdown of safeguards in another nation to which
we nmight export MOX fuel, or which moves to plutonium recycle on
its own, could effectively negate the safeguards developed in this
country. We recognize that such considerations are beyond the
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stated scope of the AEC's safeguards objectives. However. we
believe that discussions with other nations urging them to implement
more stringent physical security measures, mentioned on p V-38,
are a vital element in overall safeguards considerations. Effective
accountability and physical security safeguards must exist in other
countries which utilize plutonium and other SNM if this country's
safeguards efforts are to have meaning.

The example calculation on p. V-48 quantifies the risk to selected
individuals from a postulated dispersion of plutonium oxide; however.
of more interest would be total risk in terms of deaths and cancers,
assuming the dispersion occurred in a densely populated area. Also.
it would be helpful in evaluating the magnitude of the risk to know
what assumptions are used to perform the calculation. For example.
is any credit given for evacuation of the affected area? What assump-
tions are made regarding resuspension? The final EIS should also
indicate what kinds of cleanup operations would be required to restore
the affected area to a habitable condition.

For the example calculation on p. V-49, of risk from uniformly
dispersed plutonium oxide, the area chosen (1/4 acre) is so small
that an "inhabitant" would have to be carefully defined. A large
area would seem to be more appropriate, corresponding to something
less than unity risk for the inhabitants developing bone cancer.
Again, total risk should be given for a representative population
density, and the bases for the calculation indicated.

11. WASTE MANAGEMENT

Definition of Wastes

The AEC has defined only three catagories of "other-than high-
level" wastes; low-level beta-gamma waste, low-level plutonium
bearing or alpha waste, and fuel cladding hulls. The present classi-
fication system for "other-than" waste, however, gives no indication
of the activity, content, or hazard potential of the waste, except that
it is not "high-level" waste. The lack of clear definitions for these
wastes presents great difficulties for those who ship wastes, for
those who receive wastes, and for EPA, particularly, in determining
the potential health and environmental impact of the wastes, and we
therefore. would like to see the AEC develop a more detailed, formal
classification for "other-than" wastes.

Our concerns about the waste classification problem were dis-
cussed in EPA's comments on the LMFBR program draft environ-
mental statement and will be discussed in more detail in comments
on the Management of Commercial High Level and Transuranium
- Contaminated Radioactive Waste draft environmental statement.

Predicated Volumes for "Other-Than" Wastes

There appears to be some discrepancies between the volumes
of the "other-than" wastes currently being buried and the amounts
predicted in the draft statement EPA has recently completed a
preliminary assessment of commercial "other-than" waste volumes,
activity, and space requirementsl(). In particular the AEC estimates
yearly and accumulated quantities of radioactive wastes buried
appear to be somewhat underestimated when compared with the
results of the EPA assessment. The AEC should re-evaluate
their estimates based on the EPA information and other AEC
information (2).

The AEC should be more explicit in the final statement con-
cerning the methods used to estimate the volume of future "other-
than" wastes from the MOX fuel cycle and how these predicted
volumes fit into the total nuclear waste disposal picture. EPA
feels that resolution of these points is essential to an evaluation
of the environmental impact of the proposed MOX waste manage-
ment program.

Segregation of Transuranic Contaminated Wastes

"Other-than" wastes from the MOX fuel cycle are expected to be
richer in Pu and other alpha contaminants than wastes from the other
fuel cycles. This will mean that significant quantities of MOX wastes,
which would have been channeled into land burial at commercial burial
grounds, would now be placed in interim storage and later transferred
to a national repository for disposal or treatment. The economic
impact of this policy change on the total costs of power production and
on the operations of the commercial burial industry should be con-
sidered.

The final statement should indicate the technical arrangements
that will be made to screen the "other-than" wastes for transuranium
contamination and to prevent the accidental dilution of the trans-
uranium - contaminated wastes to less than 10 nanocuries per gram.
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Commercial Burial Grounds

Shallow land burial is the present and proposed method for dis-
posing of the nontransuranic "other-than" wastes. The AEC should
present or directly reference in the final statement the results of any
studies which have been conducted at the commercial burial sites,
subsequent to the beginning of burial operations which could corrob-
orate or validate the conclusions reached in the original evaluation
that buried radioactive waste will not migrate from the sites. Also
any monitoring data or other evidence which confirms that the radio-
active waste now buried has remained immobile at the place of burial
should be submitted or directly referenced.

Interim Storage/ Ultimate Disposal

While we have significant concerns about the proper execution of the
interim engineered storage and ultimate disposal concepts for "high-
level" waste we will not include detailed discussion of them in these
comments,

We feel that, while they apply to the MOX program, they are more
relevant to the draft environmental statement on the Management
of Commercial High-Level and Transuranium-Contaminated Radio-
active Waste.

Miscellaneous Comments on GESMO: The draft EIS indicated the
maximum credible accident at any RSSF to be the rupture of a single
cannister. However, since the AEC indicated the possibility of a
loss-of-cooling accident, we feel that the environmental impact of
this type of accident should be discussed in the same degree of detail
as the single cannister accident. These analyses address the additional
30% heat loads and higher radiation levels affect safety margins,
facility designs, or costs.

. With the increase of total transuranics present in the high-level
MOX wastes and the change in the mix of these transuranics, the
final statement should discuss how this affects the time required
to retain the wastes in some ultimate disposal site and which radio-
nuclides are of primary concern after 10, 100, 1,000. 10, 000,
100,000, and 1,000,000years.

References
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2. U.S. AEC "The Nuclear Industry 1973, WASH 1174-73
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IV. Safety

a. Reactor Plant

The discussion of the relationship of mixed oxide cores to
reactor safety margins generally presented qualitative evaluations
of the MOX to reactor kinetics and reactor control capabilities. In
conclusion the AEC stated that there were no limitations in the use
of MOX related to safety. In view of the fact that the draft statement
did not consider specific or reference reactor designs, we believe
some quantitative details should be presented in support of the
conclusion that no safety limitations are necessary. This is partic-
ularly important since the MOX, as discussed in the draft statement
statement will have both positive and negative impacts on the levels
of margin relative to reactor safety. In order to better delineate
the overall quantitative aspects of MOX on the level of the margin
of safety, we recommend that the final statement assess the overall
change in pertinent safety parameters, as itemized in the draft
statement, for reference PWR and BWR core designs for several
different MOX fuel loadings in the range under consideration. The
resulting changes should then be compared, if possible, with the
ranges of existing margins in light-water reactors. Although the
reference core design may not necessarily be identical to designs
or specific reactors, this analysis will enable a conclusion to be
reached on quantitative analyses regarding the impact of MOX on
safety margins and on the need for specific safety limitations. We
assume that, before any operating nuclear plant is licensed to
operate with recycle MOX, the AEC will perform detailed safety
assessments of the specific core design and will issue an independent
safety evaluation report of the results.

12

b. Transportation

The analysis of transportation accidents appears incomplete
since no quantitative information is presented for either the pro-
bability of an accident in which radioactive materials are released
or the conquences of such an accident. The primary reference used
to support the AEC conclusion that the radiation risk is small
is WASH-1238 which suffers from a similar lack of quantitative
information. In particular, with regard to the probability of an ac-
cident involving a release there is no analysis relating the shipping
container test conditions to the severity of the accident. Thus,
the conclusion that the container should withstand a Category 3
(severe) accident without being breached is not substantiated.
With regard to the conseluences of an accident involving a release.
no estimate of the radiation dose to emergency crews, controversy
concerning the quantity of fission products, especially cesium,
which may be released is made. An estimate of the external
exposure to humans from released radioactive materials was made
in WASH-1238. However, it appears the dose to humans from
inhalation of the released material may be much greater than
received externally.

A complete risk analysis for the shipment of plutonium in DOT
approved containers has recently been completed by Battelle North-
west Laboratories (BNWL-1846). This analysis is an important first
step in resolving the issues concerning radiation risk in the trans-
portation of nuclear materials. While this study has not yet received
the detailed scrutiny of the scientific community to determine
its acceptability, it appears to be of sufficient quality to warrant
inclusion of its findings in the final statement. A commitment
to perform similar analyses for other shipping pathways
should also be made in the final statement.

V. FUEL REPROCESSING. FUELS AND REACTOR

Fuel Reprocessing

The iodine-129 and -131 source terms for the model fuel repro-
cessing plant listed in table E-8 are not in agreement with present
estimates by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory based on currently
available technology. In the past many uncertainties have been as-
sociated with iodine source terms and control technology that will be
utilized to obtain the release rates presented in the draft statement.
Also the final statement should provide a separate listing in the tables
of the doses (both individual and population) resulting from the
projected radioiodine releases.
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The draft statement does not present information on carbon-14
release rates from either reactors or fuel reprocessing plants.

Because of its long half-life and its persistence in the environ-
ment. carbon-14 which has been discharged from these facilities
may result in a population dose commitment significantly greater
than from either kryton-85 or tritium. Therefore, we feel that
the final statement should present the following information on
carbon-14 :

a. release rates from both reactors and fuel repro-
cessing plant.

b. local doses and population dose commitments.

c. a discussion of control technology at both reactors
and fuel reprocessing plants.

Fuels

The statement is made in several places in the draft EIS (e.g.,
on pages IV C-20 and IV C-58) that depleted uranium (diffusion
plant tails) could be used instead of natural uranium as the
diluent for blending with recycled plutonium during fabrication
of MOX fuel. This implies a benefit owing to the reduced ore
mining and milling requirements and utilization of existing stores
of depleted uranium. Elsewhere, however (e. g. . on pages 1-14.
11-44 and 11-55) it is noted that natural uranium shows an economic
advantage over depleted uranium. The conditions under which
stores of depleted uranium might be used, even though such use
is described as "uneconomic, .' should be discussed in the final EIS.
If utilization of depleted uranium or tails is not reasonably antic-
ipated the references to such possible use should be deleted.

Reactor

According to Chapter IV, page IV C-73 of GESMO, WASH-1258
(Final Environmental Statement Concerning Proposed Rule Making
Action for Operation to Meet Criterion "As Low As Practicable")
served as the basis for the source term calculations. However,
comparision of the source term parameters in GESMO (Tables
IV C-9 and IV C-10) with corresponding tables in WASH-1258
reveal certain discrepancies:

14

BWR Source Term Parameters

Table IV C-9

Parameter

Reactor Cleanup
Flow Rate

D. F., Clean Waste
Demineralizer

G ESMO

1.54 x 105 lb/hr

10(10)

Table 2-1

WASH-1258

1.3 x 105 lb/hr

1(10)

PWR Source Term Parameters

Parameter

Te Escape Rate
Coefficient

Sr, Ba Escape Rate
Coefficient

Weight of water in
primary system

Weight of water in
secondary system

Table IV C-10
GESMO

1.0 x 10'
t

l/sec

1.0 x 10"12/sec

5.5 x 105 
lb

3.7 x 10'lb

Table 2-2
WASH-1258

1.0 x 10-9 /sec

1.0 x 10-41 /sec

5.0 x 105 lb

4.1 x 105 lb
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In addition to these differences in basic source term para-
metric values, the waste treatment systems assumed for the
GESMO model reactors are in may instances unlike those systems
presented in WASH-1258. These discrepancies should be clarified
with respect to the potential effects on environmental releases.

Table IV C-12 of GESMO has apparently excluded the BWR
mechanical vacuum pump (at startup) source term, 2. 300 Ci/yr
of Xe-133, 350 Ci/yr of Xe-135. and radioiodine (unspecified).

Table IV C-21 and C-22 are apparently mixed-up. Table IV C-12
shows a higher noble gas source term for the UO fueled BWR but
doses from this reactor (i.e., skin and total body doses) are lower
than the corresponding doses from the mixed oxide fueled BWR.
Similarly for radioiodine, a higher source term is listed for the
mixed oxide fueled BWR but higher thyroid doses are listed for
the UO fueled BWR. It is not clear whether this confusion may
have filtered to Tables IV C-27 and IV C-28 for annual man-rem
doses.

VI. BENEFIT/COST ANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

EPA considers the benefit/cost study to be insufficient in detail
and depth of analysis. In our opinion. the methodology used is incorrect
for a number of reason, which will be discussed in the following sections.
Even before correction of methodology the cost savings from plutonium
recycle are small relative to nuclear electricity generation costs. There
are indications that, if corrected procedures for the analysis were used,
the cost savings from plutonium recycle may prove to be smaller than
reported.

The debate over recycling revolves around the issues of increased
environmental risks to man and the environment, which should be weighed
against the benefits to be derived from producing somewhat cheaper power
with plutonium recycling. Since risks are balanced against the cost
advantages of plutonium recycling, the smaller the cost advantage, the
smaller the risks that may be acceptable to society.

METHODOLOGY

The method of analysis employed in the AEC benefit/cost study does
not provide the cummulative LWR fuel cycle industry cost figures for the
years 1974 through 1995. Table XI-7 does supply cummulative figures for
resource and service commitments, but this table is of limited
usefulness since it does not include capital costs.

Instead the major thrust of the AEC benefit/cost study is a
projection of the LWR fuel cycle industry under various alternatives at
a "... mature operating level, about 1990..." The cost figures for this
year are in Tables XI-4 through XI-6. AEC chose this year because they
believe it represents an "... approximate average industry condition for
the time span 1974 - 1995" (p.XI-3).

The methodology used for this AEC benefit/cost study is to measure
the fuel cycle costs for a base case, labeled Alternative 1. This base
case is then used as a standard of comparison for five alternative
cases. The base case represents the reprocessing of the spent fuel and
the storage of the plutonium for future use.
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Although this methodology appears to be acceptable, since the LWR's
will be operating in either case, it is reasonable to suspect that
little reprocessing of spent fuel will occurr if plutonium recycle in
LWR's is not permitted. With no plutonium recycle, it is likely that
most of the spent fuel would be stored for some future use rather than
reprocessed within a short time. Such a scenario could lead to
significantly smaller impacts in both the reprocessing and
transportation areas. We believe that AEC should present more evidence
to justify this choice of the base case.

The five alternatives represent different dispositions of the
plutonium and uranium contained in the spent fuel. Alternatives 3 and 4
represent plutonium recycling. The difference between these two is that
Alternative 4 includes an upgraded safeguards program. The alternatives
representing plutonium recycling are the only cases considered that
result in lower fuel cycle costs below those for the base case. The
AEC's recommended course of action is to proceed with plutonium
recycling. Therefore, this discussion of the benefit/cost analysis will
be directed towards plutonium recycling.

The benefits to be derived from plutonium recycling are defined as
the cost savings gained from plutonium recycling. There are two
categories of potential social costs associated with plutonium
recycling: those that involve an impact upon the environment and those
that have an effect on the level of safety.

Table XI-2 is a summary of the environmental factors for the
alternative spent fuel dispositions. No attempt has been made to attach
dollar values to these environmental factors. However, it is argued by
the AEC that plutonium recycling reduces, to a small extent, the overall
impact on the environment. The primary source of this reduction is a
decrease in uranium mining, UF6 conversion and uranium enrichment. In
turn, this reduces the need for land and resource inputs, and results in
diminished fossil fuel needs. There are some increases in environmental
impacts but they are believed to be negligible in comparison to the
reduced environmental factors.

The other potential social cost of plutonium reycling is increased
safety hazards. Plutonium recycling expands the quantity of plutonium
in use in the fuel cycle. This plutonium must be transported and

handled in the process of recycling and is therefore vulnerable to
attempted acts of theft or sabotage. The upgraded safeguards program in
Alternative 4 is directed towards that danger. Alternative 3 includes a
safeguards program much like that for Alternative I, but extended to
take into account the increased quantities of plutonium present with
plutonium recycling.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND ASSUMPTIONS

Estimates of uranium resources are uncertain. If future nuclear
fuel requirements can be met only by the mining of low grade ores,
extraction costs will rise above today's level. Plutonium recycle has
the potential for somewhat reducing future uranium requirements and
costs. The primary source of reduction in costs is the reduction in
extraction and enrichment costs, since plutonium can be used as a
substitute for a portion of the uranium fuel.

AEC estimates of U. S. uranium resources are shown in Table
XI-(A-2). Given the AEC estimates of uranium reserves, and the AEC's
estimates of the need for uranium fuel under the different alternatives,
the future price for U3 0 8 can also be estimated. These prices are shown
for every five-year interval from 1975 through 1995 in Table XI-ll. No
attempt has been made to determine how sensitive the cost savings from
plutonium recycle are to alternative assumptions for uranium reserves,
potential changes in enrichment technology, rates of growth of
electrical energy demand, rates of substitution of nuclear for fossil
plants, or different mixes of nuclear reactors (e.g. HTGRs or HWRs). In
our opinion, it seems reasonable to expect that the estimated cost
savings shown in Table XI-11 could vary quite significantly if different
assumptions were used.

The growth of nuclear power is obviously derived from the overall
growth in demand for electrical energy. The overall electrical demand
projection used in the AEC Draft statement is based upon Assumption Set
D of the AEC projection, NucgeArPower Growth 1974-2Q00, WASH-1139 (74).
That demand projection corresponds to an average annual growth of 6.2%
for all electrical power and 21.5% for nuclear power over the period
1970-1995. Growth of electrical energy demand could be much lower (e.g.
as low as 4%) as a result of the substantial price increases and
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conservation efforts now in progress. There is also considerable
uncertainty about the size of the nuclear share of electricity
generation. This uncertainty arises from recent trends in capital
construction costs and lower-than-expected reactor availability
experience. The cost savings from Pu recycle can reasonably be assumed
to be quite sensitive to these assumptions.

Table 1 shows the eight combinations that EPA considers essential
for the sensitivity analysis. The first combination shown represents
the case analyzed in the Draft EIS.

Two cases for the supply of U308 are of interest. The first is the
same as projected in the Draft EIS and the second is a 100% increase in
uranium resources. This increase would be an additional 100% of the
U. S. uranium resources (both reasonably assured and estimated
additional) corresponding to each price level as shown in Table XI-
(A-2).

Two cases for the projected growth in nuclear power are proposed.
The first would be the same as projected in the Draft EIS and the second
would reflect an average annual growth rate of 4% in electrical power
demand and 10% growth for installed nuclear power demand over the period
1974-1995. Two cases are proposed for capital construction costs. The
first would be the same as projected in the Draft EIS and the second
would represent a 100% increase in the capital equipment and
construction costs of all facilities needed for plutonium recycle. This
increase would allow for the uncertainties of present day capital
construction costs.

TABLE 1

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Uranium Supply Growth in Nuclear Capital Costs
Power Industry

Same as Presented Same as Projected Same as Presented
in the Draft EIS in the Draft EIS in the Draft EIS

100% Greater than Presented

Lower than Projected Same as Presented
in the Draft EIS

{ (% growth in

electrical power)
(10% growth in nuclear 100% Greater than Presented
power)

100% Larger than Same as Projected Same as Presented
Estimated in the in the Draft EIS in the Draft EIS
Draft EIS

100% Greater than Presented

Lower than Projected Same as Presented
(4% growth in in the Draft EIS
electrical power)
(10% growth in nuclear 100% Greater than Presented
power)
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THE OPTIMAL DATE FOR FULL COMMERCIALIZATION

The EPA believes that the AEC methodology places too much emphasis
on the date of introduction of plutonium recycle. There is often a
great deal of difficulty in progressing from introduction to full
commercialization. The time projections for full commercialization
often miss by years. The EPA believes that a better concept to be used
in considering the timing of a program is the date of "full
commercialization." This is defined to be the time when commercial
development has progressed to the point where the future expansion path
of the industry can be reliably predicted. Once this point has been
reached, there will be comparatively less doubt as to the date a fully
developed industry will be achieved. AEC sight wish to empirically
define the point of full commercialization as the point when recycled
plutonium accounts for more than X percentage of LWR fissile fuel.

If plutonium recycling is fully commercialized too early, the price
of uranium will still be too low, decreasing the discounted present
value of cost savings derived from plutonium recycle. Delay in the date
will increase the discounted present value of cost savings. However, if
plutonium recycle is fully commercialized too late, future cost savings
will occur too far in the future and their discounted value will be
smaller than if the date were moved earlier in time. Thus, the
discounted present value of the cost savings from plutonium recycle will
first rise and then fall as the date of full commercialization is moved
outward in time. The optimal date for full commercialization is the
date for which the present discounted value of cost savings is
maximized.

The Final EIS should include calculations of the present discounted
value of cost savings for each different date. These calculations
should be performed not only for base case parametric conditions, but
also for the other sensitivity cases identified in this review. in
order not to bias the analysis against later full commercialization
dates, it will probably be necessary to extend the ending period of the
analysis past 1995.

COST SAVINGS AND THE CROSSOVER POINT

The EPA believes that early initiation of plutonium recycle requires
the demonstration that the savings are significant in comparison to
nuclear electrical generation costs and that they are realized early in
the recycle program. Deferred initiation of plutonium recycle should be
considered to be an alternative if the cost savings are not realized
early in the fuel recycle program. The remainder of this section
provides the framework for this argument.

First, it should be demonstrated that there are savings from
plutonium recycle. They should be apparent from the analysis of the
cumulative costs of operation for the period 19714-1995. These savings
should be realized for the whole program, including reactor costs as
well as fuel cycle costs. In addition, these savings should be large
enough to warrant the additional risks inherent in plutonium recycle.
As discussed elsewhere in this review, the draft EIS does not
satisfactorily describe or quantify the costs of an adequate safeguards
program. Some safeguards measures (e.g. spiked plutonium) may
substantially increase the costs of plutonium recycle. These costs are
difficult to predict, and could be considerably higher than the AEC
presently estimates.

If analysis demonstrates that there are substantial savings from
plutonium recycle, steps to proceed immediately are justified only if it
is shown that the savings derived will begin soon after the program is
implemented. In order to determine how soon plutonium recycle reaches
this point, which can be termed the crossover point, an analysis of the
costs of operation of each alternative, on a year by year basis is
needed.

EPA considers the determination of the crossover point to be quite
important. If this point will not be reach~ed until many years in the
future then there is less incentive to make a present commitment to the
future use of plutonium recycle for routine fueling of LWR's. A more
limited present commitment could be considered without foreclosing the
future option of using routine plutonium recycling. The crossover point
concept could be usefully incorporated into sensitivity analysis.
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PRIORITY USE OF PLUTONIUM

AEC gives first priority to the production of the plutonium needed
to fuel fast breeder reactors. Therefore, 26% of the plutonium produced
in LWRs over the time span 1974-1995 is to be withheld from plutonium
recycle for that purpose. The choice of the 26% figure is not explained
or justified, except to state that there will be large quantities of
plutonium left over after meeting the requirements for the first fuel
loadings for the new breeder reactors. Since the savings from plutonium
recycle is responsive to changes in the fuel cycle, EPA believes that
the Final EIS should explain how the 26% figure was determined because
there can obviously be important environmental consequences from saving
different percentages of LWR-generated plutonium. The interrelationship
between the fast breeder reactor program and plutonium recycle will-be
explored in the Appendix which describes a method that can be used to determine
the appropriate amount of plutonium to be withheld from recycle for the fueling
of fast breeder reactors.

THE ROLE OF THE HTGR

There is virtually no discussion of the role of the HTGR in the
nuclear reactor field through 1995. Figure S-1 and Table VIII-2 shows
that it is expected to make a relatively small contribution. An obvious
question is whether or not the cost advantage to plutonium recycling is
sensitive to the relative mix of LWRs and HTGRs. Some supplementary
analysis could be usefully employed to pursue this question.

DISCOUNTING

No discounting has been used in assembling the data for Tables XI-4
through XI-7. Therefore, there is no adjustment for the fact that
capital and operating expenditures take place at different times. For
example, the capital in place in 1990 will be composed of a mix of
capital of various ages. The accepted procedure for taking this into
account is to use discount rates to evaluate time distributed costs and
benefits in present value terms. This procedure is described in
gircular A-9L4, Bevistý, issued by the office of Management and Budget.
This circular requires the use of a 10% discount rate.

It is impossible to determine with the present analysis precisely
what discounting will do to the apparent cost savings gained from
plutonium recycling, for the changes in the present value are
functionally related to the time-distribution of expenditures. Time
distributions of cost data are not provided in the Draft EIS. However,
if the time distribution of expenditures is roughly the same for the
alternative cases, it is to be expected that the use of discounting
would reduce the absolute size of the cost savings that can he
attributed to plutonium recycling. Table XI-6 shows the fuel cycle
costs for the year 1990. There appears to be one billion dollar saved
from plutonium recycling as compared to the base case. since no
discounting has been used, the corrected value of this cost savings
cannot be determined.

The failure to discount to present value leads to even greater
misconceptions when considering Table XI-7. This table is a tabulation
of expenditures for resources and services for the period from 1974
through 1995,. These expenditures do not represent any capital
investment over this period, just the expenditures for resources and
services incurred in operation each year. Since the costs of operation
are not discounted for future years of operation, the contribution for
those years ix{ the distant future are much greater than they would be if
evaluated in present value terms. With discounting, the differential
costs for each alternative dispostion of plutonium would be reduced in a
like manner, thus decreasing the magnitude of the apparent cost savings
when plutonium is recycled.

Since no time-specific cost data is provided in the draft statement
it is impossible to determine how much the cost savings claimed exceed
those that would be incurred if evaluated in present value terms. In
our opinion, they could be substantial. The nuclear power industry is
projected to grow continuously through 1995, so that the total operating
expenses for each of the six alternatives will be larger in the later
years of the period evaluated. Therefore, these later years make the
greatest contribution to the expenses recorded in this table. But the
expenses for the later years are the ones that will be subject to the
greatest discount. The present value of the coat savings may be greatly
reduced from those recorded in the table.

SAFEGUARDS COSTS

The safeguards program is described in Chapter V of the Draft
Statement and its costs are estimated in chapter$ ViII and XI. A wide
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variety of safeguards programs are discussed. Some have estimates of
costs attached to them, others do not. The measures considered include
the incorporation of integrated fuel cycle facilities which would reduce
transportation requirements, a Federal security force that would not be
restricted ny state and local limitations and could respond on a
nationwide oasis if necessary, hardening of barriers against theft and
sabotage, suggested protection of transportation functions, spiked
plutonium, and a variety of other measures. Since the particular form
of the safeguards program is not resolved in the Draft EIS, the costs of
implementation cannot be determined with certainty. AEC states that the
cost figures are to be used to "...give a perspective, a point of view
and an order of magnitude for these costs." AEC maintains that these
costs would be small enough that they would not be a significant
economic consideration.' The remainder of this section and the next
section of this EPA review demonstrate that the estimated costs of these
safeguards programs are large enough to have an impact on the economics
of plutonium recycling.

In the summary of Chapter XI, under the discussion of Materials and
Plant Protection Considerations, p.XI-19, it is stated that although
,,...projected materials and plant protection costs in 1990 will be

significantly higher for Alternative 4 than for the base case, the
resultant effect on the overall economics of the fuel cycle is judged to
be inconsequential." This statement is in reference to an upgraded
safeguards program, estimated to cost 74 million dollars in 1990. This
cost is indeed small when compared to the total fuel cycle costs.
However, it is much larger in comparison to the costs savings incurred
in 1990, representing approximately 6% of the cost savings attributable
to plutonium recycling without safeguards (Table XI-6, Alternative 3).
For this reason EPA suggests that the term "inconsequential" is not an
appropriate descriptor of potential safeguards costs.

SPIRED PLUTONIUM

Spiked plutonium is discussed in various places in the draft
environmental impact statement, but has not been included in estimated
costs of materials and plant protection. Nowhere is its use explicitly

rejected. The reader is left with no definite indication whether spiked
plutonium is considered to be a likely additional safeguard measure.

The cost of incorporating spiked plutonium is estimated to be 170
million dollars for the year 1990 and to be in the order of three
billion dollars for the period through 1995.2 By telephone inquiry, the
EPA was informed that spiked plutonium was not included in the fuel
cycle since its cost is small compared to total fuel cycle costs.
However, comparing these costs to total fuel cycle costs is not
relevant. spiked plutonium costs are more appropriately compared to the
savings associated with plutonium recycling. Inspection of Table XI-6
reveals that the inclusion of spiked plutonium as an additional
safeguard will lower the cost advantage of Alternative 4 from 980
million dollars to 810 million dollars, a reduction of 17%. If spiked
plutonium is some day determined to be a necessary safeguard measure,
its use will significantly reduce the cost savings derived from
plutonium recycling.3

STANDARDS FOR COMPARISON OF COST SAVINGS

In Table XI-6, AEC calculates the cost savings from Alternative 4 to
be approximately one billion dollars as compared to the base case, for
the year 1990. This cost savings results in a calcualted savings in
"Total Operating mills/kwh" of 3.89-3.54=0.35 mills/kwh. These costs
are not busbar costs, for they include only fuel cycle costs. Costs not
contributed by the fuel cycle have not been included in Table XI-6.
There is a question as to the appropriateness of not giving an estimate
of the busbar costs. An uninformed reader of the Draft EIS might assume
the reported costs represent the total costs of generating electricity,
and arrive at the incorrect conclusion that the cost savings from
plutonium recycle represent approximately a 101 savings (i.e. 0.35
mills/kwh saved from a base cost of 3.89 mills/kwh).

The 1974 busbar cost of generating electricity is approximately 16
mills/kwh. The cost savings for Alternative 4 as compared to
Alternative 1 could then be calculated to be (3.89-3.54)/16 = .022 or
approximately 2.2% of the total costs. 4

When the savings for plutonium recycle are viewed as a component of
total nuclear power generating costs, they are much smaller than they

1
See page VIII-75.

2
This estimate is found on page VLII-75. A contradictory estimate of its cost is
found on page V-45. Inquiry of the AEC established that the correct figure is
170 million dollars.

3No discounting has been used here, because the necessary data is not available in
the Draft EIS.

•No discounting has been used here, because the necessary data is not available.
However, the use of discounting would not change these conclusions.
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are when considered as a component of fuel cycle costs only. It is
important to view the cost savings from this perspective. Should it
become necessary to forego plutonium recycle someday, because of some
-'-uronmental or safeguards problem, it is clear that the absence of
plut-ý4kim recycle would have only a marginal impact on electricity
costs. EPA xecossiends that AEC consider total LWR hThar costs tobe
the appropriate standard against which the cost savings irom piutonium
recycle be compared. This standard of comparisou, would be more
meaningful to a reader of the final EIS. The Final EIS should at least
include this kind of comparison, and it should be given equal prominence
with thp cgmparison.to fuel cycle costs presented in the Draft EIS.

ONCLUSION

The mzethodology used to compare the costs of using recycled
plutonium to the base case of not recycling can be significantly
improved. There is considerable reason to believe that the cost savings
from plutonium rebycling may not be as large as shown in the Draft EIS.
EPA recommends that all the calculated costs of alternative spent fuel
dispositions be redone with all expenditures discounted to 1974 values.
Discounting is the only way to bring expenditures that take place in
different time periods into proper perspective.

It is further recommended that the capital and operating costs of
reactors be included in the costs of six alternatives. This will make
it possible to judge all cost savings in relationship to the total costs
of using nuclear reactors to generate electricity.

EPA also recommends that the sensitivity analyses described in an
earlier section of this review be incorporated into the benefit/cost
study so that readers of the Final EIS will be able to determine how
sensitive the cost savings from plutonium recycling are to changes in
the growth of electrical energy demand, changes in the uranium
resources, and changes in the estimated capital costs of mixed oxide
facilities.

The EPA does not consider the dnalysis of fuel cycle costs for only
one year, 1990, to be adequate for judging the merits of plutonium
recycle. This would be true even if the analysis were methodologically
correct. The cumulative costs for the years 1974 through 1995,

appropriately discounted, must be shown for each alternative. The
information the AEC provides in Table XI-7 is not sufficient, for it
does not include capital costs.

The Draft EIS does not adequately treat the subject of the economic
timing of the commercialization of plutonium recycle. Timing is very
important because new information is continually being developed in the
areas of plutonium toxicity, the costs and feasibility of safeguards
measures, and the magnitude of transportation hazards. Thus, the Final
EIS should contain a thorough analysis of when the cost savings of
plutonium recycle are expected to begin and how large they are likely to
be. This information will be highly useful to interested groups and
could be a valuable input to future public discussions about the timing
of plutonium recycle.
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APPENDIX

It I., aoselmd 1t. that utanium ravourcea, the growth of the nuclear
power industry, and the date of LMF3R introduction are all given. The
horizontal axis in Figure 1 represents units of plutonium. The total
horizontal dimension represents the total amount of plutonium generated
from LWRS. Movement from left to right represents more use of plutonium
for LWR recycle and less use for LMFBR fueling. Movement from right to
left, on the other hand, represents more use of plutonium for LMFBRs at
the expense of LWR recycle. Each point on the horizontal axis
represents a different allocation of plutonium between plutonium recycle
and fuel for LMFBRs. The verticle axis measures the present value of a
unit of plutonium.

The line AB represents the preset value of plutonium used in LWR
plutonium recycle, and is expressed in dollars per unit. The downward
slope of the line reflects the fact that the present value of each
additional unit of plutonium will decline as the amount of plutonium
used in recycle increases for any given year. This is because plutonium
replaces uranium as a fuel in LWRs and the higher cost uranium ores will
be the first to be replaced by plutonium.

The line CDE represents the present value of plutonium used for
fueling LMFBRs, and is expressed in dollars per unit. The downward
slope of this line (moving from right to left) reflects the fact that
the present value of each additional unit of plutonium will decline as
the amount of plutonium reserved for fueling LMFBRs increases. The
"kink" in the line is to indicate that there may be a minimum amount of
plutonium needed to satisfy the rapid rates of LMFBR commercialization
projected by the AEC.

Point '0," where the two lines cross, represents the optimal
distribution of plutonium between plutonium recycle and fuel for LMFBRS.

EPA does not consider it unreasonable to ask that the above type of
analysis be performed. The only significant obstacle to performing such
an analysis would be the present uncertainty about the dates and rates
of LMFBR introduction. This obstacle can be overcome by using the dates
and rates specified in Table 10.4 in Volume III of the AEC Draft
gavironmental Impact Statement for the LMFBR Prora (WASH-1535).

Figure 1

0u

0

Use of Pu for
LWR recycle

Use of Pu for
fueling LMFBRs
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VII. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

1. Tables IV C-12. IV C-21 and IV C-22 are not con-
sistent; e.g., MOX skin doses are higher but for
the mix of noble gases in effluents given, they should
be lower. Also, while iodines in MOX gaseous effluents
are shown higher, thyroid doses are lower.

2. Figure IV C-24 does not appear to be drawn correctly.
The reduced central temperature in the MOX rod is
stated to be a consequence of the higher neutron cross
section of Pu. which causes a higher peripheral heat
generation rate and lower central flux. This being
the case, one would expect the termperature profile
of the MOX to be higher in the periphery, reflecting
the increased heat flux at that location.

3. No mention is made of the magnitude of possible tramp
plutonium problems with MOX fuel. This should be
addressed in the final statement.

4. Another possible alternative that should be considered
relative to the timelessness of initiating a mixed oxide
recycle program in LWRs is the diversion of surplus
enriched weapons uranium to such utilization as naval
reactors, While the diversion may be completely
infeasible such a move make available present
inventories of new uranium and enrichment capacity
to LWRs alleviating short term shortage problems.
Because of the interest in such trade offs, this
alternative should be discussed in the final EIS.

5. Vol. 1. Pages S-38 to S-40: Table S-8
The titles of these two tables refer to two fuels being
considered but only one set of numbers is given.

6. Vol. 2, Page 11-29, last sentence of part b: This sentence
is not totally true. Some plutonium has been left in wounds
when surgery was expected to result in a worse situation
than by leaving the plutonium there.

7. Vol. 2, Page 11-29, part c: This part could be made specific
for environmental radioactive material received into the body
via inhalation or ingestion, Wound or injection entry is of
little concern in the environment, but important for occu-
pational workers.
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8. Vol, 2. Page 11-32. part j; and Vol. 3, Page IV. J
(c)-l last sentence: There are data available which
suggest an increase with time in plant plutonium uptake
from soil. (See J. Environ. Quality• Vol. 2, No. 1, 1973,
and Health Physics Journal 19 487-491, 1970.) These data
should be discussed here,

9. Vol. 3, Page IV. A-13. last sentence of second paragraph:
the standard referred to in this sentence should be refer-
enced or discussed. Such a standard has not been, to our
knowledge, proposed by a recognized radiation standard
setting group.

10. Vol. 3, Page IV. J. (A)-9: The numbers used in the
population dose commitment equation cannot be considered
conservative since higher P/A and lower deposition velocity
values have been strongly suggested. Both of these trends
would increase the dose.

11. Vol. 3. Page IV. J. (C-7, second paragraph: The ingestion
pathway should not be dismissed as a potential pathway for
exposure to actinides. If gut absorption increases and plant
uptake increases (both are possibilities), then this pathway
could be as important as important as the air pathway.

12, There is apparently a contradiction in philosophy concerning
fission-gas-release in MOX fuels (p. IV C-51). Since this
aspect is related to fuel rod performance (and safety) charac-
teristics, the question of significant or insignificant increases
in fission-gas-release should be resolved and included in
the final statement.

13. p. IV J (A)-2 A semi-infinite cloud dose calculation was
utilized in WASH-1327 to compute the dose due irradiation
by nuclides in the atmosphere. A comparison of external
gamma whole body dose calculations using finite and semi-
infinite cloud dose models is presented in EPA-520/l-74-
004(1). It is noted that at close distances to the facility
stack a semi-infinite cloud assumption results in a very
low ground level concentration and gross underestimates
*of dose since it ignores gamma rays emanating aloft.
Therefore, a finite cloud rather than a seminfinite cloud
dose model should be utilized to compute close in external
doses from evaluated atmospheric emissions of radionuclides.
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14. p. IV .1 (A)-2 A value of 7mg/cm was assumed for the
density thickness of the dead layer of the outside of
hulmlan skin in c:omp/rFuting , the beta dose. New values of
,pidernial Ihickness are reported by J udi T. Whitton (2)

and it is recommended that "for radiological protection
purposes it is appropriate to replace the value of 7mg/
cm . currently used for minimal epidermal thickness on
all body sites, by a value of 4mg/cm for average epidermal
thickness." We concur with the recommendation by Whitton,

15. In determining the dose rate from airborne beta radio-
activity, it is stated that a graph (Fig. 7. 5, Meteorology
and Atomic Energy, 1968, p. 332) was utilizedto determine
the maximum beta rad dose versus maximum beta energy
through a 7mg/cm absorber. Because of an error in the
apparent absorption coefficient, the dose at a depth of
7mg/cm is low in Fig. 7. 5 of Meteorology and Atomic
Energy. 1968 (3). The depth dose values in Figure 7.5
utilizes results from equation 7. 25c on p. 331 (3) which
is in error by a factor of 2. The correct simplified
expression for the apparent absorption coefficient
obtained from Loevinger, et al. (4) is as follows:

v 18.6 cm /gm

(E - 0. 036) 1.37

where v = apparent absortion coefficient
E = maximum beta energy emitted

Therefore, the low beta depth dose values presented
in WASH-1327 should be recomputed based on an average
epidermal thickness of 4mg/cm and corrected apparent
absorption coefficient values. The graph on p. 332 of Meteor-
ology and Atomic Energy, 1968 (3) should not be utilized
for depth dose values.

16. pp. IV I1 (A)-3-4 Since the INREM computer code was used
to compute the 50-year dose commitment from the inhalation
and ingestion of radionuclides, the pertinent assumptions
utilized in this code should be presented in WASH-l327. The
information presented in WASH-1327 regarding INREM'I is not
complete enough to allow an evaluation of dose assessment
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techniques to be made so conclusions cannot be reached
regarding the validity of the presented dose com-
mitment estimates in WASH-1327. A complete copy of the
code with an explanatory text should be made available
to all reviewers so that an evaluation of the INREM
dose assessment techniques can be made.

17. pp. IV J (A) -7-8 In the analysis of the aeolian pathway, only
the Pasquil D dispersion regime was considered in computing
the generalized aeolian dilution factor values. Ignoring other
representative dispersion regimes significantly underestimates
the annual average X/Q value for the 100 m chimney release at
500 meter downwind. More representative assumptions would
result in a value of similar magnitude to those presented for
downwind distances of 1, 1. 3. and 2. 5 kilometers. Reference
5 presents annual average X /Q values at 500 meters for 25 LWR
site regimes and an average value of 6,157 x 10 sec/m is
reported for a 100 meter release hight. The 500 m value for the
m chimney release in Table IV J-(A. 1) should be modified to
reflect more reasonable.dispersion values and any dose cal-
culations made using this dilution factor should be corrected
since they underestimate the dose by approximately 10, 000.

References for comments 14-17:

1. Martin, J. A., C. B. Nelson, and P. A. Cury, AIREM
Program Manual- A Computer Code for Calculating Doses,
Population Doses, and Ground Depositions Due to Atmospheric
Emissions of Radionuclides, Office of Radiation Programs,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D. C.,'EPA-520/1-84-004 (May 1974).

2. Whitton, Judi T. , "New Values for Epidermal Thickness
and Their Importance, "Health Physics, Vol. 24, pp. 1-8
(January 1973).

3. Slade, D. H. , ED., Meteorology and Atomic Energy
1968, U.S. Atomic Energy Commisston/Division of Technical
Information (July 1968).

4. Loevinger, R., E. M. Japha, and G. L. Brownell,
"Discrete Radioisotope Sources,' Chap. 16, Radiation
Dosimetry, Academic Press Inc. , New York(7 6""-
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5. I'inal FIcvirmimental Statement Concerning Proposed
IlilJI Making Aclimn: Numercial Guides for Design Objectives
and Ioimiting C onditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion
"As ilow As Practicable" Tor Radioactive Material in Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents, Prepared
by the Directorate of Regulatory Standards. U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, Vol. 1, p. 6E-32. Table 6B-2. WASH-
1258 (July 1973).

18. Page IV H-2; lines 26 and 27

Indicate the basis for the waste generation rate of
4 x 10 ft per year and the burial ground acreage require-
ment. These values appear to be quite different from
numbers obtained from WASH-1539 and ORNL TM-3965.

Page IV H-4; Accident and General Exposure Sections

Indicate or reference the basis used for the factor
numbers and original dose numbers.

19. Page IV H-4; Accident and General Exposure Sections

Indicate or reference the basis used for the factor
numbers and the original dose numbers.

20. Page IV H-7; Uranium Mills Section

Indicate the basis used for calculating the curie
release.

21. Page IV 11-10; line 20

Indicate basis for volume and radioactivity of waste
generated in 1990.

22. Page IV H-32; lines 6 and 7

Indicate other kinds of low-level liquid wastes which
will be produced and why they can't be cleaned up and
recycled. In considering solidification indicate other
alternatives which are available besides cementing.
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23. Page IV 11-39; lines 13-15

could the radioactive liquid wastes be recycled?
In connsidering solidification indicates other viable
alternatives available besides cement.

24. Page IV H-40; lines 4-6

After the processing of the contaminated water
for the removal of radioactivity indicate what is done
with the processed water. Indicate what methods and
limits will be used to distinguish between uncontaminated
and contaminated water.

25. Page IV H-46; lines 14 and 15

Since the AEC is eliminating the routine use of surface
and near surface techniques that depend on soil to remove
radioactivity from liquid wastes (WASH-1202-73 p. 27) the
statement concerning high absorptive capacity of the soil
should be further clarified as perhaps a 3rd or 4th order
protective device and not as a secondary backup as might
be inferred.

26. Page IV H-51; line 25

Show the basis for the assumption of waste radioactivity
concentration of 0. 003 Ci per ft .

27. Dose calcuations for the dropping and rupture of a waste
canister at the Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF)
are made at a distance of 5 miles from the facility stack. This
5 mile distance is stated to be the closest assumed access for a
member of the public. If this 5 mile exclusion distance is not
a documented siting policy for the RSSF then dose calculations
should be presented for distances closer to the facility stack.
As a minimum, the reason for the use of the 5 mile exclusion
distance should be presented.
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28. It is not made clear in the EIS the extent to which plutonium is
.or is not the dominant environmental consideration. A thorough
discussion of the sources, biological availability, and the

.metabolism of the transplutonic isotopes would be helpful for
evaluation of the EIS. Durbin has presented data on the differences
in metabolism of transplutonic elements (P. W. Durbin, Distribution
of the Transuranic Elements in Mammals, Health Physics 8:665-671
1962). Additional infcz.,.tion on distribution and metabolism
variations both by isotopes and by species and age for plutonium and
transplutonic isotopes can be found in the Pr edingsof the Banfo2r
•XB2_l3Lum _o the piojggigal Implications of the Transuranium Elements
Health Physics 22 #6, 1972. Implications of these differences should
be included.

29. Page IV, J-2. Because only fatal cancers are enumerated in the
EIS, the somatic health effects listed underestimate the projected
impact by a factor of two. If the total cancer incidence, not just
cancer fatalities were included in the EIS, an additional perspective
would be provided.

30. Page IV, J-3, Table J-l, there is evidently a misprint. Appendix
A to Chapter IV-F is limited to some effluent information pertinent
to the uranium mining and/or milling industry; but it does not give
the basis for the man-rem number listed in the succeeding Tables.

31. Page IV, J-7 c, second paragraph. Differences between the
physical and chemical characteristics of Pu fallout and particulate
Pu from mixed oxide fuels should be described so that the reader can
judge the relevancy of fallout plutonium to the problem of interest
here. Indeed it would be helpful to discuss the particulate nature
of Pu in mixed oxide fuels early in the chapter.

32. Page IV, J-7c, third paragraph. ICRP #6 page 8 would seem to
contradict the conclusion that the absence of a consideration of hot
particles is a satisfactory state of affairs to standard setting
bodies. The Los Alamos reference offered for the assertion given in
the EIS is inadequate support for this assertion in view of the
statement by Sanders, Thompson and Bair in AEC Symposium Series 18,
"Nonuniform irradiation of the lung from deposited radioactive
particulates is clearly more carcinogenic than uniform exposure (on
the basis of total lung dose), and alpha radiation is more
carcinogenic than beta irradiation.'

33. Page IV, J-8, second paragraph. This one sentence paragraph
could mean that either the particulates in MO fuels are not subject

to accidental distribution or that no health consequences due to
particulates would follow such an event. Either way, this important
conclusion should be discussed in full with better documentation.

34. Page J-14, Table J-13. In view of the possibility (see earlier
comment) that the increased dose from mixed oxide fuel fabrication
and 'reprocessing does not out weigh the reduced dose from less mining
use of the label of "Risk Reduction" may be premature.

35. Page IV, J(A)-2. From the text in "Meteorology and Atomic
Energy" it would appear that the Fig. 7.5 (ibid) referred to here was
based on an incorrect calculation of beta-ray attenuation in skin.
The sensitivity of the results presented to this error should be
evaluated or better yet useMartin Berger's more recent calcuations
in Health Physics, Vol. 26, No. 1, January 1974,

36. Page IV, J(A)-3, second paragraph. Applicability of data from
the "particular plot of ground" at ORNL to rest of the United States
should be discussed in terms of soil characteristics, climate,
cropping practices, etc., so that the importance of this study can be
placed in perspective by the reader.

37. Page IV, J(A)3. The estimate of environmental concentrations of
1-127 and H (water vapor) are quite critical to the final risk
evaluations and should be documented in full. Variations in these
parameters could affect large portions of the population, for example
persons living in regions with iodine deficient soils. Perhaps those
cases should be discussed also.

38. Page IV, J(A)-4d, first paragraph. The breathing rate used is
for a "reference man." Consideration should be given to other members
of the population also. Were women and children not considered?

39. Ibid, 1, fourth paragraph. That the range of resuspension varies
between 10-2 - 10-13 should be referenced to the original source
documents. It is not clear that this range is appropriate for
plutonium in the environment or that 10-13 has been verified
experimently.

40. Ibid, 1, last paragraph. Has the purported decrease of
resuspension with time been observed in areas other than desert type
such as used for bomb testing? Changes in the amount of resuspended
plutonium in the vicinity of Rocky Flats, which is more likely to be
similar to the problem of interest here, would help show the general
applicability of these data. In addition, particulate resuspension
in urban and suburban areas should also be considered in the EIS.
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41. Page IV, J(A)-5, fifth paragraph. If the longest study of
resuspension decreasing with time is, as reported in the EIS, eleven
months, the 50 day half life used here corresponds to a reduction of
about 30 in plutonium resuspension. The applicability of such data
to a reduction of 100,000 (as is done in this EIS) should be
justified by an appropriate analysis, since the magnitude of the lung
doses is quite sensitive to the resuspension variables.

42. Page IV, J(8)-8. AEC reports documenting the k factors used to
calculate dose are not described in the EIS. The selected conversion
factors may be valid but there is no way of examining the underlying
assumptions used in their development.

43. Page IV, J(B)-I, first paragraph. Animal experiments have
identified the need to know the physical and chemical forms of the
transuranics since any anticipated distribution is closely related to
these questions. Animal experiments have also identified definite
species differences which make extrapolation to man uncertain. As
pointed out by Engel (S. Engel, Comparative Anatomy and Pulmonary
Air-cleansing Mechanisms in Man and Certain Experimental Animals,
Health Physics 10:967-971, 1964): "I should like to stress that
neither the lung of the dog nor cat are typical examples of the
mammalian lung. In other words, if either animal is used for
laboratory experiments, this fact must be borne in mind." Current
studies on morphometrics of the lungs of experimental animals at
Lovelace Foundation show definite differences between man and dogs,
rats and hamsters. The differences include branching angles,
branching angle as a factor of parent airway diameter and functional
anatomy. (Respiratory Tract Deposition Models Project Staff Reports,
Dec. 1972, March 1973, July 1973 and April 1974). Additional
information on species age and isotope interrelationships can be
found in the Handbook of ExPerimental Pharmacoloa XXXVI,
U ranium-Plutonium-Transplutonic Elements& Springer-Verlog, New York,
1973. Particularly Chapter 10 (Distribution, Excretion and Effects
of Plutonium asa Bone-Seeker) and Chapter 18 (Metabolism and
Biological Effects of the Transplutonium Elements). Perhaps, the
relevance of animal data to the problem of interest here should be
critiqued so that the reader will not read too much into the reported
results.

44. Page IV, J(B)-l, third paragraph. The body of data on
distribution and retention of 

2 3
9Pu in man is severely restricted bv

the fact that only selected tissues have been analyzed and they may
not be the appropriate ones. Transuranium Registry data show that
any of a wide variety of tissues may have the highest organ
concentration of plutonium and until sufficient data are obtained it

will be difficult to adequately assess the problem in man (United
States Transuranium Registry Summary Report to June 30, 1974, HEHF
#22, 1974).

45. Ibid, last sentence. Comparative pathology is not so far
advanced that one can assume that pathological changes observed in
animals are a true or adequate picture of the hazards to man from
transuranics. For example the majority of lung malignancies reported
in animals after plutonium inhalation are adenocarcinomas or other
peripheral cancers. However as Kuschner points out:

I feel very strongly that the term tumors of the
lung is an unfortunate one. Even cancer of the lung is
an unfortunate term. I think all of us here know that
cancer is a disease of a tissue, not of an organ. There
are particular determinants that relate to the
production of a bronchogenic carcinoma that probably do
not hold for tumors of more peripheral sites.

I believe that we can study the mechanism of
malignant transformation and the factors that relate to
it in any part of the body and in any tissue. Perhaps
peripheral lung tumors are a convenient method of doing
this, but they don't relate to the immediate problem;
that is, what are the particular factors that go into
the induction of - and the pathogenesis of -
bronchogenic carcinoma in humans.

It is for this reason that I think the induction of
pulmonary adenomas, or adenocarcinomas, is not pertinent
to the lung tumor problem. They are pertinent to the
tumor problem, but not to specific induction of the lung
tumor that we are concerned with, bronchogenic
carcinoma.

I think it might be important, too, in regard to
Dr. Sanders' presentation these Proceedings, pp. 285-
3031, to point out that as far as I know the tumors
produced by J. F. Park and by C. L. Yulie were all
peripheral tumors of alveolar orgin. Some of the dosage
inconsistencies between alpha and beta emitters which
did produce bronchogenic carcinoma might perhaps be
explained by the fact that we are dealing with a
different tissue.
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(S. Laskin, M. Kuscher and R. T. Drew, Studies in Pulmonary
Carcinogenesis, pp 321-351 in Inhalation Carcinogen ss, AEC
Symposium series #18, 1970). Also a discussion of the comparative
pathology of "lung tumors" is presented on pp 467-472 of the Panel
Discussion in Morphol QU 2L F&Perimenjal Respirato y garc£ i s
(AEC Symposium Series #21, 1970). The use of such data to evaluate
health effects in humans should be fully explained.

Page IV, J(B)-2, third paragraph. The statement in the EIS that
"Unfortunately no evaluation of economic cost that might be due to
the linear assumptions, as compared to other assumptions, has yet
been done" might be more appropriate in the cost-benefit section.
The idea that the dose-risk relationships used to evaluate potential
health impacts from nuclear energy should be subject to a cost
benefit analysis has important public health policy implication and
should either be explored further in a "generic" impact statement of
this type or deleted.

46. Page IV, J(B)-4. The genetic effects calculations referred to in
Table IV, J(B-l) and in the fourth paragraph are adequate for a
population which replaces itself in a 50 year period, that is the
replacement rate ( birth rate) is 2% per year. If the birth rate is
more than 2% per year or less than 2% per year these genetic risk
estimates will proportionately increase and decrease accordingly.
This should be stated.

47. Page IV, J-(B-4), second paragraph. Reference if any should be
cited for the zero effects estimates and the value of the assumed
threshold dose rate used here.

48. Page IV, J(C)-7, 2, first paragraph. The statement that the BEIR
report calculates average dose and estimates tumor incidence on the
basis of the uniformly irradiated lung is inaccurate. BEIR report
lung tumor estimates are based on the radiation dose to cells of the
bronchial epithelium and it is explicitly so stated. (BEIR, Summary
of Risk Estimates for Bronchial Cancer, p. 150). The specific risk
estimates are for irradiation of the basal cells of the bronchial
epithelium as indicated in the BEIR report (p 148, p 154 BEIR
Report). This EIS should be corrected to accurately reflect what the
BEIR report says of the BEIR report is referenced.

49. Page IV, J(C)-8a. Since the sample size in the Las Alamos study
referred to makes a negative finding almost inevitable, the
probability of a type II statistical error, false negative, should be
given to avoid possible erroneous conclusions. Rough calculations
using values of 1 rad/year bone exposure and 8 rad/year lung exposure

(the approximate average annual dose rate for the maximum accumulated
organ dose reported in A Twenty-Seven Year study of Selected Los
Alamos Plutonium Workers, LA-5148-MS, 1973) yield an annual dose
estimate of 250 man rem in bone and 2000 man rem in lung for the 25
workers in the Los Alamos study.

Using BEIR report risk estimates there would be an annual risk of
8 x 10-2 lung cancers and 3 x 10-3 lung cancers in the workers. If
the 1966-1968 Connecticut Tumor Registry mortality data are used the
follow-up time required to observe a radiation related increase in
mortality can be calculated.

To observe a difference in exposed and a normal populations at
the 90% level a 33 year follow-up would be required in the lung
cancer and a 667 year follow-up in the bone cancer evaluations. For
a 95% level 53 years and 1098 years respectively would be required.

The follow-up time required would be further increased by the
length of the latent period before induction of the cancer. If a 20
year latent period is used the difference between exposed and a
normal population, if present, probably would not be identifiable
until the year 2020, a period of time beyond the expected lives of
those workers discussed in the Los Alamos Study.

The low relevance of negative findings in the Los Alamos Study
population at the present time should be explained to put the
information in perspective.

50. Page IV, J(C)-7. Several general questions concerning LA-5483,
used here as part of the EIS should be answered before its
applicability to human risk evaluation is accepted by the AEC.

Can "oat cell" carcinomas be produced in animals by
irradiation with any radiation type or is it strictly a human cancer?

Have animals exposed to radiation, particularly external
radiation, been adequately examined to insure that reported lung
tumors are primaries, not secondaries to Harderian gland tumors
(rodents) or mammary tumors (dogs and rodents)?

51. Page IV, J(C)-9, 4. The "animal data" comment concerning use of
animal data for comparative pathology page IV, J(B)-il also applies
here. In addition, the admonitions of Bair (W.J. Bair, Inhalation of
Radionuclides and Carcinogenesis, pp. 77-101 in Inhalation
Carcinogenesis, AEC Symposium Series #18) might also be considered:
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The experimental animal studies have clearly
demonstrated the carcinogenicity of radionuclides
deposited in the lung. Though we are tempted to
extrapolate these results to man, at least
qualitatively, we are well advised to exercise
caution, because radon and radon decay products
have not induced lung cancer in experimental
animals, yet are strongly suspect as being the
cause of lung cancer in miners. Extrapolation of
experimental animal data to man on a quantitative
basis can be even more misleading because a common
denominator for comparing radiation doses to lung
tissue has not been identified. Thus, it is
difficult to relate the doses estimated for the
bronchial tissues of the uranium miners to the
doses calculated for the experimental animals. It
would seem urgent that the next generation of
experiments be directed toward this problem.
Factors which need evaluation are the relative
susceptibilities of human and experimental animal
tissues to radiation-induced cancer, the relative
latent periods for the induction of cancer in man
and other species, possible species differences in
the rates of clearance and translocation of inhaled
radionuclides, and a number of other factors which
pertain to the still unknown mechanisms of tumor
induction. A serious obstacle to evaluating
results of animal experiments with inhaled
radionuclides and extrapolating them to man is the
difficulty in identifying the effective biological
target tissue in the lung and measuring the
radiation dose to that tissue.

That the state of the art has not advanced much beyond that point,
should be made clear to the readers of the EIS.

52. Page IV, J(C)-10, third paragraph. Implying that plutonium
deposition in lymph nodes only rarely induces tumors in lymphatic
tissue is probably erroneous and/or specious. Bair et al (W. J.
Bair, J. E. Ballou, J. F. Park and C. L. Sanders, Plutonium in Soft
Tissues with Emphasis on the Respiratory Tract, pp 502-568 in
Handbook 2f Experimental Pharmacolog XXXVI. Uraniu - Plutonium -

Transolutonic Elements. Springer-Verlog, New York 1973) mention some
reported malignant lymphomas and also the possibility that plutonium
depos•ted in lymph nodes may cause thoracic sarcomas by irradiating
local endothelial and mesothelial tissues.

Of the malignant lymphomas, two observed in dogs and several in
rats after inhalation of plutonium were reported "..., but the
incidence was probably not greater than in controls." In the two
cases reported for dogs the pattern of lymph nodes involved was not
readily relatable to the nodes with greatest plutonium deposition nor
to natural lymph drainage patterns since one involved mandibular and
mesenteric nodes the other all nodes and viscera (E. B. Howard, The
Mophology of Experimental Lung Tumors in Beagle Dogs, pp 147-160 in
Morphology 2f Exer~imental Resoirtory Carcinogenesis, AEC Symposium
Series #21, 1970). One lymphoma was reported in a dog after
subcutaneous injection of plutonium oxide. However, in this case
also the distribution of lymph nodes involved suggests the retrograde
movement of plutonium in the lymphatic system would be needed. Since
only the prescapular lymph node (not involved in the malignant
lymphoma) appears to have been radioassayed it is difficult to tell
if there was any plutonium in other nodes (J. L. Lebel, E. H. Bull,
L. J. Johnson and R. L. Watters, Lymphosaicoma Associated with Nodal
Concentration of Plutonium in Dogs: A Preliminary Report, Amer J.
Vet. Res 31: 1513-1516, 1970). In studies done by Bistline (R. W.
Bistline, Translocatiolr Dynamics of 239-plutonium, COO-1787-20, 1973)
there is no indication of transfer of Pu from regional lymph nodes to
contralateral nodes or visceral nodes. Further, Dagle (G. E. Dagle, -
Lymph Node clearance of Plutonium from subcutaneous Wounds in
Beagles, COO-1787-18, 1973) reporting on pathology of lymph nodes
containing plutonium states:

"The eventual sequesting of plutonium in the scar tissue of lymph
nodes probably alleviates the potential of the alpha radiation
damaging the host. The alpha particles only penetrate soft tissues
up to 50 and the presence for rather hypocellular scar tissue of
this distance around the plutonium means that the alpha particles
have ceased to come in contact with parenchymal cells. If
parenchymal cells are no longer damaged directly by irradiation,
there may be less chance of mutagenic or other action causing tumor
induction.

The final lymphoma reported was seen in a pig following
intradermal injection of plutonium. This lymphomas is also probably
nonrelevant since the doses administered were split to between 18 and
152 separate injection sites (J. W. Cable, V. G. Horstman, W. J.
Clarke and L. K. Bustad, Effects of Intradermal Injections of
Plutonium in Swine, Health Physics 8:629-634, 1962) so that many
regional lymph nodes would be involved and irradiated. However, the
lymphosarcoma developed in a visceral node, the hepatic lymph node.
Thus, there is no causality demonstrated in any lymphatic tumors
associated with Pu. The observation of lymphoproliferative diseases
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in occasional animals is not unexpected and should be placed in
perspective if mentioned.

53. Page IV,J(C)-15. Inhalation studies in beagles are poor sources
of data since the doses administered were so large that radiation
fibrosis and edema were induced. These processes isolated that
inhaled material and destroyed normal physiology and histology. As
Howard reported (E. B. Howard, The Morphology of Experimental Lung
Tumors in Beagle Dogs pp 147-160 in Moroh2•2 of Experimental
Respiratorx garcinocenesis. AEC Symposium Series #21, 1970) in the
beagles the following relationships were observed, an alveolar
deposition of 0.1 pCi/g or more, associated with acute death, 1-12
months post exposure; 0.05 /g with subacute death, 1-5 years post
exposure and only at doses of about 0.01 pCi/g is the delayed effect
response observed. Bair etal (W. J. Bair, J. E. Ballou, J. F. Park
and C. L. Sanders, Chapter 11 Plutonium in the Soft Tissues with
Emphasis on the Respiratory Tract, pp 503-568 in Handbook of
Experimental Pharmacology XXXVI_ Uranium.PlutoniumoTransplutonic
Elements. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1973) report that 39% of the
beagles died of lung neoplasia and 100% of those surviving more
than 1600 days past exposure died of pulmonary neoplasia. There were
two mortality curves extractable from the data, one for fibrosis (5-
900 rCi/g deposited) , the other for neoplasia (3-45 nCi /g deposited).
The exposure levels for most of the beagleswas too high to allow
delayed effects-neoplasia-to develop Results are not at all
representative of what might be expected at lower exposure levels.
Current experiments using lower exposure levels may be more pertinent
to expected population exposures. These facts should be made clear
to the reader.

54. Page IV, J(C)-16, second paragraph. The assumption of
relationship of lymphopenia, lymph node pathology, reduced
immunocompetancy and pathogenesis of plutonium-induced lung tumors
should be explained and justified.

55. Ibid, fourth paragraph. It is premature to state the gonads are
not critical organs. Effects of plutonium on gonads have not been
examined for below the level of acute effects. Studies on pre- and
post-natal wastage, future reproductive capacity, teratogenesis or
other congential effects on progeny have not been tested for.
Ovcharenka (E. P. Ovcharenko, An Experimental Evaluation of the
Effects of Transuranic Elements on Reproductive Ability, Health
Physics 22:641, 1972) reported decreased viability, delayed physical
development, disturbance of blood formation, change of
radiosensitivity and depression of sex function in offspring of
animals receiving 

239
Pu or 

2
6'Am and increased uterine death in

offspring of males, receiving the same isotopes, mated to normal
females. These results imply direct effects on the gonads and/or the
reproductive tract. The data on biological distribution and
estimated dose provided by Fish etal (B. R. Fish, G. W. Keilholtz, W.
S. Snyder and S. D. Swisher, Calculation of Doses of Accidentally
Released Plutonium from an LMFBR, ORNL-NSIC-74, 1974) suggest that
the impact of Pu on the ovaries may not be negligible. The need for
further examination of the question should be considered.

56. Ibid, fifth paragraph. The experiments alluded to which are
still in progress, while not showing increased mortality in neonates
as stated here, have demonstrated an age-related difference in
development of tumors and other age differences in response to
plutonium insult which is not mentioned. (Seattle 1974, IRRS
meeting.) Perhaps the EIS could be more inclusive in describing these
studies.
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By Sheldon Meyers, U.S. EPA

1. Comment:

"Until the information requested by EPA to be included in the final statement is
available, no final judgement can be made on the environmental acceptability of
this program. However, our preliminary findings are that the implementation of
plutonium recycle on an industry-wide basis appears to be marginally acceptable
from a cost/benefit balance. This analysis indicates that the timeliness of the
program implementation does not appear to be critical. With the application of
the revised cost/benefit analysis methodology that we recommend, the timeliness
may even be less critical and the cost/benefit balance even more marginal. It
also appears that the program could result in some environmental advantages.
Within this perspective, the principal conclusions reached by EPA on the plutonium
recycle program are as follows:

I. Development and implementation of a safeguards program is needed.

2. Waste disposal issues need answers.

3. Accident analysis of Pu reactors is needed."

Response:

The revised cost-benefit analysis has been applied as recommended. The results
indicate that plutonium recycle may be more advantageous than concluded in the draft
GESMO. See CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0 and 4.0 for the sensitivity analyses presented to
show the impacts of delays in the implementation of plutonium recycle.

The safeguards considerations are covered in a draft supplement to GESMO. LWR accident
analyses and waste management are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Sections C and H, respectively.

3 Comment Cont'd

(c) accident analysis of specific plutonium recycle reactor designs
should be completed for each proposed application and deemed
satisfactory."

Response:

A number of revisions have been made to the reactor performance section of final
GESMO to make the discussion more quantitative.

From the available information on mixed oxides and experience with plutonium
fueled reactors, there is little question that a core utilizing Pu recycle fuel
can be operated safely and in a manner approximating operation of a UO core.
This point is discussed in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section C-3.0. A general
or generic analysis is the objective of GESMO.

There are a number of design limits that would be reviewed on a case-by-case
basis, such as fuel temperature limits, fuel rod stored energy, cladding strain
limits, etc. These limits are dependent on plant design as well as on fuel type.
These limits are reviewed carefully for any design change whether it be a change
in cladding thickness, pellet density, or fuel composition. Based on the generic
review of mixed oxide properties and fuel performance, it is concluded that safety
analyses will be less dependent on plutonium content as compared with other design
variables.

The Commission's regulations, as stated in Section 50.34 of 10 CFR Part 50, require
that each applicant requesting a construction permit or operating license for a
nuclear power plant or a fuel reprocessing plant provide an analysis and evaluation
of the design and performance of the structures, systems, and components of the
facility, with the objective of assessing the risk to public health and safety
resulting from operation of the facility. These analyses include a determination
of the margins of safety during normal operations and transient conditions antic-
ipated during the life of the facility and the adequacy of structures, systems,
and components provided for the prevention of accidents and the mitigation of the
consequences of accidents. All applications to recycle plutonium in LWR's will be
evaluated on a case-by-case basis to assure that associated risks to the public
health and safety are acceptable. See CHAPTER IV, Sections C-2.0, C-3.0, and
C-4.0.

4. Comment:

"Basically, two comparisons relative to radiation dose and health effects
can be made between the MOX cycle and the base LWR case. One is for occupa-
tional exposure and the other for the general population. Neither of these
discernments are clearly delineated.

"In the case of occupational exposures it would be helpful to identify the
types of workers at risk and the sources of information on their exposure.
It is not clear in the EIS whether uranium miners were included and if so if
their occupational hazards not due to radiation were considered as part of the
health impact."

Response:

In final GESMO, animal data for interpretation of effects on man have not been
used in the estimates of health risks. Animal data have been used in final
GESMO to indicate the types of tumors that may occur. More recent data has
been included in final GESMO than that used in the draft. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section J, Appendices B & C.

2. Comment:

"Before actual full-scale mixed oxide fabrication and fueling of light water
reactors is commenced, the following should be accomplished:

(a) the safeguards program should be implemented;

(b) the waste disposal concerns about transuranic wastes identified in
EPA's review of the draft statement, 'Management of Commercial High-
Level and Transuranium--Contaminated Radioactive Waste,' and the
proposed rulemaking on transuranic waste should be resolved;"

Response:

Safeguards considerations are assessed in the draft supplement to GESMO. The
transuranic wastes will be handled in the same manner as high level wastes. The
waste disposal plans for high level waste and for disposal of transuranic waste
are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section H, paragraphs 3.2 and 3.2.1.

3. Comment:

"Before actual full-scale mixed oxide fabrication and fueling of light water
reactors is commenced, the following should be accomplished:
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5. Comment:

"In the EIS, the increased occupational and population exposures from mixed
oxide fuel processing are said to be offset by reduced exposures from mining and
milling of uranium ore. Indeed an actual overall dose savings is indicated.
However, it does not appear that the two cases were similarly treated. To the
degree that the dose estimates for mining and milling were based on models which
do not reflect the control technology forecast for the 1990's, and exposures
from the mixed oxide cycle were evaluated on more realistic effluent releases
(ALAP), it is possible that the dose savings shown in the EIS for reduced uranium
processing may not balance so favorable the increases exposure from the rest of
the MOX cycle. Therefore, the AEC should review the bases for the dose estimates
from mining and milling to see if they are compatible with assumptions used to
evaluate the dose from other sources of exposure."

Response:

For the final GESMO all the bases for estimating effluents along with conversions for
each step in the supporting uranium fuel cycle were reviewed and estimates of dose
commitments were recalculated using the most reliable procedures currently available
for each of the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and
recycle of uranium and plutonium.

Results of these estimates are summarized in CHAPTER IV, Section F and are discussed
and presented in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section J.

7 Comment Cont'd

comments previously referred to along with the references we have presented
should be of assistance in carrying this out. Although the results will
probably not change conclusions relative to the program's acceptability they
will certainly more clearly state the related impact and the degree of
uncertainty associated with it."

Response:

In final GESMn, attempts were made to address all radiinuclides in a cznsistent
manner. However, with the interest in plutonium specifically, Appendix C of CHAPTER
IV, Section J, was added to amplify the discussions on plutonium.

8. Comment:

"The primary area of concern relative to environmental pathways is the direct
inhalation interface involved with the resuspension of plutonium from soils.

"...The other major comment of environmental impact assessment is that the path-
ways used are not described in enough detail to make an assessment of the
thoroughness of the analysis. However, when comparing the dose per curie
released used in this report with the dose per curie release from the EPA
analysis of the uranium fuel cycle, similar results are obtained. Thus, it
appears that the analysis of long-lived isotopes particularly tritium, krypton-
85, and iodine-129 did include the use of long-time span pathways even though
the report does not describe these pathways. However, the population dose
commitment estimates presented in the draft statement do not appear to consider
World population growth over the time period of the release radionuclides
existing in the environment. We feel that calculations of population dose
commitments which extend over many decades should take into consideration
world population growth during that period."

Response:

The calculations of population dose commitments for the world population have been
added to final GESMO. CHAPTER IV, Section E discusses the dose commitments from
tritium, krypton-85, carbon-14, and iodine-129. All dose commitments presented in
final GESMO are 50-year dose commitments.

9. Comment:

"Several sections of GESMO describe the expected radiation dose from trans-
uranium elements. Information should be included in the final statement which
should indicate the pathways for transport of transuranium elements to man.
Any difference in chemical behavior assumed for elements other than plutonium
should be included."

Response:

The final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section J contains details of the radiological health
assessments. The dose calculation methodology is included in Appendix A of CHAPTER
IV, Section J. Aeolian, air-borne emission, pathway modeling for individual
exposure included inhalation and radon-222 pathway. Hydrological (water-borne
emission) pathway modeling for individual exposure included drinking water, eating

6. Comment:

"Throughout the discussion on toxity, dose, and health effects, numerous points
are in need of clarification or other resolution. These individual points are
presented in the additional comments section. However, some issues so pervade
the whole discussion that some remarks are appropriate at this point.

"Primary among these is the manner of utilizing and extrapolating animal data to
interpretation of effects on man. As precarious as this method always is, the
EIS seems to make it even more so by implying a false sense of security in the
stated conclusions. A prime example is the area of lung effects utilizing data
from dogs and cats which have no common denominator for comparison with human
lung effects. This general situation is compounded by a lack of information on
experimental procedure, such as chemical form for experiments at high dose rates
as a basis to infer effects on man at low dose rates."

Response:

In final GESMO, animal data for interpretation of effects on man have not been used
in the estimates of health risks. Animal data have been used in final GESMO to
indicate the types of tumors that may occur. More recent data has been included in
final GESMO than that used in the draft.

7. Comment:

"Some other issues include the need to examine the potential effects of other
transplutonium radionuclides in order to place them in perspective and premature
biological conclusions such as assuming the gonads to not be a potentiil internal
organ. These areas of ambiguity present a case which may well be misleading
and this matter should be resolved in the final EIS. We feel that our detailed
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9 Comment Cont'd

fish, irrigated vegetation, beef and milk, and external pathways. Population
exposure pathway modeling is also described.

CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C summarizes data on plutonium in the Environs and
in Fauna.

10. Comment:

Definition of Wastes

"The AEC has defined only three catagories of 'other-than high-level' wastes;
low-level beta-gamma waste, low-level plutonium bearing or alpha waste, and
fuel cladding hulls. The present classification system for 'other-than'
waste, however, gives no indication of the activity, content, or hazard
potential of the waste, except that it is not 'high-level' waste. The lack of
clear definitions for these wastes presents great difficulties for those who
ship wastes, for those who receive wastes, and for EPA, particularly in
determining the potential health and environmental impact of the wastes, and
we therefore, would like to see the AEC develop a more detailed, formal
classification for 'other-than wastes..

"Our concerns about the waste classification problem were discussed in EPA's
comments on the LMFBR program draft environmental statement and will be dis-
cussed in more detail in comments on the Management of Commercial High
Level and Transuranium, Contaminated Radioactive Waste draft environmental
statement."

Response:

In final GESMO the various categories of radioactive wastes are reviewed in
CHAPTER IV, Section H-2.0, Radioactive Wastes from the LWR Industry.

Wastes containing radioactive isotopes are generated from all segments of the
LWR industry. Wastes from the uranium feed chain contain only naturally
occurring radioisotopes, but the wastes from other segments of the nuclear fuel
cycle contain radionuclides produced by reactor operations. Wastes from
present mining and milling operations contain naturally occurring concentra-
tions of radioisotopes and are generally stored on the earth's surface at the
mine or mill site. Those wastes that contain sufficiently low levels of
reactor generated radioisotopes, or have concentrations of natural isotopes
somewhat greater than those occurring naturally, are disposed of in licensed
burial facilities. For this analysis, it is assumed that wastes containing
significant amounts of transuranic radionuclides will be sent to Federal
geologic repositories. Also, paragraph 2.1 summarizes the sources and types
of waste generated by each segment of the LWR industry, and discusses the
planned or projected method of disposal. The volumes of the various wastes
generated by the LWR industry for each of the recycle options are estimated
for the period 1975 through the year 2000.

Waste classification will be addressed in the environmental statements related to
the management of post-fission radioactive wastes.

11. Comment:

Predicated Volumes for 'Other-Than' Wastes

"There appear to be some discrepancies between the volumes of the 'other-than'
wastes currently being buried and the amounts predicted in the draft statement
EPA has recently completed a preliminary assessment of commercial 'other-than'
waste volumes, activity, and space requirements(l). In particular the AEC
estimates yearly and accumulated quantities of radioactive wastes buried
appear to be somewhat underestimated when compared with the results of the
EPA assessment. The AEC should re-evaluate their estimates based on the EPA
information and other AEC information(2)."

Response:

Waste volumes for each of the fuel cycle operations with and without recycle have
been recalculated for the final GESMO as indicated in CHAPTER IV, Section H. These
calculations are based on the most current information available. Low level
wastes that are disposed of by commercial burial come from many sources in addition
to fuel cycle and reactor operations, e.g., hospitals, and biological laboratories.
There is only a fractional correlation between the GESMO figures and the total
wastes buried. The subject of commercial operation of waste burial grounds is
currently being evaluated by the NRC.

12. Comment:

"The AEC should be more explicit in the final statement concerning the methods
used to estimate the volume of future 'other-than' wastes from the MOX fuel
cycle and how these predicted volumes fit into the total nuclear waste disposal
picture. EPA feels that resolution of these points is essential to an evalua-
tion of the environmental impact of the proposed MOX waste management program."

Response:

Data on wastes generated are presently in the descriptions of each component of the
final cycle presented in CHAPTER IV. The quantities used are based on actual
operating experience from commercial plants. Where commercial size plant experience
is not available, estimates have been made from extrapolations from pilot size
plants, i.e., MOX fuel fabrication. The subject of waste management is specifically
addressed in CHAPTER IV, Section H.

13. Comment:

Segregation of Transuranic Contamination Wastes

"'Other-than' wastes from the MOX fuel cycle are expected to be richer in Pu
and other alpha contaminants than wastes from the other fuel cycles. This
will mean that significant quantities of MOX wastes, which would have been
channeled into land burial at commercial burial grounds, would not be placed
in interim storage and later transferred to a national repository for disposal
or treatment. The economic impact of this policy change on the total costs of
power production and on the operations of the commercial burial industry should
be considered.
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13 Comment Cont'd 15 Comment Cont'd

"The final statement should indicate the technical arrangements that will be
made to screen the 'other-than' wastes for transuranium contamination and to
prevent the accidental dilution of the transuranium - contaminated wastes to
less than 10 nanocuries per gram."

Response:

The costs of disposal of alpha wastes generated by MOX fuel cycle operations have
been included in the cost estimates associated for each such operation.

The technical details for the implementation of a proposed 10 nCi/g limit have
yet to be developed. At this time of writing,, it is anticipated that a system based
on the source of specific wastes will be employed by most MOX fuel cycle plants.
The 10 nCi/g figure is not a regulation - merely proposed - and is now being reviewed
by an NRC Task Force.

14. Comment:

Commercial Burial Grounds

"Shallow land burial is the present and proposed method for disposing of the
nontransuranic 'other-than' wastes. The AEC should present or directly
reference in the final statement the results of any studies which have been
conducted at the commercial burial sites, subsequent to the beginning of
burial operations which could corroborate or validate the conclusions reached
in the original evaluation that buried radioactive waste will not migrate from
the sites. Also, any monitoring data or other evidence which confirms that
the radioactive waste now buried has remained immobile at the place of burial
should be submitted or directly referenced."

Response:

The subject of disposal of low level wastes by shallow land burial is much broader
in scope than merely its application for non-alpha fuel cycle wastes. For this
reason, and because of its focus on the recycle of uranium, the generic subject of
low level waste disposal is beyond the scope of GESMO.

There is an on-going EPA-USGS-NRC study of the potential environmental effects of
shallow land burial practices.

15. Comment:

"The draft ETS indicated the maximum credible accident at any RSSF to be the
rupture of a single canister. However, since the AEC indicated the possibility
of a loss-of-cooling accident, we feel that the environmental impact of this
type of accident should be discussed in the same degree of detail as the single
canister accident. These analyses address the additional 30% heat loads and
higher radiation levels affect safety margins, facility designs or costs."

Response:

Alternatives of the RSSF were modeled in the draft GESMO and the effects on the
environment were assessed based on this concept of storage/disposal of radioactive
wastes.

With the engineering features incorporated into the designs of water pools for storage
of spent fuels or waste canisters, with emergency power and water supply systems,
and with the time element available to take corrective actions, a melt down from
loss-of-cooling accident in a water storage basin is not judged to be credible.

In final GESMO the model radioactive waste management facility is the Federal
geologic repository. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H, paragraph 3.2.

16. Comment:

"With the increase of total transuranics present in the high level MOX wastes
and the change in the mix of these transuranics, the final statement should
discuss how this affects the time required to retain the wastes in some
ultimate disposal site and which radionuclides are of primary concern after
10, 100, 1,000, 10,000, 1000,000, and 1,000,000 years."

Response:

High-level wastes from MOX fuel reprocessing will contain more transuranics than the
comparable wastes from UO fuels. However, the quantity of such radionuclides
present, within the rangeý involved, does not significantly affect required retention
times in a permanent waste repository. Transuranic wastes will be sent to a Federal
geologic repository. For details on the fission product and transuranium element
content of HLW, see CHAPTER IV, Section H.

17. Comment:

Reactor Plant

"The discussion of the relationship of mixed oxide cores to reactor safety mar-
gins generally presented qualitative evaluations of the MOX to reactor kinetics
and reactor control capabilities. In conclusion, the AEC stated that there
were no limitations in the use of MOX related to safety. In view of the fact
that the draft statement did not consider specific or reference reactor designs,
we believe some quantitative details should be presented in support of the
conclusion that no safety limitations are necessary. This is particularly
important since the MOX, as discussed in the draft statement will have both
positive and negative impacts on the levels of margin relative to reactor
safety. In order to better delineate the overall quantitative aspects of MOX
on the level of the margin of safety, we recommend that the final statement
assess the overall change in pertinent safety parameters as itemized in the
draft statement, for reference PWR and BWR core designs for several different
MOX fuel loadings in the range under consideration. The resulting changes
should then be compared, if possible, with the ranges of existing margins in
light-water reactors. Although the reference core design may not necessarily
be identical to designs or specific reactors, this analysis will enable a
conclusion to be reached on quantitative analyses regarding the impact of MOX
on safety margins and on the need for specific safety limitations. We assume
that, before any operating nuclear plant is licensed to operate with recycle
MOX, the AEC will perform detailed safety assessments of the specific core design
and will issue an independent safety evaluation report of the results."

Response:

Refer to response to Comment 3 of this letter.
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18. Comment:

Transportation

"The analysis of transportation accidents appears incomplete since no quantitative
information is presented for either the probability of an accident in which
radioactive materials are released or the consequences of such an accident. The
primary reference used to support the AEC conclusion that the radiation risk is
small is WASH-1238 which suffers from a similar lack of quantitative inforna-
tion. In particular, with regard to the probability of an accident involving
a release there is no analysis relating the shipping container test conditions
to the severity of the accident. Thus, the conclusion that the container
should withstand a Category 3 (severe) accident without being breached is not
substained. With regard to the consequences of an accident involving a release,
no estimate of the radiation dose to emergency crews, controversy concerning
the quantity of fission products, especially cesium, which may be released is
made. An estimate of the external exposure to humans from released radioactive
materials was made in WASH-1238. However, it appears the dose to humans from
inhalation of the released material may be much greater than received externally."

Response:

This comment has been covered in final GESMO as follows:

The discussion in CHAPTER IV, Section G-5.0, has been expanded to cover shipping
container test conditions to accident severity and the substantiation of the claim
that a package can withstand a severe accident without breachment.

The discussion in paragraphs 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 have been expanded to include a
discussion of probabilities of release and a discussion of release fraction of
fission products, especially cesium. Paragraph 5.3.5 has been added for a
discussion of the radiological consequences of accidents. A comparison of the
lung dose compared to external dose is also discussed in the new paragraph 5.3.5.

20. Comment:

Fuel Reprocessing

"The iodine-129 and -131 source terms for the model fuel reprocessing plant
listed in Table E-8 are not in agreement with present estimates by the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory based on currently available technology. In the past, many
uncertainties have been associated with iodine source terms and control tech-
nology that will be utilized to obtain the release rates presented in the draft
statement. Also, the final statement should provide a separate listing in the
tables of the doses (both individual and population) resulting from the pro-
jected radioiodine releases."

Response:

In final GESMO, for the purpose of this assessment, use was made of the conservative
estimates of radioactive effluents projected by ORNL for the model fuel reprocessing
plant. Conservative estimates were also used of the dose commitments to the thyroid
of the maximally exposed hypothetical individual and to the population, if the
reprocessing plant released that amount of iodine.

21. Comment:

"The draft statement does not present information on carbon-14 release rates
from either reactors or fuel reprocessing plants.

"Because of its long half-life and its persistence in the environment, carbon-14
which has been discharged from these facilities may result in a population dose
commitment significantly greater than from either kryton-B5 or tritium. There-
fore, we feel that the final statement should present the following information
on carbon-14:

a. release rates from both reactors and fuel reprocessing plant.

b. local doses and population dose commitments.

c. a discussion of control technology at both reactors and fuel repro-
cessing plants."

Response:

At the 13th AEC Air Cleaning Conference, Messrs P. J. Magno, C. B. Nelson and W. H.
Ellett, Office of Radiation Programs, EPA, presented a paper titled "A Consideration
of the Significance of Carbon-14 Discharges from the Nuclear Power Industry." Among
other things, this paper presented an estimate of the amount of 1

4
C which might be

produced in LWR fuel, and recommended that the amounts of 
14

C discharged from the
nuclear power industry be defined.

The release of 14C from spent fuel reprocessing operations has not been measured nor
confirmed. However, in final GESMO, for the purpose of this assessment, the assump-
tion was made that 

1 4
C is released quantitatively daring the dissolution of

irradiated LWR fuel and that the maximum amount of 
14

C likely to be present in the
irradiated LWR fuel is released to the atmosphere, The environmental effect is shown
on CHAPTER IV, Section E, Tables IV E-9 through E-13.

At this time, it is not known whether the hypothesis related to the release of C
during the dissolution of irradiate4 LWR fuel is real or imaginary, and as noted by
P. J. Magno, et al, the amount of 

1 4
C discharged needs to be defined, and then a

decision can be made as to whether it would be practical to remove it from the offgas
effluent from the reprocessing plant.

19. Comment:

"A complete risk analysis for the shipment of plutonium in DOT approved containers
has recently been completed by Battelle Northwest Laboratories (BNWL-1846).
This analysis is an important first step in resolving the issues concerning
radiation risk in the transportation of nuclear materials. While this study
has not yet received the detailed scrutiny of the scientific community to
determine its acceptability, it appears to be of sufficient quality to warrant
inclusion of its findings in the final statement. A commitment to perform
similar analysis for other shipping pathways should also be made in the final
statement."

Response:

The Battelle document referred to in this comment has been referenced in the new
discussion in CHAPTER IV, Section G-5.0. Ths final GESMO is not considered to be
the appropriate vehicle for making a commitment to study other shipping pathways.
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22. Comment:

"The statement is made in several places in the draft EIS (e.g., on pages IV
C-20 and IV C-58) that depleted uranium (diffusion plant tails) could be used
instead of natural uranium as the diluent for blending with recycled plutonium
during fabrication of MOX fuel. This implies a benefit owing to the reduced
ore mining and milling requirements and utilization of existing stores of depleted
uranium. Elsewhere, however, (e.g., on pages 1-14, 11-44, and 11-55) it is noted
that natural uranium shows an economic advantage over depleted uranium. The
conditions under which stores of depleted uranium might be used, even though
such use is described as 'uneconomic.' should be discussed in the final EIS.
If utilization of depleted uranium of tails is not reasonably anticipated, the
references to such possible use should be deleted."

Response:

References to natural uranium vsudepleted uranium found on the pages in CHAPTER II
represent conclusions reached as a result of the EEI/W and EEI/GE programs quoted in
summarizing the work. In the final statement, the model fuel and model fabrication
industry is based on the use of natural uranium for MOX fuel. The effects and
resulting environmental impacts wQuld be on the conservative side. Thu eventual
use of uranium tails at say 0.3% 235U or recycled uranium at say 0.8% 

2
3SU would

be dictated by the price levels of U308. This matter is reviewed in CHAPTER IV,
Section D.

References to natural uranium, depleted uranium and uranium tailings in the reactor
portion of GESMO are merely to identify various sources of nonenriched uranium that
may be mixed with recycle plutonium. Plutonium recycle reduces, or in the case of
all recycle plutonium fueled reactors, eliminates dependence on uranium enrichment
facilities. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.

23. Comment:

"According to CHAPTER IV, page IV C-73 of GESMO, WASH-1258 (Final Environmental
Statement Concerning Proposed Rule Making Action for Operation to Meet
Criterion "As Low As Practicable") served as the basis for the source term
calculations. However, comparison of the source term parameters in GESMO
(Tables IV C-9 and IV C-10) with corresponding tables in WASH-1258 reveal
certain discrepancies:

"In addition to these differences in basic source term parametric values,
the waste treatment systems assumed for the GESMO model reactors are in many
instances unlike those systems presented in WASH-1258. These discrepancies
should be clarified with respect to the potential effects on environmental
releases."

Response:

In final GESMO, the annual releases of radioactive materials from reactors were cal-
culated using GALE, the computer code and models and parameters given in NUREG-O06
and -017, Calculation of Releases of Radioactive Materials. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section C, paragraph 5.1.1.

24. Comment:

"Table IV C-12 of GESMO has apparently excluded the BWR mechanical vacuum pump
(at startup) source term, 2,300 Ci/yr of Xe-133, 350 Ci/yr of Xe-135, And
radioiodine (unspecified)."

Response:

The source term for the BWR mechanical vacuum pump (at startup) has been included
in final GESMO in Table IV C-14 of CHAPTER IV, Section C.

25. Comment:

"Table IV C-21 and C-22 are apparently mixed-up. Table IV C-12 shows a higher
noble gas source term for the UO fueled BWR but doses from this reactor (i.e.,
skin and total body doses) are lower than the corresponding doses from the
mixed oxide fueled BWR. Similarly for radioiodine, a higher source term is
listed for the mixed oxide fueled BWR but higher thyroid doses are listed for
the UO fueled BWR. It is not clear whether this conclusion may have filtered
to Tables IV C-27 and IV C-28 for annual man-rem doses."

Response:

The calculated annual releases of radioactive materials in gaseous effluents for
the model 1000 MWe BWR have been updated in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section C,
Table IV C-17.

The updated annual individual doses from atmospheric releases, comparing GESMO model
BWR with MOX fuel with the BWR with U02 fuel, are included in CHAPTER IV, Section
C, Tables IV C-24 and C-25.

26. Comment:

"EPA considers the benefit/cost study to be insufficient in detail and depth of
analysis. In our opinion, the methodology used is incorrect for a number or
reasons which will be discussed in the following sections. Even before cor-
rection of methodology the cost savings from plutonium recycle are small
relative to nuclear electricity generation costs. There are indications that,
if corrected procedures for the analysis were used, the cost savings from
plutonium recycle may prove to be smaller than reported.

"The debate over recycling revolves around the issues of increased environmental
risks to man and the environment, which should be weighed against the benefits
to be derived from producing somewhat cheaper power with plutonium recycling.
Since risks are balanced against the cost advantages of plutonium recycling,
the smaller the cost advantage, the smaller the risks that may be acceptable
to society."

Response:

In final GESMO, the cost benefit analysis methodology was modified as recommended
and the cost savings of plutonium recycle actually increased over those previously
reported. Other benefits of plutonium recycle include resource conservation and
reduced environmental impacts resulting from mining, milling, and uranium conver-
sion activities. These factors are also included in the cost-benefit analyses.
For detailed analyses, see CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0.
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27. Comment:

METHODOLOGY

"The method of analysis employed in the AEC benefit/cost study does not provide
the cumulative LWR fuel cycle industry cost figures for the years 1974 through
1995. Table XI-7 does supply cumulative figures for resources and service
commitments, but this table is of limited usefulness since it does not include
capital costs.

"Instead the major thrust of the AEC benefit/cost study is a projection of the
LWR fuel cycle industry under various alternatives at a '...mature operating
level, about 1990...' The cost figures for this year are in Tables XI-4 through
XI-6. AEC chose this year because they believe it represents an '...approximate
average industry condition for the time span 1974 - 1995' (p.XI-3).

"The methodology used for this AEC benefit/cost study is to measure the fuel
cycle costs for a base case, labeled Alternative 1. This base case is then
used as a standard of comparison for five alternative cases. The base case
represents the reprocessing of the spent fuel and the storage of the plutonium
for future use."

Response:

The cost-benefits assessed in final GESMO are now cumulative for the period 1975-2000.
The alternatives presented in CHAPTER VIII consider the industry today and the
projected industry through the year 2000. The reference or base case, Alternative
3, considers the earliest processing date n 1978 and earliest possible Pu recycle
date, 1981. Although it is felt that industry will most likely not be able to meet
this goal, the sensitivity analyses included in the economic and environment impacts
due to delays will bring out the differentials for each of the three fuel cycles
considered; no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of uranium and plutonium.
Refer to CHAPTER VIII, paragraph 4.2.1.

29. Comment:

"Table XI-2 is a sumnmary of the environmental factors for the alternative spent
fuel dispositions. No attempt has been made to attach dollar values to these
environmental factors. However, it is argued by the AEC that plutonium
recycling reduces, to a small extent, the overall impact on the environment.
The primary source of this reduction is a decrease in uranium mining, UF
conversion and uranium enrichment. In turn, this reduces the need for And
and resource inputs, and results in diminished fossil fuel needs. There are
some increases in environmental impacts, but they are believed to be negligible
in comparison to the reduced environmental factors."

Response:

As discussed in CHAPTER XI, Section 4.0 in final GESMO, it is difficult to evaluate
whether the environmental reductions from recycle are more or less important than the
reduced dose commitment of the no recycle case. Ignoring any environmental
improvements resulting from recycle, and using a $1,000 per person-rem cost, the
cost benefit analysis shows that recycle is advantageous by a wide margin compared
to no recycle.

28. Comment:

"Although this methodology appears to be acceptable, since the LWR's will be
operating in either case, it is reasonable to suspect that little reprocessing
of spent fuel will occur if plutonium recycle in LWR's is not permitted. With
no plutonium recycle, it is likely that most of the spent fuel would be stored
for some future use rather than reprocessed within a short time. Such a
scenario could lead to significantly smaller impacts in both the reprocessing
and transportation areas, We believe that AEC should present more evidence
to justify this choice of the base case."

Response:

The base case now the reference case Alternative 3 in the final GESMO is chosen so
that comparisons are made on a consistent basis. The differences between cases are
the same regardless of which alternative is labeled as the reference case. For
final GESMO, the reference case was selected so that alternatives to prompt, widescale
recycle could be succinctly differentiated. Part of the comment implies that no
recycle, Alternative 6, is more probable than Alternative .5, delayed recycle.
While it is stated in the final GESMO that reprocessing without recycle is unlikely,
the primary function of GESMO is to assess impacts of the various alternatives.
Refer to the detailed discussions of alternatives in CHAPTER VIII, Section 4.0.

30. Comment:

Page 1 Introduction & Conclusions

"EPA has included comments on the cost benefit analysis since it considers
factors which are environmental and public health related, and since it is
relevant to potential risks assumed. EPA reviewed the analysis from the
standpoint of methodology, data utilized and the degree to which it presents
an independent evaluation of program costs and benefits. Additionally, there
have been cases within the nuclear industry where abandonment of economically
marginal operations have left State and Federal governments with a legacy of
environmental radiation problems. Examples of these operations include
abandoned uranium mill tailings and low-level waste storage sites. In order to
assess the probability of similar occurrences in the future, EPA must evaluate
the economic viability of proposed projects which could result in undesirable
environmental legacies."

Response:

The provision for perpetual management and ultimate disposal of uranium mill
tailings is the subject of an intensive joint study currently being conducted by
USEPA, USERDA, and cognizant state agencies. USNRC now requires as a condition
for licensing new mills or for renewing licenses of existing facilities, a
commitment from the licensee to stabilize tailings areas against wind and water
erosion and to provide adequate maintenance of these areas for an arbitrarily
selected period of 50 years after the facility is shut down with the expectation
that a satisfactory means for tailings management will be developed during this
period. For additional data on tailings refer to CHAPTER IV, Section H,
paragraph 3.1.1.2.
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31. Comment:

"In the draft statement the increased population exposures from mixed oxide fuel

processing are said to be offset by reduced exposures from mining and milling
of uranium ore. It is not made clear the extent to which plutonium is or is not
the dominant environmental consideration. The application of 'As Low As
Practicable' concepts to uranium processing are not included in the statement."

Response:

The contribution of plutonium (combined as transuranics) to the environmental dose
commitment resulting from mixed oxide fuel processing is presented in Tables IV J-9
through IV J-12 of the GESMO draft statement. In the final GESMO, the contribution
of the transuranics has been combined with that of uranium in Tables IV E-9 and IV E-10
of CHAPTER IV, Section E and indicates that the dose commitment attributable to the
plutonium is only a small percentage of the total environmental dose commitment.

As indicated in CHAPTER IV, Section F, process modifications directed toward decreasing
environmental impacts are expected in future milling operations. In view of the
uncertainty of the extent to which the improvements would be implemented, credits
for improvements were not included in this assessment.

33. Comment:

"The growth of nuclear power is obviously derived from the overall growth in
demand for electrical energy. The overall electrical demand projection used
in the AEC Draft statement is based upon Assumption Set D of the AEC projection,
Nuclear Power Growth 1974-2000, WASH-1139 (74). That demand projection corre-
sponds to an average annual growth of 6.2% for all electrical power and 21.3%
for nuclear power over the period 1970-1995. Growth of electrical energy
demand could be much lower (e.g., as low as 4%) as a result of the substantial
price increases and conservation efforts now in progress. There is also con-
siderable uncertainty about the size of the nuclear share of electricity
generation. This uncertainty arises from recent trends in capital construction
costs and lower-than-expected reactor availability experience. The cost
savings from Pu recycle can reasonably be assumed to be quite sensitive to
these assumptions."

Response:

A lower (WASH 1139-75 low case) nuclear energy growth rate has been used as a basis
for environmental and economic analyses for final GESMO. The effects of growth
were assessed in parametric sensitivity studies in CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0.

32. Comment:

"AEC estimates of U.S. uranium resources are shown in Table XI-(A-2). Given
the AEC estimates of uranium reserves, and the AEC's estimates of the need for
uranium fuel under the different alternatives, the future price for UtO8 can
also be estimated. These prices are shown for every five-year intervl from
1975 through 1995 in Table XI-ll. No attempt has been made to determine how
sensitive the cost savings from plutonium recycle are to alternative assumptions
for uranium reserves, potential changes in enrichment technology, rates of
growth of electrical energy demand, rates of substitution of nuclear for
fossil plants, or different mixes of nuclear reactors (e.g., HTGR's or HWR's).
In our opinion, it seems reasonable to expect that the estimated cost savings
shown in Table XI-11 could vary quite significantly if different assumptions
were used."

Response:

These concerns have been addressed in the final GESMO by means of parametric studies.
No specific attempt was made to determine the effect of alternative assumptions
about uranium resources. However, by inference from the parametric studies of U508 -
prices (CHAPTER XI, Section 3.0) and the price algorithm (CHAPTER XI, Appendix Al
the effect of the disappearance of some large block of resources could be estimated.
Instead, the best estimates available were used for the resources in the parametric
studies which answers the question, "What is the effect of doubling the price of
U308?", from whatever cause.

34. Comment:

"The final EIS should include calculations of the present discounted value of
cost savings for each different date. These calculations should be performed
not only for base case parametric conditions, but also for the other sensi-
tivity cases identified in this review. In order not to bias the analysis
against later full commercialization dates, it will probably be necessary to
extend the ending period of the analysis past 1995."

Response:

Analyses in CHAPTER XI, Sections 3.0 and 4.0 in final GESMO, use present value figures
for the comparison of alternatives and discussion of parametric studies. Further-
more, the effects of different discount rates'are evaluated. The period of analysis
in this final statement is from 1975 through 2000.

35. Comment:

"COST SAVINGS AND THE CROSSOVER POINT

The EPA believes that early initiation of plutonium recycle requires the demon-
stration that the savings are significant in comparison to nuclear electrical
generation costs and that they are realized early in the recycle program.
Deferred initiation of plutonium recycle should be considered to be an alter-
native if the cost savings are not realized early in the fuel recycle program.
The remainder of this section provides the framework for this argument.

"First, it should be demonstrated that there are savings from plutonium recycle.
They should be apparent from the analysis of the cumulative costs of operation
for the period 1974-1995. These savings should be realized for the whole pro-
gram, including reactor costs as well as fuel cycle costs. In addition, these
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36 Comment Cont'd 37 Comment Cont'd

savings should be large enough to warrant the additional risks inherent in
plutonium recycle. As discussed elsewhere in this review, the draft EIS does
not satisfactorily describe or quantify the costs of an adequate safeguards
program. Some safeguards measures (e.g., spiked plutonium) may substantially
increase the costs of plutonium recycle. These costs are difficult to predict,
and could be considerably higher than the AEC presently estimates."

Response:

The items noted have been addressed in final GESMO. It is the full treatment of
those items over the period 1975 through 2000 that are the bases for the comparisons
of the three fuel cycle options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and recycle of
uranium and plutonium. All through CHAPTER IV, differentials have been indicated for
those options for each fuel cycle component:

The various alternatives of plutonium recycle are reviewed in CHAPTER VIII and cost-
benefits in CHAPTER XI. The safeguards considerations are included in the safeguards
supplement.

36. Comment:

"PRIORITY USE OF PLUTONIUM

AEC gives first priority to the production of the plutonium needed to fuel fast
breeder reactors. Therefore, 26% of the plutonium produced in LWR's over the
time span 1974-1995 is to be withheld from plutonium recycle for that purpose.
The choice of the 26% figure is not explained or justified, except to state that
there will be large quantities of plutonium left over after meeting the re-
quirements for the first fuel loadings for the new breeder reactors. Since the
savings from plutonium recycle is responsive to changes in the fuel cycle, EPA
believes that the final EIS should explain how the 26% figure was determined
because there can obviously be important environmental consequences from saving
different percentages of LWR-generated plutonium. The interrelationship between
the fast breeder reactor program and plutonium recycle will be explored in the
Appendix which describes a method that can be used to determine the appropriate
amount of plutonium to be withheld from recycle for the fueling of fast breeder
reactors."

Response:

In the final GESMO, the central analyses have been performed on a "without" the FBR
basis. Analyses were made on the premise that the economic savings afforded the LWR
industry by Pu recycle should be independent of the presence or absence of the FBR
and, consequently, of the rate of transfer of plutonium from the LWR cycle to the FBR
cycle. Refer to CHAPTER XI, Section 3.10, Effect of the Breeder Reactor.

37. Comment:

"THE ROLE OF THE HTGR

There is virtually no discussion of the role of the HTGR in the nuclear reactor
field through 1995. Figure 5-1 and Table VIII-2 shows that it is expected to
make a relatively small contribution. An obvious question is whether or not the
cost advantage to plutonium recycling is sensitive to the relative mix of LWRs
and HTGRs. Some supplementary analysis could be usefully employed to pursue
this question."

Response:

Since the time of writing the draft GESMO and the EPA's letter, the only manufacturers
of the HTGR have withdrawn from the market. The market share previously projected
for HTGR has been added to fossil plants. This is discussed in CHAPTER VIII, paragraph
3.2.3.

38. Comment:

"DISCOUNTING

No discounting has been used in assembling the data for tables XI-4 through X17.
Therefore, there is no adjustment for the fact that capital and operating expen-
ditures take place at different times. For example, the capital in place in
1990 will be composed of a mix of capital of various ages. The accepted procedure
for taking this into account is to use discount rates to evaluate time distributed
costs and benefits in present value terms. This procedure is described in
circular A-94, Revised, issued by the Office of Management and Budget. This cir-
cular requires the use of a 10% discount rate."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER XI, tables presenting costs for the alternatives include both
undiscounted and discounted cost figures using a 10% discount rate. Sensitivity
studies using 6% and 10% discount rates were performed. The results do not change
the rankings of the alternatives, although lower rates increase the apparent benefit
of recycle.

39. Comment:

"Since no time-specific cost data is provided in the draft statement, it is impos-
sible to determine how much the cost savings claimed exceed those that would be
incurred if evaluated in present value terms. In our opinion, they could be sub-
stantial. The nuclear power industry is projected to grow continuously through
1995, so that the total operating expenses for each of the six alternatives will
be larger in the later years of the period evaluated. Therefore, these later
years make the greatest contribution to the expenses recorded in this table.
But the expenses for the later years are the ones that will be subject to the
greatest discount. The present value of the cost savings may be greatly reduced
from those recorded in the table."

Response:

In final GESMO, time-specific cost data discounted appropriately are used for most
comparisons in CHAPTER XI. Using this technically accurate approach does not
materially change the conclusions of the draft GESMO.

40. Comment:

"When the savings for plutonium recycle are viewed as a component of total nuclear
Power generating costs, they are much smaller than they are when considered as a
component of fuel cycle costs only. It is important to view the cost savings from
this perspective. Should it become necessary to forego plutonium recycle someday,
because of some environmental or safeguards problem, it is clear that the absence
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40 Comment Cont'd

of plutonium recycle would have only a marginal impact on electricity costs. EPA
recommends that AEC consider total LWR busbar costs to be the appropriate standard
against which the cost savings from plutonium recycle be compared. This standard
of comparison would be more meaningful to a reader of the final EIS. The Final
EIS should at least include this kind of comparison, and it should be given equal
prominence with the comparison to fuel cycle costs presented in the Draft EIS."

Response:

Fuel cycle costs are the only factors being changed by the decision on Pu recycle. The
absolute size of the savings or losses are the important considerations in evaluating
the cost-benefits of recycle. By comparing the changes to the total nuclear power gen-
erating cost, a smaller percentage savings will be in evidence. By comparing the
changes to the sales cost of the power, an even smaller percentage savings will be
noted. The basis of comparison is considered immaterial in any case. The only
meaningful analysis compares the absolute benefits to the absolute costs.

41. Comment:

"The EPA does not consider the analysis of fuel cycle costs for only one year,
1990, to be adequate for judging the merits of plutonium recycle. This would be
true even if the analysis were methodologically correct. The cumulative costs
for the years 1974 through 1995, appropriately discounted, must be shown for
each alternative. The information the AEC provides in Table XI-7 is not sufficient,
for it does not include capital costs."

Response:

The discounted cumulative costs for years 1975 through 2000 are now provided in
CHAPTER XI, Sections 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 of this final GESMO. The costs as developed
in CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0 include capital costs, operating costs, taxes and profit.

42. Comment:

"The draft EIS does not adequately treat the subject of the economic timing of
the commercialization of plutonium recycle. Timing is very important because
new information is continually being developed in the areas of plutonium toxicity,
the costs and feasibility of safeguards measures, and the magnitude of transporta-
tion hazards. Thus, the final EIS should contain a thorough analysis of when
the cost savings of plutonium recycle are expected to begin and how large they
are likely to be. This information will be highly useful to interested groups
and could be a valuable input to future public discussions about the timing of
plutonium recycle."

Response:

In final GESMO, evaluations have been made of the environmental and economic impacts
of delays for various periods of reprocessing of spent fuel and implementation of Pu
recycle. Refer to CHAPTERS VIII and XI. The analyses are made on both a total and
discounted basis.

43. Comment:

"Tables IV C-12, IV C-21 and IV C-22 are not consistent; e.g., MOX skin doses
are higher but for the mix of noble gases in effluents given, they should be
lower. Also, while iodines in MOX gaseous effluents are shown higher, thyroid
doses are lower."

Response:

The dose values described in this comment have been recalculated for the final GESMO.
The anomalies mentioned have been eliminated. See CHAPTER IV, Section C-5.0.

44. Comment:

"Figure IV C-24 does not appear to be drawn correctly. The reduced central tem-
perature in the MOX rod is stated to be a consequence of the higher neutron
cross section of Pu, which causes a higher peripheral heat generation rate and
lower central flux. This being the case, one would expect the temperature
profile of the MOX to be higher in the periphery, reflecting the increased heat
flux at that location."

Response:

While it is true that curves of volumetric heat generation rates q(r) in W/Cm3 would
cross in order to produce the same total rod power for each fuel, it is not true that
the temperature profiles should cross. The figure below shows qualitatively the
volumetric heat generation

MOX

•(r)I -, O

0 r, •s Radius

rates for MOX and U02 fuels. The area under these two curves, when normalized for
radial coordinates, is the.same since each fuel rod is assumed to produce the same
power (same linear heat generation rate).

Consider the heat flux w(r) in W/cm2 through a cylindrical wall at various values of
the radius r. At the fuel

G- \ý

surface r, the heat fluxes for the two fuels are the same,

wu(rs) = Wpu(rs),
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44 Comment Cont'd 45 Comment Cont'd

since the rod linear heat rates are the same. Moving in a small increment Ar it can
be seen that the power generated in the shell corresponding to Ar is greater for MOX
than UO2

qpu(r) > qu(r)

near the fuel surface. Now the total power in each fuel rod is the same, so the
power generated inside the cylinder r - Ar is lower for MOX than for U02. Consequently
the heat flux through the cylinder wall at r-Ar is smaller for NOX than for UO2.

Continuing in this manner down to ri, the crossover radius for qpu(r) and qu(r), is
expressed as

Wpu(r) < Wu(r).

For radii smaller than ri it is obvious that the heat generated within each cylinder
is less for MOX than for U02 , so that the inequality continues to hold for all smaller
r except r=O. At r=O, of course,

Wpu(o) Wu(o) = 0.

Consequently, at any nonzero radius smaller than rs,

Wpu(r) < Wu(r).

Temperature gradient and heat flux are related by the thermal conductivity k;

w(r) = - k dT/dr.

If k is assumed to be independent of temperature and composition, then dT/dr is
smaller for MOX fuels everywhere except at the centerline and surface, where it is
the same for both U02 and MOX fuels. Since dT/dr for the UD2 fuel is always larger
than, or equal to, the temperaturegradient in the MOX fuel, the uranium fuel
temperature profile will always lie above the plutonium fuel profile, as it is drawn
in Figure IV C-24.

In calculating temperatures for Figure IV C-24, k was assumed to be independent of
composition, but a temperature dependent function was used (refer to Figure IV C-19
for the shape of this curve). Over much of the applicable temperature range, k
decreases with increasing temperature. Consequently, the uranium case temperature
calculation generally saw lower thermal conductivity values than the plutonium case.
This tends to exaggerate the temperature enhancement of the UO2 fuel profile and
separate the two curves further. See CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 3.4.1.

45. Comment:

"No mention is made of the magnitude of possible tramp plutonium problems with

MOX fuel. This should be addressed in the final statement."

Response:

State-of-the-art methods of contamination control in the fabrication of fuel rods
containing mixed oxide fuels can provide fuels essentially free of external plutonium
contamination.

The presence of uranium on the exterior surfaces of reactor fuel rods and in corrosion
products entering the primary coolant system has long been recognized as a potential
problem and is given the generic name "tramp" uranium. "Tramp" uranium is considered
to have two possible origins: (I) the presence of uranium contamination of fuel rod
surfaces resulting from cross-contamination during fabrication and (2) the presence
of uranium as a naturally occurring contaminant of metals.

Another possible mode of entry of uranium into the reactor coolant is the escape of
uranium oxide particles from the fuel pellets through defects in the fuel cladding;
however, operating experience with fuel with controlled fuel defects has shown that
such escape is negligible.

Like most metals, the zirconium alloys used as the fuel cladding contain trace amounts
of natural uranium. Typical analyses of Zircaloy-2 show natural uranium to be present
in concentrations on the order of 3.5 and 5 ppm.*

In a light-water cooled reactor of the Oyster Qreek size, th5 quantity of Zircaloy-2
cladding in the reactor core is about 5.5 x 1 lb (2.5 x lOg).** The specifications
for nuclear grade Zircaloy require that the uranium content does not exceed 5 ppm.
At the maximum 5 ppm, the uranium content of the Zircaloy-2 cladding should be less
than 0.23 lb (130 g).

Fuel rod structural components are normally fabricated at a location physically
separate from the final fuel assembly plant. In the process of loading fuel pellets
into the fuel rod, only the rod tip is exposed to contamination in the loading zone.
Upon completion of loading, a tip fixture is inserted, the rod tip is withdrawn from
the contaminated loading zone and the tip area is decontaminated with chemicals or
solvents prior to seal welding. Therefore, the only area of the fuel rod potentially
contaminated is the tip fixture and the junction of the tip fixture and the fuel rod.
Quality control procedures require that this area be carefully decontaminated prior
to welding to assure a minimum of surface contamination.

In the assembly of mixed oxide fuel rods, the potential contaminants from the fuel
pellet loading operation include plutonium. Manufacturing specifications for mixed
oxide fuel rods require that each completed fuel rod be examined for surface plutonium
contamination. Detection limits for removable alpha-emitting surface contaminants,
e.g., plutonium, are on the order of 2 dis/min per square decimeter. Soecifications
for detection limits for "fixed" or imbedded alpha-emitting surface contaminants on
experimental mixed oxide fuel rods call for rejection of rods with alpha-detection
scintillation survey meter readings of greater than 50 counts per minute.*** Such a
count rate corresponds to a uniformly distributed alpha emitting surface contamination
on the order of 500 dis/min for the cylindrical area under inspection. If it is
assumed that all alpha emitters detected are due to plutonium, thgn the plutonium
contamination is not more .than 2 x 10-5 pCi (500 dis/min= 2 x lD- uCi).

Since the only zone of the fuel rod exterior that has a potential for external plutonium
contamination is the rod tip area and since the entire rod tip area can be scanned by
the alpha contamination detector in a single 360' rotation of the rod, the limit of
detection of Pu alpha surface contamination is on the order of 2 x 10-5 uCi per fuel
rod.

A typical BWR may contain about 43,000 fuel rods in its core. At a plutonium contamina-
tion of < 2 x l0-5 uCi per rod, the potential inventory of tramp plutonium resulting
from contamination during processing and fabrication is not more than 10 VCi in a
complete core of mixed oxide fuel.

To place this amount of plutonium contamination in perspective, consider the irradiation
history of the natural uranium contained in Zircaloy-2 cladding of a U02 fueled
reactor. A typical reactor core contains approximately 130 g of normal uranium as a
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naturally occurring contaminan 3 of Zirc~loy-2. B3 9 Bellamyt has calculated that at an
average neutron flux of 3 x 10O nth/cm - sec, h Pu would be produced in the 130 g
of normal uranium in the ircaloy-2 at a rate of 170 pCi/day (6.2 x 10-2 Ci/yr) from

he (n, y) reaction of 
23 8U followed by two g decays. Therefore the quantity of

39pu produced in the cladding material from impurities in a uranium oxide fuel in
one day is 17 times greater than the 10 pCi of tramp plutonium resulting from contamina-
tion of fuel rods during processing and fabrication of a complete core reload of
mixed oxide fuel. This level of contamination is not of measurable significance with
respect to determination of the radioactive liquid release source term for reactors
employing mixed oxide fuels.

REFERENCES

*Cashin, W. M. (Ed) "Uranium Surface Contamination on Nuclear Reactor Fuel Elements,"
USAEC Report KAPL-2061, Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory. October 23, 1959g

**Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant, "Facility Description and Safety Analysis Report,"
Vol. 1, 1967.

***Saxton Quarterly Report for Period Ending December 31, 1964. Westinghouse Specifica-
tions #SAX-PO03 and #SAX-PO04, for manufacture of mixed oxide fuel rods for the
SAXTON reactor, quoted in WCAP-3385-2, Westinghouse Corporation. January 1965.

tBellamy, R. Internal memorandum to V. Benaroya, "Pu-239 Source in the Oyster
Creek Reactor." Directorate of Licensing, USAEC, October 25, 1973.

47. Comment:

"Vol. 2, Page 11-29, last sentence of part b: This sentence is not totally
true. Some plutonium has been left in wounds when surgery was expected to
result in a worse situation than by leaving the plutonium there.

"Vol. 2, Page 11-29, part c: This part could be made specific for environmental
radioactive material received into the body via inhalation or ingestion. Wound
or injection entry is of little concern in the environment, but important for
occupational workers."

Response:

These comments are valid. Since CHAPTER II is an overview of the background of Pu
experience, the reference listing has been expanded to include documents that contain
in depth data and occupational histories of Pu workers. In addition, CHAPTER IV,
Section J includes data on radiological impacts of plutonium.

48. Comment:

"Vol. 2 Page 11-32, part j; and Vol. 3 Page IV, J (c)-l last sentence: There
are data available which suggest an increase with time in plant plutonium uptake
from soil. (See J. Environ. Quality, Vol. 2 No. 1, 1973, and Health Physics
Journal 19:487 - 491, 1970.) These data should be discussed here."

Response:

Information was added to final GESMO to cover the increase in plutonium uptake with
time.. See CHAPTER II, paragraph 2.5.

46. Comment:

"Another possible alternative that should be considered relative to the timeliness
of initiating a mixed oxide recycle program in LWRs is the diversion of surplus
enriched weapons uranium to such utilization as naval reactors. While the
diversion may be completely infeasible such a move make available present
inventories of new uranium and enrichment capacity to LWRs alleviating short
term shortage problems. Because of the interest in such trade offs, this
alternative should be discussed in the final EIS."

Response:

The availability of military enriched uranium is not an alternative that should be
considered in the commercial LWR industry. Diversion of surplus enriched weapons
uranium is not within the scope of GESMO.

The purpose of GESMO is to assess the differences in the LWR fuel cycle brought about
by the implementation of Pu recycle by the replacement of part of the low enriched
UOp fuel with MOX fuel. The alternatives considered are therefore related to the
differential environmental and economic impact related to the timing of the implementa-
tion as well as to a throw away (no recycle) fuel cycle.

In this final GESMO the present status of the fuels reprocessing industry has been
taken into consideration and the earliest possible timing for reprocessing is in 1978
and MOX utilization in 1981 (Alternative 3 in CHAPTER VIII, Section 4.0). A delay in
the development of the Pu recycle industry appears possible and the sensitivity
analyses included in Alternative 2 make the prompt reprocessing in Alternative 3 a
bounding case. With this projected schedule and the LWR projections, the alleviation
of a short term shortage of enrichment capacity is no longer tied to the Pu recycle
decision.

49. Comment:

"Vol. 3, Page IV. A-13, last sentence of second paragraph: the standard referred
to in this sentence should be referenced or discussed. Such a standard has not
been, to our knowledge, proposed by a recognized radiation standard setting
group."

Response:

The reference to a standard for cumulative deposition of plutonium or other alpha
emitters has been deleted from this portion of final GESMO. A discussion of ground
contamination is included in CHAPTER IV, Section D, paragraph 4.3.4.

50. Comment:

"Vol. 3 Page IV, J. (A)-9: The numbers used in the population dose commitment
equation cannot be considered conservative since higher P/A and lower deposition
velocity values have been strongly suggested. Both of these trends would
increase the dose."

Response:

Higher P/A values would not affect the population doses from the food pathways because
these doses are based on agricultural production and not population density. The
food pathways provide most of the population dose, so higher P/A values would not
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significantly increase the population dose. The agricultural productivity values
used in the analyses are conservative. The first component of population that occurs
immediately after release from krypton-85, tritium, and carbon-14 is dependent on
P/A. The second component resulting from exposure to these isotopes after their
buildup in the atmosphere is not.

Deposition to velocities of about 1 cm/sec have been shown by model sensitivity
analyses to yield the maximum population dose. For details of these analyses, see
"The Effect of Deposition Velocities on Estimates of Environmental Transport and
Population Doses" by Moore and Kaye in 1974, Health Physics Society Symposium
on Population Exposures.

51. Comment:

"Vol. 3, Page IV, J (C-7), second paragraph: The ingestion pathway should not
be dismissed as a potential pathway for exposure to actinides. If gut absorption
increases and plant uptake increases (both are possibilities), then this pathway
could be as important as the air pathway."

Response:

The ingestion pathway for all radionuclides released from each facility was included
in the dose calculations of final GESMO. A discussion of the pathways and the
parameters for each radionuclide in the pathway is in Appendix A of CHAPTER IV,
Section J. Pathways for the actinides are also included in the parameters. A
specific discussion of plutonium pathway is included in Appendix C of CHAPTER IV,
Section J.

Response:

The semi-infinite model underestimates the dose at distances close to a tall stack.
Receptor location, site meteorology, effluent exit velocities, etc., parameters must
be considered before generalizations can be made as to the uncertainty introduced by
use of the semi-infinite or infinite cloud model. These are highly site-specific
parameters and because the use of the semi-infinite model has been observed not to
underestimate population dose, it has been used for dose commitment calculations.
Reference is made to Regulatory Guide 1.109, Calculations of Annual Doses to Man
from Routine Releases of Reactor Effluents for the Purpose of Evaluating Compliance
with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I, March 1976.

54. Comment:

"14. p. IV J (A)-2 A value of 7 mg/cm was assumed for the density thickness of
the dead layer of the outside of human skin in computing 'the beta dose. New
values of epidermal thickness are reported by Judi T. Whitton (2) and it is
recommended that 'for radiological protection purposes it is appropriate to
replace the value of 7 mg/cm, currently used for minimal epidermal thickness on
all body sites, by a value of 4 mg/cm for average epidermal thickness.' We
concur with the recommendation by Whitton."

Response:

NCRP and ICRP recommend the use of 7 mg/cm as the density thickness of the dead layer
of the outside human skin for dose computations. NRC uses latest NCRP and ICRP
recommendations in the final GESMO for dose modeling purposes. Any new recommenda-
tions made by NCRP and ICRP will be adapted in the NRC dose calculations.52. Comment:

"12. There is apparently a contradiction in philosophy concerning fission-gas-
release in MOX fuels (p. IV C-51). Since this aspect is related to fuel rod
performance (and safety) characteristics, the question of significant or
insignificant increases in fission-gas-release should be resolved and included
in the final statement."

Response:

The fission gas release paragraph has been revised in final GESMO to include new ref-
erence material and resolve the apparent contradiction. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section
C, paragraph 3.4.2.

53. Comment:

"13. P. IV J (A)-2 semi-infinite cloud dose calculation was utilized in WASH-
1327 to compute the dose due to irradiation by nuclides in the atmosphere. A
comparison of external gamma whole body dose calculations using finite and semi-
infinite cloud dose models is presented in EPA-520/I-74-O04(l). It is noted
that at close distances to the facility stack a semi-infinite cloud assumption
results in a very low ground level concentration and gross underestimates of
dose since it ignores gamma rays emanating aloft. Therefore, a finite cloud
rather than a semi-infinite cloud dose model should be utilized to compute close
in external doses from evaluated atmospheric emissions of radionuclides."

55. Comment:

"Therefore, the low beta depth dose values presented in WASH-1327 should be
recomputed based on an average epidermal thickness of 4 mg/cm and corrected
apparent absorption coefficient values. The graph on p. 332 of Meteorology and
Atomic Energy, 1968 (3) should not be utilized for depth dose values."

Response:

Neither the graph on p. 332 nor the beta dose equations of Meteorology and Atomic
Energy, 1968, have been utilized in the final GESMO. For details of the methodology
used, see "Beta-Ray Dose in Tissue-Equivalent Material Immersed in a Radioactive
Cloud," by Berger in the January 1974.Health Physics Journal.

The value of 7 mg/cm for density thickness of the dead layer of the outside of the
human skin has been retained in the final GESMO. See response to Comment No. 54 of
this Comment Letter 54.
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56. Comment:

.16. pp. IV J (A)-3-4 Since the INREM computer code was used to compute the
50-year dose commitment from the inhalation and ingestion of radionuclides, the
pertinent assumptions utilized in this code should be presented in WASH-1327.
The information presented in WASH-1327 regarding INREM is not complete enough to
allow an evaluation of dose assessment techniques to be made so conclusions
cannot be reached regarding the validity of the presented dose commitment
estimates in WASH-1327. A complete copy of the code with an explanatory text
should be made available to all reviewers so that an evaluation of the INREM
dose assessment techniques can be made."

Response:

INREM is a published documented code. The final GESMO contains a detailed description
of dose calculation methodology in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix A. Twenty-four
references are cited. Those references that may not be found in large public
libraries have been placed in the NRC Public Document Room. Computer code INREM and
EXREM Source and Data Base tapes may be obtained from the Radiation Shielding Informa-
tion Center at Oak Ridge, Tennessee. INREM is described in ORNL-5003, available from
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). EXREM is described in ORNL-TM-4322,
also available from NTIS.

c. Radon-222 is in secular equilibrium with uranium in the ore and
that 100% of this amount of radon is released in milling the ore.

The source terms given in Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 of the ORNL report for Case 1
were adjusted on the basis of the above assumptions and the resultant values provided
the bases for calculating the total release of radioactive material from uranium mills
about 1990.

59. Comment:

"Page IV H-32; lines 6 and 7: Indicate other kinds of low-level liquid wastes
which will be produced and why they can't be cleaned up and recycled. In consider-
ing solidification indicate other alternatives which are available besides cementing."

Response:

This comment refers to the water basin waste storage concept that is not being considered
in the waste management program in final GESMO.

60. Comment:

"23. Page IV H-39; line 13-15. Could the radioactive liquid wastes be recycled?
In considering solidification indicates other viable alternatives available besides
cement."

Response:

In final GESMO the high level wastes and transuranic wastes are to be sent to a Federal
geologic repository. Any wastes resulting from the handling of canisters or packages
of transuranic waste would also be converted to solids for disposal. Refer to CHAPTER
IV, Section H, paragraph 3.2.1.2.

57. Comment:

"The 500 m value for the chimney release in Table IV J-(A.l) should be modified
to reflect more reasonable dispersion values and any dose calculations made
using this dilution factor should be corrected since they underestimate the dose
by approximately 10,000."

Response:

In final GESMO, dose calculations were not performed using the value for a distance of
500 m from a stack 100 m high. Calculations were based on 1300 m from release point with
a x/Q of 3.7 x 10 sec per cubic meter. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix A.

58. Comment:

"Page IV H-7; Uranium Mills Section

Indicate the basis used for calculating the curie release."

Response:

The ORNL draft report, "Correlation of Radioactive Waste Treatment Costs and the Environ-
mental Impact of Waste Effluents in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle for Use in Establishing 'As
Low As Practicable' Guides" Part 3, Milling of Uranium Ores, was used as the basis for
calculating the release of radioactive material from uranium mills.

The following assumptions were made:

a. Mill production about 1990 would be 50% from New Mexico and 50%
from Wyoming.

b. 85% of mill production about 1990 would be from acid leach-solvent
extraction mills and 15% from alkaline leach mills.

61. Comment:

"24. Page IV H-40; lines 4-6. After the processing of the contaminated water
for the removal of radioactivity indicate what is done with the processed water.
Indicate what methods and limits will be used to distinguish between uncontaminated
and contaminated water."

Response:

Radioactive effluents are released from the plant when the radioactivity levels
are as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) as specified in 10 CFR Part 20.
These ALARA levels are determined on a case by case basis at the present time.
Decontamination or reduction of the radioactivity levels is accomplished by
either evaporation or ion exchange The processed water, condensate from evaporation
of contaminated water that is essentially at as low a level of radioactivity as
can reasonably be achieved, will be released to the atmosphere as vapor. Refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section H, paragraph 3.2.2.
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62. Comment:

"Page IV H-46; lines 14 and 15. Since the AEC is eliminating the routine use of
surface and near surface techniques that depend on soil to remove radioactivity
from liquid wastes (WASH-1202-73 p. 27) the statement concerning high absorptive
capacity of the soil should be further clarified as perhaps a 3rd or 4th order
protective device and not as a secondary backup as might be inferred."

Response:

The intent of this comment was to indicate that soil characteristics and site specific
geology could provide an added measure of protection in case of inadvertent spills. In
final GESMO, the nature of the wastes and the requirements for disposal of high level
and transuranic waste in Federal geologic repositories and the handling of low level
wastes are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section H.

63. Comment:

"Dose calculations for the dropping and rupture of a waste canister at the
Retrievable Surface Storage Facility (RSSF) are made at a distance of 5 miles
from the facility stack. This 5 mile distance is stated to be the closest
assumed access for a member of the public. If this 5 mile exclusion distance
is not a documented siting policy for the RSSF, then dose calculations should
be presented for distances closes to the facility stack: As a minimum, the
reason for the use of the 5 mile exclusion distance should be presented."

Response:

In final GESMO each model facility for the fuel cycle is based on best estimates.
However, the 5 mile distance in the draft GESMO was used for modeling based on
estimates of designs at hand for the RSSF. Exclusion boundaries will vary with
each specific facility site and would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

65. Comment:

"29. Page IV, J-2. Because only fatal cancers are enumerated in the EIS, the
somatic health effects listed underestimate the projected impact by a factor of
two. If the total cancer incidence, not just cancer fatalities were included in
the EIS, an additional perspective would be provided."

Response:

The health effects discussed in final GESMO include nonfatal and fatal radiation induced
injuries. Details concerning the incidence of each type of health effect and the source
of the estimators are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix B.

66. Comment:

"30. Page IV, J-3, Table J-l, there is evidently a misprint. Appendix A to
Chapter IV-F is limited to some effluent information pertinent to the uranium
mining and/or milling industry; but it does not give the basis for the man-rem
number listed in the succeeding Tables."

Response:

This discrepancy has been corrected in the revised CHAPTER IV, Section J, of the final
GESMO.

64. Comment:

"28. It is not made clear in the EIS the extent to which plutonium is
or is not the dominant environmental consideration. A thorough discussion
of the sources, biological availability, and the metabolism of the transplutonic
isotopes would be helpful for evaluation of the EIS. Durbin has presented data
on the differences in metabolism of transplutonic elements (P. W. Durbin, Dis-
tribution of the Transuranic Elements in Mammals, Health Physics 8:665-671 1962).
Additional information on distribution and metabolism variations both by isotopes
and by species and age for plutonium and transplutonic isotopes can be found in
the Proceedings of the Hanford Symposium on the Biological Implications of the
Transuranium Elements Health Physics 22 #6, 1972. Implications of these dif-
ferences should be included."

Response:

The radiological and environmental health aspects of no recycle, uranium recycle only,
or uranium and plutonium recycle were evaluated without giving dominant consideration
to plutonium. However, because of the large amount of public interest in the radio-
biology of plutonium, Appendix C was added to CHAPTER IV, Section J, to provide supple-
mental information for the reader. Appendix A of CHAPTER IV, Section J contains a
detailed description of the dose calculation methodology used in the final GESMO.

67. Comment:

"31. Page IV, J-7 c, second paragraph. Differences between the physical and
chemical characteristics of Pu fallout and particulate Pu from mixed oxide fuels
should be described so that the reader can judge the relevancy of fallout plu-
tonium to the problem of interest here. Indeed, it would be helpful to discuss
the particulate nature of Pu in mixed oxide fuels early in the Chapter."

Response:

While the particle size of plutonium from mixed oxide fuels is large at the source,
filtration tends to reduce the aerodynamic mean activity diameter (AMAD) to about 0.3
micrometers.* In contrast, plutonium fallout was formed from vaporized metal condensed
on dust particles and residues from weapons material in air. In both cases, the chemical
form as oxide attaches to other larger particles in air, and once in the soil, attaches
to soil particles.** As fallout the plutonium has been exposed a high-temperature
oxidizing environment, while the traces of MOX fuels in effluents leave in an oxidized
form. For estimates of pathways to man, the fallout plutonium is expected to behave
similarly to plutonium from the fuel cycle, and the data from fallout plutonium thus is
pertinent.

*Stafford, R. G., and Ettinger, H. J., "Filter Efficiency Versus Particle Size and
Velocity," LA-4650 (April 1971).

**Whicker, F. W., Little, C. A. and Winsor, T. E., "Plutonium Behavior in the Terrestrial
Environs of the Rocky Flats Installation." Symposium on Environmental Surveillance
Around Nuclear Installations, November 5-9, 1973. IAEA-Warsaw, Poland.
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68. Comment:

(32) "Page IV, J-7c, third paragraph. ICRP #6 page 8 would seem to contradict the con-
clusion that the absence of a consideration of hot particles is a satisfactory
state of affairs to standard setting bodies. The Los Alamos reference offered for
the assertion given in the EIS is inadequate support for this assertion given in
the statement by Sanders, Thompson and Bair in AEC Symposium Series 18, 'Nonuniform
irradiation of the lung from deposited radioactive particulates is clearly more
carcinogenic than uniform exposure (on the basis of total lung dose), and alpha
radiation is more carcinogenic than beta irradiation.'

(33) "Page IV, J-8, second paragraph. This one sentence paragraph could mean that either
the particulates in MO fuels are not subject to accidental distribution or that no
health consequences due to particulates would follow such an event. Either way,
this important conclusion should be discussed in full with better documentation."

Response:

Ref. 32: In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D contains the Federal Register
N-otice of the NRC denial of the NRDC petition for rulemaking on hot particles. Refer to
this Appendix D for the NRC position on dose from insoluble alpha-emitting particles.

Ref. 33: The referenced paragraph does not appear in final GESMO. The conclusion given
in the draft GESMO was based on an evaluation of the dose commitments from accidents
given in other sections of CHAPTER IV. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section J-5.0.

Ref. 37: Environmental concentrations of 1271 are not used in the methodology of the
final GESMO.

The environmental concentrations of water vapor used in the final GESMO represent
values considered by NRC to be an average applicable to the eastern United States
where most of the people and nuclear facilities will be located. Thus, regional
variations in water vapor concentration should not significantly affect the population
dose estimates.

71. Comment:

"Page IV, J (A)-4d, first paragraph. The breathing rate used is for a 'reference
man.' Consideration should be given to other members of the population also. Were
women and children not considered?"

Response:

In final GESMO, the sensitivity analyses performed show that the inclusion of sex and
age breakdowns would not significantly change the population dose. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section J.

69. Comment:

"Page IV, J(A)-2. From the text in 'Meteorology and Atomic Energy' it would
appear that the Fig. 7.5 (ibid) referred to here was based on an incorrect
calculation of beta-ray attenuation in skin. The sensitivity of the results
presented to this error should be evaluated, or better yet, use Martin Berger's
more recent calculations in Health Physics, Vol. 26, No. 1, January 1974."

Response:

This comment is similar to a previous EPA comment. Refer to the response to Comment
Number 55 of this Comment Letter 54.

70. Comment:

(36) "Page IV, J (A)-3, second paragraph. Applicability of data from the 'particular
plot of ground' at ORNL to rest of the United States should be discussed in
terms of soil characteristics, climate, cropping practices, etc., so that the
importance of this study can be placed in perspective by the reader.

(37) "Page IV, J (A) 3. The estimate of environmental concentrations of 1-127 and H
(water vapor) are quite critical to the final risk evaluations and should be
documented in full. Variations in these parameters could affect large portions
of the population, for example, persons living in regions with iodine deficient
soils. Perhaps those cases should be discussed also."

Response:

Ref. 36: More information is provided in the final GESMO concerning the irradiation
by ground deposited nuclides pathway. In particular, no weathering or cropping is
considered in calculating the dose commitment from ground plane irradiation.

72. Comment:

"Ibjd, 1, fourth paragraph. That the range of resuspension varies between 10-2 -
10-3 should be referenced to the original source documents. It is not cle•
that this range is appropriate for plutonium in-the environment or that 10-'S has
been verified experimentally.

"Ibid, 1, last paragraph. Has the purported decrease of resuspension with time
been observed in areas other than desert type such as used for bomb testing?
Changes in the amount of resuspended plutonium in the vicinity of Rocky Flats,
which is more likely to be similar to the problem of interest here, would help
show the general applicability of these data. In addition, particulate resuspen-
sion in urban and suburban areas should also be considered in the EIS."

Response:

Resuspension factors (k) ranging between 10-2 to 10-13 were referenced in draft GESMO
to indicate the wide variation in the literature values. The analysis in draft GESMO
made reference to resuspension factors for Rocky Flats in the fifth paragraph on Page
IV, J (A) -5. In addition measured resuspension factors for 238U were used for other
areas, with differing climate, to establish the long-term value for the resuspension
factor. A detailed discussion of resuspension is given in the final GESMO, CHAPTER IV,
Section J, Appendix C.
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73. Comment:.

"Page IV, J (A) -5, fifth paragraph. If the longest study of resuspension
decreasing with time, is, as reported in the EIS, eleven months, the 50-day
half-life used here corresponds to a reduction of about 30 in plutonium
resuspension. The applicability of such data to a reduction of 100,000 (as is
done in this EIS) should be justified by an appropriate analysis, since the
magnitude of the lung dose is quite sensitive to the resuspension variables."

Response:

For data on resuspension, refer to NRC response to Comment Number 71 of this Comment
Letter 54.

7b. Comment:

"Page IV, J (B) -2, third paragraph. The statement in the EIS that 'Unfortunately
no evaluation of economic cost that might be due to the linear assumptions, as
compared to other assumptions, has yet been done' might be more appropriate in
the cost-benefit section. The idea that the dose-risk relationships used to
evaluate potential health impacts from nuclear energy should be subject to a
cost benefit analysis has important public health policy implication and should
either be explored further in a 'generic' impact statement of this type or
deleted."

Response:

Because the differentials of risks which are the matter of concern in this assessment
are smaller than the uncertainties in their values, it is not essential to carry out
the cost-benefit analysis of the impact of using the linear extrapolation of dose in
this generic statement (GESMO).74. Comment:

"Page IV, J (8) -8. AEC reports documenting the k factors used to calculate
dose are not described'in the EIS. The selected conversion factors may be
valid, but there is no way of examining the underlying assumptions used in their
development."

Response:

K factors (rem/f) are not used in the final GESMO. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section a,
Appendix A, for details of dose calculation methodology.

77. Comment:

"Page IV, J (B)-4. The genetic effects calculations referred to in Table IV, J
(B-1) and in the fourth paragraph are adequate for a population which replaces
itself in a 50 year period, that is the replacement rate (birth rate) is 2% per
year. If the birth rate is more than 2% per year or less than 2% per year,
these genetic risk estimates will proportionately increase and decrease
accordingly. This should be stated.

"Page IV, J-(B-4), second paragraph. Reference, if any, should be cited for the

zero effects estimates and the value of the assumed threshold dose rate used here."

Response:

Final GESMO includes revised risk estimates for the genetic effects calculations in
CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix B. The birth rate over the period 1975 through 2000
is assumed to be constant. As stated in the comment, the genetic risk estimates will
proportionately increase or decrease as the birth rate increases or decreases.

75. Comment:

"Additional information on species age and isotope interrelationships can be
found in the Handbook of Experimental Pharmacology XXXVI, Uranium Plutonium
Trans lutonic Elements, Springer-Verlog, New York, 1973. Particularly Chapter

0 Distribution, Excretion and Effects of Plutonium as a Bone-Seeker) and
Chapter 18 (Metabolism and Biological Effects of the Transplutonium Elements).
Perhaps, the relevance of animal data to the problem of interest here should be
critiqued so that the reader will not read too much into the reported results.

"Page IV, J (B)-l, third paragraph. The body of data on distribution and retention
of 
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Pu in man is severely restricted by the fact that only selected tissues have

been analyzed and they may not be the appropriate ones. Transuranium Registry
data show that any of a wide variety of tissues may have the highest organ
concentration of plutonium and until sufficient data are obtained it will be
difficult to adequately assess the problem in man (United States Transuranium
Registry Summary Report to June 30, 1974, HEHF #22, 1974)."

Response:

In the final GESMO in the discussion of the radiobiology of plutonium, an attempt was
made to identify areas of uncertainty. Since the draft GESMO was prepared, additional
human data and the result of animal experiments have been reported. The added in-
formation was considered in preparation of CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C.

78. Comment:

"48. Page IV, J(C)-7, 2, first paragraph. The statement that the BEIR report
calculates average dose and estimates tumor incidence on the basis of the uniformly
irradiated lung is inaccurate. BEIR report lung tumor estimates are based on
the radiation dose to cells of the bronchial epithelium and it is explicitly so
stated. (BEIR, Summary of Risk Estimates for Bronchial Cancer, p. 150). The
specific risk estimates are for irradiation of the basal cells of the bronchial
epithelium as indicated in the BEIR report (p 148, p 154 BEIR Report). This EIS
should be corrected to accurately reflect what the BEIR report says if the BEIR
report is referenced."

Response:

In final GESMO, in addition to the BEIR Report, new data published since the issuance
of BEIR were considered in estimating risk of radiation injury. Risk estimates, from
the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400), were used as well as the BEIR Report. The
specific statement referenced in this comment has been deleted from the final GESMO.
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79. Comment:

"49. Page IV, J(C)-8a. Since the sample size in the Los Alamos study referred
to makes a negative finding almost inevitable, the probability of a type II sta-
tistical error, false negative, should be given to avoid possible erroneous
conclusions.

... The low relevance of negative findings in the Los Alamos Study population at

the present time should be explained to put the information in perspective."

Response:

The Los Alamos study of plutonium workers is discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section J,
Appendix C. This study is continuing, but to date none of the medical findings in
the group can be attributed to internally deposited plutonium. In view of the rela-
tively small number of persons with sizable depositions, it seems unlikely that precise
statistical estimates of the toxic effects will be made. This would not be true, however,
if plutonium were markedly more toxic than is currently believed.

80. Comment:

.50. Page IV, J(C)-7. Several general questions concerning LA-5483, used here as
part of the EIS should be answered before its applicability to human risk evaluation
is accepted by the AEC."

Response:

In final GESMO, the particle lung dose effects in Los Alamos report, LA-5483 - Hot
Particle Lung Dose Effects, and other publications are discussed in the NRC denial of
the NRDC petition for rulemaking, reprinted in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D.

83. Comment:

"53. Page IV-J(C)-15. Inhalation studies in beagles are poor sources of data since
the doses administered were so large that radiation fibrosis and edema were induced...

"...The exposure levels for most of the beagles was too high to allow delayed effects-
neoplasia-to develop results are not at all representative of what might be expected
at lower exposure levels. Current experiments using lower exposure levels may be
more pertinent to expected population exposures. These facts should be made clear
to the reader."

Response:

As in the Draft GESMO, the cancer risk estimates for radiation in the final GESMO are
not generally based on animal data. Animal data were included in the draft GESMO, and
more recent data have been included in the final GESMO to indicate the tumor types that
may occur.

84. Comment:

"54. Page IV, J(C)-16, second paragraph. The assumption of relationship of
lymphopenia, lymph node pathology, reduced immunocompetency and pathogenesis of
plutonium-induced lung tumors should be explained and justified.

"55. Ibid, fourth paragraph. It is premature to state that gonads are not critical
organs. Effects of plutonium on gonads have not been examined below the level of
acute effects.

"56. Ibid, fifth paragraph. The experiments alluded to which are still in progress,
while not showing increased mortality in neonates as stated here, have demonstrated
an age-related difference in development of tumors and other age differences in
response to plutonium insult which is not mentioned. (Seattle 1974, IRRS meeting.)
Perhaps the EIS could be more inclusive in describing these studies."

Response:

The second paragraph, on Page IV J(C)-16 of draft GESMO, observes that the possibility
of a relationship between the reduction of blood lymphocytes following deposition of
plutonium in the lung, lymph node pathology decreased immunological capability, and the
pathogenesis of plutonium-induced lung tumors cannot be ruled against. The statement
is not an assumption.

Additionally, reviews of new data available since the publication of the draft GESMO
do not appear to provide a basis for assuming that testes or ovaries should be con-
sidered critical organs. Additional data on plutonium transfer into neonates is included
in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C. The additional data indicate that the placenta
acts as an effective barrier to the transfer of plutonium.

81. Comment:

"51. Page IV, J(C)-9, 4. The 'animal data' comment concerning use of animal
data for comparative pathology, page IV, J(B)-Il, also applies here. In addition,
the admonitions of Bair (W. J. Bair, Inhalation of Radionuclides and Carcinogenesis,
pp. 77-101 in Inhalation Carcinogenesis, AEC Symposium Series #18) might also be
considered: ... That the state of the art has not advanced much beyond that point,
should be made clear to the readers of the EIS."

Response:

The limitations of the use of animal data are fully realized. Animal data are included
in final GESMO to indicate tumor types. Refer to previous response to Comment No. 6
of this Comment Letter No. 54.

82. Comment:

"52. Page IV, J(C)-lO, third paragraph. Implying that plutonium deposition
in lymph nodes only rarely induces tumors in lymphatic tissue is probably
erroneous and/or specious."

Response:

The final GESMO has been revised and the reference statement deleted. Refer to CHAPTER IV,
Section J, Appendix C, paragraph 4.5, for a brief statement on plutonium in lymph nodes.
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Comment Letter No. 55
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Dear Mr. Smiley: ,.•>

This is in response to your letter of August 23, 1974,
requesting our comments on the Atomic Energy Commission's
draft generic environmental statement on the use of Mixed
Oxide Fuel in Light Water Reactors.

The statement represents a serious effort toward an

identification and analysis of environmental impacts
associated with recycle of plutonium in light water -reactors.
However, we are aware that, as stated in Vol. I, p. S-14, the
statement considers the impact of modifications or changes to
an existing mature industry. It does not consider the

alternatives inherent in replacing that industry with other
means of energy generation. Our comments have been made

after reviewing the statement from this narrow perspective.

There are several topics in the statement which need expanded
treatment. In particular, the environmental consequences of
plutonium escaping to the atmosphere and the additional

safety measures necessitated by the recycling of plutonium
require more consideration. These concerns are presented
according to the format of the statement or according to

subject.

Consideration of Effects of Plutonium Recycle on Materials

and Plant Protection (Safeguards)

The recycling of plutonium in light water reactors would
cause plutonium oxide to be transported and used in a more
widespread pattern across the country than occurs at this
time. The concerns are that this material would have to be

safeguarded from potential illegal uses or escape to the

environment in many more localities and along more and

longer routes of transport. Our particular concern is the
potential escape of the plutonium to the environment which
is predicated on its long term biologic hazard. We find
it surprising that this hazard is so minimized in this

report. The section on the radiobiologic characteristics

CONSERVE
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of plutonium in the Summary (p. S-17, 18) states, for example,
that there are no reported cases of lung, lymphnode, liver or

bone morbidity attributable to internal deposition of plutonium,
but it does not mention that there is much evidence that
inhaled plutonium will cause cancers and death of animals at
relatively small doses. In our view, this section is very

misleading and should be rewritten on more realistic terms in

the final statement.

It is stated that "perhaps the greatest potential adverse
impact of plutonium recycle involves the increased exposure
of plutonium to theft or sabotage" (p. S-47). Plutonium
recycle would constitute at least 50 percent of the projected

utilization of strategic Special Nuclear Material (SNM)
during some years in the 1980's (p. V-5), and if Liquid-Metal

Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) and High-Temperature Gas-Cooled
Reactor (HTGR) programs do not develop as projected, then
plutonium recycle would constitute a substantial fraction of

the amount of plutonium handled. With all these programs in

effect, there would be 25 times the s trategic SNM in existence
in 2000 as in 1975, and at that time 25 percent of the total
would be in the LWR plutonium-recycle process, or an amount
more than six times the total present in 1.975. More significant
than the total amounts of SNM expected to be in existence is

the fact that all of the SNM involved in the plutonium-recycle
process would be subject to significantly higher risk of
diversion than the plutonium currently being held in storage
after separation from reactor fuels, unless safeguards are
significantly improved. It has been noted that the "transpor-
tation phase of any nuclear fuel cycle is probably the most
vulnerable to overt theft or sabotage" (p. V-11), and that

plutonium recycle would increase by 17 percent the vehicle
miles involved in shipment of fuel materials and wastes
(p. IV G-5).

It is stated that "plutonium recycle in LWR's utilizes
generally less than one-half of the Strategic Special Nuclear
Material projected for the total nuclear industry" and that
"choice of plutonium disposition will have only a slight
effect upon the AEC's need to upgrade safeguards programs"
(p. S-58, paragraph 2), We do not agree that the amount of
strategic SNM, but rather the accessibility of it, is the

prime factor related to risk. Storage of the entire
inventory in a single facility could be accomplished with

little risk, whereas transport of a minute fraction of this
could be hazardous. In other words, the choice of method
of disposition appears to be very closely tied to the need
for upgraded safeguards.
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A firm commitment appears to be needed to situate mixed oxide
fuel fabrication plants very close to or immediately adjacent
to the fuel reprocessing plants. It is stated that "two large
capacity reprocessing plants and at least one mixed oxide
plant will be located in a relatively small triangle in
southeastern U.S. -- thus the plutonium shipping distance
should average no more than 300 miles and transit time about
one and one-half days" (p. IV G-39). This sounds potentially
risky in terms of possible diversion of plutonium oxide,
since transit times greater than a few hours would appear to
entail nearly equal risks, unless safeguards were significantly
upgraded. In addition, a commitment is needed with regard
to siting of the seven additional mixed oxide plants that
are expected to be required about 1990.

In several places the overriding need for early approval of
plutonium recycle is explained by the need to facilitate
"projected phase-in of plutonium recycle" (for example, p. S-8,
top). Because of this need it is apparently proposed that
plutonium recycle be approved and that the necessary safe-
guards be implemented at a later date. Limits which would be
placed on implementation of the recycle program prior to imple-
mentation of the safeguards program should be identified.
The steps involved in the projected phase-in do not appear
to have been clearly defined in the environmental statement.

It is stated on page S-6 that "safeguards measures are
designed to deter, prevent, or respond to . . ." unauthorized
possession of SNM or sabotage of nuclear facilities. The
problem of detection might also be added, and further dis-
cussion of the problem of detection of losses of strategic
SNM would be helpful. The fact that detection is a problem
is confirmed by the statement on p. S-7 that "improved material
accountability methods" is one of five major aspects of safe-
guards under study". The problem of detection appears to be
of critical importance because failure to detect a loss would
preclude any measures designed to respond Lo the loss and
could have obvious serious consequences. Although this problem
is partially discussed in connection with materials control
and accounting systems, it would be helpful to discuss further
the accuracy with which small thefts, diversions, or losses
could be detected, and whether thefts could be differentiated
from losses under all circumstances that might arisein
connection with plutonium recvcle onerations.

With regard to radioactive solid waste disposal, the two
major protective measures used are stated to be isolation
and containment, and prime factors in isolation are stated
to be distance, ion exchange capacity of the soil, and lack
of water (p. IV H-6). In spite of AEC's frequent reference
to ion exchange capacity of soil, we have found no quantitative
data to indicate that such properties of soils beneath or around
ground waste disposal sites have been measured. If ion
exchange capacity of soil is relied upon for containment,
then experiments should be conducted to determine these
properties for specific soils or their constituents and
relative to the specific ions that must be contained. Con-
ditions under which the ions might be released should be
defined. If such research has already been conducted, it
should be referenced. Since this type of data has been
requested previously for individual facilities, but not
provided, it appears appropriate to include it in the generic
environmental statement. It is noted that the proposed
action would generate an additional 90 million curies of
high-level transuranic aectinide wastes such as americium and
curium from fuel reprocessing about 1990, and 200 kg. of
plutonium in wastes from mixed oxide fuel fabrication. It
is also noted that the time period required for high-level
waste storage, before decay of transuranics to concentrations
allowing ultimate disposal by burial, would be about 250,000
years (p. S-47).

Higher heat would evidently be generated by high-level wastes
from recycle plutonium reprocessing, requiring 30 years for
a canister of waste to decay to 5 kilowatts as opposed to 6
yeard for waste from reprocessing enriched uranium oxide
fuels (p. IV H-12). Therefore additional information on
safety of cooling systems in the RSSF appears to be needed,
including any requirement for wider spacing of canisters to
compensate for the 5-fold increase in heat output. A
safety margin of 10 hours before the basin water would begin
to boil in the event of cooling-system failure has been
given previously. The S-fold increase in heat output of
plutonium-recycle waste canisters would appear to reduce the
margin of safety unless canister soacing were increased.
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It is stated that 'the technology and facilities established
for management and disposal of radioactive waste from the
LWR nuclear power industry without plutonium recycle will be
directly applicable to the management of radioactive waste
generated by LWR's with plutonium recycle" (p. IV H-21). How-
ever, a possible exception to this appears to be the 50-fold
increase in helium accumulation in 10-year-old waste from
plutonium recycle. Possible problems of excessive internal
stresses in waste solidified as borosilicate glass were noted.
The discussion. of such stresses (p. IV H-20) suggests the
possibility that the stresses might increase with time, as
helium accumulates. However, no mention has been made of
whether this might affect canister integrity or of anticipated
effects after 100 years, 1,000 years, or 100,000 years. A
discussion of the probable method and consequences of canister
failures would be helpful, including an evaluation of whether
rupture as a result of internal pressures is a credible event.

Alternative Dispositions of Plutonium and Cost Benefit Analysis

Alternative 4 clearly calls for "significantly upgraded
materials and plant protection measures as might be judged
to be consistent with AEC objectives " (p. S-8,#4). These
objectives were previously identified as "achieving a level
of protection against such acts to insure against significant
increase in the overall risk of death, injury, or property
damage" (p. S-6, last paragraph). It had also previously been
stated unequivocally that "this objective will not be fully
met for Pu recycle by current safeguards measures" (p. S-6,
last 2 lines). What is clearly called for by these circumstances
is significantly improved safeguards measures as a condition
for approval of the use of plutonium as recycle fuel in the
light water reactors. This appears to be what has been called
for under Alternative 4, as quoted at the beginning of this
paragraph.

However, instead of recommending such a condition for approval
of plutonium recycle, three equivocal recommendations have
been made with respect to the safeguards problem: (1) An
"ongo*ing assessment of changing conditions which affect safe-
guards considerations" (p. S-12, #2a); (2) "decisions on up-
grading within about one year after issuance of the final GESMO
statement" (p. S-12, #2b), which is an unspecified future date;
and (3) that "necessary additional safeguards measures should
be promptly implemented" (p. S-12, #2c), in apparent reference
to safeguards in addition to those which would be decided upon
at an unspecified future date.

It is stated that Alternative 4, which we understand calls
for significantly improved safeguards measures as a condition
for use of recycle plutonium in LWR's, is favored. Neverthe-
less, what has actually been proposed appears to be the
immediate approval of such use with conditions that apply
only to unspecified future times. These times are referred
to by "ongoing assessment," "decisions on upgrading" at a
date likely to be 18 months in the future, and "prompt"
implementation of additional safeguards. Consequently, we
believe that the following minimum condition should be ,

required prior to approval of the use of recycle plutonium
in LWR's: That safeguards measures first be implemented to
insure against significant increase in the risk of death,
injury, or property damage to the public from causes beyond
control of the individual resulting from theft or diversion
of strategic special nuclear materials. In conclusion, we
feel that Alternative 4, as defined in the environmental
statement, should be implemented fully.

Clarification is needed on page S-11, paragraph 1, as it is
not clear that Alternative 4 is being compared only to
Alternative 3, with regard to safeguards. The statement might
be amended to read ". . . decreases the potential safeguards
threat by comparison with Alternative 3." Alternatively, the
statement might read ". . . makes optimum use of natural
energy sources, but increases the potential safeguards threat
by comparison with, all alternatives except Alternative 3."

It is stated on page S-8 (second paragraph from bottom) that
for Alternative 3 the "safeguards threat - - is comparable to
the base case" (or Alternative 1). This appears to be in
error, because it had been concluded earlier that the safe-
guards threat arises mainly at three stages; namely, shipment
of Pu to mixed oxide fabrication plants, operation of these
plants, and shipment of mixed oxide fuel to LWR's. In
Alternative 1, none of these stages exist, while in Alternative
3 all of them exist. The statement in question is incompre-
hensible because Alternative 1 (the base case) envisions
"storing the plutonium for future use," but this use would
presumably be at a time when better safeguards had been
developed; hence risk would not be comparable to immediate
use of the recycled plutonium, as evidently' envisioned under
Alternative 3.
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Implementation of Plutonium Recycle in 1,WR's

The feasibility of designing fuel assemblies that are
interchangeable is mentioned on page S-19. The need to use
different control rods for mixed oxides and uranium fuels
is also explained, but a statement to the effect that it
would be impossible to operate the reactor with the wrong
control rod is warranted.

The discussion on page S-20 about interchanging fuel
assemblies in a Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurized
Water Reactor (PWR) does not address itself to the safe opera-
tion of an LWR. The statement should discuss interchanging
fuel elements and control rods in an LWR more thoroughly.

Unavoidable Adverse Effects

From a metallurgical point of view, the summary discussion
in Volume 1 on interchanging fuel elements should address
itself to the problem of swelling and rupturing of cladding
material. Volume 4 contains a statement on page VI-3 that,
based on experience with UO2 fuel rods, some clad defects will
occur and small amounts of gaseous fission products will
escape into the primary coolant and ultimately into the
atmosphere. We hesitate to predict the degree of swelling in
the mixed oxide fuel elements from the results of these
experiments because of the greater neutron capture cross
section of plutonium.

We would also like to bring the following more minor items
to your attention:

1) The frequent use of the word "should" when predicting
adverse environmental effects connotes doubt that the effects
are fully understood. Three examples are given on page VI-5.
The statement would be more acceptable if sentences such as
the following could be worded more positively: "There would
be some ground deposition of particulate plutonium compounds
but this should not result in detectable changes in the
terrestrial ecosystem".

2) Page S-2, paragraph 4, line 4 should possibly read
"except as follows."

3) Page S-10, paragraph 3, line 4, 1955 should be 1995.

4) Page S-10, paragraph 4, 3 lines from bottom should be
241 Pu.

5) Page S-20, paragraph 2, line 1, TWR should be LWR.

6) Page S-6: The list of areas of greatest difference should
have a fourth item, as on page S-42, "Storage at the reactor
sites. " The same comment applies to page S-57 and to page.
VI-9.

7) Table S-10, page S-43: A decrease in strategic SNM in
commercial LWR Recycle-in form of fissile Pu is shown from
1978 to 1979; the accuracy of the figures for 1978 and 1979
should be checked.

8) Table IV E-6; page IV E-13: Units of kilograms appears
to be in error.

9) Table IV H-1, page IV H-3: The time period covered should
be given. An error on the table is that high-level waste from
fuel reprocessing is given as 2,710,000,000 curies without Pu
recycle and 2,760,000,000 curies with recycle, but the differ-
ence is given as a decrease of 50 million curies.

10) Page IV 1-8, paragraph b, lines 1-2: "decrease in the
personnel" should apparently be "increase in the personnel."

11) Page V-46, line 13: "Uniformed" should be uninformed."

We hope these comments will be helpful to you in the

preparation of the final statement.

Sincerely yours,

DOPuty P:to Secretery of the Interior

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for

Fuels and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
Atomic Energy Cormnission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Regulation
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By U. S. Dept Of The Interior

1. Comment:

"The section on the radiobiologic characteristics of plutonium in the Summary
(p. S-17, 18) states, for example, that there are no reported cases of lung,
lymphnode, liver or bone morbidity attributable to internal deposition of
plutonium, but it does not mention that there is much evidence that inhaled
plutonium will cause cancers and death of animals at relatively small doses.
In our view, this section is very misleading and should be rewritten on more
realistic terms in the final statement."

Response:

The perspective of this comment is in disagreement with the actual text. In both
the draft and final GESMO summaries, the text presents factual data. In studies
of the limited number of humans exposed to plutonium there are no reported cases
of lung, lymphnode, liver, or bone morbidity attributable to internal deposition
of plutonium. The induction of cancers in animals by inhaled plutonium is dis-
cussed in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix C. For detailed background
and experience with Pu and MOX fuels, refer to CHAPTER II.

The summary contains only a small fraction of the information contained in the
remaining volumes of GESMO. No intention of misleading the reader was intended in
developing the summary of the draft GESMO or the final GESMO.

2. Comment:

"With regard to radioactive solid waste disposal, the two major protective
measures used are stated to be isolation and containment, and prime factors
in isolation are stated to be distance, ion exchange capacity of the soil,
and lack of water (p. IV 11-6). In spite of AEC's frequent reference to ion
exchange capacity of soil, we have found no quantitative data to indicate
that such properties of soils beneath or around ground waste disposal sites
have been measured. If ion exchange capacity of soil is relied upon for
containment, then experiments should be conducted to determine these properties
for specific soils or their constituents and relative to the specific ions
that must be contained. Conditions under which the ions might be released
should be defined."

Response:

Most commercial waste burial operations are State controlled and licensed. The con-
ditions of such licenses are beyond the scope of GESMO. However, as a point of
information, the Beatty, Nevada site which was originally licensed by the AEC, was
carefully investigated. Cation exchange values ranged from 3.6 to 31.6 milli-
equivalents per 100 grams. Similarily, one section of the West Valley, N.Y. site
of the Nuclear Fuel Service Plant was originally licensed by the AEC to be used in
support of plant operations. The extensive soil properties investigation for this
site is documented in the NFS Safety Analysis Report, prepared as part of the
license application. NRC is presently evaluating criteria for new and existing
sites and providing a reference.

3. Comment:

"Higher heat would evidently be generated by high-level wastes from recycle
plutonium reprocessing, requiring 30 years for a canister of waste to decay
to 5 kilowatts as opposed to 6 years for waste from reprocessing enriched
uranium oxide fuels (p. IV H-12). Therefore, additional information on
safety of cooling systems in the RSSF appears to be needed, including any
requirement for wider spacing of canisters to compensate for the 5-fold
increase in heat output. A safety margin of 10 hours before the basin water
would begin to boil in the event of cooling-system failure has been given
previously. The 5-fold increase in heat output of plutonium-recycle waste
canister would appear to reduce the margin of safety unless canister spacing
were increased."

Response:

Regardless of the source of high level wastes (HLW) from reprocessing spent
reactor fuels, the solidified high level wastes sealed in canisters will be designed
to meet the same requirements imposed by the disposal facilities. The HLW leaving
the reprocessing plants will be collected from many campaigns of different dis-
charges of irradiated fuels. Some of the spent fuel will have been first, second
and third cycle MOX fuel and some from new reactors 1st, 2nd, and 3rd cycle UO2 fuel
with low burn up. GESMO assessments are generally based on an 11% MOX and
89% U02 fuel mix going through reprocessing. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section E,
paragraphs 1.2.1.3 and 1.2.2 for a detailed discussion of the fision product,
transuranium element content, and the heat content of HLW.

4. Comment:

"It is stated that 'the technology and facilities established for management
and disposal of radioactive waste from the LWR nuclear power industry without
plutonium recylce will be directly applicable to the management of radio-
active waste generated by LWR's with plutonium recycle' (p. IV H-21). However,
a possible exception to this appears to be the 50-fold increase in helium
accumulation in 10-year-old waste from plutonium recycle. Possible problems
of excessive internal stresses in waste solidified as borosilicate glass were
noted. The discussion of such stresses (p. IV H-20) suggests the possibility
that the stresses might increase with time, as helium accumulates. However,
no mention has been made of whether this might affect canister integrity or
of anticipated effects after 100 years, 1,000 years, or 100,000 years. A
discussion of the probable method and consequences of canister failures would
be helpful, including an evaluation of whether rupture as a result of internal
pressures is a credible event."

Response:

The potential generation of helium in solidified wastes is one of a number of con-
siderations that will have to be accommodated bya detailed design of waste storage
confinement. For detailed information on this subject, see the report BNWL-2051,
'Radiation effects in Solidified High-Level Wastes - Part 2 - Helium Behavior' by
R. P. Turcotte.
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7 Comment Cont'd
5. Conmsent:

Implementation of Plutonium Recycle in LWR's

"The feasibility of designing fuel assemblies that are interchangeable is
mentioned on page S-19. The need to use different control rods for mixed
oxides and uranium fuels is also explained, but a statement to the effect
that it would be impossible to operate the reactor with the wrong control
rod is warranted.

"The discussion on page S-20 about interchanging fuel assemblies in a Boiling
Water Reactor (BWR) and Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) does not address
itself to the safe operation of an LWR. The statement should discuss inter-
changing fuel elements and control rods in an LWR more thoroughly."

Response:

The discussions on pages S-19 and S-20 of the draft GESMO mention the use of fuel
rod location schemes, not the use of different control rods (the same control rods
would be used for UO or mixed fuel). A more detailed discussion of core physics
and LWR safety and p~rformance is given in CHAPTER IV, Section C-3.0.

Response:

This comment is valid and is being implemented. The sentence wording has been revised
in final GESMO, CHAPTER VI, paragraph 2.2, indicating that adverse environmental
effects are not expected to result in detectable changes.

Similar changes have been made in other places as appropriate.

8. Comment:

"Page S-6: The list of areas of greatest difference should have a fourth item,
as on page S-42, 'Storage at the reactor sites.' The same comment applies to
page S-57 and to page VI-9."

Response:

The difference in the requirements for safeguarding new and spent fuel at reactor sites
and in spent fuel storage-only facilities are being assessed in the safeguards supple-
ment to GESMO.

For the discussion on spent fuel storage, refer to CHAPTER IV, Section K, Extended
Spent Fuel Storage.6. Comment:

Unavoidable Adverse Effects

"From a metallurgical point of view, the summary discussion in Volume 1 on
interchanging fuel elements should address itself to the problem of swelling
and rupturing of cladding material. Volume 4 contains a statement on page
VI-3 that, based on experience with UO fuel rods, some clad defects will
occur and small amounts of gaseous fisiion products will escape into the
primary coolant and ultimately into the atmosphere. We hesitate to predict
the degree of swelling in the mixed oxide fuel elements from the results of
these experiments because of the greater neutron capture crosssection of
plutonium."

Response:

A full discussion on experience to date with mixed oxide fuels in research reactors
and power reactors is included in CHAPTER II, Background and Experience with
Plutonium. The characteristics of MOX fuels are discussed in CHAPTER IV, Section
C-3.0.

9. Comment:

"Table IV E-6; page IV E-13: Units of kilograms appears to be in error."

Response:

Table IV E-6 of draft GESMO contained several arithmetic errors. This table has been
replaced by Table IV E-7, in this final GESMO, which shows the amounts of transuranium
isotopes in the spent LWR fuels. In estimating the amounts- of transuranium
elements in the waste, the plutonium isotopes are reduced by a factor of 5 x 10 and
multiplied by the number of tonnes of fuel reprocessed. See CHAPTER IV, Section E.

7. Comment:

"The frequent use of the word 'should' when predicting adverse environmental
effects connotes doubt that the effects are fully understood. Three examples
are given on page VI-5. The statement would be more acceptable if sentences
such as the following could be worded more positively" 'There would be some
ground deposition of particulate plutonium compounds but this should not
result in detectable changes in the terrestrial ecosystem."

10. Comment:

"Table IV H-1, page IV H-3: The time period covered should be given. An error
on the table is that high-level waste from fuel reprocessing is given as
2,710,000,000 curies without Pu recycle and 2,760,000,000 curies with recycle,
but the difference is given as a decrease of 50 million curies."

Response:

In final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section H has been revised indicating that the high level
wastes and plutonium and transuranic wastes are to be disposed of in a Federal
repository. The data presented in final GESMO is based on the types and quantities
of wastes generated for the period 1975 through 2000. See CHAPTER IV, Section H-2.0.
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Comment Letter No. 56

PROPOSED RULE__ _ t (3 oi&
a DOCKETED

USAEC

X, A~ OEC6 t974-2

STATE OF' MSSISSIOPI D,. , ETW JI

WILLIAM L.W*LLER W. M.H 4t
GO-5r5OR C0000' -Of 01 EO(55.-ST1 10GRA

STATE CLEARINGHOUSE FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS

TO: Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director State Clearinghouse Number
for Fuels and Materials 74082601

Directorate of Licensing - Regulation
United States Atomic Energy Commission Date: December 2, 1974
Washington, D. C. 20545

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel (Recycle Plutonium
in Light Water - Cooled Reactors)

~ 3

(x 1. The State Clearinghouse has received no I n of intent to apply for Federal assistance as described
above.

-- ) 2. The State Clearinghouse has reviewed the application(s) for Federal assistance described above.

( -) 3. After proper notification, no State agency has expressed an interest in conferring with the applicant(s)
or commenting on the proposed project.

( -) 4. The proposed project is: ( ) consistent ( ) inconsistent with an applicable State plan for Mississippi.

(x) 5. Although there is no applicable State plan for Mississippi, the proposed project appears to be:( x )con-
sistent ( ) inconsistent with present State goals and policies.

COMMENTS: The letter review of the Division of Radiological Health, forwarded to you
under separate cover, will represent the cosmsents of the State of Mississippi. No other
State agency wishes to cosmment.

This notie constitutes FINAL STATE CLEARINGHOUSE REVIEW AND COMMENT. The
requirements of U.S. Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-95 have been met at
the State level.

Edward A. May, Jr.Clearinghouse Di.rect

SUITE 1e0. WarowNs OLDG. . 50 0 GEORG STREE C C4CKSON 39201 .(60e) 351-7570r I"/'• 4

0-00.1
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Comment Letter No. 57

A'kL..•: > A2. ....... . .. ~
CE 16

3North Carolina Departmentof Administration

OFFICE OF
INTERGOVERNMENTAL

RELATIONS

EDWIN DECKARD
DIRECTOR

JAMES E. HOLSHOUSER. JR., GOVERNOR * BRUCE A. LENTZ, SECRETARY

Mr. S. H. Smiley, Deputy Director
For Fuels and Materials

Directorate of Licensing

U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
Wasirington, D. C. 20545

November 25, 1974 • : "-•-i"

S " r! .. ; :

Dear Mr. Smiley:

Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide

Fuel - GESMO - (Recycle Plutonium in Light
Water-Cooled Reactors) Volumes I through IV

The above referenced environmental statement (four volumes) was
reviewed by staff of The Department of Natural and Economic Resources.
That office reported "no comment"; consequently, the State Clearing-
house has no substantive comment on the referenced environmental

statement.

Sincerely,

Darryl M. Bloom (Mrs)
Clearinghouse Supervisor

DM0

16 nEST JONES 5TREET RALEIGH 27653 19191 9292594 5-57.1
116 WEST JONES STREET RALEIGH 27603

(919) 829 : 2594 5-57.1





Comment Letter No. 58

J---•" 3 BOSTON EOISON COMPANY

NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By Boston Edison Co.

200 BOYLSTON STREET

BOSTON. MA5SACHUSETrS 02199

3, 1974

Honorable Melvin Price
Chairman
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
H-403 Capitol Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

a'

<NW

hr.' 'fl~

1. Comment:

"A postponement of the AEC decision on plutonium recycle could be more damaging
to commercial reactor operations than an adverse decision. With an adverse
decision, plans and alternatives for the handling of spent fuel and develop-
ment of more ore reserves and enrichment capacity can be pursued with clear
direction. The reprocessing industry can be allowed to falter or proceed as
a necessary step to ultimate disposal with definite guidance. However, a
delay leaves the industry in limbo. Needed commitments will not be made and
fuel may accumulate without adequate storage or treatment facilities. Cur-
rent projects foretell of a storage squeeze without delays in development of
the post reactor phase of the industry. The delays could be crushing. I
think the interests of the industry require that a decision be made in a
timely manner. Even an overly conservative decision is preferable to no
decision at all at this time."

Response:

The Commission has recognized the importance of a timely decision on Pu recycle
and has taken steps to come to a decision on a timely basis. This final GESMO on
the health, safety, and environmental issues of Pu recycle has been bifurcated
from the safeguards issues and hearing will be held during the time that the
safeguards, final cost-benefits, and final rules on recycle Pu are being prepared.
A full review of the impacts on econumics and the environment over a period of
the years has been included in final GESMO. See CHAPTER VIII for the environemntal
impacts for various alternates to prompt reprocessing of spent fuels and
plutonium recycle. Also refer to CHAPTER XI for the sensitivity analysis of the
economic impacts caused by the delays in Pu recycle.

Dear Hr. Chairman:

I am writing to you with respect to the continuing delay in decision by the AEC CQ,__I,
with respect to plutonium recycle in fuel for the commercial light water reactors
operating in the United States today. I am particularly concerned and motivated
at this time because of the letter to AEC Chairman Dixy Lee Ray from Senators
Mondale and Hart which urged AEC to postpone its plutonium recycle decision for
"a few years."

A postponement of the AEC decision on plutonium recycle could be more damaging
to commercial reactor operations than an adverse decision. With an adverse
decision, plans and alternatives for the handling of spent fuel and development
of more ore reserves and enrichment capacity can be pursued with clear direction.
The reprocessing industry can be allowed to falter or proceed as a necessary step
to ultimate disposal with definite guidance. However, a delay leaves the industry
in limbo. Needed commitments will not be made and fuel may accumulate without
adequate storage or treatment facilities. Current projects foretell of a storage
squeeze without delays in development of the post reactor phase of the industry.
The delays could be crushing. I think the interests of the industry require that
a decision be made in a timely manner. Even an overly conservative decision is
preferable to no decision at all at this time.

I urge that the Joint Committee and the AEC reach a decision on this question at
the earliest possible moment.

tr ours

,/

Y7)cc: Hon. Dixy Lee Ray
Hon. John 0. Pastore
Mr. H. J. Larson
Mr. L. M. Muntzing
Mr. W. A. Anders
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Comment Letter No. 59

*
Earl M. Starnes

STATE' OF FLOR1IDA G

Departmrut of Abmihistrutiiu
Division of State Planning

660 Apalachee Parkway - IBM Building

TALLAHASSEE
32304

(904) 488-2371

Reubino OD1. Askew~

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Page 2
December 6, 1974

We request that you forward us ten (10) copies of the final
environmental impact statement prepared on this project.

Sincerel ,

E . E .M11 ney Chie f~ m n e a i n
Bureau of Intergover mental Relations

EM/tm

December.6" 1974,

Mr. S. H. Smiley
Deputy Director for Fuels

and Materials
Directorate of Licensing
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission-\,,
Washington, D. C. 20545

cc: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Jay Landers
o. J. Keller
Harmon Shields
James Redman
H. E. Wallace
Marvin YaroshDear Mr. Smiley:

Functioning as the state planning and development
clearinghouse contemplated in U. S. Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-95, we have reviewed the following draft
environmental impact statement:

Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel in
SAI: 75-0242E

During our review, we referred the draft environmental
impact statement to the following agencies which we identified
as interested: Board of Trustees of the Internal Improvement
Trust Fund, Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,
Department of Natural Resources, Department of Pollution Control,
Florida Energy Committee and Game and Fresh Water Fish Com-
mission. Agencies were requested to review the statement and
comment on possible effects that actions contemplated could
have on matters of their concern. Letters of comment on the
statement are enclosed from the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Service, Department of Natural Resources,
Department of Pollution Control and Game and Fresh Water Fish
Commission.

In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality
guidelines concerning statements on proposed federal actions
affecting the environment as required by the National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969, and U. S. Office of Management and
Budget Circular A-95, this letter with attachments, should be
appended to the final environmental impact statement on this
project. Comments regarding this statement and project con-
tained herein or attached hereto should be addressed in the
final statement.
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STATE OF FLORIDA o~
DEPARI ,11-NT OF HEALTH AND REHABILIT,.--VE SERVICES -

Prior Notification and Review System
0. E, KEER .

Secretary Date: October 22, 1974

MEMORANDUM

REF. NO: DHRS SPDC (SAI) 75-0242

TITLE Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel

APPLICANT U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

TO: Kenneth Ireland, Secretary
Department of Administration

E. E. Maroney
Attn: Jaz•s Spjcuer, Chief

E. J. KE&qau of Intergovernmental Relations

FROM: L:matLS>Roberts Secretary
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

By: Division of Planning and Evaluation

SUBJ: NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO APPLY FOR FEDERAL FUNDS

The project identified above has been reviewed in accordance with O.M.8.
Circular A-95. Action recommended:

S The project is consistent with the goals and objectives of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services. Favorable

action is recommended.

J Substantive comments have been received and are summarized
in the attached.

Conference with applicant is requested.

[i The project is not consistent with the goals and objectives of the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services. Approval is
not recommended for reasons described in the attached.

Attachment (s)

Title: Generic Environentca! SLaLtaeoeL blixcd oxide :tL,

Reviewer's Cotiuiicnts:

Subject docueent (in four volumes) has been scanned in a cursory mawner, due to

the unrealistic time established for return of comment. This document is highly

technical in nature and any effective review would require not less than one man-

month of effort. Decisions proposed are of such importance to Florida that review

in such a manner is at best careless, and, at worst, almost criminal in nature. The

document should be reviewed by those with responsibility under Chapter 403 Florida

Statutes, the Power Plant Siting Law.

In basic terms the document discusses the impact of utilizing the plutonium 239

produced in light water power reactors as a source of fissile material for new fuel,

replacing in part rhe uranium 235 vurrently in use. Florida swill have four operating

nuclear posered electric generating plonts in operation by the end of 1975.

Immediate results having an impact directly on Flouida will include:

A. Increase in thyroid dose source tern of 10-14 percent due to increased production

of iodine 131 in rho sulripie oxide fuel. This will affect:

1. Siting of new power plants

2. Required exclusion and loss population Zones

3. Results of accidents assd required emergency planning

B. Increased shipments of spent fuel (a 24 percent increase) and of high level waste.

C. Increased exposure to radiation during shipment. Dose to drivers, for example,

for a typical trip to a fuel reprocessing plant would increase from 0.3 msret to

56.0 toem. Dose to population during shipment would also be increased.

R-commgndaeion

5-59.2



D. Requirement for t icy measures for ncl fuel nI a as spent fuel due to

the presence of plutonium isotopes.

From a radiological health and safety viewpoint, the proposal would result in

increased radiation dose at the fuel shipuent and utilization end of the cycle

(i.e., in Florida) with any population exposure reduction iaking place at the mining

and milling or uranium enrichment end of the cycle.

It is this reviewer's opinion that careful study should be given the proposal before

Florida offers any positive cocsnsnt.

E

Earl M. Starnes

STATE OF FLQERIDA

Departmert of Abmniuiration
Division of State Planning

660 Apalachee Parkway - IBM Building

TALLAHLASSEE
32304

Reubln O0D. Askew
1-1-m•O

(904) 488-2371

D

L. K. Ireland. Jr.

ATE:OF 3 R1974 tlO

' T: SEPt. 3 1974Mr. Harmon Shields, Ex. Dir.
TO: Department of Natural Resources

Larson Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 DUE DATE: OCT 4 1974

III c16

FROM: Bureau of Intergovernmental Relations

SUBJECT: SAI: 75-0242

Please review and comment to us on the above draft environmental impact
statement, copy attached. In reviewing the statement, you should consider possible
effects that actions contemplated could have on matters of concern to your agency.

If you feel that a conference is needed for discussion of the project
or resolution of conflicts, or if you have questions concerning the statement,
please call Mr. Estus Whitfield at (904) 488-2401. Please check the appropriate
box below, attach any comments on your agency's stationery and return to IGR or
telephone "no adverse comments" by the above due date.

On that date, we intend to consider all review comments received and
develop a state position on the project. In both telephone and written corre-
spondence please refer to the above SAI number.

Sincerel

Chief
Bureau of Intergovernmental Relations

Enclosure cc: Mr. William Beckham

TO: Bureau of Intergovernmental Relations

FROM: Dlenar--r~nnt- nf Mat-rral meanurcesg,

SUBJECT: DEIS Review and Comments

El No Comments

m Comments Attached
Reviewing A ency: De tr t oNatural Resources

Signature(• .n /. D. Date: October 18, 1974

TITLE: Administrative Assistant

i
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State o F -Ida

'• DEWARTPI\EHT OF NATUVJAL RESOURCES Mr. Jim Smith
Page Two
September 26, 197h

I1MTE FIC E LE_- QRANDU;M

TO: Jim Smith

September 26, 1974

FROM: Donald S. Kell

SUBJECT: SAI No.. 75-0242E, Generic Environmental Statement, Mixed Oxide
Fuels.

The conclusion of the AEC Environmental Statement is that the total impact
from the nuclear fuel cycle (nining, milling, producti4'n, and use of the
fuel materials) would be reduced if mixed oxide (FOX) fuel was used.

The information presented in the impressive, 4 volume statement is based
upon actual operations or upon extrapolation from establisihed developmental
data or pilot operations, both entirely acceptable practices upon which
the R and D technology of this century has been erected.

The safety record of electrical prcduction by means of licht .,ater reactors
(LWR's) has boon laudable. Plutoaium, moreover, is the mrost extcesively
studied of all elements with respect to behavior and propcrties.

Both the fission product inventory, and the consequences from any given
accident would ha esseltially identical for either urasnetm oXido or IOX
fuel cycles. The genetic risk from radiation dosare, aliready quite Iow,
would be somewhat diminished by the use of the i.;OX fuel cycle.

An analysis of five additional alternatives to the use of f1OX fuel indi-
cates that the cost-benefit ratio would be highest w.-hen spent fuels were
promptly. reprocessed, with recycling of both uranium and plutonium in
LWR's.

The storage of spent fuels would constitute an inane waste of plutonium
as an appreciable but otherwise generally useless energy source. Not only
would the recycling and reuse of plutonium (formed in the fuel during
all normal operations) constitute increased efficiency of reactor
operation, but uranium ore production and enrichment requirements could
be reduced (toCether with concomi tant negative impacts on land, water,
and air resources) by some 10% by 1990, the equivalent saving of some
130,000 tons of U303, 10 billion barrels of oil, or 2 billion tons of
coal. The recycling and use of plutonium in a MOX cycle would reduce
the potential dangers of shipping and storing spent fuels as "radioactive
wastes".

The fact that, as of 1972, only 1% of all energy consumed within the U. S.
was produced from nuclear reactors (petroleum 46%, gas 32%', coal 17%,,

hydro h%, nuclear 1%=100%) is regrettable. The increased production of
electricity by nuclear reactors has been too long delayed by the
ulterior machinations of a highly vocal lobby of detractors.

When late developments in petroleum distribution and price are contrasted
with the stable production and declining price of nuclear fuels; when
the world's limited fossil fuel reserves are matched against the rate of
their consumptive use (especially when they constitute a limited and
basic raw material in the chemical industry); when the nation's goal of
energy self-sufficiency is considered; when the cleanliness of operation
of the nuclear rower plant is contrasted with the typically dirty opera-
tion of the fossil fuel plant (especially now that emission standards
have been relaxed with corresponding further degradation of regional air
quality); when it is realized that neither fast breeder or fusion reactors
will be in significant use by the centuries' end; and that tidal, geo-
thermal, wind, and solar power productions are variously limited; the
Division of Interior Resources staff highly supports the concept of the
MOX cycle in LWE's.

The Staff furthermore, will be interested in reviewing the proposed
.regulations on the use of MOX fuels in LWR's when these are released.
These regulations would apparently limit the amount of MOX fuels that
could be used in LWR's without the preparation of an additional impact
statement.

DSK:Jip
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. . .... .I'LTER P. 6^11 -1

STATE OF FLORI

DEPARTMENT OF POLLUTION CONTROL
2562 EXECUTIVE CENTER CIRCLE, EAST

MONTGOMERY BUILDING, TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32301

ErM.Strlarns

STATE OF FLORIDA

Be~tmn of AbinhIfL,,.altt'flln
Division of State Planning 1 .

60 No. 5bhe 00. ABk•• w

660 ApaIachee Parkway - IBM Building

October 3, 1974 W, 0. F R=OE5 CK. JR,
TrALLAH.ASSEE

32304

(904) 488-2371

~:'' RE: SAI: 75-0242E
Generic Environmental
Statement Kixed Oxide
Fuel (Recycle Plutonium
In Light Water - Cooled
Reactors) Vols, I,II,III
& IV U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission

TO: Mr. H. E. Wallace, Assistant Dir.
Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission
Bryant Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

L. K. Ireland. Jr.

DATE: SEPI 3 1974

DUE DATE: OCT 4 !974

Mr. E. E. Maroney
Bureau of Intergovernmental

Relations
Department of Administration
Division of State Planning
660 Apalachee Parkway
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Dear Mr. Maroney:

The Department of Pollution Control has received the
above referenced "Generic Environmental Statement".
The Department has no comments at this time as this
statement has been referred to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services for their through
review and comments.

Sincerely,

Hamilton S. Oven, Jr., P.E.

FROM: Bureau of Intergovernmental Relations

SUBJECT: SAI: 7 0 2 4 2

Please review and comment to us on the above draft environmental impact
statement, copy attached. In reviewing the statement, you should consider possible
effects that actions contemplated could have on matters of concern to your agency.

If you feel that a conference is needed for discussion of the project
or resolution of conflicts, or if you have questions concerning the statement,
please call Mr. Estus Whnitfield at (904) 488-2401. Please check the appropriate
box below, attach any comments on your agency's stationery and return to IGR or
telephone "no adverse comments" by the above due date.

On that date, we intend to consider all review comments received and
develop a state position on the project. In both telephone and written corre-
spondence please refer to the above SAI number.

Chief
Bureau of Intergovernmentd'Reldtions

Enclosure Cc: Lt. Col. Robert Brantly
***********************~********* **** **************s******* ***********************

TO: Bureau of Intergovernmental Relations

FROM: Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission

SUBJECT: DEIS Review and Comments

E No Comments

HSOJr/lbm

R gReviewing Agenqy :
Comments Attached

7/,
Signature:- r' - Date: 11/21/74

TITLE: Section Leader, Environmental Protection Section

John R. Middlenmas Mark D. Hai114 Ali-. C. Womnw-ight
... .-. -OAID MAO OCR

Y. E. Ha.l

BOARD ME-8ER
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Cormments On-Health, Safety & Environment

By C. E. Maroney -State Of Florida

1 . Comsnent:

'Immediate results having an impact directly on Florida will include:

A. Increase in thyroid dose source tens of 10-14 percent due to increased
production of iodine 131 in the multiple oxide fuel. This will affect:

1. Siting of new power plants

2. Required exclusion and low populatios zones

3. Results of accidents and required emergency planning"

Response:

These statements are contrary to the GESMO conclusions and Tables IV C-13 and
Tables IV C-35 and -36 of CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraphs 5.3.1 and 5.4. The use
of recycle plutonium in MOX fuels in LWR's does not significantly affect the
computed doses from postulated accidents. The major differences in fission product
yield for MDX fuel is a 5% increase in yield of 1311. The conclusion of final
GESMO is that the accident analyses source terms for Pu recycle reactors, typified
by the SOR model, do not represent any significant increases over those used for
U0 2 fueled reactors.

3 Comment Cont'd
Response:

Costs, benefits, and population exposure commritments for this generic statement
were computed without assignment to a specific region or locale.

Local radiation impacts are considered in terms of maximum individual theoretical
exposure for a neighboring inhabitant at each model facility and along trans-
portation routes, and are found to be within the limits prescribed by standards.
The majority of the person-rem from mining and milling accrues to populations
hundreds of miles downwind where radon undergoes radioactive decay. The popula-
tion exposure from tritium, 1

4
C, and 8

5
K which are released to the atmosphere

is computed as being distributed to the world population.

Estimates of dose to the general population due to transportation of materials for
the recycle option are slightly lower than the no recycle. The slight decrease
comes about because fuel reprocessing concentrates the wastes so that fewer total
shipments for the entire fuel cycle of radioactive materials are needed for recycle
than for no recycle. Reductions in population exposure for recycle of uranium and
plutonium are considered so small as to not be a factor on the decision.

2. Comment:

"1B. Increased shipments of spent fuel (a 24 percent increase) and of
high-level waste.

C. Increased exposure to radiation during shipment. Dose to drivers
for example, for a typical trip to a fuel reprocessing plant would
increase from 0.3 mrem to 56.0 mrem. Dose to population during
shipment would also be increased."

Response:

In final GESMO, it is estimated that the spent fuel shipments will increase about
20% due to plutonium recycle due to the higher heat loads. A lesser number of MDX
fuel assemblies would be shipped per cask because of this higher heat output per
assembly.

Radiation doses to transport vehicle drivers is expected to be about the same
regardless of the fuel cycle option utilized, no recycle, recycle of uranium only
or recycle of uranium and plutonium. For a more detailed discussion on trans-
portation of radioactive materials refer to CHAPTER IV, Section 6.

3. Comment:

"'Fromn a radiological health and safety viewpoint, the proposal would result
in increased rediation dose at the fuel shipment and utilization end of the
cycle (i.e., in Florida) with any population exposure taking place at the
mining end milling or uranium end of the cycle."
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Comment Letter No. 60

EXECIJTtV" OFrICE o.- THE Ft-RSIUZ1-T
COUNCIL 0a1 riV!CCI"jri5!ITP.L QUALITY

722 JACKSS:: PLACE. N. W.

WASHItCGTO'J. D. C. 20CO0

January 20, 1975

PR-risc NO-firC(31Ff.~ajt
aE5AMO

-2-

Dear Mr. Anders:

The Council on Environmental Quality has reviewed
WASH-1327, the draft Generic Envirnrimental Statement

tbe Uso of Recycle Plutonium in - ixed O.ide

Fuels in Light Wat°ar Reactors (GES1IO).

Although, in general, this draft is well done and

reflects a high quality effort, the Council believes
that it is incomplete because it fails to present
a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the
environmental impacts of poten-ial. diversion of
special nuclear materials and of alternative safe-

gujards programs to protect the public from such a
threat. We understand that the Atomic Energy
CorMrissien (ABC) chose to give summary treatment
to the diversion and safeguards issues in CES:N0

with the intention of dealing with these matters

definitively in a separate future action. T.he

purpose of this letter is to recommend that the

Nuclear Regu.latory Commission ('NRC), as successor

to the AiC, adopt an alternative course of action.

The po.tcntial irmacts oF Ii'- d.iversion and illicit

use of special nuclear materials are we
1

l recognized.

This t:hreat is so grave that it could deteinr the
acceptability of plutonium recycle as a viable

component of this Nation's nuclear electr-ic aower

system. 1hus, we believe that the NRC, the Executive
Dranch, the Congress, and the American people should

have the benefit of a full discussion of the

co
0)

a. E

diversion and saeguarOds problem, its impacts, and
potential mitigating measures, before any final
decisions are ad'e on plutonium recycle.

The National Environmental Policy Act requires that,
in preparing an environmental impact statement, the
agency develop ana describe appropriate alternatives
where unresolved conflicts exist. Alternative safe-
guards programs for dealing with the threat of
diversion of special nuclear materials have not yet
been developed. As such, the information necessary
to wlae- sound and reasoned decisions on pluconium
recycle was not available for governmental and
public consideration in the draft GEM.0. Because
of this, the Council believes that the draft environ-
mental impact statement does not .eat the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act.

To bring the draft statement into conformance with
NEPA we recommend the following:

o The NRC should identify alternative

safeguard prograr.s which could protect
the public from the unauthorized use
of special nuclear materials.

" The impacts - environmental, economic,

social, lpega and institutional - of each
alternative safeguards program should be
fully analyzed.

o The NRC should p3csent these alternative

safegu-rd nroarece, including it- proposed,
preferred alterntire, in an addendum co
the draft envir:onmontal impact statement
(GESMO) Ahicih should be circulated for
review and comrennt according to CEQ guide-
lines and existing NRC procedures for draft
environmental impact statements.
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O After considering the ccr:rnts received
on both the initial draft cnvironmental
impact statement end the addendum, sue
NRC should procced -'itf prepara Lion of
the final. enviro-niental impact statement.

O Only after these steps have been carried

out should a final decision be made on
whether to permit the coe-rrercial recycling
of plutonium in light water reactors.

Because the NRC will be called uaon to mahe decisions
which are not directlv 'elateod to he 'raft environ-
mental impact statement in question, but which have
clear implications 'for alternative safeguards programs,
we are making the following additional recommendations:

o A decision on whether or not to per-Vit

construction of the mixed oxide fuel
fabrication plant at Arnderson, S.C.
should be deferred until safeguards
studies are cor.pletcd, an acceptable
safeg-aerds program approved, and, in
particular, the future role of integrated
fuel cycle facilities (IFCU-s) has uean
determined.

o During the period in which the saferuards

issue is being resolved, the Commission
should tote cere to avoid actions which
would forecIc

s
e future cotions, such as

IFCF's and newer macas or whith would
result in the unnecessary "grandfathering"
of certain nuclear facilities.

The Council is precpared to discuss these matters with
you in depth. If you, or mafaer of your staff, have
any question concerning our ccrr.ents or recornendations,
please do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely,

Russell W. Paterson
Chairman

Honorable William A. Anders
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20545
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Commeents On Health, Safety & Environment

By Russell E. Peterson
Executive Office Of The President
Council On Environmental Quality

1. Comment:

"To bring the draft statement into conformance with NEPA, we recommend the
following:

- The NRC should identify alternative safeguard programs which could
protect the public from the unauthorized use of special nuclear
materials.

- The impacts - environmental, economic, social, legal and institutional -
of each alternative safeguards program should be fully analyzed.

- The NRC should present these altcrnatives safeguard programs, includ-
ing its proposed, preferred alternative, in an addendum to the draft
environmental impact statement (GESMO) which should be circulated for
review and comment according to CEQ guidelines and existing NRC pro-
cedures for draft environmental impact statements."

Response:

The final GESMO will be published in 2 parts. The first will be an assessment of the
health, safety, and environmental aspects of widescale use of recycle Pu in MOX fuels
for LWR's.

The second part will be on the safeguards considerations of recycle Pu. A draft
supplement statement on safeguards alternatives and preferred requirements will be
issued for public comment. Then the final safeguards statement, with the recommended
preferred alternative cost-benefit analysis and responses to the public comments will
be published. The decision on the widescale use of recycle plutonium in the LWR
industry will not be made until hearings are held on all the issues above as well as
the necessary rule changes for the use MOX fuels in LWR's.

The final GESMO health, safety, and environmental assessments have changed from the
draft in that environment and economic impacts have been integrated over a 26-year
period from 1975 through 2000 and comparisons included for the three fuel cycle
options: no recycle, recycle of uranium only, and uranium and plutonium recycle.
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Comment Letter No. 61
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D'] tt.... WASHINGTON. D.C. 20461
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Mr. S. H. Smiley 
U4

Deputy Director for J/:V"-9 197
Fuels and Materials -

Directorate of Licensing p•.
Atomic Energy Commission -

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Smiley:

-2-

indicate that a key constraint in the growth of nuclear
power may well be the availability of nuclear fuel
resources and the facilities, such as fuel reprocessing
plants which are necessary to utilize these resources
effectively. It is also important to recognize that the
alternative to plutonium recycle is storage and eventual
disposal of large quantities of plutonium. This alterna-
tive has potential environmental and public health hazards
although these potential impacts would be much lower than
those associated with the proposed program.

However, we strongly believe that the plutonium recycle
program should only be instituted if it incorporates ade-
quate public health and environmental safeguards. In
consideration of such safeguards, we note that WASH-1327
(p. S-7) states "studies on some of these [safeguards].
aspects (Federal Security Force, threat analysis, person-
nel security clearances, strengthened physical protection
measures at fixed-sites, and in transportation, and improved
material accountability methods) are underway and other
studies (e.g., Integrated Fuel Cycle Facilities and "spiked"
plutonium) are being initiated."

The FEA shares the Commission's "high degree of confidence"
that through implementation of some combination of appro-
priate safeguards, commercial scale plutonium recycle in
LWR's can be carried out in an acceptable manner. We
believe such safeguards are within the reach of existing
technology, and the cost of implementing them will be
small relative to the gain which is achievable by use of
plutonium recycling.

It is suggested in WASH-1327 that the Commission anticipates
that the decisions on the necessary upgrading of safeguards
will be made about one year after the final GESMO statement
is issued. We recommend that the Commission accelerate the
schedule so that safeguards can be implemented at least cost
into the planning and construction of fuel recycle plants
and other industrial ventures with minimum backfitting.

The Federal Energy Administration has reviewed the Generic
Environmental Statement - Mixed Oxide Fuel, WASH-1327
(GESMO). Your assessment considered six alternatives for
the disposition of plutonium produced in light water reac-
tors (LWR's) including several alternatives involving dis-
posal of plutonium generated in light water reactors, and
one case involving "the recycle of uranium and plutonium
while providing for significantly.upgraded protection mea-
sures as might be judged to be consistent with AEC objectives."
Your analysis indicates that reusing plutonium generated in
commercial reactors will lead to a reduction of 9% in the
uranium required to meet energy needs by 1990, and a reduc-
tion of 11% in the enrichment capacity required to meet
energy needs by 1990.

The FEA strongly supports the program to recycle plutonium
in the Nation's commercial LWR's provided that sufficient
actions are taken by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
and the industry to assure that plutonium is adequately
safeguarded from accidental or intentional diversion or
release to the environment.

Studies performed by FEA regarding the development of energy
resources in this country concluded that a substantial part
of the Nation's energy needs must be met by nuclear power in
the coming decades, if we are to maintain our position in
the world as a leading industralized Nation. These studies
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health. Safety & Environment

By U.S. Federal Energy Administration

-3-

We suggest that the final GESMO statement be issued according
to plan. However, it should clearly indicate that a supple-
ment would follow which would discuss the safeguards programs
and their relationship to the expected impacts on the human
environment.

While we have not performed an analysis of the assumptions
and calculations used by the AEC in the GESMO statements, we
believe the potential benefit which can be accrued from
recycle of plutonium may be greater than estimated in your
report. The WASH-1327 estimate is based on a continuation
of the present type of LWR's currently being used in com-
mercial power stations. We are aware of federally sponsored
programs to increase the utilization of nuclear fuel in LWR's,
including the light-water breeder reactor development pre-
sently planned for the Shippingport Atomic Power Station
next year.. Although this program is focused on a reactor
which uses thorium, we believe that the technology being
developed is equally applicable to the uranium fuel cycle
now being used in commercially operated nuclear power plants.
This will result in even greater savings in-uranium from the
generation and recycle of plutonium.

When uranium becomes sufficiently scarce and prices suffi-
ciently high, as expected in the next decade or so, the PEA
believes that the market will call for the electric utility
industry and their suppliers to introduce into commercial
reactors the improvements necessary to achieve a greater
utilization of uranium fuel by increasing the rate of con-
version to plutonium. While the WASH-1327 analysis indicated
a reduction of uranium needs by 1990 of 11% resulting from
plutonium recycle, this reduction can and probably will be
much greater in later years as more attention is given to
higher conversion techniques. This conclusion lends support
to the need for promptly taking those steps needed to initiate
plutonium recycle in-the nuclear power industry.

The FEA appreciates the opportunity to comment on this generic
staLement and hopes that these comments will be helpful in the
development of plutonium recycle in commercial LWR's.

Si c~erely

Roger W. Sant
Assistant Administrator
Energy Conservation and Environment

1. Comment:

"It is also important to recognize that the alternative to plutonium recycle
is storage and eventual disposal of large quantities of plutonium. This
alternative has potential environmental and public health hazards although
these potential impacts would be much lower than those associated with the
proposed program."

Response:

The alternatives of storage of fuel and disposal of large quantities of plutonium
are evaluated in final GESMO. The impact of the no recycle or uranium only recycle
options are assessed in the final GESMO together with the uranium and plutonium
recycle option to determine differential impacts of the recylce options. Refer to
CHAPTER IV, Section K for more specific details on the impacts of extended spent
fuel storage and CHAPTER IV, Section H for the storage-disposal considerations for
spent fuel.

2. Comment:

"We suggest that the final GESMO statement be issued according to plan. How-
ever, it should clearly indicate that a supplement would follow which would
discuss the safeguards programs and their relationship to the expected impacts
on the human environment."

Response:

The NRC has concluded that a draft supplement on safeguards consideration be pre-
pared and issued for public comment. This portion of final GESMO assesses the
health, safety, and environmental issues of the three cycle options, no recycle,
the recycle of uranium only, and the recycle of uranium and plutonium.

3. Comment:

"While we have not performed an analysis of the assumptions and calculations
used by the AEC in the GESMO statements, we believe the potential benefit
which can be accrued from recycle of plutonium may be greater than estimated
in your report. The WASH-1327 estimate is based on a continuation of the
present type of LWR's currently being used in commercial power stations. We
are aware of federally sponsored programs to increase the utilization of
nuclear fuel in LWR's, including the light-water breeder development presently
planned for the Shippingport Atomic Power Station next year."
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3 Comment Cont'd

Response:

It is true that the benefits of plutonium recycle could be greater with the development
of other reactor technologies, however, the function of GESMO is to evaluate the
costs and benefits of plutonium recycle in LWR's, both the BWR's and PWR's, which
are expected to be the dominant source of nuclear power during the time frame
considered. Refer to CHAPTER VIII for alternative considerations for recycling of
uranium and plutonium in LWR's and CHAPTER XI for the cost-benefit sensitivity
analyses provided to illustrate the influence of changes in any of the basic
parameters.

4. Comment:

"While the WASH-1327 analysis indicated a reduction of uranium needs by
1990 of 11% resulting from plutonium recycle, this reduction can and
probably will be much greater in later years as more attention is given
to higher conversion techniques. This conclusion lends support to the
need for promptly taking those steps needed to initiate plutonium recycle
in the nuclear power industry."

Response:

In final GESMO assessment has been made, integrated over a 26-year period from
1975 through 2000. Differential impacts on the economics and environmental
issues have been indicated for the three fuel cycle options, no recycle, recycle
of uranium only, and uranium and plutonium recycle. The environmental impacts
are summarized in CHAPTER VIII and the economics are detailed in CHAPTER XI.
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Comment Letter No. 62

-. ~ -~aita Qq ~ 'o:~BOARD MEMBERS
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-" Willi.m M. Wilson, Visa-Chairman
"- .• .:I. DafulscayNanwman, Sasratary

;.' -•,'. 'i:• ' •-"•L..~r W. Counti, M. 0.AJ. Lorn Mason, Jr., M. D.

", ' OUTH CARUCIi:A DEPAR1TERl OF HEALTAND EwlROINEI "AL CO;TRT L
L KENNETH AYCOCK. M.D., M.P.H.. COMMISSIONER

J. MARION SIMS BUILDING - 2600 BULL STREET
COLUMBIA. SOUTH CAROLINA 29201

February 10, 1975

Secretary of the Coennssion
United States Nuclear Regulatory Coanission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Docketing and Service Section

Dear Sirs:

As indicated in our letter of January 16, 1975, in which the State
of South Carolina requested party status in the upcoming public
hearing on the generic envis'oroental impact statement on the use of
recycle plutonium, we are submitting comments regarding areas wherein
we deem it essential for the Comnission to address itself more
fully and provide adjudicatory proceedings wherein actual controversy
exists.

Having reviewed the document "WASH-1327" we find the following areas
have been given inadequate treatment and require further attention
before a decision to use recycle fuels is made:

1. As a result of our experience in the licensing proceedincs In-
volving the license applicant, Allied-General Nuclear Services, we
have reason to suspect that the Cosisssion's radionuclide effluent
source terms have been significantly uetderestimated. Reference to
the testimony given in transcript "Docket No. 50-332" will sub-
stantiate the Coumsision's omm revision of source terms after the
August, 197L, publication date of "WASH-1327".

In the same proceeding evidence has been intrcduced that indicates
that the Ccaniýion overlooked and did not evaluate the effect of the
radionuclide C . The revision of iodine and other source terms in-
dicate that the Commission needs to do the same with the "WASH-1327"
evaluation.

The issue involving Kr-85 removal is an open issue as indicated on
Page IV E-15 of "WASH-1327". A policy decision to use recycle fuels
will be incomplete until a cost-benefit analysis shows that Kr-

3
5

removal is or is not warranted. Information exists that indicates
to us that Kr-85 removal technology is available. It remains to be
proven whether or not removal is "practicable", and it is our
position that the burden of proof does not belong to those persons
advocating installation of the equipment.

Office of the Commission -2- February i0, 1975

'he treatment afforded the "hot particle" plutonium concept in
"WASH-1327" indicates that the issue is one of conflicting evidence.
The fact that a separate proceeding is being held to evaluate this
issue emphasizes that recycle fuels cannot be evaluated without
a determination of this issue. We feel that due process would
warrant inclusion of this issue in the public hearing.

2. The resolution of the high level waste problem presents two areas
of concern and inquiry. Realizing that waste treatment presents a
major adverse cost associated with the nuclear industry, we are not
persuaded that the arbitrary cost of $30 per cubic foot for waste
handling and care is adequate. The Commission should be more explicit
in this evaluation. The idea of having future generations bear the
total costs of perpetual maintenance of high level wastes is un-
acceptable. Present benefactors should equitably bear these costs.

The su•rmary treatment given to the idea of separating actinide wastes
from shorter half-life materials is inadequate. The potential exists
thit such separation would result in less adverse imnpact in the future.
The Comsission should treat this more completely.

3. An item of miscellaneous nature which is of concern is the summary
discussion given the potential for sabotaging spent fuel storage
areas. Our concern rests with respect to the potential for saboteurs
to penetrate the sheet metal enclosures of spent fuel storage areas
and to thereafter impair the integrity of spent fuel stored in the
pools. Contrary to the statement on Page V-Il of "WASH-1327" high
levels of violence would not be required to effect such action.

We have a concern also regar~ding the capability of effecting recovery
from a transportation accident. Heavy fuel casks and potentially
high radiation and contamination levels present foreseeab•. problems
which we have not seen addressed.

Is the analysis of core performance with recycle fuels, there was
no discussion of the ability to continue use of a recycle plutonium
element throughout the normal three year cycle period. We note that
distribution of plutonium elements is more restricted than uranium
elements. With this restriction, will it be necessary to remove the
fuel more frequently, thereby resulting in increased fabrication and
reprocessing costs?

Sane questions exist with respect to the ability to use recycle
uranium fuels. It is not understood whether there are restrictions
or adversities associated with recycled uranium. The Commission
should address these questions and present date from past experience
if available.
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4. Ultimately it would seem that the decision to recycle nuclear
fuels would be arrived at after a thorough evaluation of costs and
benefits. The step-by-step process that is currently being used
in evaluation seems to extract maximum benefits in the present with
the intent to pay the consequences at a later date. This process
should cease, and a thorough costs-benefits analysis perfocrmed.
Costs associated with Kr-55 removal equipment, high level waste
treatment, adverse health effects, and others should be balanced
against present reduced electrical rates benefits, etc. resulting
frcm the use of nuclear power. Societal benefits of advanced
technology, etc. should not be overlooked in the analysis, but we
should be candid and indicate our attribution of offsetting con-
sequences as the costs for such.

Indications are present throughout "WASH-1327" implying that the
impact review will be limited to items directly associated with
plutonium recycle. We would encourage the Coemission to interpret
these implications liberally. We think it illogical to segment
various facets of the nuclear fuels cycle, and permit only a review
of the segmented portion. The proposed hearing presents an oppor-
tunity to formulate an informed, intelligent policy to follow in
the future, and an opportunity to adjudicate areas of controversy.
Upon a final determination, the issues should became "res judicata"
as to further licensing proceedings wherein the same issues arise.

We note in concluding that many of the comments submitted are the
bases for items of contention in the Allied-General hearing currently
in process. Our experience in this hearing indicates that these
issues are not ones to be decided on an individual applicant basis.
'These issues vitally affect everyone, and public policy should
dictate the direction to be followed.

The Coamission smy be reluctant to discuss sacme of the issues pre-
sented; however, it should be realized that many are recurrent in
licensing proceedings. An adjudication on a nations-[ basis would
prevent this recurrence. In this respect the State is a party to
a present proceeding wherein these issues are being adjudicated.
TO preclude these issues or the State from an adjudication on a
national basis would be to only make it necessary to continue the
adjudication in the Allied-General hearing. We trust that the
Commission will see it in the interests of all concerned to decide
these issues on a one-time basis.

We continue to support the Commisslon's choice of public hearing format
with the reservation that questionable issues be adjudicated. We
look forward to continuing our relationship with the Comnission in its
effort tb resolve an issue vital to each of us.

Very truly yours,

Lama E.Priester, Jr., IV D.,
Deputy Commission for Environmental

Health and Safety

SB:HGS:bo

cc: Chairman William A. Anders
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commxission
Washington, D. C. 20545

The Honorable James Edwards
Governor of South Carolina
COlumbba, South Carolina 29211

The Honorable Strom Thurmond
United States Senator
1310 Lady Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

The Honorable Butler Derrick
United States Representative
House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

The Honorable Ernest F. Hollings
United States Senator
Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20013

The Honorable Mendel Davis
United States Representative
House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

The Honorable Floyd 0. Spence
United States Representative
House Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515
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The Honorable George Busbee
Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Atlanta, Georgia 30304

Dr. William D. Rowe
Office of Radiation Programs
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Waterside Mall - 401 M. Street, S.W.
Washington, D. C. 20460

Nrs. Ruth S. Thcmas
Presldent, Environmentalists, Inc.
1339 Sinkier Road
Colc•abia, South Carolina 29206

Mr. Ed Carter
WIS-T1V
1111 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Mr. Charles Wickenburg
Associated Editor, Columbia State Newspaper
Stadium Road
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Hr. Robert Hitt
Columbia Record
Stadium Road
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Mr. Robert L. Pendergraft
Assistant Attorney General
Envlrormental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
for the State of Texas

Austin, Texas 78711

Mr. William Willoughby
Chairman, S. C. Nuclear Advisory Council
S. C. Electric & Gas Company
P. 0. Box 764
Columbia, South Carolina

Mr. Townsend M. Balser, Jr.
Attorney at Law
1213 Lady Street
P. 0. Box 11600
Columbia, South Carolina 29211

FEC2' 8 75

n. r 1.1975

January 17, 1975

SES5MO

Secretary of the Camsission
United States Atomic Energy Cummission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Attention: Docketing sad Service Section

Dear Sir:

The December 10, 1974, publication in the 'Federal Register" regarding
the Public Hearing on the generic environmental i•pact statement on the
usf of recycled plutonium as fuel in light water cooled nuclear reactors
was not received by bur E4enoy and was only indirectly brouht to our
attention today. Our failure to receive notification was perhaps due to
aur not having commented upon the draft GEM4O. At the time of receipt of
the draft GESNO, our staff was and still continues to be involved in the
Allied-General Nuclear Services hearing while conductin4g a regulatory
program as an agreement state. Our limited staff is only now in the
process of conducting its review of the draft GESMO. Upon conclusion
of our review, it is still out intention to submit comments although
perhaps redundant to those submitted by other parties.

Pursuant to the Cammission's procedures for showing good csuse fcc failure
to omuply with the published notice, we would request that the State of
South Carolina be permitted to participate in the GESN-MO public hearing.
At this time the State does not have any fornmulated items of contention;
however, we would request that the State be permitted to enter evidence
and interrogate witnesses concerning those items of contention reviewed
during the hearing and affecting our State's interest.

It is our understanding that during the public hearing matters of procedure
and hearing format will be determined. The State of South Carolina readily
endorses the public hearLng4 format in an effort to expedite the proceedin
by formuaitlng precise issues; however, should disputed factual issues
present themselves, we would endorse an adjucatory proceeding to resolve
these disputed issues. Tis would dispel reservations and promote public
confidence in the nuclear industry.
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Secretary of the Commission
Page 2
JarosrY 17, 1975

As you are aware, the final decision regarding, recycle fuel has a
tremendous Implication for affecting the State of South Carolina. The
prospect of our State being the sitUs of reprocessing: and recycle fuels
fabrication for the Imnediate future is of P-eat concern for many of
our citizens. Due to this uniqueness and the proximity of major interested
parties to our State, se would highly recoamend holding the proposed
hearing in Coltabia, South Carolina. Cur capital city affords ample
accemmoations in addition to the proximity of interested parties and
affected inaustries. We can afford such accormodations as are required
for corducting the hearing. We would welcome the opportunity to discuss
these arrangements with you.

We feel that our State's interest is promoted by expediting the proposed
proceedings, and encourage every effort to do so. We look for.urd to continuing
our present friendly relationship with the Commission and its successor.

Very truly yours,

L. E. Priester, Jr., Ph. D.,
Deputy Cammissioner for Environmental

Health and Safety

SB:bo

cc: Mr. William Willoughby, Chairman
Nuclear Adviscry Council

Mr. Randolph R. Mahan
Assistant Attorney General
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environmental

By L. E. Priester - South Carolina Dept Of Health Envir. Control

1. Comment:

"As a result of our experience in the licensing procedure involving the license
applicant, Allied-General Nuclear Services, we have reason to suspect that the
Commission's radionuclide effluent source terms have been significantly under-
estimated. Reference to the testimony given in transcript 'Docket No. 50-322'
will substantiate the Commission's own revision of source terms after the
August, 1974 publication date of 'WASH-1327.'"

Response:

For the purpose of this assessment in final GESMO, the source terms have been revised
in accordance with the conservative upper-level release estimates presented by testi-
mony at the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant hearing, Docket No. 50-332. It is noted,
however, that the referenced testimony also stated that the release estimates, for
the purpose of evaluating radiological effects, were conservative and that the actual
releases of fission products and transuranic radionuclides were expected to be on the
order of 10 to 100 times lower.

Population dose commitments are dominated by the release of 3H, 14C, and 85Kr.
CHAPTER IV, Section E, Tables IV E-9 through E-13, show the effect of radionuclide
releases on dose commitment estimates. For the purpose of this assessment, the
revised conservative source term estimates give reasonable assurance that the actual
dose commitments to the population and to the maximally exposed individuals will be
less than the projected values.

3. Comment:

"The issue involving Kr-85 removal is an open issue as indicated on Page IV
E-15 of 'WASH-1327'. A policy decision to use recycle fuels will be incom-
plete until a cost-benefit analysis shows that Kr-85 removal is or is not
warranted. Information exists that indicates to us that Kr-85 removal
technology is available. It remains to be proven whether or not removal is
practicable, and it is our position that the burden of proof does not belong
to those persons advocating installation of the equipment."

Response:

The benefit of recovering a
5

Kr may be evaluated by comparing the maximum achievable
dose reduction with the dose from natural background radiation. For example, the
annualized cost of a system for recovering esKr is estimated to exceed $2 million.
For such an expenditure, the total body dose commitment would be reduced 0.005% to
the U.S. population, or 0.0013% to the world population.

Taking into account the state of technology, and the economics of adding facilities
for the recovery and disposal of 5

SKr, in relation to the negligible benefits to
the population from the'reduction of dose commitments already so small as to cause
negligible risks to health, it has been concluded that it is not practicable at
this time to require the addition of facilities for the recovery and disposal of
8
5

Kr.

2. Comment:

"In the same proceeding evidence has been introduced that indicates that the
Commission overlooked and did not evaluate the effect of the radionuclide C

1
4.

The revision of iodine and other source terms indicate that the Commission needs
to do the same with the 'WASH-1327' evaluation."

Response:

The presence of significant amounts of 14C in irradiated LWR fuel has not been con-
firmed. For the purpose of this assessment, however, we have evaluated the effect,
if any, related to the hypothesis that 14C is present in LWR fuel and that it is
released quantitatively during the dissolution of the fuel. Note that this hypothesis
has a significant impact on the population dose commitment estimates.

Iodine emissions from reprotessing plants used in final GESMO are consistent with
data prehented-at the Barnwell Nuclear Plant hearing. Refer to Tables IV E-9 through
E-13 in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section E.

4. Comment:

"The treatment afforded the 'hot particle plutonium concept in WASH-1327'
indicates that the issue is one of conflicting evidence. The fact that a
separate proceeding is being held to evaluate this issue emphasizes that
recycle fuels cannot be evaluated without a determination of this issue. We
feel that due process would warrant inclusion of this issue in the public
hearing."

Response:

The NRDC petition and the NRC denial of the hot particle plutonium concept is
covered in detail in final GESMO, CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D.

5. Comment:

"The resolution of the high-level waste problem presents two areas of concern
and inquiry. Realizing that waste treatment presents a major adverse cost
associated with the nuclear industry, we are not persuaded that the arbitrary
cost of $30 per cubic foot for waste handling and care is adequate. The Com-
mission should be more explicit in this evaluation. The idea of having
future generations bear the total costs of perpetual maintenance of high-
level wastes is unacceptable. Present benefactors should equitably bear
these costs.
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"The summary treatment given to the idea of separating actinide wastes from
shorter half-life materials is inadequate. The potential exists that such
separation would result in less adverse impact in the future. The Commission
should treat this more completely."

Response:

The NRC basically agrees that costs of waste disposal should be borne by the
originator of such wastes. The subject of full cost recovery is included in 10
CFR Part 50, Appendix F.

The concept of partitioning of actinides from the shorter half-life radionuclides
in high level wastes is not included in this generic statement and was the subject
of a conference held in Seattle, Washington on June 8-10, 1976. Proceedings of
this conference are reported in NR-CONF-00l. It is anticipated that this subject
will be covered in a separate study.

6. Comment:

"We have a concern also regarding the capability of effecting recovery from a
transportation accident. Heavy fuel casks and potentially high radiation and
contamination levels present foreseeable problems which we have not seen
addressed."

Response:

Appropriate sections in the discussion of regulatory standards and requirements
for recovery from an accidental release of radioactivity in the transportation
system have been included in CHAPTER IV, Section G, Appendix A.

8. Comment:

"Ultimately it would seem that the decision to recycle nuclear fuels would be
arrived at after a thorough evaluation of costs and benefits. The step-by-
step process that is currently being used in evaluation seems to extract
maximum benefits in the present with the intent to pay the consequences at a
later date. This process should cease, and a thorough cost-benefits analysis
performed. Costs associated with Kr-85 removal equipment, high-level waste
treatment, adverse health effects, and others should be balanced against
present reduced electrical rates benefits, etc. resulting from the use of
nuclear power. Societal benefits of advanced technology, etc. should not be
overlooked in the analysis, but we should be candid and indicate our attri-
bution of offsetting consequences as the costs for such."

Response:

The analyses in the final GESMO have been performed in a rigorous economic fashion
and includes the costs of all fuel cycle steps and has reduced these costs to
present day values. The draft GESMO had a flaw in its omission to discount, in a
similar fashion, the environmental costs; such an approach is not considered socially
responsive. The final analyses tend to understate the benefits as compared to the
costs. Refer to CHAPTER XI.

9. Comment:

"Indications are present throughout 'WASH-1327' implying that the impact review
will be limited to items directly associated with plutonium recycle. We would
encourage the Commission to interpret these implications liberally. We think
it illogical to segment various facets of the nuclear fuels cycle, and permit
only a review of the segmented portion. The proposed hearing presents an
opportunity to formulate an informed, intelligent policy to follow in the
future, and an opportunity to adjudicate areas of controversy. Upon a final
determination, the issues should become 'res judicata' as to further licensing
proceedings wherein the same issues arise.

"We note in concluding that many of the comments submitted are the bases for
items of contention in the Allied-General hearing currently in process. Our
experience in this hearing indicates that these issues are not ones to be
decided on an individual applicant basis. These issues vitally affect everyone,
and public policy should dictate the direction to be followed.

"The Commission may be reluctant to discuss some of the issues presented; how-
ever, it should be realized that many are recurrent in licensing proceedings.
An adjudication on a national basis would prevent this recurrence. In this
respect, the State is a party to a present proceeding wherein these issues are
being adjudicated. To preclude these issues or the State from an adjudication
on a national basis would be to only make it necessary to continue the adjudi-
cation in the Allied-General hearing. We trust that the Commission will see it
in the interest of all concerned to decide these issues on a one-time basis,"

Response:

The purpose of GESMO is to assess the differential impacts on the existing LWR
industry due to the introduction of recycle Pu into MOX fuel as a replacement for a
portion of the presently used 235U in U02 fuels.

To properly assess the impacts it becomes necessary to review in depth, generically,
the entire fuel cycle including the LWR's.

Should the Commission authorize the commercial use of recycle Pu in MOX fuel for
LWR's this final generic statement as well as the final supplement on the safeguards
considerations will serve as a basis for the rules on Pu recycle. Each reactor and
Pu plant or facility of the supporting fuel cycle will, in addition, require licensing
actions on a case-by-case basis. GESMO will provide support data for the environ-
mental impact evaluations of the individual licensing actions.

7. Comment:

"In the analysis of core performance with recycle fuels, there was no dis-
cussion of the ability to continue use of a recycle plutonium element
throughout the normal three-cycle period. We noted that distribution of
plutonium elements is more restricted than uranium elements. With this
restriction, will it be necessary to remove the fuel more frequently, thereby
resulting in increased fabrication and reprocessing costs?

"Some questions exist with respect to the ability to use recycle uranium
fuels. It is not understood whether there are restrictions or adversities
associated with recycled uranium. The Commission should address these
questions and present data from past experience if available."

Response:

Fuel shuffling between cycles should not be adversely restrictive with mixed oxide
fuel in quantities less than 1.15 SGR. For BWR's each bundle is alike. The MOX
rods are positioned at least 2 rows away from the control rod location with the
U02 rods placed adjacent to the control rods. Bundle relocation for such rod
arrangements within an assembly would not be affected. For PWR's, where it is
expected that mixed oxide bundles would be located in unrodded locations, some
constraints would be present. In those cases, however, the number of mixed oxide
bundles (at 1.15 SGR) would be less than the number of unrodded locations so that
premature discharge would not be expected.

The use of recycled uranium is also considered in final GESMO. See Table IV C-11.
However, with regard to reactor operation, there are no new considerations to be
accounted for. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C-l.0, C-2.0, and C-3.0 for general
discussion on the 1.15 SGR and Section C-4.0 for specific discussion.
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Howard J. Larso.1<A~
Acting Director '

Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Re: Draft General Environmental Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuels

Dear Mr. Larson:

Enclosed are the Natural Resources Defense Council Comments
On Federal Agency Response To Draft GESNO. You will note on pages
3 and 5 specific requests are made for action in the immediate
future.

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL

COMMENTS ON FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSE TO

DRAFT GESMO

Sincerely,

Anthony1,IR sman

AZR/pq V

CC: Howard Shapar, Esq.

ft,%

Anthony Z. Roisman, Esq.
BERLIN, ROISMAN, KESSLER
. AND CASHDAN

1712 N Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 833-9070

Counsel for Natural Resources
Defense Council
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NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL
COMMENTS ON FEDERAL AGENCY RESPONSE TO

DRAFT GESMO

I. Adequacy of Safeguards Discussion

The virtually unanimous opinion of those agencies addressing

the safeguards problems was the Draft GESMO did not adequately

explore and discuss these problems.- The most authoritative state-

ment was submitted by the Council on Environmental Quality which

stated in a letter to Chairman Anders on January 20, 1975:

Although, in general, this draft is well done
and reflects a high quality effort, the Council
believes that it is incomplete because it fails
to present a detailed and comprehensive analysis
of the environmental impacts of potential diversion
of special nuclear materials and of alternative
safeguards programs to protect the public from such
a threat. We understand that the Atomic Energy Com-
mission (AEC) chose to give summary treatment to
the diversion and safeguards issues in GESMO with
the intention of dealing with these matters defini-
tively in a separate future action. The purpose
of this letter is to recommend that the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), as successor to the
AEC, adopt an alternative course of action.

In our comments on the Draft GESMO we made this same point.

This view echoed the Department of the Interior which con-

cluded in its statement:

There are several topics in the statement which
need expanded treatment. In particular, the en-
vironmental consequences of plutonium escaping
to the atmosphere and the additional safety
measures necessitated by the recycling of pluto-
nium require more consideration.

In its comments the Environmental Protection Agency stated:

Before a full scale mixed oxide recycle pro-
gram is implemented a commitment should be made
to an acceptable safeguards program. Such commit-
ment should include the completion of the necessary
selection of. a procedure, its development and the
securing of regulatory or legislative approvals for
its implementation, including funding mechanisms.

These comments make clear the need for a substantial revision

of the safeguards discussion in the Draft GESMO and its recirculation

for comment. Safeguards is one of the most important issues in the

plutonium recycle decision. A course of action which is adequate

for safeguards may well involve economic, social and other costs

which will make it unacceptable. In short, it is quite possible

that the safeguard problems will ultimately be the basis for an ad-

verse decision on plutonium recycle. This crucial role of safe-

guards underscores the necessity for a thorough discussion of the

effectiveness of each possible safeguards solution and the full

social, economic and other consequences of a such a solution. Un-

less this discussion is included no meaningful comments can be made

on the draft statement.
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The Council on Environmental Quality has suggested a useful

and practical procedure to correct this deficiency in the Draft

GESMO. By preparing an addendum to the Draft GESMO which identifies

alternative safeguard programs and thoroughly analyzes the envion-

mental, economic, social, legal and institutional impacts of each

alternative and circulating this addendum according to the pro-

cedures required for draft impact statements,an expeditious review

can be accomplished.

We are aware that substantial pressure is being applied to the

NRC to either expedite the preparation of the final GESMO or autho-

rize activities which implement or depend upon plutonium recycle.

Obviously the latter course would be illegal and we are confident

the NRC will adhere to the pledge made by the AEC to postpone

action on such proposed activities until after a decision has been

reached on whether to have plutonium recycle. We believe that the

GESMO review should not be expedited to the point that the quality

of the review will suffer. However, one step which will expedite

the review is for a decision to be made immediately to follow the

course of action recommended by CEQ. In this regard we formally

request that on or before March 31, a determination be made to pre-

pare and issue the addendum to the Draft GESMO recommended by CEQ.

*/ Letter from Edson Case to Anthony Z. Roisman dated December 23,
1974.

II. Adequacy of Federal Agency Comments
on Safeguards

In its comments on the Draft GESMO, EPA stated:

EPA does not have the expertise to evaluate
the adequacy of safeguards programs. We do
see the issue as a prime factor in the feasi-
bility of a mixed oxide recycle program how-
ever, for this reason we do not feel that a
commitment should be made to the program until
an extensive set of safeguard measures are
committed to and the necessary approvals are
obtained for their implementation. We hope
that other government agencies, such as Justice
or Defense where an expertise exists will re-
view these measures to assure their adequacy.

To our knowledge neither of these agencies have provided comments.

In addition no comments have been received from the Central Intelli-

gence Agency, and the State Department (Arms Control and Disarmanent

Agency). It is inconceivable that an intelligent assessment can

be made of the potential risk of domestic and foreign based terrorist

and criminal activity against plutonium or of the measures needed to

prevent such activity without the complete involvement of the Justice

Department (FBI and Internal Security Division), the CIA, the Depart-

ment of Defense (Defense Intelligence Agency) and the State Depart-

ment (Arms Control and Disarmanent Agency). While the NRC can not

compel these agencies to comment it can solicit the assistance of

the President and the CEQ to bring pressure to bear to assure that

these agencies do comment. Unless such comments are received and

irrespective of whether the safeguards addendum is prepared and cir-

culated, the final GESMO will not be legally or substantively de-

fensible. We formally request that all efforts be made to assure

*/ Other important agencies from which comments were not received

are the National Science Foundation and the Federal Energy Admini-
stration.
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the receipt of detailed comments from the agencies we have noted

and any others with special knowledge on domestic or foreign

terrorist and criminal activity and methods to cope with such

activity. We would like a response by April 4 of the specific

steps that have been taken and will be taken to assure this in-

valuable input.

III. Hot Particles

A number of agencies while not necessarily agreeing with Drs.

Tamplin and Cochran that plutonium standards thousands of times

more restrictive than currently in effect should be applied to

plutonium, nonetheless recognize that the hot particle issue is

a major safety problem which is not resolved. In its comments the

Commerce Department stated that the hot particle issue requires

further study and that the studies should be completed and a

definitive answer provided before a final decision is made on

plutonium recycle:

With regard to (a), the largest concern appears
to be "The Hot Particle Hypothesis," discussed
in Chapter IV, Section J, Appendix D of the draft
statement. The draft statement does not draw con-
clusions regarding this question because sufficient
information is probably not available. Additional
studies of this question should be encouraged as
part of the decision to approve the use of mixed-
oxide fuels.

In its comments the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

notes that the hot particle issue will continue to be a "point of

controversy for some time to come and until a definitive body of

data are available to-prove one or the other of these theories".

NRDC believes that based on current data a definitive resolu-

tion can be made of the hot particle issue -- i.e. averaging the

dose of a hot particle over the entire lung is not acceptable and

plutonium release standards must be thousands of times more restric-

tive to adequately protect the public health and safety. However, if

this view is not accepted, certainly it must be conceded that the

issue is open and unresolved. It would be a flagrant violation of

the mandate imposed upon the NRC to provide adequate protection for

the public health and safety to approve plutonium recycle while this

major safety problem is unresolved.

Consistent with the uniform practice of the Commission the

proper course to follow in the face of an unresolved safety problem

is to bound the uncertainty and set conservative standards which

encompass those bounds. The Draft GESMO assumes that the current

plutonium standards are adequate in the face of substantial doubt

and the opinion of knowledgeable federal agencies that the issue

is open. Under these circumstances more stringent plutonium stan-

dards must be applied and the feasibility of plutonium recylce must

be explored in light of the imposition of more stringent standards.

*/ In Power Reactor Development Company v. Electrical Union, 367
U.S. 396, 398, 407-08 (1961) the Court held that prior to authorizing
operation of a nuclear facility the Commission must make a definitive
finding of safety. Such a decision can not be made where there is
an unresolved safety problem. Plutonium recycle involves at least
the proposed operation of Barnwell, Nuclear Fuels Service and Big
Rock in the immediate future.
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We appreciate this opportunity to submit additional comments

on the Draft GESMO.

Respectfully submitted,

NRC Staff Response To Specific Comments On Health, Safety
And Environment, By A. Z. Roisman

1. Comment:

"We believe that the GESMO review should not be expedited to the point that
the quality of the review will suffer. However, one step which will expedite
the review is for a decision to be made immediately to follow the course of
action recommended by CEQ."

Response:

The Commission, in Federal Register Notice 40 FR 53056, dated November 14, 1975,
indicated that a GESMO Draft Supplement on Safeguards, related to the implementa-
tion of Pu recycle in LWR's, would be issued for public comments, which would
include overall cost-benefit analysis. This action which would precede a decision
on widescale use of recycle Pu is responsive to CEQ comments. This final statement
covers the health, safety, and environmental aspects of GESMO.

Anthony Z. Roisman
BERLIN, ROISMAN, KESSLER & CASHDAN
1712 N Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
(202) 833-9070

Counsel for Natural Resources
Defense Council

2. Comment:

"It is inconceivable that an intelligent assessment can be made of the
potential risk of domestic and foreign based terrorist and criminal activity
against plutonium or of the measures needed to prevent such activity without
the complete involvement of the Justice Department (FBI and Internal Security
Division), the CIA, the Department of Defense (Defense Intelligence Agency)
and the State Department (Arms Control and Disarmament Agency). While the
NRC can not compel these agencies to comment it can solicit the assistance of
the President and the CEQ to bring pressure to bear to assure that these
agencies do comment."

Response:

March 11, 1975 Comments on GESMO were solicited and received from the government agencies indicated.
The comments are being taken into consideration in the GESMO - Draft Supplement on
Safeguards issues and, as applicable, to the health, safety, and environmental
issues.
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3. Comment:

III. Hot Particles

"A number of agencies while not necessarily agreeing with Drs. Tamplin and
Cochran that plutonium standards thousands of times more restrictive than
currently in effect should be applied to plutonium, nonetheless recognize
that the hot particle issue is a major safety problem which is not resolved.
In its comments the Commerce Department stated that the hot particle issue
requires further study and that the studies should be completed and a definitive
answer provided before a final decision is made on plutonium recycle ..

Response:

CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D, of final GESMO contains the NRDC petition and
the denial for rulemaking and the basis for the denial of the rulemaking on
hot particles.

4. Comment:

"Coresistent with the uniform practice of the Commission the proper course
to follow in the face of an unresolved safety problem is to bound the un-
certainty and set conservative standards which encompass those bounds.
The Draft GESMO assumes that the current plutonium standards are adequate
in the face of substantial doubt and the opinion of knowledgeable federal
agencies that the issue is open. Under these circumstances more stringent
plutonium standards must be applied and the feasibility of plutonium re-
cycle must be explored in light of the imposition of more stringent standards."

Response:

This comment relates to the hot particle contention and safety aspects in possible
near-term Pu recycle activities in reprocessing (AGNS and NFS) and in LWR's (Big
Rock Point). CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendix D of final GESMO contains the NRDC
petition and the NRC denial for rulemaking on the hot particles.

The safety aspects of reprocessing MOX fuels are similar to the handling of UO2
fuels and are covered in detail in the Safety Analysis Report submitted for
licensing of each plant. Prior to the issuance of any license for plant operation,
this-report is reviewed in detail by the NRC staff and independently by the ACRS.
Environmental effects of accidents in reprocessing plants with MOX fuels as compared
to UO fuels are reviewed in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section E, paragraph 3.5. Safety
and agcidents relating to LWR's fueled with MOX fuels in the 1.15 SGR mode are
reviewed in detail in CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraphs 5.3 and 5.4.
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The Honorable William A. Anders
Chair man
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Generic Environmental Statement Mixed
Oxide Fuel (CESMO)

HuNTONx ,N I, LIAMI . (;AY & GI BiSN

The Honorable William A. Anders
Page Two
March 25, 1975

300-039-2

Dear Chairman Anders:

On January 20, 1975, Chairman Peterson of the Council

on Environmental Quality stated in a letter addressed to

you that

[TIhe Council believcs that .[GESNO] is incomplete
because i.t fails to present a detailed and

comprehensive analysis of the environmental
impacts of potential diversion of special
nuclear materials and of alternative safeguards
programs to protect the public from such a threat.

The letter stated CEQ's opinion that CiSMO does not satisfy

the requirements of :Are National Environmental Policy Act

(NEPA), 42 U.S.C. § 4321 ct. seq. (1970) and requested that

there be "a full discussion of the diversion and safeguards

problem, its impacts, and potential mitigating measures,

before any final decisions are made on plutonium recycle."

Chairman Peterson urged that in order to satisfy NEPA,

NRC must first identify alternative safeguards programs and

fully analyze the environmental, economic, social, and legal

and institutional impacts of each alternative, lie also

asserted that the NRC must prepare and circulate an addendum

to GESNO discussing the alternative safeguards programs,

and should not produce the final GESNO or proceed with a

decision on plutonium recycle until those procedural steps

are taken. Your reply to Chairman Peterson on February 24

indicated that the Commission is considering CEQ's request..

We understand that you still have this matter under consi-

deration.

As lead counsel for the 15 electric utility systems

that are participating jointly in the NRC's public hearings

on GESMO,* I have been asked to comnent on the CEQ request.

It is clear to us that NRC's accession to this request would

appreciably delay pilot work in the coronercial utilization

of lower cost recycle fuel. This would ultimately impose

significant fuel costs on American consumers, and would

increase pressures on uranium supplies. These tangible

costs would not be offset by any appreciable benefits,

since the amount of plutonium which would be utilized in the

short tens following an affirmiative decision, pursuant to

consideration of CESMO, to proceed with LWR recycle is minor

in comparison with the size of existing plutonium uses for

other purposes. Further, this costly alternative c I a post-

ponement of all consideration of GESMO until, completion of

the V'arious inquiries recommended by CEQ is, in our view,

not legally required.

Following the course of action rerorsuended by the CEQ

would entail considerable delay. In order to describe in

full detail the possible alternative safeguards systems

-Baltimore Gas & Electric Company, Boston Edison Company,
Consumers Power Company, Long Is]and Lighting Company, Pacific
Gas & Electric Company, Philadelphia Electric Company, Public
Service Electric & Gas Company, San Diego Gas & Electric
Company, Southern California Edison Company, Tle Connecticut
Light & Power Company, The Hartford Electric Light Company,
The Northeast Nuclear Energy Company, Virginia Electric and
Power Company, Western Massachusetts Electric Company, Yankee
Atomic Electric Company.
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and their environmental and social impacts, NRC would have

to await the results of the studies now being performed on

the safeguards issue. Since those studies are scheduled to be

completed, at the earliest, toward thC end of this year,

drafting and circulating the GESMO amendoent followed by

hearings and issuance of the Final Environmental Statcement

would mean that, even with optimistic assumptions, no

decision on plutonium recycle could be taken before late

1976 or early 1.977.

NEPA does not require complete description of all possible

environmental impacts in a generic environmental statement.

Scientists' Institote for Public Information, Inc. v. AEC,

481 F.2d 1079 (D.C. Cir. 1973) indicates that a programmatic

environmental statement such as GESMO need cover only reason:-bl y

foreseeable environmental impacts and point out what is unknown:

'Die agency need not foresee the unforeseeable,
but by the same token neither c.an it avoid
drafting an impact statement simply because
describing the civironvental effects of and
alternatives to particular agency action
involves some degree of forees ting. And one
of the functions of a NEPA statement is to
indicate the extent to which environmental
effects are essentially unknowrn. It must
be remembered that the basic thrust of an
agency's responsibilities under NEPA is to
predict the environmental effects of proposed
action before the action is taken and those
effects fully known. Reasonable forecasting
and speculation is thus implicit in NEPA ....

Id. at 1092. An Environsmental Statement may leave for future

description those impacts whose nature is presently

indeterminate:

[OInq of the functions of an impact state-
ment is to point up uncertainties where
they exist. And whatever statement is drafted

If t'NT()N ,WI 'i.IJAbxS, (i, & (;II sON

'1Te Honorable William A. Anders
Page Four
March 25, 1975

by the Commnission can be amended to reflect
newly obtained information as the program
progresses.

Id. at 1098 (footnote omitted). See also Natural Resources

Defense Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 837 (D.C. Cir.

1972).

Tllhe plutonium recycle decision is a textbook case for

the application of Scientists' Institute, for GESNO assesses

"the environinna] implications of rusearch acti.vities that

hsave reached a staLnc of investmpent or commitment to imiple-

mentation likelv to restrict later alternatives," 481 F.23d at

1090 (quoting Council on Environmental Quality Memorandum

to Federal Agencies on Procedures for Improving Environmental

Impact Statements (May 16, 1972), 3 BNA IEnvironment

Reporter 82, 87 (1972)) (emphasis in original). Any unresolved

safeguards issues may therefore be addressed in a later

Environmental Staecment addendum which is itself given the

full NEPA'circulation and comment treatment. Scientists'

Institute does not require that all gaps in knowledge be

filled in before a final GESIMO is issued and a decision

taken relying on it.

Furthensore, no appreciable risk to the public would be

created by timely consideration and resolution of the plutonium

recycle issue as long as the safeguards issues are settled before

substantial amount of LWl recycle fuel comes into actual

use. Only very small amounts of plutonium would be i,,olved

in the initial phases of LWR recycle, 'lie conclusion to

Chapter V of GESMO states that

[T]here does not appear to be any safeguards
related rationale sufficient to delay a
decision to permit the use of plutonium in
mixed oxide fuel for light water reactors ....
During the decision and implementation period
there will be very little plutonium being used
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as mixed oxide fuel in LWR's; therefore, there will
be essentially no perturbation to the safeguards
situation from plutonium recycle.

GESNO at V-50, -51.

A decision to proceed now with plutonium recycle can be

made without prejudice to the ability of the NRC to

amend its policies at a later date, should new information

develop from the safeguards studies which indicates that

continuing to permit utilization of recycle fuel would be

unwise. All who deal with thu NRC are aware of its authority

to revoke or modify licenses or to amend its

regulations, for safety reasons. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2201(p), 2236,

2237 (1970). Thus a decision to proceed with plutonium

recycle is not irrevocable legally, nor would it be practical]y

irrevocable in rhe early years when the amount of phltonium

involved will be small. os the other hand, the benefits

which wotild accrue from allowing timely and orderly planning

of fuel purchase and supply arrangements as well ais providing

for sjpcnt fuel storage facilities, if necessaty, are

considerable. Thie lead times involved in planning and constructi.on

of reprocessing and fabrication plants or of spent fuel

storage facilities, should the decision be adverse, require early

resolution of this issue. Before long, available in-plant

storage for spent fuel assemblies will begin to run out, and

alternate arrangements must be made. The costs of unnecessary

short term arrangements or deratings or plant shutdowns due

to lack of spent fuel storage space cat, be avoided by a

timely decision. Delay of a year or two would thus impose

excess costs, whatever the ultimate resolution of the basic

issue. Furthernore, one of the surest ways to protect

plutonium against theft is to load it in reactor cores, and

burning fissile plutonium in reactors helps dispose of that

element.

In any event, adequate treatment, for present purposes,

has been devoted to the safeguards issue, including the

adverse environmental impacts of failure of whichever

safeguards system is implemented, in GESMO Chapter V. This

fifty-three page discussion includes sections on features

and requirements of the AEC (now NRC) Materials and Plant

Protection Program (MPPP) (Sections V-B and C); an

assessment of the effectiveness of the MIPF and a description

of provisions for upgrading the plan (Sections V-G and 11);

and an assessment of the environmental impact of failure of

the safeguards system (Section V-I). Furthermore, effects

due to safeguards are included in the cost-benefit analysis.

See GES011O at V-49. NRC could thus, without undue risik to

the public, proceed with plutonium recycle and consider and

resolve remaining safeguards issues and assess more accurately

various related environmental impacts at a later date.

Delay in implementing the plutonium recycle prograts does

not serve the public interest since it would keep unavailahle

to utilities one principal means of cutting electrical

generation costs and prevent greater utilization of available

nuclear energy resources. Unnecessary deferral of- dccisions

on which other subsequent decisions are dependent

produces an impasse which increases long term costs and

narrows the range of planning options for meeting the current

energy crisis. For all these reasons we urge you not to accede

to the CGlQ request to delay the decision process until the

current safeguards studies arc fully completed, but rather
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NRC Staff Response To Specific
Comments On Health, Safety & Environment

By "unton, Williams, Gay & Gibson

to proceed with that process forthwith, dealing with

safeguards issues as they mature.

Yours truly,

Ar
George C. Freeman, Jr.

1. Comment:

"Delay in implementing the plutonium recycle program does not serve the public
interest since it would keep unavailable to utilities one principal means of
cutting electrical generation costs and prevent greater utilization of available
nuclear energy resources. Unnecessary deferral of decisions on which other
subsequent decisions are dependent produces an impasse which increases long-term
costs and narrows the range of planning options for meeting the current energy
crisis. For all these reasons we urge you not to accede to the CEQ request to
delay the decision process until the current safeguards studies are fully com-
pleted, but rather to proceed with that process forthwith, dealing with safe-
guards issues as they mature."

Response:

The purpose of final GESMO is to assess the impact on the environment due- to imple-
mentation of Pu recycle in LWR's and not to be involved in procedural actions.
However, it is noted here that the Commission in Federal Register Notice 40 FR 53056
dated November 14, 1975, indicated an expedited schedule for preparation of this final
statement separating the health, safety, and environmental issues from safeguards
considerations and provided for interim licensing. This action could provide for
an earlier decision on Pu recycle by publishing and hearing the GESMO health, safety,
and environmental issues in advance of the preparation and publication of the draft
and final supplement on the safeguards consideration. The impacts on the economics
because of delays in the implementation of Pu recycle are covered in detail in
CHAPTER XI, Cost-Benefits.
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March 26%1975
Mr. William A. Anders, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission . APP 4t9,7 .
Washington, DC 20555.6 .

Dear Mr. Chairman: F "

It has been brought to my attention by Mr. Ralph Deuster, President of
Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. (NFS) that two major events have taken place
recently which may seriously delay start-up of the NFS reprocessing
plant and, in turn, have a serious detrimental effect on the supply of
reload fuel for our Susquehanna Plant. These events are the letter of
Mr. Edson Case of the NRC relating to the possibility chat the NFS final
environmental statement may not be issued until the GESN0 *action is
completed and the letter by Mr. R. W. Peterson stating that the Council
on Environmental Quality believes that the GESMO Draft Impact Statement
does not meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act.

Mr. William A. Anders
March 26, 1975
Page 2

and for guarding the reprocessing plants and fabrication facilities.
Right now, a large enough force could be dedicated so that it would be
immediately clear to all that it would be adequate. As time went on,
more detailed studies and hearings could perhaps justify a major reduction
in the force. Meanwhile, the plants could be in operation and the
resultant electrical energy available.

As another suggestion, we believe that reprocessing plants could be
licensed without waiting for the GESMO decision. Although this would
result in production of plutonium which could partially frustrate a
negative decision on plutonium recycle, the plutonium would then be
located only in a few, very easy to guard, planits. Also, a negative
GESM• decision should be regarded as only a temporary situation because
better safeguards technology or future acute need for plutonium could
provide the impetus to reverse such a negative decision.

It is, of course, possible that without plutonium recycle some reprocessors
would not want to go ahead with their plans. However, the way should be
paved for reprocessing licenses on their own merits so that a significant
amount of time could be saved if the reprocessor does decide to go
ahead.

Thank you for your consideration in these matters.

Very truly yours,

John T. Kauffman
Vice President - System Power & Engineering

We are not in a position to discuss the merits of these two actions, but
we feel the issues should be attacked on an urgent basis and with considera-
tion of the total impact on the U.S. Energy Supply. We have already
seen NFS' projected operating date delayed by a year since we began
negotiations with them last September (culminating in a contract signed
in January). That delay, plus those which the above two letters might
provoke, could prevent us from obtaining hoped for plutonium purchases
in 1982 or recycle of our own plutonium in 1984.

We vould then need additional U3 08 and enrichment with both the prices
and sources uncertain. A negative ruling on plutonium recycle would
also considerably increase our needs for U 3 08 even though the need for
additional enrichment would then be satisfied by the contingency plan in
our enrichment contracts. These problems are recognized as common in
the industry just as it is recognized that reasonable caution in the
utilization of plutonium is necessary. We admit that readily acceptable
solutions are hard to find and we assume you are already using all due
effort to schedule the hearings and make the judgments necessary to get
plutonium recycle approved and reprocessing plants licensed under proper
conditions.

As one additional suggestion, we offer the concept of providing for.
plutonium safeguards by an adequate armed force both for transportation

ro Exec. Pir. for Operati ons for reply. Send 3 cys of renly fo Secy 'Iai 1
racility. Cy to &SS. tont• : See Secv tic':et C75-2519, Pan. Yatron to And'-s,
dtd 3/31/75; also, Secý ticketI#~75-2147 Z eust-r to tne:s (answered by E00S E N N SYLVAN ý POWER &,LIGHT COMPANY
on 4/1/75) Susoense Date: 4/11/75
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NRC Staff Response To Specific Comments On Health,
Safety And Environment, By John T. Kauffman, PP&L

1. Comment:

"As another suggestion, we believe that reprocessing plants could be
licensed without waiting for the GESMO decision. Although this would
result in production of plutonium which could partially frustrate a
negative decision on plutonium recycle, the plutonium would then be
located only in a few, very easy to guard, plants. Also, a negative
GESMO decision should be regarded as only a temporary situation
because better safeguards technology or future acute need for plutonium
could provide the impetus to reverse such a negative decision.

"It is, of course, possible that without plutonium recycle some reprocessors
would not want to go ahead with their plans. However, the way should
be paved for reprocessing licenses on their own merits so that a
significant amount of time could be saved if the reprocessor does
decide to go ahead."

Response:

While the purpose of this document is to assess the impacts of Pu recycle
on the LWR industry and not to be involved in licensing procedures, it is
noted that the Commission, in Federal Register Notice 40, FR 53056, dated
November 14, 1975, described the scope procedure and schedule for completing
GESMO and allowed for interim licensing of certain facilities. The notice
set forth the Commission's finding that before it can reach a decision on the
widescale use of mixed oxide fuel, there must be a full assessment of safeguard
issues. Toward that end, the Commission directed the staff to prepare a
safeguards supplement to draft GESMO. The supplement covers an analysis of
the alternate safeguards programs and recommendations of preferred safeguards
considerations for widescale use of plutonium recycle. This bifurcation of
GESMO allowing for an earlier publication and hearings for final GESMO on
health, safety, and environmental issues could provide for an earlier decision
on the implementation of Pu recycle.
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Comment Letter No. 66
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F it-tnc Tower

IHouJ5n. tcxs- 770,01

May 14, 1975

Mr. William A. tiders, Chairman
Nuclear-t Regulatory Commissjon
Washington, D.C. Z0555

Dear Mtr. Anders:

Thu Generic Environrecrtcrl Statement or .sXed Ocidce fuel
(GESMOCt) was received nrd reviesv-ed by HI-iston Ltight i i -, & Power
Company in October, 1974. u-e 0 u.o gccnrr.- conrurrence wvith
the conclusions draenz in GO.: S , 'ita .c it 'as net neces-

sary to coiM.rent 1 this cle•raft's ihýt; ti,.-r A numrnber i'•

recent events have cause-z As to .v:iis po-it.on anied a.s a.
result s-n would like to subnia c .n[iP.entI" -t th. mc

In GEt•1iO, the USA)- ro si- tha't L. itz,'-,; i of

pluton-•c re s resyourc-e zt3 roe ir, h ,e•- v--iu11crc1rr,1
be cppaevrd subject to th•r cue.-t s. the icne-
qciring dutailýo safe Lty'1-, of
eaich s[cf license ;'-Iic,ý:ion nfor u.'a.h"s of p•fiu ! In
general •.]ous',or. LiZi!:inF E. ý ',:: c- l,c*rn ";ih bs e o- t.n.,

It is bt]icseii thet Ls e A`'c' .r zs cor.ci:i in c-etntud,'eg 0,A Ihe I-.-

rlemltata n of p!---oni-i,, riecycle iuc' 1)-,s c in_ , civcran e
irrpa.ctor lee ' i;•he

in any such -- '. "'' th -, i, env-runrir'ntAi c-np-c
rnu-cl be 'heJgh-d a'-rcst rie benef't- tr, .hi. c--i-icc in the -- 2 01
pcitonic'rn, there is t • potr n.-i-ce of rld,,,4.v~j ura-tiun rt
for -ILk 1" from 15 to 50 o-" score pecct, r1c:pening on tre dcgec-
of i, s of scrch pieroniuc-i ,- thl-e f• c lcyt frti ercrio tire. Tice nrt
effect of this utiL;ýatioe world hr in redrccc the cost of ote-trictty
to the icite Zrs w---l a1r Jiii eniirornenriltl beneficial by ccdic:ir
tIe cret ccrcrniu- r- ci. ccrcrrqu r t- c per unit sf 1.1 en,. 'T'!, s zd:lo

5/22 To [U10 for direct rp' Iy. Sen-d 3 cys of reply- to S-cy oail fac lily.
Cy of incoeninj to Colairan Asnedrs

SUSl 'EIISE 0ATE: 6/3/75.

Iousila•c 5-glr'esg & loner Company

Mr. William A. Anders
Page 2
May 14, 1975

has the beneficial result of inure effectively utiltieng our ureanium
resources for our energy needs, thereby ecrtending the per:od of
tire this potentially low-cost source of energy mnay 1ce used to
satisfy the world's increasing energy needs.

Of related concern is the necessity of assuring effective
safeguards to reasonably deter uosuthorized diversion of this stra-
tegic material. Unquestionably, it is incunmbent upon the regulatoey
agencies and users of this material to take all reasonable precautions
to prevent such diversion in order to assure the adequate protectos
of the-health and safety of the public. It is believed, however, as wvae
concluded in GESNIO, that adequate meethods exist to ensure that the
probability of diversion is sulficiently low.

In view of these con'side-ations, Houston Lighting ,c Power
urges:

1. that r-i\e 1RC reconsidier their decision to delay action
on GEStG, andr that thei use of piutesiia Os te virle'.,
alternative for use in )tght crater reactors be approved
in a timely mannear;

2. that the NRC concentrats oci estnblishit-gr realistic
guidelines to he used to irnplernent such security pro-
cedures as required to protect, the ihealth an, infcty cl
the public;

3. that EIRDA assure implenmeUtation of 'these procedures oc
a, timely basis;

4. that an active program for the contir.cinc revies- ancc
evaluation of these procedures be implemented io assuurc
continued effective-c-e; and

5. that the NRC act promnptly and eapeditiocsiy on certain
license applications and guidelines crffect-ing fabreication,
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Mr. William A. Ander.
Pagýe 3
May 14, 1975

r'epsrceslng ao-1 llPrnent of mixd -oide fuelrs in
"Orciar to assure timely" irnnpterne~nt;ds~or rf plutoniumn

so cycle.

Very trily yours.,

Executv VeaPesdn

RPM:jak

cc: J)r. Robert 0. Srama•s (USERDA)
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Comment Letter No. 67

DE PA RTMEFNT OF 9TATIE UNITED STATES AILMS CONTROL AND DISARiMAMENT AGENCY

April 15, 1975

May 27, 1975

Mr. Howard J. Larson
Acting Director
Office of Nuclear Material

Safety and Safeguards
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Larson:

I am sorry to be so late in reply to your April 2
request.

Our main concern, of course, is that materials or
weapons not fall into the hands of terrorists through
any of the variety of means potentially available,
(e.g., theft, diversion, armed attack, etc.). Any
means of increasing the difficulty of terrorist groups
obtaining materials or weapons would be applauded by
the Working Group of the CCCT. While this office lacks
expertise to judge the relative merits of the GESMO,
other agencies represented on the Working Group with
greater expertise were asked to comment. I attach the
replies of ACDA, CIA, ERDA and DOD/ISA. Another office
in the State Department (Politico-Military Affairs) was
asked to comment but we have not received their reply to
date.

Please let me know if I can be of any additional
assistance.

MEMORANDUM

TO: S/CCT - Mr. Fearey

FROM: ACDA/D-CS - Robert H. Kupperman

SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Statement on Mixed
Oxide Fuels

In response to your April 11, 1975 memorandum
concerning the GESMO report and possible terrorism
implications, I should only like to comment about the
obvious: an), technique that makes the diversion of
reprocessed plutonium more expensive and difficult is
a step in the right direction. Clearly, by mixing
oxides of plutonium with oxides of uranium, we are
adding far greater requirements for the amount of
material that must be stolen by the terrorist, as
well as difficulties in chemical separation.

I do not feel qualified to comment about the
environmental effects, which is the main concern of
the report. There are a number of other competitive
ideas that include spiking of plutonium with nasty
gamma emitters. There is much to resolve in this
business. Not only are there terrorism implications
but significant economic and technical problems drive
the reactor and fuel cycle issues. I think our only
hope is to keep the concerns of proliferation and
terrorism a major policy constraint.

Sincerely,

JeffreyrT. Browne
Staff Assistant for

Combatting Terrorism

Enclosures
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Comments on GESMO - WASH-1327 Aug 1974

Received From: Central Intelligence Agency, 29 July 1975

1. One area of primary concern to CIA is in the re-
sponse and recovery program of the AEC in the event of theft
of special nuclear material abroad. This is described
briefly on page S-6 of the Summary and in more detail in
Chapter V of Volume 4.* This latter reference specifies as
follows:

The AEC will immediately notify the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) of any reported acts
of theft or sabotage and of any attempts to carry
out such acts. The .FBI will notify other agencies
(e.g., the CIA, the Customs Service, the Border
Patrol, etc.), as needed, to aid in recovering the
material and to apprehend those responsible for the
theft or sabotage.

This topic has been discussed in other policy papers, and it
is intended that the Agency be prepared to assist in the
event the material is taken outside U.S. borders.

2. The effort to evaluate the capabilities and inten-
tions of foreign terrorist groups, including any ventures
into the nuclear field, is a continuing one in this Agency.
Given the recent publicity on the relative ease of manufac-
turing a nuclear device on the basis of open literature, the
question of measuring the capabilities of a given group is
complicated by its very size. Since terrorists in many
countries have been openly described as being between 20 and
35 years old and often well-educated, it must be presumed
that some have had at least theoretical training in the
physical sciences.

KUNITED STATES
'' ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

APR 3 0 1975

Mr. Robert A. Fearey
S/CCT
Department of State
Washington, D. C. 20520

Dear Mr. Fearey:

Thank you for forwarding to us the NRC's draft summary report
entitled, "Generic Environmental Statement Mixed Oxide Fuel
(Recycle Plutonium in Light Water-Cooled Reactors)." It is
sometimes referred to as GESMO.

I discussed Volume 1, Summary and Conclusions, which was attached
to your memorandum of April 11, 1975, within ERPA, including the
Offices of the Assistant Administrator for Environment and Safety
and the Assistant Administrator for Nuclear Energy. I was cold
that ERDA has made a decision to comment on the GESMO in its
entirety. Consequently, the Assistant Administrator for National
Security's comments on safeguards will be provided to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission in the context of the overall ERDA review
of GESMO. The specific issues of terrorism and the adequacy of
the safeguards proposed in GESMO are of course very important, and
they have been and will be given considerable study by ERDA.

Sincerely,

* GESMO

WASH 1327

Transmitted by

George Weisz

cc: J. L. Liverman, AES
R. D. Thorne, ADAMNE

-- uro Z

A. Bryan Siebert
Special Assistant to the
Deputy Assistant Administrator

for National Security

U n
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' , -,, " OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SI' VWASHINGTON. DC. 2030:

2 5 APR 1975

InrItNATIONo'L $I(U'iT" AFA•j In reply refer to:

1-4477/75

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. ROBERT A. FEAREY, CHAIRM'AN OF THE COMIITTEE
TO COMBAT TERRORISM WORKING GROUP

SUBJECT: Environmental Impact Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuels

REFERENCE: Your memorandum, subject as above, dated April 11, 1975

The draft summary report entitled: "Generic Environmental Statement
Mixed Oxide Fuel" (WASH-1327) has been reviewed within the Department
of Defense for terrorism implications. The discussion pertaining to
theft and sabotage threats, as well as associated safeguards, is noted
and considered adequate.

Dwayne S. Anderson
Deputy Director
Negotiations and Arms Control
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Comment Letter No. 68
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NRC Staff Responses to Specific
Comments on Health, Safety & Environment

By Thomas P. Kendall

1. Comment:

"It is unfortunate that plutonium induced lung cancer can not be clinically
differentiated from lung cancer induced by cigarette smoking. It is invalid
to state that plutonium has not already caused death because of this fact.

"Most massive general population exposures to plutonium occurred in the
1960's as a result of atmospheric nuclear arms testing. This would indicate
we could not expect to see world wide plutonium induced carcinomas till
the 1980's--if we can at that time differentiate them from other lung
cancers."

Response:

The Commission has consistently dealt with plutonium as a toxicant capable of
inducing cancer and has imposed protective measures for working with or
transporting the materials that are commensurate with its radiotoxicity. Refer
to CHAPTER IV, Section J, Appendices B and C.

2. Comment:

"In light of the known toxicity of plutonium, I am opposed to its use as
a mixed oxide fuel in light water reactors. If 3 millionths of a gram of
Pu2 ,0 will cause carcinomas of the lung in 97% of the dogs in the tested
we •n not afford to have plutonium in the environment."

Response:

The inductionof lung cancers in dogs by inhaled plutonium has occurred at
levels in excess of the present standards for lung burdens of plutonium. How-
ever, the analysis in final GESMO indicates that plutonium accounts for a very
small fraction of the occupational and population exposure. The total exposures
for no recycle, recycle of uranium only, or uranium and plutonium recycle result
in about the same estimated risks. Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, Appendix C.
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Comment Letter No. 69

Consulimers

Pr ov......... Company

- JUL 28I375 >

July 24., 1975

'"

Secretary of the Commission
Att: Docketing and Service Section
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

On May 8, 1975 the Cosmission published for cemnent its provisional view that
a cost-benefit analysis of alternative safeguards programs should be prepared
and set forth in draft and final environmental impact statements prior to de-
cision on wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuels in light water nuclear power
reactors. It was also the Comnission's provisional view that the matter of
deferral of future licensing actions related to the wide-scale use of mixed-
oxide fuels should be addressed in individual licensing proceedings subject
to the following guidelines:

"(i) There should be no additional licenses granted
for use of mixed-oxide fuel in light water
nuclear power reactors except for experimental
purposes; and

(2) With respect to light water nuclear power re-
actor fuel cycle activities (retivities other
than nuclear power reactor construction and
operation) which depend for their justification
on wide-scale use of mIxed-oxide fuel in lght
water nuclear power reactors, there should he
no additional licenses granted which would fore-
close future safeguards options or result in un-
necessary 'grandfathering'. This would not
preclude the granting of licenses for experi-
mental and/or technical feasibility purposes.

Comnents were solicited on (1) the relative merits of the NC's provlsional
approach and the earlier AEC-DOl, approach which would not have deferred action
pending completion of the safeguards studies, (2) whether deferral of future
licensing actions related to use of mixed-oxide fuels should be left for resolu-
tion in the individual licensing proceedings or addressed on a generic basis,
and (3) appropriateness of the above-quoted guidelines.

The collective comments of Consumers Power Company and 14 other electric
utilities are being submitted by Hunton, Williamo, Cay & Gibson. In eddi-
tion to those comments, the Company wishes to offer the following observa-
tions:

1. Deferral of action on wide-scale use of miced-oxide fuel is liuht water
reactors until the latter part of i97'8 will have severe adverse economic
icmpact.

Some of thin Impact will be umavoldable in any event, because of the current
lack of reprocessing cayability, because of lead time requirements, and the
like. An early decision on plutoniumo recycle would lessen the adverse effect,
however.

First of all, based on the amount of fissile plutonium expected to be pro- l/
duced in light water nuclear power reactors in the 1975 through 1978 period,-
we estimate that the contemplated deferral would require expenditure of be-
tween 535,k0OQQ_0 and $50,000,OQQ for additional plutonium storage. Amor-
tization of this investment to storage revenues would add almost 70N per gram
plutonium fissile per year to fuel cycle costs.

Second, if licensees are unable to use mixed-oxide fuel until mid-1978, they
must boem additional enriched uranium instead. For Consumers Power Ccmpany's
Big Rock Point and Palisades Plants alone, we estimate the additional cost
of necessary enriched uranium at ý6,000,000. Moreover, Ui08 production CA0s-
bility to meet probable comnitments during the period is Cn short supply .

Third, if the proposed deferral operates to defer spent fuel reprocessing
capability, enriched uranium will not be utilized in a timely manner, result-
ing in added interest and storage costs. For Big Rock Point and Palisades
alone, we estimate that more than 122,000 kilogroan of enriched uranium, with
a replacement value of more than $19,000,000, ould be idled.

Fourth, since utilization of plutonium in reactor fuel is for the most port
limited to self-generation quantities, deferral of utilization of plutoniun
for this purpose will mean that some plutonium must be stored indefinitely.
By about June of 1978, it is estimated that a total of approximately 536 kilo-
grams of fissile plutonium will have been accumulated from operation of Big
Rock Point and Palisades. Of this amount, about 300 kilograms would be un-
usable in these reactors because scheduled discharges of uranium fuel contain-
ing self-generated quantities of plutonilu will continue to add to inventory.
Estimates of nationwide plutonium inventories held by other reactor operators

Nuclear Assurance Corporation Fuel-Trac Information Service, "World-Wide
ReproeesslnSg Status eport" May 30, 1975, estimates that firmly-planned
U. S. reactors will produce 22,241 Kgs of fissile Pu in the period 1975
through 1978.

?J See Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc, "The Nuclear Fuel Cycle: U. S. Capital
and Capacity Requirenents, 1975-1985," June 1975, pp 21-22, 26.
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and assessments of the fuel, cycle plans for such reactors and the operating
schedules for the breeder reactor indicate that the usability (and hence
the salability) of plutonium will be highly unlikely.

Fifth, to the extent the use of mixed-oxide fuoel is deferred, the buildup
of ,merici•n will affect the usability of the plutoniss and increase the
cost of its use bcauec of additional handling, shielding and anericlum re-
moval. The probable result is that such plutonium will not be used, based
on our own experience thot the bandling and removal of americium costs ap-
proximately $2.00 per gram of plutonium.

Sixth, it is likely that manufacturers will not scamence construction of
additional ni-xed-oxide fabrication capacity until the rulemaklng has been
concluded. Based on lead times required for design, licensing and construction
of such facilities, fabrication capability to mcet annual production rates of
plutonium could not be expected before the early 19•0's, assuming the Commission's
proposed deferral, adding substantially to total plutonium inventories and their
associated economic impact. A similar conclusion can ix drawn with respect to
reprocessing capability. Also, such facilities a- do exist are likely to re-
main idle or to operate at substantially reduced capacity, depending on the Com-
miaslon's application of the proposed "experimental" exception to the deferral
of mixed-oxide fuel use.

2. The proposed deferral of use of mixed-oxide fuel is unnecessary from a
safeguards point of view.

The Bunton, Willims utility group proposal that conservative interim safe-
guards criteria be adopted (referencing the E. R. Johnson Associates, Inc.
report "Estimated Cost of Improved Safeguards for Plutoniums Used in the Com-
merclal Nuclear Fuel Cycle," being subsitted by the Atomic Industrial Forums),
in workable andiwili satisfy NEPA, particularly if the amount of mixed-oxide
fuel rconseed prior to a generic plsitoniumo recycle decision is lumited to the
productive capacity of already licensed mixed-oxide fuel fabrication plants.

3. NEP_ does nct require the Comanission to defer its plutonsui recycle as-
sessment until all potential environamental impacts urne klown.

Perfect knowledge is not a requirement of NEPA:

"The agency need not foresee the uoforseesble [sic] but
by the same token neither can it avoid d-rafting an impact
statement because describing the environmental effects of
and alternatives to particular agency action involves some
degree of forecasting. And one of the functions of a lfPA
statement is to indicate the extent to which enviroxental
effects are essentially cualsnown. * * * []f the Commission
cakes a good faith effort in the survey to describe the
reasonably foreseeable environmental Imeact of the program,
alternatives to the program and their reasonably foreseeable
envirounental impact, and the irreversible and irretrievable
coinoitnent of resources the program involves, we see no
reason why the survey will not fully satisfy the require-
mests of Section 102(c). * a *

"Of cou•re, snme of the environmental impacts of the
program are still shrouded in uncertainty. But one of
the functions of on impact statement is to point up
uncertainties where they exist. And whaitever statement
is drafted by the Commislion can be amsended to reflect
newly obtained information as the progrmn progresses."
Scientists' Institute for Public Infonrmtlon Inc. v
Atomic iner, Commisslon, 81 ,•d 1079, 1092, 1098 (1DC
Cir. 1973).

See also Natural Resources Defense Council v Morton, 458 FPd 827, 837 (W
Cir. 19723jiEnviroanmcntal Defense Fund, Inc. Uo--p-1a of a bineers, 342 F
Supp 1211, T17-E.kD. Ark.), aff'd 470 Fad 289 16 Cir. 19712), cart. den.
412 US 931, 37 L EB 2d 16o (19737.

4. Deferral of future licensing actions can and should be left for resolution
in individual licensinf proceedings.

Individual licensing proceedings may go foruard prior to completion of generic
rulemaking proceedings which may affect them. Union of Concerned Scientists v

4EC, 499 A2d 1069 (DC Cir. 1974). Cf. American Coommercial Lines, Inc. v Loulsvillo
& N.R.R.Co., 392 US 571 (1968); FCC v WJR .Goodill .tation 33( US 265, 93 L d
1353, 135C-59 (19149); Coastal Ben-d TV v FCC, 234 FA 656 (DC Cir. 1956); Jicarilla
Apche Tribe of IndiKna v Norton, 471 NS--1275 (9th Cir. 1973).

Even if an individual licensing action can be characterized as part of a larger
group of interrelated actions, it may proceed prior to the completion of an en-
viroumental impact statement covering the whole group of actions if, standing
alone, it has independent utilitv and is susceotible of discrete environmental
evaluation. D.ly v Volce, 514 F2d 1106 (9th Cir. 1975); Sierra Club v Stama,
507 F2d 788 (10th Cir. 1974); Indian Lookout Alliance v Vpisc, '.61-F2d 11- -(Jth
Cir. 1973); Comaittee to Stop Route 7 v Volie, 346 F Supp 731 (D. Conc. 1972),
aff'd per curien sub ncm. Citizens for Balanced Environment & Transportation,
Inc. v Lolpe, 503 F2d 601 (2d Cir. 1974).

An individual proposal need not preclude future alternatives, involve an irre-
trievable comsitment of resources, or result in an increase in adverse environ-
mental effects, at least if it relies largely on in-place production, processing
and storage capability, and consideration is limited to the time period in which
a complete, industry-wide assessment is likely to be completed. The NRC's "pro-
visional view" is apparently based on CEQ's concern about the need to assess the
safeguards implications of plutonium recycle prior to "final decisions" on plu-
tonium recycle. But wide-scale use before 1978 Is a virtual impossibility, con-
sidering the present and foreseeable lack of reprocessing capability. And even
CEQ, by implication in its January 20, 1975 letter to the AEC, would permit
mixed-oxide actions pending such "final derision" so long as they would neither
foreclose safeguards alternatives nor result in unnecessary "grandfathering".
The situation is readily distinguishable from the facts hitch led the DC Circuit
Court of Appeals to prescribe a detailed "program" environmental impact state-
ment in Scientists' Institute for Public Information Inc. v AEC, supra.
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NRC Staff Response to Specific
Comment on Health, Safety & Environment

By R. C. Youngdahl, Consumers Power Company

5

Consumers Power Company's 75-MWt Big Rock Point Plant is a case in point.
It has been previously licensed for utilization of a full core loading of
mixed-oxide fucl,3K a supply of plutonium oxide for such full core loadine
is likely to be available, the Company )be contracted with a fabricator for
fabrication of the mixed-oxide assemblies, fabrication of the next reloading
of mixed-oxide Nuel has been completed save for final assembly of the rods
into 20 of the assemblies, safety analyses have been performed on the mixed-
oxide flel design, and the AEC Regulatory Staff has concluded that any in-
cremental environmental effects of the use of such fuel would be insignifi-
cant. A suitably conservative safcieards plan for transportation sod handling
of the assemblies can surely be devised prior to completion of generic safe-
guards studies. This and similar limited uses should clearly be permitted
even if a decision is made to defer & generic plutonium recycle decision until
a safeguards analysis has been completed.

5. The USC's proposed guideline concerning the granting of additional licenses
for use of mimed-olie fuels in LiWs should be revised or clarified to permit
technical-feasibility or demonstration uses.

Technical feasibility or demonstration uses should he permitted end clearly
excluded from the notion of "wido-seale" one of mixed-oxide fOe-s. In this
way, the impending adverse economic and safeguards impacts of an increasing ad
substantial near-term slutonium inventory moy be somewhat lessened at the same
time "r uningful informn~tion . .. on the effects of applletion of the tech-
nology" is being gained. Allow-Ing such demonstration uses would nlso hasten
the day when meaningful economic and technical information concerning the use
of recycley ixed-oxide fuel becaoes available for assessmenn.

R. C. Youngahl
xxeeotive(jtee President

3/ The relevant license amendment is presently being challenged before an
ASLB and in a Federal District Court.

3/ Scientists' Institute for Public Information, Inc v AEC, supra, h48 F2d
at 1094.

1. "Deferral of action on wide-scale use of mixed-oxide fuel in light water
reactors until the latter part of 1978 will have severe adverse economic
impact.

"Some of this impact will be unavoidable in any event, because of the current
lack of reprocessing capability, because of lead time requirements, and the
like. An early decision on plutonium recycle would lessen the adverse effect,
however.

"First of all, based on the amount of fissile plutonium expected to be 1 2 roduced
in light water nuclear power reactors in the 1975 through 1978 period,- we
estimate that the contemplated deferral would require expenditure of between
$35,000,000 and $50,000,000 for additional plutonium storage. Amortization
of this investment to storage revenues would add almost 70¢ per gram plu-
tonium fissile per year to fuel cycle costs.

"Second, if licensees are unable to use mixed-oxide fuel until mid-1978, they
must burn additional enriched uranium instead. For Consumers Power Company's
Big Rock Point and Palisades Plants alone, we estimate the additional cost
of necessary enriched uranium at $6,000,000. Moreover, U305 production
capabilýy to meet probable commitments during the period i in short
supply.-

"Third, if the proposed deferral operates to defer spent fuel reprocessing
capability, enriched uranium will not be utilized in a timely manner, resulting
in added interest and storage costs. For Big Rock Point and Palisades alone,
we estimate that more than 120,000 kilograms of enriched uranium, with a
replacement value of more than $19,000,000, would be idled.

"Fourth, since utilization of plutonium in reactor fuel is for the most part
limited to self-generation quantities, deferral of utilization of plutonium
for this purpose will mean that some plutonium must be stored indefinitely.
By about June of 1978, it is estimated that a total of approximately 536
kilograms of fissile plutonium will have been accumulated from operation of
Big Rock Point and Palisades. Of this amount, about 300 kilograms would be
unusable in these reactors because scheduled discharges of uranium fuel
containing self-generated quantities of plutonium will continue to add to
inventory. Estimates of nationwide plutonium inventories held by other
reactor operators and assessments of the fuel cycle plans for such
reactors and the operating schedules for the breeder reactor indicate that
the usability (and hence the salability) of plutonium will be highly
unlikely.

"Fifth, to the extent the use of mixed-oxide fuel is deferred, the buildup
of americium will affect the usability of the plutonium and increase the
cost of its use because of additional handling, shielding and americium
removal. The probable result is that such plutonium will not be used,
based on our own experience that the handling and removal of americium
costs approximately $2.00 per gram of plutonium.
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1 Comment Cont'd

"Sixth, it is likely that manufacturers will not commence construction of
additional mixed-oxide fabrication capacity until the rulemaking has been
concluded. Based on lead times required for design, licensing and construc-
tion of such facilities, fabrication capability to meet annual production
rates of plutonium could not be expected before the early 1980's assuming
the Commission's proposed deferral, adding substantially to total
plutonium inventories and their associated economic impact. A similar
conclusion can be drawn with respect to reprocessing capability. Also,
such facilities as do exist are likely to remain idle or to operate at
substantially reduced capacity, depending on the Commission's application
of the proposed 'experimental' exception to the deferral of mixed-oxide
fuel use."

Response:

In final GESMO sensitivity analyses were made to show the economic impacts of
delays in reprocessing of spent fuels and recycling of plutonium. Parametric
studies are included to show the influence of growth rate in energy demands
and the effects of uranium, separative work and MOX fuel fabrication costs.
Refer to CHAPTER XI, Section 2.0 for the comparisons of the effects of
alternative dispositions of plutonium on LWR fuel cycle operations. Economic
comparisons and _the alternatives to prompt recycle for three fuel cycle options,
no recycle, recycle of uranium only and recycle of uranium and plutonium are
included.

CHAPTER VIII includes a detailed description of the alternatives to prompt
recycle and summarizes environmental impacts.

The full discussion and utilization of the plutonium generated in LWR's and a
program for utilizing MOX fuel in LWR's is included in CHAPTER IV, Section C-4.0.
The 1.15 SGR model reactor is also described in this part of final GESMO.
Refer to CHAPTER IV, Section C, paragraph 4.1.2 for the basis for the GESMO
model reactor, Figure IV C-26 for the MOX loading to approach equilibrium, and
Table IV C-l0 indicating the chronology of reactor reloads.
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